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PREFACE. 

Otm object in publishing THE ESOTERIC is to present M.E't'HODS of 
attainment to those persons who have, by the processes of development, 
reached a point in their experienoe where they feel the need of a higher 
order of Life, and are seeking a way by which they may come into the 
understanding of the object of our life in the flesh, and obtain a fnller 
development of all their faculties, Physical, Mental, and Spiritual. 

We recognize the real man to be the conscious, thinking part in ns, 
that is, the " Soul," which has two spheres of action and consciousness, 
viz •. one interior and spiritual, the other exterior and physical. When 
both spheres of consciousness are obtained, man will understand the use 
in everything, and oease from selfish struggle and combat with his fellow, 
thus helping to bring about a new order of humanity to overspread and 
control our earth. We know that there are many persons who look for
ward to this goal, and THE EsOTERIC is sent out for the purpose of unit. 
ing them in a concerted effort to form a oentre of these more perfected 
souls, and eventually to have a locality set apart for their education and 
perfection, so that the highest possible ultimates may be reached. This 
volume, therefore, expounds the doctrine, and supplies methods that, if 
carefully and zealously applied, develop the soul, which then will enable 
all to become conscious of the Spirit wherein there is a perfect knowledge 
of an things necessary for man's use and true well-being. 
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THE ESOTERIC. 

VoL. II.] o;; 
JmrB 21 TO JULY 22. 

[No. I. 

UNITY OF DESIRE-PRAYER. 

In the April number of THE EsOTERIC we asked all classes of thinkers to 
unite with us in soul aspiration for a more perfect state of human exist
ence on earth, and gave the Lord's prayer as expressive of a desire that 
all classes of thinkers could unite in, without violence to any creed, if they 
but take the words for what they really mean without any superstitious 
garbage around them. Thereby would be brought about a concentration 
of all truly honest and devout souls in the one direction. 

Not that we expect to change God, or alter the pvposes of the Infinite 
mind, but that we may apply the law and enjoy the benefits derived there
from. While we are told that Jesus recommended this prayer, yet he 
united with all his predecessors in teaching that God is Spirit and un
changeable, and that all law, -i.e. natural- is His law. Therefore any 
edicts, statutes, or ecclesiastical traditions are worthless, unless they teach 
the methods of Divine law. 

After Jesus had finished his work on the earth plane of his physical ex
istence, he instructed his disciples to remain in Jerusalem, until they were 
endowed with power from on high, to go into all the world and preach the 
gospel, or God's Spell, - the psychic power with which His Spirit en
dowed them to the extent that they could raiB'e the dead, cast out demons, heal 
the sick etc. They were all to remain together in constant prayer with desire 
for that endowment of spiritual power, which came, after forty days, in 
such a wonderful manner that it surpassed all their expeotatiou. 

The external reasoner has concluded that there must have been some 
Man God who was persuadeG. through their devotion to change his ordi
nary course, in order to accomplish some deaign through them,-which 
doei not agree at all with the Bible teachings of an unchangeable God. 
Then others will say, "If God is unchangeable, then his natural laws certainly 
must be, therefore, what is the use in our making any effort ? we cannot 
change anything I" 

It is true that God and his laws are immutable, and it is among the many 
methods of those laws that the ground should bring forth grain and vege
~bles for man's use; but man must prepare the ground and sow the seed, 
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2 Unity of Desire- Prttyer. [July, 

or he can not reap the harvest. Again the river runs down the decline into 
the great ocean and we cannot hinder it, but we can dam up and turn its 
course and cause the persistent waters to do our work for us. So we might 
cite hundreds of cases where God's unchangeable laws are made to serve 
man, and their service is efficient because of their unchangeableness ; for 
if the water when dammed up would cease to flow, then it would be of no 
use; or if the water when heatOO. in the boiler, would not force its way out 
by an irresistible power, it would be of no service to man. It is the unchange
ableness of the natural laws that makes them serve the devices of man's 
intellect. 

Jesus came to bring the knowledge of the methods of utilizing Gods 
superior laws; those that find expression in the soul of man, through the 
operation of the spirit upon the body. Love is the activity of life, and 
desire is the product or effect upon the intelligence. Man loves the kind 
of food that the body needs, and the consciousness of that need produces a 
desire for it and an effort to obtain i,t; the life in the grass needs the nour
ishing elements of earth and air and these are drawn to it, and absorbed 
by it, and thus it grows through the effectual power of love ; for "love is 
life in motion" ; the cessation of motion is death. Jesus taught that the 
de~ire produced by love was the most potent to draw in,- inspire the 
qualities desired; for he Said "If two of you shall agree on earth as 
touching ANYTHING that ye shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father 
which is in heaven." Mathew chap. xviii., verse 19th. ~~ow is this reconcil
able with the unchangeable God of law? It is this : His Father and ours is 
spirit from which all things originated ; the pure elements of all things 
are in God, and as " God is the fullness of him that filleth all in all " 
(Eph. I. 23. ), all space is filled with God, known to the ancients as the" As
tral light." These qualities are all invisible to the physical senses, but they 
exist and are subject tq natural law as much as is the silver that, dissolved 
and put into clear water cannot be seen; but apply the creative law of the 
positive and negative forces of all creative life, electricity, and it can all 
be collected out of the water and re-8ubstantiated as solid silver again. 
A sympathetic piece of silver or copper placed on the negative pole of 
the battery, will gather every particle that is in the water to itself, no mat
ter how small the piece may be that was used as an attractor; all that it 
wants is the active principle of love which is magnetic. All that there is 
in nature is held in equilibrium by a balance of the two forces positive 
and negative, the qualities of which are expressed as Love and Wisdom, 
•• God is Love." Yes, all things in nature, being of God, are good, and to 
be in sympathy with these natural principles requires the person to be 
good, otherwise there would be repulsion in place of attraction. 

What do we mean by being good? God is good, and to be good is to be like 
Him. He .(and She, if you please) in great wisdom has so arranged all 
laws that everything works together for good, i.e. for the elevating of man, 
to· be like Him in everything; any good thing misused or preverted, is evil. 
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1888.] Unity of Desire- Prayer. 8 

There is no envy, strife, or hatred in God: there is nothing hidden, or 
deceptive, or false ; then, before we can become a magnet for gather
ing and organizing these Divine qualities, we mnst be free from all those 
diSI:lordant elements, and when we are "pure in heart," thought and desire, 
then we become like the piece of copper that gathers to it the pure silver. 
But why are two required to agree? why does not the desire of one obtain? 
Because all persons are selfish in their un-enlightened <!f>..tdition ; each acts 
individually from his nature and cannot really unite with another in any
thing, because all selfish desires are illusions, that cannot meet a true echo 
in another's heart. Therefore, if two really unite, it is because they are un
selfish ; and then their desire, vibrating in harmony with the reality of 
truth, will draw down the power of the Spirit, clothe it with the magnetic 
aura of their individuality and send it out on its mission. But where three, 
ten, or ten thousand are united in one thing, the power increases propor
tionally to the number, and the intensity of the desire, and also the purity of 
the hearts thus desiring. That desire reaches into the "Astral Light," -into 
God's spiritual body whence we were taken, by the same law under 
different methods of application,- and calls down the especial qualities 
desired; and as that is only accomplished by the negative pole of the battery, 
so this is only accomplished by the interior spiritual soul, perfectly sub
missive to the Supreme Will. There cannot be a single reserve l If there 
is, it will close the door of perfect sympathy, and this effectual prayer is 
impossible. But. when the soul is open and " The Father of Light " is in
vited in with an intense desire for s6me object, then, when the spirit desired 
comes, it possesses your soul r.nd body. 

The time has come that this planet might be, and will be, deluged by 
the " Holy Spirit," or the spirit that is superior to the present earth con
ditions, as the prophet Joel said," And it shall come to pass, that I will 
pour out of my spirit upon ALL FLESH ; and your sons and your daugh
ters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men 
shall see visions, chap. i., verse 28th. This prophecy is now being fulfilled 
in every direction, and who is ready to receive it and be profited thereby'! 

The church, so far as it has any virtue left, has Dtrvotion which is the 
greatest virtue on the negative side ; but she rejects her hnsband, .Know
ledge, therefore 11he is a spiritual " adulteress," as the prophet Hosea chap. 
iv., verse 6th, said "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: be
cause thou hast REJECTED KNOWLEDGE, I WILL ALSO REJECT THEE, that 
thou shalt be no priest to me : seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy 
God, 1 also will forget thy children." Because they have "forgotten the 
law of God;" yes, they have all known, and do know, that throughout the 
records of the manner of God's revealing his will to man it has always 
been through angel visitation and through dreams and visions; yet they 
wilfully reject God's law of spiritual teaching and guidance and repel his 
angel messengers, and will not listen to the spirit of prophecy, and say 
.. that used to be so, but that is past." Why is it past? has God changed? 
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4 Unity of Desire- Prayer. [July, 

or is it your unwillingness to hear the word of God when he speaks ? Are 
you not, through that, justiftying the words of the prophet Isaiah chap. lxv., 
verse 12th " Therefore will I number you to the sword, and ye shall all 
'bow down to the slaughter: because when I called, ye did not answer; when 
I spake, ye did not hear ; but did evil before mine eyes, and did choose 
that wherein I delighted not." Thus they close up every avenue by which 
the spirit might approach them and instruct them. 

Another class have not refused to bear the angel messengers; they have 
gladly listened to their words, but instead of obeying them, they thought 
it delightsome to get word from the spirit, and imagined they were especial 
favorites of heaven and began to require those celestial" guides" to amuse 
and gratifiy curiosity, and to show the.ir power for money. Then those 
heavenly visitants forsook them, and the low "elementals" and earth 
bound spirits came aad played with them and deceived them, " and the last 
state is worse than the first." This is another way the ' people are destroyed 
for lack of knowledge.' . 

Still another class are destroyed for their one-sidedness; they are those who, 
with an inherent love for the spiritual, have no devotion, and are wholly in 
the intellect. These have read all the old books and searched the histories 
of Orient and Occident until their mind is stored with knowledge; yet 
they are soul-starved and spiritually frozen to death, in the darkness and 
cold of intellectuality. 

Now all these things are good if wisely used. Can we not form a fourth 
class out of all the truly good of the others ; a class that has all the true 
soul devotion of a most loving wife to her husband ; and a love of know
ledge that will cause them to accept the Truth, no Dl8.tter from what source 
it comes ; and that will receive the angels of God as his messengers whilst 
recognizing the fact of their own Divine son-ship. When these are united 
in the "Truth"- which is only a knowledge of that which is, in contra
distinction to theories ami doctrines handed down by men-and in the true 
soul desire for the Divine humanity to be manifested on earth, they will be 
able, by that constantly active soul desire, to draw down to earth such an 
army from the heavenly world, and with them so much of the spirit
ual atmosphere, that license, sensuality ana crime would melt before it 
like the frost before the morning sun. 

Then, let every true soul unite with us in prayer, to our highest con
ception of God, every Wednesday evening at the same hour, • that we may 
have added power to draw to earth this superior quality of Spirit, to take 
control of our life and make of us a spring, a living fountain for the 

I:Dhine Power, until there is prepared a clean plaee on earth for these pure 
souls to gather where they can " tarry until they are -fully- E'ndowed 
with power from on high" to do the will of the Highest perfectly. Thia 
would constitute the "Ideal city," "the Temple of God," where "the angels· 
ef God would l>e seen aseend.ing and descending upon the Son of 

-se& J1111e DIUDber, page 4M. 
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Man," a College, where heavenly teachers would preside. God and the 
angels are ready, a few of his people are ready, if they only knew how to 
prepare for it; for man must set up the ladder on earth, then the angels 
of heaven will use it. 

Here is the need of the spirit of wisdom to guide each and every one. 
There are many who have made covenant with God, giving to him all they 
have and are, and since that time they have prospered in every way. To 
such I would say" Look within and to God, and see if this is not the timtl 
and work when all you have and are is called for to make the initial move 
toward preparing such a "Temple," or College. For the time is nearing 
when all property will be a source of trouble and will consume away as 
smoke; there is but one hope for any, and that is to be in God's kingdom 
and have it in you. Then, let the constant breathing of the soul's desire be to 
know and do the will of the Highest, and "the willing and obedient shall 
eat the good of the land." 

I am your fellow-servant, 

A PHANTOM OF THE PAST • 
..4 Fragment. 

BY C. H. JACKSON. 

H. E. BUTLEIL 

IN a dream,- the sun was sinking below the horizon, and a red border 
of light marked his track behind the mountains ; the moon was rising 
on a blue ground; the sky was clear, the air calm and serene ; the dying 
lamp of day still softened the approaching darkness, and the refreshing 
breeze of night tempered the sultry emanations from the heated earth,
in a dream I travelled through the valley of caves and sepulchres 
down through the hall of columns, and standing before two massive pil
lars I observed in deep cuttings this hieroglyph "The secret of Life's 
Love." All around, covered on all sides, there was nothing but pros
trate pillars, broken capitals, stairs and cornices. Here once flourished 
opulent city and powerful empire, crowded habitations, cultivated fields; 
and numerous devotees assembled for sacred duties in holy temples. Now, 
we pass over desolate land ; temples fallen, pa.J.a.Qils overthrown, cities 
destroyed, and the earth stripped of its inhabitants. What a mournful 
skeleton remains of the once glorious past I Silence is substituted for bus
tle, poverty for wealth, and unclean reptiles inhabit the sanctuary of the 
Gods. 'Vhy has so much glory been eclipsed ? why distroyed? and in
stea<l of abundant harvests and fertile fields there remains nothing but 
solitude and sterility? Thus in profound revery, my heart filled with 
pity and sorrow, a crowd of reflections pour into my mind. Man sows 
in an,auish, and reaps ouly vexation and· tears. While thus absorbed in 
silent meditation, a noise like footsteps on dry and rustling grass at
tracts my attention. Casting around a timid glance, by the light of the 
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moon I see a pale apparition, clothed in large and flowing robes, as 
spectres are represented rising from their tomb; and while hesitating 
whether to flee or not, a deep voice in solemn accents spake the words:
" 0 man, open your eyes to the light, and your heart to the inspirations 
of Truth I The Light and Truth awaits man everywhere ; yet he neither 
sees nor hears it. Suspend the delusion, the fascination of yotir senses, 
and your heart will then comprehend the monitor of the inner temple. 
Read, ponder and meditate the lessons of the past and present ; perverse 
and hypocritical as thou art, doest thou &CCUSe, or refer to God as the 
canse of thy pain and sorrow? If your inner temple is desolate, who 
has caused its ruin? Is it not your hands which have overthrown its 
walls and mutilated its columns? Have you not carried the 8tJJord and 
fire of self to the consuming of the Spirit, and sinking under your im
purity, ailments and pestilence, have swept man from this fair earth before 
his time. So the inner temple has become a desert through the rapacity 
and ravages of man's inhumanity to man, who in his pride and passion 
causes anguish and misery, blind to the ever glowing Light and deaf to the 
wind of the Divine Spirit of the inner temple. Corruption thou art, 
and hand in hand with the demon Self -as an accomplice in crime -
thou hast compelled the Divine Ra.y to accompany the body in thy path 
of self-delusion. Does the sun refuse to shine ? does the sea no longer 
emit its vapors? and are the rains and dews no longer suspended in 
the air? Just so sure, 0 man, come calamities of thine own forging. 
Deluded man, author of thine own inconsistency, why criest thou to the God 
of the Universe? Know est thou not, thou art a Ra.y from the Great Central 
Sun, the Infinite and Eternal Energy, the Absolute Power and Di
vine Spirit, from which all things proceed, the fountain of all Life? 
He who peoples the air with birds, the earth with animals, the waters 
with fishes, and diffuses life and motion throughout the wilds, think ye he 
is a God of ruins and tombs ? Is desolation a demonstration of his mag
nificence and wisdom?" 

Thus continued the Phantom until, like a sick man " racked with pain 
the long night through." I sunk under the weight of the severity of its 
reasoning, and I snid with a sigh, "Is a man born but for sorrow alone? if 
made blind and perverse by self until the whole world groans in agony, 
whence shall come the redemption? " - I ceased, and waited in submis
sive silence for the reply. "Peace and happiness," said he, "attends on 
him who lives the Life ; and since your heart searches after the Word 
with sincerity, your prayer shall not be in vain. I will unfold to you the 
life you would invoke, and teach you the Word of Wisdom you are in 
search of. If you would possess the wisdom of the ages and become a 
Disciple you must rise and retire into the desert and first "know thy
self." Thou art, a fragment of the world in which thou livest, 
governed by natural laws, regular in their course, consistent in their ef
fects, immutable in their essence. Those laws, being inherent in all 
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things, dispense to each deed, thought and action, its reward or punish
ment. Comprehend thyself, thou art the artisan of thine own destiny 
in this -and all the starry worlds of space ; thou art a mixture of good 
and evil, purchased by your own d~s, and it is for thee to distinguish by 
the aid of the monitor within, the path which is to lead to the realization 
of thine ideal. As in your heart have sprung all the evils which affiict your 
life, there also are you to seek and to find man's redemption. As you 
mutually injure each other by your passions, so your hearts lanquish in 
inaction, and from the discouragement of the Soul proceeds the poverty 
of the Spirit. Such, 0 man, who seekest the knowledge of the Life, have 
been the cal18e8 of all man's misery ; from the desolation of the heart to 
the fall of the columns of the Temple within, contemplatest thou the ru
ins of thyself, the overthrown palaces of ambition, thy worldly temples 
fallen and hideous reptiles of thine own base passions inhabit the sanct
uary of thy God. 

I am alone, the Phantom has vanished, 
Soft music comes unto my ear 
Like the tinklings of rills in the mountains wild. 
Perfumes sweet from flowel"s rare 
Waft incense through the mid-night air. 

THE TRUE THEOSOPHIST. 
(FROM OUR BUDDHIST FRIEND'S NOTE-BOOK.) 

It is not the individual and determined purpose of obtaining for one's 
self Nirvana, (the culmination of all knowledge and absolute wisdom,) 
which is, after all, only an exalted and glorious selfishness, but the self 
sacrificing pursuit of the best means to lead, on the right path, our neigh
bm·- to cause as many of our fellow creatures as we possibly can to ben
efit by it, which constitutes the true Theosophist. 

The intellectual portions of mankind seem to be fast dividing into two 
classes ; the one unconsciously preparing for itself long periods of tem
porary annihilation, or states of non-consciousness, owing to the deliberate 
surrender of their intellect, and its imprisonment in the narrow grooves 
of bigotry and supentition, a process which cannot fail to lead to the utter 
deformation of the intellectual principle: the other, unrestrainedly indulg
ing its animal propensities with the deliberate intention of submitting to 
annihilation, pure and simple; or, in cases of failure, to millenniums of 
degradation after physical dissolution. 

These intellectual classes, reacting upon the ignorant masses, whom they 
attract, and who look up to them as noble and fit examples to follow, 
degrade and morally ruin those they ought to protect and guide. 

In view of the ever increasing triumph and, at the same time, the mis
use of free thought, it is time that Theosophy should enter the arena. 
Once delivered from the dead weight of dogmatic interpretations and an
thropomorphic conceptions, the fundamental doctrines of all religions will 
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be found identical in their eaotmc ·meaning. Osiris, KrilJl,na, Buddha, 
Ohmt, will be shown as different means for one and the same highway to 
final bliss,- Nirvana. • • • • • All of us have to get rid of our owu 
ego, the illusory and apparent self, to recognize our true self in a h-anscel' 
dental Divine life. But if we wonJd not be selfi.ah we must strive to mal fl.' 
other people see that truth ; to recognize the reality of that transcender. ,a; 
self. 

Shall we devote ourselves to teaching a few Europeans,- many of 1.1em 
loaded with the gifts of blind fortune,- the rationale of the spiritual tele
phone and astral body formation, and leave the teeming millions < l the 
ignorant, the poor and the despised, to take care of themselves &.D'1 their 
hereafter the best they know how? NEVER! Perish rather the Theoso
phical Society with both its haplesa founders, than that toe, th" devoted 
followers of that spirit incarnate of absolute self-sacrifice, of philanthrophy 
and divine kindness, as the highest of all virtues attainable on this earth 
of sorrow, the man of men, Gautama Buddha, should ever allow the 
Theosophical Society to represent the embodiment of selfishness, the 
refuge of the few, with no thought in them for the many. 

Our B111lclhWt frieDd willie. me to .tate that he is .J.o a~ aud that theee eztraota 
from his note-book are maiuly from Theo.ophical W'l'iteN. 

He is muoh pJM.cl with thel!'.larmuc, ~everal No'• of whioh I han forwarded to him. 
W. A. EraglWa, M. D. 

IMMORTALITY. 

Tms subject has occupied the attention of man to a greater or less ex
tent ever since he began to think, and not without making some advance 
in that lhie. The most pronounced advocate of immortality that ever 
lived was Jesus of Nazareth; but he left the world in doubt as to the 
exact meaning of his words regarding the subject. Although he taught 
it in every sermon, and demonstrated, at his death, by his resurrection that 
he had " power to lay down his life and had power to take it again," yet, 
forty days after, he ascended into the- to us- unknown, and the world 
saw him no more ; therefore many doubt as to the real, actual continuance 
of his existence. The same old record, the Bible, tells us that Enoch, 
the seventh from Adam, "was not, for God took him," and that Elijah 
was taken away by a chariot and horses of fire. Josephus, 
the Jewish historian, tells us that Moses was taken away in a cloud. All 
the sacred books relate similar stories. 

In what this immortality consists, is the subject of all kinds of spec
ulative theory, arising from the ignorance of the answer to the most 
ancient question " What is life? " Not, what is it as to material? but per
haps more properly: "What constitutes a living entity?" 

As we believe this to be an important question, implying so much useful 
knowledge, even in its partial answer, we will try to give herein a. solution 
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of the problem, with the hope it may help some into a higher pla.ne of use
fulness to themselves &nd fellows. Our readers know from former 
articles that we accept the Biblie&l statements that "God is Spirit," &nd 
that "God created &11 things by the WORD of his powers." The laws &nd 
methods of creating from spirit what we c&ll matter, are carefully set forth 
in brief in our nine lectures on the Seven Creative Principles now in book 
form; therefore we e&n commence with m&n where we find him, endeav
oring to make the subject as clea.r &S the greater brevity will permit. 

Man, as to his physie&l, is a compound of sm&ll bodies, or molecules, 
each a living breathing entity; these entities are bound together by the law 
of sympathy, or the love of life, in the aggregate which was generated by 
the .reproductive fires of parentage, the mother supplying the magnetic 
belt that botind them together. This life is perpetuated by receiving sim
ilar elements from the seeds of grain, or animal fiesh, in its reciprocal 
action with the generative processes of the pl&net negative, and the ether 
positive, &nd is carrying on the work of generation in &11 nature, as well 
as in those molecular or sm&ll organisms. During childhood this genera
tive process takes place in every molecule ; and as the molecules generate 
their kind, the body grows. There &re two principles which are the prime 
faetors in creation, and have been expressed in the word "Theo-Sophia" 
the Universal Father &nd Mother. The mother receives the substance of 
the father, personalizes it by giving it form &nd function, &nd preserves 
it in its form. This maternal principle is m&nifested in the earth or mat
ter. Creation is by the descent of spirit into matter, which has been de
nominated in the Seven Creative Principles as the descending current of 
involution. In the growing child the descending life essences carry on the 
work of multiplication in these molecules, therefore the growth of the body. 
But this body is made up of seven vital centres, one semi-vital, &nd 
four serving ; each of these has a brain or mind centre, and rules in its 
sphere of use to the body, &nd may so fully control the body as to draw all 
the creative energy from the molecules so that the body will waste away. 

The aemi-vital function is the sex function. When tlia.t begins to be 
active it has more direct control of the stored energy of the body than 
any other function ; for when it is allowed to control, it lays hold on its 
adjoining function, the reins, whose power is that of the psychic, therefore 
anciently &nd well symbolized &S the Serpent. Then this semi-vital and 
semi~rving becomes the vital, and &11 the descending life elements are 
drawn into it &nd utilized, or w&ated. by it, to that extent that the body 
ceases to develop. There is a constant struggle carried on between this 
function &nd the others ; and this function becoming the psychic, possesses 
all the magic powers that have ever been pictured by the " imaginative 
dreamer " or by the sage &nd seer of &ntiquity. It is therefore called by 
the &ngel who revealed the apoe&lyptic vision to John," the Old Serpent, 
the Devil, &nd the Satan, that deceiveth the whole \Vorld;" for it de
ceives all the other brain centres, the reasoning brain included, so that th~y 
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all render implicit obedience to its mandates. But God-wisdom inter
poses and defeats it from immediately destroying the body, by throwing 
around all persons many needs, which are difficult of supply ; so the other 
brain centres are compelled to unite their powers against its control, and 
to force the reasoning intellect to absorb the vital elements for its use, and 
all the other functions in proportion, in order that they may have a degree 
of health and strength to meet the inevitable demand upon them. So ex
istence is made up of a constant warfare between this adversary and the 
other functions of the body, for the action of any one function immediately 
absorbs from the life essences of the molecules ; and therefore sleep is 
necessary in order to silence the action of all the functions so that the 
molecules can renew their vitality without hinderance. In order to . ob
tain more perfect harmony the mind must loosen its tension and indulge 
the body by "recreation " like the play of the child. In play the mind 
functions all unite with each other, and thus a harmony of all the molec
ular life is established, and the neglected functions of the body come 
into use and inharmonious development is obviated. Men get bowed 
and decrepit through constant attention in some one direction. as certain 
muscles thereby get an over-development, and others, by lack of use, shrink: 
and thus draw the body out of shape. 

Man becomes like that which he thinks about, becanse the thought of 
a person determines the quality of the life he receives into the body 
through food and all other means. An account is given of a criminal in 
France. When he was to be sentenced to die, scientific men got per
mission to try an experiment on him, and obtained a sentence of death by 
poison on a set day. On that day, they prepared some colored water and. 
entering the prison cell, informed him they had come to administer the fatal 
poison. He drank the water which he believed to be poison, and the sys
tem was correspondingly affected so that he died, and thus it was demon
strated that the thought governs the body's existence. 

H a person wants youth and vigor, it is necessary to think youth
ful thoughts, use nature's gymnastics that you may keep a harmonious de
velopment of all the muscles and prevent their drawing the body out of 
shape, and above all, by the aid of the educated will, conquer the dooPption 
of the sex function, and stop its monopoly and waste of the life, at the 
same time taking proper care not to eat too much or too little, and espec
ially avoiding extra stimulations in food, drinks, and narcotics. 

This alone, if carefully carried out, would probably add to the ordinary 
length of man's life a few hundred years. according to the amount of 
mental and spiritual unfoldment of the person. 

If the unfoldment was high and fine, the mind power would increase. 
so that it would take control of the physical and absorb it; for the longer 
we live the more we know, and the more we know the more active the 
mind. But the mind is the soul, it is anindependentinvisibleentity,having 
a consciousness independent of the sense body. the senses of which are 
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only external instruments of the soul sense ; and when one begins thus to 
control the action of the creative forces in one's own body, the mind soon 
obtains a consciousness separate from the bodily senses. 

When this point is reached a consciousne88 of the soul's alliance to the 
soul of the universe will obtain, and with it an ability to go out into the 
unlimited expanse of nature, and know its laws and gather of its essen
ces. Such thought would refine the material of the body so that year af
ter year it would be getting finer, until it would be so etherialized that it 
would either leave the world, like Enoch, Moses, and Elijah, or be in-
visible to the carnal perception. H. E. BUTLER. 

THE UNITY OF LIFE. 

MATTER in its spiritualized condition does not lose any of the qualities
which are inherent in it. such as heat, force, motion, energy ; but, on the con
trary, they are developed to greater intensity. Being attributes of existence, 
they act with increasing power as life takes on higher forms of expression. 
The lower we descend in nature, the less ~otion, power, heat, force do we 
find, until we touch the inorganic, where life iu its lowest material form 
meets us. 

The time has come when we are to understand the laws of our nature 
and the relation that one part bears to another. We are to know that the 
highest intellectual and moral development is not only essentially depen
dent upon physical being, but is an outgrowth or development of the 
same. Not only has the animal preceded man in the order of creative 
life, but the animal nature in man is the foundation of all that is great and 
noble in humanity. 

In the child a vigorous appetite is essential to bodily health and devel
opment in the next and higher stage of advancement, when the latent pas
sional forces of the nature begin to unfold, and along with them the intel
lectual, and to a certain extent the moral qualities also. Then the character 
and future greatne88 of the individual is indicated by the extent and 
power of the emotional forces within. The life of the intellect is dependent 
upon the life of the p&88ions and the judicious conservation of their forces, 
and while it often happens that persons with largely endowed animal 
natures are yet, owing to cerebral malformation and also to unfortunate 
circumstances, deficient in intellectual ability,- yet the converse of the 
statement is not equally true: intellectual ability of a creative order is not 
possible where life or development has been arrested in the second st;age o£ 
unfoldment, namely. the passional or physically creative. 

The p&88ions and the intellect are the two opposite poles of being that 
continually act and react upon each other. 

Intellectual activity, when not carried to excess, tends to infuse greater 
life into every part of the system. For thought is force, and force is con
nected with heat. Likewise to the passions, when they are curbed and 
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only act responsive to reason, their vigorous life,- but not necessarily 
their expression,- is the mighty stimulus to intellectual and moral growth. 
For interdependence carries with it transmutation and conservation of 
energy. A force that is thrown away and wasted physically cannot be 
conserved and transmuted into the heat and force of intellectual and moral 
life. All development is through conser;vation of energy and its subsequent 
expression in new forms of action. Nature's laws are moral laws that 
tend to the upbuilding and perfecting of the race. 

NEITH. 

Brooklyn, N. .Y. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

BY WILLIAM COX. 

Tenth Paper : The Story of Truth. 
Influences and Principles are governed by Law. It has beenshown that 

when a principle predominates and is the paramount factor in the intellect
ual constitution of man, it gives the man an individuality which is ever the 
fi3.IIle, and this unchanging individuality is known as CHARACTER. In man, 
eharacter is the thing most needful and most valuable. If Experience 
has the largest developement in the character of a man, he will be guided 
in his opinion and actions by his experience. If Power exerts control, force 
or coercion will be the umpire by which all things are determined When 
the attribute of Truth assists a developed principle in the orbit of human 
eharacter, all things are seen by its clear and beautiful light, and right 
and righteousness will prevail, and all thoughts and actions be only those 
of honor and integrity. The sublime power and worth of character, when 
noble and righteous, its ability to decide righteously, to counteract evil 
designs of men of force and even experience, and to uphold the majesty of 
the Eternal Verities and therefore show the need and worth of UNDER
STANDlNG, is shown in the allegory which constitutes the subject matter of 
this paper. 

In the morning twilight of recorded times, m a great emph·e, men 
had been doing battle against the forces of Ignorance, Folly, Depra
vity. Power, Strength, Experience, Reason, Virtue, with the attribute 
of the mighty warrior Truth had been employed as aids to the warriors on 
the side of Intelligence. The struggle had prospered well and the halo of 
victory's glory had illumined the banner of those who fought for there
covery and perpetuity of intelligent understanding. Truth, the valiant and 
mighty attribute, had thrown the weight of its powerful aid into the scales 
of the wise and zealous, and had been promised a great and fitting reward 
for the services rendered. But in a selfish and evil hour Power refused to 
give T-ruth the price promised and justly merited ; consequently the good 
which might have been accomplished, was frustrated, and the victory 
-smirched and weakened by the wrong practiced upon Truth by Power. 

It is possible for Power to deceive Truth once, by misrepresentation, but 
when Truth has crystallized into the individuality called character, it is 
impossible to repeat the deception. The second attempt at wrong, if re
ceived by Truth, would be received knowingly; Truth would then be a 
sharer in the practiced fraud, and with Truth such participation is utterly 
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impossible. Subsequent to the wrong done Truth by Power the war 
against Ignorance, Folly and Depravity was renewed, and the empire of intel
ligence was again in a state of conflict and turbulence. The battle progressed 
fitfully, but little vantage ground was gained, and something akin to con
sternation sat upon the face of the warriors, who fought under the banner 
of right Principles ; and, gathered in their tent at night, they discussed 
.long and earnestly how best to renew the conflict on the morrow, that 
success might be achieved. In all the speeches made however, it did not 
seem to be evident to the heroic orators that in their deliberations one 
necessary aid to success was lacking-the attribnte of Truth. 

Apart from the council, in his tent, Truth, the mightiest of warriors sat 
thoughtful yet composed. Ever and anon he touched the strings of his harp, 
and the silence of the night grew voiceful with the tender inspiring beauty 
of its melody, every strain breathed rythm, for Truth was the burden of 
the music. Experience finally arose in the tent of the deliberating coun
cil and suggested the propriety of sending Strength, Reason, and Virtue, 
to the tent of Truth, and offer him a rich reward, as an inducement for 
him to come and join them in their warfare against Ignorance, · Error 
Folly and Depravity, etc. Accordingly the three mighty warriors repaired 
to the tent of Truth. On entering they found Truth seated with his back 
f!fain.st the tDall of his tent, and although he smiled a cordial welcome to 
his distinguished visitors, and even pressed warmly the hand of his old 
and gentle friend Virtue, whom he loved dearly, still he did not rise from 
his position, but remained seated as they found him; not even when he 
bade his attendants prepare a. royal feast, did he move, but still ~at firmly 
with his back against the waJl. Mter partaking of the rich banquet, 
Reason proposed the health of '!'ruth, which was drank by all the assem
bled warriors and attendants; after which he, by specious and well arranged 
arguments, endeavoured to induce Truth to consent to ally himself, as he 
once had done, with them in their warfare against Ignorance, Folly, Error, 
Depravity, and their multitude of followers. All that logic and philosophy 
could offer, all that eloquence and mild. persuasion which Reason can 
employ, were used, and even the assurance that Power would give the largest 
portion of the spoils captured in the conflict to be awarded to Truth if 
he would consent to aid them. Truth listened attentively, and with all 
the noble deference of his pure and beautiful nature replied calmly in an
swer to Reason's argument: "Power hath deceived me; that was his fault; 
should I be wronged by him again, it would be my fault; I cannot join 
you." 

Reasoa resumed his seat, and thoughtfully and sadly dropped his head 
upon his breast. Then Strength arose, and with a loud voice, that startled. 
the ear as the rumbliBg thunder, shouted: "0h Truth! come with us, coME, 
with Power, with Knowledge, and Reason, Experience, Motion, Justice, 
Mercy, Zeal and Virtue; and with thy unequalled arm, oh Truth, what can 
prenil against us"! Strength resumed his seat; again the calm sweet voice 
of Truth was heard : "Power hath deceived me, that was his fault; should I 
be deceived by him again, it would be my fault; I cannot join you." 

Virtue, wearing tile amaranthine wreath upon his silvered brow, arose 
and in tones of loving teBderness addressed hts cherished friend and pupil. 
"0h Truth, I was the teacher of thy childhood and youth; I taught you to 
hate Ignorance, Folly, Error, and Depravity; wih thotJ. BO* now come with 
me, ~ne earliest and truest friend, and aid these our truest allies, in en-
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abling Power, to overcome the hosts of Ignorance and Evil. If, great 
Truth, thy mind be set against coming out to fight with us, how 
can I do aught but remain with thee! When thy a.ged father sent thee, in
experienced as thou wert in war and in sage debate on which renown attends, 
to do battle, he commissioned me to teach thee how to frame befitting 
-speech and mighty deeds how to achieve; so not from thee, dear boy, ean I 
consent to part. In youthful days my home I left, and journeying onward 
reached the fruitful realm of Speaking and Teaching, which gave me kindly 
welcome. Such confidence and love, thy father had for me, he gave me 
ample rule, he bade me go out from the realm of speech; he gave thy youth to 
me, that I might teach thee all things pure, and lovely, and of good report; 
:my soul loved thee; often in thy childish waywardness, have my ga.rments 
and the garniture of my bosom been rufBed by thy playful fingers. I so 
loved thee! and from my care of thee there came a hope that, since heaven 
had not vouchsafed to me the blessed boom of issue, thou mightest be my_ 
son, and brighten with thy presence my advancing years. Ah Truth, my 
loved one, let me ask of thee to curb thy anger; a heart implacable becomes 
thee not. Harmony, Order, and Wisdom excel thee, and may not be 
.appeased by right doing. I could not ask thy cherished anger to abate, 
and give us aid; but Power has offered gifts so valuable, and sent to thee 
me.n who love thee most ; discredit not their words and mission, we 
have heard of men in ancient days that howsoever their age and anger 
might have burned aga!nst their fellow-men, their passions were allayed 
with gifts. One case I bear in mind, in times long passed and not in 
later days, and here amid friends how all occurred will I recite. "Time 
was, when concerning a subject of wide and comprehensive scope two sav
age bands fought with mutual slaughter and fierce contention. While the 
valiant leader of the lesser band kept the field, they maintained their ground, 
but being angered, which sometimes happens with the wisest men, he with
-drew and sought the company of his newly wedded wife, and there he nursed 
his wrath. The chief sent to him i.n..ploring his return and offered large re
ward; his doors and ears were locked to all entreaties, when at length,.his 
beauteous wife in tears beseeching him to think of the dreadful late of 
his companions slaughtered, and of helpless wives and children a. prey to 
savage strangers, listening, his spirit was aroused within him. He donned 
his armour, took the field again, and with his strength and bravery saved 
his band from doom. Alas I the reward he had been promised was for
gotten by those who had been saved by him." My boy, let not his 
mind be like to thine, nor let thy thoughts be turned from us, come 
take the splendid ~s, and be honored by us all hereafter, and be a 
sharer with us of the honors gained. In answer to these brave words, 
then spake out Truth:-

"Such honors move me not, while I retain breath in my lungs and 
vigor in my limbs; disturb me not with vain solicitations to do Power 
aid. If yon love him, my love for you may turn to hate. My friends 
should honor him who honors me; remain thou here and equal shalt thou 
be to me. Ah Virtue, canst thou not discern that I am Truth, because 
thou hast made me so? Truth cannot aid Power, for Power has deceived 
him. Should I permit Power to deceive me yet again, I should be Truth no 
lon_ger." 

Then Virtue saw that Truth was right, and he also tho~ht within him
aelf that Power, having deceived Truth, might deceive Vutue. Turning 
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to his comrades he said "I am an old man, I can be of little assistance 
to Power; I will, my friends, remain with Truth.". 

Strength and Reason, departed from the tent of Truth and became 
the supporters of Power. Truth and Virtue are rarely found allied 
with Power. They are a power unto themselves and dwell together in the 
tent of righteousness, where right alone is might and Truth still sits with 
his back against the wall, fixed and immovable, for there is nothing behind 
Truth. How evident the majesty of true character! Neither honor, nor 
worth attach to the man who in his character is devoid of truth; without 
truth, there can be no true power. When Truth, by Experience and Rea
son, has obtained Understanding of wrong, it will ever refuse to be deceived 
by the blandishments and lavish offers of Power, in no matter what form 
they may coii'e. Truth, snch as this, is the ad:tmantine rock upon which 
rests the fabr.:c of a character, whose influence will endure throughout 
eternity's unborn centuries. To win the price UNDERSTANDING, battle 
with the weapons of TRUTH! When tempted sit with thy back to the wall 
of the eternal Verities, so that thou be as Wisdom defying destruction! 

SOMETIDNG ABOUT THE ASTRAL LIGHT. 

Such frequent reference is made in occult works to the Astral Light as the 
prime substance and factor in the creation and control of all visible 
existence, that we deem it will be of interest to our readers to present the 
general views entertained by occultists on this subject. The mysterious vril 
which ~ so conspicuously in Lord Lytton's "Coming Race" appears to 
be identical with it in character, and it is claimed that he derived his idea 
of this almost omnipotent and universal force from his contemporary 
Eliphas Levi with whom there is evidence that he had personal acquaintance. 

Franz Hartmann, M.D. in his "Paracelsus" says of the Astral Light: 
"A universal and living ethereal element, still more ethereal and highly 

organized than the A'kasa. The former is universal, the latter only cos
mic- viz., pertaining to our solar system. It is at the same time an ele
ment and a. power, containing the character of all things. It is the store
house of memory for the great world (the Macrocosm), whose contents may 
become re-embodied and re-incarnated in objective forms; it is the store
house of memory of the little world, the Microcosm of man, from which 
he may recollect past events. It exists uniformly throughout the inter
planetary spaces, yet it is more dense, and more active around certain ob
jects on account of their molecular activity, especially around the b~in 
and spinal chord of human beings, which are surrounded by it as by an 
aura of light. It is this aura around the nerve-cells and nerve-tubes by 
which a man is enabled to catch impressions made upon the astral aura of 
the cosmos, and therebv to "read in the Astral." It forms the medium 
for the transmission of thought, and without such a medium no thought 
could be transferred to a distance, It may be seen by th~ clairvoyant, 
and as each person has an astral aura of his own, a person's character may 
be read in his Astral Light by those who are able to see it. In the case 
of a child who has not yet generated any special characteristics that emana
ting aura is milk white; but in the adult there is always upon this funda
mental colour another one, such as blue, green, yellow, red, dark-red, and 
even black. Every living nerve has its astral aura, every mineral, every 
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plant or animal, and everything of life, and the glorified body of the spirit 
Is made to shine by its light." 

WE next give a few extracts from Arthur E. Waite's "Mysteries of 
Mag!o ; " which is a digest of the writings of Eliphas Levi.· 

" There exists a force in nature which is far more powerful than steam, 
and by means of which a single man, who could master it, might throw the 
world into confusion and transform its face. This force was known to 
the ancients; it consists of a universal a.gent whose supreme law is equi
librium. • • • • 

"The Great Magical Agent is revealed by four kinds of phenomena, and 
has been subjected to the manipulations of science under four names, 
caloric (heat), light, electricity, magnetism. These four impbnderable fluids 
are, therefore, the divers manifestations of one and the same force, which 
is that substance created by God before all else, when He said,' Let there 
be light!' and there was light. Everything which exists has been evolved 
from it. and it reproduces and preserves all forms. • • • • 

" What we call imagination is simply the inherent faculty of the soul to 
a8similate the images and reflections contained in this living light. • • • 

"The Book of Conscience which, according to the Christian doctrine, will 
bo opened on the Last Day, is nothing more than the Astral Light, in 
which are preserved the impressions of every ·Logos, that is, every action 
and every thought-form. There are no solitary acts and there are no 
secret acts; all that we truly will, that is, all that we confirm by our deeds, 
or even emotions, is written in the Astral Light. It is in this light that the 
forms no longer on earth are evoked, and by its means are accomplished 
the contested but veritable mysteries. When summoned by an illumi
nated reason, these forms are harmoniously manifested; summoned by 
folly, they appear. disorderly and monstrous. The Astral Light was the 
instrument of the omnipotence of Adam, and afterwards became that of 
his punishmebt; being disturbed by his fall, which intermingled an impure 
reflection with those primitive images that composed, for his still maiden 
imagination, the book of universal knowledge. The fall gf Adam, accord
ing to the initiators, was an erotic intoxication which rendered his genera
tion the slave of the fatal light; all amorous passion is a whirlpool of this 
light which draws us towards the abyss of death. • • • • 

:'The Astral Light is the key of all domination, the secret of all powers, 
the universal glass of visions, the bond of sympathies, the source of love, 
prophecy, and glory. To know how to master thiti agent so as to profit by 
and direct its currents is to accomplish the magnum O]JUS, to be master of 
the world, and the depository even of the pOtDer of God. • • • • 

"The Great Magic Agent has four properties-to dissolve, to consolidate, 
to quicken, and to moderate. These four properties, directed by the will 
of man, modify all phases of Nature. • • • • 

"It subsists of two forces, one of attraotion and one of repulsion; whence 
Hermes says that it is continually ascending and descending. By this two
fold force all is created and preserved. It is at once substal!lce and motioo; 
the inherent power which origiootes its movements is ocalled magnetism, and 
the movement itself is an unrolling and unrolUng which is consecutive, 
or rather simultaneous and perpetual in spiral lines of opposite motions, 
which never come into collision. It is the same movement as that of 
the aua which draws and repels at one time all the plauets of hls sya
Mm. • • • • 
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"The Astral Light directs the instinct of animals and does battle with the 
intelligence of man, which it tends to pervert by the luxury of ita reflect
ions and the deceptions of ita images, which is rendered still more calami
tous by the elementary spirits and souls in pain, whose restless wills seek 
sympathy in our weakness, bnt tempt us less with the intention of de
stroying than with the desire to win friends. To accomplish isolation from 
these influences, we must above all impose absolute serenity upon mind 
and heart, we must iuue from the realm of passion, and become established 
in an inflexible will. Equilibrium is one of the first conditions of success, 
and must be sought even in occult chemistry by the combination of op
posing forces without their neutralization. By magical equilibrium is ex
plained the g~d and primal mystery of the existence and relative neceBB
Ity of evil. Moral equilibrium is the concurrence of science and faith, dis
tinct in their forces and joined in their action to provide the mind and 
heart of man with that rUle which is reason." 

Louis Lucas, a modern French Philosopher, in his Nt~UJ Ohtlmi8try and, 
apin, in his Nt1UJ Medicine, considers the Astral Light as Motion and 
g~ves the following description of it:-"Motion is the breath of God in 
action among the created things; it is that almi~hty principle, which, one 
and uniform, perhaps, in its nature and origin, 18 nevertheless the canse 
and promoter of the inftnite variety of the phenomena that compose the 
innumerable categories of the world ; like God, it animates or deadens, or
ganizes or disorganizes, according to the secondary laws that are the canse 
of all the combinations and permutations we can observe around us. 

"Motion is the NON-DEFINED state of the general force that animates 
nature; motion is an elementary force, the only one I understand and 
which I find we should use in order to account for all the phenomena of na
ture. • For motion is susceptible of more or lus, namely, of condensation 
dilatation, electricity, heat, light. 

"It is BUBCeptible, again, of CoMBINATION of condensations. Finally we 
find in it ORGANIZATION of those combinations. Motion, when conceived to 
be ACTIVE, materially or intellectually-gives us the key of all phenomena. 

"Motion, when conceived to be NON-DEFINED, is susceptible of coniltmBing 
org_aftizing, c01&C61&t'l'ating, tuni"'!l itself. "In Condensing it fur
nishes force of a relati'IJe power. "In organizing it becomes apt to direct 
speciaf organs, eTen bundles of organs. Finally in concentrating and 
tuning itself it is capable of reflecting (thinking) upon its mechanism and 
of directing the whole complex of the organism." 

Christian, another French writer, in his "Red Man of the Tuileries", 
says: " In the soul of the ambient fluidic world that prevades all 
things, there is a current of love and attraction, and a current of anger 
or replusion.-That electro-magnetic ether by which we are magnetiU!d, 
that fiery body of the Holy Ghost, that is constantly renewing the face 
of the earth, is fastened by the weight of onr atmosphere and by the force 
of attraction of the globe.-The force of attraction clings to the center of 
the bodies, and the force of projection to their circumference. This two
fold force acts by spirals of opposite motion that never collide. It is the 
same motion as that of the sun, that is inceBBantly attracting and repell
ing the planets of ita system." 

The following is from "The Perfect Way": "When the Gods-the 
Elohim,or Powers of the Hebrews-put forth the world, they put forth 
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substance with its three potentialities, but all in the condition of "odic" 
light. This substantial light is called sometimes the sideral or astral body, 
sometimes the perisoul, and this because it is both. It is that which makes 
and that which becomes. It is fire, or the anima bruta (as distinguished 
from the Divine) out of and by means of which, body and soul are genera.
ted. It is the fiery manifestation of the soul, the magnetic factor of the 
body. It is space, it is substance, it is foundation; so that from it proceed 
the gases and the minerals, which are un-individualized, and from it also 
the organic world which is individualized. But man it could not make; 
for man is fourfold, and of the divine ether, the province assigned by the 
Greeks to Zeus, the father of Gods aud men." 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE ffiGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN AITAINMENT. 

In our former teachings we have dwelt largely on the law of regeneration, 
and have shown its connection with generation. We have stated that re
generation is the foundation for all attainment, it be~ai the process by which 
t«> increase the amount of life and to refine ita q ·ties. These things 
must never be lost sight of for a moment, because of the fact that everything 
acts its nature. For, since the quantity of life is the limit of power, 
and the quality of life is the quality of all thought, action and desire, and 
also determines the nature and direction of the will,-regeneration is the 
means by which we can change our own real nature from a lower to a ~her 
state and therefore must be reFed as our most essential duty. 'Bnt 
as we progress in that direction, and sit in the attitude of aspira
tion, we shall observe that all the former difticulties of our life spring into 
activity and the body is aparently overwhelmed with unaccountable dis
turbances. This is why in a former issue we called attention to the neces
sity of cultivating SToiCISM. I wish this time to carry your mind into the 
real method by which we may be protected against all these things as well 
as be forever proof against all kinds of diseases and even the influence 
of poisons. Jesus says, (Mark xvi. 17. 18) "These signs shall follow them 
that believe ; • • • They shall take up serpents ; and if they drink any 
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and 
they shall recover." Now if these things had followed the teachings 
of the appostles of Jesus it would have been by virtue of their knowledge of 
the law. If "God created the worlds by the woRD," then it follows that 
all we are is by the virtue of that word, that all is mind, or at least, 
mind must be the most potent of all things in the world. 

Those who have followed our teachings from the first, and also those who 
through inherited tendencies or circumstances (for there are many of the 
latter class) have been pressed into the same practice, have begun to be 
conscious of a clearer thought-power, a thought entirely independent of 
the physical senses, a thought that acts of its own accord even while the 
body is asleep. This thought is peculiar in that it is like a consciousness 
of being in distant places and of the condition etc. of such places. Some 
would call it imagination, but it rea.ll1. is a travelling consciousness, which, 
when perfectly under our control, will enable us to travel to anrlocality 
and to know all about what is really there, to hold conversation with 
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persons in any part of the universe whither that consciousness may travel, and 
to bring back to the physical senses all that was said or had really trans
pired. These are called by Theosophists the travels of the Astral body. 
If a person to whom that "presence" of yours comes, is opened in that inner 
consciousness called by spiritualists clairvoyance, he would see 7our 
form. and that form would appear clothed in the same clothing you usually 
wore, every minutia appearing on the form. For your "Astral" is com
posed of the aggregate of all your thought, so that, whatever garment 

·you wear, it is always in your unconscious thought; a ring on the finger, a 
watch chain, all enter into the thought and appear in this form which 

• we prefer to call the SoUL, the individualized person, or what we must 
: be when perfect and free from the limitations of the physical sense 

body. 
To enable the soul to go ont in this way, it is necessary first to increase 

its consciousness, refine and intensify its sensibility by regeneration and 
application of all the methods set forth in previous numbers of THE Eso
TERIC. Those having been faithfully complied with and the point gained 
where all waste of the vital 1J.uids is stopped, we are ready to seek 
methods to escape the D£PB.I80NJIENT IN THE N.A.BBOW CONFINES OF THE 
PHYSICAL BODY. Then it will matter bnt little where the b~Ji is, for we 
shall be free to go where and when we please, and then we s find that 
there are many othen even in the physical form who have attained like 
freedom and with whom we may come into the most harmonious and lov. 
ing sympathies. There are many living on this planet who have 
made not only this attainment bnt far greater ones, and live in the fuU 
effulgence of Divine light. 

Now the methods by which such a state may be obtained. 
This consciousness of the soul must be regarded as the essential self ; 

that arising in the physical senses must be held in absolute snbordina. 
tion. We must constantly keep in mind the di1ference between the two 
states, soul and body. Remember, you are soul and you formed the body 
for your own use, and, that being so, you can re-form and control even the 
sensations of the body, which you must do vigorously, (with vigor of the 
mind not ~f th~ body); if t:here is ~in arising in any part of the 
body, repel tt by tgnormg the 1dea that 1t ·can have any power over yon 
whatever; REALIZE that you are superior to it, and can control it. If it 
hurts to make any special move, make that movement in defiance of the 
pain's power to continue; say within yourself "It must go! I am superior 
to it! it CANNOT AFFECT MEl " and move on as though there were nothing 

wro:&g~ful and do not exhaust yourself b7. struggling with difficulties; the 
r way to success is the opposite of struggle, 1t is a holding tenaciously to the 

consciousness of perfect health. The soul cannot be diseased by the body 
without its consent; therefore keep active the fact you are superior to the 
bodily conditions, and know that even if the body should be destroyed by 
outside conditions, you would not be affected in the least. This attitude 
destroys all fear,- which must be done before freedom can be gained from 
the imprisonment in the body. Oh, how little can any one realize what 
slaves we are, in what torturing servitude the body holds us, until we are 
free ! We are like birds in the cage who, never havinc:r known freedom, are 
oomparitively happy; but when once they know it, how they will batter 
their breasts a.gatnst the bars for freedom again! · 
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Narrow lines must be drawn in the mind between watching the eenses 
and learning from them, and ignoring their influence or power to control 
or even affect you; to laugh at pain with scorn, as at the attempts of a 
child to conquer a man. is to be superior to it. 

In the "Practical Instruction" in the last number we gave directions 
how to send the thought into the body. It is necessary in case of diseased 
conditions to send the thought of health into the part affected and to do 
this with a feeling of superiority. Try to realize the God-~ven author
ity to command conditions and be obeyed. The interior bram, the "Grey 
spot," or Solar Plexus governs the physical body and the vital elements in 
their work of rebuilding and renewing the body, under directions of the 
soul, who is the maste'l" workman. The soul being your real self, then, 
whatever you instruct that function to do it will do, provided the feeling 
of confidence goes with it. Sleep being the time when this function does 
its best work, the time when it has charge of all the body, then on laying 
down to sleep is the time to give that function its orders if there is some 
special work to be done, but the requisite in order to have implicit obedience 
is to think, believe, and realize whatever yon say to it. 

This exercise and, in fact, all such exercises are a work of time, not a 
something that the intellect can grasp and applr, at once. Many, on read
ing this, will say "Yes, if that could only be done 'I But it can be and is done 
by many. So far as Mental Healing, Christian Science, Faith Cure 
&c. are effectual, it is done; and so far as they fail in ''realization" they fail 
in healing. But none of the above methods are sciences yet, they have 
some scientific facts, but in order to make them sciences we must under
stand from practice the teachings here inculcated ; then it will be found 
only a small part of the science of the Christ. 

When we have the senses and the love of this physical life wholly sub
dued, so that pain cannot intimidate or obstruct the free action of the soul's 
consciousness, nor the love of pleasure bribe the soul, then there will be 
open, within, many avenues of usefulness, not now lawful to express, and 
many possibilities transcending the highest aspiration of man, and with that a 
realization of the truth in the words of Jesus, "shall receive manifold more 
in this present time, and in the world to come life everlasting". For 
then the soul's consciousness will be complete; but before this is reached, 
many hard struggles with the world of sense will be experienced, and the 
more the trials, disappointments &nd heart-aches, the sooner will the goal 
be reached. Herein is the wisdom of the saying in "Light on the Path" 
"Before the soul can stand in the presence of the master, its feet must be 
washed in the blood of the heart;" for every earthly love link must be 
broken before the soul can free itself from its present imprisonment. But 
don't let anyone misunderstand these words, and go to extremes by thinking 
that he must sever himself from all relations in the body. All that 
you can do is to hold yourself in readiness in thought and feeling to meet 
anr!'hing that comes, with composure, and be perfectly obedient to the 
gutdance of the spirit in all things, and you will be brought to the test as 
fast as you are able to bear it. Remember the words of Jesus "lt must 
needs be that offences come, bnt woe to him by whom they come ;" therefore 
we must not bring them our-selves, else the 'woe' will be to us. The mas
ter to whom we have covenanted obedience willlea.d us just as fast as we 
are able to go in that direction, and the use in calling your attention to it. 
is that you may not resist those conditions and struggle against them when 
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they do come. Remember the wise words of Jesus, "Resist not evil, but 
overcome evil with good." Those things that are great trials to others are 
good to us because they serve to sever the cords that bind us down in the 
physical sense life. 

In the first part of this paper we called your attention to the fact that 
this course of regeneration would place the body beyond the reach or affect 
of poisons. This, some may say, is unreasonable and un-natural. But there 
have been experiments made in scientific investigation that prove it to be 
a fact. Persons have been put under the influence of ether so that a limb 
might be cut off, without their knowing anything about it, and it was found 
that the sex function remains unaffected by the dr~. Why is that so? It is 
because God is Spirit and Life. God descends 1nto that function and, 
through it, in the generation, materializes Himself in humanity; and that 
function holds its divine life, that is immorte.l, in ita concentrate essence, 
but as the "Old Serpent," sex passion wastes it, the body never contains 
any more of that immortal essence than enough to carry on the ordinary 
work of the body; thus when any unusual adverse element enters, it has not 
power enough to overcome it; but when the body is filled with life drawn 
up from that function and the whole body is permeated with it, then no 
poison can affect a.ny part of it, any more than ether could that function. 
Jesus said "A strong man armed keepeth his house, but when a stronger 
than he cometh he must first bind the strong man, then he will spoil his 
goods." The strong man is the real ma.n, the soul's life, or the life that is 
made obedient to the thought and will of the individual. When that is 
armed with knowl~e, and united to the will of God. none is stronger than 
he; nothing can spoil his goods. 

But in order to be fully armed, it is necessary to practice a. great deal in 
sending the consciousness into different parts of the body; the same di
rections as given to still the senses, will serve as a. commencing point, and 
when you can say to any sensation, "be still", and have yourself obeyed, 
(remember your conscious thought must go with the word to the part ad
dressed) then you will readily see how to become conscious in every part 
of the body. There is a. bram center governing every part of the body. 
Solar Biology gives us the knowledge of what mental characteristic is sup
plied by every function, and we can get so that this superabundant life 
will be obedient to our will and we can send it, endowed with our thought, 
into any part, to do any service we deem best to be done; and when our life 
substance is thus wholly under control of the will, then no disease is possi
ble to exist in us, and not only so, but we then can, like Jesus, touch the 
sick and say "be whole"! and the life within us will go into them, a healing 
virtue, and they will be healed. If we are in an attitude of pity for 
the suffering of humanity, they willcoustantly draw that life from us and 
leave us depleted to that extent that we can neither help our-selves nor any
one else; but if the mind is so fixed that our life is to be used EXCLUSIVELY 
for the education and preparation for the kingdom of God on earth, our sym
pathies being closed in every other direction, then the life will continue its 
obedience in doing service in that direction even thou~h it go from us with
out our knowledge, as in the case of the woman who satd in her heart "If I 
can but touch the hem of His garment I shall be healed," and was healed. 
Jesus said, "Who hath touched me?" The disciples said, "The crowd presses 
upon you, and why say you: 'Who hath touched me?'" But he said, "I per-
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ceive virtue hath gone out of me." Why did not the virtue, or life, go into 
the crowd? Because his life was flo fully endowed with the thought ex
pressed by John: "In him was life, and that life was the light of man. 
His sympathy was wholly in that direction to be the light of man, the 
means of knowledge that would enable them to have the same powers he 
had, and not simply to hea.l the sick. This wa.s only applied where 
"Satan had bound" some that would otherwise apply the knowledge and live 
the life. To those he ga.veof his own life to help them. Ha.veweany right 
to squander our life in the mere gratification of the senses, when we might 
conserve it and use it for such important uses? Then to ca.ll ourselves Chris
tians, would be, to say the least of it, absurd. 

We know the many difficulties there are, on every side, to hinder the 
complete carrying out of even these instructions, to say nothing about the 
greater and grander ones that cannot be given to and used by the general 
public. But we have the assurance that in the near future there will be 
those having an abundance of means, who will see the wisdom of building 
a Temple or College, and of providing ample residences for all who wish to 
make these attainments, where they can come and have all the condit
ions needed. All the knowledge necessary for enabling the people to 
make the most exalted attainments that earth ever knew is now access
ible, and, my dear friends! there is nothing for us to be anxious about, 
but to do our own duty faithfully, and there is wisdom and power behind 
this move sufficient to ultimate all that has been begun. For even now has 
the prophecy given John I. 51 begun to be fulfilled: "Hereafter ye shall 
see Heaven opened and the angels of God ascending and descending upon 
the Son of man." and blessed are the willing and obedient in this day, for 
they shall indeed eat of the good of the land. I am your fellow servant, 

liiB.ui E. BUTLER. • 
"Peace be unto you". 

VIGOROUS VEGETARIANS. 
The South American bark-gatherers who collect the bark of the cinchona-tree, 

from which quinine is made, live almost wholly upon bananas and other equally 
simple vegetable food, and yet are b;y no means the weak and feeble creatures 
which the majority of persons who unagine flesh to be a necessary element of 
human diet, would expect them to be. The daily task assigned these hardy moun
taineers is to gather and bring to camp two hundred pounds of green bark, which 
they carry upon their backs, threading their way through dense and trackless 
forest, clambering over huge rooks, climbing steep mountain-sides, crossing deep 
ravines and dense jungles, and often being obliged to travel many miles in the ac
complishment of their arduous task. How many English or American meat-eaters 
would undertake to carry upon their shoulders all day or for part of a day half as 
heavy a load as the South American bark-gatherer? 

A friend of the writer, Mr E. M. Brigham, who has several yean been travelling 
through South America, tells us that the natives of the eastern slope of the Andes 
often carry upon their back a load of two hundred pounds for a distance of thirty 
miles a day, and live for months at a time exclusively on bananas. The evidence 
derived from experience and the most extensive observation, show beyond any 
possibility of question that the notions which prevail in this country that persons 
who engage in arduous labor must eat largely of flesh meats, or so-called heartr 
food, which generally means a greasy, indigestible diet, is a gross and indefeDSl· 
ble error. Good Health. 
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ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 

THE SCHOLAR. 

A scholar who became renowned in Germany by his writings, was the son 
of a wealthy tradesman. As his delicate constitution prevented him from 
carrying on his father's bnsiness, and on the other hand he showed great ca
pacity for learning in the common and high schools, they decided to dedicate 
him to the study of Theology. He freqnented a college and a universi~, 
and distingnished him!Ullf so highly that he was found to be the most dil
igent and talented of his class. In his last university year he had already 
written a book on "the Atmospheres of Life, or the Influences of Surround
ings," that created much interest. Then he obtained a chair at a univer
sity, published several other books, and acquired such renown as to be 
counted among the first minds of the German nation. In order to avoid 
all mis-interpretation and not to deface his memory, we suppress his name; 
but this sketch of his life may serve as an example how easily a man can 
miss his true vocation and acquire qnalities wholly foreign to his real 
nature. 

For thirty years he labored as a professor and author, constantly pro
ducing new writings, and seemed already to be within reach of the crown 
of his life, when an indisposition befell him. A slight but permanent 
dizziness had possessed his brain and, after a short time, acted so severely 
upon his memory that it became difficult for him to remember the most 
common thin~. Everything was done to relieve him of his malady; he 
travelled to divert himself, and was not allowed to read or write: but all in 
vain; the dizziness remained, and his memory became daily weaker. 

After two years things had gone so far that he no more realized his 
sickness, forgetting his brilliant career wholly and losing even the remem
brance of his own writings. His presence caused the most painful feelings, 
and those who had seen him in the fullness of his genius, could not under
stand how a. man could sink down so low and become such a. mummy. 
But such was the case. The scholar that he had generated in himself 
had died, and the boy's nature appeared with its most striking features. 

Then his friends remembered that, when young, he had been a little 
wag who liked to play tricks upon his friends, and to rejoice at their not 
guessing whence they came. Such traits now would frequently appear in 
his conduct. Whatever was left within his reach, would be soiled, and to 
surprise and frighten persons, he was very productive in schemes. In 
short, the character of the "bad boy" was so marked in his behavior that 
staying with him was a burden. "Where is the genius of this man?" people 
asked. When they read his writings, so hea.rtlifting and instructive, and 
then looking a.t him they felt like considering man' a nature as a. refined 
power of vegetation that for a short while shows the splendor of its vivid 
colors in thonght and speech, then fades away, loses its blossom, and sinks 
into the arms of death. 

--rile four biographies &elected by J. X:emning from his "Colleotion of Dreams Gho.t and 
Demon Stories" are intended to ill118trate the various ways in which the "I,"or trueeelf, maui
felta itllelf, aooordiug to the 001UIJ8 of life oh011en, that either promotes or hinders, and eveD lllp
~ ita development. The short sketch of the eoholan life ia the firat also iD the author' a 
eeleotion, whilst the hiat.or7 of Caroliue Rupert ia the 1Mt. We publish the latter before the 
othft two tales for divere -, oue of wbicih ia the faot that it ia the moat ol011ely related one 
to tbe maiJa uarrative. 
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For five years he lived in this condition. His trickery became clum.si.. 
ness, and finally passed into entire brutality, yea, far below the beast. The 
~luttony that at last overpowered him made an end of his existence, which, 
m fact, had ceased long ago; and his remembrance left such a strong im
pression on his surronndings that many parents were frightened from de
voting their sons to the learned professions. • 

CAROLINE RUPERT. 

Mr. Rupert was a Judge in the City of E. in Germany. He possessed 
considerable fortune besides the income of his office, and therefore lived 
on a rather liberal scale in comparison with his fellow officers. In the 
first years of his residence in that city he had married the daughter of an 
officer of the government. His wife gave birth to three vigorous children; 
but from the birth of the fourth her health declined so rapidly, that they 
feared for her life. She never recovered entirely; the slightest exertion or 
emotion affected her nerves, and she would often fall into a kind of fever 
that lasted for several days. Unfortunately for her, a malignant disease 
spread in the city that snatched away within a week her two youngestchild
dren, five and four years old. 

The loving parents felt the blow very keenly. The mother would 
not leave her bed for three months, and more than once her end was 
thought to be at hand. But finally she recovered and could preside over 
the interests of the household, and now bent her whole care and love on 
her only daughter, Caroline, who then was seven years old. 

She neglected nothing in her education; gave her lessons in the French 
language, and in accordance with her father's wish, kept a music teacher 
for her, who soon discovered that she had an uncommon talent for music. 
Caroline made such rapid progress in all branches of study that in her 
twelfth year, besides having a thorough knowledge of the common school 

•Mauy will query in their mind how this man oould have miaaed hia oalling, when such brilliuat 
au- followed bia efforta ; but it will be obaervod that when the brain-power failed him, he had 
gained nothing in aoul culture; for u aoon as he forgot all that he had memorized, never having 
uay _experirueutal. knowledge, he waa no more thua he had been in youth, a miacbievooa boy. 
Be bad lived wholly in the intellect, gathered the experien0811 of othlll'll, and compiled them in 
an ingenioua way that euited the superficial thinker; but be really knew nothing but what author
itiea aaid about the aubjecta he wrote on. Belief never feeds the aoul ; it grows ouly from true 
knowledge, and that com• ouly by experienoe. Thia story well illuatratee two errors that are very 
prevalent with twoclaaeee; one ia the religionist who ignores knowledge, calla it all "head" 
knowledge and, therefore,liv• wholly in the se111811 and emotioDB, and thus dwarfs the aoul'a 
growth as much as the other eta. who think, that to memorize and oompile the results of others' 
experienoe ia knowledge. In both alike, -when the external or animal magnetic power ia gone 
ao that they forget those things which were wholly of the brain and the animal aeDBeB, and part of 
their nature ia dead,-the aoul will be no wiser than when they were children, and they will look 
back upon an ill-spent life. But the man that seeka knowledge by every available means and 
ignores all authonty, but aooepta truth that can be applied in tlte 111811 of life for the love of truth, 
whether applauded or condemend by hia fellowman, -be will awake in the superior world, rich 
with Divine treaiUreB that nothing can take from him. 

This view of the Sobolar'e case substantially agreea with Silbert's, who later on, when he had 
obtained an understanding of the interior man, wrote in hia diary : ''The Scholar ia an example 
of that error into which many fall, in aetting1 namely, aome goal to themselvea without oolllridenng 
the quality of their own nature. Thia man \whom Silbert knew) pleaaed himself in hia profeuion, 
and employed all the foroea of hia mind to raise that prof888iaon ID himself to the bigheat degree 
poaaible; but hie natural self was there-by suppreased. The boob he wrote were moat of a 
moral character, on the education of the young, and the reform of man in general; he warred 
against the vi0811 of hia cootemporaries, and everybody took him for an apostle of the age, for a 
star that would shine to many generatioos. But all hia writing were fruita ouly of hia industry, 
hia abili~ to oompa.z:e and to apeak according to given formula!; they had not sprung from hia 
own aoul e power. The aobolar in him became eatranged from the natoral self, and died in the 
living body. The latter, un-nerved and weakened, waa unable to rise to regeneration and thua 
sank down into brotialmea and finally into the embrace of death." ( 7\-.) 
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branches, she could read, speak and write French, and was considered aa 
qnite an artist on the piano. Her father, greatly delighted with such ac
complishments, was possessed with the desire to live in the capital in order 
to give his daughter, in its society circles, the polish which was not attain
able in her present surroundings. To this end he availed himself of the 
influence of some of his friends, and as he was considered, owing to his 
knowledge and his distinguished family,to be one of the most respected men 
in the country, his wish was soon complied with, and before six months 
had passed he was promoted to the capital as a member of the supreme 
court. 

Now a new life began for the Rupert family. Having been educated 
in the capi~ Judge Rupert felt in his true element, and abandoned 
himself to all the impressions of the public amusements that ·were fashion
able in those times. Caroline thought she had not really lived before, and 
in a short time had acqnired such distingnished manners, that no one saw 
in her the child of the province. Of course her skill on the piano con
tributed much to give her the n~ confidence; wherever she went, 
she was well received and admired. In this way five years passed as in a 
dream, and her form had developed to uncommon beauty, and attracted 
admirers from all parts. 

The son of Governor Breithof who had been decorated with several 
Orders and was a highly esteemed man, solicited her favor very earnestly. 
He had, indeed, been engaged to the daughter of another public officer, 
but the attractions of his new flame so much surpassed that of the former 
one that he did not scruple to use all pretextes to break his promise, and to 
offer his heart and hand to Caroline. 

Mrs. Rupert had expected to recover her health through the aid of the 
skilled physicians of the capital, hut was disappointed in this hope and 
did not feel happy in their new style of life. She looked with sadness at 
her daughter, surrounded by the admiration of the world, and her better 
self suppressed by the poison of vanity. She was nearly always con
fined to the sick-room, and could not accompany her to the brilliant soci
ety gatherings where her father so frequently took her." I see," she often said, 
"my child perish before my eyes, and cannot reach to her a helping hand." 
She did not fail to give her the necessary admonitions, but the mother's 
voice was too feeble against the allurements of the world and the desires 
of the daughter's heart. Thus, whilst Caroline rose higher and hi~her in 
the admiration of society, with each new triumph her craving for distmction 
also increased. 

Judge Rupert felt exceedingly happy in these conditions, and when his 
wife ventured to open to him her anxieties concerning their daughter he 
declaired they were fancies and fears of a sick mind; therefore he gave 
them no heed but had his mind occupied wholly with plans for new triumphs. 
For the same reason he also welcomed the addresses of young Mr. Dreithof, 
and imagined himself and his daughoor as already admitted into the 
higher circles, and delighted in the thought of seeing her admired and 
adored there also. 

The mother was finally informed of the contemplated alliance. At first 
she made no objections; but when she learnt that Mr. Breithof had given 
up his betrothed for her daughter's sake, she was resolved at once. "Mr. 
Breithof can never be yours t " she said, ''you must not be the object of 
the jealousy and hate of another. The tears of a deserted and disappointed 
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one, cheated of her happiness on your account, must not burden your heart; 
therefore I beseech you, yea, I command you, to part with your admirer 
in a good manner. and to refuse an alliance that would ID&ke you inevitably 
wretched!" 

Caroline heard this injunction with tears and dish:i, for a marriage 
with Mr. Breithof :Battered her vanity, to which she already brought 
so many sacrifices. Her heart also was concerned in it, for the feelings 
of love moved her more strongly than she had imagined. Thus she felt 
very unhappy at that moment. Her mother observed the struggle of her 
soul and represented to her again the COD&ejnence of such an alliance. 
Caroline gave way to tears and promised obedience, not wishing to disobey, 
or even displease her mother, yet hopeful in the meantime for the aid of her 
father. COn.Sequently the engagement remained as it had been, though 
they used the precaution to conceal its continuance from her mother. 

But this state of affairs could not last long. Caroline's conscience 
would rebel, at times, when she considered the false position in which she 
stood towards her mother. She often was disposed to talk with her about 
it, but she lacked the courage, until at length her mother learned of the 
deception and wept bitterly at the daughter's disobedience. "I am a bur
den;" she said to her and her father, "but heaven will ~n free you; then 
you will see what wrong you have done, as well as realize the 
trnth of my warnings." 

But Caroline hardened her heart more and more, and could answer no 
assuring word to her mother. But the father said "the sick should mind 
themselves rather than others." The poor lady felt very unhappy and for
saken at such conduct. "U ncharitableuess" she sighed 'is the most terrible 
thing in a family, and I feel that it will bring me to the grave." 

She had told the trnth. For her disease returned with new violence, 
and twelve days after, the physician said she could not be saved. This 
sentence at once brought peace between them. Caroline called herself 
her mother's murderess, and did not leave her bedside day or night. 
Judge Rupert also was utterly shaken. "Unfortunate pride!" he thought, 
"you trample upon humanity and leave us without consolation in misfor
tune." He took, himself with Caroline, the charge of nursing the sick 
lady; but all efforts were unavailing; on the fifteenth day a paralytic 
stroke befell her, and they momentarily expected her dissolution. 

When she felt her end to be near. she stretched her hands out to her 
husband and daughter, and said: "Forgive me, as I forgive everything! My 
death is not your fault. H the discord that arose between us, caused it, it was 
a fate to which I have succumbed. I am ready to part with you, full of 
love, and shall: remember you beyond the grave. Do not forget me, that 
I may live on in your memory. I do not request of you any promise; only 
one thing I ask,-be not in haste, lest late repentance reproach you. Your 
happiness was the desire of my life and will be so r.fter death. With 
this declaration in mind I shall stand before my Judge wit.hin a few 
moments." She had hardly spoken these words, when she fell asleep, not 
to awake again on earth. 

We pass over the funeral, the affliction of father and daughter, and 
proceed to report the further events in their life. Caroline reproached her
self to have 80 little heeded the admonitions of her mother, and resolved 
no longer blindly to obey the demands of society. She became more 
severe with her betrothed, and had soon an occasion to realize that his 
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feelings had not been sincere enough to last for a life time. A rich rival 
caught him in her net, and he repeated with her the same course he had 
resorted to with his former betrothed. Caroline felt mortified, and from 
that time gave all her thought to the memory of her mother. Her father 
was so indignant at Mr. Breithof's falseness that he cursed the moment he 
had first desired for a life at the capital Another spirit entered the house 
that made it the abode of silence, sadness and disappointment. 

All his friends withdrew from him, and he lived with his daughter so
retired that his very name was soon forgotten in the circles of society. A 
year passed in this way, when a peculiar change came over Caroline's be
havior. She became timi<l and shy, would hide herself from people, and 
abandoned herself to a musing that rendered her indifferent to all exter
nal impressions. When asked by her father to disclose to him the cause· 
of her conduct, "I don't know" she replied, "what is going on in me. 
I often feel as if paralyzed, and then again so agitated that the least thing 
will frighten me. I seem to hear a sound within me like waves of troubled 
waters. and in the night, when sleepless, I hear noises of objects moving 
and voices around me, that thrill through my nerves and put me in a state· 
like a most violent fever." 

Her father, frightened at the disclosure, consulted their physician, who
first took it for somnambulism, but soon perceived that other causes wereat 
the bottom of it. He prescribed all the remedies indicated by the symptoms, 
but in vain. The irritation remained and the noise in the night seemed to· 
increase. 

But soon the form of the disease chansted greatly ; for that before she· 
had only felt and heard, now stood before 1ier eyes, visible. The first ap
parition of the kind happened on the 4th of April. She was sitting m 
her room one evening at twilight, full of affection, thinking of the sudden. 
death of her mother and her own destroyed happiness, when suddenly a 
noise arose in the room, as if the walls were cracking, and tables and chairs 
moving from their places. She looked about her greatll frightened. and. 
beheld a man of sturdy stature, dark complexion, and Wild gesture stand
ing np before her, and staring at hvr with flashing eyes. She wanted 
to flee but could not stir. Now the man said:" Why do you disturb me? 
Let the dead alone, and live with the living cheerfully!" She was going to 
answer, but was not able to proffer a word and so resigned herself to her 
fate thinking that this was her last moment. At last the form vanished 
behind a thick cloud that was formed before it. Caroline at length recov. 
ered from her fright and rang for a light; when it was brought, she searched 
the whole room for the cause of the noise and the apparation, but could 
discover no trace of it. 

The same man appeared again, with similar noises, on the following 
days, and she was able to rid herself of him only if she kept her presence
of mind so far as to ring for light. Exasperated at that, he once of a 
sudden stood up before her and said: "Do not stir, or you shall pay for 
it! Henceforth you shall serve me as a voice and I shall tell the people
certain things, at which they will be astonished I" When he had thus 
spoken, a shudder passed over her and she felt as if he had taken entire 
possession of her. Not before twilight, when light was brought, did she
recover her consciousness. 

On the following day her father was with her. Whilst she was telling 
him what had happened, suddenly the floor cracked, but audible to her 
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only. She was frightened and exclaimed: " Now he comes!'' Her father 
took her hand and said : 44 Be quiet, for I am with you!' 

"0 yes, you are the right one I " a gnrlf voice answered from Caroline's 
mouth. 

"My child P' the amazed father replied, "watch what you say ; and do 
not make fun of me I" - 44 Fun ? of you?'' was answered, "you are too 
dull for that!' 

Rupert stared at his daughter horrified, and was barely able to say; 
" Is it you, Caroline, that is speaking thus? fear 80 to sin! But if another 
power 1s ruling in you, I must think that God is visiting me terribly." 

The voice said many other things against father and daughter ; after 
an hour it ceased and Caroline was 80 weakened that she had to take fi<, 
her bed for rest. 

From that time she lost all her courage, and a reliabe woman was hired 
to stay with her day and night. Summer had begun and Judge Rupert, 
on the ad vice of the physicians, went to a watering place with his daughter, 
to strengthen her and to divert her mind by new company and thus to 
banish the " spirit ; " but all this was without success. 

On the 5th of August, when they had returned, a new feature appeared, 
which left them in uncertainty if it was a sign of recovery or of an 
increase of the evil. Caroline was with her companion in a garden outside 
the city, when she suddenly said: "Dear I Wha:t is the matter with me? 
I see the stars in plain daylight!" The other was frightened, fearing a 
relapse into her visionary fits, and proposed they should go home. They 
left the garden, but, on the way home, and even in her room through the 
-ceiliil.g, Caroline still saw the stars. 

" What is going on with me?" she sighed. "What are these appari
tions for, if they do not lead me to a good end? Ah, I see it clearer every 
day, I have deserved it on account of my mother! J'!z~). was I not obedient 
to her teachings I Why did I allow myself to be ed by the vanity of 
the world I" 

"Be still!" suddenly the voice of the spirit spoke up out of her mouth, 
"or I will not let you alone any more I The stars you see are hallucina
tions of your brain ; don't trust them, or- tremble I " 

Caroline henceforth hardly dared to speak; yea, she was afraid of think
ing ; for often, at the slightest idea, the spirit was aroused in her and gave 
vent to loud imprecations. But the stars did not leave her, and she in
cessantly gazed at their shining light for relief. 

Once when their light was uncommonly bright, a cloud formed around 
one of them ; the star changed into two eyes and finally into a very lovely 

• face which seemed to look consolation and hope to her, but when she ex
' tended her arms towards it, the face instantly vanished. 

She was going to express her joy at the pleasant apparition, when sud
denly the afflicting spirit spoke out of her and denounced her bitterly. 
Caroline had, after a time, become so accustomed to the monster as to 
cause her not to fear him so mnch, nor would she be so greatly weakened 
by his action as before. The apparition of the stars and the sweet face 
gave her still more courage, and she made up her mind not to obey the 
~bsessing spirit to the same extent as before, but to act according to her 
own conviction and to confide wholly in that sweet presence. 
Th~ wicked spirit made a noise at this resolution 80 dreadful that Caroline 

thought the house would fall. But she said : 44 I am used to your tricks 
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:!lou shall not turn my mind!" At this resolve on her part he :poss
himself again of her voice throwing out the most violentimprecations. 

On the 7th of September, in the forenoon, Caroline again saw the sweet 
presence come forth from the cloud. She gazed at it unceasingly and 
listened for some word or sign from it ; at laSt she thought she heard these 
words: " Watch, I am going to enter you I" and then she felt a grea* 
motion in her heart, and such a sweetness, that she shed tears of gratitude. 
Now the sweet spirit also possessed itself of her speech and with a soft 
pleasant voice spoke words of consolation. "Keep me in yourself," the 
voice said, "and do not allow me to be expelled by that wicked spirit who 
tries to drag yon into perdition." She had hardly said this, when the 
other stirred, and the heart and mouth of. the poor young lady thus seemed 
to be the battle grounds on which the two spirits contended and strug~led 
for the mastery. She realized this and finally said with entire resignation: 
"God's will be done! in him I trust, and will no more forsake him!" 

Judge Rupert who had exhausted all means to heal her, did not longer 
trouble her with new treatment ; he did all he could to cheer her up and 
relieve her, but left her undisturbed in her unfortunate state. " It is a dis
pensation of God," he said, "and as such we must bear it patiently, untll 
he is pleased to release her himeelf.'' He permitted sincere aoquainta.nces 
to vis1t his daughter, because he had noticed that a quiet company was 
beneficial to lier. Even when the spirits were holding conversation 
through Caroline, such calls were not interrupted, because the case could 
aot improve in the opinion of the public by enforced seclusion and secreoy. 

One evening the Hofrath (Aulio counsellor) Duprooht with his wife 
and daughter were there. The counsellor had long been desirous to satisfy 
himself with his own eyes of the truth of the " spook," of which people 
were talking so much. As he formerly had been one of their friends, he 
conversed with Caroline in the most friendly way of her disease, and said 
spirits should be shown where they belong to, namely to the spirit world. 
He had hardly said that when Caroline's face was distorted, the pupils of 
her eyes were drawn inward, and the fierce spirit raised his voice : -

Sp. What are you saying, you silly idiot of a counsellor I a. A little politer, please I 
Sp. Polite with you, who is my servant? a. Oh I we are not so far advanced yet. 
~P· Think what 'lou please! I know better. 
0. See I the spint does not even deign to give a definition, so sure ie he 

of his statements. 
Sp. A servant you are! and so much so, that you do not even realize 

your state. A companion of mine is ruling in you so safe that he does 
not deem it worth while to inform you of it. 

0. But now I know, since you have told me. 
Sp. To be sure, you know now, but you do not realize it; and what is 

knowing without that? Ha Ha Ha I To be sure, after your death you will 
learn to know us, and then we shall hunt you at our leJ.SUre. 

The counsellor became pale at these words. He thought, "if the 
wicked ones hold such discourses, what may the good say of me?" His 
desire of asking questions was gone. 

"May we not hear also the good spirit?" the counsellor's daughter asked. 
But the fierce spirit answered " As long as we have company of my stamp 
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here, she cannot approach." 1'he mother of the girl was frightened a.nd 
told the daughter to desist. 

An intimate friend of Caroline's mother called one afternoon: she had 
·not called since the latter's death, as the remembrance was too painful to 
her; but now a. sincere interest in the condition of her friend's daughter 
brought her, in order to satisfy herself of the circumstances a.nd to offer 
her comfort a.nd help if possible. When Caroline saw her, tears came to 
her eyes a.nd she thus addressed the caller: " Ah, dear friend of my mother, 
do you come to see her unfortunate daughter? 0, could you be to me 
what you were to her. perhaps I might be released from my evils I But 
for the children of the world, to whom I have belonged, no friendship 
comes ; in misfortune they stand alone a.nd forsaken." 

The lady encouraged the patient a.nd assured her that she had as much 
:affection for her as for her mother. She told Caroline to confide to her 
a.ny secret sorrow that might burden her heart ; she would deal with her as 
.a. second mother. Caroline ;:t aloud at these words ; when she had dried 
her eyes a.nd was goin~ to s her eyeballs turned inward and the "good" 
spirit begun to talk With a. sweet voice thro~h her mouth: " Help me to 
establish myself in her!" Then suddenly Caroline was stirred up, a.nd before 
she could rally herself, with a. gruff voice the command was uttered : 
•• Begone, let me alone I " 

Tlie lady was horrified. When Caroline had recovered she said quietly· 
" You see, in what state I have to live ; I am reduced to solitude, fo:t 
people are a.fra.id of me in my condition, a.nd see in me a. being that no 
longer belongs to their company. Ah, could I lie in my grave at my 
mother's side!" 

" Calm yourself I " the lady replied ; " the sight of your state has sur· 
prised me, but not disheartened. Rely upon me I I shall not forsake you, 
·but call daily whatever may happen." 

She stayed all the afternoon a.nd a. part of the evening, a.nd had once 
more occasion to hear the spirits. The "good" oue seemed to think much of 
:.her, but the "wicked" one did not like her ; but she did not mind them. 
Assuring Caroline of her sincere affection, she promised to write to a. rela
tive of hers, a. forman miner, who in such cases had often given help . 
.She did as she had promised, a.nd received answer, that he would as soon as 
his duties would permit come to the capital and examine the state of the 
patient, and that according to the preliminary communications he had 
hope to see the young lady recover. 

Besides their disoourses as described, the bad spirit did all kinds of mis
.ohief in the house. Often all the doors were unlocked, clothes carried into 
the garden, and garden utensils into the wardrobes. 

Once when Judge Rupert was called to his chief of De~ent, his 
uniform could not be found ; he had to pay his visit in his civil suit and to 
excuse himself with the confusion that was ruling in his house. He had 
hardly returned when the uniform was found in the garret where they 
used to dry their linen. 

Another time, when the cook entered the kitchen, all utensils were 
gone. She made a. loud noise ; for she thought they had been stolen. 
But they found everything very skilfully piled up iu the woodshed. 

One morning, when the cook entered the cella.r, she saw a. bla.zin~ fire. 
She was frightened and ra.n full of terror to the master's room, as xf the 
"spirit" she imagined to have seen was at hor heels. After she had dis-
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covered her error and recovered from her fright, she told the cause of it. 
They found in the cellar a fire at a place where there could not ensue any 
danger. From this circumstance there arose a terrible alarm in the house, 
and the servants declared they did not want to stay any longer ; the land
lord gave warning, because he did not care to see his prcpe~ in constant 
danger. Great affliction followed this accident and Judge Rupert said 
aloud: "Ah, that death might deliver my daughter from her unhappy 
existence, for her own relief and mine I " 

The friend spoken of above, heard of the trouble and immediately went to 
Caroline to learn the cause of it. She calmed the excited servants, and 
requested them to stay at least until her cousin, the miner, should come; wh<> 
would be sure to restore everything to a definite order. She also wrote 
to him again to accelerate his coming. 

[To be oontillued.] 

THE DISENCHANTMENT OF LEANDER. 
AN ALLEGORICAL DBLUl; BY WALTER KELLY. 

I was a shepherd boy herding a flock of sheep, which browsed upon the acanty 
herbage, yielded by a volcano's sulphurous flanks. I had no comrades but my 
dog and sheep. My grazing ground was bounded by a wide and rushing river, on 
whoee farther bank stood a mansion of pure white marble, surrounded by number
lees flowers and blossoms, and sentinelled, as it were, by a cordon of statues which 
gleamed starlike in the sunshine. Youths and maidens of the fairest aspect wandered 
and played among thoee fairy groves, and often above the rushing of the rapids I 
heard the sound of singing and merry laughter. Often as I gazed enrapt at that 
unattainable Paradise. some maiden would seem to beckon me acrOBB that gulf. 

And my heart grew heavier day by day. For where I dwelt, I was prisoned 
twixt ice and fire. My naked feet were blistered on the burning marl, my head 
and breast were frozen with t.he cutting cold. Gladly would I have crOBBed, but 
certain death seemed to await that mad adventure. Wide and deep and furious 
was that parting stream; racked and tortured with the coils of giant eddies, with 
whirling rings and bursting globes of water ; bearing swiftly in ita grasp mighty 
trees, now buried, now darting into view, from mounds of froth and spray. 

Bat what with loneliness and wild desire my heart was bursting. I addressed 
myself at laat to the deadly task. I turned my flock back upon the hillside, threw 
my crook into the rapids, cast off my sheepskin mantle, kissed my dog good-bye, 
offered a prayer to those fair beings of the summer land, and cast myself into that 
wide, boiling, somber. whirling flood. 

The struggle was long and sore. Once in that dizzy race of waters, I was as 
an ineectwrestling with a giant. But favored by chance; the vortex seized me, 
whirled my body like a stone in a shepherd's sling, towards that wished for shore. 

But here waited a fresh whirlpool of fearful strength and depth. Almost within 
arm's length of the shore, it swept me in ita outer ring. And it seemed to me that 
if one of thoee fair youths and maidens would reach me out a hand. they still 
might save me. I cried to them and stretched out my arms, bat they returned my 
imploring glance with a cold and haughty stare, and some answered me-" We 
know you not," or "What have we to do with thee?'' -With a horrible sucking 
noise the liquid gullet swallowed me, bm-ied me, vomited me forth, and swallowed 
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me again. Three times my spinning body whirled through the inky bowels of 
the eddy, three times I was cut out in the draught, and shot suddenly upward 
into the blinding aunlight. But in the third return to the light I wrestled with 
those all-emothering coils, tried every convulsion that despair teaches the limbe of 
the lost swimmer- broke through that foaming lip, and half swam, half was 
dashed among the rocks of the shallows. 

Regaining my breath, I landed and entered those enchanted bowers, unseen by 
any eye. I wandered around that marble palace, hidden by the flowering ahrnb 
trying to learn ita character. The ecalee fell from my eyes. I had been self
deceived. Heavenly fair to outward view, that mansion was within a sepulchre-a 
jail-a J.a.zar..houe, -a Gehenna filled with souls in torment. And those white-robed 
dwellers in that land of aunehine? I spied upon them from the flowery coverts. 
Alae, they were not fairies, &a I had dreamed, not half divine, nay not half human! 
They were djine and e&tyre who with foul orgies profaned that leafy Eden. And 
those white-gleaming flower-hung statues, before whose shrines I had seen those 
singing banda gather for prayer and B&Criflce? Were they the images of Gods and 
heroes of being pure and noble, meeteet for man to love and worship ? Alae ! alae I 
they were the shameful effigies of all unclean and hateful things! 

I looked back to the land I had left, and lo, &a if by enchanbnent, that seemed 
not rugged and horrible, but peaceful and well-favored. Upon ita outermost cape 
eat the only being who had ever loved me with an undivided heart, my faithful dog 
who, when he e&w me on the farther shore of that imp&e8&ble gulf, uttered 
almost human cries of agony. Sadly and wearily I plunged again into that terri
ble flood. But my strength was spent, my hope was dead, and the blackneee swal
lowed me. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 
NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHDAYS OCCUR BE"rWEEN JUNE 21 AND 

JULY 22.• 
$ (Oanur). 

These persons are at the head of the department of domestic life, and 
embody the principles of the home and family. As they belong to the 
maternal functions, all the phenomena of the mother's breast, in its sensa
tions and uses, are characteristic of persons born in this sign. They are 
great lovers of home and family. They are over-anxious about making 
money and laying up for the future. At the same time industrious and 
economical to the extreme, and sometimes miserly. 

They are very kind, loving, and sympathetic. Their love nature is their 
weakness. They make very kind and loving husbands and wives, fathers 

• It must not be nppoaed that all peniOD8 born in a given aigu or period of the year will be alike 
in all l'811p80t& They will be chariloterized by the general nature of their sign, but may dif
fer widely in '~larity," u derived from the position of the moon, IUid alao in mental obaNoter· 
istioe, due to di.tterent planetary _positioD& But while they will appear IUid aot di.tterent, it will, 
neverthel-, be fOIIDd that there w an tmderlying kindred nature, determined by the sign in whioh 
they were born. 
. For fuller detailaand m~- of oharaoter it will 1le ~to OODIIUlt ''Solar Biol-
081·" But it will be found both mtere.tiDg and instructive to follow thia eeriee of Twelve Manner 
of People, u it will give a large _,. of iusigbt regarding the nature of the ~ with 
whom you are bro':fht in oontaot. 

"Solar Biology' Ia baeed upon utronomioal and natural lawt, ud hu nothing whatever to 
do with utrology. 
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and mothers. Their whole life is apt to be devoted to their children; so 
remarkable is this, that in case the father is born in this sign, the children 
will love him more than the mother, thus recognizing the great mother 
nature even on the positive side. . 

Persons born at this time are exceedingly sensitive to the physical and 
mental condition of othen. They sometimes appear even eccentric and 
queer because of this sensitiveness. Children born at this time are often 
destro1ed by nurses whose magnetic and mental conditions are exciting and 
annoymg to their nerve-system ; and it is very frequently the case that the 
life force is drawn out of them and they are depleted by others. Children 
of this date of birth ought never to be under the care of ladies or nUl'le8 
who have passed the menopause. It is noticed that children will some
times scream, and act as though they were hurt when taken into the arms 
of certain persons; this sensitiveness is nature's means of self-protection. 
Those born in this sign, whether young or old, ought never to associate 
with, or be under the care of, persons repulsive to them ; disease, and fre
quently death, is caused by the failure to heed this law. It will often be 
noticed that those whose influence is very unpleasant to them will, never
theless, penist in forcing themselves upon their society, and that it is very 
clliB.cult to ~t rid of them: such feed upon and deplete the vitality of 
those born m this sign who should be proteoted against this vampirism, 
especially when children. 

The children born in Cancer should also have a oareful instruction about 
the uses and abuses of the sex nature. 

In matters of education they are lovers of knowledge; but this, in their 
case, is largely qualified by planetary conditions. Their minds are very 
mechanical, and they usually belong to the manufacturing and trading 
sphere of life; but women of this sign incline largely to literature. 

Notwithstanding their sensitiveness, persona born in this sign develop, 
under proper conditions, a stron~ will-power and self-reliance ; they are 
persistent in maintaining their mnate nature, in executing their plans 
and accomplishing their purposes. It is difficult for them to work under 
othen: they want to be at the head in their own department of service, 
and have a great d.islike to be subject to the direction or dictation of other 
persons. 

Males are apt to be rather quiet and uncommunicative; but females are 
inclined to be talkative and even brilliant in conversation. 

They ought to be careful in all matters pertaining to their digestive 
organs, as they are liable to inflammatory diseases, tumors, etc., of the 
abdominal region. Ladies should take special care of their breasts while 
nursing, for they are liable to have su{>puration. Great care should also 
be exeiciaed to avoid intimate association with inharmonious companions. 
lnharmony in the love relations has a great tendency to develop tu
morous diseases. Little girls, especially, should be carefully guarded until 
thev are able to protect themselves, for they are just like sensitive plants. 

This nature is produced usually by a strong desire on the part of the 
parents for a child, and an active sense as to the pleasures of home, family, 
and the domestic relations. 

I now will seek a noble law; unlike the worldly methods known to men, I will 
oppose diaease, and age, and death, and strive against the mischief wrought by 
theae on men. Buddh4. 
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THE INHERENT GENIUS. 
W 11 realize the need of a aeries of articles describing the INmmmrr GBNIUB of 

each of THB TWELVB HANNER OJ' PBOPL& Thia we will do, D. V., in the next 
number , setting forth many of the dangers that each ia peculiarly liable to meet, 
and the real qualities that each will p088e88, when in harmony with the interior 
Genius or spiritual soul. Aa thia issue eontaina the laet of the "Twelve Manner 
of People" we give the quintessence of the twelve in brief, leari.ng the elaboration 
of each to take the place of the deacriptive aeries concluded in thia number. It 
must be remembered however, in thia aeries 88 well 88 in the "Twelve Manner 
of People," that, while there are the above twelve general divisions, there are 
more than 400 million diJterent special cha.raeterietice of each of the varied organic 
qualities, and the variety in characters ia almost numberleee. But 88 it will be 
found highly valuable to many of our readers to have the general dominating 
principle of their nature, we will sum up the general cha.raeter of each sign in 
brief, beginning with the head of the Grand Man, ¥(Aries). 

March 21 to April19 <y> (Aries), Harmony. April19 to May 20 ~ (Taurus), 
Zeal. May 20 to June 21 D (Gemini), Intellectual Uaea. June 21 to July 22 
!D (Cancer), Maternal Care. July 22 to Aupt 23 Q. (Leo), The Inner Temple 
of God. August 23 to September 23 111 (Vargo), Will-Power, Chemistry. Sep
tember 23 to October 22 .o. (Libra), Psychic Collector and &preeeor of Knowledge. 
October 22 to November 22 "1. (Scorpio), The Healer and Server of the Life of 
the Body. November 22 to December 21 t (Sagittarius), Protector and Prophet. 
December 21 to January 20 l'j (Capricorn), Generaliaer of Methode of Service. 
January 20 to February 19 ::¥ (Aquarius), Perception of Special Service. Feb
ruary 19 to March21 )( (Pieces), Understanding, Baaic Principles. 

While the above are the leading characterieticte of all persona born between 
the dates given, yet each person baa in him all qualities answering to the twelve 
functional uses of hie body, and in the "Regeneration" (see "Practical Inatruo
tion ") persona should, 88 they are regenerated into the twelve departments, try 
to awaken these qualities in their own body into active life- by uaefulneee. But 
while each poseeseee all, yet they all are held subject, or contributary, to the one 
dominant, determined br the period of birth. 

The mind that has wisdom will readily see herein the key to many mpteriea 
and methode for wonderful attainments, when provision ia made for theU' utili
zation to the beet ad vantage, which the masters of ''The Solar Circle " will bring 
about in its time. H. E. BUTLBR. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EATING. 
Growth and '\lfUte and repair go on in a nearly uniform way the whole year 

through, but the amount of food neceaaa.ryfor these operations ia surprisingly email. 
The generation of bodily hen.t requires a more variable quantity of food. In 
winter, with the temperature of the external air at zero, the temperature of the 
blood in healthy persona is 98.3 deg., and when the heats of summer drive the 
mercury of the thermometer near to or above that mark, the blood still registers 
98.3 deg. The marvelous mechanism by which thia uniform blood temperature ia 
maintained at all seaaona, it is not neceaaary to consider, but it must be evident 
to everyone that the force needed to raise the temperature of the whole body to 
nen.rly 100 deg. in winter is no longer needed in summer. The total amount of food 
needed for repair, for growth and for heating, physiology teaches us, is much lese 
than ia generally imagined, and it impreeeea na with the truth of the great surgeon 
Abernethy's saying, that "one-fourth of what we eat keeps na; the other three
fourths we keep at the peril of our lives." In winter we burn up the surylus 
food with a limited amount of extra exertion. In summer we get rid of it liter
ally at some extra ruk to health and, of course, to life. We cannot burn it. Our 
vital furnaces are banked, and we worry the most important working organa with 
the exertion of remori.ng what had better never have been taken into the stomach. 
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SWEDENBORG AS A "WITNESS." 
A pivotal epoch in the life of the race ia never without ita witness, as written of 

.John "The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, 
make his paths straight." Now this same Lord when he had come made frequent 
reference to a future time, a "second coming." His kingdom not being of this 
world, it was necessary that He should " go hence," yet He promised that when 
He W88 ascended He would send the "Comforter," and in the fulness of the age 
" come again " in a manner that would fill the kingdoms of this world with the 
light of His presence. It was the dawning or early manifestation of this event 
of which Swedenborg claims he was called of the Lord to be a witness. The old Age 
and Church he declared had come to an end and was passing through judgment 
in the spiritual world, and a New Heaven was formed of all those who could 
receive the Lord ae the God of heaven and earth, such alone being in spiritual 
atatee which fitted them to receive His light and life in a more immediate and per
fect manner. Thia inaugurated a sifting and re-e.rrangement of the spirit world, 
diaaolring arbitary combinationa, restoring and bestowing liberty in ita higher and 
truer sense ; deposing self coDStituted hierarchies ; and aa, the " above " controls 
the "below," as a consequence, clearing the atmosphere of the earth, thus not only 
preparing the way for higher breath and in&emal openneea, but absolutely inaugur
ating and illustrating the new pouibilities by a witness and revelator. 

When we consider that the put hundred yean have been characterized by a 
measure of progrees and general enlightenment equalling, if not 111l'pU8ing, that of 
the previous thousand years, it offers strong circumstantial evidence of the realit, 
of the occurrenciee of which Swedenborg bears witness. Furthermore evidences 
of spiritual openness have multiplied until many things indicate, if not the reetitu· 
tion of a lost sense, then, certainly the calling forth of a new one, until that which 
baa been rare and exceptional, in prophets and seers, promisee to speedily become 
the normal state of the race. 

The kingdom of heaven ia a kingdom of spirtit and we are advised that it exists 
within and but awaits germinal unfoldment, and, as this unfoldment advances, as 
8piritual openness come& to be experienced, mankind will more and more under
stand the significance and also appreciate the importance of the work Swedenborg 
performed. Whatever views may be entertained regarding his theological doc
trines, the great fact of his spiritual openness remains, and of the vast extension 
which this implies to the nature and powers of man, eo that by the exercise of a 
similar openness men will in time be able to perceive and affirm the truth of his 
utterances, or discover wherein he bas mistaken appearance for realities, if such 
eases um. 

Writing of miracles, Swedenborg remarks, "Instead of miracles, there bas 
taken place, at the present day, an open manifestation of the Lord himself, an in
tromission into the spiritual 'World and, with it, illumination by immediate light f;:om 
the Lord in whatever relates to the interior things of the Church, but princi}il'lly 
an opening of the spiritual sense of the Word, in which the Lord is present in his 
own Divine light. These revelations are not miracles, because every man, &fl to 
hie spirit, ia in the spiritual world, without separation from his body in the nat rral 
world. As to myself, indeed, my presence in the spiritual world ia attended ·.rlth 
a certain separation, but only as to the intellectual ~ of my mind, not ar to the 
will part. Thia manifestation of the Lord, and mtromiaeion into the rpiritual 
world, ia more excellent than all miracles ; but it bas not been granted to any one 
sinee the creation of the world, as it bas been to me. The men of the golden age, 
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indeed, conversed with angels ; but it was not granted to them to be in any other 
light than what was natural. To me, however, it has been granted to be in both 
spiritual and natural light at the same time ; and hereby I have been privileged 
to see the wonderful things of heaven, to be in company with angels, just as I am 
with men, and at the same time to pl11'8ue truths in the light of truth, and thus to 
perceive and be gifted with them, consequently to be led by the Lord." 

His statement that the manifestation experienced by him was in its nature such 
as had "not been granted to any one since the creation of the world" may at first 
thought appear egotistic and e%travagant, but this is wholly consistent with the idea 
of progreee on the part of the race, and would be but a fulfillment of the special 
mission of the Christian dispensation ; that which was a matter of manifestation to 
the externals of the people of the golden age had become internal to this age, which 
has a tw~fold capacity, that is of being in both natural and spiritual light at one 
and the same time. .AJJ the reader becomes familiar with the nature of Sweden
borg he will realize that such statements do not arise from any idea on hie part of 
a supposed excellence or superiority, but rather that the time had come for 
the realm of spirit to be revealed and it had pleased the Lord to prepare him for 
such a work. Many testimonials are extant which bear evidence of the innate 
modesty and utter absence of anything of an egotistic nature on hie part. We 
introduce one of these, but the selection is determined rather by its brevity and 
availability than by any superiority above others. It is the statement of Dr. 
Hampe, the preceptor of George I. of England. He says: 

" I have had the honor of being frequently admitted to Swedenborg's company, 
when in London, and to converse with him on various points of learning, and I 
will venture to affirm that there are no parts of mathematical, philosophical, or 
medical knowledge, nay, I believe I might justly say, of human literature, to 
which he is in the least a stranger; yet so totally insensible is he of hie own merit, 
that I am confident he does not know that he has any ; and as he himself some
where says of the angela, he always turns hie head away on the slighest encomium." 

Swedenborg was practically a vegetarian, and from the commencement of hie 
illumination was very particular as to hie diet i and hie Diary contains many refer
ences to hie food and to the spiritual &88ociation which various kinds of nutriment 
induced, yet notwithstanding hie care in this respect he was on several occasions 
admonished by hie spiritual attendants not to eat so much. He states in hie work 
on Heaven and Hell that much of the anxiety, grief of mind, and interior sadneee 
with which man is atBicted originates from this cause, as he is thereby brought 
into spiritual &88ociation with spirits of a debased class. Concerning killing 
and eating flesh he says of the people of the most ancient time, " that they on 
no account ate the flesh of beast or fowl, but only grain, especially bread made of 
wheat, also the fruits of trees, pulse, milk, and what is produced from milk, as but-
ter. To kill animals and to eat their flesh, was to them unlawful, and seemed as 
something bestial ; and they were content with the uses and services which they 
rendered, as appears also from Genesis chap. I. 29, 30. But in succeeding times, 
when men began to grow fierce as a beast, yea fiercer, then first they began to 
kill animals, and to eat their flesh." 

Considering the age in which he lived and the peculiar nature of Swedenborg's 
writings, he enjoyed a remarkable immunity from persecution or even se
vere criticism, but on the occasion of hie last visit to Stockholm, shortly prior to 
his death and when he was already over 80 years of age, he found the peace had 
been broken and some copies of hie Conjugial Love, which he had sent to Sweden 
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for distribution among his countrymen had been seized. This led to some perse
eution, in whieh he was nobly and unexpeetedly defended in the CoDSistory by one 
of ita members, Dr. Beyer, who 1'088 and gave his bold and honest testimony in 
favor of Swedenborg. He said: "Convinced bv experience, I must in the first 
place observe that no man is competent to give a jaat and 111litable judgment on 
those writings, who baa not read them ; or who baa read them euperfieially, or 
with a determination in hie heart to reject them, after having perused, without 
examination, some detached parte only; neither is he competent, who re
jeete them &8 soon as he finds anything that militates against those doctrines whieh 
he baa long eheriehed and acknowledged as true, and of which perhaps he is but 
too blindly enamored; nor is he competent, who is an ardent, yet, undiscrimina-
ting biblieal eeholar, who, in explaining the meaning of the Scripture~~, confines 
bia ideas to the literal expreaeion or signification only: and, lastly, neither is he 
competent, who baa altogether devoted himself to 118D8Ual indulgeneea, and the love 
of the world." He then entered into the details of the New Chureh doctrine, and 
concluded in these words: "In obedience, therefore, to your Majesty's command, 
that I ehonld deliver a full and positive deelaration respecting the writings of Swe
denborg, I do acknowledge it to be my duty to declare, in all humble confidence, 
that as far as I have proeeded in the study of them, and ~eably to the gift 
granted to me for investigation and judgment, I have found m them nothing but 
what cloeely coincides with the words of the Lord himself, and that they shine 
with a light truly divine." · 

TRANSFORMATION OF MATTER. 
Matter in ita manifold mutations often disappears from our vision; but it reap

pears, or can be made to reappear, as palpable to our senses as before. If a piece 
of silver be put into nitric acid, a clear and colorleaa liquid, it is rapidly dieolved, 
"and we see it no more." The solution may be mixed with water and apparently 
no effect is produced. Thus, in a pail of water we may dieolve $50 worth of silver, 
not a particle of whieh can be seen. Not even the ehemiat, unless he should ap
ply certain teste to deteet ita presence, would by merely looking at the liquid, 
gueaa what hidden wealth it contained. Other metals, as we know can be treated 
in similar ways with the same reanlt. When ehareoal and other substances are 
burned they disappear as completely, no visible ashes. even, being left from the 
combustion. In fact, every material which is visible, can, by certain treatment, 
be rendered invisible. Matter whieh in one state or coadition is perfectly opaque, 
and will not permit a ray of light to pass through it, will in another form become 
perfectly transparent. The cause of this wonderful change in matter is utterly 
inexplicable. Philosophers may say that it is due to some alteration in the position 
or arrangement of atoms or molecules; but atoms and molecules, however confident 
we may be concerning their existence and the laws that govern their mutual attract
ioaa and repulsions, are absolutely beyond the reach of our senses. We may see 
the substances they form, we may gueee at changes they undergo; but we cannot 
see them or do anything more than gueee what they really are. We do know, 
however, that matter is indestructible-or, at least, that we have no evidence that 
it can be destroyed. The substances dieeolved in water or burned in the air are 
not annihilated or lost; by certain well known means they can be recovered and 
restored to eight; some in exactly the same state as before their invisibility, othere 
in some other state or condition in which we none the Ieee 11111'8ly recognize them. 
On the brightest and sunniest day, millions of tons of black charcoal in an invisible 
condition are Boating in the air. Millions of plants are at the same time restoring 
it to visible form by the chemieal processes going on in the tiny laboratory of eve7. 
leaf that expands in the sunshine, In the couree of time the leaf, or the wood 1t 
elaborates by ita delicate alchemy, may be burned; and this cycle of change may 
go on indefinitely, the matter becoming visible and invisible again and again. 

Popular BcU!nu New1. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

"THE PERFECT WAy" is giving great satisfaction, and the demand for 
the same increases. We are in ·constant receipt of appreciative testimony 
regarding it. We print in this issne a letter from Parker Pillsbury speak
ing highly in its praise. 

AT the suggestion of numerous subscribers we have changed the page of 
THE EsOTERIC from two narrow columns to one broad. There seems to be 
a division of opinion and custom in this respect, but it is our desire to meet 
the tastes and views of our readers in such matters. 

THIS is a good time to interest your friends in THE ESOTERic and 
have them commence the new volume. We have printed an extra quan
tity of this issue to enable us to send sample copies to interested parties, 
and we would earnestly solicit our readers to send us the names of all per
sons who they think will appreciate the same. 

"SoLAR BIOLOGT'' is steadily growing in favor and demand, and a 
third edition will soon be necessitated. While in reality easy to master, 
as to its basic principles and their application to the diversities of nature 
and character, yet it opens such a broad field of collateral research, that 
many are inquiring as to the best method of its study. Therefore a line 
of suggestive instruction will be commenced in our next issue. 

WE have had an unexpected call for back numbers, and are constantly 
being asked if we can supply the same. Fortunately, we have from the 
start priDted THE EsOTERic from stereotype plates and have consequently 
been enabled, as required, to reprint exhausted numbers, so that any or all 
of them can still be had. Those desiring the complete set will do well to 
order the bound volume at .2.00, or the set can be had in pamphlet form 
for .1.50. Single copies, to replace those lost or damaged, will be supplied 
at 15 cts. each. 

THERE were a few instances in the first volume where advertising pages 
inadvertently got numbered and counted. We shall guard against this 
for the coming year, and to make the bound volume No.1 complete we 
have prepared additional reading to be inserted in place of such pages. Those 
sending their copies to us to be bound will consequently reap the benefit 
of this provision. New matter is supplied for page 96 September num
ber; pages 133, 134, 135 and 136, October number; page 214 December, 
and 302 February. Our price for binding and return postage is 75 cts. 

WE greet our subscribers and readers with the first number of the sec
ond volume, and take occasion to thank that numerous portion, who have 
so promptly sent in their renewals. There are still others to hear from, 
and we anticipate and shall appreciate their early response. We shall be 
loth to part with any who have made the start with us, as the goal of our 
mutual aspirations is coming to stand out with greater distinctness, and 
the prize is always to those who persevere to the end. 
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Too many correspondents take it for granted, having written us once, 
that their address on subsequent letters is not essential. They would save 
us much trouble and insure despatch and safety for their ordera by giving 
their address in full in each letter. Again where orders are scattered through 
the body of long letters, there is more liability to errors and delay than 
when given at the commencement or close of the letter. Better still 
where long communications are sent, write the order on a separate piece of 
paper and it can then be passed to the order department at once, while the 
communication takes its turn with the corresponding clerks. 

THOUGHTS ON LABOR AND DESIRE. 

To cause labor to be performed with zest there must be some pleasur
able idea associated there-with; either the exercise itself mu.<Jt be the occa
siou of pleasurable sensations, or there must be some desirable object to be 
obtained, as the sustenance of parents, wife, or children. Necessity is the ordi
nary spur to effort, but ~abor under the lash and goad of necessity is a spe
cies of slavery and this it is that constitutes the so-called •· curse." We 
need to seek the springs of inspiration which makes our " reasonable ser
vice" a "labor of love." 

We are placed in this world as co-operators in a divine purpose. Crea
tion in detail is delegated to man; he takes the substance where God left it, 
and becomes the hands and feet of creative purpose. 

Man's work being a matter of extension and detail, knowl~ is essen
tial, and therefore he should come to regard knowledge in its higher sig
nificance; there should be meditation and aspiration as well as practical 
planning. And as knowledge is the result of the world's exper
lDlent and experience, we can herein be greatly aided by good books; for 
we should not be so conceited as to ignore the service that other lives have 
rendered. It would certainly be a waste of time if the captain of a vessel 
should stop to make his own sounding and chart of every harbor he entered. 
Certain work can be done once and for all, and its results tabulated. 

Again the navigator when out of sight of land gets his bearing from obser
vations of heavenly bodies and thus learns his latitude and longitude, and de
termines how to lay his course for the desired port. He does not sail at ran
dom, taking whatever course the wind may indicate. So. too, in the voyage 
of life we need to find our latitude and longitude by heavenly, or internal ob
servations. We are not here to drift through life, but to punue some clear
ly defined course. The development of capacity and character is the real 
purpose of life. Money-getting is but incidental, although the latter is at pres
ent the main-spring and engrossin~ pursuit. Yet even with this class 
we often find some well defined side-tnterest of an educational and useful 
character. Indeed every life may and should have some problem, some 
pursuit or purpose outside of mere bread-winning, and as the foundation of 
this life is formed in .. desire" we should as the first consideration aim to 
quicken or acquire new desires, higher inspirations ; for then truly and 
then only is one fitted to grapple wisely with this vast problem of life, and 
to make swift and sure progress in the direction mapped out. To those 
who earnestly desire, "all things are possible," and if they add faith to 
desire they may even say unto this mountain "be thou removed" and 
straight-way the thing is accomplished. Let us then lay hold of the 
problem of life with right desire, faith, and earnestness. 
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A MASTER TRUE. 

There came to earth a Master true, 
No looe of se{f had he l 

Most freely giving of his life 
That earth t"" love ·might see. 

To casual sight but slight would seem 
The diff'rence, these loves two ; 

But vast indeed the gulf that yawns 
When we their contrasts view. 

In serving self we stand alone, 
No angel by our side; 

But when we seek another's good, 
Heaven's gates then open wide. 

Now if nnsel6sh service thus 
Heaven's guiding hosts array, -

When all shall seek each other's Jt()()d 
Most bright will gleam earth's 3ay. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
I>x.u EsoTmuo:-

[July 

J. LA.TILUI. 

We read in yoar dilferent numbers, ''Think in the /Mit," also, "Think fllith the 
spinal cord," also, ''Think from the Mxul," Think from the Solar Plexus." 

(1) Now, lww can we think from, fllitA and in these various portioD8 of ou 
frame? 

(2) Some do not understand what is meant by Solar Pluua. A Theoeophiat 
asked me if I understood what was meant by it. 

(3) In sitting for Light and Understanding, if we use the form as given in 
May number 414-15, why is it we are seized with peculiar sensatioD8 in the tem
ples with pressure on the top of the head, often a feeling of reatleaaness followed by 
drowsineu? 

The palms of hands and soles of feet barn as if placed on heated plates and we 
are obliged to raise them to cool off. Ia this as it should be ? 

This morning in conversation with a brother Theosophist, he very strangely 
told me of hi8 seD8atioD8 in the head which agrwl with miM, hence I determined 
to ask of you some information regarding it. 

Respectfully, MBS.M. C. M. 
Plm:.ADELPHU.. 

(1) The German mystic was wise in his method of teaching; for if be explained 
the law and all about it, the student would never attain the goal. The act of find· 
ing out the mystery of the brain powers in the several functions was and is the 
only way of attaini~ it. But the method of transferring the mental eonseiousneu 
to any brain centre m the body, is given, though in its incipient stages, in the arti
cle page 412, May number of .TnE ETOTERIO. Solar Biology gives us the keys 
to this saying; it shows the mental quality of every part of the person, as well as 
ol the "Grand Man of the heavens ; " and it is well known in anatomy that there 
are nerve plelt118e8 and grey matter identical with the brain in each of thoee Ol'

gana mentioned by Kemning. The object is to get the student to think about 
these organs until the life will be concentrated in them nfficient to enable one to 
use the varions brain organs at will. But when we are regenerated into all these 
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nried functions, then we can make them all perfect and put them in harmony 
with each other. It will also be found that when we can abstract our consciousnMS 
enough to leave the body and go out at will, it is easy also to leave the cranium 
and descend in our consciousness into any and all parte of the body. 

(2) The same nerve centre aa referred to in any anthentio work on anatomy, 
where it is alao called the epigastric ple:ms. 

(3) Because there are powers within and without that would gladly hold you in 
continued darkness and bondage to the senaee. And if persons practice that with
out having complied with the prescribed rules in previOIIS articles, and alao the article 
you refer to, they may awaken to the diatreasing fact that an " elemental " has 
po•eesed itself of their brain and will not leave. But if you have made the cove
nant of giving all to God, and are conquering generation in the flesh, then the Mas
ter's power is allnftlcient to proteot you from any inconvenience further than the 
physical sensations, and that but for a abort time. 

The heat in the palms of the banda and feet is all right, especially for one born 
between .A.pri119 and May 20, in the Solar sign Taurus, or Oct. 23 to Nov. 23d 
in the sign Scorpio; that will cease when the fire flame appears before the eyes. 
It would be well to have all the clothes u loose and oool aa poeaible, and the feet 
and banda bare, or u nearly eo aa circumatancee will permit. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

E8oTJmiO PuBLISHING Co. 
Detroit, May 22, 1888. 

Gentlemen, 
I am simply charmed with your 

Magazine, and can hai'dly wait ita appearance, month by month. I like it better 
than anytbing that has come into my hands for a long time. It is not merely cal
culated to gratify the curiosity-hunter or the seeker for novelty, but administers 
the moat usefulleeeons to those who seek for truth. To any one who labors in 
religious or spiritual fields of el!ort it . is simply invaluable. 

Very Truly Yours, 
REv. J. Wx • .Asmulr. 

THE PERFECT WAY. 

MB. EDITOB.-It eeeme to me rour Publishing Company could not have done 
our material.iatic age a better &el'Vlce than has been done in reproducing at moat 
reasonable prices Tml PEBnOT WAY, OB TIIB FumiNG OJ' CRBIST. Could the 
work have sale equal to ita merite: and would the people, young and old, not only 
read and study, but understand it, and live in ita light and spirit, the long 83:pected 
millennium would soon dawn on our darkness and shine full orbed in beauty and 
glory over the habitable globe. And I heartily subscribe to your wish that •'those 
who feel that they cannot alford the means to purchase, nor time to read many 
books, will make "TM PBrfect Way" one of their first choice." Your price is 
two dollars; mine, the London edition, was five dollara, and to me was well worth 
the money. 

Sometimes it seems to me the Christ of our day and nation is hardly worth the 
search. To preach the Christ of the Four Gospels is not the object of our search aa 
a people; though we bout the highest place in the christian empyrean. We wol'
ship Mammon with a devotion aearcely paralleled in ancient or modern time. We 
planted Slavery in the very soil and hour with our Liberty Tree, and nourished and 
cherished it t.ill the Infinite Forbearance would brook it no longer and smote it 
down to destruction, pursued by worse than Egypt's plagues! War and preparatiOD 
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for wa:r have been a staple occupation with us since we became a nation. Our 
first choice for chief magistrate has been a warrior, a man of blood, a human de
stroyer whenever one such was to be had. Martial valor is presumed to be virtue, 
patriotism, statesmanship, every political gift and grace, regardless of all our pre
tensions to ·•Civil Service Reform" as preliminary to taking office. In 1886, we, 
as a government, authorized the brewing, distilling and importing of over seven 
hundred and fifteen million gallons of intoxicating liquors; in the same year were 
licensed alm08t two hundred thousand persons to sell in saloons, by the glass or 
drink, all that our poor besotted humanity could buy or bear. In 1887, on our 
own brewed and distilled intoxicants, we collected as toll, or revenue, more than 
eighty seven millions and eight hundred thousand dollars. The foreign importa
tion taritt swelled that vas~ amount to many, many millions morel So do gov
ernment workers share in the profits as well as the guilt and crime of the businees! 

Legal voters, men, not 1001Mn, elect president. and Congressmen, not Congrua
tl101Mn, to do work like this, and they do it. The government enacts and supports, 
the <·hureh sustains and sanctifies by solemn sermon, prayer and participation, the 
whole abomination, -Slavery while it continued, and War and Intemperance to 
the present hour! and will do eo, only the gods ean tell how long, in the years to 
come! 

Need we wonder, Mr. Editor, that so few are interested to ''find the Christ" of 
such a ahureh? Can we regret that the number is not more? How little cares such 
a Church of the Gospels, of the ''1888011 on the Mount," and of the Evangelist 
John! 

So let us on with Tim EsoTBBIO, and with it, " PM PerfiJIJt Way or t'M Find
ing of t'M Christ," -the Christ, learned as well as found, in the Perfect Way. 

p ABKBB Pn.LsBUBY. 
CoNOOB:O, N. H, 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 

Anyone sending us $4:.50 for a club of three ean have a fourth eubaeription free 
of charge. 

To any eubaeriber who sends us $1.50, and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "TwBLVB MA.NN!:B OJ' PEoPLE," or any fifty-cent book in our list. 

For $3.00 and two new subscribers we will send any $1.00 book you may 
aeleet. 

For $4.50 and three new subeeribere we will send Prof. Butler's "SBVEN CBB· 
ATIVB PaiNOIPLBS" or its equivalent in other books. 

For $6.00 and four subscribers we will send "Tim Pl!:Bnar WAY," or Tml 
Esonaxo VoL I bound. 

For $12.00 and eight eubaeribers we will send "SoLAR BIOLOGY." 

The names ean be all sent at one time, or if forwarded as secured, they will be 
placed to the sender's credit until the number is complete. Where members of a 
club desire" Tru: Puncr WAY" $1.50 extra should be sent for each copy re
quired. Foreign subseriben1 will send 25 cents extra for yearly p08tage on THB 
EsoTERIO. 

Subscriptions may date back commencing with any number desired, as we print 
from plates and ean supply all numbers from first issue. 

Make cheeks and money orders payable to The Esoteric Publishing Company 
instead of to individual members of the Company. 

E S 0 T E R I C P U B L I S H I N G C 0 M P AN Y. 
478 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
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THOUGHTS ON MEMORY. 

Many there are who feel the lou of memory at this time, and wonder 
why? There is a combination of reasons for this. First, a remembrance 
is always effected by means of a strong, vivid impression made npon the 
senses and the mind unitedly; the stronger the impression the more ~ 
ing is the memory. There is no difficulty to remember great loBBeS, and 
sad accidents; it is the more trivial matters that are hard to recall. Now we 
are in an age of railroads and electricity, and the minds of the people are in 
a proportional hurry ; an ordinary business man has more things to think 
of in one day's works than the man of a hundred years ago had in seven 
days. Men have to learn to pass rapidly from one thing to another, they 
have to mind multifarious things of interest that can have only a passing 
instant's attention : and therefore the impressions made must be quickly 
obliterated or "pigeon holed " to avoid confusion with the next. In other 
words, we have to learn, by constant practice, to dispose quickly of prior im
pressions in order to be clear minded for the constant coming new; so that 
in a measure forgetfulness is the necessity of the age. The blacksmith who 
learnt twonty-one languages and retained them all, had nothing to distract 
his mind ; the mechanical routine only aided to hold his senses and con
centrate his mind on the one thing. I£ memory is the result of the in
tensity of impression made upon the senses, the person living most in the 
physical senses has the most vivid memory of events, names, numbers and 
external things. 

The only memory that has any chance for culture in the ordinary sphere 
of business life is that of habit. To be thorough in all minuti~e of business, 
one must give one's entire self to it without reserve; then the polarity of 
all the consciousness is in that one channel ; and the high state of develop
ment of our age has produced in men an "intuitive memory," that is, the 
interior, or soul powers, being highly unfolded and forced to serve in the 
external business world, are so accute that they a.ct without the conscious 
volition of the person. For instance the street car conductor in the large 
cities gets so much in the habit of handling change that he scarcely ever 
looks at the money received, the intelligence being so concentrated in tl1e 
touch that he moves automatically. The business man who is meeting and 
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serving the hundreds of persons daily, gets so concentrate in mind 
and habit on business that he knows intuitively, as soon as he sees a per
son, what he wants and how to deal with him. If it is in a constantly 
changing business, the same interior intuitive brings everything to the mind 
in its time and order. 

Men are being absorbed and lost in their pursuits, so that the habit in 
large cities of calling every man by his pursuit is not so far wrong ; for 
when a man gives his whole mind to any vocation for seven years, the 
business and the man are one. So when we speak of •• the banker," the 
merchant, the lawyer, or even the coal-man, the butcher, or baker, we are 
correct ; for that is all they are. Their mind being all in that sphere they 
know things about it that, if analyzed from a purely intellectual stand
point, would be as wonderful as clairvoyance, thought-transference, or 
the psychic collection of knowledge of which the person knew nothing 
before. Let the business man watch those wonderful freaks of mind that 
are of daily and sometimes hourly occurrence, and are thought nothing of 
because so common. Such minds form a habit of forgetfulness, and drill 
their mind into the habit of RECOLLECTION by means of alliance and as
sociation, so that the strange phenomenon of the mind we call habit, works of 
its own accord, -the same as the hand of the mechanic will do the most 
intricate work without any thought or even attention, work that one un
experienced could not do by the most careful attention. From this we 
can form some idea of the power of habit. 

Another cause of forgetfulness is in the mental influence pervading our 
planet at this time. The planet Uranus is now in~ (Aries), the part ·of 
the ecliptic that governs the brain and intellectual faculties. Its influ
ence is spiritual; and as it revolves on its axis in the direction opposite to 
that of the other planets, its effect is to separate the tendencies of the 
mind from the ordinary habits of thought and turn them toward the spirit
ual sciences. This, of course, obstructs the mind to that extent that the 
most clear-headed thinkers will often find that, at times, the brain refuses to 
act and they find themselves in a blank, sometimes staring vacantly into 
space. Its effect is also seen in the interest now manifest in spiritual and 
occult subjects. Even our novels and newspapers are abounding with them. 
and as the mind takes hold of those subjects, they cause us to consider all 
material things as of little import, and to do whatever we have to do with 
as little real interest as possible; and the high ideal that is ever active in 
the mind of all, causes any present subject to make but little impression 
upon them and, of course, is immediately forgotten. This is a necessity to 
those who are making spiritual attainments; the memories of the past are 
like a dark cloud obscuring the inner vision,-as Paul said, "leaving the 
things that are behind, and pressing on toward that which is set before us. •• 

There is a science of memory to be found in the law of order, which 
law governs all thing'S belonging to growth. This law of intuitively re
membering is developed first by having and keeping a definite place 
for everything; then habit will always instruct the intellect where to find 
the thing. This habit of external order will aid the mind in maintaining 
mental order, which is an absolute necessity to all wishing to accomplish 
anything in a material way and much more so in spiritual things. Order 
is the master mechanic in creation. Look at the forms of trees, plants, 
leaves and blossoms, what beautiful order in their diversity I Then practice 
orderly thought by not taking anything for certain, until yon can, not 
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only know that it is so, but know why it is so, and of what use it is in the 
great work-shop of God. Thus you will get an orderly understanding of 
principles and laws. That done we shall find our-selves in harmony with 
all nature, having come into its order; then every faculty of the mind 
works perfectly free without the slightest friction. We will then see the 
pivotal center, expressible in the one ancient word "Yahveh," which means 
the infinite universal Wn.L. All action, as well as the opposite, inertia, 
is by its power: then that will is the power of the universal and also the 
microcosmic mind, and all things are the expression of that mind. This 
carries us from the central power-the Will-out into the expanse of phys
ical expression in a planet, and we can go from that to systems of worlds. 

Then, in order to aid you in recalling the trivial affairs of this life, make 
a simple ~ of a number of squares, by drawing a horizontal and 
a perpendicufa.r line; then place in each square a figure representing different 
numbers or letters of the alphabet ; then call, say, No. 2 a special place for 
one class of articles you WtSh to remember, No. 8 another, No. 4 again 
another, and so on as many as you have. Then keep that paper near you, 
and every time you place something in either of these places, look at the 
paper and impress the number in which you put it on your mind. The 
same will hold good in different classes of study and every department of 
life. You will not be necessitated to keep the paper long, before you 
can see it in your imagination and place the article to the number allotted; 
and when you want the article, call up the diagram before your mind and 
look over the numbers, and the habit.ooll8Ciousness will discern the one 
needed. 

If an article has been lost or misplaced,sit down quietly, close your 
eyes and go back over all the ways you went before missing the article; go 
into every place in the imagination, and you will find it. This method of 
applying the law of order to memory may be employed in every thing we 
do; and the more we practice these few simple rules, the more proficient 
we become by this imaginary retrospection. We can, after being in a 
house, not having taken much notice of anything in it, return to it in the 
mind, and see and even count articles in a room, as we can count the strokes 
of a clock after it has stopped ~· This same habit will aid us in 
getting freedom for the "Astral body,' so that we can go in our own con
sciousness, see and know that which we had never seen or known, con
verse with persons far away and many other (to us) marvelous powers. 
The human mind is a wonderful instrument, and when we form the habit 
of concentration and, for the time, separation from the senses. many 
astonishing powers will be realized. 

H. E. BUTLER. 

THE HIGHER BREATH. 
A. LF..A..F FROM THE TREE OF LIFE. 

A wise Man of our Age has said, "Man abides in his breaths; he per
sists and endures by his breaths; he is in the freedom of his purpose and 
of his reason by his breaths, he is in the fire and vigor of his passions by 
his breaths; and the egoistic mankind is now knit up for its corporeal 
existence in the complex breath of inversive society." 

In the old breathing of the Race its evils dwell, as the soul dwells in 
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the body, and the depravity is universal and all-pervading. Moral quali
ties impart to physical objects their specific elements. Each moral evil, 
passing into act, loses its latent, and assumes its positive character. The 
human flesh therefore reeks with a moral-natural taint. It pours its 
eflluvia through the homes, the surroundings of th"' race. Conditions are 
transmitted to offspring; therefore the bodies of our babes hold the seeds 
of ancestral plagues. Moral qualities are finitely imperishable, therefore 
the corruption of tea thousand generations loads the effete substance of 
the globe. We are unconscious of it because habituated to it. Why was 
the gentle Nazarene a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief? Be. 
cause he was bowed under the pressure of these world-mountains of deprav
ity. Why do men of finespiritualitycry, in all ages, "Who shall deliver us 
from the body of this death?" Because they see that the concrete physical 
nature of man is gangrened with decay. Why is the friendship of the wealthy 
libertine, with defiled interiors, socially welcomed and courted? Because 
the best are half paralyzed by the magnetism of evil. Why do so many 
cultured men make a jest of impieties and uncleannesses? Because there 
is that within them which has affinity with the lusts. The noblest spirits, 
deepest versed in self-knowledge, testify that the balance of their life in
clines to evil, from which they are only held by the eternal solicitation of 
the spirit in the will. Towards each man comes rolling the ocean of the 
general depravity with loud swells like those of the Atlantic ever beating 
on his shores. Such is the outcome of eighteen centuries of Christianism. 
The faculties which man was sure to pervert have been temporarily eclipsed, 
until such time as Divine restorative powers might be let down into the 
world. 

Christ came into the world and left his spirit in the bosom of a great 
body of believers. They soon chilled as the earth chilled at the close of 
the tertiary era. Belts of heavenly bloom, that once wove their laughing, 
fragrant circles to the poles, contracted with the growing cold of Ages, till 
winter led its squadrons to the very equator. A.s, after this geologic frost 
epoch, the earth reacted against its chill, so even now the frost epoch of 
Christendom begins to melt under the first beams of a directer sun. The 
breath of God plays upon the bosom, and the divine fire bursts forth to 
dissipate the moral tertiary cold. Christ's voice went forth, while yet 
incarnate, piercing the bosom of time with the prophecy "If I go, I will 
come again, and receive you unto myself." He receded into the clouds of 
mystery, and now that cloudy curtain parts, and the soft, sweet breathings 
of his spirit, infiowing and blending with the respirations of his children, 
declare the promise verified, the prophecy fulfilled. Many, throu~h 
the opened heavens of the spirit, behold Him coming in power and great 
glory. He who lives in the breath of his .Maker dwells in the open secret 
of his work. 

Swedenborg. in his natural experience, was an illustration of the fact 
of open respiration in its earlier stages; while in his writings he clearly sets 
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forth the nature of the respirations which existed in the ancient Golden 
and Silver ages, and shows that the deluge of Noah; involving far more 
than a mere material cataclysm, was a. flood of the crass and crude atmos
pheric elements which overwhelmed the ancient breathings of the world. 
The pre-noa.chian respirations are now to be restored to man. 

The new Age is ushered in by the new breath. It is the breath not of 
Deity without, but of Deity in humanity that begins to renovate the hu
man constitution. It sweeps on in majestic cycles, at every stage dissipa
ting sordors, casting out plagues, reducing jarring elements to order, solidi
fying and powerfully vitalizing the frame. 

We do not breathe of ourselves; there is a vast power beyond our finite
ness that gives breath. By the effort of the up-gathered being, if we seek 
to enter that Unknown Presence, He will breathe into us while we are 
gathered there. Man is born by many births. There is a physical par
turition; the babe is brought forth into the bosom of nature, and the 
lungs open to inhale her airs. There is a second parturition possible for 
man; nature lifts us up to the All-Father that His breath may enter us. We 
then breathe again respiring in God, and as he gives Himself in the in
flowing life, which imparts to the lungs new motions, we experience the 
facts of a super-aensual existence. The "Unknowable, is willing to demon
strate who and what He is, by imparting His own bosom life, descending 
into and up-lifting the whole respiratory structure, in response to our whole 
hearted seeking. There is a world of plenary life, beyond the realm of 
the corporeal. It inaugurates a new era, bringing down the moral into 
the plane of the sensational. We feel consciously buoyed up and sus. 
tained between two atmospheres, one of ether bearing in its currents the life 
of nature; the other of spirit, impulsing the soft joy, the penetrating foroe. 
the vivifying essence of heaven. We are as conscious of His action whom 
science discovers not, and criticism finds not, as the sentient Earth 
might be of the existence of the Ocean when its tides come rolling in upon 
the shore. 

When the Infinite descends, so to speak, from the heights of Deing 
above conscionsness, and literally gives Himself to us by the procession of 
His Life into our own, through a super-sensual breathing; when the heaven
ly respirations absolutely inflow, and open their way into the natural lungs, 
bringing each breath we draw into the circulations of the Divine Love and 
Wisdom; it is more than as if a Supernal Teacher walked the earth; it is 
more than as if the apparently dead were revived in our presence. There 
is in every act of true spiritual worship a wedding in the breast; the 
heavenly sliding down into the bosom of the earthly atmosphere, and im
pregnating it with its own eternal qualities. This is the great point of dis
tinction, but the point is the center of a universal circle. 

The stately industries of the future are in travail to be born. Preach
ing, praying, rites, fasts, pageants rose into their prominence to meet the 
wants of a barbaric age. They helped to subdue the passions, awe the 
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brutalities, and unveil a spiritual realm which the mind, depressed into 
corporeality, saw at beat but dimly, brokenly, and as in a dream. But 
when men dwell bodily, encompassed by the living breath of heaven, the 
merely natural use of the ceremony, the rite, the religious service, the 
ecclesiastical ministration is over, and the era of polemics is at its end. 
Something more is needed than memorized knowledge, kindly sentiments, 
and the propaganda of creeds. Prelacies, papacies, and synods beoome out
worn, as men are illumined by the Breaths of the Infinite Beatitudes. 

When the divine breaths have so pervaded the nervous structures that 
the higher attributes of sensation begin to waken from their immemorial 
torpor, and to react against disease, a sixth sense is as evident as hearing is 
to the ear, or sight to the organ of vision. Names it has many, according 
to its qualities. A living, sensitive garment, without spot or seam, it is 
distributed through the entire frame and invests the form of the universal 
sensations. Let us call it here the sense of chastity. God is the Infinite 
Chastity. As He is the All-powerful, the All-merciful,so is He the All-chaste. 
We shrink from fuller expression. To cast these high conceptions upon 
the stream of the world's thought, is like tln.·owing a wreath of white lilies 
upon the black current of a sewer. 

When the fire-breaths of the spirit begin to permeate the tissues of the 
organism, man's life becomes the real Apocalypse. The valors, magnanim
ities, chastities we cultivate, become new organic forms in the re-created 
organism. It is to those who hold, constitutionally, a fund of the prime 
vitality, that the new respiration comes; to those, in a word, in whom 
there are organic vessels for the reception and distribution of the divine 
Auras. With a little time the hopeless incurables of the race, the moral 
cretins and imbeciles will slough off, and :ao types survive but such as are 
capable of the ascension. The joy of God is in the re-creation of humanity. 

In the new respiration God gives an atmosphere that is as sensitive to 
moral quality as the physical is to natural qua.iity ; as sensitive to the in
gression of the falsity or the lust, as the quickened conscience is sensible 
of the stings of evil. This living ether, as distinguished from nature's 
dead air, descends to baptize the whole frame; rising to the intellect to fill 
it with light as we approach the truth, and rushing with germinant force 
through all the channels of the circulations, as we open ourselves to be filled 
with purity. The higher breath, whose essence is virtue, builds up the 
bodies of the virtuous, wars against disease, expels the virus of hereditary 
maladies, renews health from its founda.tio~, and stands in the body as a 
sentinel guarding from every plague. 

The new breaths, as they pervade and encompass the frame, lift the 
being from the slough and mire of mere corporealism ; in the mind they 
separate the fatuities from the verities ; in the heart they disintegrate the 
lusts from the affections ; and in the body they cast out the diseases from 
the sanities and healths. So will they sift and winnow the world until the 
Family rises purified, the Church appears in glory, and the true order of 
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society knits itself together in the State. It deals with groups as with in
dividuals; it redistributes mankind ; it reorganizes the village and the 
town, gathering in the last and lowest human atom from his degra.da.tion and 
loss. It makes of every manufactory a true cathedral, and stamps the 
signet of Divinity upon common life. The school will open into the work
shop, the university into the garden and field, and unexpected potencies 
work re-creative miracles in the bodily frame. ''He breathed upon them 
and said, 'Receive ye the Holy Spirit.'" NEMo. 

NATURAL AND SPffiiTU AL LAWS. 

There are in nature two planes of life, the natural, or generative, the 
super-natural, or regenerative. The latter is an out_wowth from the former 
On the natural plane full regeneration of the ind1vidual, including the 
redemption of the body from disease, decay, and death, is impossible; and 
yet the development of the natural life with all its forces is the means by 
which the divinely natural is attained. It is a growth from one stage, or 
phase of being, to another; and as it is with the race,-that the spiritual 
life is at last evolving from the natural, so it is with the individual,-the 
natural plane forms the basis for the future unfolding and development 
of the spiritual forces of being. 

It is not to be supposed that the evolution of the higher life comes 
through ignoring the claims of any part of the lower nature. We have 
only to turn to the lives of ascetics, who in their zeal to attain to sanc
tity have crucified every natural desire and affection, and have become, not 
more, but less than men. We have only to observe the inmates of· con
vents and others of celibate lives, to see that the development of spiritual 
forces is not wholly contingent upon the suppression of natural energies. 
These energies are right; they only require to become sanctified, and puri
fied, and subjected to the governing laws of reason. For the intellectual 
and emotional qualities are associated with the purely animal ·instincts. 
Love, that scales the very heights of heaven, and renders self-sacrifice a 
joy, comes to life in the majority of instances through the union of the 
sexes and the tender relations of parenthood. The new life that is spring
ing within humanity and giving evidence of its divine origin, results from 
the joy and sorr?w, the happiness and grief, the love and wisdom that are 
interwoven with the elements derived from a purely animal existence. 
There is no gap, no chasm in nature, but an endless succession of changes 
and varying forms; and finally, as a result of all these changes and varying 
types, a new kind or order of life is introduced upon the earth. 

The law that has prevailed in the past, is the same that is in operation 
everywhere to-day, namely, persistence of energy under new modes of ex
pression. 

"The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sounds there
of, but canst not tell whence it cometh and whither it goeth; so is every 
one that is born of the spirit." 
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With the development of the spiritual elements of being, new conditions 
and laws confront ns. The forces that to a. great extent were latent, now 
begin to act as active forces. AJJ they develop they exert a. controlling and 
transforming power upon the body, drawing their sustenance from the 
stored up vitality of the physical organism. 

The energy formerly expended npon the generative function is now con
served and utilized in the development of the spiritual nature, with its 
redemptive and vitalizing power. It is literally a. transfer of force from 
one phase of life to another. First, the natnra.l man, living in obedience to 
natural laws, then the spiritual man, with the growing powers and attri. 
butes of DiVinity. As the spiritual life unfolds, it reacts upon its physical 
environment, modifying, purifying, and bringing it into perfect harmony 
with its interior force. The system, as it undergoes purification, will no 
longer tolerate the things that at a. former period were demanded as essen
tials of growth. Animal food acts as a. disturbing agent, and in place of 
nourishing, destroys. So with the animal passions and instincts. Their 
energy is absorbed; from being active, they are converted into passive 
forces, and any attempt that is made to rouse them into activity is attended 
with..;disa.strous consequences. In heaven, i.e. the spiritual or divine state, 
''there is no marrying nor giving in marriage." . The sonl is wedded to God 
There are at the present time many persons in different stages of this 
evolutionary process; and the process is one of growth, juat as definite, 
jnst as inherent in humanity as the change from boyhood to dawning 
manhood. We can foster and a.ccelera.te the growth, and render the transi
tion from the natural to the super-natural, or spiritual, comparatively easy, 
or retard it through ignorance of natural and spiritual laws. 

It is necessary to recognize that the period in which we are living is 
-·a critical one, in every sense of the word. Not only are the spiritual 

faculties being ronsed to activity by the over-shadowing power of the 
Divine mind, but the change in the individual is co-incident with others 
equally important in the social organism. In both instances a great nat
ural process that has been characterized by struggle, suffering, and con
flict, is nearing its completion, and the forces are in motion that will 
finally coalesce and bring in a state of peace, order and harmony. But 
in the intermediate period conflict, disorder, and suffering are necessarily 
attendant upon the breaking up of old conditions, and the introduction of 
the new. NEITH. · 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THE spirit of Jestl8 e:rista far more certainly and far more evidently than the 
genius of Homer. But this spirit is one of abnegation and sacrifice, for which 
reason it is divine. The less a man seeks the more does he find himself. The 
greater his self-abandonment is the better he deserves the adoption of heaven. 
The more he forgets himself the more will he be remembered. Such in a few 
words are the great secrets of Christianity; and Jesus, who gave these precepts, 
has also set the example. The man has passed into the symbol, and it is thus that 
He has become God. Mysteries of Magic. 
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SACRED LITERATURE. 

We may rest assured that any literature which contains the largest pro
portion of trnth is the most sacred, for it is only the tMJ.th which renders 
1t more sac1'ed. 

It is also 'IJer'!f important that the trnth be expreaaed ao plainly as to 
come within the comprehension of the ma.aaea-those who are in the great
eat need of it. 

In our eagerness to scan the literatnre of remote and half-forgotten 
ages, though it contain some rich stores of truth, let us not ignore "script
ures" of modern date; remembering that every one who will comply with 
the requisite conditions can have free acceaa to the fountain of all trnth. 

If God is no respecter of persons, it is reasonable to suppose that He 
is no respecter of ~ages either, and that both, sublime and simple 
truths can be communtcated. to man in "plain English" as well as in Greek, 
Hebrew, or Sanscrit. 

The following extracts are culled from the xxvii. chapter of a large book 
written a third of a centDrf. ago, in our native tongue and country. I 
find it difficult to select, as 1t all seems very good. Let truth stand on its 
merit. 

LOVE FOR THE LOWLY. 

"As unto thee, oh, wise man, appears thy moat ignorant brother, reflect 
how thou must appear unto perfect Wisdom, and learn charity of that . 
wisdom. 

He is as a germ which eternit;y quickens into life, giving ever more 
pure and holy fruits, and receiving ever more pure enjoyments, which are 
fruits of higher aftinities. 

Oh, man! when thou art reveling in luxuries on earth, and which are 
by earth produced, do not forget, thy immortal spirit ever longs for that 
which is above and beyond. 

And when the suiferer is famishing by the wayside, and thou dost 
not minister unto him of thine abundance, thou dost repel the holy in
fluences of Divine Love, and enter into aftinity with its opposite. 

What matter how low or de~ed a brother appears unto thee, he is 
an heir of God's :ki.Jwlom, which is Love, by Light revealed. 

Go thou to him; il he reject thy kindly hand, offer again, for perfect 
love can never tire in well doing. 

It is a fearful thing for the strong to forsake the weak. Suppose that 
God should forsake his children-withdraw from their spiritual being his 
own sustaining light within, which ever cheereth them onward and up
ward, what dread night would envelop their being I 

Then why, oh ye strong, forsake the weak ones among yon, and thus 
in actions pray God to annihilate his own love for you? 

As ye do unto others, the same do ye unto yourselves. 
Y e can not forsake the lowly nor trample upon the degraded among God's 

children, without being in turn forsaken by the high and holier feelings 
enjoyed by those who love. 

Love bringeth its own reward, and this truth is that which regulates 
the opposites of the pure attribute as exhibited in the selfishness of man. 

The spirits of men are the only really valuable parts of them unto 
themselves, for at the death of the body all else is but food for the 
reptiles and plants gr<>wing around their graves. In view of these truths, 
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what folly to stand aloof from a brother simply because his body ia 
clothed in rags, or because he is degraded by animal paaaions! 

It seems strange for a rational spirit to condemn a body because, per
chance, it is unclean, when within the body may be encased a spirit of 
higher affinities than the one condemning. 

Surely no man can expect to take his fine body, or its costly covering 
into heaven with him, for the striving to take them diminishes his com
prehension of the heaven, and his capability of entering its pure, spiritual 
enjoyment . 

.All can see that God does not value the outward above its deserts, for 
the beggar and king mutually return to dust, dissolved by the same laws 
used unto the best advantage in the outward formations of nature. 

Their spirits, too, return Just so far toward God as they have been 
fitted to approach perfect Punty. 

Condemnation ts an infringement of perfection. He who transgresses 
the laws of God, condemns himself to suffer the penalty, which penalty 
is in turn good, for it teacheth the.law. 

Man may seem to err in another's sight, when in the sight of God he 
is doing his greatest good. · 

God doth not condemn. A God of perfect love can never condemn 
those himself created, and who are not equally perfect and wise unto him
self. When man feeleth condemnation, his own wisdom chides him for 

. his failure to apply wisdom and love. 
He who hath not wisdom and love within, to violate, cannot suffer. 
An animal, devoid of high spiritual gifts, cannot suffer from the in-

fringement of that he has not. · 
Thus every man hath within his spirit that which rewa.rds and pun

ishes; and for man, as a mass, to punit~h an individual, is assum.ming 
a massive responsiblity. It is a pitiable sight to see man's littleness 
striving to regulate God's greatness. 

Ob, ye rulers among men, ye wise and so-called great I Whence came 
your wisdom, or power and greataess? 

Who ordained you to trample on God's noblest work, your own brother? 
Beware, lest those you injure be more acceptable in your Father's view 
than yourselves. 

Charity should regulate all your actions and words. Not that which man 
calls charity, which only giveth alms, but that perfect charity which is 
lovely sympathy regulated by an exalted wisdom. Ever remember ye are 
not perfect, and ever beware how you exalt yourselves, for selfish exalta
tion hath low affinities. 

Oh, be loving to those who hate, help the weak, soften the strong. 
Teach all, by loving them, how to love; by doing them good, how to be 
good unto themselves and one another. 

Oh, bow short-sighted is man I Not understanding causes, not being 
in affinity with the Causs-Fountain, he vieweth only effects, and wasteth time 
there-upon. He must remove causes of degradation, ere he confer the 
gt!atest benefit upon his kind. 

Truth removeth error. Love removeth hatred. Light removeth darkness. 
No man can know Truth and not teach it, without diminishing his capa

bility of receiving it. To progress, he must e:urcise his spiritual nature in 
the enduring truths cif God; thus, by labor, expanding his own perception 
of the truths in which happiness dwelleth. 
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There is no idle truth, love, or light. All are eternally active; and so 
are the fruits of their producing. . 

He who would receive these great attributes within him, must let them 
pass freely when received, else they stagnate, and for his part are idle, or, 
still worse, retrograde toward death. 

He who doeth unto his brother good, hath more to be thankful for than 
he who receiveth the goodness; for he, in the action, opens his own channel 
wider, to receive goodneBB from God. He who striveth to raise the out
cast into true manhood is at the same time being raised by the fruits of the 
labor bestowed. It is utterly impossible to labor for God without being 
elevated, and no one can do good without laboring for Him. 

Oh, man, thy brother calls to thee in tones of deepest, darkest despair, 
and wilt thou tum away? Oh, if thou lea vest him thus, thou art not enter
ing the highest regions of enjoyment I Thou art wilfully limiting thine 
own heaven." 

' w. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 
VINELAND N. J. 

RICHES, HONOR, TRUTH. 

Now, if you examine the three classes and ask of them in turn which of 
their lives is pleasantest, each of them will be found praising his own and de
preciating that of the others: the money-maker will contrast the vanity of 
honor or of learning with the solid advantages of ~old and silver. 

And the lover of honor-what will be his opimon? will he not think 
that the pleasure of riches is vulgar, while the pleasure of learning, which 
has no need of honour, be regards as all smoke and nonsense? 

But may we not suppose that philosophy estimates other pleasures as 
nothing in comparison with the pleasure of knowing the truth, and in that 
abiding, ever learning, in the pursuit of truth, not far indeed from the 
heaven of pleasure? The other pleasures the philosopher disparages by 
ealling them necessary, meaning that if tbere were no necessity for them, 
he would not have them. 

Since. then, the pleasure of each class and the life of each are in dis
pute, and the question is not which life is more or less honorable, or 
better or worse, but which is the more pleasant or painless--how shall we 
know? What ought to be the criterion? 

Is any better than experience and wisdom and reason? 
Then, reflect! Of the three individuals, which has the greatest ex

perience of the pleasures which we enumerated? Has the lover of gain 
greater experience of the pleasure of knowledge derived from learning 
the nature of the truth than the pililospher has of the pleasure of gain '! 

The philospber bas greatly the advantage; for he has always known 
the taste of the other pleasures from his youth upwards: but the lover of 
gain in all his experience bas not of necessity tasted--or, I should rather 
say, could hardly have tasted by any process of learping, the nature of 
things-the sweetness of intellectual pleasures. 

PLATO. 

b order to upraise man to moral emancipation, God hides Himself from him, 
and in a certain sense surrenders to him the government of the world. He leaves 
His existence to be divined by the grandeur and harmonies of Nature. 
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ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 

[Co:nmo&D.] 
Both the spirits had long insisted on being relieved. The meek one 

would oomplain bitterly of the other for disturbing her tranquillity ; after 
having done so with her faith he now prevented her from entering par
adise. She said he had been a usurer in his earth-life, gathered great riches, 
and buried them in the cellar where they could now be found ; as long as 
these treasures were not unburied she could not be delivered of his 
persecution. 

The fierce spirit, on the other hand, insisted on his repulsive companion 
being removed ; for not before being alone master a.ga.in could he do away 
with his fierceness, and obtain his true happiness. It was Caroline who 
suffered most by these contentions, and often was in the greatest embarrass
ment ; for if she made a promise to the "good " spirit, the other became 
enraged ; whilst when she was going to promise help to the latter the meek 
one began to wail so pitiably that she could hardly recover from the tears 
she bad to shed for her. 

Caroline disclosed the secret about the treasure in the cellar to some 
persons, and the landlord, known to be very fond of money, was reported 
to have really made a trial, but found nothing. The fierce spirit, who knew 
everything that was going on in the house or outside, made some very 
amusing allusions to it, and several persons pretended to have, in fact, dis
covered some fresh earth in the cellar. 

Besides, both the spirits had also the gift of prophecy. The wicked one 
was angry or glad two or three days ahead on account of the callers to 
come; whilst the bright one knew the names of all the pious ladies, from 
whose bible quotations she expected some quickening. They meddled even 
with the affairs of the family and spoke of future events the same as peo
ple talk of the news of the present. This of course increased the interest 
people took in these spirits, and, by and by, persons of all olaaaes called to 
obtain advice about their enterprises and difficulties. 

Once a rich land-owner, an old acquaintance of Rupert's, came with his 
wife and daughter in order to get some advice concerning a marriage 
projected for the lattel'. The bad spirit said: "Take the fellow, for single 
life is not good for you! " The sweet one said: "First oouncil with heav
en! " But Caroline said with her own natural voice: " If you have the 
consent of your parents, follow the voice of your heart!" Here it happened 
that each of the three had his or her answer from a different voice; with 
the father the fierce spirit talked, with the mother the sweet one, but to the 
daughter, Caroline herself gave the answers. 

At length the longed for miner Mohrland arrived. The SJ?irits, who 
fore-knew all the other visits, seemed to have a presentment of this also, and 
there was a remarkable stillness about them when he took Caroline's hand 
and asked how she felt. She was able to give account of everything, and 
the power of the spirits seemed broken in his presence. Judge Rupert was 
glad of it, and became at once hopeful. But the miner declared the evil 
to be rooted more deeply than he had imagined, this silence of the spirits 
being by no means a yielding, but a ruse to lead him astray. He had 
all the necessary facts communicated to him and requested the father to 
call as a witness of his method of cure some friend whose honesty could be 
trusted in case his action might be misrepresented. Judge Rupert pro-
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posed his family physician who had proved, he said, a sincere friend in his 
misfortune. Mohrland assented, and promised to commence the cure the 
next day. 

When t.he physician arrived, Judge Rupert took him to Mr. Mohrland's 
room where he introduced them to each other. Mohrland greeted the 
physician with the words: "l am glad to make the acquaintance of a true 
gentleman. What we are going to undertake is uncommon, because the 
mode of action of man's faculties is too little known and mostly misguided. 
In order to deal with spirits we must be familiar with their nature. In 
the present case the ordinary methods are powerless, and the lllifolded 
power of the spirit has to come in, and to divide the bad from 
the good. Do not, therefore, expect me to conjure the spirits or cast them 
out ; I only came to re-establish in a human being the equilibrium 
lost by sudden grief, retirement and an irregular mode of awakening 
the interior life. The two spirits that manifest themselves in the young 
lady, are not beings outside of her, it is herself. Disordered desires, 
suppressed passions, remorse, and other monsters have developed and assumed 
forms in her that are growing and obtaining the dominion over all her 
thoughts, desires, and actions. Her own self has succumbed in a struggle 
foreign to her nature, and our task is to rid her of this suppression and 
aid her to recuperate her natural self." 

The physician replied : " All ordinary remedies are exhausted, and if 
there is any possibility of help, it can be obtained only by your plan that 
deals with the soul of the patient, and I am happy to be admitted as a 
witness of a method that considers the spiritual as a means to rebuild a 
shattered human system. Judge Rupert said : " I trust in God that he 
may enlighten you to deliver my daughter of an evil more dreadful than 
any other disease, because it touches the innermost forces of life and un
settles both soul and body. 

They went to Caroline and were with her already a quarter of an hour, 
but no sign of a spirit was perceived. Finally Mohrland said: "Now, 
you fierce goblin, why are you so mute in my presence? Answer ! I com
mand you I" Caroline's eyes turned inward and the spirit made an effort to 
speak,but could barely do so and with a spiteful tone uttered the words 
" Let me alone I" 

Then Morhland addressed the meek one : "You also seem to hide your
self? why are you so shy before me ?" As sweet as the tone of a flute the 
answer sounded" You do not want to see me in heaven." "You are right," 
the miner replied, "I do not exactly like your heaven ; it is the creation of 
a bigoted, but not of a pious heart." The spirit sighed, and Caroline sat in 
their midst with her eyes distorted. 

"Caroline I" now cried the miner , "are you asleep?" She stirred convul
sively. "Caroline I" he repeated' ''awake and answer!" The spirits 
seemed to want to speak; but he took a scarf that lay near him, threw it 
over the girl's head and held it togethtlr below the chin: "Be still or I 
shall choke you ! it is Caroline I want to bear, not you I Caroline, give an
swer I command it I " She made a move as if to remove the scarf ; Mohr land 
withdrew it and Caroline looked at the by-standers as if awaking from a 
sound sleep. "Good morning, my daughter I" said the miner, "are you rid 
.of your ugly company?" . 

C. I feel free. 
M. How long will you feel so? 
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C. I don't know. 
M. Why should you not know, as you are the mistress of the house? 
C. I have been turned out. 
M. You must regain your position. 
C. I am too weak. 
M. I shall assist you. Will you take me as your ally 
C. Most willingly. 
M. Well, then, hear my terms. Study your two enemies, observe their 

weakness and become th6U' conqueror. 
C. Jiow can I do that? 
M. "Never allow either to rnle. Neither is good, for both are excrescencies 

of your true life. Seek your own self, then you have the rnler you may 
obey without danger. 

C. I understand what you mean, but I am not strong enongh to stand up 
against my adversaries. 

M. This being so, you must learn obedience. 
C. I am willing ; what am I to do? 
M. Repeat diligently the word "I." Your own self is suppressed by 

other forces ; freE' it and you are whole. 
C. May heaven grant 1t l 
M. Courage and faith l Follow my teaching, and you will see that, aided 

by your own better nature, I shall soon ~blish peace in you. I shall 
come again to-morrow ; prove that you are a docile daughter l " 

He gave her his hand and left. Judge Rupert and the physician 
followed him silently. Caroline, after this treatment, fell into an uncom
mon drowsiness and slept nearly all day. The next morning the physician 
arrived at nine precisely in order to witness again Mohrland's method, 
and they entered the sickroom in the father's company. 

This time she was in a state of irritation. The inhabiting spirits seemed 
to have united in order to resist their enemy the more suooesafully. At the 
slightest allusion to Caroline's health. the fierce spirit answered vio
lently and threatened the miner. Even the meek spirit mixed some 
words of ill-temper with her melodious tones. Mohrland called Caroline 
as the day before. But wbeu she wanted to apeak, she felt as if some one 
choked her. Mohrland touched her hand with his thumb and thus gave her 
strenJtt}l to speak. "Caroline has not the courage yet to obey me? " h& 
asked. 

C. It would be otherwise if I had the strength. 
M. The strength lies in yourself. 
C. I cannot find it, and do not know how to seek it. 
M. The mind of man is single. You have divided yourself and there

fore are incapable of ftghting. Gather your forces under one banner, under 
the real feeling of your own self, your " I," that speaks in your heart, and 
you are free. 

Caroline listened with intense attention. Her bosom rose under his 
words. He laid his hand on her back and went on: "You have gone far 
away from the altar of your life and have transmigrated to the cupola. 
The heart is the place where our nature gains safety and freedom, it is 
there you muat learn to feel and to speak, there is no other help for you. 
The bead is the last stage of our activity; not before we have made ex
periences of friendship~ and love in our heart, the bead should be allowed 
to think upon them. By seeking success from thought before we hav& 
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made experiences, we create phantoms, that take root, germinate, grow in 
us, and at last envelop us. Withclra.w the action of your senses from your 
head, sink your eye, ear, smell and taste down in your body, allow the invisi
ble pores of the spirit to gain their natural direction, and not to play up
ward ; then you will realize what power will arise from them, and how 
naturally we become able to recover our independence and to maintain it. 

It was as though she not only heard but immediately applied each word 
he said. Several times she breathed from the depth of her heart, and when 
he paused, she answered: "You have touched the root of my disease, and I 
now plainly feel, that it can be destroyed. But it will cost much effort; 
therefore as3ist me ! " Mohr land took her hand and continued: " You are 
an obedient daughter ; therefore let us make a trial at once, bravely t:> 
resist your adversaries. Your house is undermined, its foundation is loose; 
therfore we must stand firm on our feet, and take the hope from the enemy 
to upset us so easily as before. Have you the courage to stand up firmly?" 

Caroline, standing up before Mohrland., said: " Here I stand." 
"Well ! "he continued, " now let the spirits come forth, if they can I" All 
were full of expectation, but Caroline stood still. 

" Have you become dumb?" Mohrland went on. Caroline's eyes began 
to turn, but no sooner did he observe it than he cried : "Stand firm I" At 
the same time he drew her arms straight down and prohibited her to draw 
np the corners of her mouth. She succeeded ; for the eyeballs came forth 
again and she thus had won the first victory over her adversaries. 

Mohrland commended her for her courage and said: "Now practice ro 
stand on your feet and to think in your heart • I,' then we shall soon arrive 
at the goal! " 

He left with his two companions. The physician waa highly astonished 
at this procedure and asked for explanation. But Mohrland replied " I 
think. in the course of the treatment all will become plain to you." 

The next morning~hen Mohrland came again to Caroline with his 
friends, he asked : " How did you sleep ?" " The night waa pretty good " 
she answered, "only in my feet I felt a fire that kept me awake." "All 
well!" said Mohrland "the root of your true life takes hold very fast, 
this is a good sign." He again laid his hand on her back and challenged 
the spirits. At once Caroline's eyes turned inward, the meek spirit sighed, 
and the fierce one uttered reproaches. Mohr land asked with a severe tone: 
"You wicked excrescence, how long shall you dwell in this body?" 

$p. As long as I please. 
M. Well, then you will please to sink into yourself, and, stripped of 

all power, serve instead of ruling. You are a subordinate force of 
Caroline's, how then can you be so foolish, as to rave against your own 
self? If you ruin her, you will perish with her ; whilst if she gains her 
own self again, you two can unite and go into life. 

Sp. Pshaw! 
6. Choose ! Either you do what I want, or I shall sever you from her 

as a diseased limb is cut off from the body, and cast you out into the wil
derness. You are a depraved part of her organism, and therefore have 
only two ways left : either to be cured or to be cut off!" 

The spirit howled and then was silent. "My dear daughter," Mohrland 
continued, •• you have fought beyond my expectation! Go on this way, 
and soon all will be well. Now hear my further directions! I shMl leave 
you for four weeks ; remain constant during that time. The spirits will 
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often try to regain their dominion over you, therefore be watchful. Give 
humility to your eyes, that is, turn them downward, lest the brain be da. 
zled by their light I Place your right band two inches below the 
stomach and entreat God for his grace, 'Give grace, oh great God to 
your handmaid I' Think these words incessantly, without gestures, or 
movements of your mouth, speaking only inwardly, fixing yourself upon 
the soles of your feet, and from there seeking the seat in your heart; then 
we shall see, whether in four weeks we shall not unite in hymns of thanks
giving. Caroline at once made a trial of the position and the prescribed 
prayer. The rough spirit was going to stir. But Mohrland threatened 
him and said : " I command peace, and further announce that, if the mis
chief in this house does not cease and Caroline have peace, you shall go 
whither the Bible shows you." "Oh I" sounded with a hollow tone from 
the mouth of the patient, and the calm on her face and in her soul was 
recovered. Mohrland left the room with the others. Caroline practiced her 
task, but was so overpowered by sleep that she had to lie down on the sofa. 

The physician was still more anxious that day to get some light on 
Mohrland's method. "Only two questions be pleased to answer, before you 
leave us," he said. "You seem to operate only on Caroline's body, and 
have no regard to her mind, her intellect. Ought she not, before everything 
else, re-learn to think aright? 

M. How can she, as long as the life, from which the tree of thought 
grows, and which nourishes it, is in disorder? 

Ph. It sounds strange; but after considering it more closely, I must 
say it is the only correct way. A plant without proper earth cannot thrive; 
on the contrary it will perish sooner or later. But whence does the power 
come to the spirits to do such mischief in the house? 

M. From the person in whom they dwell. They impel and compel her to 
acts that often are very difficnlt and strange, so much so that people im
agine spirit hands have been at work, whilst the person herself bas per
formed them. 

Ph. But what induces her to do them. 
M. Ask the somnambulist, why she walks around and often visits the 

most dangerous places ? The spirit com~ her and gives her the ability 
required. He knows the time to lead hlS instrument imperceptibly, and 
she bas to obey his will unwittingly and without recollection of it. &. 
lieve me, all is in the interior of man, not in the exterior ; and with the most 
d.re.adful spook, and its most varied phenomena, the one only whose 
spiritual forces are aroused and who is in a kind of dream or clairvoyant 
state is capable of seeing or hearing them. 

Ph. If that is so, then man has only to study himself in order to cog
nize all phenomena of this kind, and to attain to the highest knowledge. 

M. And do you think, there is any other way ? In order to know a 
certain kind of wood, have you to analyze all the trees of the forest? 
Certainly not; one is sufficient ; but this one we examine from the bark 
to the pith, and thereby gain knowledge of the whole species. What further 
is to be done is simply a comparison, which would be impossible without a 
thorough knowledge of the individual type; but with it, there is no difficulty 
in it at all. 

Ph. But knowledge o{ man is of another kind than of plants. 
M. True, in as much as man is another kind ; but the knowledge can

not! be attained otherwise than in the way mentioned above. In every individ-
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ual there are the characteristics of the species ; each is a repetition of the 
other, and therefore we must limit ourselves to the study of that individ
uality that is given to us. One man is not another man's master, but only 
his own, therefore he can know in others only himself. The thing is as 
plain as that twice two is four. Our not easily tmderstanding this truth 
come from our habit of minding others instead ourselves ; these then 
show us of them what they please, and lead us to error instead to truth. 

Ph. I understand, and see you are right, yea, mwt be right, provided 
the cognizance of man's nature is a possible thing . 

.M. It ia a possible thing ; but for t~e present you must take my word, 
instead of the proof; for [have now to get ready for leaving. I entrust 
you with the care of my patient. Physical complaints, as tooth and ear-ache 
will make their appearance: do not oppose them with any radical remedy, 
but content yourself with palliatives." Having given the above instructions 
Mohrland left on the same day. 

Caroline. on the first days was nearly let alone by the spirits. She practised 
the exercises prescribed by the miner, and after two weeks realized their 
effect ; her heart gained more strength, she became more impressible in 
her external life ; but she began to hear a roaring in her ears, and intense 
pains would shoot through her jaws, aa if a fire were ragin~ in them. 
Then the spirits began to stir again ; but she succeeded in resiSting their 
af;ta(!ks in spite of her physical pains. In the night her sleep was inter
ruP-ted by raps and noises audible to her alone. Several times she was im
pelled to take nightly perambulations, but the spirits bad lost most of 
their cautiousness ; for all the inhabitants of the house would see Caroline 
executing the queerest tricks that could be imagined; when asked the next 
day, she did not know anything about it. " Mohrland is right," said the 
physician after several of these incidents, " and now I also believe that 
he has more understanding of such casas than we learned physicians with 
our complicated systems have, and that his doctrine of looking for all things 
in ourselves is founded in nature." As the complaints the miner had fore
told set in most punctually and with great violence, the :physician followed 
his directions, and when Mohrland returned he found him with Caroline 
prescribing some palliatives against those pains. 
~ "I see" Mohrland said "that my patient has been diligent, otherwise the · 
physician would not be with her. What about the unwelcome guests? 
Are they not subdued yet?" The physician gave account of all that had 
happened, "Well," Mohrland replied •'we shall soon be at our goal." He 
took Caroline's band and addressed some questions to her which she an
swered with a clear understanding. The voice of the meek spirit had 
nearly disappeared and united with Caroline's natural voice. But the 
wicked one did not want to give up his ferocity; therefore Mohr land 
threatened him and predicted for him an ignominious end. " You are un
worthy" be said to him "to remain alive, therefore I cast you out of the house 
in which you have usurped the dominion and prepared your own doom. 
Henceforth all nourishment shall be withheld from you ; over no tone, 
look, or movement shall you have command, and when, hungry and thirsty, 
yon can no longer maintain your hold, then depart and rot in the night 
from which you came !" 

The spirit made all poasible attempts to oppose these commands, but the 
miner looked steadfastly in his patient's eyes, took hold of both her 
hands and breathed power into her through all the avenues of the soul 
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"The throne is erected again I " he said solemnly, "and you have but to 
ascend it. My dear daughter I a· short time longer have courage, and you 
shall see what a reward Will be yo'urs I Yon have learnt how to stand ; 
now learn how to fight: In yourhandsliesthe powerforthat; from our fin
ger ends flames proceed that no impure·thing can resist; seek the life in your 
fingers. and whenever anything stirs to harm you, use them as arms. Con
tinue the prayer I gave you, ana soon your better life will have conquered." 

Caroline listened attentively, and whilst he was speaking she felt her 
hands and fingers beoom:e· alive. "She made some trials at once, but was 
so weakened by them that she fell into a slumber in presence of Mohr land 
and the physician. ·The former said : " She puts men to shame ! she has 
in a short time attained t() a power that astonishes me. In a few weeks 
she will be so far advanced that she will need me no longer, but be able 
to defend and protect herself." 

And so it came to pass. She had many struggles to go through, indeed; 
pains of all kinds raged in her flesh and bones, but she persevered and 
said : " Either the right life or no life at all!" Mter two months. one 
evening, she had a desire to be B.lone and to give herself to her internal 
work, when suddenly she felt so affected that she thought the floor gave 
way under her. But she persevered and thought : "Perhaps it is the crisis I 
Begone all that is not naturally my own ! " The struggle became harder 
and harder, and at last she "felt as if something loosened its hold on her 
body and disappeared in the darkness. She at once felt so light that she 
thought she could rise into the air. "Divine grace, you are eternally mer
ciful!" she said, "I feel you have delivered me from my evil!" In the 
morning she felt very weak although not sick ; " I feel so young," she said, 
that I hardly dare stand upon my f~t I" This state lasted a week; finally 
she felt strong again, and for the first time walked as one restored among 
the companions of the house. 

Mohrland, who in the meanwhile had been away for two months, arrived 
before tl1e house in his carriage. She saw him from her window before 
the carriage had turned the corner, and ran down to the door to receive him. 
When he saw her he laid his hand on his bosom as a sign of thanksgiving. 
She also raised her hands to heaven and said: "There is your reward! 
man cannot recompense you." "My dear daughter I" he said when he had 
alighted, "I cannot describe the joy you give me I" "I am your daughter," 
she replied, for you have given me not only my life, but a new existence 
in God! I am free of all my enemies and have the light of heaven in me I ,. 

Mohr land remained at Judge Rupert's for two weeks, in order to confirm 
Caroline for the future and to give her instructions to cognize in the 
purest light the internal life she had woD. She now heard and understood 
his words~ and when she had any doubt she could find the solution herself. 

One morning, when she was meditating, she observed that the 
phantoms she used to aee in this state appeared but indistinctly or not at all. 
Among these phenomena however the image of her mother revealed itself, 
and &bsorbed, so to speak, all the others. She was still in this con
templation, when Mohrland called, accompanied by the physician. 
Informed by her of those apparitions, he said : "Now we are at the goal ! 
You have seen your own self in its origin, the image of your mother, and 
now we may rejoice and praise the wonders of the Creator." 

The physician who had continually followed the course of the treatment 
and observed its methods. said: '' Is it miracles that I have seen? or is this 
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state so natural that every one ca.n attain to.it and see bimseH in his ori
ginal self?" Mohr land took his hand and . replied : "you have by your 
perseverance and faithfulness acquired the right to have all these apparent 
enigmas revealed to you. Hear then : - · · 

" .All religions 8880.JI1e some primitive· state that has been abandoned and 
is to be refound. The Christian baa to sufier, to die on the cross, to be 
resurrected, and to gain the kingdom of GOd. The Adamites are driven 
out of their paradise and have to brave, by spiritual forces, the flaming 
sword that defends its ~tes. The. Egyptitais let mortals seek the 
paths of life in the Labynnth. For the Greeks the gate of Elysium is 
guarded by Cerberns. If you consider this well, you find nearly all these 
struggles iu the case of our patient; but especially the image of 
Cerberus becomes distinct to us in her fierce spirit. At all points there 
are obstacles to the entrance into our true life, and as long as we do not 
realize them all, of whatever kind,-rough or 119ft, gentle or avenging, white 
or black, and do not overcome them, we are in the labyrinth and have no 
hope to attain to the beatitudes promised to the conqueror." 

"Can I obtain the entrance to the better state as certainly as Caroline 
did?" the physician asked. " Why not?" Mohrland answered. "It is to this 
end our forces are given us, and it would be a pity for you to remain outside 
of the house ! Seek the gate, and though it D:l&Y be a scourge to the old, 
spoiled human creature, remember that no one, not even a sinner, goes 
through this life without pain. Why should we not stand some gales in 
order to obtain it<J reality?" The physician took hold of his hand 
and said : " I will find the gate, or cease to live longer I Be my support 
when I become disheartened, and come to my help, with your spiritual 
powers and teachings as you did to that young lady I" 

He kept his word and learnt to know himself. Caroline recovered more 
and more daily, and unfolded a rare purity of soul. She was certain of the 
truth of her thoughts, words, and actions to such an extent, that she could 
give true information and advice to all who consulted her ; and made the 
old age of her father so happy that he said on the very last day of his 
life: " My da~hter has oalled. me to a real existence and shown me a happi
ness that is umted. with my being and ca.n neither deceive nor leave me!" 

(To be oontlmaed.) 

To form the magic cbajn is to establish a magnet current of ideas. The mag
netic carrent becomes stronger in proportion to the extent of the chain. 

The magic chain formed by speech was represented among the ancients by the 
-chains of gold which issue from the mouth of Hermes. Nothing equals the elec
tricity of eloquence. 

The law of magnetic carrents is that of the movement of the Astral Light. 
The printing press is an admirable instrument for the formation of the magie 

chain by the extension of speech. "As a fact," says Eliphas Levi, "no book is 
lost ; writings find their way infallibly where they are meant to go, and the aspira
tions of thought attract speech. We have proved· this a hundred times during 
the course of our initiation; the rarest books have· presented themselves to us 
without seeking as soon as they became indispensable to us. It is thus that we 
have discovered, intact, that universal science which numerous scholars have be
lieved to be buried under several consecutive cataclysms; it is thns that we have 
entered into that great magic chain which began with Hermes or Enoch, and will 
only end with the wor]d. We continue the sublime work, which others will take 
in hand after us ; but to whom will it be given to complete it? " 
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THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 
BY WILLI.UI COX. 

Eleventh Paper : -Ignorance : The prison of Understanding - Tlte 
Soil in which iB groum the Tree of Intelligence. 

INTELLECT rests upon a physical basis, composed of flesh and blood, 
which depends for its integrity and strength upon the quantity and quality 
of nourishing and BUStaining food and drink. The more robust and active 
the physical basis, the more capacity there will be for mental operations. 
Plato, the most profound and greatest philos<>pher among the ancients, 
was a perfect athlete ; he Rtudied painting, rhetoric, music, and gymnastics 
and excelled in all; and his pencilled works laid part of the foundations 
of the moral and intellectual culture of the human race, when upwards of 
eighty years of age, the sunlight of intellectual brightness still danced in 
his eye, and the bloom of the rose of health tinted his cheeks. Indiges
tion, nervousness, or even a slight wound, will . seriously interfere with 
mental integrity and activity, and 80 irritate the nervous system that abso
lute cessation from intellectual labor becomes necessary. 

Intellect and Matter are thus inter-related, inter-dependent, act and re-act 
each upon the other. Intellect is developed in, guides and directs matter. 
In its primitive or undeveloped state, intellect is but a rudimentary germ; 
like a seed it will continue in its primitive state, unless developed by the 
infiuences which afford the proper requisites of growth. Food and drink 
are materials which develop the physical body, and will not produce any 
development of the intellect beyond those simple conditions which respond 
to the wants of the body, the physical basis of intellect. The with-holding 
of those influences which act upon the intellect, will not retard the growth 
of the body. It is possible for the physical man to attain to the most 
vigorous and indeed giant-like proportions, while the intellect in man still 
continues primitive, inactive and infantile. This is shown in the ignorant 
old man who, however stalwart and even glorious he may be of body, is 
deplorably weak and wretched of intellect. To the UNDERSTANDING mind, 
there is nothing, in all the range of life, 80 sad, so pitiable as a man grown 
old in ignorance. 

It is lamentable that Ignorance covers an area which is almost limitless 
in extent : that Folly has placed its " cap and bellB " upon the heads of 
the millions, rather than the few, while the offspring of Ignorance and 
Folly are as numerous as the leaves in V allombrosa's vale; the mere 
thought of attempting to distinguish them by distinctive names brings 
dismay to the stoutest heart, and appals the calmest and clearest mind. 

Throughout all nature in the process of growth all things are developed 
homogeneously,- that is, each after its kind, step by step, degree by 
degree; there is always a homogeneous order of advancement or progres
sion. Ignorance advances as well as intelligence, Folly has ita progres
sion. Folly is the negation of Ignorance; Folly and Ignorance gravitate 
to each other ; they are husband and wife, sweetheart and lover ; Folly 
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and Ignorance are company: Ignorance and Folly, are the parents of an 
offspring which no man can number ; Ignorance and Folly are dra.wn and 
held together by a. role of la.w a.s positive a.s that which attracts the iron 
to the loadstone. 

This invisible, yet irresistible power which draws together all that is 
homogeneous or congenial, ba.s the scope and command of LAw : and how 
to assist, tra.in, or employ it for the advancement of those conditions which 
uplift humanity and not degrade it, is the worthiest, a.s well as the pro
foundest problem for the solution of the human understanding. In the 
morning twilight of Intelligence, Wisdom voiced these words, "It is to 
t'M glory of God to conceal a thing; but it is to the honor of a king to 
search out the matte'!'." Ignorance, being but a. privation, an undeveloped 
condition, capable of great and even grand development, is a. wide field 
waiting the talismanic touch of the husbandman's hand to help bring forth 
the myriad smiles of countless harvests ; it contains therfore hid in its 
heart, indeed, a. glory unto God ; and honors indeed will come to those 
kings in the empire of mind who search out and reveal the hidden and 
marvelous possibilities of this rich soil that waits but the hand of the 
sower and reaper. The fairest valleys of Intelligence were once wide 
sterile fields of Ignorance. Cultivation has been the guiding hand, lead
ing out of their primitive state of privation and sterility through a. pro
gression of growth until a beauteous panorama. of blossoming trees, fertile 
fields and picturesque scenes have been unfolded to the gaze of admiring 
and comprehending eyes. 

In the grea.t mass of ignorance nothing at first sight seems to be pre
sented but inertness and waste, just as some mighty immovable mountain 
of crude iron primarily seems to be incapable of manipulation and there
fore useless ; within the vast crude mountain however are endless stores of 
valued treasures, - products yet to be, and forms the most exquisite and 
delicate. Even the daintily wrought and perfectly balanced needle which, 
like some fairy arrow of light, points unerringly into the very eye of the 
north-star. Within that unsightly block of ponderous marble, or yonder 
mighty boulder of jagged granite, child of centuries, no element of utility 
is visible: yet within the marble sleeps the smiling statue of Beauty, 
and from the inert granite springs the kabbalistic needle of Cleopatra., 
storied with the records of Egypt's wondrous civilization. So in the 
great mass of Ignorance are held elements and principles which, when 
developed, when evolved from that involution which is the hidden "glory 
of God," shall reveal countless glories and majesties of mind. As from 
the great mass of matter are evolved these results so, too, Principles or 
guiding rules of the mind which act upon matter, are contained in 
the minutest and most delicate of forms, as instanced in the poised needle 
which like an index finger points unerringly to the north. 

Ignorance may always be recognized by its accompanying characteristics of 
stupidity and stubbornness. It may be justly likened to a mule, which 
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among animals holds the first place for stubbornness and stupidity. Docile 
and seemingly patient even when taxed with the heaviest burdens, it waits 
often for weeks and even months, for a. suitable opportunity to kick at the 
band that feeds it, or pull in any direction but the desired and proper one. 
Ignorant persons are thoroughly mulish in their exhibitions of stupid in
gratitude and .stubborn opposition to whatever may be reasonable and 
right. By a power as absolute and irresistible as that which attracts the 
iron to the magnet all human bodies are drawn from place to place. from 
one condition to another, each in its allotted groove after its kind; the 
human body is a vehicle in which the mind rides and is conveyed from 
place to place by certain cb.a.ra.cteristics, attributes, or powers, which a.re 
the motive or steeds attached to the vehicle. The steeds which draw the 
vehicle in which Ignorance rides, are mules. The characteristics of the 
steeds of Ignorance are in keeping with Ignorance itself; stubbornness, 
wilfulness, contrariness, irritability and disorder, are the mulish character
istics of Ignorance. Ignorance grovels in dirt, is filthy in habits, coarse 
and gross in the matter and manner of its feeding ; it is often blasphem
ous and obscene in its conversation, while it frequently manifests fear and 
even terror at the approach of those things which are wholesome, pure, 
and seemly. With the readiness with which a. duck takes to water, Ignorance 
gravitates naturally to its negation, Folly. Folly is the spouse of Ignor
ance; her affection for her husband is in itself the very quintessence of 
foolishness, and clad in the slovenliest garments, she spreads wide her tat
tered skirts of brazen presumption in the face of goodly people, that her 
ignorant husband may speak and hide behind her ; she exposes secrets, 

. secrets which should be modestly concealed. When children of Ignorance 
madly contend in some senseless and heated dispute, Folly puts the wine
cup to their lips, to allay their feverish excitement. 

It. should be ·remembered that Ignorance is a privation ; it is natural, not 
acquired ; Ignorance is the germ or seed, not only of, but from the tree of 
Intelligence. Ignorance, being a. natural germ. contains within it all the 
elements from which a.re devolved the principles which, under right influ
ences, will develop into the fruit of UNDERSTANDING. 

Although Understanding is the negative spouse, or wife, of Knowledge 
yet it is inherent in Ignorance, and can be, and indeed must be drawn out, 
or evolved from it. It must be released from the bands of Ignorance which 
hold it captive, before it can enjoy freedom. Only after being in contact 
with all sides of life, and as the result of an approximate universal educa
tion, can ignorance attain to the majesty of Understanding. It must share 
the joy as well as the sadness of life, must experience its light and dark
ness, and be brought into contact with every phase of cold and shade. upon 
the shifting life-panorama of Earth. 

The natural offspring of Ignorance and Folly are always sources of 
disgrace to them, and the parents themselves speak in terms the most re
proachful, and words the harshest and the most denunciatory, of their own 
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children. The children of Ignorance and Folly are apparently worthless 
wretches, lazy fellows, who wonld fain, like fat weeds on Lethe's wharf, 
rot out their lives in idleness. They are sources of shame, not only to 
themselves, but their parents. They work the trades of sham and deceit, 
and scheme thievery against their kin and countrymen. The children born 
from Ignorance and Folly are, first, Error who is the eldest comer, and is a 
great, though evil warrior in the battle of life, and who can only be van
quished by the most herculean efforts of Wisdom and Truth; -Depravity, 
Thoughtless Observation, Divination, Doubt, False Discernment, Lack of 
Comprehension; so they follow in order from the womb of Folly. 

The influences which act upon Ignorance and Folly are Slander, or the 
abuse of speech; Destruction, or physical death; Beauty (earthly), for beauty 
affects Ignorance and Folly for evil; Envy, who like a subtle serpent 
drags its slimy length into the presence of the unwary or, like some false 
archer, slips poisoned arrows into the quiver of the unsuspecting boy of 
love, who in his blindness shoots them into the hearts of his happy com
panions and neighbors, robbing them of peace and joy and often of life 
itself. Trouble, the parent of Terror, is another influence which acts upon 
Ignorance and Folly and its attendant train of children. Another influ
ence is Dissension, that river of hearts, that derider of friendship and 
affection, which ruptures the attachments of individuals, families, states 
and even nations, and an exemplification of the truth that" a bouse divided 
against itself cannot stand." The evil and wrong, the shame and deceit, 
brought upon humanity by Ignoranoo and Folly and their shameless off
spring, bring sadness to the heart and tears to the eyes of Understanding· 
When, instead of humble, earnest, righteous apostles of the Divine, some 
mountebank poses and struts in the pulpit, as the advocate of no gospel, 
but as a trifler, courting applause from the gaping multitude; when the 
erudition and scholarship of the time are displaced and th_eir lofty places 
usurped by exhibitors of brutal pugilism ; or a known honest poor man is 
compelled by the very righteousness of his poverty to beg for alms at the 
band of some rich thief of the public treasury, we are afforded exhibitions 
of Ignorance, Folly, and Depravity at which Understanding bitterly grieves. 

And yet in all this lamentable condition of things found in Ignorance, 
Folly, Error and Depravity, there are contained the elements, yet dor
mant, which under right influences will form within themselves, as from 
the fibres of the root of a tree affords the stem or trunk, out of which as 
branches shall sprout the beautiful and elevating principles of Power, 
Knowledge, Experience, Reason, Strength, Motion, Zeal, Virtue, Justice, 
and Mercy, with their attributes of Friendship, Love, and Truth; and 
still in turn from these branches shall be produced the golden fruit of 
Understanding,- which is the ultimate culmination, the crowning glory 
of Intellect. Thus evolved, Understanding can work out accurate conclu
sions from any true premise, and solve all mental problems, no matter how 
seemingly difficnlt. 
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The manifestations of these ten principles. or factors, determine the in
ward workings of all minds : while the outward mental exemplication ac
curately determines not only what Principle controls the mind, but also 
the influence which acts upon and guides the operation of the Principle 
itself. From Ignorance and Folly are evolved all degrees of Intelligence 
by the processes shown ; and Intelligence, through various steps of neglect 
and decay, returns again to its original state of Ignorance. This 
process, this metamorphosis, is controlled by Law, as certain as that which 
governs the rise and fall of empires. This fact will enable the mind to see 

. the truth of the statement that Ignorance with all its attendant train is 
but Intelligence gone to seed. From the seed, Ignorance has grown the 
true Intelligence upon which ripens the fruit Understanding; within the 
fruit Understanding is the seed which reverts again to the primal state 
Ignorance, again needing the developing forces of the right influences. 

Ignorance is Intelligence gone too seed. As Intelligence buds and blos
soms, civilization progresses, and the fragrance therefrom is the food of 
the soul. As before stated, a new born mind is the seed from the fruit of 
the tree of life ; this new born mind is primitive, hence ignorant in its un
developed simplicity; yet within it at·e the latent possibilities which, under 
right influences, can be developed a clear,mighty, brightly shining intellect, 
from which nothing, in all the universe of thought, can be wholly hidden. 

The influences which act upon the Principles for good evolved from this 
primitive mind are Order, Wisdom, Harmony, Construction, and Atten_ 
tion; and the operation of these influences enables the Principles of Power, 
Knowledge, Experience, Reason, Strength, Motion, Zeal, Virtue, Justice, 
and Mercy to rele&.de from the bands with which Ignorance, Folly, Error 
and Depravity have bound it, the beautiful bright eyed captive UN
DERSTANDING. 

Ignorance is the prison-house of Understanding. Like the prisoner, Un_ 
derstanding with weary feet paces the dark dungeon of Ignorance, waiting, 
for the helping hand of the good Principles, guided in their mission of 
freedom by right Influences, to strike off the galling shackles, and break 
down the wall of adamant that the sun.burst of Intelligence may flood 
with the glory of its light the shadowed floor, and swallow up the night of 
Folly, Error, Depravity and Dissension in the shining splendor of a new 
and beauteous day. 

Conquer your foe by force, you increase his enmity; conquer by love, and 
there will be no afteNIOrrow. 

The rich, without contentment, endnre the pain of poverty; the poor, if yet he 
be contented, then he is rich indeed. 

Without self-seeking or self-honor, without desire or personal renown, but fol
lowing what the scriptures say, to benefit the world, has been my aim. 

Use diligently the appointed means ; aim to reach the home where separation 
cannot come; I have lit the lamp of wisdom, ita rays alone can drive away thfl 
gloom that shrouds the world. Buddlu£. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE ffiGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

There are several methods for developing the soul's powers so that it 
can act independent of the physical senses. Perhaps the word dooelop 
is not the best one, for we know but one method of developing the soul to 
separate consciousness, namely, the way of Re-generation, consisting in 
constant devotion, close attention to the voice of the inner self, and spend
ing much time in musing on the laws of nature, the mode and object of 
Creation and, most of all, on the Creator, with a constantly active desire 
for wisdom. There are methods of forcing open the soul; but that is dan
gerous work. 

It mW!t be remembered that the spirit of loving devotion is feminine in 
its character, and through that principle alone individualization comes. 
The feminine is magnetic and, by love, gathers the supreme masculine 
element of Deity, and limits, binds. and causes it to serve in individual 
form. The one object of an earth life is to mature an individuality, -
not a personality, which relates only to form and function for use in the 
physical world, whilst individuality relates wholly to consciousness, ability 
to reason, think and decide as if independent of all others. It implies a 
consciousness of the object of our own personal existence and its normal 
sphere of use, and an ability to serve in that sphere without interference 
from outside influence. To mature this individuality requires that we first 
get control of our own mind; and this is what is meant in the Bible by 
•• taking the name of God," which in the Hebrew is given over 6400 times as 
Yhvh, translated three times as Jehovah. That" name" is not merely the 
sound, but it is the meaning of the word, the" Unspeakable Name" of the 
Kabbala, the bi-unal name, the word of four letters, which are ~ (Yud), 
M (Hea),, (Vau), M (Hea.) The first letter, the one that is placed in 
the centre of the triangle, as a sign of the sixty-fourth degree of Masonry, 
(in some lodges), means, or represents, "the active principle or power of 
Creation," " the right hand of power," the WILL of execution, the supreme 
and irresistible will to do or not to do, the right hand index-finger point
ing to "that within the vail." The second letter signifies the garden 
gate, the gate to Eden, the door, or entrance into life, and therefore an 
exclamation, " Ha I Ho I See ! the Eden gate I" The third letter, V au, "is 
a nail, as the prophet said '"fastened as a nail" in a sure place." And the 
fourth, a. repetition of the second, is a symbol of the second gate, or door 
into " the Holiest of all." Of these letters the first, Y ud, is masculine, the 
second, Hea, feminine, the third, V au, masculine, the fourth, Hea, feminine. 
The word also represents the bi-unal man and woman ; man's exterior is 
male, interior, female; woman's exterior is female, interior, male. The bi
unal state, perfected according to Creative law in re-creation, or re-genera
tion, gives the expression to the real meaning of The Great Unspeakable 
Name, or Word of God, and the ability to be what the word expresses~ 
viz:-" I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE." 
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Therefore the first step is to make the decision whether we want to be, 
under the control of Generation, or take the Name of God and will to live 
the life of Regeneration and conquer Generation ; the next step is to take 
control of the mind, still the senses, and inspire the thoughts of God and 
make them our consciousne88. To do this, the negative principle becomes 
the active to inspire from God that which we most need, that being the 
office of love. The mental condition produced by love is an earnest desire, 
a deep silent yearning for the supreme in which the Soul, almost without 
volition, cries out : -

" Ohfor the Spirit's guidance! for the spirit of wisdom I that I may know 
the right way and walk in confidence in this dark and weary world, I will 
be obedient, only let me know the right I Thou 0, God, art in the light, 
but I am bound to serve in darkness. Oh, for thy light to guide me in 
everything I do I come into me as the light, and possess, govern, and con
trol every attribute of my nature I I make no reserve, I wish nothing but 
that thy great love may poBSess me and thy wisdom guide me • in thine 

\ own way. I am sick of self, and want to be lost in thee, and thus awaken 
my consciousness that I may know for what I am created, and do the 
service I am here for perfectly." 

In this spirit the feminine becomes the conscious actor in man's nature, 
opening the door to th!l.t most sublime condition referred to by Isaiah 
LIV., 5th verse: "For thy Maker is thy husband; Yahveh of Hosts is his 
name ; and the Holy one of Israel is thy redeemer ; the God of the whole 
earth shall he be called." This state of mind, if persisted in long enough, 
will bring you up out of the physical into the mystic condition, symbol. 
ized as "the marriage of the lamb," or the initiation and covenant relation 
with the "Divine Sophia." We must remember that this spirit of devotion 
is only for the truly "devout," not in the sense of a sensational devotion, 
or exercise, which is frequently found in certain churches where 
people kneel down and pray" 0 Lord, let us have a blessing, a pentecostal 
time, make us happy etc.!" No, not that I But it is the kind of de
votion one would have to a. cause where everything in life depended on the 
proper care and attention, amount of knowledge and ability that was given 
to it; avoiding all desire for pleasure, and ignoring all fear of pain. We 
want to try and understand what is real and what is merely illusory, and 
keep ever active the desire for wisdom. Love is the controller of wisdom ; 
it is the only principle that can touch it, in any way, it holds it and binds 
it to its counter-part, the spirit of knowledge and understanding. These 
three principles joined together in perfect harmony will produce a con 
sciousness of the "Marriage " to God. For the attributes of God's nature 
which are most active in the creation and evolution of man are, first, love ; 
second, wisdom ; third, knowledge ; fourth, understanding. The ordinary 
devotional condition of our church-people is wholly of the first which, 
separate from the other attributes, in place of its elevating them, consumes 
them in their lusts, for "God is a consumming fire." Devotion is good 
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only as a means by which we inspire the other attributes of God, from a 
feeling of need for use. UsE is the chief principle which causes need, 
therefore use determines even in soul-devotion whether it is good or evil. 
This is well known to our church revivalists. How often the question is 
asked of the penitent "Do you feel the need of a Saviour?" Also in the 
old hymn it says "All the fitness he requireth is to feel your need of Him." 
The vital principle that perpetuated all church organizations is the truth 
contained in them ; and devotion was the main one in many churches. 
Now when we add to this vital truth an object clearly defined in our 
own mind, then we shall see the force of the words of Jesus " Y e shall 
know the truth and the truth shall make you free,"- free from the law of 
sin, sorrow and death. The truth, being the FACTS concerning realities 
and the only real, is spiritual and invisible to the sense-mind, as Paul said 
•• the things that are seen are temporal, but the things unseen are eternal." 
Thus we are brought face to face with the necessity of knowing the laws 
and principles governing our own existence, in order that we may cease to 
sin against them ; for every sin against any of them is against life, health 
and happiness, -physical, mental or spiritual. God, being " Spirit, un
-changeably the same forever," is the animater of flesh, through the sensa
tions of which a soul is developed into being; and the real individual 
man is made out of the knowledge (which is experience) gained during 
the stay in the body. Therefore a great soul is one rich with experience, 
having through Love inspired Wisdom, which illuminates the reason and 
produces understanding ; and that again produces knowledge which 
unites with wisdom for discrete uses. In the triangle formed by 
wisdom, knowledge, and understanding, use takes up its abode in the 
centre, as the right hand of Yahveh's power, and commands the hosts 
of heaven, earth and hell, and all render strict obedience. For the infinite 
God is the life thereof, and joyfully serves this his own creation and for
mation, and dwells with such a soul as the central sun of light, life, power 
and glory. 

Let none get weary and discouraged in the present hard struggle that is 
going on in the world, and think that this high attitude of a great soul 
is not for them, feeling too weak to attain it. Remember that it is the 
Almighty that animates you, therefore all power is yOI.U'8, not by external 
demonstration, but by that silent, calm interior power of love applied in 
wisdom. The work will move on in you so silently and so gradually that 
you are not conscious of it, but after a short time you will begin to 
realize that though "the mills of the Gods grind slow they grind ex
~ngly fine" and the work is sure. There is nothing hard about this 
work, for it does itself, if we will not interfere with it. The difficulty in it 
is to be still, not do, to stop the doing that destroys. 

There is an exceedingly narrow passage for man to go through, more so 
than for women. At times, when the waste of sex life is stopped, the 
body begins to feel logy and stiff, the brain heavy and oppressed, an in-
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disposition to do or act; sometimes an inability to do the ordinary busi
ness. Then, if the spirit of devotion and concentration, and the effort t<> 
reach a spiritual consciousness, is kept active, you will have the strangest 
mental conditions of your life : temptations of evil, fears and forbodings, 
a desire to go back to the old habits, a consciousness of being surrounded 
by evil and vicious infiuences. You would have a good reason to argue "I 
am in a horrible state, I must be wrong, this cannot be the right way." For 
when you reach that state you are at the "threshold " of heaven ; right at 
that point you meet " the monster," and if you can be intimidated, pre
suaded, tripped up, or thrown back by any means whatever it will be done. 
Then, when these things that would otherwise frighten and turn you back. 
do come, remember those who have gone over this road and are aqua.inted 
with all these facts, have foretold this. And we also tell you, you have to 
pass through hell to get to heaven, and when you meet the personal devil 
you have heard of from your childhood and in whose existence, perchance, 
you disbelieved, -then know you are very near "the Golden Gates" of 

i , , the celestial city I Fear not I he, ~ (some will know why I say this) 
1 cannot touch anything but that belong'S'" to them ; it may, and will, affect 
· the physical senses and make you realize the truth of the words of the 

Nazarene. " Many shall strive to enter in and shall not be able; neverth~ 
less I say unto you strive to enter in I" 

Remember, dear friends, we place in your hands the "keys of the king
dom of heaven," and whosoever WILL, may enter in. .A.t this point of 
your experience you will find that " He that loveth his life shall lose it ;" 
for a love of the physical life belongs to the adversary of all that is truly 
spiritual and is the cause of fear, and unless the fear of death is eradicated 
from your nature before we arrive at that place, we shall lose the life we 
were on the very threshold of obtaining. 

H. E. BUTLER. 

THE ELECTRICITIES AND HARMONIES OF THE SOUL. 

THERE is a divine and a human side to every nature: -The divine side 
will ultimately be in the ascendant and wisely regulate life in accordance 
with higher law. In the meanwhile we intuitively strive and seek, in accord
ance with our convictions of what is right, desirable, and good, and 
through these strivings we gain experience and come to know ourselves 
and others. 

Even the best and most fortunate of mankind are conscious of incom-
pleteness, and experience an infinite yearning for a higher measure of 
life and happiness. Each soul- so to speak- has electric communi
cation with the Heart of the Universe, but infinite wisdom regulates in
finite love, and consequently " our time and way may not be His time and 
way." 
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Again, -while we are in constant relation and dependence on Infinite 
Love and Wisdom, we should not expect to be individually singled out as 
the recipients of blessings beyond our kind. In the presence of Divine 
Love humanity is a unit ; our desire then should be the growth and good 
of all, for we are so constituted that we can fully realize and appreciate 
the Divine Love only when we are members of a society in which its pres
ence and growth is reciprocal. It reaches us through the love and appre 
ciation of our kind, either mortal or angelic. In this manner the Divine 
Love becomes substantial, the Infinite Wisdom visible. 

A New Heaven and a New Earth are possible only through a new crys
tallization and exaltation of the affections. Love is the magnet and power 
of life, Wisdom the electric spark by which it becomes visible; combined 
they thrill through the human frame and awaken responsive echoes in llin
dred souls. There must however be a circuit, else there is no perceptible 
eurrent ; human nature is the prepared carbon where the divine current 
fiashes into brilliancy. It is essential and even imperative that all should 
be in their appropriate series or circuit of the Divine currents, and this is 
measurably a matter of voluntary election on our part. These currents 
are everywhere operative, and we are at liberty to pln.ce ourselves outside 
the higher circuit or find our measure of illumination in it. 

From another point of view we may consider the soul of man as a mu
sical instrument ; the same pressure of the bellows of an organ may cause 
many different sounds according to the keys touched; while the force is 
the same it may yet be productive of discord, or awaken seraphic harmony. 
We may therefore contemplate the various natures about us as musical 
instruments of diverse kinds and degrees of perfection, on which we create 
discord or harmony, according to the skill with which we touch the keys 
of their natures. 

It is the purpose of Infinite Wisdom that each life should be in circuit 
and harmony with other lives; yet effects will vary, for all lives 
are not set to the same scale or key, some natures arouse the force of 
the intellect, others appeal to mirth, or patriotism, or devotion. The quality 
of one is of the head, another of the hand, while still another is in the cir
~uit of the heart. Consequently, in the affairs of life a great multiplicity 
of relations is developed, many friendships awakened, and intimate 
relations established. Multiform are the strings of the heart and wonder
ful are the cords of life. 

We stand amid infinite possibilities of harmony and discord. How in
sanely presumptuous then would it be to imagine that we need no aid from 
the Supreme Electrician, the Great Musician I that we are of ourselves ade
~uate to manipulate these complex currreuts and musical cords I Of a 
verity are we fearfully and wonderfully made. 

Let us then in reverence and humility open our mind and nature to Him 
who knoweth all the things of the heart and the ways of life. 

IlELIOS. 
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OCCULT MEDICINE. 
BETWEEN the ordinary college medicine that claims to heal through the 

chemical changes produced in the body by drugs, and mental healing 
that claims to do so by chan~ng the mind of the patient, there is a third 
method of cure that deals With a substance finer than chemical matter, 
and grosser than mind, namely the vital spirit or rather mtal spirits. • 
The Mesmeric treatment and its branches, as massage, muscle beating, 
operate mainly upon the said vital spirits and their distribution in the pa
tient's body. But before we say more of this substance, we will give some 
examples of the methods of cure, the direct concern of which are the same 
vital spirits,- in order to throw a clear light on the theorems on which 
the system is based. 

A child of the writer had sore eyes (conjunctivitis) for two years, un
til his nurse, an Italian peasant woman, secretly tied live frogs on his 
eyes ; the animals died from their service, but " extracted the poison " so 
entirely that the complaint ceased and has not returned since that time, 
now ten years. 

A young man of our acquaintance, sick with typhoid fever, was given 
up by his physician, when, on the advice of a popular female healer, they 
cut live chickens in halves, and placed them under the soles of the pa
tient's feet. The effect was an exeedingly bad odor spreading in the 
room, and the chickens' flesh turned green, but the patient recovered, be
ing better in a few hours, whilst" he should have died", as the astonished 
physician said when he called in the morning. 

The Hindoo physicians cure diseases by simply binding upon the arm, 
neck, or other part of the body, certain roots, leaves, or nuts of healing 
plants and trees. 

Another procedure is this ; 1ou mix some object imbued with the blood, 
perspiration, or other secretitious matter of the patient, called " mumia," 
with earth, and sow the seed of some healing plant into it ; or you trans
plant the grown vegetable into this mixture ; or the plant, t shrub or tree 
may be watered with such mixture ; or the mumia is placed in the 
tree, between the wood and bark, binding the incison as is done in grafting; 
or the mumia is mixed with food and given to some animal to eat, which 
usually dies from the "poison," as the plants also gradually perish under the 
diseased influence. 

Almost every person who does not live wholly secluded knows of some 
example of cure accomplished in a way similar to that mentioned abov('. 
Now this "superstitious " kind of medicine has been practised in all ages; 
and not that only: what the people are doing with childlike simplicity is 
only the reflection of the medical science of the great occultists of the 
middle ages, -Albertus Magnus, Paracelsus, Fludd, Maxwell, Van Hel
mont, Tentzel, Croll, Glauber etc., who in their turn derived their know
ledge, directly or indirectly, from the East. 

• According to Sauakrit Magic and Phy8iology (Theosophist 1887 to 88) this vitalepi.rit, Prana, 
ia matter one stage finer tllau the grou matter of the earth. It ia composed of five different 
eubstancee, called Tat10cu, that are eeen by the Yogi ( clairvoyaut myet.io) aud :have different colore 
and other characteriatice. By them, iD creation, all ordiuary matter is formed, aud they co .... 
etitute iD the latter the qualitiee of beiDg apprehended by the five eeD&eS; for ix>stance apcu 
tatiDa makes matter IIUSOOptible to be tested, akas makes it audible, etc. 

t The plant is selected by tho rulee of lignature w hioh ia the similarity, firet, of ite form to the 
l>rm of the organ to be healed, eecond of its vital character with the direct object to be 
reached. For illuetration, the willow, firet, is a vegetable im~ of the hair, and, second, at th& 
eame time of an exceedingly eaey growth ; therefore it can occultly be uaed ae a promoter of the 
growth of the hair. 
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The Scotch alchymist and magician, William Maxwell, who lived about 
three hundred years ago, bas in his " Three books of the Magnetic Art of 

• Healing • a collection of one hundred " Very useful aphorisms of the 
Universal Soul and Spirit, in which nearly all natural magtc is contained," 
in one of the first of which he states : -

"In this creation, where the Soul builds a body for herself, a third 
principle, standing between the two, is generated, through which the Soul 
18 more closely connected with the body, and all workings of the natural 
things are effectuated ; this third principle is called ihe vital spirit. 

After this definition of the vital spirit, the twelve theorems by which 
Maxwell brings occult medicine into a scientific system, and which he de
monstrates by argument drawn from numerous instructive facts, -will be 
easily understood: -

1. The Soul is not confined to the visible body, but is also outside of it, 
and is limited by no organic body. 

2. The Soul acts outside of its so-called body. 
3. From every body proceed substantial rays, in which the soul is acting 

by its presence, and to which the soul gives power and efficiency. These 
rays however are not corporeal only, but severally composed. 

4. These rays that proceed from the bodies of the anima.ls and man, 
possess a vital spirit by which the soul performs her operations. 

5. The secretions of the animal bodies contain a pa.rt of their vital 
spirit ; therefore they cannot be said to be dead. Their life is of the same 
kind as the animal's; for it is produced by the same soul. 

6. Between the body and the secretions there exists a connection of 
vital spirit, fa.r away though the secretions may be carried from the body. 

The same holds good of any pa.rt severed from the body, as also of the 
blood etc. 

7. This vital spirit lasts in the secretions, or severed parts, or the 
blood, as long as they are not transformed into something else of a different 
kind. 

8 When any part of the body becomes sick, or its vital spirit is impaired, 
the others suffer with it, or sympathize. . 

9. If the vital spirit has been strengthened in any part, it is strength
ened throughout the body. 

10. 'Vhere the vital spirit is more exposed, it is more easily affected. 
11. In the secretions and the blood the vital spirit is not so deeply im

mersed and locked up, as in the body ; therefore it is more easily afiected 
in them than in the body. 

12. The mixture of the vital spirits produces sympathy, and from that 
sympathy love arises. 

To these twelve theorems we may add a thirteenth: -Through the mix
ture of the vital spirits of two bodies an exchange is produced, one body 
taking on, by "sympathy", the quality of the vital spirit of the other. 
This explains the recovery of the patient at the expense of the plant or 
animal, that is made sick and even dies. In meditating upon the cause of 
this exchange, the question arises in our mind whether the vital spirits, as 
manipulated in the instances quoted above, accomplish the work of them
selves, or if the imagination and will of the persons concerned in the case 
are agents also, or even the indispensable agents, -thus making the cure 

•Written in Latin, translated in German by George Frank, rector of the Uoivel'l!ity of Hei
.clelberg 1678; reprinted by J. Scheible Stuttgart 1855. 
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a performance of so-called magic? We are inclined to answer this ques
tion in the affirmative. The greater, then, of course, would be the moral 
responsibility of the doers of such work, which, if done with wicked vari~ 
tions, naturally, or by the law of cause and effect, would draw after it due 
punishment, in this life and the coming ones. 

We hope Maxwell's theorems, as set forth in this article, will enable 
every thoughtful reader to account for the successful cures effected by oc
cult medicine, and our outline of the method, - general and, 
therefore, me~ thou~h it be, will encourage such young physicians as 
have not yet become mcurably diseased with skepticism, to supplement 
their coUege course by the study of the great occultists of the past centu
ries. We do not doubt but this addition to their graduating knowledge 
wilt be an element profitable to themselves as well as their patients. 

c.w. 
TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 

INTRODUCTION. 

It was generally believed in the earlier history of the world that each 
person had a "TUtelary Deity," or angel teacher and guide who was a son 
of God and that, as such, he, or it, received instructions directly from the 
Creator concerning the individual to whom it belon~ There were 
many theories with the different nations and varied opimons with different 
individuals, the same as there is now in all religious beliefs, concerning 
the power, wisdom, and function of these Genii. But few, if any, 
up to within five hundred years disbelieved in the existence of such 
intelligences. It was also believed by many that there was, beside this 
good Spirit, an evil Genius of whom the good one had to be ever watchful 
to prevent his getting control of the person; and in the speculations of 
the human mind it was carried out in a belief that these good and evil 
Genii were organized under heads that governed districts such as races, 
tribes, nations ; and cities, mountains, valleys etc., this thought is very 
prominent all through the Old Testament, also in Homer and all the 
old mythological Wlitings. Neither does any of the prophets of the Bible 
deny its being a fact ; their main effort appears to be to lead the mind of 
the people to the great" God of gods," and even Jesus actually taught 
that doctrine according to Matthew xviii, 10. "Take heed that ye desnise 
not one of these little ones; for I say unto you, that in heaven THEm 
angles do always behold the face of my Father which is in heaven." Flll'
ther evidence that his own immediate adherents believed it, is found in the 
narration of Peter's liberation from prison in Acts xii, 15. When Rhoda 
went to the gate where Peter was knocking for admittance, they disbelieved 
it to be Peter and said "It is ms ANGEL ;" thus it appears evident that 
they were firm in the belief. All students however know that it was the 
general faith at that time, and if the text quoted should not be regarded 
as evidence enough, the fact that we nowhere find that Jesus contradicted, 
and his immediate associates believed it after three years of his teaching, 
is strongly in favor of the doctrine of being, if not taught, at least not 
denied. And it is even now accepted by at least seven-eights of all inhab
itants of this planet, and the idea is active iD one-half of the christian 
church people. In " The Perfect Way or The Finding of Christ" p~ 
100 to 106 there is a description given of the nature of these Gemi. 
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We have set forth in all our former writings, especially in " The Seven 
Creative principles" that God created all things and that all are only 
thought-forms of Deity. The thought of God expressed in words (Gen. 
i. 26, repeated John i.l.)is this presiding Genius of each man's existence. 
It being the expressed ideal concerning man, it is the son of God, is Spirit; 
Being an offspring of the creative mind, it is linked to the thought of 
God concernin~ the object of the individual's uses to the aggregate body of 
humanity; and as God's thoughts are things and immortal entities, when 
all our nature is submissively harmonized with this thought or child of 
Deity, it enters into us, as the higher self, and produces a consciousness of 
our Divinity and removes all obstructions, so that the superior sunlight of 
God's Spirit will shine fnlly into the interior consciousness of the person, 
showing clearly the harmony of all nature with ourselves, and will create the 
condition called by Dr. J. C. Street, in his lecture printed in THE ESOTERIC, 
"the Attunement."• 

THE IN1IERENT GENIUS OF .Q. (LEO) • 

.st (Leo) is the heart, set forth in ~e Bible by Jesua aa the II01U'Ce 

of thoughts, ~ and evil desires, loves and emotions. The symbol of this 
nature is the lion, for as the lion is the king of beasts of prey, so these are 
ki.n.2S of the powers or forces of nature. 

'LOve is its chief attribute. On this principle is the battle ground of 
the good and evil genii, the evil ever struggling to carry the love down 
into the passions and sensations, while the other wonld elevate that nature 

• The q11811tion will arile with 10me u to what relation thMe lofty aDd pure JreDii natain to the 
twebe funotiODB of the zodiac, the inft1181108 of whioh ia mw-1 to be strictly physioal. It ia 
_, to keep in mind that there ia no material operati011 or OODdition but. what ia an expre.-· 
lion of 10me Bpirit.ual cauae. We haTe ohaugea of- aDd a dinl'llity of producta in the 
material world beoaue there ia that in the Cauae World to whioh they correspond. The tweln 
fanetiODB of the zodiac are not depeodent upon the fact of AD arbitary di'rision of the eoliptio into
"h-" or depamnenia. The hypothetioallinee do howenr quite oloeely mark the operatiOD· 
of definite electrio oeleetial circuits eaoh of whioh ia presided onr by its distinotin eooiety ol 
Geuii aa Tirtually aa that preeoribed forma of animal aDd ngetable life are natin to deftned iao
tbermal 1m., and clliferent raoee to specif1o looalities. 

Each of these twelTO metiee of Genii oompr;- a "oirouit," or hMTeD within iteelf 
(oorreepcmding to the twelTe Angela, Candleatioka and Stars of ReTelation). F.oh of these 
hu a dominant qualiJ:u;'" 111111 in the Grand Man of the Heanna and Earth aDd presides onr 
ot' liTe& in its oorreepo • humt~~~ zone or lltratnm. Aa a 001118C1Ue- men OAD through the 
aid of their Genii, whioh are10metimee oalled their higher lelTe& or doubles, be, by unfoldment, 
brought into '' attunement and 00118Ciona - with a ~ u multitudinous ae the l&llda 
of the-; · ADd moh society, in its oombined intelligenoe and power, OAD under fitting oonditiona 
apeak through a single member thereof with a Toioe of thunder, or M the 10UDd of mADy waterS. 
Siaeh --often ooour in the heaT811S and there haTe been 10me approldmationa among the 
prophets, ugee, and mighty men of the put, but thia ia in the main a JJI&IIife8tatio ~ed fOr 
the days of the grand ultimation in the earth. . 

Aa there are ligaments joining the two hetuilpberee of the brain 10 likewile are there people 
who -...e .. Cl011J180tiug linb between two of these metiee. These are they who are aaid to 
haTe two Genii, by Tirtue of whic\~~Gb~~ related to two of the oeleetial circuits or heavens, 
thua haTing a oompoaite brain and . a oorreeponding funution in life, eeniug .. it were .. 
a telephouio key-board between two grand airouits, or u AD up--nger might perform 
duties alternally in two diatinot cities. These tweln oeleetial oirouits or heaTeDly metiee are 
presided onr by a oentral circuit or lUX IIO<lJ:BTY wherein the full ADd filial iamee of a planet 
lll'e determined. It is 10 to apeak the ~ oourt of appeal, 10 far ae our flaoetary cognizance 
gooa, aud the goal of earthly attainment IS to oome into the oc..moD81l8M o our " IIDlf " GK10U8 
or AMOKL and thua into the eulted splendors, powers, ADd - of the lUX IIOOIBTY. 

By 'Virtue of our humt~~~ inheritance all are bol'll into the function, intelligeoce and Ul8 of oQ 
of the tweln oeleetial circuits, and 10me oompoaite natures, aa already stated, into two of these 
fanctious or societies; but re-generation aloae unfolds the latent ability to oognize our lUX AMGBL 
and there-by be introduced into the lofty ooDBoioU81lesa and Wl8ll of the IUlf IIOOIBTY which haa 
byclliferent people been oalled Brahm, ZeU1, Osiria, JehoT&h, and Ia in mbetanoe and lam the 
Christ, or Lord, -the NY1IAled ~. of God. (Ed.) 
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into Divine love by regeneration. When this impulse is heeded, then 
their aspect is symbolized by the Lamb (see Revelations, v. 5 & 6), because 
then the animal nature is meek and most submissive to the Divine im
pulse and the greatest attainments are reached through the disposition for si
lent musing. Thereby they come into a consciousness of the Mind of God 
(or a luminous substance, or either) that interpervades everything with
out limit. The clairvoyant often sees the lion present with those having 
made attainments. The chief attribute of the Genius of Leo being Love, 
this nature has power to inspire Wisdom more direct than any other 
function of the grand body of humanity ; wisdom being the discrete use of 
knowledge, this soul obtains knowledge of God's laws more direct and 
perfect than any other. It might be called the temple of Troth, wherein 
resides the Divine Sophia. Therefore there is always an ideal in such 
persons of love confiding, pure, and abundant. Their mind is practical 
and ideal combined, but as they find themselves in a world of evils of all 
kinds, self-preservation often distorts those finer attributes into licentious 
habits, dishonesty, trickery. They prevail by cunning when diverted from 
their genius, the spirit of Wisdom. 

Persons born in this sign should never allow themselves to be subjected 
to psychological influences. They lack independence of character fre
quently, on account of their great desire for loving harmony, and an innate 
dread of combat. But when driven to it, - while they will not, unless on 
a very low plain of organic development, fight with the physical, yet in 
the mental they will go to great extremes and do many things for which 
they afterwards feel degraded. 

Their weakness is in their love-nature. When they succeed in conquer
ing the waste and abuses of the sex-function, and give themselves wholly to 
a humanitarian work, then they come into immediate access to the WIS
DOM OF USES. Two things are a necet~sity for the attainment of these 
persons, - SELF CONTROL and INDEPENDENCE OF ACTION j confiding only 
m the supreme, conquering all feeling of dependence on the love or society 
of others, studying carefully to know what is actual duty, and doing it. 

This applies in general to all persons born between July about the 22nd 
and August about the 23d of any year. There being three hundred sixty 
five and one fourth days in the year the fraction causes a difference each 
year which is compensated in the leap year. When a person was born 
when the earth was actually on the line between two signs then there will 
be a line or crease down the back of the head, separa.tin~ the two lobes. 
In this case there are two distinct characters and the Gemi are two, which 
peculiarity will be treated of hereafter. 

It is well known that both an active and a passive force are neee88ary to every 
operation, and that nothing can be produced by an active force alone, and nothing 
from a passive force alone. The case iR similar with what is spiritual and what 
is natural; what is spiritual, as a living force, being active, and what is natural 
as a dead force, being passive. Hence it follows that whatever existed in thi'l so
lar world at its first creation, and whatever comes into existence from moment to 
moment since, exists from what is spiritual by what is natural ; and thi. is true, 
not only in regard to the subjects of the animal kingdom, but also of the vegeta-
ble kingdom. Swede'TiiJorg. 
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SO MAY IT BE. 

"Thy kingdom come," oh, Father ; 
" Thy will be done " in earth : 

Guide us in paths of duty 
That lead to Heavenly Birth. 

May Christ be formed within m, 
And Love our Motor be; 

Then. in the light of Wisdom, 
The Truth shall make us free. 

w. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 

UNITY OF DESIRE, OR PRAYER. 

77 

MANY of our friends have been united with us in the soul's desire 
that God's kingdom might come and His will be done in them as perfectly 
as it is done by the perfected souls in the heavens, a desire that the 
Spirit of God would come and possess and control not only us, but this planet. 
We here have had response from the holy ones, visitations and visions 
concerning the speedy coming of that condition that we so earnestly desire. 
In June there was an important visitation and an exploration of the in
teriors of our people, and we were informed it was to determine who was 
ready for that for which we were praying, and in connection with it 
there was given a vision of great changes in the conditions of the people 
generally. The Master has called and given us to understand that 
there was something definite to be done soon ; and therefore we would ad
monish our people who have really dedicated their life, without reserve, 
to God, to be very watchful and obedient to the guidance of the spirit ; 
for "as many as are led by the Spirit of God, THEY are the sons of God." 
And this leading is something very real, not some vague ideal as is too often 
the case with seemingly honest and devout people. True spiritu
ality is not a vague uncertain ideal, neither is it the seuseless prattle of 
mere " nature souls " or "elementals " which is so common among spiritual 
mediums. But it is a truly rational verity with those who have united true 
soul devotion with a desire for wisdom and knowledge. We know many 
of our friends are having marked experiences, and we would like to pub
lish some of them in our next; it certainly would be very encouraging to 
all to know what progress others are making ; and it would also aid us in 
giving advice and making our Practical Instructions more direct in their 
relation to the needs of those who are following their teachings. Hoping 
that no one will wait to see what others say, but give his or her own expe
rience, no matter what it is or how trivial. Many times the most ap
parently trivial things are of the greatest importance; remember there is 
nothing small and nothing great with God. Let us c\ll continue our soul 
aspiration, and keep a watchful guard and control over our physical na
ture, so that, when the Master calls, we shall hear and obey l Do not look 
outward, but inward l God dwells within, and speaks to the interior self, 
and when any of you have a peculiar "rushing" sound in your ears (see 
Ezekiel iii., 12. ), or a ringing, stop and banish your own thoughts an<l ob
serve carefully what thoughts come to you from either within or without, or 
what image is presented to your imagination ; for in this way the Master 
begins to make himself known. H. E. B. 
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NEGLECTED DUTIES. 

ACTUAL commission of sin- as siu is generally understood by the mor
alists of the nineteenth century- is the most heinous offence of which man 
is susceptible. If a person drifts through life in a. smooth uneventful 
manner, provoking no one's enmity, conforming strictly to the world's ideal 
of right and wrong, his speedy acceptance as a model of goodness and ex
cellence is a sure and natural result. 

A .. popular" man, as the term is commonly accepted, is too often the 
outgrowth of "popular" demands, and popular demands are not always 
honest if seemingly sincere, and not always for the welfare of the masses, 
although the masses struggle for their establishment. 

Great men, the truly great who have advocated questions of the deepest 
importance, have been systematically persecuted. This is a truism patent 
to all, and which history fully sustains. Such characters are notable ex
ceptions to the rule that to be truly great one must conform to the popu
lar demands of the age in which one lives. And this rule is at fault and 
invalid from the fact that the masses have established it. He who studies 
to please the age in which he lives is building about himself a wall so high 
and impenetrable that he will never be able to see beyond its narrow limits. 
He is constructing a harness in which he may labor and swelter for years in 
the hope of finding at last a S:p<!t of quiet and peace somewhere in the 
labyrinth of high places established by the whims of the populace ; but 
alas I the harness eventually proves to be a chain of solid steel; riveted 
and rendered invulnerable to all efforts of its owner to put it off. It 
clings with all the tenacity which its careful forging has inspired, and the 
golden key by which its one vulnerable point may be successfully attacked 
was lost years ago in the scrimmage for worldly gain and popularity. 

Nevlectl "Surely, to do Mthing is to commit no evil, even though no 
good ts achieved I " argues the average mind. 

To neglect one's interior individua.lity is not classed among the 
commonly accepted sins of the age I To join in the general clamor for 
the fame and power which is only ephemeral, and this to the neglect of the 
man, is a grave error which thousands regret when too late. 

Ambition, misguided, distorted by external opinion ; flushing its victim 
with its temporary victories ; crushing into unconsciousness the true inward 
heart-promptings, may take upon itself the ~t responsibility for the 
havoc wrought in the lives of so-called great men. For ambition if gra~ 
Hied by continued triumph will leave no room for the evolution of the 
true ma.n. There is a divine spark in the bosom of all men, and there 
only need be care and thou~htful avoidance of the things which apl!ear 
but are not in order that thts precious germ take its natural God-gtven 
course alon~ the path whose goal is Absolute Perfection. And this is the 
fate of origtna.l sm. There are times when repose is degeneration. What 
passes for rest in the processes of nature is a going back. There is steady 
progression or unvarying retrogression. In the great creative laboratory 
we find no periods of repose. 

Everything is living and therefore moving, for rest is death. Illustra.. 
tiona of these points may be cited in endless variety of form. The half 
careful student of Nature has long since experienced the incidents of their 
truth. 

What is true of Nature is also true of 01an; for man is part and parcel 
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of Nature, and too often mortifies her by stooping below her standard of 
progression. . 

If we put our energies into the struggle for worldly fame and, therefore, 
leave the man uncared for, whilst our reputation adds laurel upon laurel 
to a column of celebrity of the most fleeting texture, our true self is corres
pondingly lost sight of and forgotten in the the fitful glimmer of popular 
appreciation. W ordly success is dangerous except to him whose strength 
of cha.racter is such that no other appreciable effect upon the heart is pro
duced but to furnish additional safe-guard against the broad-aides of flattery 
which effectually serve to turn most men's heads. 

To live in the world yet above it; to partake of its dissolving creations 
and give nothing in return; to receive its shallow praises without responsive 
echoes thrilling the whole being ; to bask in its foibles and emerge at last 
from im shadows unscathed and undefiled, is a feat well nigh beyond 
the power of human endurance to successfully accomplish. 

Neglect the world or ourselves? Strive to possess that which is intangi
ble and useless at the expense of the real and eternal? Bury eur noblest 
thoughts, and silence our sincerest impulses, all for pleasure and emolu
ments which to-morrow are forever gone and, but for the remembrance, are as 
if they had never been? The real, the true, the valuable; and all that is really 
desirable in this life is neglected. The beautiful and convincing object-les
sons which Nature thrusts before us are unheeded. If studied with heart
felt desires for comprehension, how plain would their varied meaning be 
made to us, what faithful interpretatio~ would be given, only those who 
know may answer. 

And very few there are who can answer. Rare indeed is the man who 
cares more for the real than for the unreal. Seldom are we whose time 
is so fully given to the demands of the world, favored with even a momen
tary glimpse of the ideal man of our imagination. 

Such characters are present, but never known or appreciated in this 
blind, uncompromising rush for that which,although ours to-day, will be in 
a stranger's keeping to-morrow. 

These men who have made a study of life's grand secrets and princi
ples, who have been faithful in the use of the talent which fell to their 
lot, are now in possession of all that can avail anything during existing 
conditions and surroundings. 

They are neither known to the world, nor dreamed of by its unthinking 
millions, but their humble lives are filled with the peace and harmony 
which is bestowed only upon those men and women who have seen the world 
and withdrawn from its discordant associations, and by the force of their 
will remain undefiled. Their moments of unhappiness are those spent 
in contemplation of blind misguided humanity. "Ye must be born again" 
has been on mens' lips all these centuries and yet is not understood. Rath
er than give up the old associations man prefers to run the risk of to-mor
row's unpleasantness. Rather than break once and forever with the 
pleasures of the day man is ever giving up his hope for the prizes which 
endure. He knows of the new birth which must come to all men but he 
prefers waiting, with the hope ever lurking somewhere in his mind that in 
his particular case all will be right. And all will be right but the wait
ing_ may take up an eternity. 

To-day only, of all the eons of time, may truly be called our very own. 
Y eeterday is forever gone and to-morrow may be the inheritance of others. 
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Each neglected moment as it comes and passes beyond our power of recall 
will soon accumulate with all the others and form a hideous, wasted past. 

The sins of commission, the sins which are most patent to the exterior 
worldly mind, are almost forgott€n in contemplation of the more subtle 
crimes and countless evils arising from neglect. 

Dangerous because so unassuming and unsuspected; working ruin in 
the very soul while the true cause bad scarcely been thought of, - neglect is 
the silent destroyer, ever present with those men and women whose life
records are barren of pleasant deeds and memories. 

H. c. MACKAY. 

HOW TO STUDY SOLAR BIOLOGY. 
As frequent inquiries are made as to the best method of studying Solar Biology 

the following suggestions will prove serviceable. It should first be borne in mind 
that this is a science that proves that all men are members of one body (I Cor. xii. 
12 to 27), and that each one has his peculiar function in life. 

Human evolution, with-its diversity of nature and character, is the result of 
law, ''God", says Plato, "GEOMETRIZED." Law and Ortier oluz:r~ thtJ 
universe. This work reveals this Law of Human Evolution, and throws & 

new light upon the problems of life; furnishing the groundwork of scien
tific law, which goes down into the minutial of the life of every man and woman, 
as a mirror of their innate nature, giving an understanding of the real quality em
bodied in each and the reason of the motives and expre88ions and thereby, a willing
ness to let each have freedom of thought and action. This work tells how to culth·ate 
self, and make the most and best of life, but makes no pretense to foretell the future, 
having no relation to astrology, though employing well-defined and ac(•epted astro
nomical facts. 

In whatever direction human thought is turned, revelations, deeper than surface 
sense perception, reward it ; and this is true, whether we are dealing with atoms 
or with worlds. · 

Intuitive perception almost invariably precedes scientific proof, and thus there 
comes down to us, as an heirloom from the early ages, the idea that the zodiac of 
our solar system embraced in orderly arrangement the functions of a Grand 
Man; and modern almanacs still preserve the figure of a man with the twelve de
partments of the body, each related to a distinct sign of the zodiac. And thus we 
are led to realize that the symhol of the universe from the least to the greatest is 
that of a MAN, and that individual existence is evolved from the heavens by an 
orderly, exact, and even mathematical proce88. 

We are in the habit of regarding the revolution of the earth around the sun as 
a mere arrangement for giving the changing seasons of the year; hut SOLAR BI
OLOGY reveals another and higly important use, in that the varying positions not 
ouly produce different seasons and stages of fruitfulne88, but different human 
types and qualities, and that we are as dependent on its revolutions for one as 
for the other, and that corresponding effects on character also result from the 
changing positions of the planets. 

The atmosphere or ether through which the earth passes in its yearly circuit 
around the sun is divided in twelve distinct oceans in which the earth is immersed, 
and which produce mental and physical conditions according to their qualities. Each 
of these qualities, in its nature and effects, answers to the qualities of each of the 
twelve functions of every person's body. 

This sciencA thus becomes an important guide in life, revealing the part of the 
grand body to which each individual belongs, and the consequent mental tenden
~ies. physical fitness, natural sphere, and highest and fittest use in the world. 

It would be difficult to ('Onceive of a more needed science than one that clearly 
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defines the function and sphere of each individual. We would urge the young men 
and women now entering the stage of action, first to study life's problem, equip 
themselves with an understanding of the laws that govern their being, and thereby 
become able to bring into utility all tlleir higher faculties and thus to obtain su
preme control over the difficulties and perplexities in the ordinary walks of life. 

The student. should have a clear idea of the mechanism of the heavens with 
which this ~>cience deals. 

First, it deals with the heliocentric position of all the planets, the earth included, 
viz. as seen from the sun as the center, and all revolving around it. Second, of the 
moon we use the geocentric position, or with the earth as the center and the 
moon revolving around it. Third, we hold that the " ether " is actually divided 
into twelve departments by defined lines. With the planets these lines radiate 
from the sun to the circuit of the outermost planet, on either side of which there 
are difterent qualities of fluidic ether, qualities which are like the chemical ele
ments composing the functions of the human body represented by the sign given 
to it in this science. Fourth, the same is true with the moon's zodiac, only here the 
lines radiate from the earth. It must be borne in mind that this science does not 
deal with the constellations at all, therefore the precession of the equinoxes has 
nothing to do with it, for the reason that the signs of the zodiac may be regarded 
as being limited to the outermost planet, its circuit forming a hall within the limits 
of which are all these divisions of elements with which the sun with all its 
family of worlds is travelling through the heavens in its course around its great 
grand center, as though the whole solar system were one planet, making its way 
among the constellations. The precession of the equinoxes is because of the con
stellations being comparatively stationary, and the zodiacal ball is stationary in 
its relation to the sun, or, as it were, fixed to the sun, and the sun travels through 
the heavens around another center, and thu8 the sign Aries changes its position to 
the constellation of the same name and sign. This great zodiac is divided in the 
same way, but it is so immense in size that it takes the sun, carrying with it its 
family, 2156 years to pass through one sign of its zodiac, or 25,868 years to make 
one of his complete circuits, or from the position where the sign Aries and the con
stellation Aries are together until they come together again. See Diagram, page 
165, Vol. 1. 

We will further explain for the benefit of those not acquainted with astronomy, 
that the Constellations are a number of fixed, or apparently stationary, stars in 
difterent directions from the solar system, supposed by astronomers to be suns 
like ours at such immense distances that they are immeasurable and that, though 
they move around centers, yet their distances and the times of their changes are 
ao great that we can know nothing of them, - or but very little. 

Another point needs explanation in order to prevent confusion, because of the 
present confused state of astronomical naming. In astromomy and astrology they 
use the old ideal expre'!sion of the sun travelling around the earth, and therefore 
say the sun enters Aries, the 21st of March, when really it is the earth that has ar
rived at the place in the heavens that the constellation called Aries was in at the 
formation of the names of the zodiac, whilst in view of the idea of its being the 
sun travelling around the earth, the sun would appear in the sign containing the 
qualities of Libra. Therefore in order to rectify the confusion that so perplexes all 
students of astronomy, the names of the signs of the sun's zodiac, or the zodiac 
around the sun, have been changed; the names of the earth's zodiac are all right. 
By this change, when generally accepted, it will be much easier for students to 
get the mechanism of the heavens into order in their mind. It will be observed 
from this change that where the Nautical Almanac gives, for illustration, Jupi
ter in Aries, - heliocentric position, we reverse it and give it in Libra ; and so 
with all the planets. But not so with the moon nor the constellations ; for the name 
Aries expresses the elements of the head in all the three zodiacs and the names 
should be uniform. 
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When the suggestive thoughts in this work are put into practic6 by a spontane
ous action of the will, then the triune being referred to in this acience will com
mence to manifest itself, man will begin to recognize the laws that govern hie phy&
ical nature, and by means of this will be led to investigate the manifestation of 
natural law in all life, animate or inanimate. 

Second, the conaciousneaa of an interior or soul life will dawn upon hie formerly 
darkened intellect ; he will often find himself meditating upon a state of existence 
seeming to be outside or above this present one, which, if continued, silently 
mused upon, and judiciously investigated, will become to him a natural sphere, 
and the old thoughts and habits that now constitute his mental dreaa, will lose their 
power of control and quietly fall off like autumn leaves. Then the " Inherent 
Genius " will be permitted by the outer sensating man to take possesaion, becoming 
a willing servant uniting its power to aid the Genins to serve its highest nsefulness, 
that ofenablingit to hold its rightful away, because of superior ability to render 
service to the third, the spiritual, that man may become. Man in hie present state 
of unfoldment, knows little or nothing of the nature of a spiritnal consciousness. 

Read carefully and thoughtfully the Bible history, with the mind in the at
titude of a child, expecting to be taught by the spirit of Love and Wisdom. While 
this introduction is only preparatory thought for the student to prove as 
to its truth or error, yet it is of vital importance when studied with the ultimate 
in view, and, to go into extended re8e&reh and application of the principles set 
forth, the student will need the glorions opportunity of Eternity ? 

Here it leaves you with food for thought that will take time for deep meditation 
and consideration. Keep ever in mind that the object and ultimate for which each 
individual was created (according to the Word) was to reflect God's image and 
likeneaa ; there mnst necessarily be a willingneaa to lay aside all prejudice and ex
amine the different thought elements (let them be reflected by people or planets) 
just where we find them, and carefully watch their expreeeion, after the sensations of 
the body and mind have been atilled, by the methode previously given through the 
pages of Tim EsoTBBIO. Then you are in a condition to concentrate your mind 
upon the purpose and object of creation, the seven agee and seven atagea of the 
earth's unfoldment, and to examine how thoughts are generated, conceived and 
bom into existence, by the action of the intellectual faculties, and through what 
proceas of the Oreatif18 Mind. Muse upon the meaning of "see that thou make 
all things after the pattem of the Heavens." STUDENT. 

(To be 0011t:inued.) 

PERFECTING A USEFUL SCIENCE. 
As many of our subscribers have Solar Biology, we desire to ask their help to 

perfect the Science in certain particulars· 
We have observed that when the moon ia on the line between two signs at the 

hour of birth there ia always a crease in the frontal bone clearly defined, eo that 
by paaaing the finger acrose the crease, viz., from right to left, or acroBB the fore
head, it ia very plainly felt. The crease runs from the top of the forehead to the 
nose. Our friends. therefore, can greatly aid us and help to perfect a most 
nseful acience by sending us the year, month, day, and hour of the day or night, 
and also the place of birth of any and all persons they know who have the crease 
down the forehead ; also of persona bom near the linea of the yearly Zodiac. 
We will explain : for example, when at the time of birth the earth was on the 
line between Of (Aries) and X (Pisces), about the 21st of March, then there 
would be a well defined line from the crown of the head to the base of the brain. 
Will our friends examine any that opportunity permits who are born within two 
or even three days of any of the periods of the twelve yearly divisions and let 
us know ? We wish to more definitely locate the actual places of these linea 
in both the moon and earth's zodiacs. This lmowled~ is of great 
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importance to all men trying to make attainments because of the marked effect 
the moon has on the life forces. All persons have a greater atrnggle with the re
produetives when the moon enters the sign it waa in when they were born ; some 
times when it enters the sign the earth waa in at the birth ; another time of 
danger is when the moon or the planet Mercury enters the sign ~ (Taurus). 
H persons who have Solar Biology and are trying to conquer paasion would ob
serve these things they would find abundance of proof in their own experience of 
their truth and the importance of knowing them. Another important ob
servation is this; namely, when the moon is in the sign the earth waa in at the 
birth it wiU be observed that the inteRect is unfitted for any important work, such 
as public speaking. When a man wants to do hU best, never appoint the time 
when the moon is in that position. The time for the greatest brain power and 
clearness of thought is when it is in the " polarity " i.e. in the sign it waa in at birth. 
By the aid of our friends we can make of Solar Biology one of the moat perfect 
and important aeieneee of the age • 

. I am very truly, H. E. BUTLBB. 

AMONG THE CLOVER. 

A SONG OF THE BEE. 

See the busy little rover, 
Sjpping honey from the clover, 
Working all the summer day 
In the meadow 'cross the way. 

" I must do my share" sings he, 
" Such is the nature of a bee ; 
Honey I must find and carry, 
It will naver do to tarry. 

"For when the summer days are past, 
Unless we have then we must fast; 
And so our maker's will is done, 

By gath'ring honey 'neath the s1.11\." 

How great the lesson we may learn, 
And wisely profit in our turn, 
If we will but think it over, 
Of the bee among the clover I 
There is w ?rk for us to do, 
We should gather honey too ; , 
Making duty our chief pleasure 
Truly thus to fill life's measure; 

Brim our lives to overflowing 
With a sweetness worth the knowing ; 
Treasures thus to have and share 
With the weak who need our care. 

Then when the summer days are o'er 
And we can gather in no more, 
Most sweet indeed will be our rest, 
To know we've labored for the best. 

Jomr LATIIAJL 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

EsoTERIC PUBLISHING CoMPANY. 
Denver, Colo. July 8, 1888. 

I am in sympathy with the ide& 
of an institution for the purpose of promulgating esoteric philosophy, and will 
give such a movement my support as far as I am able. As Moses went up the 
'' Mount " to breathe the pure air necessary for his development, why not start this 
college in the mountains of Colorado where the climate is exceptionally propitions 
and healthy, even Denver's atmosphere is exceptionally good for this purpose. 
Besides, this is the centre of the United States geographically almost, and therefore 
ought to be a centre for this movement. If you can go ahead with this movement 
there is a prospect of myself and 8880Ciates being able to work for you, and we 
can get some capital interested in the scheme. The mountains are only one fourth 
to three fourth of a day's ride distant. We have healing springs, hot and cold; 
beautiful scenery surpassing the Alps, wealth of mineral, and f088il remains for the 
exercise of the faculties such as psychometry, clairvoyance, etc. We have the most 
excellent advantages all around for this purpose of any place in the United States. 
Come and see before you decide for a site to your College. 

The earth-bound spirits of this country are not of such an evil nature as of an 
old inhabited section, since they are of the Indian race who are considered of quite & 

spiritual turn of mind. 
Yours very truly, L. C. 

EsoTERIC PUBLISRING CoMPANY. 
Chicago, July 5th, 1888. 

Last February, by 
chance, I came across a eopy·of THl!: EsoTERIC. Never before had I found so
much clear light on the subject of religion as in that _pamphlet. 

By constant study of the succeeding numbers, and " The Seven Creative Prin
ciples," I have learned more true knowledge than in years gone by. Not th&t I 
was wholly blind as to right and wrong, for I knew from the material laws 
th&t right was right, and th&t abstaining from vice would some day yield its reward. 

I am a printer by trade, nineteen years of age, and, although at times working 
with men and boys th&t seemed to me lower than the beasts, I th&nk God th&t He 
bas held me apart from their ways. Chewing, smoking, swearing, was not my 
idea of what man was intended to be. 

Nor am I alone in appreciating your earnest endeavors to enlighten mankind> 
for my dear mother is a devoted co-worker in the cause. She bas had much to 
contend with, among people who consider money-getting the highest attainments 
of a person. We are one in our endeavor to get upon a higher plane. And every
thing bringing light upon the way is moat welcome from whatever source. There 
is so much contention and discord in the social aud business world. Things arc 
not weighed in the true balance of Justice. May we know the spiritual and ma
terial laws, that they may be obeyed, for ignorance does not excuse! 

May the Ideal City materialize and supply the conditions of divine harmony! 
I see by the February number of THE Esl'>TETIC, page 297, th&t shares are of

fered for sale. Will you kindly send me particulars ? I am in hopes of taking 
one or more shares on receipt of an answer, for of all projects to be helped it 
would be this one. 

May THE EsoTERIC ever be the welcome visitor th&t it now is! 
Moat respectfully, W. J. G. 

EsOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY. 
The first number of the second 

volume of THE ESOTERIC comes to me with renewed power. I felt it very sensi
bly when I first took it into my hand before opening to read. I was assured it 
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contained what I especially needed just at the present time, and on reading found 
my impressions were right. The time ha.s now come when I hope to be able to 
WMl my influence more effectually in the interest of esoteric thought and work. 

My son is very much interested in THE :&!OTERIC, and if you will please send 
him a copy of the last issue, he will highly appreciate it. Adress as given above. 

Yours very truly, Mrs. E. A. B. 
Newark, N. J . 

:&ioTERJC PUBLISHING CoxPANY. 
I have been feasting on THE 

EsOTERIC for a very short time, having the entire volume at once, and find it a 
great help in my study of " Mental Science " for healing. My love and enthusi
asm grows daily; and the limitless bounds are a continual fascination. 

I would like you to send a sample copy to the accompanying names. 
Very truly, Miss M. C. N. 

Concord, N. H. 
MR. Editor : - Two or three typographical errors in my last require notice, 

and if you will permit me, I will also add a word of explanation that may be of 
u.se to readers. 

In the thirteenth line from the bottom of the article, you make me say, govern
ment wurktn-1 instead of government maws, or legal voters. In our government, 
the voters create the government. When southern slavery existed, the Garriso
nian school of abolitionists would not vote under the Federal Constitution on account 
of its provisions for returning fugitive slaves to their masters and shooting down 
insurrectionary slaves, and other cruel immoralities. They would not hold any 
office, nor elect any others to hold office under such a Constitution. Nor would 
thev in any case, nor under any circumstance" take any oath nor affirmation to 
support, nor obey the Constitution. Many men were heavily fined, even to the 
extent of all they were worth, in some instances to the amount of thousands of 
dollars. and imprisoned besides, for secreting, or refusing to aid in capturing es
caping slaves. True abolitionists would obey no law that sanctioned, or sanctified 
slavery. Nor belong to any government nor church that made and sanctified slavery. 
Taxes to the State were paid under protest. Some refused to pay taxes at all and 
went to prison ; or suffered their goods to be sold, sometimes on most unrighteous 
rates, to pay them. 

But voting men into office to enact and execute the laws, we called making, not 
wurking the government. Your types make me say working, a distinction too im
portant to be overlooked in such a connection. So would I treat our temperance 
legislation. 

The fourth line from the . bottom should read ; "a Church for the Gospels ? or 
the Le811ons on the :Mount, or for the Evangelist John?" As printed, the sense 
is obscure. 

Yours for TRB EsoTERIC and its Readers, 
PARKER PILLSBURY. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
ANcHORAGE, Wrs., JUNE~. 1888. 

EDITORS EeoTBRIO. 
Dear Sirs, 

It is plain, from every page of your 
excellent journal, that the formation of character is the true object of allli~ing and 
of all education, although this most important and vitally essential truth is but too 
often overlooked or forgotten. Shakspea.re has wisely observed that" All the world's 
a stage, and all the men and women merely players." But with equal, if not 
still greater show of truth, he might have said "All the \Vorld's a school, and 
all the men and women, merely- pupils ! " For, is it not true that from the cradle 
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to the grave we are constantly in the way of learning,- whether we profit 
by our opportunities depending altogether upon oUl'llelves, or upon the use which we 
make of the instruction derived from the lessons of experience. But what I wish 
chiefly to bring out here is that, if the formation of a true and noble character is 
the main object of existence, this fundamental truth should be made to enter more 
into our scheme of public education, and become in fact the governing idea in all 
our schools both public and private. 

Another point I wish to direct your attention to is the subject of personal iden
tity, philosophically considered. It is plain enough to common sense that what
ever may happen to us, we never cease to be ourselvu. But if our lives are pro
longed to old age, and we become ''citizens of the world "living in many different 
places and holding many different relationships of other people, it is not so clear 
how we shall "know each other in heaven," as theologians assert. For, is it not 
obvious that during our earthly career we present to others many different, and 
even diverse, phases of physical and mental development ; and this to not a few but 
to very many p£rsons who know us here at different stages of life ? To our eehool 
companions who may die in youth, we must appear as we were in the morning 
of life, though we might ourselves live to be a hundred years old, with not a ves
tige of our former aelves appearing in our aged looks, To those who knew us only 
in manhood's prime, we must appear as we were in our outward looks in the vigor 
of our days: while those who may know and esteem us when the meridian of life 
ia past and the wrinkles and hoary hairs of old age begin to show themselves 
could only recognize our counterpart; presentment as we were at that stage of life. 
And so forth. But if you should think it worth while, I would like you to still fur
ther illustrate this rather curious if not instructive subject. 

Yours respectfully, G. H. 

Ans : Your thoughts regarding the education of children certainly touch a vital 
subject, for it ia too well known that our public and even private schooL! are 
eehoola of vice as well as of cramming the mind of children with much that never 
amounts to anything, whilst the most important lessons of life are neglected alto
gether, both by parents and teachers. 

We are now considering methods to be presented to our readers for developing 
the higher faculties of children. 

But another question we have at heart is this, to prevent the evils of pernicious 
babits among school children. Parents must see the importance of carefully in· 
structing their children in the dangers and terrible consequences arising from such 
babits. If there is any one l!llbject that demands attention of all ·who would ele. 
vate our race, it is to impress upon parents that most sadly neglected DUTY of pro. 
perly instructing their own children in the most sacred and important matters of 
their life. It is a WICKEDNESS on the part of parents to throw out upon the 
stage of action young men and women endowed, by their own injudicious acts 
before conception and during gestation, with inflamed passions and bare of instruc
tions as to the necessity of controlling them ; for these children become private 
teachers of soul and body-destroying vice to all their associates. We are receiving 
letters from anxious mothers about their sons who are suffering, through ignorance 
of this subject, from self.abuse. But ninety nine out of every hundred of such 
mothers and fathers, if any one should say to them," why don't{ou talk to your 
child about that and teach it better?" but what would say," 0, can't! how can 
I talk to him on those matters !" Shame, for such inverted conceptions of modesty, 
such utter neglect to the real duty! If there is a God of Justice that punishes 
the criminal, nine tenths of all the crimes committed would be visited upon such 
parents, most of whom are accounted good men and women in society and in the 
church. 

" Shall we know each other there ?" is a question thousands have asked a.nd 
are daily asking. But this question arises only in the mind11 of those who have 
never had the pleasure of meeting and talking with those who have past beyond 
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lhe confines of the physical body ; for over there they know and meet each other 
after the law of attraction by qualities, not by form or external appea.renoe. 
Qnalities we love we never forget in the soul, whilst external form is of n~ 
account. 

No doubt there are many we knew in youth that we ahall not know as our 
eehool fellows. Thanks to the goodness of heaven, we are allowed to forget un
pleasant occurrences and much of our own past even ; as we read in the Bible, 
"some men's sins go before them to judgment and others come after;" when men, 
-' convert " i.e. change their COU1'8e, loves and desires, and unite their will with the. 
Divine then "those things that they once loved they now hate." Love attracts and 
builds new conditiana in the soul, and hate repels and throws out the old ones. In 
such cases, if there is any common bond of sympathy between two souls, they will 
meet and know each other from qnality. Quality meana this ; on the spirit side 
they know the knowledge of each other ; for example, if I lllhould meet you and 
had the power to perceive all that you know including all yow· past life, we would 
not need to spend holll'8 ~ing over that history to find something that linked 
oar experiences together, but the links would appear at once. If for inatance in 
oar early youth we had engaged in combat over something, each gained an experi
ence throngh that, and this knowledge remaining, something useful within the soul 
would at once appear a link uniting the two. Thna the soul being made up of 
knowledges gained, all these have their relatedn688 and therefore will be readily 
recognized. But no doubt there will be many who, althongh dear friends at one 
period of their life, will never meet consciously on the other side because of the 
changes in their sympathies and desires so radical that, if they should meet, they 
would so repel each other that they would not recognize anything of the past but 
the general principles that one or either had come to hate. 

There is a principle of recognition among ~e hi~h souls that if you are faith
ful to your duties and dedicate your life to humamty, when one of those Grand 
Souls would come to you, you would recognize him at once though you never met 
him before, and this by quality of love and use. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 
T:sB Temple of the Rosy Cr088 by F. B. Dowd which has for some time been 

out of print and for which we have had many calls has been re-issued, and makes 
a neat gilt-edged volume of 240 pages. We have the work in stock, price $1.50. 

OuR article on Swedenborg intended for this issue is in type, but is held over un
til next month for want of space. Forty pages is our standard for reading matter. 
but in this issue we give forty six, which almost entirely crowds out our list of 
books for which see July number. We are now pre~g and chall soon have 
ready a more comprehenaive catalogue which will be mailed on application. 

OuR request for the names of all progressive and aspiring people amounts to a 
standing notice. The names heretofore sent us have aided materially in extend~ 
ing the knowledge and circulation of THE EsoTERic, and while thanking our read. 
era for past favors, we earnestly request them to still keep the matter in mind, 
For list of club premiums to getters up of clubs see July number. 

EsoTBBic EDucATION makes a neat, readable, and highly inatructive book. It 
ia furnished cloth-bound at the moderate price of 50 eta. See fourth page of cov
er. The bound volume I. of THE EsoTBBIC is meeting with decided favor as a 
comprehenaive and valnable occult work with varied and rich contents. n makes 
a large and attractive book. Cloth-bound with special cover-design. Price post-
paid $2.00. . 

UNDER the head of correspondence on page 84 will be found a suggestive let
ter from Denver, Colorado, relative to the suitableness of that State as a location 
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of the contemplated Esoteric College. Mountains form an attractive and in
spiring feature in a landscape, and have also an important esoteric significance 
therefore the suggestion of L. C. is well worthy of consideration. Many, if not all 
of our reader11 understand that we are not working merely for a personal object 
but have in view a broad general purpose of an esoteric nature, and that a college 
where interested persons may come and obtain the needed qnalifications for a 
higher sphere of usefulness, is but a preliminary step to even grander results. 
Our" Ideal City" (see page 296, Vol.l ; also pages 11, 27, 30.) has not been 
lost sight of ; but all great undertakings have their intermediate steps and stages, 
and our desire and effort for the success of THE EsOTERIC have reference not 
alone to present usefulness, but are means to the above ends. And this will explain to 
those who ask favors that are not consistent with our business rules, why we are 
seemingly unsympathetic, ae it is essential that we should keep our thoughts single 
to the object before ns. 

THE ESOTERIC WAY. 

THE,true esoteric necessarily dwells largely in the ideal, but not as a mere ab
straction ; his ideals have reference to some nse. He understands that through 
the ideal. or imaging power of the mind we ar~ allied to the cause world wherein 
is the living verity of things. He consequently seeks to be immersed and drink 
deeply of the potent though unseen essence which is the life of all things visible 
Thus, in working from the ideal, he becomes a co-operator with the divine thought 
which is constantly inflowing with creative and regenerative purpose. From this 
stand-point labor ceases to be drudgery or irk.~ome toil, for it carries with it the in
spirations of a divine purpose and service, imbuing even the most ordinary duties 
with life. The esoteric way therefore is to come into the divine ideal or thought 
of things ; to live, breathe and labor from the currents of inner life, being no more 
"scourged to our task like the galley slave". 

A. NEW OLYMPIC MESSA.GE. 

THE duration and life of the present universal kalpa stretches over such a vast 
period of time as to impress the ordinary imagination as constituting an eternity 
of itself. But kalpa has preceded kalpa, and consequently there is, in spirit, uni
verse within universe, each having an individuality and completeness of its own, 
yet so related to each other as to constitute in their entirety the l>tvtNE MAN of 
the heavens. The present physical universe is the residuum of prior kalpae. 
the excreted base or outer form, the earthy continent whose shores are washed by 
the ineffable, inexhaustible, and all-creative ocean of Spirit, each drop of which 
is a perfected life, a winged globe, an essential sun. By an inconceivably beautiful 
and omnipotent law of extension, each successive universe becomes the material 
throne of the perfected life of its previous kalpa ; and when the inherent life 
therein has also solved the problem of matter, and its countless and triumphant 
souls have arisen from an exhausted 1miverse, they in turn join the CREATIVE HosT to 
be like the veil of moss with which the angel is said to have adorned the rose. 
Thus ever is grace added to grace, and power to power. The One becomes Two 
the Two become Three.• • • • • The Twelve become Thirteen. yet all are ONE, 
and are said to rest from their labors. But the rest of a Divine Humanity is but a 
re-inforced vrility of action, and the " last " becomes " first" in the re-establishing 
of thA material Throne of the Universe. 

The Man Jesus has become the symbol of a culminating Kalpa. He has estab
lished his Throne in the heavens ; the Kingdoms of the Father are given into His 
hands, as one found worthy to hold them in trust for the heritage of every son and 
.daughter who will enter into the joy of their Lord. Whoso will let them come! 
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TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY. 

Life is an ascending series, one part developing naturally out of another 
until the type is reached of which a.ll the earlier forms were but prepara
tory. Then development of the types ensues : for although the law of evolu
tion is still at work, it is not toward the development of a new and higher 
type, but the perfecting of the one already evolved. 

The race taken collectively has attained a degree of development that 
forces inherent, but latent, in humanity are giving evidence of their exist
ence. These forces are spiritual, and as they unfold they bring the mind 
into conscious union with the Supreme Mind, and at the same time exert 
a transforming effect upon the body. 

Although in the past divergence of kind has taken place, and new types 
and orders of life have come into existence, yet the length of time required 
for these gradual changes has been anterior to human knowledge and ex
perience. Now however the disclosure of latent forces in humanity, as the 
result of innumerable years of growth, variation and specialization of facul
ties and functions, is something wholly new in the experiences of the race, 
and is the transference to human consciousness of what has already 
taken place in other forms of action in the natural world. 

The sacred writings of the scriptures have to a certain extent familiar
ized the mind with the thought of inspiration, or the impact of the 
Divine Mind upon the human: few however have realized that inspiration 
for the disclosure of religious truths was merely one phase of a universal 
process, and that man with a.ll his faculties was God's channel of commu
nication, that all growth is the result of the vivifying force of Divine 
energy in the natural world, and that fina.lly the growing union of the Di
vine and the human would develop such radical changes that a higher 
form of consciousness would emerge from the lower, and knowledge of 
Divine and human relations would result. 

This knowledge was not for the infancy, but the maturity of the race, 
and it could not come from any external authority, but only through the 
more complete disclosure of the Divine life within. And this is what is 
taking place to-day. 
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Up to the present time human existence ha.s been marked by three sepa_ 
rate stages of growth,- youth, maturity, and old age, or the gradual dy
ing out of all the forces of existence. When physical maturity is reached 
then the work of retrogression commences, mental and physical vigor 
diminishes, the fires of life grow fainter, flicker, and die out, unable to 
withstand the disintegrating effects of time. There is not enough reserved 
strength, or stored up vitality in the race, to render the transition from 
physical maturity to dawning spiritual life with its greater mental and 
physical energy possible. Hence individual progress is transferred to an
other plane of existence, and the race transmits, from age to age, the 
garnered experiences of the individual. This has been, and still is, the law 
governing human development. 

For the new life of grea,ter spiritual strength and power that is starting 
within humanity, is in its infancy, and it can only gradually overcome the 
hereditary evils of mind and body. 

In numerous instances when the change from one order of life to an
other is being made, there is an utter inabilty of the body to respond to 
the demands that the new life makes upon it. 

For a while thought increases in activity and power; every part of the 
organism takes on a greater degree of refinement and sensitiveness; the 
nervous system becomes acute even to the verge of irritability, and as a 
result of this development, - where there is an iruJufficiency of vital force, 
of reserved energy, the forces that are seeking expression, drain the body 
of its vitality, and at the very moment that nature is seeking to complete 
her work and render' progressive individual development possible, the 
exhausted physical energies fail, no more to rally. 

And yet this germinal movement on the part of humanity toward a 
higher life cannot, with all its failures, be permanently defeated. For 
the distinguishing trait of a higher order of life is keenness of mental 
vision. The new life is pre-eminently one of thought. For as matter 
had, and has, its origin in spiritual energy, and that energy being resolva
ble into thought, the new force that is manifesting itself to the conscious
ness of man, is that of energized thought. This power, while it draws 
largely upon physical vigor, yet illumines the mind to that degree that 
all necessary precautions can be taken to render the transition from one 
order of life to another comparatively easy. 

It is the disclosure of these hitherto latent forces in man that consti
tutes the period in which we are living a creative one. For in the evolu
tionary process of life there are culminating epochs when the Divinely 
creative forces of nature express themselves with power in the natural 
world and in the human mind. In Hindoo phraseology Brahma awakens 
f"Mm his sleep of centuries to new activity. A Kalpa, or period of time, 
is completed,- He ~aain creates, that is, forces that were latent are 
brought to life and action, and new forms and types of life appear. 

The possibility of regeneration growing out of new activities proves 
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conclusively that life is one, and that the only thing that separates mat
ter from spirit is difference in degree of development. The divine life 
and thought acting upon the mental faculties first attunes the mind to 
harmony, and then gradually forms a new environment in conformity 
with the inner life giving force. For thought is energy, or force in its 
highest manifestation. As such it is subject to the law of change, con
servation, and transformation into new modes of action. 

NEITH. 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 
(ColUDIOKD,) 

THE IMAGE OF THE BETROTHED. 

THE following happened in Holland. A sailor whose name was Wip
ner had a sweetheart whom he had to leave on account of being pressed 
into the navy in the year 1760. At first he was like one benumbed and 
thoughtlessly yielded to the influences of his rough companions. But he 
soon felt that he could not in this way silence the anguish and 
yearning of his heart; on the contrary, the image of his betrothed pre
sented itself the more vividly to his memory after such rude diversions. 

His ship received orders to set sail and pass beyond Cape Horn in search 
of new routes and islands in the Pacific. With a dumb resignation he 
saw the European coast disappear from sight. "In the life beyond," he 
thought, "there will be no separation ; then only shall I be happy." 

In this mood he served on his ship for three years without anywhere 
setting foot on the land. His covduct was quiet and he performed his du
ty with great punctuality, so that the officers preferred him to all the 
others. He alone was not aware of this ; for apart from his service he 
had but one feeling, the thought of his love and the hope soon to meet 
her again in another world. 

In the fourth year- it was on the sixth of March -the ship lay at 
anchor. Wipner was sitting silently on deck, when at once his eyes closed, 
and he saw his sweetheart before him. He arose and stretched out his 
hand to her, but she disappeared suddenly. He sat down again, reflected 
on the apparition and said : "She is dead, and comes to give me a sign of 
her transition into the realm of love and happiness." 

The following day the vision again appeared and ~e fonnd courage to 
speak to it. In answer she seemed to becko.n to him, but he could not 
hear any words. He again arose to approach her, but could see her no more. 

In this way he saw her every day for several months, and the apparition 
became so perfect that it was difficult for him to distinguish it from the 
person herself; nor did it vanish when he approached, but only receded 
to a certain distance. 

At length, after six months, he heard her voice. She spoke to him of 
the joys of heaven, of the happiness of faithful lovers in that blissful 
abode, and thus filled his heart with such a desire for the beyond that, 
had he not regarded it as a sin, he would have taken his own life. He 
spoke with his betrothed about this subject, but she dissuaded him from 
such a etep, saying it would separate them for a long time. After this he 
recoversd. his self-possession gradually and associated with his celestial 
love mole happily than many do with their real ones. 
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His conduct attracted the attention of the crew, and the officers feared 
he was losing his reason. The captain said: ·• Perhaps it is ambition that 
troubles him; I have seen such cases at times. I will make him a ser
geant, that will restore his reason." This decision was at once communi
cated to Wipner, together with the instructions required for his new office. 
But he decisively declined the honor. "I cannot be severe," he said," and 
would burden myself with many responsibilities ; while I now confide in 
the wisdom of my superiors and execute their orders as best I can." 

:Some time after, the captain, on account of Wipner's reliability wanted to 
take him into his personal service. He did not decline that offer directly, 
but remarked he feared to lose the favor of his commander, for he was 
accustomed to live exclusively with his thoughts for several hours daily, 
during which all association was unpleasant to him. 

The captain relinquished his desire, but gave orders that Wipner should 
be closely watched in order to find out the cause of his strange conduct. 
The men endeavored to gain his confidence, and thus learnt a part of his 
secret. "He is a seer of ghosts," the watchers told the captain," and he 
converses with the spirits for many hours every da~." The captain 
laughed and said if it was nothing else he might as well be left to indulge 
his fancy. 

His spirit-love foretold everything relating his welfare, and several 
times he became the benefactor of the entire crew by warning them of dis
asters. 

One evening he requested to speak with the pilot and said to him : " To
morrow we shall have a storm ; and if you are not prudent we shall all be 
lost." The pilot felt somewhat offended at this admonition to cautious
ness, but entered in conversation with him about the subject. 

'' When will the storm come ? " he asked. 
•' In •the second hour after noon." 
" From what direction? " 
"From the south," replied Wipner; " if you allow yourself to be misled 

by false gusts from the west, we shall be lost; otherwise, there will be no 
danger." 

'' Who told you? " continued the pilot. 
"Never mind; I know, that is enough, and I thought it to be my duty 

to report." 
"I shall take precautioft as you advise. Good bye! " said the pilot. 
He informed the captain of this conversation on account of its strange

ness. Although the latter did not believe in such prophecies, he never
theless gave orders to be prepared for whatever might happen, because 
"\Vipner's peculiar conduct was apt to be connected with uncommon things. 

The next day, at one o'clock in the afternoon, the sky began to cloud. 
and at two the storm broke out with such violence that at first it could 
not be seen from which quarter it came. The currents of wind came to
gether and gave the sea a whirling motion ; but on a sudden a decided 
south-wind manifested itself, and had the pilot not given the ship the di
rection indicated by Wipner's advice, be would have been greatly em
barrassed, as he confessed afterwards. But as it was, the gale pa.~sed 
harmlessly, and the captain declared they were indebted to Wipner for 
much, if not for the entire salvation of the ship. 

One day Wipner said to his sergeant : " Inform the captain, please, 
that the day after to-morrow there will be trouble on board. Three double. 
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deckers will approach to attack us, but courage and stratagem will save 
us. The first ship will board us; if we do .not make any resistance, but 
get them to believe we are too few to fight, we shall capture her, keep 
her crew out of combat, and make the other two uncertain in their attack. 
They will approach, indeed, but our guns will damage one of them so 
badly, that the third will lose courage, take to flight, and leave us the 
other two as good prizes. Report to the captain what I have said, and it 
will come to pass as I have told you." 

'"He seems to be a wonderful mau, this Wipner ", said the captain on 
receiving this report ; " if this also proves true, I shall hardly know what to 
think of him ; but let us make our preparations ; foresight is better than 
regret." 

It happened as Wipner said. At ten o'clock of the second day three 
ships appeared under the Portuguese flag, that claimed the right to rule 
over that part of the ocean and declared all ships of the other nations as 
their lawful prize. The captain armed his crew, but ordered the larger 
part of them below, keeping on deck only the infirm and old men. As 
they made no attempt at resistance the first ship sailed up at once to the 
Dutchman, boardE-d, and took prisoners the few men they found on deck. 
But at the right moment the armed crew broke forth from below and in a 
few minutes captured the men and their ship. The other ships saw the 
turn of the combat and became undecided what to do. At last they ap
proached with full broadsides; but the Dutchman's guns were aimed so 
well that one of the Portuguese ships began to leak and had to desist from 
the attack; the other took to flight and left the two well-manned and well
provided double-deckers in the possession of the Dutchman. 

After the victory the captain assembled his mlm and thus addressed 
t)lem : "It would be wrong for me or any one of us to claim the honors of 
this day; it belongs alone to our good comrade Wipner. He foretold 
the attack two days ahead and at the same time suggested the plan of de
fense. It is to him we owe the victory over an enemy twice as strong as 
ourselves. I shall report his merit to the government, that in due time 
they may suitably reward him. But in order to at · once show him our 
appreciation and gratitude, I by my authority make him our shipmaster ; 
in this position he will be independent; his duty being reduced to the over
sight of onr needs, he will be free to yield to his desire to be useful to us 
in his own way." 

They all shouted "Long live the captain I long live Wipner, our ship
ma.'lter! '' 

It would be too long for our purpose to relate here all the apparitions 
and prophecies of Wipner ; he was, in short, the ships greatest benefactor, 
and it was to him they were indebted for their fortunate combats and the 
discoveries they made on their expediton. After fifteen years absence 
they landed on his native shore, and Wipner secured his discharge, resolved 
to pass the rest of his days in his native village. With a sad heart he 
recognized the places of his childhood where he had parted with his love, 
without hope to see her again. He entel't'd his old home. Both parents 
were still living, and could hardly believe it possible that they saw again 
the son they had so long mourned as dead. . 

After the first effusions of joy were over, the mother said: "Ah, how 
Lizzie will rejoice when she hears of your return I She has refused all 
suito~ and declared she would give her hand to no one but you." 
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The son looked at his mother with a puzzled astonishment and said : 
" Lizzie is dead and awaiting me beyond, that I know." 

''No," said his mother, "Lizzie lives! I will send at once and let her 
know you have returned." 

"A moment I" said Wipner. "How is that? Lizzie's spirit has ac
companied me these twelve years and told me, every day, about the happi
ness of the loving ones in the other life. How could that be if she were 
living?" 

"It is so," the father affirmed; "she not only lives but was a good 
daughter to her parents, as long as they lived, and then buried them with 
filial love. She often has come to help and console us when old age and 
our mourning for you was heavy upon us." 

Wipner for some time could not understand this. At last he decided 
to see her first, before speaking or making himself known. An opportu
nity soon offered, and he sadly noticed the difference between the original 
and his spirit-love. The former had become older by fifteen years, whilst 
the la~...er had still the look of the first rosy times when all the charms of 
youth concur upon the cheeks to attract the more powerfully the heart of 
the lover. He returned in sadness to his parents and said: ·• I do not 
know what to do ; the fair image that appears to me every day, is so much 
superior to the natural Liuie that I fear on marrying her I should not 
treat her with that love which her virtue deserves. It is a hard trial for 
me, and I do not know how to decide." 

That evening he sat sadly by himself and contemplated his peculiar des
tiny' when his spirit-love appeared before him as hitherto. He rejoiced in 
seeing her lovely expressjon, his heart melted in rapture, and he was go
ing to make up his mind to remain faithful to her. But then he heard the 
words : "Do not hesitate to fulfill your promise I " He began to speak, but 
the apparition had vanished. 

"What shall I do?" he asked within himself. 
"Fulfill thy I>romise I " answered his interior. 
"Well then, I shall obey I " he now said aloud ; " what she speaks, is in

fallible, and I must not act against it." 
He went to Lizzie on the following day, and after he had discussed the 

matter with her sufficientlv he offered her his hand and married her, 
hoping the future would yield an explanation of his wonderful experience. 

The story became known in that part of the country, and three years 
after an unknown man came to Wipner to hear the particulars of it. Af
ter learning all about it he said : " The Lizzie. who appeared to you is 
her likeness as arisen in your heart, that stepped out before you as a 
visible image of 1.our love. Remain true to it, for it is a witness of your 
inner life ; obey 1t as hitherto, and it will be to you and your wife a pro
tection against misfortune, and prepare for you the eternal bliss in the 
life beyond. "• 

(To be continued.) 
•If our thoughts were not realities bow conld the " likeness " of his love 88 it aroae in his heart 

"step before him 88 a visible image?" This is an illWitration of a fact in nature that we may im
au-inc tl thing and love it, and, .w love is life in motion, thus, by loving it, give it life, so tbat 
it may become a real e:r:istence. And when, as in this case, tho image is a pnre, devotional ideal of 
Fness, tlten Divine goodn888 flows in and becomes an augtl of service in good deeds. Every 
unage is a form of nse, therefore it has a function that is used by the life foroes, the same as a 
child conceived and bom is endowed with life, form etc., and nature - it in accord with the 
qnality of its fonn. 

In this oaae he bad developed the womanly interic.r of his own real nature and it became a truP 
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THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 
BY WILLIAM COX. 

Twelvth Paper. 
Quadnsple departments in Nature and .Mind. 

Nature, Science, and Mind, are cast in fourfold divisions, divided into 
quadruple departments. The exact sciences are fourfold in character. 
Mathematics, the most exact and immutable of all sciences, is a fourfold or 
quadruple science. Notwithstanding its fractional ramifications, it rests 
upon four corner-stones, addition, subtraction. multiplication, and division. 
Properly comprehended and applied, these four departments enable the 
mind to accurately solve all mathematical problems, for they enter into all 
mathematical processes, even the highest. The primal germ-mind is 
developed and governed mathematically and in a fourfold manner. In 
order to obtain full development or complete fruition it must be able in all 
departments of thought ~ add, subtract, multiply, and divide, or the result 
of mental computation will be either partial or inaccurate. The same law 
is requisite in the world of physiC"' not mental. A seed planted in earth 
is acted upon in a fourfold manner ; the influences of earth, air, heat, and 
moisture are requisite to develop the chit into the majestic tree of the 
forest ; only under the combined action of these four influences can there 
be steady and complete growth. If air be absent growth ceases ; if heat 
be lacking, or moisture, or earth, there can be no perfect growth. Growth, 
whether it be mental or physical. is fourfold, and falls into quadruple de
partments; should either earth, air, heat, or moisture, be insufficient in 
quantity or fall before the requisite full degree, the tree will present a 
dwarfed or distorted condition. This rule applies to mind. Influence must 
act fully and steadily upon the primal germ, or tht>re can be no complete 
mental function: if an influence be of insufficient quanity or degree, or 
if it ceases to act, just so far the result will be dwarfed or distorted. 

Zoology, or animal life unitized, knowledge demonstrates, it is fourfold 
or quadruple ; it is composed of four divisions, which are the corner 
stones ; first, the Vertebrates, which include all animals possessed of a 
backbone or spinal axis ; second, the Articulates, which include all animals 
possessing joints and rings ; third the Mollusks, or animals which possess 
a shell conformation ; and fourth the Radiates, or animals which radiate in 
lines from a common centre, as instanced in the star-fish. In mathematics, 
a process of computation in addition cannot be solved by subtraction, nor 
will multiplication suffice when division is requisite; so in the science of 
Zoology, there can be no blending of one department with ~other, to pro
duce a result. It is impossible to produce offspring by the blending of an 
Articulate with a Vertebrate, oro{ a Mollusk with a Radiate ; these depart. 
menta are each absolute and independent from the other, yet each depart. 
mentis further subdivided into classes, orders, families, and species, until 
the individual animal unit becomes again the germ, from which species, 
families, orders, classes, and departments, again unite into the ONE. 

THE UNIVERSE, being the ONE comprising the quadruple ALL, is 
divided into four departments, upon whose superstructure the whole of 
guide to him. It was the development of the Divine Sophia that really baa its seat in every pUN 
man's nature; it is that which makes woman beautiful and lovely to him. But when that ideal is not 
perliODified in the wife he baa choeen, then his love dies ; his heart closes np, and with it hil 
epirit guidance, ud all the light beoomee dark ud cold, and he plllllgee mto material thinge to 
&d eolllce. B. E. B. 
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matter and mind, in all its varying architectural display, is constructed: 
These four departments, or corner-stones, are TIME, SPACE, MATI'ER, and IN
TELLECT. One of the divisions is seen by, and through, the physical sight, 
namely Matter ; Time and Space are comprehended, or seen, only by the eye 
of Intellect; Matter is embodied in space; Matter and Space are embodied 
in Time; Matter, Space, and Time are embodied in Intellect, which infold~, 
and whose drapery wraps, the universal ONE. INTELLECT is quadruple 
in character; it is divided into four grand departments, the CIVIL, the 
POLITICAL, the MORAL, and the REFLECTIVE, or DIVINE. 

The Civil mind is the lowest or simplest order of mind; civility is the 
easiest and simplest of all manifestations; to be civil and sincere is of all 
things the easiest. The civil mind ma.y be likened to an unstrung bow ; 
erect, full in the centre, and tapering toward both ends. When an indi
vidual, a community, a sta~, or a nation, like the bow unstrung stands 
erect, presents a full strong centre, and tapers to its extremities, it affords 
a type of civility ; it is sincere, polite, and at peace. The Political mind 
is the cord, or string, used to bend the bow. It holds a higher place than 
the civil mind, that is, it is more powerful and complicated, because the 
civil mind is manipulated and bent from the perpendicular by the cord, 
policy. When the political string is strung to the civil bow, and the bow 
is bent from the line of its uprightness, it is no longer civil, but subtle, 
crafty, cunning, and becomes a weapon of warfare and crooked dealing. 
The inward working of the mind is indicated by its outward action. A 
person who in conversation stands erect like the bow unstrung, who is calm 
and straightforward in manner, and who steadily and composedly looks 
into the eye of another, is a civil individual, sincere. When another is 
approached by a person in the form of a bow bent or strung, and with a 
forward leaning, and eyes askance, whispering something, this is a manifes
tation of policy; the mind of such an one is political, and its inward work
ings are prompted by cunning, craft. 

The next and higher order of mind is in the department of Morality. 
Morality, or a moral act, is the offspring of REASON and HOPE. The 
moral mind is speculative, lively, curious, and given to exploration. In its 
own well-meaning and sentimemtal way it is constantly on voyages of 
discovery, it is a gatherer, anxiously seeking that which however it fails to 
find. The moral mind loves the true, the good, and the beautiful ; it col
lects maxims and precepts, :proverbs and trusims, with which to embroider 
the fabric of its thoughts ; 1t wanders into the gardens of loveliness where 
grow the blossoms of goodness, kindness and gentleness, and plucks them 
for a garland with which to adorn itself. It lies prone upon the grass
growing green, in the sunny valleys of poetry and song, and listens to the 
crooning voices that, soft as an angel's whisper, come with tender soothing 
to the ear of the soul. From the shore of Time's sea, it gathers pearls 
and shells, to place upon the shelves of its own museum. It searches scrip
ture, and is rejoiced over every true and loving sentiment. " Blessed are 
the peacemakers, for they shall be called the· children of God," and "Do 
unto others as ye would have them do unto you," are sweeter to the moral 
mind than the fragrant air of the morning. The feet of morality walk in 
that path over whose gateway are inscribed the words" Behold the lamb 
which taketh away the sins of the world." When Morality reads that 
Abraham commanded his wife to declare herself his sister ; when reading 
of wine hibbing, drunkenness, and debauchery ; of the woman of Endor, 
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bringing forth the disembodied spirit of Samuel to the eyes of Saul ; of 
David's carnal love for the wife of his captain: it sorrows and weeps, 
and its soul is filled with travailing and woe. Only those things which 
are seeming right, pure, and holy, attract the moral mind; it rejects all 
that is uncanny, unkind, and cruel, and false; it fain would have all the 
world paved with virtue's gold, and, rising from earth to sky, a palace 
built of the jasper and pearl of righteousness, with morality the only 
dweller therem. 

The highest order or department of mind in this quadruple system is 
the Reflective; it sees only that which is clearly and cleanly photographed 
through the crystall~nses of the senses, -the senses when active, healthy. 
and true. The reflective mind is the mirror of the soul; the reflective mind 
is clear, it rejects whatever tends to impair its fair open sight; its eyes are 
always open and uncovered, at the risk of quaintness, if not homeliness, of 
speech. It cannot be deceived by the fleece of a sheep ,whether it come in the 
form of wool, or yarn, or worsted, or flannel ; the Reflective mind never 
clecei ves, nor can it be mistaken, by any device or trick of friend or foe. Two 
friends in a tent, on the edge of a battle field, determined to go to t.he camp 
of the enemy and spy out what was going on ; before starting one took a cap 
lined with soft wool, and placed it upon the head of his friend; he was 
careful not to tie the strings too tight under his chin, lest he might choM, 
and not to draw the cap on too far, lest his vision should be impaired; or in 
other words, he avoided pulling the wool over his friend's eyes. The 
Political mind sometimes succeeds in gaining the attention of the Reflec
tive mind, and begins to spin wool and weave the yarn with which to line 
the cap for the head of Reflection ; it may be well woven, ornamental, and 
nicely fitting, but Reflection never permits Policy to draw the strings too 
tight under the chin, or pull the cap on too far, for the majesty, strength, 
and value of Reflection is in its clear unimpaired vision. Sometimes the 
yarn spun by Policy is tainted with an odor offensive to Reflection's sense 
of smell, and at once it is aware that that yarn comes remotely from 
some old pelt long since cast away and valueless.' 

It is easy to determine in what division a mind should be classed ; for 
the outward action will be in keeping with the spirit of the department, 
the outward action always indicates the inward mental working. All minds 
exhibit whatever may be treasured in their mental coffers ; the mind is 
like a miser's chest, in it are garnered the ripened fruits of thought and 
the lid is often involuntarily raised, so that a peep may be had at the con
tents. Two persons engaged in friendly chat; a stranger approaches, erect, 
cordial in manner ; he utters, by way of introduction, a short dry cough 
"a'hem I I beg pardon, my train has gone, I have a few hours leisure; 
will you kindly inform me where I can find a reading room in which to 
while away the time?" In this action the stranger opened his coffer, lifted 
the lid of his chest, and the person!t addressed chanced a peep at its con
tents ; the stranger is kindly, genial, polite, and sincere: this mind is of 
the civil department. Another approaches; he advances with a forward 
stooping inclination of the body; he does not step squarely and firmly, but 
softly as if the floor were paved with eggs, and he was fearful of break
ing through ; he slings up to the chatting friends and after silly looking to 
the right and left, takes one by the lappet of his coat and utters a smoth
ered cough, "a'hem l say, my train has left me, I've got three or four hours 
to put in somehow; how is it? are you posted? where can I find a game? 
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you understand, I'd like to handle the cards a little while with the boys." 
He too has raised the lid of his coffer, opened his chest, and exposed its 
contents; this mind is crafty, sly, and full of policy; the department of 
such a mind is political; with such a mind honesty is not the best policy. 
but policy is the best honesty ; there is nothing straightforward or open in 
such a mind ; no morality. It is to be regretted, but there is no morality 
in politics ; when morality enters the domain of politics, politics then be
comes the stepping stone to the threshold of statesmanship. In a popular 
election morality's vote is cast for the candidate who is considered the most 
moral ; of two evils it chooses the least ; and the least, as the world of 
policy goes, is always defeated, the moral mind '<l&llnot play the part of 
the ;• scurvy politician and seem to see the things that are not." 

Each department of mind, whether civil, political, moral, or reflective, 
has its own distinct character, and is distinctly and differently manifested. 
Reflection prefers privacy, it makes no dazzling show, is character
ized by no deceitfulness, but in a broad comprehensive way ranges all 
fields of thought, and includes within its compass whatever may be ci~ 
political, or moral, and directs and applies all by the shining light of 
Reason; when Reflection opens his coffer he discloses the rarest jewels and 
the richest gems culled from realms of thought. It matters not what the 
tongue or nationality, whether Chinese, Persian, Turk, Israelite, or Chris
tian ; these manifestations are ever the same, for the outward action never 
fails to accurately indicate the inward mental working. The superiority 
of the Reflective mind over the moral may be questioned, but a little 
thought will show there is no reflection in morality. The moral mind fails 
to see the value and need of the uncanny, coarse. and seemingly objection
able things in mind and nature; everywhere it gladly accepts the pearl from 
the heart of the oyster, but rejects the rough jagged shell in which the 
oyster lives and without which there could be no pearl. Reflection mir
rors forth to Reason's Eye only that which is plain, clear, and valuable, 
the Reflective is a matter-of-fact mind, and not one of fancy; thoughts 
clad in fantastic garments, having the appearance of wondrous beauty or 
power are not accepted, its eyes are not blinded with things that come in 
questionable shape ; it deals only with what may be clearly received and as 
clearly transmitted to another; no fantastic, tantalizing, deceiving, value
less, non-transmissible, material is ever accepted by Reflection. In books 
of ancient lore we read of a terrible beast, having the bead of a lion, the 
body of a goat, the hind parts of a dragon, and the tail of a serpent, 
while from its nostrils came breathings of fire and smoke ; this was the 
" Chimera." The Chimera i~ the offspring of Imagery and Vapor; or, as 
the story goes, Ixion, or Figure, overtaking Juno, began making improper 
advances ; whom she repulsed and eluded in the clouds which, receiving 
his seed, became impregnated bringing forth Chimera. 

Among minds of ancient days the problem whether Virtue was capable 
of being taught, or individually possessed as a divine allotment, required 
solution. Some held that virtue was a faculty tending to provide us with 
the good things and preserve them: others that it was compounded, and 
its constituent parts were justice, courage, temperance, magnificenee, 
magnanimity, liberality, placability. prudence, wisdom, and that these 
were the virtues the highest and most beneficial ; and again that virtues 
were diffocent in different persons, and some virtues were temporal, or 
earthly, and some spiritual, or heavenly. Other opinions held that in Jus-
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tice all virtues were embodied. .JUSTICE is a principle and not a 'Virtue ; 
the function of JUSTICE, presiding as chief over its domain in the empire 
of Mind, is to award weight, measure. and value. VIRTUE is a PRINCIPLE 
and a great king in his kingdom. V IBTUE is the essence of moral excel
lence, (what the fragrance is to the flower that virtue is to goodness). VIR
TUE, in its unification, is quadruple in division, and its departments are 
Temperance, Prudence, Fortitude, and Benevolence, whose domain is mid
way between excess and defect; these departments continue, by the inflow 
of spirit, from good acts from orders, classes, families, and individuals ; 
and the full divisions, blending into the ONE, complete and perfect VIRTUE, 
the One being part of the grand quadruple departments of NATURE, 
SCIENCE, and MIND, which in unity is the ONE. 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACIDNG THE IDGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

IN our past instructions we have been giving directions to aid in be
coming conscious of Spirit, presenting methods to introduce you to another 
world, all unknown to the average mortal. As we approach these unknown 
shores we realize the necessity of having a knowledge of that world and 
of whom and what we may expect to meet there ; otherwise many dangel'!J 
await us. This was the recognized object of the Christian religion. 
Paul, in his letter to the Hebrews, xii. 22, said : " But ye are come unto 
Mount Sion, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, 
and to an innumerable company of angels, to the general assembly and 
church of the first-born, which are enrolled in heaven, and to God the 
Judge of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect." This is also 
true of you, if you are fixed in your purpose and aims in life, devout in 
your soul and, in short, if you are carefully following the teachings set 
forth in the previous numbers of THE EsoTERIC. · 

We must remember that whatever our sympathies are, that sphere of 
consciousness will be the one that will open before us first; notwithstand
ing we need not expect to come to this without many temptations and tri
als; and it was for that reason Paul in another place said: "Now concern
ing Spiritual ~fts, brethren, I would not have you ignorant; " (1st 
COrinthians, xh. 1.), because ignorance on this very important subject 
exposes us to very many serious dangers in ways least expected. 

It is sad to have to say that the Christian teachers of our day WOULD 
"have you ignorant of these things," and do contradict the wiser teachings 
of their own guide, the Bible, where it says to you : " Prove ALL things 
and hold fast that which is good." They say: "No, keep away from, and 
do not examine Spiritual gifts, you will be led away etc.," and use their 
undue influence to " have you ignorant " concerning these matters. But 
let us be as "wise as serpents and as harmless as doves." Do not fear 
knowledge, for it is God-like, it is the only distinguishing quality between 
ns and the animal world. There is no danger with knowledge ; the danger 
is in being ignorant. It is an old adage that "fools rush in where angels 
fear to tread," therein is all the danger of this, as well as the Spirit world. 

Yow let us examine what there is for us to meet as we cross the divid
ing line between this world, or condition, and the Spiritual. The first 
step brings us face to face with the facts that this physical body that we 
have been in the habit of not only thinkitJg was onr O\Vn but was the real 
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self, is really a house,- if you please. -in which we live; and that we 
occupy one or two rooms only of its many departments, and that there are 
many other tenants in this bouse. And really these tenants are not.satis
fied with the mere occupancy of the house, but demand that we should 
serve them; and we have actually been doing so all our life under the de
lusion that we were serving our own will. Many, on arriving at this stage 
of consciousness, perceive these occupants, some as persons, aad others as 
reptiles and hideous creatures; and in Swedenborg's writings, and some 
others', they are so described. 

This sounds mysterious, and it is hard to realize that this body is really 
occupied by others as well as ourselves ; but you will see here the need of 
reverting to our former description of what the soul is, and the often re
ferred to fact that thoughts are things, living entities, as much as our chil
dren, and that they are born into existence by the same forces and elements ; 
and realize also the need and use of " Solar Biology " which reveals to us 
the kind of thought that arises in each function of the body. Our friends 
will observe we are herein presentin~ the keys to a new realm wherein we 
can profitably spend a long lifetime tn study and find each step demonstra
tive of truths so high and so intensely practical that it will fully satisfy all 
our desires. 

Now, after this retrospective view of the teachings preceeding this, let 
us return to the fact that every thought first takes the image-form of the 
thinker, or the attitude he or she was in when the thought was produced ; 
thus every act of our life lives in and about us, possesses a semi.con
sciousness and disposition to constantly reproduce its kind and to strengthen 
and substantialize itself from the life-essences of the body. These, ooing 
our children, adhere closely to us under all conditions, even following us 
after the death of the body, and will return with us into another body in 
re-incarnation, and they therein form a part of ourselves. This is called in 
oriental theosophy one's karma. 

As soon as we begin to make the efforts to develop a Spiritual conscious
ness, and have determined to overcome those influences and to live a higher 
and purer life, they are all stirred up to combat ; they struggle for contin
ued possession of the body ; for that is their means of continued existence. 
Jesus said: "Resist the devil and he will flee from you." True it is, but 
he will not flee from you without a struggle, and these iufluences are al
lied to the body of the animal world in geJ;teral, also to the vegetable and 
and mineral, and through being vitalized by the animal propensities of 
men and women, they obtain great power. They are called by the Orien
tals 44 elementals," and consequently have animal power that cannot be 
overcome by your physical power. Therefore, the ~t teacher Jesus said: 
" Overcome evil with good." Good is God, "God IS love," love is life, the 
consciousness of it is its activitv. There is no life without love ; therefore 
the only way to destroy those influences is to withdraw all your love from 
them, for they are of the physical senses, and to withdraw all love from 
them is to be utterly CARELESS, i.e. without care whether there is pain or 
pleasure. In that way you withdraw from them the perpetuating life, and 
they must either disintegrate, or leave you and take up their abode in those 
who love them or are in full sympathy with the principle of which they 
are composed. 

These are 'the first we meet and have to overcome, by a constant hatred 
of all that belongs to the conditions that gave them birth ; but this work 
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does not have to be done alone; for we are often assisted by lofty souls, 
•• the spirits of just men made perfect." And that assistance is usually 
rendered without our knowing it ; when we do all we can they often help, 
but we find in that struggle that we fail many times, and almost come to 
think there is no help. If this were not so we would relax in our efforts 
and leave them to do all the work, and thereby we would never develop 
within ourselves the God-like power that belongs to us. The angel said 
to Daniel: " The saints of the Most High shall take the kingdom and do
minion under the whole heaven." Yes, you must do it of yourself, but you 
will be instructed by illumination of th~ intellect if you are faithful in all 
that is necessary for you to know. 

Again, these thought-forms that we have to destroy are "legions " ; for 
the majority of humanity are giving their life to their creation and sup
port. Therefore, when you overcome them wholly you have, as Jesus said 
of himself, "overcome the world ; " and when the " clairvoyant " vision 
is opened you may see these forms as persons. 

Then there are other entities who have lived in the body as men and 
women and were earth lovers and have lost their earthly body; they are 
also many in number, and as diverse in their nature as those who live in 
the body ; they often get access to the persons of children and live in them 
through life ; indeed, there are few persons who have not several of these 
occupying their body jointly with themselves; they subsist from the food
supply, and delight in the waste of the generative fluids and in sensuality in 
general; they are often obedient to the p~ionaldesires of men and women, 
and when these desires are aroused in a person for one of the other sex, 
they often visit their beds and cause sensual dreams, as also do the former 
class referred to. 

They love to get control of the mind and body of persons, which is the 
case with many spiritual mediums. We have seen persons psychologized, 
and as soon as the operator overcomes the controUing will of the subject, 
those elementaries would take control! and as this country was formerly 
inhabited by Indians, their souls are very frequently found living in the 
bodies of our present inhabitants, taking control of the psychologized sub
jects. and acting through them. This is why so many spiritual mediums 
are controlled by the red race. It is necessary for persons to cleanse 
themselves from all the spirits, before great attainments can be made. 
They are the kind that Jesus said "goeth not out but by prayer and fast
ing;" for being immature, or "animal" souls, they require to have the 
essences of natural food, in order to perpetuate their existence ; therefore, 
bv a long fast they leave the body, and for this Jesus and all the masters 
of all ages have fasted "forty days and nights." 

The above described forces, or creatures, form a sphere of the first stra-
tum of the subjective consciousness (see page 256, volume I. of THE Eso-
TERIC.) , 

To free ourselves from the influence of these forces is the great struggle 
that we have referred to in former articles, and it is often mentioned in the 
teachings of all mystics. As to the latter class that does not go out but 
through prayer and fasting, we have nothing that can be done but to sup
press their influence on our mind and sympathies ; let no one undertake 
the mammoth task of starving them out, until from an interior conscious
ness they are convinced that this is the only thing for them and that they 
must do it. 
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But those elementals that we have created in us can all be eradicated by 
a positive decision of purpose to be perfect and to dedicate all our life to 
God and Humanity ; then apply the methods given in these and our 
former instructions. Those who have been sitting as directed, focalizing 
their mind on the will of God, with a desire to inspire that will to become 
the controlling influence of all their nature, should now advance another 
step and unite with that Spirit (God) to cleanse, and take absolute con
trol of, every part of this bouse of ours, the body. 

Remember how much there has been said in all our writings about God 
creating the world by " Imagination;" a thought-form is an image, and a 
word spoken is an imagination created in the mind and put into words ; 
then, if " God created the world by the word of his power," our likeness 
consists in our ability to do and be like him. Then to make an image in 
the mind and to vividly realize it, is to make it a verity. The inbreath
ing of the will of God is also the act of actually drawing in the spiritual 
substance of the 9.uality the mind apprehends at the time. Therefore, as 
you inspire this Divine substance- for it is the substance from which all 
things come- try and imagine, also to see a pure white light, for that it 
really is. Then having established this in your consciousness, observe that 
regular breathing produces a sensation in the. cardiac, or sensorium of 
the heart, commonly known as the pit of the stomach. Your whole mind 
being absorbed in what you are doing, wherever you centre vour mind 
there you are in your consciousness. As the breathing produces a sensa
tion, there will be no difficulty in placing the mind there, and then im
mediately descend from there to the navel, from the navel to the sex-func
tion, and from there to the thighs, and then to the knees, again to the calves 
of the legs, and finally to the feet. There stop and imagine you see this 
luminosity filling the interior of the feet, and with every breath draw 
in the light until you illumine every part and particle of the feet; and 
when you can imagine you can see the feet filled with this light, then 
begin to ascend into the ancles and keep that image of illumination, by 
respiration going on, until you get up to the body. Then go in 
this same imagination to the end of the spine and through all that part, and 
dwell a great deal, traversing all that vicinity of the body with this 
luminosity. There is a nerve plexus ia that part of the body that 
governs the generative act; this is where the darkest and most malignant 
influences reside, causing for instance the heinous practices of the Sodomites. 
With the earnest desire and effort to draw in that pure will-element of 
God's nature to sanctify and control that centre, then ascend into the 
reins and kidneys, go thoroughly into every part, leaving that below lumi
nous and bright ; whl'ln you come into the cardiac region, then relax your 
positive attitude and inspire divine love. Seeing that also luminous, keep 
in mind the fact that in the real world imagination is creation ; God 
created the world by that process; so you can create luminosity in each 
and every part by pure desires and a consecrated life. But do not dwell 
long in the heart I Ascend into the lungs, illumine and cleanse them. Then 
go in thought into the cervical plexus at the sternum, or breast, between the 
shoulders. Be careful to traverse every part; carrying with you the lamp 
of God's spirit, thus light up every part. Then rise gradually into the 
neck and base of the brain, all through the cerebellum, and from that into 
the cerebrum. Dwell long in the brain until it is realized as being bright 
with Spirit-light; then baverse the spinal cord from bottom upwards un-
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til you feel that there is no obstruction anywhere, that all is bright. 
Then search in the reins, or " small of the back " for the connection be
tween the spinal cord and the reproductive ~uids, and imagine yourself 
opening up all the pagsages or canals, so that the life fluids will work freely. 
Many now realize difficulty, such as pains in the back and about the kid
neys, which is caused by an over-amount of force in the conserved life 
there, and this method of breathing in regular order like the swinging of 
a pendulum will serve as a pumping process to remove all obstructions and 
create circulation in any part of the body that you coacentrate your mind 
upon. 

Remember you can traverse the different parts of the body only in the 
breath ; you unite your consciousness with the breath where you find its 
normal sensation, then travel with it down to the feet, then ascend from 
the feet as directed ; every time yon sit, try and go through every part. 
No unclean influences can remain when this process is kept up; there are 
those whose interior is actually luminous from this method. But do not 
think that this is a work of one month, no ! it is a process to be persisted 
in for years. The accomplishment of this is the restc?ration of the "Eden" 
state. We are told that " Adam heard the voice of God walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day ; " his body was the garden of God. and when 
he was in the purity of chastity, the body filled with creative life, the 
thought of God reverberated through him as a voice speaking within him; 
and so will it be with us if we traverse every part of this house with the 
"lighted candle " of Spirit. This was well known to all the ancient mas
ters and miStica. Many references are made to this in various places ; in 
the Bible, Job, xviii. 5. 6. "Yea, the light of the wicked shall be put out, 
and the spark of his fire shall not shine. The light shall be dark in his 
tabernacle (referring to the body in which he dwells) and his candle 
shall be put out within him." In xxi. 17. it says : " How oft is the candle 
of the wicked put out: " and, xxix, 2 to 4 : " Oh, that I were as in months 
past, as in the days when God preserved me; when his candle shined 
upon my head, and when by his light I walked through darkness ; and I 
was in the days of my youth, when the secret of God was upon my taber
nacle." David, in psalm xviii. 28. 29. "For thou wilt light my candle : 
Y ahveh, my God, will enlighten my darkness. For by thee I have run 
through a troop ; and by my God I have leaped over a wall." And the 
final ultimate of this \Vas shown to John, Revelations, xxii. 5: "And there 
shall be no night there; and they need no candle, neither light of the sun ; 
for the Lord God giveth them light: and they shall reign for ever and 
ever." Let no one be worried if, after they have succeeded in stopping all 
the waste of the sex-life, and have begun to practice this, they cease to 
sleep as before. Sleep is reparation of wasted tissae, and this process of 
life keeps in the body an abundance of life, so that the tissue does not waste 
as before. Remember, though we enter the realm of imagination, yet we 
have not left the realm of Law. It is well known that either waste of the · 
life through sensuality, or exhaust through over-work, cause the person to 
sleep very sound; and the opposite will remove the necessity of sleep, so 
that when man or woman has conquered death (or decay) in the body, 
sleep ceases. In place of sleeping as before, they pass from the external 
consciousness into an interior consciousness, fully as real as the outer one 
to them ; and in the final ultimate of this development it will be known as 
the real, and the one we now regard as real will be known as the dream 
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consciousness, in which state we are in the uses of creation, while in the 
other realm we are in the cause-world, associating with •• Spirits of just 
men made perfect," and with God the Judge of all; for, as the angel said 
to John, in Rev. xxii. 4: "And they shall see his face, and his NAME shall 
be in their forehead," the seat of intellect ; that is; if we continue thus re
generating ourselves and inspiring the will of God, -which is his name, -
such will "know God as their Father" and understand His nature, -the 
nature of Spirit ; and that life will so illumine all their nature that •• there 
will be no night there," "and they rest not day and night, saying, Holy, 
holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty which was, and is, and is to come." 
(Rev. iv. 8.) 

All there is to hinder His coming now, is in ourselves; the Spirit is al
ways ready ; then let us go to work d.ii.:gently, and prepare the temple, and 
invite in the heavenly guest! 

Peace be unto you. H. E . BuTLER. · 

THE illGHER LAWS OF HEALTH .AND LIFE. 

To live long and well has been the desire of all people in every age; 
but few have known the conditions, or comprehended the stupendous sac
rifices needed to secure these ends, and fewer still, have been willing to 
obey the requirements. 

The body is not the individual, but simply the machine of the ego. 
If this machine, from any cause whatsoever, is out of order, the real be
ing, which is conscious mind and spirit, must be deprived of the natural 
means of mani-festing its powers. Could we, to-day, fully realize that 
perfection cannot be born of imperfection; that foul thoughts, desires, 
and acts, inevitably result in deterioration and, finally, death, the world 
would soon be revolutionized. Lack of action, too, will in time result in 
paralysis of function. Let any person be confined in a sightless, sound
less prison for the brief space of one month, and vision and hearing would 
be seriously impaired. Apply the same law to any organ or faculty, and 
we obtain ,like results. A child brought up in indolence will be a weak
ling, in body and mind ! Such a child is defrauded of his true heritage, 
far more than if a thief had stolen his gold and lands. 

The misuse of our faculties,- or such action as is prompted by our lower, 
or animal nature-manifest in fear,.mortification, anger, jealousy, envy, 
hate, covetousness, and other passions,- will produce as much discord in 
the body as in the mind ; in the former, the effects are slow, but more 
lasting. Fear holds us in its trammels, and a telegram often causes the 
chet:>k to blanch. We all know that anger causes innumerable deaths, 
besides filling our prisons to repletion. The miser is never healthy, 
happy, or moral; never wins respect of any. 

We may go on through the list of these lower propensities and find 
them working destruction- sometimes slowly, sometimes swiftly, but 
always surely, if we allow them to control us. 

Every thought of love, good-will, and the higher mental activities in 
general, brings health and vigor to body and mind ; because these thoughts 
are of the spirit ; and whatever is of the spirit, or higher part of our na
ture has a vital power over the lower. Whoever can intelligently apply 
this law, can cure diseases. 
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Lack of thought.eulture, and the failure to potentia.lize our thought 
into action, is as truly disease-producing, as is fear. 

"Whatever the mind dwells upon that is untrue, or contrary to nature, 
not only distorts the individual, 'but gives us false philosophies, and false 
premises in science and religion. Darwin and Huxley shamed the ape by 
their mind protoplasms. Emerson gazed upward toward the Over-soul and 
taught us our possibilities ; and that the unknown and inexpressible was 
within us; just as joy, hope, fear, and also ignorance, were within us be
fore we knew such things existed ; taught UR that the sea of ignorance was 
vastly broader than the 1ittle rills of knowledge within our present compre
hension ; and that if we will obey the simple laws of nature, we can 
bridge over this vast sea of ignorance, thus making knowledge, both ma
terial and spiritual, the connecting link in the grand hea.Tenly chain which 
transmutes the lower nature of man up into the divine. 

Ignorance begins death by cramming a child with book-knowledge and 
dead men's ideas: just as though each child was not a new edition or a 
fresh page of divine law. 

Shall we let the child educa e itself, you ask? No. but I would have 
he child taught to use its own faculties (not one, but all), and thus pave 
ilie way for a higher education than our schools now give. 

What do we see as we enter almost any asylum for children ? A 
pinched and prematurely aged look on the little faces. Though the sur
roundings are luxurious, they bring no look of sweet childhood, no in
fantile grace. Why? Because there is no natural life there, no childish 
abandon, no hilarity. They are surrounded by age. Age plans and con
trols their very amusements. Age knows. and too often makes use of the 
knowledge, that childhood and youth act as magnetic invigorators of 
life upon feeble age... These little ones drink in the conceited ignorance 
of imbecile age. The great mortality among them is not to be wondered 
at. Our children are taught that man is on the decline at fifty, if not be
fore, and man at thirty feels that he must hurry, or riches will elude hie 
grasp, and old age find him in the poor-house : he must get up steam and 
make his mark on the pillars of fame, or dotage will prevent. 

So the midnight oil is burned in planntlg for, and counting gold; in 
writing fine essays ; in painting undying pictures, when he should con
serve his powers: all because we have been told that age is ossified and 
fossilized. Such a one is on the sure road to premature old age, and has 
answered the question of why intelligence is not as clear and ineisive at 
ninety, as at fifty. 

We need to cut loose from past superstitions, and in simplic}ty of spirit 
and true humility seek for the simple truth. How many of us know the 
causes of the simplest and most common effects in nature? Verily, we 
have eyes but see not; understanding but use it not. Imitation is as bad 
as limitation, and sometimes worse. Its wrong use is as apparent when 
we accept a code of rules and doctrines which have been provided for-us, 
thus cramping our reason a.m:l judgment until we accept our physical and 
mental diet as prepared for us by past superstition and ignorance. 

Eating of this, we become so narrow that we can scarcely comprehend 
the idea. of UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, much less practice it. 

We hug the chains of ignoraooe so closely that we think we can't help 
our thoughts, can't help our desires for forbidden pleasures, can't help 
fear, anger, jealousy, &c. 
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The gospel of good health is a. blank to such ; but to you who desire to 
live and inherit the Earth, aye, and Heaven too-I say unto you, put far 
from you all things that do not pertain to Infinite Goodness I Put the 
past from you, and begin anew I Build from the highest aspirations of a 
pure life, putting all thought of antagonism away from you. 

" The Chinese make the foot fit the shoe ; Christians make the mind 
fit the ideas; and the cramping process has been worse for our minds, 
than for the Chinese feet." The proof of this is apparent in our politics, 
philosophy, science and religion. 

Socrates said there could be no health or happiness until we took the 
right views of things, and he must have had in his mind a well for
mulated plan by which the right views could be obtained. 

The builder of a ship, house, or bridge, studies nature's laws, a.nd 
builds as nearly in accord with them as possible. Were this not so the 
structures would fall, and life and property be destroyed. The wise hus
bandman looks to the condition of the soil, as well as the seed ; and the 
stock-raiser studies well the laws relating thereto. 

How is it with the child- God's image- when it comes into the 
world ? Is it in accordance with the chemistry of our being, that the air 
of the nursery should be loaded with whiskey, paregoric, catnip, and mor
phine? Is it God's law that bands should impede the circulation, and 
hinder the inflation of the lungs? Is it the law of the eternal that the 
first kiss imprinted upon the susceptible infant by the proud father 
should be the prophecy of its own vice ? (the kiss contaminated with 
tobacoo or whiskey). Is it the law of the infinite that the natural source 
of the new-born child's sustenance should be infected by either foul 
food, poison or passion? 

Is it any wonder that half the children die within a few years after 
birth? You ask where did all this misery begin. 

It began in impure and selfish thought ; in the gratification of sense ; in 
unholy desire ; it was the animal nature asserting itself. There ia no 
real permanent remedy save in pure sweet thoughts: not only this hour, 
and when you praise God with your lips, but in secret, and every moment 
of your lives: then, slowly, the great stream of humanity will be purified. 

An impure act can not come from a pure thought. If we can not think 
pure thoughts, the divine author of them can not work with us. If we 
are unwilling to obey the law, we must continue to suffer, until we are 
not only willing, but lO'Ve to obey it. 

Christians profane themselves with poisons which they eat, drink, chew, 
or smoke, until their bodies are temples unfit for the in-dwelling of the 
Holy Spirit. 

Women are not blameless here. As long as woman is blind to the fact 
that one whom she loves is polluting his blood by poison, she is aiding 
not only his probable early death, but also in peopling the world 
with a race of feeble minds. 

Not only should women set their hearts against intem~rance in all its 
forms, including that of eating, but they should push the .Board of Health 
on to do its duty, if not allowed to act in that capacity herself. 

We are apt to think that morality is not quite as psychological as 
mentality, but it is, far more so. 

Pure, noble, and unselfish thoughts increase our tone and our magnet
ic influence over others, far more lastingly than any act or eloquence. 
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We are born selfish, and must learn unselfishness, just as we learn to 
read and write. 

Those who imagine a kind and unselfisih life can be easily lived, or 
think it a sign of weakness, have only to live it themselves, to know their 
mistake. 

Those who think in 'ruts, revolving the same thoughts, day after day, 
and associating only with inferior and narrow minds, can not be health
ful A stereotyped set of puerile thoughts are as noxious to health as is 
~e deadly nightshade. 

Daily new thought is as necessary to health as is a bath and clean linen; 
but we can not have fresh, new thought, until we have re-ascended the 
mount of iDspiration and truth, and songht the true, pure birthright which 
pure parents, healthy bodies, sound minds and loving hearts alone can 
give. 

Sickness is to good health, what blasphemy is to things sacred. The 
criminal is only an intensifi.ed form or result of our own thoughts, and he 
illustrates, iu one way, the law of thought-transference. The moment we 
realize the relation between an unsound body and impure desires, crime, 
of all forms, will grow less. Then the laws of purity will be closely stud
ied, and boys and girls will learn that every secret sin is written indelibly 
upon their interior and exterior, and all people whose respect they de
sire, can read the record, as clearly as a printed page. 

To live long and well, we must e~e onr views of morality, for it is 
as intimately connected with good he&ith, as is intellect, cleanliness, or 
proper food. 

The ancient Psalmist places material prosperity and long life as the nat
ural sequence of moral obedience, and says-" Restrain your tongue from 
Fe•" "Turn away from evil," "Seek peace, and pursue it." The tongue 
18 perhaps the most potent evil-machine in the world, and is a spiritual 
barometer, as well as gastric indicator; because the fountain of its motive
power must be in the soul. 

Could we clearly see all that disease means, especially in its relations 
to crime and vice, we should indeed wish to cry unto the mountains to 
hide us; for, though brave on the field of carnage, we are cowards in the 
inner sanctuaries of our being._ Bodily vigor and mental acumen can not, 
alone, make a perfect man. Wisdom amd love must direct all our forces, 
ere we can know much of our possibilities. Union with the Divine gives 
the key-note to them, and shows us the way to that perfect health which 
is divine health; every faculty working in perfect accord with every 
other faculty ; also with ~ery other person who has this divine health, in 
this, or any other world ; and we can not help drawing power, light, and 
love from every pure stream, if we have this health. 

Desire is the beginning of all action; the greater its intensity, the 
greater will be the results. No desire or act, born of love, can How out
ward without x-eturning heavily laden to us, stren~elling the links between 
the visible and the invisible world. 

Just in proportion as we embrace truth, do we become moral, brave, mag
magnanimous, and divine, in understanding and action; begetting health of 
body and soul, or a harmonious union of the two with the innermost - the 
Spirit. 

The nobles of France laughed loud and long, when told of the rights of 
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the common tax-payers ; yet, after a while, the idea found a lodgment in 
their minds. 

Those who ar(' now learned in physical science alone, smile in derision, 
at the bare mention of a spiritual factor of power, either for good or ill; 

. but with the true student, long before exhausting physical, or exact 
science, its poverty will proclaim itself, and the might of the spirit be as
serted. 

Faith is the out-reaching faculty of the mind which grasps what science 
has not found; but by and by, that which faith has reached out after, be
comes scientific knowledge, then the same faculty sees something beyond. 
Thus it travels on and on, up the steeps, making the knowledge more 
abundant, and it will continue to do so, until the coming child shall be 
more illuminated than the man of to-day, and that beautiful child will 
know that spirit can so dominate matter, and vitality be so conserved 
that the forces of integration will outbalance those of disintegration. 
God is not a miser, and we can not exhaust his boundless reservoir of 
conserved energies. Intuition, the sense which is now dawning upon us, 
has been deicribed as the soul of the senses, and allies us with the Highest. 
It commands us to obey law, and walk in the narrow way that leads to 
perfect health and long life ; but, misusing our freedom, we keep seeking 
some other way. We can not fully realize that all of man is not what 
we see ; that by far the greater part of him is unseen and unheard. We 
must bring this larger part of man into the range of our senses, for this 
part embraces all possibilities, and must ever live and mount higher 
and higher until thought has not only belted the world with thought, but 
linked other worlds with ours, and mingled their knowledge with our 
own. Could we realize that, hard though it be, it is infinitely easier 
to obey than to disobey, then we would combine the sweetness of child
hood with the energy of middle life, and find that at fifty we are just 
beginning our real life work, because faith and force must walk together. 

We who are weak, must first cleanse ourselves from selfishness, pride, 
arrogance and conceit, and talk with God as if we expected an answer, 
and we shall not fail to get it. 

Have a definite purpose in life and hourly walk toward it. 
Psychologize yourself by aspiration, which is prayer ; walk erect, think 

noble thoughts, and drink in the soul of art, music, joy, and love. Love 
the law of life, wherever it leads, and submit to the inevitable gracefully. 

We must learn not to be led by our desires but compel them to obey 
us ; be masters of ourselves rather than slaves to our lusts. 

An hour spent each day in meditating on the anity of body, mind, and 
spirit, and our relations with our fellow-creatures and the universe around 
us, would give us ever increasing strength, and put us in condition to re
ceive from all, above and beyond us. 

Love is the greatest teacher and law-giver ; that love which reaches out 
and desires knowledge and po'ftr, not for self, but .for the good we can 
do to othera by its use. To such souls all things in the universe respond. 

Come up out of the dead let1Jer of the law, and grasp the spirit of it, 
and ye shall have eternal life, both here and hereafter, with health, and 
that peace which passes all understanding. 

Universal Love and Brotherhood is the key to this life. 
MRS. s. A. ENGLISH. 

Vineland, N. J. 
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THE MAGNITUDE AND PERSISTENCE OF PSYCHIC 
FORCES. 

As a child reaches the stage of observation and looks out upon the 
affairs of life, he finds almost everything he sees regulated by rules and es
tablished forms. He observes customs social, civil and religious, many of 
which are environed as it were with the pressure of several atmospheres, 
and so much so is this often the case, so strong is the phychic sphere with 
wnich they are prevaded and silently ruled, that the average mortal hardly 
thinks to question the possibility of there being any other or better way. 

It is a rash child, ~ a child of unnsnal endowment, who thinks, dares 
or even has the power to act outside of the prev8lent psychic currents and 
and crystallized ways. When the child has unfolded into a. reasonable 
comprehension and embodiment of that which is extant, he may add 
somewhat to the stock of concreted experience, may modify some preva
lent custom or method, or possibly inaugurate something relatively new 
and distinctive. This is not, however, so much on account of any large 
amount of individual force as that the series or human beings of the strati
fication he is a member of has been maturing the necessary conditions. 
He becomes the month-piece or index-finger, as it were; for the psychic force 
or mental power of a 11mgle individual weighs but little if thrown directly 
llg3inst the crystallized sphere of the GRAND MAN, or totalitv of humanity. 
He mnst find, and act with, some partially formed or forming current of 
human life. Therefore men of mark in any direction are representative 
men in a fuller sense than wonld be casually supposed. "There is a tide," 
says the poet, "which when t.aken at its flood carries men on to fame and 
fortune." It is the men who perceive this and who seize upon the oppor
tanity that make their mark and become representative men. Their powers 
wonld be of little avail without the opportunity. But there is a wisdom 
in the adjnstment of nature that does not cause fruit trees to blossom at 
a season of the year when there wonld be no possibility of 
their ultimating their fruit. Therefore the internal perception of power 
implies that the corresponding opportunities exist or are near at hand. It 
is true that there is a system of forcing that may produce blossoms or 
even fruit out of season, but this is dependent on exceptional conditions,
hot-house facilities. It is an old proverb "that one swallow does not make a 
spring" any more than that one sunny day makes a summer. It is when 
we see the swallows coming in flocks and swarms that we know the spring 
is at hand. We often see the premature buds of nature nipped by a frost, 
and this is also obser'IQI.ble of precocious mental powers and seemingly bright 
prospects. The possessors of such soon realize that they cannot successfully 
blossom out of season, that talents and powers have also to wait upon sea
sons and opportunities, or else be nippped by adverse currents, or at best 
enjoy but a hot-house existence. 

Thns the lesson is brought home to us that existence is a matter of de
pendence and relation to civic, social, and industrial surroundings, as well 
as psychic and astral currents, and even of the solar and universal order of 
things, beyond the ken of the five senses. We are parts, specific functions 
of humanity, and must unfold in our order and series. Then again the 
humanity of one cycle of the planet can only do its own work. It may 
not hopefully attempt that of another age. 

In the cycle of Buddha certain things were possible. In the cycle of 
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Christ still other, higher and more composite attributes and powers blos
somed and put forth fruit. The world is now in another grand sign, the 
cycle of what has been denominated 44the second coming;" but we cannot 
advance out of order, we must unfold and do the specific work of our age 
and cycle, the knowledge of which we are esoterically seeking to acquire. 

Now this is the problem before us at the present time, that all should 
interiorly watch and wait upon the Spirit of the New Age, that they may 
learn their specific work and find their place in the grand column which 
is preparing to march forward. 

• 
THE FALLEN PERL 

A Cameo from Fairy-land. 
BY WALTER KELLY. 

liELios . 

Upon one of the rivers of fairy-land there is a mighty city. Dark and 
impious are the hearts of its inhabitants. Its towers and steeples threaten the 
sky like the spears of a countless army. Its inky breath rolls upward 
greater than the clouds of heaven. It utters forth a mighty voice hoarser 
than the roar of ocean, and no man knows its meaning. And there we 
dwelt as neighbors, and yet were strangers : side by side we lived and knew 
each other not, I and the Peri. 

And in that murky city a spire-tined mount lifts its head above all 
others. And ever as the sun is near its setting, the labor-weary, sad-eyed 
gnomes gather upon that hill, and gazing westward see the Promised Land. 

Far roll those beauteous plains, bathed in the amber light, hill beyond 
hill, woodland after woodland, each a fainter stain. That green terraced 
Canaan melts into the sun-tents of the sky. And upon those far rolling 
plains I and the Peri wandered with a liberated band and there it 
was our eyes first met. 

A charmed aura hung around that Peri. Gazing upon her, I saw again 
the broken memory of long vanished lives, and felt the advancing shadow 
of lives as yet unlived. There passed before me visions of worlds long 
dead and worlds as yet unborn. And in thought I roamed a wanderer 
over the wide earth. I walked a stranger in the swarming crowds of genii
guarded cities. I saw wild sunsets redden upon pillared ruins, and gazed 
upon the silvery dawn breaking over virgin lands. I wandered lost in 
rainless desert where each sand grain was a human soul. I strayed 
bewildered in the gloom of mighty forests where each green leaf was 
one man's life. And I paced the shingly plains of endless ocean shores 
where the ever breaking waves of fate dash to and fro the stony hearts 
of men. 

But most of all I dreamed of the earliest morning of our life when we 
dwelt as sinless children in a stainless world. 

Dear Peri I Was the light of thy proud eye the far seen flashing of 
the cherub's sword guarding the golden fruit from the unhallowed hands of . 
man? Was the swing of thy skirts the rustle of the tree of life beneath 
whose boughs our infancy was cradled ? 

Oh dreamed-of realm where speech is not, but silence only! The van
ished land of Innocence, where all souls walk bare to God and to each 
other, and know no speech save the eternal language of the beaming eye. 
The dear lost Eden, which once was ours and shall be ours once more ; 
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was I then looking into thy unwithering bowers through the gateway of 
the fairy's eyes? 

But alas, dear Peri ! for thou wert fallen, thy crystal waters flowed upon 
a bed of mire. Among the reeds of that sweet river there lurked the 
satyr and the unclean thing. Alas, that thou hadst caught the music of the 
spheres, and wedded it with words obscene. 

Was it that thou, too, hadst prayed and wert not answered, hadst 
hungered and wert not fed, thirsted and none gave thee drink. Hadst 
journeyed to the garden of human kindness and the lion couched there, 
and it was waste and overgrown with weeds into the spring of heavenly 
compassion, and it was dry and swallowed in the sand. 

And in the bitterness of that long agony which none would ease thee of, 
thou saidest to thy heart "Lo, nothing comes of all my spirits toil. I hun
ger and no one gives me bread. My father has forgotten me, no eye beholds 
me. Now will I eat that unclean thing that I was bidden not to touch." 

Alas, dear Peri, thou wert not unseen ! For at that moment came a 
traveller from a far country, from thy father's land, to succor thee. And 
he put his face against the window of my breast and saw thee eat of that 
forbidden fruit. And he uttered a great and terrible cry, and weeping 
turned away. 

REFRACTED AND REFLECTED LIGHT. 
BY CLEMENTINE A. PERKINS. 

ON the material plane, the sun is the only self-luminous body in our 
solar system, and is the source of all light. Light is necessary for mate
rial life and growth. Where light meets with the least obstruction, there 
is found more natural beauty, cleanliness and purity; where light is ob
scured, is found disease and death. 

The light of the planets, which shine so brightly in the heavenly vault, 
and of the moon, which almost turns night into day, is but reflected sun
light. The reflected light contains all the elements of the sun's light, in 
a lesser degree, and is modified to a greater or less extent according to the ab
sorbtion of the light by the reflecting body. 

All the primary colors are found in the sunlight, as the rainbow, 
the tinted sunset sky, the colors in flowers, fruit, and autumn-leaves clear
ly show. In the order of Nature the life-principle in the germ, the fluids 
of the trees and plants, are drawn upward ; when meeting the gases of 
the atmosphere, they are transformed by light into grasses, ripening grains, 
blossoming flowers, and fruit-bearing trees. 

There can be no health or maturity of growth without sunlight. God 
is to the spiritual world what the sun is to the material world. The sun 
is the source of light and power. God is the source of life and know
ledge. The sun finds its source in God ; then light, life, power, and 
knowledge are children of our Father. The sun is a manifestation or re
flection of God ; and each ray that shoots forth into space is a messenger 
of light and life. As the light of the sun banishes darkness, sickness and 
death, so the luminary of the Sonl banishes error, ignorance and despair. 
As the light of the sun, with its attracting power, cleanses the land of its 
miasmatic and other undesirable properties, so the light of the Soul 
cleanses us of our impurities. We are spiritual planets upon which the 
light of God is shin~ng in all its prismatic colors. In proportion as we 
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absorb this Divine Light we enjoy health and happiness; and to the 
same extent we are drawn upward and inward. 

Spirit and mind are the highest manifestations of God. We are ma
terial temples of mind in which the ray messenger of God is made mani
fest. We are rays of greater or lesser power as we are direct or oblique : 
more powerful as we tend toward the perpendicular. If we allow our 
ray to become obscured by worldly shadows, our growth will to that extent 
be retarded. If we live in the shadows of sickness and pain, more and 
more real will they become ; but if we turn our face away from them, 
steadily toward the light, we will grow above the shade into the light. As 
we remain in the light, more beautiful will be the sea.qons of flowering and 
more abundant the fruitage. · 

We examine the planets with the spectroscope, and find in their reflec
ted rays all the prismatic colors, the same as in the sun. So should the 
eye of the Infinite be able to read in our rays the colors of our beauty, 
holiness and purity, a true reflection of our Source. We are rods, or 
rays, in the hand of the Almighty. God could only manifest himself 
through matter ; matter is the visible part of God and the receptacle of 
Spirit ; matter could not exist without Spirit ; Spirit could not be made 
manifest without matter ; matter is the child of Spirit. Out of . matter 
must come spiritual growth and progression. When its mission is accom
plished, back to spirit it will return. 

Matter and Spirit are one. When our ray shall become perfect it will be 
perpendicular. and shine back directly into the face of the God-head, and 
following it we may look up and know as we are known. Living in 
the light we attain to knowledge, and to knowledge is added power. The 
gloom that has settled for ages over the grave will be dispelled; as we 
shall ~ealize it is only thus that we can rise to grander opportunities and 
exper1ences. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

This solar system as yet has but reflected rays from the great Center. 
The earth receives its rays from its sun, and reflected rays of the sun 
from its sister planets. The rays from the sun are reflected rays from 
some other sun which, in turn, are again and again reflected, until a cir
cle of suns are reached that receive their rays from the great Central 
Sun of our universe. The rapidity with which light travels is only equalled 
by the Hight of thought. Many reflected rays have been millions and 
billions of years in reaching our little orbit ; and ages will yet elapse be
fore the last of unnumbered rays, now spreading out through space, will 
reach us. One ray from the Central Sun, wherever it may penetrate. 
will dispel the most profound gloom. In every ray from this Central Sun is 
embodied all truth and knowledge. Here and there brighter rays appear 
in the darkness, and we are led to believe a ray direct from the God-head 
has reached us, which in rare instance& cannot be doubted; as yet the 
rays from this source are as the rays of the early morning ; true rays, but 
not yet penetrating in their brightness as they will be when the contact is 
made. We now look up at the ray as it passes by obliquely ; some time 
we shall look up into the ray as it shines direct and see God. Advanced 
rays are already tinging our horizon, and we shall see the beginning of 
the end of the night that has so long enveloped us, to be followed by a 
day of brightness of which it is impossible to conceiye. The final desti
ny of each individual ray is known at the beginning, also its various 
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phases ot· physical manifestations; but the experiences that go to make up 
and give it character and individuality are its history, written daily, and 
forms a leaf in the great book of. knowledge, which will always have un
numbered pages of new manifestations of truth unwritten. Every physi
cal manifestation is of necessity controlled by its sources. A hand or a 
foot can no more act independently of the body, than can the ray whose 
sole being depends upon the existence of its Central Source ; hence it 
foll~ws there can be no independent action. The ray cannot be a free 
moral agent and move in one direction, when the will of its center or con
trol is directly the opposite. The path of its physical existences and ex
periences is marked out from the begining, from which there can be no 
shadow of turning. Once realizing this fact, the reason is made plain. 

The unknown universe of space, with all its mystery of silence, must be 
explored by the great seeker after knowledge. Every ray is a messenger 
with it.~ journey appointed through pleasant valleys, over rugged moun
tains, by silver streams, or through the billows that may overwhelm many 
times. During its journey, its various phases of existence, its refractions 
and reflections, there will be new light thrown upon some truth ere it 
seeks its source, and the object of the mission upon which it was sent is 
accomplished. The moral (color) of each ray may be, for a time, affected 
bv the atmosphere through which it shines. The atmosphere may be 
dense with error, lack of knowledge, and apparently the mission of the 
ray is thwarted sometimes at the outset, but this is not so. If its ray 
reaches and does not penetrate the gloom, it lessens the shadow that was 
cast, and makes less the task of the rays that follow, which will eventually 
overcome all obstacles. The ray that first beats against and is beaten 
back by a physical mass of ignorance, does not become a part of the ignorant 
mass. Its brief presence has borne into the mass some fragment of it3elf, 
and there is less ignorance than before. What seem failures in life are 
not so viewed by the light of advanced thought. It is only the ray on its 
earlier mission. The child who mastered his alphabet a few centuries ago 
was mighty in knowledge compared with the ignorance surrounding him. 
The most learned of to-day are but children in knowledge compared with 
what is to be in the ages to come. The Divine ray is yet to be reflected in 
the image of man, and in the fulness of time he will shine resplendent in 
the glory of developed powers hitherto unknown. 

The ray may withdraw itself to its source to gain new strength to assist 
it in its struggles with ignorance and superstition, but though many times 
it may go out in apparent death, it will return again and again, stronger 
with each birth, upheld by its omnipotent Source, a final conqueror. 

HE who does not do what I command sees me in vain, this brings no profit ; 
Whilst he who lives far off from where I am, and yet walks righteously, is ever 

near me ! A man may dwell beside me and yet, being disobedient, be far away 
from me. 

Keep your heart carefnlly,- give not peace to listlessness! earnestly practice 
every good work. 

At morning, noon, and night, successively store up good works. 
Mod~st behaviour keeps the heart com:merl. without it every virtuous root will 

die. Buddha. 
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SOLIDARITY. 

AccoRDING to the Kabbalists, God creates eternally the great Adam, 
the universal and perfect man, wbo.contains in a single spirit all spirits 
and all souls. Intelligences therefore live two lives at once, one general, 
which is common to them all, and the other special and individual. So
lidarity and reversibility among spirits depend therefore on their living 
really in one another, all being illuminated by the radiance of the one, all 
affiicted by the darkness of the one. 

The great Adam was represented by the tree of life, which extends 
above and below the earth by roots and branches ; the trunk is human
ity at large, the various races are the branches, and the innumerable in
dividuals are the leaves. Each leaf has its own form, its special life, and 
it~ share of the sap, but it lives by means of the branch alone, as the 
life of the branch itself depends on the trunk. The wicked are the dry 
leaves and dead bark of the tree. They fall, decay, and are transformed 
into manure, which returns to the tree through the roots. 

The Kabbalists also compare the wicked, or reprobate, to the excr&
ment of the great body of humanity. These excretions serve as manure 
to the earth, which brings forth fruits to nourish the body; thus death 
returns always to life, and evil itself serves for the renewal and nourish
ment of good. Death thus bas no existence, and man never departs from 
the universal life. Those whom we call dead still survive in ns, and we 
subsist in them ; they are on the earth because we are here, and we are in 
heaven because they are located there. 

The more we live in others, the less need we fear to die. Our life, 
after death, is prolonged on earth in th'lse we love, and we draw on 
heaven to give them tranquillity and peace. The communion of spirits 
in heaven with earth, and on earth with heaven, is accomplished naturally, 
witbou': disturbance and without prodigies; universal intelligence is 
like the sun's light, which falls at once on all the planets, and which the 
planets reflect to illuminate one another in the night. 

The saints and angels have no need of words, nor of any sound, to 
make themselves understood ; they think in our thoughts and they love in 
our hearts. The good which they have not bad the opportunity to accom
plish they suggest to us, and we perform it for them ; they enjoy it in us, 
and we share its recompense with them, for spiritual rewards increase in 
proportion as they are shared, and what we gtve to another we double for 
ourselves. 

The saints suffer and toil in us, and their perfect happiness will not be 
attained till the whole of humanity shall be happy, for they are a part of 
that indivisible humanity which in heaven, bas a radiant and smiling face, 
on earth a toiling and suffering body, while in hell, which for sages is but 
a purgatory, it bas fettered and burning feet. We are all members of one 
body, and the man who endeavors to supplant and destroy another man 
is like the right hand seeking to cut off the left through jealousy. He 
who kills another slays himself, he who steals from another defrauds 
himself, he who wounds another maims himself, for others exist in us and 
we in them. 

The rich weary themselves, detest each other, and turn in disgust from 
life; their wealth itself tortures and burdens them, because they are poor 
in want of bread. The weariness of the rich is the distress of the poor, 
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who suffer in their persons. God exercises His justice by the medium 
of Nature, and His mercy by the mediation of His elect. If you thrust 
your hand into the fire, Nature will burn you without pity, but a charita
ble man can dress and soothe the burn. Law is inflexible, but charity is 
unlimited. Law damns, but charity pardons. The gulf of itself will 
never disgorge its prey, but a rope can be let down to him who has al
lowed himself to fall therein. 

Mysteries of Magic. 

OCCULT MEDICINE. 

ON THE NATURE OF MAGNETISM OR THE VITAL SPIRITS. 

The alchymist and physician J. B. Van Helmont, who was born three 
hundred years ago, was one of the profoundest minds that ever lived in the 
historical time.<~ of Europe, and it would be very interesting to bear all be 
says on magnetism, as he calls it, or what Maxwell calls the vital spirits. 
But on this occasion we limit ourselves to the translating of a part only 
of his treatise on the action of the so-called •' Wound-Salve." This remedy 
mainly consists of a proper preparation of the blood taken from a vigor
ous man. To heal a wound by means of this salve, you simply spread it 
on a flat piece of wood, and add to it some of the blood or pus taken from 
the wound ; and the healing process will be wonderfully hastened. 

Before Van Helmont speaks of the action of the blood he adduces, 
among other illustrations, the following : -

"When the grape-vine blossoms, it stirs up and disturbs the wines of the 
previous years lying in the cellars of the surrounding towns. This dis
turbance is not due to the influence of the heavens; for were it so, both the 
disturbance and the blossom would take place at the same time every year, 
which is not the case. If somebody should say that besides the sun there 
are the planets that might be the cause of the phenomenon, we answer 
that then the blossom of the grape-vine would take place at the same time 
in all countries, which is not the case either. Again in countries where no 
grape-vines are grown the imported wines are not disturbed at all. It is 
the blossom of the grape-vine that disturbs the wine, at a distance of 
many miles, but the nearer the more intensely." · 

... Vter mentioning the reciprocal action of the two fermenting liquids, 
the grape-vine sap and the wine, he says, speaking of the blood : " Flesh and 
blood are endowed with a will which is not the will of the man or of God . 
.Also, the heavenly Father reveals certain things to the interior man, whilst 
other things are manifested by flesh and blood. which is the external and 
animal man. As there are wonderful ecstasies pertaining to the inner 
man. so there are also undoubted ecstasies in the animal man, by means of 
the imagination. Martin Delrio in his ''Disquisitions" gives a relation of 
a boy who was put into ecstasy by his intense desire to see his mother, so 
that he saw her, although many miles distant, and when he came back to 
himse1i, remembered all he had seen and could give many details proving 
that he had really visited his mother. Here the desire of the external 
man, of the blood and the animal element, was active; for the soul when 
separated from the body, could only by a miracle be re-united with it. The 
blood contains an ecstatic power that, excited by a fervent desire, can carry 
the spirit of the external man to an absent object. · 
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But when the blood is passing into corruption, than all its forces, that 
before had been latent in it, enter into action of themselves, without a 
previous excitement by imagination; -the same as through the putre~ 
tiou of the grain the power of the seed is awakened that tmtil then had lain 
dormant and now becomes productive. 

For since the essences of the things and their vital spirits are not sub
jected to the corruption, they rise free and whole from the dissolution of 
the lower harmony. Any latent force whatever, as soon as it is released 
from the bodily bonds by a preceeding putrefaction, manifests itself and 
enters into free and untrammeled activity. 

Therefore, when a wound has, hy the access of air, assumed a diseased 
character and the blood begins to be decomposed, it continues so even when 
mixed with the blood of the magnetic salve. By this putrefaction the eostat. 
ic force, latent before in tht< blood, is excited, and because, in virtue of the 
ecstasy, it desires to return to its own body, such blood is in continued 
rapport with the blood of the individual from whom it is derived. Then 
the •• magnet" of the salve desires to act, and by its own ecstatic power 
draws all noxious substance out of the edges of the wound, and finally, by 
the mumial, balsamic and attractive force of the salve the " magnetism " 
is effectuated." 

Van Helmont has the habit, not merely to illustrate the subject he has 
on hand, by his examples and their interpretatian, but to avail himself of 
the opportunity to give the reader more light on other occult subjects per
taining to the one he is dealing with, and in accordance with this habit 
proceeds as follows. 

"This is the positive cause of the natural magnetism of the salve,- a 
view with which also the Light of Truth is in harmony. 'Where your 
treasure is there is your heart ' says the Scripture. When the treasure is 
in heaven then the heart, i.e. the spirit of the inner man is in God; but 
if the treasure is placed in transient things, then also the heart and · the 
spirit of the external man is in the transient. Do not here interpret the 
heart as mere thought and desire; for the parable following it, of the 
eagles and the carcass shows that this passage must not be taken as a meta
pher only. The eagles are really and locally present with the carcass; like
wise the spirit of the inner man can be in the kingdom of God in us. and 
the heart or spirit of the animal man be really and locally with his 
treasure. Be not therefore astonished that the astral ghost of the animal 
man is seen even after death with his buried treasure. The external man 
is an animal that lives after the impulse and will of the blood; the inner 
man is not an animal, but the likeness of God. Here a further thought 
upon the magnetism that draws the eagles to the carcass. These birds cer
tainly have no such keen organ of smell that, guided by it, they should 
fly from Italy to Africa when there are carcasses there. The smell does 
not spread so br ; the sea lying between and a certain property of the air 
that consumes it, prevent that. Neither can those birds scent the carcasses 
at so great a distant>.e, especially behind a mountain, but they are really 
and locally attracted by the magnetism i.e. by the mumial spirit of the 
aarcass, and not by the smell of the decaying body. The cause is the 
eagle's taking so much of the mumial spirit into himself. In the same 
way the spirit and will of the blood taken from a wound and united by a 
spatula with the magnetic salve, are attracted to their treasure, namely the 
remaining blood from which they are derived. 
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" That a soul inheres to the blood of all animals, the very first Book of 
Moses admits. The blood. namely, possesses certain vital forces, that, as 
though they were animated, cry to heaven for vengeance against the mur
derer, and also ask of the earthly judge for punishment. 

" Again only guided by the spint of the blood,i.e. of the external man, 
somnambulists ascend certain high places and do things impossible to 
waking men: and this by a mag_ic power, pertaining to the external man." 

In the above explanation by Helmont of the healing by blood at a 
distance, one factor is left out, namely whence does the powtlr of the salve 
mixed with the mnmia of the wound come? From all we read on the sub
ject we have the impression that the real effective agents in these cures 
are the desire and will. and the vital spirit of the persons manipulating, 
and interested in the manipulation of the salve and the blood, so that the 
"ecstasy" in the fermenting blood would be the vehicle only of the healing 
power. 

Van Htllmonts theory of the ecstatic force being liberated by putrefac
tion reminds us of what Hahnemann says of his homeopathic remedies 
liberated by dilution and trituration (modern Hindoo occultists ascribe a 
far more powerful influence upon the vital spirits to homeopathic than to 
allopathic agents). Would it not therefore be reasonable to assume that 
thE~ remedy correctly selected by homeopathic rule would only be the 
vehicle best adapted to carry the vital spirit of the healer to the diseased 
spot in the body ? 

We are inclined to look for the real healing motor-power in the healer, 
not in the remedy, because in mental magnetic healing the powerful adept 
succeeds where the less developed disciple has not enough power. 

We close with the general remark that the facts of healing by 
the vital spirits as described above would be a first stepping stone to 
faith in the "finer " and higher methods of cure ; and we hold that the 
trne method of learning and teaching in occultism would be to begin at 
the bottom of the ladder where the occult power can be traced by experi
ment, and where metaphysics is still linked with exact science or physics. 
From this ground then we should ascend, by inference, to the higher, 
which we have thus to first apprehend by understanding before we can have 
living faith in, and thu& successfully apply it. To illustrate, we should 
study astrology and chiromancy first, not by applying them to ch.&lracter
reading and fortune-telling, but by examining whether the lines in the hand 
are really traced, or not, by the ascending planets, as claimed in those 
sciences; because this can be done without the interference of imagination 
and fancy, and therefore furnishes a solid scientific position, equally 
strong against morbid skepticism and credulity. C. W. 

He alone can trnly po88888 the pleaaure of love who has conquered the love of 
pleasure. 

To resist and Gvercome nature is to achieve oae's self a personal and imper
ishable existence. 

To learn self-conquest is, therefore, to learn how to live,- the austerities of 
stoicism were no idle boast of liberty. 

We must not enter rashly the domain of the transcendental sciences, but oace ou 
the road, we must reach their goal or perish. 
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TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 
THE GENIUS OF 11Jt (VIRGO). 

This sign rules the planetary sphere from Aug. 23rd to Sept. 23rd. 
It is discoverable by the aid of " Solar Biology" that all ancient mytholo
gy was only picture-language expressing the facts and principles in nature 
which were, and are now, beyond the common people's comprehension. 
The articles by Mr. William Cox on the " Science of Understanding " that 
have been running through THE EsOTERIC, furnish the formula of that 
language ; and " Solar Biology " furnishes means for definite applica
tion and alliance of these principles to the cause-world. In the "golden 
age " the inhabitants of the earth were controlled by the Divine thonght 
without reason or knowledge, wholly by what we recognize among the ani
mals now as "instinct ". But that could never develop man into an in
tellectual individuality ; this could be accomplished only by the cold blasts 
of an experimental age through which knowledge was gained from suffer
ing. In the purity of childish nature the genii were recognized as the 
God angels and were consciously with men as their presiding deities. 
H. Mattison in his Geography of the heavens gives the following account 
of the genius of this sign. 

" According to the ancient poets, this constellation represents the Vir
gin Astrrea, the goddess of justice, who lived upon the earth during the 
golden age : but being offended at the wickedness and impiety of man
kind during the brazen and iron ages of the world, she returned to heaven, 
and was placed among the constellations of the zodiac, with a pair of scales 
(Libra) in one hand and a sword in the other. 

" Hesiod, who flourished nearly a thouB&Ild years before the birth of our 
Saviour, and later writers, mention four ages of the world ; the golden, the 
silver, the brazen, and the iron age. In the beginning of things, say they, 
all men were happy. and all men were good; the earth brought forth her 
fruits without the labor of man ; and cares, and wants, wars and diseases, 
were unknown. But this happy state of things did not last long. To the 
golden age, the silver age succeeded ; to the silver the brazen ; and to the 
brazen the iron. Perpetual spring no longer reigned ; men continually 
quarreled with each other ; crime succeeded to crime ; and blasphemy and 
murder stained the history of every day. In the golden age, the gods did 
not disdain to mix familiarly with the sons of men. The innocence, the 
integrity and brotherly love which they found among us were a pleasing 
spectacle even to the superior natures ; but as mankind degenerated, one 
god after another deserted their late beloved haunts ; Astnea lingered 
the last ; but finding the earth steeped in human gore, she herself flew 
away to the celestial regions. 

'Victa jacet pietaa ; et virgo cede cadentee 
Ultima cxeleatam terru .Astrea reliqnit.' 

Met. Lib. i.v. 149. 
'Faith flees, aud piety in ezile mollJ'IIII ; 
And jaatioe, here opp~'d, to heaven returns.'" 

The first and dominant with these persons is WILL power, the second a nat
ural understanding of chemistry, the third, of anatomy and physiology. 
These, as masters, .would discover the alchemy of nature and govern the el
ements. The feminine side of this nature would govern in the art of 
beano/ and symmetry of the body and its surroundings. Music is very 
effective in harmonizing their mind and vitalizing their body, and is help-
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ful in aiding clearness of thought and spiritual attainments. They would, 
in an organized body, institute divine worship on a grand scale of sublim
ity. It is this nature that rules the Roman Catholic Church, and its devo
tion is the source of its power. Virgo is represented as holding the scales in 
the right hand, that is, Libra, and. a sword in the left, which is the spirit 
of Leo, standing, as it does in microcosmic and macrocosmic man, between 
the heart, or the love-nature, and the reins, or stored energies of sex-life : 
and not being instructed in the uses and abuses of their nature, thev are 
taken control of, from their love of sensual pleasure, by the sex or serpent 
nature ; therefore such persons have more to overcome than those of any 
other sign; but when they have overcome they possess greater power 
than any other. Among the twelve fathei"s of the Israelites this was Ben
jamin, which means in Hebrew "son of my right hand (or power)". 
Herein is a most significant fact, which has been used by all the Hebrew 
prophets in their prophecies concerning the final ushering in of the true 
Divine order on earth. All these prophets, Jesus and his apostles, Swe
denborg as well as the Hindoo philosophers, unite in the one great truth 
that all men are members of one body and each is an individual function 
of the same. The function of Virgo being the solar plexus, the mind or
gan that governs digestion, the care and maintenance of the body, those 
born in this sign, by virtue of being at the same time subject to the sex pas
sion, are more selfish and arbitrary in their natures than those in any other. 
Their evil genins has an expression in the boar, the wolf, (see Genesis XLIX. 
27.) and the cat. The selfishness and disposition to dominate others and their 
very active sex-desires must be overcome before they can come into the 
unity of the body now in preparation ; as it is said in Hebrews : "A body 
hast thou prepared me," which is to be the body of the Christ of the twen
tieth century, the prophetic 144,000. This function, as the repairer and 
rebuilder of the body, must be strongly allied to the old configuration and 
customs of the body, in order to maintain the identical appearance and 
prevent changes; because of this we recogni-se in those persons compara
tively no change in personal appearance after 20 or even 40years, notwith
standing every particle of the body has been thrown off, and new been ta
ken on, and the body meanwhile constructed entirely many times. In 
like manner these persons are inclined to old formulas, such as govern
mental and ecclesiastical, and are naturally adverse to reorganization. 
They are the main stay and strength of the Roman Catholic Church. 
There are more persons born in this function in that Church than in all 
the other Churches together. Although there are many of them in the 
Episcopalian and less in other Churches, yet even they are in sympathy 
with the Catholic many times, more than they are aware of. 

Persons born of this sign, if polarised and endowed for a business sphere, 
are very successful and hold a controlling influence in the wealth of the 
world ; therefore money flows into the Mother Church in great abundance. 
Thus the linking together of all these influences is obvious, dealing with 
the body of humanity as we do, and as God, who flows through all as the 
life, like the sap of the vine through all the branches ; as J esua sym
bolized it : " I am the TRUB vine, my FatheP is the husbandman," or Life 
that cares for and nourishes. 

So the persons born in Virgo, being linked to the past and passing age, 
inspire and are controlled by the religious spirit of it, and to extricate 
them.~lves from supporting and vitalizing that old parent body requires a 
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great struggle on their part ; but when they have done so, the mother body 
of that church-organization will die like the symbol of Benjamin's birth, 
see Gen XXXV. 16 to 18; when he was born his mother died, and before 
her death she named him Benoni, i.e. "son of my sorrow." 

All the Bible prophets refer to the time of the final change when God'e 
kingdom should come, as a s~e in child-birth; see Isaiah LXIV. 6. 
to 9. verses; Rev. XII. 1 to 5. y other passages might be given, but 
these will suffice. Thus it appears according to prophecy and according 
to the law governing the life of the body of humanity, that a great strug
gle is imminent through that body of people, and also that those making 
attainments from this sign have to close up the door of sympathy to the 
old order of things and earnestly desire a new body to be fonned of which 
they may become the preservers, vitalizers, and enrichers. They may also ex
pet-~ adversaries as "angels of light" so deceptive, so myste~us and so 
insidious, appearing as from God to mislead if :possible. 

Therefore the only way of escape for Virgo ts to fix their mind on the 
work of establishing a new body according to Divine law, let go all hope 
of their personality in relation to it, desire to be absorbed in God and his 
kingdom. Conquer selfish desires, and all desire of power, and disposition 
to control any other person ; but desire to serve all and to be only an in
strument under control of the Divine will. But right here there is danger of 
the deception, that it is Divine will that you should control this and that one, 
and in this and that sphere, and maintain certain conditions etc.; but you 
must not allow any, even the luminous angelic appt>.arences, to turn you away 
from the object, viz. to become even a force in the Divine economy for the ac
complishment of the new order of humanity on earth. The struggle is not 
with persons, but principles and spiritual wickedness; even from his high 
seat the Pope of Rome works through ancient magic to hold control 
over the earth. The symbol of this sign, when regenerated and brought 
into Divine order, is the mule; for as Jesus rode into Jerusalem (city of 
Peace) on an " ass, a colt the foal of an ass " so the Christ of humanity 
will come into his glory and dominion over the earth through the powers 
of Virgo being made docile and submissive to the Spirit of God. Jesus 
was offered the dominion of the world by the tempter, and refused it; 
Virgo, or the Roman Catholic Ponti£, was offered it and accepted it ; and 
they are ready to slay men to maintain it. Astrma, or the Genius of 
Virgo,- the last to leave the earth,- was spiritually restored at the 
advent of Christ and when she again left, the Christian Church of 
Rome fell ; therefore the long list of bloody and nruel deeds during the 
.Middle Ages. Those born in Virgo must, as indiv;ttuals, counter-act this 
in their own life, and refuse all power over their fellow-men, and earnestly 
desire to be a servant to all other members of the body in aiding to bring 
in the true Divine order on earth, then will be fulfilled in them the pro
phetic blessing of Moses, Deuteronomy XXXIII. 12. "Of Benjamin he 
said, tbe beloved of Y a.hveh shall dwoell in safety by him; he covereth 
him all the day long, he dwelle~ between his shoulders," i.e.. the posi
tion of Power. 

H. E. BUTLER. 

Tau which for ages I have aimed at, now am I just altout to obtain ; delivered 
now from D&n'OW bounds ~f seue, I go to the place of never-ending rest and 
peace. Buddha. 
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THE BROOK. 
A. M.JUIOBY OF CHILDHOOD. 

FBoK ne&l"-by hills, its living source, 
Through the meadow it took its conne ; 
Then, neath the culvert of the road. 
Winter and summer ceaseless flowed. 
Night and day it babbled or gushed, 
Coyed by the way or fiercely rushed,
As fed by spring or £alling rain 
So it meandered to the main. 
Sometimes gently, softly flowing, 
Then to the sea in torrents going; 
Oft we watched, and how we wondered, 
Why it swelled, and why it slumbered, 
Threw in bright chips to see them speed, 
Qlapping hands at the water's grep.-d, 
While greatly to our young delight 
It whirled them quickly out of sight. 
Into the sounding woods it sped, 
For thus the brooklets pathway led ; 
Lost in its tangled web awhile, 
Sallying forth with laugh and smile ; 
By lawn and orchard near the town, 
Tripping. dancing merrily down ; 
Through the valley on mission bent, 
On to brim the river it went. 

LIVING WATERS. 
A. PARABLE OF THE FA.IBY GROVE. 

LIFE is a rill from mystic height, 
Meandering through a vale of night ;
As mountain jet in spray doth fall 
And sparkle down the granite wall, 
To dally in the woodland shade 
Till all too soon its freshness fade, -
Like mountain nymph to bondage sold, -
The sport of swamp-land muck and mold. 
At birth thy spray drops gleamed with light,
But now behold their sorry plight l 
Such slimy things the waters crawl, 
E'en serpent-forms the life appall;-
Its innate sweetness yet doth lave 
Deep roots of trees that o'er it wave; 
Till mounting by a hidden way 
Within the leaves it finds rare /lay, 
And sporteth with the wind an sun 
Until a crowning work is done. 
It solvent holds the germa.l power 
From life of tree to form a flower, 
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And in a magic cell to hold 
The gift new forests to unfold. 
The autumn wind with solemn sound 
Did waft this germ to distant ground, -
A genial bed by valley side 
Where it became the household pride 
Of worthy ones who built their home, 
Invited by its sheltering dome. 
And its nigh offspring also throve 
Expanding to a friendly grove 
Where oft the cotter sou~ht the shade, -
The Fly matron with .her babe, 
A br1ght but yet a pensive boy, 
Whom fond ~genii would decoy 
To their cool shades. to sleep, and dream 
Of sunlit heights beyond life's stream, 
Of mountain crags where song-birds wing, 
Of living brook, and flowing spring. 
And thus the life that finds its wa.y 
From heights forever wreathed in day, 
Was breathed into his inner soul-
Rare thoughts befitting life's true ~al. 
And their calm poise within his mmd 
Had strength the aerp6nt-Belf to bind ; 
And in its stead the genii wrought 
An INNER-8ELF, of crystal thought: 
The gnomes substantial bases gave 
Of precious gems from rock and cave ; 
The nymphs, with lilies from the lake 
Were wont a fairy bower to make, 
And lent their charm to many a dream 
Like stately swans on fairy stream ; 
The syiehs their airy secrets told, 
The while they shone like sunlit gold ; 
The salamanders brought PURE fire 
Wherewith to kindle high desire, 
And by the m~c of their art 
Instilled tJheir Vlgor through each part ; 
And wrought an inner vesture bright 
To pieree earth's gloom with living light. 
'Twas thus the LIVING WATERS strove 
And wrought themselves a fairy grove: 
It was indeed a goodly dell, 
And shed abroad a peaceful spell ; 
And so the people often came. 
Till " Sabbath Rest " they called its name: 
For here bright genii were embowered 
And erst awhile the youth empowered 
To teach the neighbors gathered there, 
The treasure-thoughts of earth and air 
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Which gnome, and sylph, and genii kind 
Had planted in his budding mind. 
And thus they shed their crystal shower, 
And made the grove a place of power. 
The very birds drank of the peace, 
And sought the grove with great increase ; 
But not a. jarring chord or note 
Found ut'rance from a warblers throat,
For where the LIVING wATERS dwell 
The very dust imbrea.thes its spell, 
And pulses with a rhythmic flow 
Which every mortal well should know, 
And seek with an undpng power, 
To make the life a livmg flower, 
From which an inner grove may rise, 
Where dwell bright Genii of the skies. 
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JOHN LATHAM. 

SWEDENBORG ON CREATION AND THE LORD. 
IT baa come to be a eeientific, as well as occult axiom, that all life proceeds 

from some prior life. What we call death, therefore, i.e simply change ; life may 
cease in one form of manifestation, but nothing i.e lost, - the essential principle of 
life is immortal and passes on in ita processional spiral of expression. The cen
tre from which life springs and to which it returns, - for life moves in spiral cir
cuits, - is called God. 

In a general way we say that mankind deeeended from Adam, but individually 
it would be idle to attempt to follow our hereditary line of deeeent ; the beet pre
served genealogies are soon lost in the receding distance, yet none will deny but 
what all present life i.e derived from some prior life. 

This applies not merely to man and animate life on earth, but to the entire so
lar system, and even the physical Universe in all its conceivable vastness. Only 
the spiritually illumined can approximately perceive or understand this prior life, 
and then only in its more superficial operation. We are at present incapable of 
tracing, and can barely conceive of its many prioT universal cycles. We have a 
sufficiently ~ undertaking to comprehend ouT relation to the present kalpa of 
the Universe and its producing cause or immediately Prior Life. Swedenborg 
tells us 'that Adam, or the people of the Most Ancient Church, conversed with 
this Prior Life face to face, cognizing it as Lord, God, and Father, the only true 
and real Man ; considering themselves as men only so far as they partook of His 
attributes. 

The term Man in its celestial and spiritual sense has a vastness of arcana. not 
readily unfolded. It stands for the perfected Life or Lives of a prior kalpa, and 
those only are called Sons of Man, or Sons of God who are regenerated into its 
image and likeness. There is a significant conception of the universe as a single 
celJ. This idea is truly applicable to perfected spiritual beings, and even with 
earthly races we observe that a well organized nation will representatively speak or 
act as a single man. Unity, solidarity, oneness have infinite possibilities in spirit 
and the Perfected Life of the preceding kalpa was the Man, Lord, and Angel 
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that talked face to fact1 with the most Ancient Church, and that representatively 
appeared to the Israelites as Jehovah and was known to other nations under dif
ferent names. Therefore the idea of a God-man is not a mere childish myth, but 
one that pertains to the essential constitution of things, - of life itself ; but the 
nature of this supreme heavenly Man is not comprehended, and consequently is 
unduly limited, personified, and distorted. 

This Perfected Life of a prior kalpa became the Primal Splendor, the Spir. 
itual Suu of this, the Divine Man of the heavens, the Father, Creator and Lord. To 
all things of the present universe, this Spiritual Sun is the supreme and original Life. 
It is perceived by the intelligent or spiritual principle of man as the uncreated 
light. It manifests itself to the affections or the celestial principle as veritable 
God-ma::1. 

These considerations seem necessary as supplying a missing link in the chain 
of thought that is requisite to the more profitable study of Swedenborg by cer
tain schools of thinkers. While Swedenborg had a most remarkable illumination 
and understanding regarding the principle of unitized life in the heavenly eoci 
eties of our planet, and also that these, though seemingly so complete of them~ 
selves, were each nevertheless but a particular organ or ftmction of the universal 
heaven ; he failed to philosophically define the Over Life of the previous kalpa 
which so wonderfully fills and rules the hea.vens not only of our solar system, but 
of those of the entire universe He clearly perceived the representative capacity of 
heavenly societies to appear as a single man even though composed of millions of in
dividuals, and by special influx to apeak through spirits and even mortals in a per
sonified manner, and that the one controlled would apeak and, for the time being, 
know no otherwise than that he was himself the mighty spirit who was speaking. 
and even thinking of it afterwards as a transient exaltation of his own individu.. 
ality. These manifestations he seems to have well understood, and that a society 
could speak and manifest in proportion to its magnitude, function, and quality ; 
neither did he account this as the power of a single spirit save in a representative 
capacity. But when the mighty Sun Society of a prior kalpa spoke or appeared 
as the Lord, such was the celestial intensity and manifestation of very LIFE that 
it was not surprising that he did not perceive its representative nature. Indeed it 
is non-eBBential other than for philosophical consistency, and to remove the stumb
ling-block which this proves to many, thna enabling them to understand the works 
and words of Jesus, the annointed, in their representative significance and not in a 
merely limited personal sense. 

We have no desire to shock the religious sensibilities or prejudices of those who 
regard Christ Jesus, in a personal sense, as the Lord God of heaven and earth. 
That he is representatively such we are prepared to admit, conceding him to be 
that point or cell of the universal nature where humanity began to take on Divin
ity. His difference therefore is one of priority and degree, rather than one of 
kind. Were this not eo, how could mankind participate with him in the lOD"IIhip 
and glory of the Father. The title of Lord is Hie in a lofty representative capa
city, as of one who fulfilled the conditions and embodied the concentric and culmina
ting thought, aspiration and ideal of ages on ages. The race had experienced 
many a divinely illumined thought, and enjoyed countless heavenly visions, but in 
Him the volatile became fixed, the ideal became a reality of flesh and blood 
in which the human nature took upon itself new qualities; conve~ng forces celes-
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tial and terrestrial, gave birth to a new type, a" first fruit." It may possibly havA 
taken the coursing electricities of the Divine Thought a million years to out-work 
through humanity such a distinctive and crowning type, - a Man who fulfilled not 
only the spiritual but the celestial conditions. 
The seed of each new type, it should be borne in mind, is within itself, as most abun

dantly indicated in Genesis. Therefore a new type being once produced, its 
almost unlimited multiplication is a relatively simple matter and hence the signifi
cance of the" raitaing up" of Jesus as the Christ. Do we not continually see the 
proneness of mankind to do honor to those who embody the higher ideals of the 
race in either Church or State. Such persons are invariably representative in their 
capacity though perhaps in but a small degree at first. And in the same ratio 
that they are truly representative do they serve an important Divine function. 
Through their spiritual intuitions the Western World has, with an ever increa~~ing 
measure of nnanimity, accorded to the man Jesus the most lofty and exalted title 
of Lord ; as the recognised necessary and long-promised nucleus of the heavenly 
kingdom from which a new and higher order of planetary and universal life should 
proeeed. Swedenborg defines his position on this subject as follows. 

"IN the following work, by the LORD is solely meant Jesus Christ, the 
Savior of the world, who is called the Lord, without other names. He is acknowl
edged and adored as the Lord throughout all heaven, because He has all power in 
heaven and earth. He also commanded His disciples so to call Him, when He 
eaid, • Ye call me- Lord, and ye say well, for 80 I am,' (John xm. 13.) And 
after His resurrection His disciples called Him Lord. Throughout all heaven 
\hey know no other Father than the Lord, because He and the Father are one, 
as He Himself eaid: 'I am the way, the truth, and the life. - Philip saith, 
Lord, show us the Father.- Jesus saith unto him, have I been so long with you, 
and yet hast thou not known me, Philip? He that hath seen me has seen the 
Father : and how sayest thou then, show us the Father ? Believest thou not that 
I am in the Father, and the Father in me ? - Believe me, that I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me' " (John ::nv. 6, 8-11.) 

Swedenborg gives the following general explanation regarding the styles in 
which the ditferent portions of the Bible are written. 

'; There are in general four different styles in which the Word is written. The 
FIBST was in use in the Most Ancient Church, whose method of expressing them
selves was such, that when theymeotioned earthly and worldly things, they thought 
of the spiritual and celestial things which they represented, so that they not only 
expressed themselves by representatives, but also reduced their thoughts into a 
kind of series, as of historical particulars, in which to give them more life, and in 
this they found their greatest delight. This style is meant when Hannah proph· 
eaied, saying, ' Speak ye what is high, high, let what is ancient come forth from 
your mouth' (x. Sam, n. 3.). Such representatives are called by David, 'dark 
sayings of old.' From the posterity of the MOdt Ancient Church Moses received 
what he wrote concerning the creation, the garden of Eden, etc., down to the time 
of Abram. The SECOND style is the historical, occurring in the books of Moses 
from the time of Abram, and afterwards in those of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and 
Kings, in which the historical facts actually occurred as they are related in the 
letter, although all and each of them contain things altogether different in the in
ternal sense. The THIRD style is the prophetical which took its rise from that 
which was 80 highly venerated in the Most Ancient Church. This style however, 
is not connected, and in appearance historical, like the Most Ancient, but broken 
and interrupted, being scarcely ever intelligible except in the internal sense, - in 
which are contained the greatest arcana, succeeding each other in a beautiful and 
orderly connection, and relating to the external and internal man, the various 
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states of the chureh, heaven itself, and, in their inmost, of the Lord. The FOURTH 
style is that of the Paalma of David, which is intermediate between the prophetica 1 
style and that of common speach. Here the Lord is treated of in the internal 
sense in the person of David as a king." 

The following extracts from the first chapter Volume I. of " Arcana Celestia " 
will give our readers an insight into Swedenborg's treatment of the subject. 

"Man before regeneration is called earth, void, and empty. The ftues of the 
ahyu are the lusts of the ungenerate man, and the falsities thus originating, of 
which he consists and in which he is totally immersed. Such men when seen 
from heaven appear like a black mass destitute of vitality. 

"The things over which God movu, are remains or hidden knowledge& which 
never come to the light, or day, until external things are vastated. These are 
called the facu of the waters." 

"Evening in a general dense signifies all things that are of man's own; but 
morning wha~ver is of the Lord. David says: • He is as the light of tl&e 11Uml· 

ing, when the sun ariseth, even as a morning without clouds ; as the tender grass 
springing out of the earth, by clear shining after rain (n. Sam. xxm. 2-4.)" 

•· The morning is used in the word to denote every particular coming of the 
Lord ; consequently, it is an expression which has respect to a new creation." 

" When the earth, or man, is prepared to receive celestial seeds from the Lord, 
and produce something good and true, then the Lord causes some tender thing 
to spring forth, which is called the tender grau : then something more useful, 
which again bears seed in itself and is called the herb yielding seed, and at length 
something good which becomes fruitful, and is called the tr68 bearing fruit, whose 
seed is in itself." 

"The progreBB of faith with those who are created anew is as follows. At first 
they have no life, for it is only in the good and true that there is life, and none in 
evil, and the false : afterwards they receive life from the Lord by faith, first by 
faith of the memory, which is scientific faith; next by faith of the understanding, 
which is intellectual faith, lastly by faith in the heart, which is the faith of love, 
or saving faith." 

" Love and faith in the internal man are like heat and light in the external-cor
poreal man, for which reason the former are represented by the latter. It is on 
this account that luminarie& are said to be set in the expanse of heaven, or in the 
internal man a great luminary in the will, and a leu in the understanding." 

" By the sun being darkened and the moon not giving light is meant the obscu
ration of love and faith." 

" Life never exists without love, there is no 'kind of joy but what flows from 
love. Such, however, as the love is, such is the life, and such the joy ; if you 
remove loves, or what is the same thing, desires, which have relation to love, 
thought would instantly cease, and you would become like a dead person. Self
love and love for the world have in them some resemblance to life and to joy, 
but they are altogether contrary to true love, which consists in a man's loving the 
Lord above all things. and his neighbor as himself ; it must be evident that they 
are not loves, but hatreds, for in proportion as any one loves himself and the 
world, in the same proportion he hates his neighbor, and thereby the Lord. 
Wherefore true love is love towards the Lord ; and true life is the life of love 
from him; and true joy is the joy of that life." 

" The celestial angels, by virtue of the heavenly love with which they are in
fluenced from the Lord, are in all the knowledges of faith, and enjoy such a life 
and light of intelligence as can scarcely be debcribed ; but, on the other hand, 
spirits who are only skilled in the doctrinals of faith without love, are in such a 
coldness of life, and obscurity of light, that they cannot approach even to the 
first limits of the entrance into the heaven." 

" After the great luminaries are kindled and placed in the internal man, and 
the external thence receives light, then the regenerating person begins first to live." 
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" When the Lord raises up to life, or regenerates man, he pennita him at first 
to suppose that he does good, and speaks truth from himself, inasmuch as at that 
time he is incapable of conceiving otherwise, nor can he otherwise be led to be· 
lieve and perceive, that all goodness and truth are from the Lord alone. Whilst 
he thus thinks, the truths and goods that are in him are compared to the tender 
g7'a81J, and also to the lurb yi&ding seed, and lastly to the tretJ bearing fruit, all 
of which are inanimate ; but now that he is vivified by love and faith, and be
lieves that the Lord operates all the good which he dves and all the truth which 
he speaks, he is compared first to the creeping things of the water, and to the 
fowls whuhfty almJe tluJ earth, and also to beasts, which are all animate, and 
are called limng 6UIIls. 

·• The beasts here alluded to are the good and gentle, and thus signify affection 
because it here treats of those who are being regenerated. The inferior thin<>"S 
in man, which have more connection with the body, are called UJild beasts of the 
tJarlh." 

" Everything which has in itself life from the Lord, fructifies and multiplies it· 
self immensely; not indeed so long as man lives in the body, but to an amazing 
degree in another life.'' 

•• MabJ and f8'11Wl8 created he them. What is meant by male and female in 
the internal sense, was well known to the Most Ancient Church, but when the 
interior sense of the Word was lost amongst their posterity, this arcanum also 
perished. Their marriages were their chief sources of happiness and delight, 
and whatever admitted of the comparison they likened to marriages. • • • • • • 
Being also internal men, they were delighted only with internal things, viewing 
externa}$withtheir eyes merely, whilst in their thoughts they regarded that which 
was represented. • • • In this way they were led to reflect on the celestial mar· 
riage, whence they perceived the felicity of their marriages to flow, and on this 
account they called the understanding in the spiritual man male, and the will fe
male, which when acting in unity, were spoken of as married. From that chur.:h 
was derived a form of speaking, which came afterwards into general use, where
by the church itself, by reason of ita affection for goodness, was called daughter, 
mrgin, and also wife.'' 

"The times and states of man's regeneration, are divided into six, and called 
the days of his creation: for by degrees he is elevated from a state in which he 
possesses none of the qualities which properly constitute a man, until by little and 
little he attains unto the sixth day, in which he becomes an image of God. • • • 
At the close of the sixth day the evil spirits depart and the good succeed in 
their place, when a man is introduced into heaven." 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
OAXL..um, CAL., Aua. 13, 1888. 

J>KAB EeOTBBIC1 

I am inspired to write you to-day by reading the sugges· 
tions from others about the location of the college, and I trust you will bear 
with me in brotherly patience should I claim too much for this, to you far off Land 
of the Golden West. Well, to begin with we have mountains towering up 
toward heaven until lost in eternal snow-eaps of dazzling whiteness, while from 
their tope one may see all that vision possibly can take in. Then they are covered 
with virgin forests where one may find the silence wherein is to be found the still 
amal1 voice telling of love and peace, that peace which passeth all understanding. 
Then in the Coast Bange it might be so located as to command an enlarged view of 
the Pacific rolliDg its gentle waves upon a shore of eternal summer. Then, more than 
all, the golden sun forever shining on in sublimest grandeur, always reminding 
him who has passed through the "Gates of Gold" of the ever present and ever to be 
adored God our Father and also of the near approach of the woman clothed in 
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the sun. Then again the light that baa arisen in the east will shine into the w~ 
and from thence sbaJl illumine all the world of mankind. Oh, may our blea.sed 
Father and the Christ whose light hath found a lodgement in our soul bless this un
dertaking! and I pray that I may be so prosperous that I may be able to furnish 
it all needed material aid and also to spend my life in its service trying to lead 
my brethren back from husks to the fatted calf, and every moment while I live I 
will not eeaae to pray: "Dear Father, lift upon us the light of thy countenance 
and grant, oh Father, the wisdom that shall redeem us from the dominion of sin 
and tkath. Now, please consider this idea of coming here and may God pour out 
a blessing on your labor and may every page of THE E8oTBBic refteet the light 
that cometh from the throne of God in man! Pray for me that I may have light 
and may meet you face to face in thit life. Peace from God our Father be Thine. 

Ever your Brother in the bonds of Love, R. A. 

GILBoY, C..u.., AuG. 7, 1888. 
EnrroB8 EsoTmuo. 

Dear Sirs, 
The Aurst number of THE EsOTERIC is 

before me. I am so well pleased with the magazme in general, that I want to tell 
you about it. In the first place I always had a way of studying out things for 
myself, and when I saw an advertisement of THE EsoTERic in a Boeton paper, 
something told me, that I needed that magazine, so I sent for the three first num
bers, then became a subeeriber. I loaned my copies to others, everyone liket~ 
them, and I think some have sent in their names. 

In the present number I have just read the "Unity of Desire, or Prayer." I 
have tried to sit at the appointed time, as often as I could, and I have an ex
perience to relate, which I did not understand till I read this article. I hear that 
peculiar 1"1Uhing sound, I cannot diaeribe otherwise, than it is like the sound of 
many waters, then I hear music like some wind-instrument. It will ewell, and 
seem to come very near, then die away in the distance, so soft it can be scarcely 
heard. I could not make up my mind, about the matter as I am a little deaf and I 
did not know but it was the condition of my head. I hear no words, but sometimes 
I can write very readily 

For a long time it baa been impreaaed on my mind that I have a mission, a 
something for which I am waiting. It may be that, like Anna of old, I am wait
ing for the coming of the Lord. I do not know, so I study and wait. 

THE EsoTBRio is a great helper. May it ever prosper! 
Yours truly, Mra. L. F. ~· 

WILTON, N.H. AuG. 12, 1888. 
Dear Esoteric : -

In compliance with your request that the friends of the 
Esoteric would give some of their experiences, I feel impreaaed to speak of one 
of my own which, although it took place some years ago, is as fresh in my memory 
as if it were but yesterday and proved to my mind that there is a power within us 
that can see and hear independently of me physical seuaea. 

While paaaing through one of the shadows of life, an experience which, in some 
form, comes to each one of us as we journey on towards the city of HEavenly 
Light, when the curtains of darkness hung like a pall around me, and there was not 
a rift in the clouds above to admit the light of a single star, there seemed to rise 
up before me a large, round, high, and very steep hill. The surface seemed very 
smooth, and thickly covered with green grass, but there was not a bush or atone 
or indentation even, by which to gain a foothold, and it seemed that by the moet 
persistent and patient effort only could one ever climb to the top. Just beyond 
the 81UDmit was a beautiful light apparently about a foot in width and shaped like 
that from a kerosene lamp. Just above it in letters of gold was thia inscription, 
"The Light Beyond," while in the distance I could hear the sweeteR music that 
P.ver fell upon my ear. 
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The hill and itA difficolt ascent seemed to symbolize my life, which, from early 
childhood, has been a continual struggle. The beautiful light held by angel hands 
has never burned low, but seems to increase in size and brightness aa slowly I 
wend my way towards it, and the sweet angel voicea are still ringing in my ears, 
·' Come up Higher." 

Frequently during the past year I have seen dancing before my eyes when 
clo~ed, beautifol bead-like lights of a sky·blue color, sometimes changing to a 
golden yellow and varying forms. Is there any special meaning to this ? if so, 
what is it? 

Every page of the laat issue of Tm: EsOTERIC speaks with a living voice. 
May it reach the inner consciousness of all who are favored with its perusaL 

· Yours very troly, Mrs. E. A. B. 
Am. Every color has its significance : the persistent appearance of sky-blue 

would indicate that your mind and nature waa pervaded by an orderly and peace
ful atmosphere. The golden yellow implies the opening or nnfolding of the sen
sations of the spirit. 

Loa ANGELES, AuG. 7. 
EDrroBS O"' Tn ElloTBBic. 

There are a number here that sit Wednesday afternooos, 
and what a spiritual force comes I Tn EsorBBIO has done a great work and I 
feel 888Ured that this is but the commencement of it. L. M. 

CmOA.oo, JULY 26, 1888. 
EDITOBS EsoTEBic. 

I had a beautifol vision laat night. while sitting at the 
hour appointed for prayers. The vision was one long to be remembered, for the 
heavens were opened, and thousands of angels in dazzling robes of white and gold 
came floating down towards me with such radiant faces they shone like the white 
light of heaven. Why, I said to myself, do they seem to hover over me at this 
time? The answer came softly, but earnestly: Because you have made covenant 
with God and the angels, and are willing to yield all into their keeping. This 
seems almost egotistical for me to write, but I really feel more humble than I ever 
did in my life. 

Yours very troly, L . .M. H. 
SALEM, Ommo.N, JULY 23, 1888. 

EsoTERIC PuBLISHING 0oHPA..NY. 
Dear Friends :-

I am a subscriber to 
your truly excellent magazine and have read every number so far, and :un more 
than pleased, and feel that I have not the ability to set forth all itil merits sufficiently 
to ID&ke an attempt to do so. I will simply say that it baa become an indispensible 
grand necessity for the age or dispensation in which it is published. 

You would confer a favor on more than one of your patrons, to state in Tm!: 
EsO'rBBIC, if you intend to form a co-operative colony, and if so, when, and where, 
in all probability, it will be located. 

Persons of small means, desiring to live on a higher plane of life, shoold have 
better facilities and surroundings than they have at present. 

May success and prosperity crown the noble efforts of Tm!: EsOTERIC to 
enlighten and spiritualize its ardent band of readers ! 

Yours truly, H. L. 
An.J. The establishment of an esoteric college and co-operative colony are 

earnestly contemplated at the earliest practicable date. The matter of location is 
not yet settled, but indications point to its being in the vicinity of one of the great 
mow1tain ranges of the country. We are open to further suggestions relating to 
desirable localities and available tracts of land. A register has been opened for 
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the recording of the name, business, etc., of interested parties. Further and 
fuller particulars will be soon presented. 

PoMONA, TENN. AuG. 7, 1888. 
IN the August number a suggestion is made that Colorado be selected as the 

location of the future college for esoteric culture. 
As I read it on this lovely plateau, two thousand feet above the sea, where nine 

or ten months of every year one may enjoy the open air, and the climate is simply 
perfect, I was wondering why this more central location could not be selected in
stead. Land is cheap, fruit plenty, health abounds, and the distance is not so great 
from our denser civilization, hence travelling would be less expensive. Come and 
see what a paradise is here on the Cumberland mountains. . 

Yours, etc., M. B. P. 

PoMONA, CAL. AuG. 6, 1888. 
DEAR EsoTERic, 

I have been for some years impressed with the idea of a 
gathering together of those who are led by the Spirit, and are of one mind, that 
they should also be in one place, that would serve as a nucleus of illuminating power, 
that should be as a beacon light to all who are seeking a haven of rest. That there 
are many such I am fully convinced. In my work as a Christian Science healer 
and teacher I find many. I am so glad to hand them Tm: EsOTERIC with its 
clear and practical teachings, to help them. All like it. 

Now, I have consecrated myself, all I have, am, or can be, to God, to be used 
in the way that He points out to me, and I shall be so glad if this is the way, and 
ye are the people. The promise has been made to me, that a blessing shall be 
poured out upon me until there shall not be room to receive it, and I expect it to 
be fulfilled, for these promises have never yet failed. I have been eared for in a 
moet miraculous and wonderful manner. I send $100. to your Trust Company 
for ten ~oharee, as that seems to be the wish of the spirit. I trust you will keep 
me advised of what you propoee to do. I like your sensible business-basis. Have 
you thought of the Santa Cruz mountains as a locality ? 

Fraternally, Mrs. Y. L. 

SARATOGA. SPBING8, N. Y. 
Mr. HmA.H E. BUTLER. 

Dear Sir, 
May I call your attention to an 

experience that attends me, in the hope of an elucidation or explanation ? 
Perhaps it is ·not uncommon with others, but in any event I will present it. 
In reading the translated works of Homer, say the Odyssey, I feel a continuous 

succession of vibrations through my entire system, from bead to feet. They might 
resemble repeated electric currents, minus the physir.al shooks. The sensations 
are agreeable, inspiring sometimes to grandeur ! They are quite apart from in
tellectual thrills of pleasure. 

The same states occur from perusing Shakspeare and in listening to the oratory 
of a Forrest, though not so marked and vivid. I hope I do not trouble you by this 
letter. I am yours in sincerity, R J. H • 

.Ans. You cannot read the writings of any one with sympathy for his thought, 
without imbibing of his mental aura or conditions. Psychometers feel the con
ditions of an author by touching his book, and much more by reading. You are a 
sensitive probably born between January 20 and February 19, or August 23 and 
September 23, and your nerves of sensation are very accute. This also occurs 
with some others when there are sensitive conditions in their nature ; to be inter
ested in one's words, written or spoken, causes vibrations in the life-foreee very 
much like the speaker's. 
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AN ASTRAL VISION. 
TIIB KONA.STEBY OJ' THE AJUt. 

" All ye iuhabitaata of the world aDd dwellers of the earth, - ye, when he lifteth up au eu
aign oo the mouotaiDs, aDd whea he bloweth a trumpet, hear ye I '' (Isaiah, xriii. 3.) 

To EDrroBS Ol' THE EeoTBBic. 
BoSToN, Aua. 11, 1888. 

In answer to your request for Wednesday 
night experiences I send the following. 

I perceived a large object, seemingly resting on and partly enveloped by a den.'ie, 
dark cloud. .AJJ my vision became more clear I discovered that the object had the 
appearance of a large, capacious, and very roomy ark. Through the subsidence 
of the cloud, which by the increasing light I perceived to be of the nature of 
astral waters, the ark came to rest on a mountain peak, apparently connected with 
some vast range like that of the Rooky Mountains. Light seemed to emanate 
from the ark and from the heavens above it, until the region became highly illuminat
ed. I saw people of a snperior type but apparently from a very ancient period, issu
ing from the ark in great numbers, who. seemed to be the genii of people now on 
earth, and under the guidance of a central or sun-society of genii, from whose 
light they seemed to be guided. By the aid of this light 1 was enabled to be 
present in my astral form. 

My attention was arrested by a murky cloud which wreathed about the top of a 
neighboring crag, to the left and slightly below where the ark was resting. The 
cloud was rolling and toasing in fantastic shapes having the appearance of being 
alive with hideous forms in fierce contention, confusion, and strife. The scene was 
one calculated to bewilder and intimidate any mortal who attempts to tread the 
path that crosses its summit and wends to the "mount of the ark." I looked 
more closely and perceived the form of one who was still of earth but strugglin.oc 
to attain the higher goal. The hideons and contending forms of the cloud I 
discovered to be largely reflects of the internal confusion of earth-people which states 
tend to keep aspiring mortals plodding in a labyrinthine circle rather than follow
ing the path to the" mount of the ark." 

By the wonder magic of the celestial Sun-Genii the substance of the ark was 
suddenly transformed into a capacious and picturesque monastery, and the tutelary 
genii entered in to await the coming of their earth people. The monastery 
formed an inspiring sight on the mountain side; for loftier peaks came into view 
and towered in the back-ground, and a celestial city of wondrous charm was visible 
in the atmosphere above the mountain. I was given to understand that a zone of 
the astral world had been brought into order and been given a resting place from 
which the spiritual Genii and their celestial Sun-Angels might radiate, and flow 
forth into all the earth. 

I would fain have entered within the monastery and, perceiving that my genius 
had remained behind, I queried if he was waiting to accompany me; but perceiv 
ing my thought he answered:" Not yet, there must be no unseemly haste on the 
part of mortals to be the first to enter. It is sufficient for the present that you 
J!.ave seen the monastery and the Celestial City, for it is not permitted that mortals 
should enter singly, for this is the monastery of the ark concerning which it is 
written, ;'there went in two and two." Then I saw the dark astral waters had subsid
ed until a way appeared down the mountain, and I beheld a neat but modest lodge at 
its base with a fertile space about it and I said to my genius. " When the people 
enter into the monastery they will need of the fruits of the valley; may I dwell 
in the lodge and plant a vineyard and orchards and make ready for their coming? 
and he replied, "It is well; do as you have said, the lodge shall be yours." 

I proceeded down the mountain, a deep peace within; I did not look back lest 
some unknow temptation should come over my mind ; nor had I need, for the mon
astery with the shining city above it was indelibly impressed upon my brain and 
was with me like a living presence. I realizetl that my genius had joined his 
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brotherhood of the ark; but I knew that I should have his mystic presence with 
me in tlie lodge at the mountain's base, for the absence or presence of a genius is a 
matter of state rather than of place. 

When I had nearly reached the lodge, I thought of the mortal I had seen 
struggling on the cloud-bound crag to the right of the monastery, and my sool 
went out to help him rend the cloud and find the path ; "for" I said, •' it may be 
permitted him, though it is for me to dwell in the lodge." Then I rested against 
the verdant terrace that marked the approach to the lodge, and my soul went up to 
his and we wrestled with the forms in the labyrinthine cloud till a voice sounded from 
the Celestial City, "The united desire of the two souls accomplisheth that which 
is denied to one; admit the pilgrim." Then the cloud parted and the way to the 
monastery of the ark appeared. I heard ita gates open with a mnsical sound and 
then the pilgrim's genius appeared to conduct him over the rough path and inter
vening chasm. 

When I arose from the velvet terrace where my natural form had rested, and 
entered the lodge I coold still hear the mnsical strains that had issued from the 
monastery, and realized that it is the law of higher life that each shoold rejoice 
in the preferment of others, for therein doth the joy of angels consist. 

'' And he will destroy in this mountain the faoe of the oonriog out over all people, and the ....U 
that is spread over all nati01111." Isaiah, :r:rv. 7. 

f!APRICORN. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 
ANOTHER installment of "How to study Solar Biology" will be given in our next; 

the contributor of this aeries was unexpectedly called out of the city and did not 
return in time for this issue. 

THE comments of the translator of Oceolt Medicine will be somewhat modified 
by Van Helmont'stheory of the action ofremedies which will be given in our next. 

HA. VING returned from his vacation, Prof. Butler resumed his Sunday nigh' 
lectures before TaB SociETY Escmmto on the evening of the 19th of Augnst. 
The Sunday aftel"noon meetings will not be resumed until September 9th. The 
lectures commence at 3 and 7.45 P.M. 

•• THEo-SoPHIA,from the Wisdom of th~ Wise," which attracted so much atten
tion at the time it appeared in the April and May numbers of THB EsOTERIC, has 
been reprinted in pamphlet form and is now ready for delivery. Price 15cta. 
post paid. 

" CoRRESPONDENCE " forms quite a feature of the present issue, more space 
than nsual being warranted on account of "Uoi.ty of Desire'' experiences, and 
recommendations regarding the location of the Esoteric College. A suggestive 
and impressive thought on this latter subject will be found under head of " An 
Astral Vision," on page 131. 

ALTHOUGH forty pages of reading matter is our present standard we gave our 
readers forty-six in the August number and give them forty-four in the current 
issue. The law of expansion has been our role from the start, and by the co-oper. 
ation of our subscribers we trust to be able to continue the same course. The more 
numerous our readers, the more we are warranted in giving, as the greater the 
number issued the less in proportion is the cost of a single subscription, and conse
quently we are enabled to serve our readers, as well as the cause, more abundantly. 
Therefore we earnestly request our readers to secure all the new subscribers they 
can, and also to send us the names of those they cannot see in person. but think 
would appreciate Tax Ec!OTERIC. Subscriptions may commence at any time, aa 
we can supply aU back numbers from date of first issue, Joly 1887. For induce
menta to getters up of clubs, see page 42, Volume II. 
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UNCONSCIOUS SOUL-GROWTH. 

THE real secret of development from lower to higher forms of existence, 
is a. simple unconscious adherence or obedience to the laws and conditions 
most closely affecting the substance being acted upon. 

In his endeavors and longings for a. better comprehension of the laws 
operating through his organism, man, in the present age, matures nobler 
and more perfect ideas with regard to his important earth-mission. 

More and more, as his know1edge of inner resources becomes plain, he 
learns intuitively to link in unbroken continuance the natural with the 
spiritual world. Thus, in treating the subject of growth, we may posi
tively assume that both natural and spiritual development are promoted and 
brought to maturity by the same great plan of procedure. 

A. slight consideration of the phenomenon of vegetable or animal growth 
will convince all that the growth of soul may be explained, through ana
logical reasoning, upon the same basis with the growth of less important 
life. 

In those humble, modest ways, universally characteristic with Nature, 
she constantly holds before us the lessons which fully unveil life's deepest 
mysteries. Day by day, year by year, she parades them before our 
blinded eyes, and because of their extreme simplicity and frequency of 
occurrence we ignore them. We delight rather to look above them, and 
in our yearnings to gain the heights, before we have felt beneath us the 
solid foundation of a. right beginning, we lose all. 

Soul-growth and perfecting of character is the prime object in man's 
presence upon this planet. A. belief being entertained of this, the ~eat 
question presents itself: What must be done to accomplish this highly 

. necessary achievement? 
God requires of us no impossible task. In all the innumerable depart

menta of His great Natural Laboratory, impossible feats are neither ex
pected nor attempted. The sublime ends for which each was intended 
are reached by different roads and attain their goals of perfect use by ap
parently different methods and laws, applying perfectly to individual pe
culiarities. 

The child, under laws analogous with the flower's, grows and passes 
through the different stages of physical development, and yet, how widely 
the paths diverge ! The same earth, the same air, may furnish sustenance to 
both. The flower grows on and on to perfect development and subserves the 
humble use for which it was created; the child in like manner attains 
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the ends of physical growth and if, like the flower, he could remain un
conscious to those external influences which wrongly beset. his reasoning 
powers, his innner life would quickly and naturally attain the pure spirit
uality, which is illustrated externally in the beautiful perfection of the 
flower. And now the answer to the above question. As implied, God 
asks us to do only reasonable things. He requires only just such an 
amount of effort or energy in any department of the universe as is con
sistent with the end to be achieved. 

To man He has been especially indulgent, in that He baa shed upon 
him the very light of divinity and unlimited resources of power. This 
great possession which man holds pre-eminently his own, above all other 
objects of creation, is often lost sight of and crushed beneath a mountain 
of self-sufficiency and misapplication of the reasoning faculties. 

Growth of soul-power and inner purity can come only through the Di
vine environment of all that is good and eternal. This environment is 
alike free to all mankind. It thrusts itself upon us at every step in life 
and from the very fact of its universality and constant presence we fail to 
estimate its importance. Rather than look for a means of development 
always at hand and ready to act upon us, we anxiously journey through 
life's winding by-ways and long for that which is ever following us, ever 
surrounding us. 

Constant reasoning and anxiety for the Higher Life will not entirely 
prevent its coming in a partially satisfactory manner, but the growth will 
be attained more speedily and perfectly by relinquishment of all worry or 
misgivings for the future. Give up all anxious thought ; fear no evil of 
personal harm - simply hold yourself in position and desire, clearly and 
in faith that soul-illumination may be visited upon you, and God through 
the action o£ His immutable laws will do all. Remember that these laws 
are ever present. It is useless to search for them. They beset you con
tinually, ever seeking an opportunity to act upon you, precisely as they en
compass the flower and bring it surely and beautifully to its ultimate of 
use. 

A separate environment is not given to each production in nature. 
The air, the earth, the water, that sustain one tree of a forest are alike 
free and useful to all the others. 

Your environment in a natural point of view, is mine, and the same 
great good may be derived from it by each, if submissiveness is practiced 
and consistent adherence to laws of environment is observed in a faithful 
manner. 

"Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow." 
Here is the substance of it all. This question of soul-growth has been 

before humanity since Christ uttered these words on the mount. When 
will we imbibe the truths of the divine theory embraced within these sim
ple words which are upon the lips of all the civilized world? 

In the very simplicity of the parable of the lilies, we pass it unnoticed, 
thereby thoughtlessly refusing the kev which alone can admit us to the 
temple within, and give us the true Christ-like growth. 

The hidden simile of the lilies' and the soul's growth is one of the many 
indescribably beautiful and perfect comparisons of the natural with the 
spiritual, with which Christ's sayings are pregnant. 

And above all other teachers and seers of whom history informs 
us, his doctrines, from their simplicity and foundation upon a natural line 
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of thought, are given a stamp of divine origin which the consistent truth
seeker can scarcely question. Of all nature's floral offerings none present 
the clear embodiment of purity that is manifest in the lily of the moun
tain as described by the Great Teacher. "They toil not, neither do they 
spin." How could we more plainly be told that our futile struggles for 
a higher life and our endeavors to force a growth is entirely uncalled for? 
At last these struggles, these feelings of anxiety must cease and the great 
change will come only through humble and complete passivity. 

Learn patience, learn to acknowledge your littleness and incomEleteness 
before eternal forces and your dependence upon them. Accept reverses 
without a murmur, for often they will prove the most fortunate occurrences 
of your life. · Faithfully keep your true position. Calm the external 
senses, which mislead you, and bring them completely under your powers 
of true understanding. This can be accomplished by following the care
ful instructions which are made a prominent feature in THE ESOTERIC. 
When you have done this, and even as the change goes on, your inner
life tcill ezpand a11d come to consciousness of a necessity, through the 
action of these ever present laws and forces. 

Step by step, little by little, unnoticed 88 with the flower, your growth 
will proceed. So quietly and calmly will the God-given qualities unfold 
that you will scarcely know that the change has been inaugurated until, 
by and by, in the fulness and satisfaction of your attainments you will re
alize that you have rise.o to a new and infinitely higher plane of existence. 

Then, and then only, when the goal is reached, you can look into the 
past, and trace your soul's progress in its joumeyings through the winding 
lab~th of experience. Then you will see how completely the laws 
which act upon the flower and bring it to perfect development, are like
wise applicable to yourself, and humanity in general. 

c. H. MACKAY. 

ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 
THE CA.Pl'AIN'S DOUBLE. • 

A certain Captain von Hardtack of the sixth regiment of the line, at 
P • • reb • had a remarkable experience. His parents sent him to the 
military academy, although he had shown no special inclination for an army 
career. Nevertheless he adapted himself very well to his calling. He 
was diligent, W88 scrupulously attentive to his duties, and on entering 
active service he was particularly favored, so that his promotion was haS
tened. He soon became a captain, and then for the first time be began to 
reflect upon the conditions of his profession. " It is difficult," be once said 
to himself, "to unite the true man with the soldier, iu88much as the latter, 
too severely bound to forms, very easily loses himself in them and holds 
them for the essential. But just when the forms are strict, the heart 
must be yielding and humane if one is not to oppose himself to the first 
law of human nature." 

Amid such reflections, and with the most scrupulous attention to his 
duties, he had passed three years as captain, when he began to feel a 
strange sensation internally and upon his head. 

• The a-lator of "Boada to Immortality" baa made the Tllluable aoquaintauoe of the 
putlemao who publiahed some parts of the same book in ''the Path,'' aud avails hiulllelf of hla 
kind offer to make 1118 of hla traulatiou of "the CaptaiD'e Double" aud some other frag
IDeDte. Be do. 10 with pleuure ae he regarde the traulatiou a very good oue. 
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.. What is that?" he thought ; .. are my broodings injuring my health 
or confusing my understanding?" He examined himself closely, but 
found nothing that could cause concern. One evening when alone in his 
room he seemed to feel a presence at his side. He looked, but that which 
he thought to '!lee turned backward as he turned. He looked straight for
ward again and, behold, at his side there stood a figure which, with some 
exertion, by turning only his eyes and not his head, he recognized as the 
image of himself ! 

He could not repress an involuntary shudder and fled from the cham
ber to rid himself of his stran~e companion. Outside the house, he saw 
the figure no more, but he continually seemed to feel its presence. "What 
will come of this ?" he thought ; "I am not a Sunday child that sees 
ghosts!" 

The next day, at the same hour, the appa.ritioncame again, but this time 
much plainer than before. When he sat down it sat hf.side him ; when he 
paced the room it accompanied him ; and when he stood still it stood still also. 

" This is no illusion I " he cried, " for I am conscious of everything else. 
What shall I do? In whom confide ? nobody will believe me ; they would 
even ridicule me. I must keep my own counsel and, though the case 
is a strange one, can do nothing more than meet it with manly courage." 

Captain von Hiirdteck had long been betrothed to Fraulein von Blum, 
but could not obtain permission to marry. He had sent a third petition 
to the ministry of war and was daily looking for an answer. Three days 
afterwards the colonel of his regiment came to him at dress parade and 
congratulated him on his speedy marriage. "The permission of the King," 
said he, "has arrived I in an hour, at the furthest, you will receive it and 
all the hindrances that stood in your way will be removed." 

In his strange situation this news did not cause him such joy as it for
merlY. would have done, for it was his duty to inform his betrothed of his 
peculiar condition, and he was doubtful how it would be received. "Here
tofore," he thought, " my happiness has been delayed by earthly circum
stances; and now heaven, or at least a spiritual bemg,_ comes in my way." 
With faint heart he set out to see his beloved one. What he feared, hap
pened ; she was horrified to learn of his ghostly companion and begged for 
time to reflect and consult her parents. Hirdteck parted from her in sor
row and said, "My heart loves sincerely and were yon in my place I would 
not hesitate; I will not complain, however, but will hope that your heart 
will conquer fear." 

He passed two anxious days in uncertainty. On the third he received 
from the father of his beloved a letter which said that under the circum
stances the proposed marriage could not take place. He was sorry ?.' ve 
an honorable man such an answer, but his love for his daughter com ed 
him to; he would count upon the uprightness of the captain and oped 
their friendly relations would not be broken off. 

Hiirdteck read the letter with silent resignation and said at last: '"It is 
not my destiny to be happy; I must bear this loss, heavy though it be." 

The King's permission and the intended marriage were generally known, 
and everybody wondered that the affair should come to an end at the 
moment of fulfillment. The officers of the regiment took it as an insult 
to their comrade and demanded satisfaction of the 1oung lady's father. 
The colonel himself summoned the captain and questioned him about the 

. matter. Hll.rdteck declared that he alone was to blame; something had ha~ 
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pened to him which he could not disclose. The colonel begged him to give 
him some kind of a reason in order to pacify the other officers. .After a 
struggle with himself the captain confessed that for some time a ghost had 
been at his side and refused to leave him. The young lady, when informed 
of this extraordinary circumstance, could not master her fear and there
fore the engagement had been broken off. 

The colonel gazed in astonishment. " Ghost? nonsense !" he exclaimed. 
" That is a notion which you have hatched out in your lonesome life, and it 
will disappear of itself as soon as you have a wife. The young lady is a 
fool and her head will have to be set right." · 

Hirdteck defended her and begged the colonel to attempt nothing that 
might offend or compromise her. The colonel consented at last, but said, 
"Y oo most be helped. Ask the doctor for advice; perhaps he knows 
some way to banish your unbidden companion." 

The captain, although he felt convinced that medical skill would avail 
nothing in this case, followed the colonel's advice and spent half a year in 
trying useless medicines. Then he refused further physical remedies and 
declared that he regarded his condition as fated; he would have to bear it 
until it changed of itself. 

The colonel said, " Well, do as you wish ; but I will make one more 
attempt myself. When I lived in the capital" he continued, "I once 
met a man who, without the least boastfulness and in all seriousness, stated 
that he had attained the gift of knowing all things ; he therefore asked all 
those who found that human wisdom would not avail in unusual matters 
to turn to him for the advice or help which he could give. I will write to 
him, and if his words were not mere nothings perhaps he can help us." 

He wrote the same day. Shortly he received this answer: 
" The condition of your friend, which you have described, is a peculiar 

one. It originates in a too great conscientiousness, in that the captain 
doubts that the better nature of man can be joined to the life of a soldier. 
In consequence of this conflict two beings have been developed within 
him; one a soldier and the other an ordinary human being; these two would 
like to become one, but the indecision of the person prevents them. Greet 
your friend in my name and tell him he should befriend himself more with 
his ghostly companion and endeavor to become one with him in order that 
the latter may become absorbed in and make a co:yJ~ted man of him. 
Then he will see that true human worth excludes no · g and is confined 
to no garb, but manifests itself wherever the inner life is released 
from the external and gives to the latter the laws of thought and action. 
If your friend takes the contents of this letter to heart and carries them 
into practice, it will be well for him from time to time to give me news of 
how it stands with him, so that in case he should go astray I set him 
right again." 

This letter made a great impression upon the captain and he exclaimed : 
.. He speaks of an inner life. Is not the apparition which has come to me 
perhaps the beginning of that? I will follow his advice and see what 
comes of it." 

Hii.rdteck kept his promise. The figure which for a long time had kept 
at his side at last changed its position and appeared before him, turned it
aelf around with the circle of his thoughts and gradually began to think 
and to speak within him. 
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•• Man is a wondrous creature!" he said to himself; •' spiritual and divine 
is his nature when his inner life awakens ; but dead without this, however 
much of acquired theories he may have taken up. I perceive that now I 
am on the way to truth, and my first duty is to thank my friend and the 
teacher whom I found through him." 

CONTINUATION OF THE ORAL INSTRUCTION. 

At the end of six months Silbert • came to Fielding with an air that 
showed that his Ego had not been without effect and that his skeptical ideas 
had been powerfully shl£ken. After the first greetings were over he said: 
"I have passed through some hard struggles; my body rebelled a~inst my 
persistence, and my reason reproached me for my mechanical obedteuce, but 
the will maintained the mastery! I persisted in my exercises, and I have 
convinced myself that much may be attained, the knowledge of which is 
sealed to the ordinary man." 

Fielding questioned him concerning every circumstance of his practice 
and requested him to relate the nature of every effect of the same ; he 
then frankly expressed his joy that his pupil had justified his expectations 
"You have acted as a man," he said; "this makes it my duty to guide you 
further. Therefore listen: The man must see, hear, and feel himself, 
not only outwardly, but inwardly, in the spiritually created image which 
always accords with the condition of our soul. These phenomena at first 
make themselves manifest in dreams, then in the waking condition also, 
and finally in the fullest clearness of our mental powers. You have had 
proofs of this in your own experiences ; therefore let us examine the phe
nomena systematically. 

"The power of the Ego has penetrated you to the extent that you have 
reached the conviction that your whole being is capable of receiving the 
Spirit. Since, however, the Ego is subject to so many powers. attach
ing itself to-day to this, to-morrow to that function, we will show it the 
way to find again its better self where it separates the pure nature of man, 
from all its worldly conditions and exalts itself to the place of power. 

The natural man is born to the mastery. What the world gives us is fleet
ing and weak. When the condition stands above the man, when we are 
ruled by the self that the world has given us, then we are involved in 
darkness, and we fall a prey to Death if we do not save ourselves. But 
the pure Ego, when it triumphs over the other, conquers Death and opens 
for us the gate into the Life; therefore we will now penetrate to the real 
Man, and learn to feel him, as well as to distinguish him, within us. To 
this end take for your practice in future the task of thinking the name 
"man," until the power of the same seizes you, destroys completely the false 
~rm, and places you upon the standpoint where only the stamp of human
tty has any value for you. You have accomplished the first task ; try now 
the second. 

"It is harvest-time here, and therefore my time is limited; but I advise 
you to pass a few days with me that you may see the industry and the re-

• Wereoall to themem~ofthe readerthelaataenteooein thefinrti.ustalment, regarding Silbert, 
the disciple of the book: ' Silbert retarned to the capital where he "practiced" for several houra 
every day and, in the intervals, read for his recreation the tales in the book he had reoeim from 
Fielding. In order to lead the reader by thname path we will give eome of thoee stories" -
which are "The Scholar," " Caroline Rupert," " The Image of the Betrothed" and "The 
Captain's Double." (Ed.) 
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joicings of the country people as they bring home the blessings of the 
fields. Our mood is brought nearer to Nature when we observe in what 
abundance she gives, and we forget, at least for the moment, that man bas 
also laid upon nature's productions the ban that leads to so much discontent." 

Silbert staid with Fielding and observed the activities of the people of 
the neighborhood and at the same time began the practice of his task. It 
awakened in him sensations quite different from the other. " I feel myself 
internally and externally, he said to Fielding, " when I undertake the new 
practice." "Have courage," said the latter, •• for you must possess your
self both within and without." 

One evening, when Fielding had finished his business earlier than usual, 
they sat together upon a height ; the glorious landscape lay before them in 
the most beautiful sunset light. Silbert was involuntarily affected and 
cried: "Nature is wondrous fair; exalted above all expression and all de
scription ! Can tbe spiritual eye, then, behold still greater beauty ? " 

"The Spirit beholds all in its own light," said Fielding. 
"I do not understand that," said Silbert. 
Fielding replied : " All that is proceeds from the Spirit. Within it are 

the rays of life, as well as all the forms and colors that charm our eye. 
It is the sum and substance of all beauty, and the external world is but a 
weak copy of the living glory of the Spirit, wherein it beholds itself. 
The more we recognize the Spirit, the more perfect appears the Crea
tion also. Nature bas no beauty for the unspiritual." 

"According to this the wise have more enjoyment than the ignorant," 
said Silbert. 

"Do you doubt that?" asked Fielding. 
·• No," replied the pupil. "But there appears to be a double meaning. 

Wisdom demands renunciation of all enjoyment, and still shall it retain 
the capacity for enjoyment?" 

.. That is a trifiing with words learned from the unwise, who, in their 
parsimony, can tolerate no riches. Who made the plan of Creation? 
The eternal Wisdom. Who can understand this plan ? The wise. And 
whereby can it be understood? By penetrating into the being of Crea,. 
tion, contempla~ it in its beauty and its perfection, and thereby attain
ing the highest enJoyment." 

"If that is so," remarked Silbert, "then the doctrine of Wisdom is that 
of enjoyment." 
"Ha~;e~ss is our aim I" said Fielding. .. In that we find all conditions 

of life ed." · 
" That is also the language of the egotist." 
"It appears to be. Is he an egotist who .by his conduct raises into 

honor m human society a calling which for a long time has been\ 
despised? No, in truth, no I He bas only given in himself a proof of 
the worth o£ his calling. This is the example for man: Everyone shall 
strive to realize in himself the ideal of humanity; then he has worked 
for himself and humanity." 

" You are right I" exclaimed Silbert. For the first time this view is 
clear to me. We seek to illuminate others while we are wandering in the 
darkness ourselves. I feel what I have neglected, and will strive, through 
knowledge of myself, to pay the debt which humanity has the right to 
demand of me." 
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Silbert laid aside for an indefinite period all his lepl business and 
dedicated himself wholJy to his new task. In order to live undisturbed, 
he left the city and leased a lonely estate in the country, whither he retired, 
seeing no one about him all the day, so that he could continue his practise 
in the house as well as in the open air. It lasted a year until the time 
when he could give reckoning concerning his new task. At last, however, 
the husk burst and he felt the necessity of seeking his friend, that the bud 
might not be injured by false treatment. 

When he came to Fielding, he said: "Man must find himself, each for 
himself ; thus mankind ennobles itself. I recognized the husk of man 
conduct me to that within." Fielding replied: "You have spoken 
that which you need, the Inner. Seek it for yourself! That it may· be 
made certain and without illusion for you, however, think for a year: 
"Inner Nature." 

Silbert thanked his friend and again went away. " Inner Nature" he said 
to himself, "I will learn to know thee. Inner Nature I Thou shall be my 
key I" . 

Another year passed by and he came by his practice to the conviction 
that man, without entire transformation, without rebirth, was swimming 
aimlessly upon an ocean where he could never hope to reach shore. 

Since all the pictures that show themselves to men when dreaming or 
waking were now pretty clear to him, he read once again the stories con
tained in the afore-mentioned book, that he might explain to himself 
the causes upon which they were based. 

"The scholar," he wrote in his notebook," is an example of the error 
into which so many fall when they set up an aim for themselves without 
considering the peculiarity of their nature. He was pleased with his call
ing and used all the powers of his mind to attain the highest position 
therein; in so doing his natural Ego became suppressed. He wrote mostly 
books of a moral nature, for children, upon their training, upon the im
provement of men in particular and in general; he wrote against the sins 
of his fellows, and everybody held him for an apostle of the age, for a star 
which would light the world through coming generations. But all his 
writings were fruits merely of his industry, his capacity for making compari
sons and speaking attractively according to given forms, they did not spring 
from his own powers. The Scholar estranged himself from his natural 
Ego and died 10 a living body. The latter, unnerved and enfeebled, could 
not lift itself to a rebirth, and so it became degraded to the rudest animal 
nature and at last fell into the arms of death. 

" That is the way which I was going, and I have only a kind Providence 
to thank that I was saved by Fielding in time. 

"A lovely example of the rebirth is given in the story of the sailor who 
found the inner life in the image of his beloved. It is not related in the 
story, but certainly he first saw her in his dreams ; then she appears to 
him in his waking state, becomes his companion and at last leads him 
victoriously through the storms of the sea back to his native land. This 
is an example of those simple natures of the fifth grade, who in faith and 
love regain themselves. Happy are they who journey such ways. 

"The story of the captain awakes my veneration. Fearful lest he violate 
the laws of humanity, the image of his unblemished Ego appears at his 
side and in this life receives him into itself. Exalted power of Human-
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ity, help me, and help all of us, that we at last may behold thee in thy 
image, and upite ourselves with thee! 

" The story of Caroline Rupert is that of a chaotic character : manifold 
emotions struggle within her. The sorrow for her mother and the pangs 
of conscience awake at last her better self. The feeling of a cherished 
pride, paired with a touch of piety, take personified shape against her and 
would surely have wrought her destruction had not that illuminated man 
come to her rescue. Wonderful powers of the spirit I Even in error still 
exalted above ordinary wisdom and reason, since ye could raise the veil of 
the future for her ; wherefore are ye so seldom sought ? wherefore are we 
not shown how in your realm to distinguish Good from Evil ? I thank thee, 
eternal Goodness, that thou hast received me into thy school! I thank my 
friend and benefactor who with such patience has led me out of the world's 
confusion." 

For two years he practised the awakening and investigation of his 
inner nature. At the end of this period he came to Fielding and said: " The 
man and his Inner Nature have become alive, but I feel within this, still 
an innermost germ, or, I say, a fundamental cause of my being. Help 
me to bring this also to light." 

Fielding replied : " Yon are right ! In the innermost of all there is still 
a germ which is to be brought forth ; to the Ego this is also possible. In 
order to fulfill all demands, and to raise you to the degree for which your 
courage and diligence make you worthy, call it ' King' and you shall see 
what a power Bows out from it." 

(To BE OOliTilnJKD.) 

A FEW OCCULT MAXIMS. 

TllB end of all occult philosophy is to assure that unalterable serenity of soul 
which is the life of heaven and the surpassing peace of the elect. 

BELIEVE in the wisdom of God and the harmony of natural laws. This faith 
will preserve 08 from anticipating evil, and being vexed by disorders we cannot 
prevent, for what appears irrego1a:r to 08 is often the result of a law which eaea.pes 
oar notice. We ahall find in this consideration the great secret of resignation. 

BE not disturbed by the apprehension of evil, for the evil which may overtake 
you will never be stronger than yonraelf. There is but one real evil, injnatice, and 
it is in your power to be just. Calamities which are foreign to oar conscience are 
either triala or favors of Providence. 

BBLIEV:B in the reality of all that is good, even in the moat fleeting forms of life. 
" A glaaa of water given in my name shall deserve eternal life," said the great In
itiator. 

BE humble ; never imagine yourself great because you poaseaa much knowledge 
or experience profound thoughts. A simple dewdrop reflects all the glories of a 
beautiful day, yet nothing thereof belongs to it; it is thus of the soul. 

DisPuTE not about the essential natura of God. Faith in God should make men 
bette~, not lead their reason astray : for how should we define the Infinite? How 
explain what we cannot understand ? The more we dispute, the less we adore. 
Let us reason as we please on the necessity of adoration, but when we pronounce 
the name of the Indefinable, let us preserve supreme silence. Let us bow and adore ! 
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GLEANINGS FROM "THE HEALING OF 'fHE NATIONS." 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

The book from which I have culled the following extracts is entitled "THB 
HEALING OF THE NATIONs," • and waa written in 1853-4 by the hand of a young 
man of limited education, a blacksmith by trade. He disclaims all the credit of 
authorship, and says : " When about to write, I felt descending upon me an influ
ence whose holy sweetness words can never express. My whole being entered a 
ealm and tranquil state which waa expressed • • • t iu a devout prayer, .. • • • I 
never planned anything ahead in writing, for beside the power dictating I felt truly 
as a little child, and can now thank God that I was pennitted to have a child's 
trustfulness. Having been aaked, ' Why do yqu reject the credit of composing 
the work?-I answer,-Common honesty bids me do it. I have desired, hum
bly andsincerely, to glorify a loving Father and benefit man." 

I think the young writer must have been on the true spiritual or Christ plane, 
and at one with the Infinite, aa Dr. Dewey so ably explains in that truly valuable 
work, "Th8 Way, th8 Truth, and th8 Life" which I have lately read with pro
found interest. The Healing of the Nations a.hound& in tnah. 

W. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 
"THE PHYSICIAN." 

"Physician, thou art unworthy the name, if ignorant of the intimate 
connection of spirit with the mind, and through this, the body. 

"Inspiration is not confined unto a few of God's children, but hath an 
avenue leading into every spirit on earth, and through the spirit it can af
fect all the regulations of man. This governing power thou canst never 
reach without knowledge from above. 

" If thou knowest no more than unaided intellect can teach of man, thou 
canst never appreciate the power of the spirit, of which thy intellectual 
power is but a result. 

" A result can not understand its cause. This should be thy first great 
lesson in Physic. 

"To understand the causes of disease, it is necessary to understand, 
first, the cause of the body, and its connection with spirit. No m.a.n, un
aided by Inspiration, can see or understand this connection." 

" First, and greatest, and most difficult, the spirit must be understood ; 
not only in relation to the body in which it exists, but in its immediate 
connection with God, its creator. 

"Thou must in humility seek God; for, remember, all the spirits of his 
children are connected with him, and for thee to thrust thyself between 
them rudely, is certainly presuming. Ask of Him help. If thou hast 
obtained this aid, disease must fly before thee, as chaff before the wind. 

•• Disease is simply inharmonious action or passion. To remove this, 
thou must, of necessity, be in harmony with GOd and, through him, with 
the elements surrounding thee and the sick. 

" Thou must be also in an harmonions state with the spirit of the sufferer. 
This can only be obtained by a sympathizing spirit. Thy s:piritual vision 
must be opened by God, the great physician, and all things m connection 
with the diseased body will be plain. Body cannot see spirit, neither can 
mind ; but spirit can see the mind, and also make the body clear and trans-

• In &II.Bwer to letters of inquiry I would state that doubtleaa Tim F.aormuo PuBLIIIBilro 
ColiiPAlfY could procure this exoellent work, un1- out of print. If it is, they might do good 
by republishing it. W. A. E. 

We read this work some twenty yean since and were very favorably imp~ with the eame, 
.00 therefore regt'8t that it is not now in print. (Ed.) 
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parent. It is very necessary that thou shouldst have au harmonious 
spirit, for without it thou art thyself diseased in thy most vital part; and 
if, by accid.ent, thou didst care, the cure would be little, if any, better than 
the disease. 

" For perfect health, the spirit must be harmoniously connected with 
God, and in his sweet communion receive nourishing food, - sending 
down through the mind the joys of perfect peace and revealing itself in 
form of vigorous manhood in the outer body. 

"With those enjoying this peace, yet having, io the outer body, an in
heritance which obstructs the spiritual power, all disease can be by the in
spired physician removed by the simple touch. 

"He, with his powerfol harmony removes the disease or obstruction by 
simply stimulating the spiritual power of the sick. 

" Where the flesh predominates, the mind sways to the animal passions. 
With such, disease must not only be more common, but harder to cure or 
remove. More common, because this very preponderance of flesh is a dis
ease, in affinity with all diseases. It being intended by God, that spirit 
should rule in.the body, any deviation from this intention must in reality 
be returning from him to earth, from life to death. Until the abundant 
weight of flesh be removed, or rendered perfectly passive, the spirit within 
the body cannot act, to cure. 

"This fact hath builded a systematized druggery, which drugs not only 
the animal into passiveness, but upon the spiritually minded heaps loads, 
that indeed it requires a strong spirit to overcome. 

"Thf'ough passiveness of the animal nature, all cures must be made. 
Where disease hath produced the desired passiveness, all medicines are 

an injury, for they are only a load for spirit to overcome. 
"Earthly food cannot nourish spirit, neither can drugs composed of the 

earth help the spirit in operation, save, as hath been stated, in those cases 
where the animal organization greatly predominates ; and here they in 
reality break down the living powers of the flesh by giving it an overload 
of death contained in the drugs, to be scattered over the system already 
diseased. 

"Take away the physician's confidence in his drugs, and they are per
fectly useless m curing, and worse than useless unto the patient. 

• 4 There is but one true system of healing ; this is, that in which 
love obtains passiveness, and through which passiveness, spirit assists 
spirit to throw off the inharmonious action of the being, either spiritual 
or physical. 

' 4 Sickness of flesh is not the commencement of disease. It is but an 
effect of transgression, which, of whatever form or character, makes at 
last its centre, by entering the transgression of God's law, through which 
pure love floweth unto the spirit. 

" Change of disease is no cure, yet many great fames and great names 
have been builded upon such change. Faith in God would remove disease 
from the lot of man. He would then see, in the bounteous love of his 
Father, all that spirit could enjoy, and would nourish his earthly body 
with the simplest, healthiest food he could find. 

" The enjoyments of animal disease would be left behind, and he 
would only live to enjoy peifect health. 

•4 Physician, do thy duty. The removing of disease can only be accom
pli8hed by understanding correctly the cause of all diseases, and this under-
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standing can only be given by thy Creator, in whose very life thou dost 
exist. 

"Thou must show the preventive of disease as he showeth it unto thee, 
else his showing will certainly cease. He is just, and giveth unto none 
more than others equally deserving of trust. Thy vision must, by His 
aid. be 80 refined as to pierce instantly all flesh. 

"Thou must borrow, as it were, his unlimited vision, and as he does 
view his children. 

" With him, in his unlimited vision, nothing is mysterious, and unto 
thee, there is more or le88 mystery, as thou dost approach or recede f'!'Om 
him. 

"The human form should always be open unto thee and transparent as 
air. 

" Is this impo88ible? If thou thinkest so, 80 long as thou thinkest 
thus, it is ; but thou art measuring with thy own measure, and not with 
God's, or as thou wouldst with his aid. Dost thou desire this aid ? Seek 
within thy spirit and thou shalt find it, for thy spirit is intimately con-
nected with thy Creator's spirit, else it could not exist. . 

" The deeply-schooled physician is often most ignorant of this connec
tion. How very little man knoweth of himself. 

" Is not spirit the controlling power? It is connected with every part of 
thee. It is the intelligent principle, through and by which man discerns 
that which he understands. 

"Then cannot spirit in affinity with, and having the confidence of the 
suffering man, see instantly, through this intelligent controlling principle, 
the disease and the cause of it ? 

"It is not the outward eye that sees. The eye that is invisible, and which, 
the true and ever living organ of sight, is Gonnected with, and seated 
in every human being, and the outer eye is but the machine which it tl8e8. 

"The spiritual eye sees most clearly when the outer vision is perfectly 
under its control, yet it can see without the use of the outer eye at all. 

"The controller of all is God. From Him branch off rays of intelli
gence, penetrating all space, pervading the spirit of man, and giving unto 
every creature all it knoweth, or can know. 

" At the fountain, all the effects are visible. To open thy spiritual 
vision, oh physician, go thou to this fountain which hath its connecting 
bond within thee, and humbly ask permi88ion to drink thereat. What is 
plainer than that God, the creator of all, must know all perfectly, and if 
he knoweth, will he not give unto thee, if deserving? 

•• Oh, measure not God's bounty in thy own selfish measure. 
"Books upon bones, muscles, blood, and nerves, are piled high upon the 

physicians shelves, but where are they which illustrate clearly the spiritual 
controlling power and those parts of the machine it controls. 

•• The beginning is entirely deserted, consequently the desired end is not 
attained. 

'' Let the first question in medical books be, -what is spirit? the sec
ond, - ?Dhat is its proper connection with its creator? the third, -what 
is its connection with the animal life qf man? 

"Let these, answered correctly, be the foundation of the system, and 
disease will be removed form the inheritance of man. Think not, oh 
timid physician, that thy occupation would cease ! 
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"It is surely more noble to give health than to remove disease,- to 
prevent instead of cure, and this is the physician's greatest privilege. to 
tell unto man that which shall make him avoid disease, which through ig
norance he might suffer. Man under thy inspired instructions would walk 
the earth as a God: In form perfect ; in mind and spirit, the image of his 
Father in heaven. 

" Reproduction would be understood. Thou wouldst unto the mothers 
of God's children reveal laws that would make their loved babes pure and 
perfect as angels in heaven. " 0, what a. noble mission ! to bring back the 
halt, the lame, the erring, the sick, the suffering, to their Father's house, 
well, happy and rejoicing. Man hath been so preoccupied with the phy
sical machine, that he forgets the motive-power, and can not fathom the 
cause of its motion. God never intended thee to be incomprehensible to 
thyself. Surely the Creator of wisdom can not take pleasure in listening 
to the hum of a machine, when that machine is only a distortion of a loved 
child that should be a. comprehender of the supreme wisdom in which he 
was created. 

" Profess to ~ate man, and know not whv he hath motion ! Heal 
flesh at the expense of spirit ! Trample heedlessly under foot God's great
est production 1 

"Physician, if thou art so ignorant, learn, ere thou dost attempt to 
stand between God and his child. 

" There is little known of the true science of healing. Drugs are looked 
upon as necessary. If this be the case, why were they not allotted a sep
arate apartment in thy individuality? Why not desire them as food and 
diink ? Why not be tortured to death unless in health thou hast them? 

"True knowledge will sweep drugs into the earth, whence they came. 
They are necessary unto the harmony of creation, but their being created 
does not impose n~n man the duty to eat or drink them instead of food. 
· · Man, if a physictan visits thee, ask him to tell thee what the life is, that 
he would save. If he know not, tell him to depart, and pnt thyself in 
God's hands. 

" Oh, physician, seek higher, search within. There are purer and ho
lier truths, to reward thee. In God's pure light there are no mysteries : 
all is clear and transparent, for none enter his presence, who wish to per
vert th~ light. Oh, seek this pure and holy gift, and before thy astonished 
vision will open the book of life and love, and behold thou dost see before 
thee the cause and controlling power of a.lllife ! 
• "Oh, seek thy Father's aid, and think not that because He is seldom, 
if ever, mentioned in the books of the dead thou hast studied, that He is 
afar off, and only to be reached by a. choice few on earth! 

"God is near thee, around, and in thee, and knoweth thy every thought 
and action ; oh, listen to His loving voice ! Thou canst not know the for
~ving kindness and sustaining help of an all-wise Parent, until thou dost 
m humility seek him within thyself. Therein He is always manifest. 
Listen and learn of His own holy voice the mysteries of thy being, and 
fearlessly impart thy knowledge unto man." · 

LoSE not thy time in denouncing the darkne88 with vain discourses ; make the 
light shine, but let it not be the light of a consuming torch. 
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MAN, INTELLECTUAL AND SPffiiTUAL. 
A LECTURE BY JOHN LATHAM. 

[Delivered before The Sooiet," F.eoteric August 12, 1888.] 

[Oct. 

THE human brain is the most complex and wonderful structure known 
to Science ; it is the citadel of sensation and the seat of conscious life ; -the 
organ of thought, memory, invention, and, lastly, of revelation itself. 

The peculiar structure and arrangement of the brain with its white and 
grey matter, and millions of cells and fibres, taxes even the resouroee of 
the specialist to expound, and is beyond the scope of the },>resent lecture. 
While a familiarity with its structural anatomy and functtons are highly 
advantageous and serviceable, we shall leave these technical considera
tions of the brain to the anatomical specialists. We will, however, call 
attention to the five recognized avenues by which the brain holds cvmmu
nication with the outer world: i.e. through the senses of touch, taste, smell, 
sight, and hearing. Here again is presented an almost inexhaustible field 
of .labor for the specialist to demonstrate how wonderfuHy man is allied 
to, and bodily sustained from, the material universe. We shall however 
content ourselves with a few simple statements as being sufficient for our 
present purpose. 

By the sense of touch we are warned of the extremes of beat and cold, 
we protect our feet from ice, we snatch our band from the flame ; we ad
just our garments to the requirements of the season and regulate our reJ.a... 
tions to outward nature in a thousand ways. 

The necessary duty of nourishing the body is made inviting and pleas
urable by the sense of taste, which also furnishes many delicate hints· at 
combination and suitableness, while it offers emphatic protest against much 
that is unfit, detecting adulteration and proving in many matters a con
noiBBeur of great delicacy of discrimination. 

In the sense of smell we have an alert sentinel to warn us of the pres
ence of many noxious and deadly gases, it also imparts pleasure to the 
mind by bringing it into relation with the fragrant and life-giving eman
ations of nature. 

Through sight we have an avenue of education and enjoyment, as won
derful and far-reaching as light itself, which is the symbol of intelligence 
and progress,- the flashing or irradiation of the Divine Thought. 

Hearing is a sense, or manner of manifestation, intimately allied to the 
heart and emotional nature ; through waves of sound we are cheered or 
annoyed, exalted or depressed. The brain is an instrument of man1 
strings, and through the vibrations of sound we are moved to laughter or 
tears, to heroism or fear, to nobility or baseness ; it is probably the sense 
having the widest range of poBBibilities for the transmi$Sion of joy or 
pain, for it is not alone the word we hear but the tone and quality of mind 
are communicated as well, which are often of vastly more significance 
than the words themselves. Through the ear a more substantial vibration 
is produced upon the brain, and hence the system is more profoundly and 
variously affected, as in oratoey and music, feeling as well as thought being 
communicated and thus wide possibilities of future culture through the 
medium of this sense are sug~ested. 

W o have outlined thus brtefly the methods by which the wonderful 
structure of the brain with its indwelling life is allied to the material 
universe, as a suitable preliminary thought. 
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Man looks out upon nature with a conscious sovereignty. Though at birth 
the most helpless of beings, by virtue of the quality and capabilities of 
his mind, he steadily advances towards a state of supreme command, he 
subdues and domesticates animals vastly his superiors in brute force. He 
constructs tools and implements to facilitate his work, he bends the 
forces of nature to his service. 

Other forms of animal life adapt themselves to conditions as they find 
them, or enjoy but a limited and specific instinct for self-assertion ; as 
the bee in building its hive, the beaver in constructing dams, the 
bird in making its nest. But these are in no sense comparable to the 
powers of mind with which man contemplates the material universe. To 
him it is a workshop, a theatre for achievement ; m.aiter is but the crude 
material in which his ideals shall be wrought. 

He clothes himself not merely by necessity, but according to fancy. 
Nor does he stop, in the matter of habitation, at simple protection from 
the elements ; he is imbued with an aesthetic instinct, he aspires not merely 
for comfort, but elegance. Stately architectural structures spring into 
being at his word of command, and imposing public edifices and worshipful 
temples arise. 

He banishes night by artificial light, which within its sphere even ri
vals the sun in brilliancy and chemical force. Within enclosed areas he 
controls the extremes of heat and cold, creating and maintaining artiDcial 
seasons and temperature at will. 

The wind and waterfall are utilized, machinery invented and con
structed for almost every conceivable purpose, while the expansive force 
of steam is invoked to impel and thus increase the productive capacity of 
man a thousand-fold. 

The steamship and locomotive equalize the commoditie.q of the four 
quarters of the earth, while the telegraph and printing-press lay beside his 
breakfast table the events of the habitable globe. 

In. order to realize how vastly man bas distanced the ox, the horse, the 
elephant, and all other known animals, we have but to glance at the clas
sified stores of fact and knowledge in the departments of agriculture, hor
ticulture, floriculture ; the wealth of ex.penence and knowledge in the 
mechanical arts, the researches of geology, the vast discoveries of natural 
wealth in oil, coal, the various metals and minerals, their expeditious 
manipulation and practical uses. Nor can we overlook the profound 
spirit of investigation with the resultant brilliant record of chemistry 
which, together with mathematics and astronomy, has enabled him to ana
lyze, weigh, measure, and wonderfully interpret the laws of matter and 
space. 

Mind is the great subjective fact at the center of this extended realm 
of objective possibilities, and though the domain we have contemplated is 
regally stupendous, the significance of a man outweighs it all, and at best 
material research, achievement and discovery but brings him to the 
threshold of true existence; for man is something more than matter. 

Geologically speaking there was a time when God said, "Let there be 
light". The dense vapors which enveloped the earth, shutting out the face 
of the sun, were rolled away and the vivifying rays of the sun of our 
planetary system fell full upon the surface of the earth, giving nature a 
grand impube forward in the evolution of a human race. 
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The spirit of the nineteenth century is crying "Let there be light." It 
is but the echo of God's Spirit moving in the expanse of man's spiritual 
nature, rolling away the clouds of mental and moral night, that we may 
come to know the true import and value of being; for we are, so to speak, 
privileged to be a people "clothed with the sun." Though many are 
prone to be like the early cave-dwellers of the earth who knew compara
tively little about the power and glory of light, the time has arrived 
when in the economy of the universe, the mental, moral, and vital atmos
phere of man is being clarified, and we are coming to understand more 
substantially that there is a luminous presence above and behind life, a 
something that gives potency to the faculties of the mind, and health and 
vitality to the powers of the body. 

Even the most material philosophies acknowledge the presence and op
eration of an all-pervading principle of nature, and, furthermore, that its 
manifestations are those of order and intelligence. The human mind is 
the key-board wherein this intelligence finds concentric expression, and 
by virtue of the complex and wonderful arrangement of the brain we are 
in possession of faculties, by which we may not only fathom the domain 
of nature, but explore the boundless realms of thought itself. 

While man is a most wonderful complex of matter, yet the intuition 
and philosophy of all ages has had a deep conviction of the fact that the 
real man is something infinitely more enduring and truly substantial than 
the ever-changing material of which his earthly body is formed. In 
short, the most enlightened are rapidly coming to accept that all :phases 
of organized existence are but the outbirth of an underlying sptritual 
cause. If matter assumes the form of a flower, a tree, a bird, there is a 
spiritual cause and necessity for its so doing. In accordance with the 
same law earthly substance assumes the human shape and semblance be
cause of an indwelling force, which is the true and very man; while the 
material body is simply an adjustment of the spiritual man to the condi
tions of a material umverse. 

It is an important stel? forward, when we are able to discriminate be
tween the spiritual, the unmortal«>r real man, - and the mere semblance 
or material structure built up for his convenience and use in this life. 
Therefore, as we have a spiritual body within our natural body, so within 
our natural brain we have a spiritual brain, composed of spiritual or true 
substance. 

We have shown how the brain is related to the outward universe 
through the senses. In a similar manner the spiritual or living mind is 
conjoined to the spiritual universe. We duly commiserate the misfortune 
of being blind or deaf to the sights and sounds of this world ; but blind
ness and deafness to the things of the intellectual and spiritual universe
is a calamity of far greater magnitude, and one of lamentable prevalence. 

We perceive that God is a Spirit to be worshiped in spirit and truth, 
hence the necessity of activity and wakefulness on the spiritual side of 
being. We can readily understand, in view of man's spiritual opacity, 
why Christ should say to Nicodemus," Except a man be born again, he 
cannot see the kingdom of God." The fact seems to stare us in the face, 
that, by some strange eclipse or divergence, the race is involved in an illu
sory life of the senses. That which should be least has become the great
est, while the vital, living, and truly real side of being has been ignored or 
cast down. Neverthtlless the spiritual is the true and we must set 
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ourselves to discern how this new birth or re-adjustment of forces can be 
effected. This is especially rendered necessary from the fact that every 
vestige of disease, inharmony, or evil that is known to earth primarily 
comes from the lack of comprehension and conformity to the laws of our 
spiritual being. Therefore, if the fountain-head is not pure how can we 
expect " sweet waters?" 

This brings us to the consideration of a pivotal and fundamental prin
ciple of spiritual being, viz., the existence of a spiritual sun, which is the 
primal center of all occult thought and philosophy. The great wonder is 
not so much that such a sun should exist, as that man should have become 
so nearly oblivious of this spiritually thrilling fact. As the spiritual man 
is the real man, and the body, so to speak, but its ever-changing garment 
so the spiritual sun is the real sun, while the bright center of our solar 
system is but an outward symbol, a vast electric light created and sus
tained by the spiritual sun. 

Whichever way we tum we find the operations and limitations Qj. nat
ural law, everything is done according to method and system, nothing 
happens by chance, everything has its cause. The phenomenon of life is 
regulated by law as well as the revolution of suns and planets. Their 
sufficient and ever-present cause and law is the spiritual sun, whose rays 
are more important to the things of our spiritual being than the rays of 
the natural sun are to the outward life of nature. 

The spiritual BUD falls upon the faculties of lhe mind like livin~ light. 
It is the luminous and vital principle of though\. Its presence is mspira
tion and power to the heart and affections ; it is the true well-spring of 
life. 

While the sun of our planetary system is a representative of natural fire, 
the sun of spiritual being is the 6.re of life itself. Its every ray is instinct 
with thought and affection. It endows man with true humanity and per
sonality. It shines for universal man whether in the body or out of the 
body. It is by virtue of its potency that men and angels are, and con
tinue to be. It is the all-pervading and ever-present Comforter or Holy 
Ghost. It is the true Olympic or Divine energy whose presence is in 
the earth like a mountain of power, ouly requiring suitable states on man's 
part for its abounding and mighty revelation. 

As the BUD of the natural world shines alike for the evil as well as the 
good, so also does the spiritual SUD shine for all, regardless of religious 
faith or previous conditions, the difference or degree of reception being 
solely due to the state& of the invidual, and not to the absence of the sun 
itself. 

The sole consideration in opening one's mind to the influence of the 
spiritual SUD is an honest desire for its benefits, a yearning for wisdom and 
truth, a willingness to conform to the laws of spiritual being as they are 
daily made known; for in this source we have an ever present revelator, 
it opens the book of life to each to the measure of his requirements. 
It is the providence of God constantly ministering to the higher necessi
ties of our being, and as the higher includes the lesser it consequently 
becomes a providence embracing the minutest particulars of our lives. 
This is implied in Chrits's words where he states that not a sparrow falls to 
the ground without notice and that the very hairs of our head are 
numbered. 
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We can nowhere escape beyond the operation of law, yet we are every
where and at all times free to give willing co-operation, or even in a meas
ure place ourselves in opposition to the grand providential dispensation. of 
spiritual forces. The law of universal good does not always operate to 
suit our narrow views or selfish interests : hence, we act from a center of 
supposed personal interest. We thereby close ourselves to the general 
providence, and in our endeavors to reconstruct or modify the universe 
to our wishes, new conditions of friction, suffering, and ultimate blight are 
the result. The internal life of the race has consequently become as a 
tangled web, and we have friction and inharmony in almost tJvery nook 
and corner. Ignorance, injustice, sorrow, suffering. disease, and untimely 
death form the warp of life which should properly be composed of shin
ing threads. For we are privileged to be a people clothed with the Sun, 
with the Moon (self-derived intelligence) under our feet, a crown of Stars 
upon our head; a people against whom the powers of night cannot pr&
vail, and who shall bring forth a man child, - the new truth or law of 
the mind- which is to rule the nation. 

It is not the purpose of esoteric philosophy to b&.nish God or offer new 
names or symbols as the essentials of salvation. We take the universe as 
we find it and merly endeavor to demonstrate the reality of spiritual sub. 
stance and its existence in accordance with laws as fixed and definite as 
those which control the domain of matter, which in reality is but a reflex 
or lower form of the same~ In the spiritual sun we have the fountain 
head of all life ; its vibrations are the voice of conscience, its rays the 
glad ideals and light of the mind. 

To those who contemplate God as a. person, or accept Christ as the in
carnation of Deity, it will be appropriate to still approach the source of 
life and wisdom in such form of mental recognition, prayerfulness, wor
ship, or humility, as habit or experience demonstrate to be most servicea
ble and responsive; for out of this spiritual sun flows a most intense, 
luminous and adequate personality, and its provisions are more than suffi
cient for every necessity of man's nature, because it holds not alone the power 
of life, but of the requisite form for its material expression. 

The period has arrived when in the economy of the univet-se, the mental, 
moral, and vital atmosphere of man is to be purified, that he may become 
more keenly aware of this most substantial and wonderful domain. of 
inner life and being. This, of course, must be an individual work, for 
all progress is based on individual effort, and esoteric truth appeals to 
personal consciousness for acceptance and out-working. 

This Spiritual Sun is the adequate source of life and healing. It is the 
supreme force of the mind and its .reception evolves "a new Olympos," or 
WILL, through the ma.n:iage or proper adjustment of the spiritual and 
natural substance of the mind, which in turn gives birth to new activities 
and vital forces supplying new life to the brain, heart and lungs, practi
ca.Jly and literally fulfilling the conditions of being born again, as 
announced to Nicodemus. 

There are consequently before us to-day new possibilities of health, 
wisdom, and power, which it should be our pleasure as well as duty to ulti
mate on the earth. 

There are few persons, if any, that have not occasionally had more 
or less vivid experiences of this his inner sunshine, revealing sources of light 
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to the mind and warmth to the affections, as real as the voice of a friend 
or the warmth of a glowing grate. 

Again, who has not seen how wonderfully the will is at times potential
ized, overcoming apparently insurmountable difficulties, breaking up deep
seated disease and even thriumphing over death itself. 

So-called miracles ar not wrought in defiance of law, but in conformity 
with true esoteric principles, and such works are possible to all in the same 
ratio as true conjunction is formed between the forces of Spirit and Matter. 

OCCULT MEDICINE. 

VAN HEL"MONT ON MAGNETISH. 

[Couoluded.} 

"The ignorant only," Van Helmont continues, " will take offense at the 
term magic power (which he claims for the blood); on my account they 
may also call it spiritual power, for the name does not matter, but the 
thing. There is such a magic power in the inner man, whether you mean by 
it the soul or the vital spirit. Since there is, in all things, a certain relation 
between the inner and the outer that power must pervade the whole man, 
only that in the soul it is more active, in the flesh and blood more relaxed. 
The vital spirit in the flesh and blood holds the place of the soul, i.e. the 
vital spirit in the external man is the same that in the seed fore-knows 
the whole form of the man, that magnificent structure and perfect outline, 
as well as the nature and the limits of his action, because this spirit con
tains all that in itself: it accompanies man from his mother's womb to the 
end of his life. Although it disappears with the life, it remains to a cer
tain measure in the body of a man killed by violence, whilst the body of 
a man who dies from weakness of nature is left by the inborn as well as 
the inflowing, or sustaining spirit. 

"The souL as a purely spiritual entity, could move neither the vital 
spirit, nor the flesh and bones, did not a force, pertaining to the soul, but 
magical and spiritual, outflow from it into the mind and the body. How 
should the vital spirit obey the command of the soul, if this command were 
not able to move the mind and then the body? But ~rchance the objection 
will be made against this magical agent that 1t, indeed, acts within 
the body and its natural residence, but if we call it magic it is only a mis
nomer, since it cannot move or change anything outside of its body. To 
this objection we answer: That magic power, pertaining to the soul, that 
acts at a distance, lies latent in man and wants awakening; for it is, 
so to speak, in a state of sleep, which, however, does not prevent it from 
daily performing its duties in the body." 

As an illustration of magic action by the animal man Helmont 
adduces moles, or birth-marks. " If a pregnant woman has a great desire 
for cherries and, therefore, forms a vivid image of them in her mind, the 
form of a cherry is impressed upon the child, just on that part that the 
mother touches with her hand on her own body. Such an impression then 
is not the lifeless image of a cherry, a mere stain; but it blooms and 
ripens at the same season with the natural cherries, which is seen in the 
changing color. This is certainly a great power of the microcosmic 
mind that produces, by mere thought, a true cherry i.e. flesh character
ized by the inner properties of the cherry. 
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" The spirits are the conductors of the magnetism, but they are neither 
celestial nor infernal spirits, but such as arise from man himself, as the 
fire does from the flint. A particle of the vital spirit assumes an ideal 
entity, a form, so to speak, according to th~ will of man. The spirit that 
before had been purer than ether, after taking on this form, is now placed 
between the material and the immaterial. It then takes the direction that 
the will imparts to it or whither the unerring knowledge innate to the soul 
sends it for action. Once started, that ideal entity is no more arrested by 
the barriers of space or time. But it is no demon, nor the action of a 
demon, but an entirE'ly natural action of our own mind." 

Van Helmont holds the view that at the bottom of the magnetic virtue 
of the loadstone and the inanimate things generally there is a sensation, 
the cause of all sympathy. As the magnetic needle points to the pole, it 
must know the ~le. But how could it know the pole, if it did not senRe 
it. The same, tf it turns to an iron-bar you approach, no longer minding 
the pole, it must neccessarily have sensed the iron before-hand. But the 
mere sensation would not be sufficient, if there were not the impulse of love 
also ; the loadstone, therefore, must be endowed with a certain rmagination. 
One imagination draws it to the iron, another to the poles; and yet an
other draws it when preventing a miscarriage, or healing catarrh or colic. 
The imagination of the amber attracts Rtraw; combined with our mumia 
the amber draws more intensely than the loadstone draws to the other side, 
and thus becomes a "zenexton" (amulet). Ought we to wonder that 
inanimate things possess an imagination ? Does not the Spirit of the Lord 
fill the whole Universe? 

" There are plants which, when eaten, produce mental derangements, 
not by destroying the brain or scattering its spirit, but because their for
eign and mad imagination overpowers and subjugates ours, for a time or 
forever. Is not the hydrophobia transferred from the dog to a man? Is it 
not the raving phantasy imbedded in the saliva of that animal that soon 
triumphs over the blood after touching it, however slightly, through the 
open skin. Then the former imagination of all the blood gives way 
and the foreign hydrophobic imagination is irresistibly forced into it. 
The awakened and increased magic power of the dog gets the better over 
the quiet and slumbering imaginatiOn of the bitten animals. No animal 
therefore protects or defends itself against a mad dog ; for he exercises a 
spell against which neither teeth nor horns can prevail. 

" In the external man then, as well as in the animate creatures 
around him, there is slumbering a magic force that can be aroused ; yea in 
the whole Universe there is latent a spirit which we call the magnale maf
num, and which is the communicator of the sympathetic and antipathetic 
phenomena and through which the magnetism acts, as through a vehicle, 
upon distant objects." He says at another place : " The medium of that 
hidden property by which things act and r·eact upon each other at a dis
tance is the magnale magnum, or great magnetic agent, but it is not a cor
poreal substance that can be condensed, measured or weighed; it is an 
ethereal spirit, pure, animate, pervading all things and moving the mass 
of the Universe. • • • • It has its like nowhere in Creation; it is no 
light, but a form married, so to S}>Elak, to the air as its helpmate, although 
not combined with its essence. By this form the influence of the stars is 
conducted everywhere in a moment, directly and through all obstacles. It 
expands by heat and contracts by cold. It is most excellent on the 
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mountains." We have here another description, additional to those given 
some time ago in THE EsOTERIC, of the Astral Light, also called the 
Astral Fluid. 

"All Nature is magical, and there is no active force that is not called 
out magically by the imagination of its own form. • • • A seed-grain in 
its first life nourishes ; but when it loses that life its power of reproduc
tion is developed. On the third plane is the magic force that proceeds 
from the imagintion of the life, the aggregate life. as in animals and the 
external man. This power is already much higher, but not the highest; 
although by much practice and strong imagination it can be brought 
to a high degree of perfection, where it imitates the true magic qf t~ 
mner man as closely as possible. 

·• Almost every magic power needs awakening. The lowest kind is 
aroused by heat, as a vapor or a spiritual air, in which the imagination, 
heretofore immersed in deep sleep, is awakened, and whereby a movement 
of the vital spirit is induced. The second magic virtue, i. e. the force of 
magnetism, is aroused by a preceeding touch. The virtue of the third de
gree, which is the magic power of the animals and the external man, is 
awakened by a vivid and strong imagination. But the virtue of the 
blood outside of its vessels, which is yet quiet, is stimulated by the 
increased imagination of the wound-salve or by subjecting the blood to 
putrefaction, by which the elem6nts separate, whilst the essences (that do 
not ~trify) as w~ll as th? essential imaginations that were latent in the 
qualities, are put mto action. 

" In whatever objects the imagination is aroused to a strong desire for 
the spirit of another object, in order to move, draw, expel or repel soJU&. 
thin~, there- and nowhere else- we recognize the magnetism as a natural 
magiC virtue, vouchsafed by God. The" formal" quality is different from 
the sympathetic and latent qualities in this: the imagination which arouses 
the latter is not directed to local, but only to alterative motion, i.e. to mo
tion producing a material change. Every magnetism therefore must be 
sympathetic (or antipathetic) : but not all sympathy is magnetic. 

" It is now easy to understand that an imagination and magnetic desire 
inheres not only to the blood but also to all the fluids of the body. But 
in the blood the imagination acts more powerfully than in the other things. 
(Because it is so easily transferred, it often happens that the habits and 
other peculiarities of the grandfather reappear in the grandson.) 

" It is due to the action of the imagination of the blood that the blood 
caught with a spatula from a wound and mixed with the magnetic salve, 
reacts magnetically. The imagination, dormant and too inert for action be
fore, is then aronsed by the power of the magnetic salve ; and finding there 
a' balsamic and healing force, it desires to impart it to its whole i.e. to the 
body from which it comes, and to remove all foreign tincture by magnet
ism. The imagination of such blood is re-acting and ecstatic ; and the 
magnetic current that commences in the blood is completed by the healing 
power of the salve. But the salve does not attract the noxious essence of 
the wound and so become a Box of Pandora, it only changes in its SJ!irit 
the blood admixed to it, renders it wholesome and arouses its magnetism. 
The latter returns to its individual, thereto heal in the whole man the blood
spirit akin to itself. It draws the noxious impression out of the wounded 
man and expels it by the healing power, victorious over the evil, which is 
partly aroused in the blood, partly ingested into it through the salve. • "'• • " 
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The above translation furnishes a specimen of the form in which the 
occultists of some hundred years ago expressed themselves with respect to 
the hidden powers and virtues in nature. But names, says Van Helmont, 
do not change the facts, and upon these the occultists of all ages agree. 
In the present time the jhenomena of healing and other ~c accom
plishments are accounte for as produced by " sympathetic VIbrations " 
of the subtile substances comprised under the name of the Astral Fluid, 
and it is very probable that our century will see great discoveries by which 
these things will be drawn down from the metaphysical realm, to be handled 
by the men of so-called exact science. 

Regarding the source of the healing power in nature, the correct view 
seems to be this, that it resides in the " imagination " of either the 
remedy,-mineral, vegetable, animal, or the healer,-the animal or spiritual 
man,- as in the different branches of magnetic and mental cure. C. W. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

BY WILLIAM COX. 

Thirteenth Paper:- The Counteracting Influence of One Sense Upon 
.Another. The Story of a Little FlOUJer. 

THE human mind is like the sea. All rivers run to the sea ; it is moved 
upon and reached by highways of water. The mind, like the sea. is moved 
upon, fed and reached by the rivers of the senses, which are roadways of 
water : touch, taste, smell, sight, and bearing, are dependent for their nor
mal or perfect action upon a watery condition ; without water or moisture 
there can he no normal action, no health, no integrity of the senses. Sen
sations are passed to the brain by means of nervous fluids, and not by 
means of nervous solids. Taste is perfect only when the salivary glands 
are active, and the water-ducts of the mouth pour forth their liquids. The 
tongue of an invalid, parched by fever, with all the springs and fountains 
of the mouth dry, is devoid of the sense of taste. An animal with a dry 
nose is unable to smell the most pronounced odors. When the water is 
dried up in the eye, sight becomes dim, and in time disappears. Hear
ing depends upon moisture. The exquisitely formed bones of the ear are 
little water-hammers, and the music of sound is struck from a liquid 
anvil. All the roadways of the senses lead to the intellect by the way of 
water, as rivers run to the sea. Dryness and all diseased and abnormal 
conditions prevent clearness of mental perception. Excitement, sorrow, 
grief, despondency, or any unusual and disturbing influence upon the mind 
will produce nervous dryness, or heat, and the senses will be rendered 
imperfect and sometimes impotent. Mind and sense, or brain and nervous 
roadway, are inter-related and dependent, act and react one upon another, 
so that the health, vigor and perfection of either depends upon the harmony 
of all. Over the watery roadways of the senses the ships of sensation 
and thought are constantly passing and repassing, freighted with their 
cargoes of good or ill, strength or weakness, truth or error, joy or grief. 
The influence of the abuse of speech causes nervous dryness, partially 
paralysing the senses, and gives to the mind disturbed vision, producing 
pain, grief, melancholy, and even madness. These harmful conditions 
are often best counteracted by beautiful sights, or pleasant odors, which 
have a strong tendency to restore a normal nervous action, and ward off 
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and prevent mental sadness or excitement. Mind is made sad or 9lad from • 
without rather than from within. All corroding and parching tnfluences 
therefore must he either avoided or counteracted, if peace is to sit serene 
upon the throne of the mental temple. The bot winds of passion, fear, 
or slander must not be permitted to blow along the rivers of the senses 
until they reach the garden of the mind, blighting and burning all the 
beautiful blossoms of thought. In a former paper was shown the result 
of the evil in.ftuence of the abuse of speech when entering into the seed 
sown in the soil of the mind, until from germination it finally develops, 
stage by stage, to the poisonous tree of suspicion and madness, which ends 
in physical death. This evil influence of the abuse of speech reaches the 
mind by means of sound, and its effect is often as sudden, surprising, and 
shocking, as a blow from the forked scimitar of the lightening. 

A short time since, a man was hurrying along a crowded thoroughfare, 
when suddenly and unexpectedly a caged parrot screamed. " Stop thief !" 
The sound, harsh in tone and cruel in meaning, swept like a hot wind 
along the nervous river of the sense of soUBd, breathing its blight upon 
the mind, exciting and distorting it, until the man, maddened by passion, 
turned like a fury upon the bird to destroy it. Thus a harsh sound dis
turbs and wounds the mind as if it bad been struck with the sharp-edged 
sword, yet the man may have been guiltless of the crime screamed in his 
ears by the bird. 

The action of any one sense is counteracted by the action of other 
senses. If through the sense of sound an evil infiuence reaches the mind, 
it can be counteracted by the action of other senses ; it may be counter
acted by a good infiuence through the sense of sight, or smell, or both; 
and if both, the curative effect will be the more complete and healthful. A 
man had promised his wife numerous gifts. The anticipated joy of receiving 
the presents from his generous hand filled her with delight ; the prospect of 
being able to give them caused tha man equal pleasure. In an unfortunate 
speculation be became bankrupt, and his property passed into the hands of 
creditors. Penniless and powerless, with the thought of his promise knock
ing at the door of his soul, he became despondent, his tongue became 
parched, his stomach irregular and insuffiCient in action. The cloudy 
vapors of dyspepsia dulled the polished mirror of his mind. He saw 
nothing, felt nothing, believed nothing, clearly or rightly. Mentally abnor
mal and distorted, all things assumed a ghastly hue, or came to him in 
questionable or forbidding shapes. The bravery of health fled from him, 
and the cowardice of disease filled his mind with thought of self-destruc
tion. Thus brooding, his ear was struck by the rushing waters, and as 
quick as thought he started across field and lane in the direction of the 
sounding water, intent upon suicide. As he neared the object of his 
flight, his eyA rested upon a small white flower, beautiful as a ray of sun
light, with polished leaves as of pearl, and marvellous beauty of form. 
In all his life he had seen nothing like it. As if touched by the wand of 
magic. his mind grew clearer, a smile crept to his lips, and stooping he 
reached forth his hand to pluck the blossom. It required effort to pull it 
from the soil in which it grew, the stem was tough and he could not break 
'it; still be pulled, and yielding at last he secured it ; the roots were black 
and unsightly, nothing of the plant presented aught of loveliness save the 
fair flower upon the stem. "How like my intended rash act and my sal
vation from it, is this flower !" he said. " Into the soil of my mind the 
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black roots of an evil purpose had stock deep , the plant of crime was 
growing with the hard tough stem, and yet above the roots and upon the 
stem the sweet flower of goodness blossomed and only waited my gather
ing. Above the soil of evil the buds of goodness blossom, from the black
est. and filthiest soil spring sweet giving blossoms of fragrance. Growth 
arises from the tomb of decay. The white spotless Espiritu sanctu, or 
flower of the Holy Ghost, peeps from between the black jag~ rooks of 
the awful chasm. Lilies, fairer than the light of dawn, lie upon the 
brackish waters of India's seas, and the Hindoo maiden plucks them, and 
decks her brow for the bridal." · 

The man thus turned from his purpose of self-destruction, retraced his 
steps, and with hie face turned towards home, and hie soul joyful at his 
deliverance, he determined to ~o to his loved wife and confess his rashness 
and madness, entreat her forgtveness, and with reason and hope renewed, 
begin the battle of life again. Still gazing at the little flower and hasten
ing homeward, he was startled by the cry of " Help I Help I " 

Looking up he saw a man with a face of ghastly whit.Eoness and eyes 
blazing with the fire of maddened passion, frantically rushing from a house ; 
a frightened woman. screaming, clung with a death-like grip to his gar
ments ; after her, sobbing bitterly, came three or four wond~ and fear
stricken children. " Help I Help I " screamed the woman. He who but 
a moment before had J?lucked the flower "safe~" from the nettle " dan
ger," ran to the fleemg man and, seizing h1m, placed the wondrous 
blossom beneath his nose. The frenzied man, checked. by the unusual and 
unlooked for action, clutched the flower, gazed with admiration upon it, in
haled its perfume, sighed, smiled, and exclaimed, " My soul, this is good I 
where did you get it?'' "Yonder in the field," was the answer ; •• near 
t.he brink of the precipice I plucked it : go there and see~ and you too 
may find the flower, to cheer, bless and save you., So saying he left 
the man, with wife and children clustered about, and hurriedly continued 
his steps homeward, with the wondrous blossom. 

On reaching home, his wife rushed to him and gasped " Oh husband, 
what is the matter? where have you been?" Evading the question, he showed 
her the pearly flower, told her of its talismanic power and its magic sweet
ness and soothing inftuence upon the soul when sad and hopeless, and of 
the beauty and efficacy of its brightness, brin~ng peace and gladness to 
the mind when the clouds of sorrow ftit. Taking it from his hand and 
smelling of its rich subtle fragrance, the joyed wife asked the name of the 
singularly beautiful and strangely sweet flower. " I know not its name, 
I only know it as my salvation, and the dearest treasure, save you, dear 
wife, vouchsafed to me through all my life. You remember, after our 
marriage we placed a piece of our wedding-cake beneath our pillows on 
which we slept. We will to-night place the flower beneath us while we 
sleep, and in the morning let us say what dreams, if any, may have 
visited us." 

When morning came the wife said : " I saw in my dream a sweet face, 
with eyes of wondrous meaning, and from its mouth came a voice in stilly 
aoftness, beautiful, full of tenderness and assurance, saying, " Be of good 
cheer and guard the flower of all the blossoms in the garden of life ; it is 
the sweetest and most comforting, a balm exhaling sorrows : keep it, treas
ure it ; you may call it "Mollie." " We will keep it in our home,'' replied 
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the husband, " it shall be to us like a. herald of Love, bringing peace to 
sorrow. It shall indeed be to us our sweet Mollie: uniting and bringing 
gladness." 

Thus through the avenues of the senses do messengers of beauty and 
fragrance carry peace and comfort to the distracted and sorrowing soul 
Above the soil of evil, blossoms grow, only waiting for the hand of knowl
edge to pluck them, to adorn the brow of Understanding whence happi
ness eternal springs. May this flower be in the homes of all, for with it 
is a perfnme, ever-abiding, and a. pleasure which changes not, nor decays. 
It is the blossom grown from the seed of a good act, whose fragrance 
mollifies the frenzy of passion. It is the blossom, fadeless, faultless, and 
becoming to the brow of those who pluck it. 

The flower which retains its sweetness and beauty forever; prudence, 
hope, faith, charity, peace, and good-will, are enfolded in its pnre heart, 
and all are exhaled a.s fragrance spiritual from its leaves of pearly white
nees ; and all, through the roadway of the senses, reach the sea. of the 
human mind. · 

THE CRY OF THE EGO. 

JmS. MARGARET B. PEEHE. 

I LIVE, but the where is unknown ; 
I know, and I love, and I pray; 

My life is forever alone, 
And alone it remaineth for aye. 

Who knoweth the way that I came? 
Who seeth the way I shall go? 

The whence, and the where, and the why 
Of the soul, where is one who can know? 

I wander where stars bnrn like fire ; 
I dive to the depths of the sea. ; 

I follow each inner desire, 
And find in the All- but the OM. 

Who knows me, or sees me, or touches 
The outermost rim of the I1 

Who can tell where I dwell in the day, 
Or in dreams, to what realms I can fly? 

I look from my windows to find 
A friend in the neighboring Soul ; 

But the walls of the Ego rise high 
And between us eternities roll. 

When and where shall this longing find rest? 
This solitude cease to appall? 

When the E~o in harmony blest, 
Vibrates With the breath of the All. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE ffiGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN A'ITAINMENT. 

MAN, in order to think correctly and to have realities appear real to 
his mind, must have a correct idea of his surroundings and relatedness, 
because our mentality is affected, not only by everything in the earth, but 
also by the planets ; and intellect is limited by the scope of its knowledge of 
surroundings. The ne1ve fibers of the brain are, like the sunflower, ever 
turning towards the source of light, when left free to act ; but they are 
wholly under the control of the will, so that if a wrong conception of the 
source and nature of any of the relations in life should make a confused or 
false impression upon the mind, it may prove so strong in its influence, that 
if we sho·~ld think that we had before us some liquid the taste of which 
w~ knew full well, but on taking it found it was som~'Jhing entirely 
different, even though something of which we were very fond, it 
would be unpleasant to us at first. A gentleman with whom we were 
dining in his quiet home, was very fond Qf chocolate as a drink; the cook, 
knowing this, made coffee for the others and chocolate for him ; he smelled 
the coffee, and really thought his cup was the same ; and when he tasted 
it he shuddered and set down the cup with the exclamation : " What is 
that 1" When informed it was his favorite drink he stopped a moment and 
then said: ''Well, it is not good when I think coffee and drink chocolate." 

How many times in the experiences of our life have we been on our way 
to some well known place the idea of which was clear in our mind, and, 
being busily engaged in thought, missed our way and arrived at some 
other, but equally well known place ; and for the moment, how the brain 
reeled ; how strange all looked to us 1 On close observation we would dis
cern that the peculiar feeling in the head was caused by the movement of 
the brain-organs, that they actually had to change their position before we 
could become conscious of the realities of the situation. Another very 
marvelous effect of the thought being out of harmony with the facts is 
seen in the case of " getting lost " in the woods. A person is very liable 
to travel in a circle from right to left (because the right lobe of the brain 
and body is governed by the external and active force of the earth and 
the movement of the heavenly bodies; planets and moon all run 
around from right to left; and the left side being the negative, acts as a 
pivotal centre to revolve around). While in that condition, how strange 
everything appears 1 the sun seems to set in the wrong place ; the moon 
rises in the north or west ; if they happen to come to a familiar creek 
or river, it runs up-stream; and even the song of the birds sounds strange 
and unpleasant; and if in their wanderings they come in sight of their 
own home, they will not recognize it. So strange is the effect of the 
inharmony with the facts, that they soon become so bewildered that they 
will not know a friend who might find them, but will fear him and flee 
from him as if he were a wild beast. And many times it has occurred in 
such cases that when they have been captured by their friends and taken 
to their families they did not recognize even their own children, and were 
actually insane. 

All this illustrates and explains why it is that the majority of people 
cannot perceive the plainest truths relative to natural law; all their brain 
fibres are polarized to certain things which they believe to be one thing, 
when they really are quite another. The brain of the majority of human. 
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ity is in the condition of the man lost in the woods, and we might as well 
talk to an insane person on those important matters as to such. And we 
are prepared to say, from the illustrations of this law of order and dis
order and its effects npon the human mind, that until we can come to a 
proper understanding of the methods, instrumentalities and ultimates, not 
only of our own life but of all creation, we shall remain in the same deluded 
and insane condition as we are no;w. 

Man is an epitome of the Universe; all its magnetic and electric forces 
focalize in and act upon and through him. His brain is a delicately or
ganized instrument upon which all the mind-forces of the Universe play 
and through which the planets of the solar system express themselves, -
for all the worlds and suns are but the mind-organs of the Infinite through 
whose influence and power Creation is carried on in the world. Man has 
volition only in selecting among the different influences, which he shall be 
controlled by; for the perfectly orderly mind can sense all these and recog
nize their harmony, and by the recognition of their harmonious uses 
is enabled to understand these different influences. and because he knows 
what they are, can restrain the one and accelerate the other so that all may 
be brought under the guidance of an orderly will. 

What we want most of all, is to know our relations to the Universe 
and the ultimates towards which everything tends, by virtue of an abso
lute and undeviating law. This knowledge obtained will place us in har
mony with all the forces ; so that truth will appear true, and the under
standing will be orderly, and as soon as a fact 1s suggested the mind will 
at once apprehend its relations and uses in the economy of God's great 
nature. 

•• How can this be accomplished?" ask some ; '' must we take what you say 
about it as true and then measure everything by the rod you give us?" I 
answer: No Ill Truth is always self-evident when we give ourself time to 
stop and think. We will herein make a statement in brief, and you 
will do well to accept the wise words of the Bible.-to " prove all things and 
hold fast that which is good." To prove a thing. an unbiassed jury is pre
requisite: your own reason and intuition is judge and jury on all matters 
of Divine Law. Therefore we present the following for your considera
tion, and promise you that, if you remember what we here .give you and 
then go to nature, carrying it with you as a measuring rod, and observe its 
methods with an honest and earnest desire to know the truth. that you may 
live in harmony with nature and the God of nature, then your mind will be 
illuminated, so that, no matter what we may say, you will know the truth 
for yourself. 

The statement is this. First, there is a Universal Mentality, and all 
natural law is the law of that Mind. Second, that Mind controls all things ; 
the planets are His mind-organs through whose movements thoughts are 
formed, the form and nature of which find expression in every organized 
substance on earth,- in plant, animal, and man. Third, there was a pur
pose in that Mind, and an object to be attained, by creating the earth and 
its occupants, which purpose finds expression in t.he words of Gen. I. 26, 
and was embodied as representative of its incarnate expression in the 
Man Jesus. Fourth, the method applied in the work of Creation is the 
operation of the male and female principles of generation and evolutionary 
development through all form~< of existence, from the atom to water and wa
ter-animals, the ashes of which form earth, whilst their spirit (or soul) is the 
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life of vegetation ; progress moves on from that to insect and animal and, 
lastly, man; and man through the same original, positive and negative prin
ciples regenerates himself, transmuting the grosser elements of life into 
finer and yet finer, until he is sufficiently refined in his inner substance to 
sense the substance of the original Spirit of God. Then being like God 
in substance, he becomes one with him in will, wisdom, knowled~, 
understanding, and power, and is able to control that life by his untty 
with the Supreme Will. This was the thought that went forth into space, 
endowed with all qualities and the power to cause the elements to con
dense and endow each atom with the inherent power to continue working 
in that direction through all forms and changes until it shall ultimate the 
above design. For elaboration see "The Seven Creative Principles". 

When this thought is accepted and the mind is able to apprehend it, 
then after having been "lost" these many thousand years we have found 
our way back to the Eden of the morning of Creation, having gathered 
knowledge by experience that will enable us to appreciate and continue in 
it, never more to " fall.'' 

A correct understanding of the above statement will destroy the falla
cious doctrine of dying and going to heaven, and will also make the belief 
in re-inca.rna.tion a necessity ; for if the soul of man is developed from 
and through the lower forms of life, then it must live many lives in many 
bodies. Again, if evolution is a law of nature, then the only process 
must be through experiences in one's native earth. But if man's soul 
progresses on the other side of life, why not the souls of beasts? Now if 
you say they do, then what is the use of man's existence at all ? why do 
not the souls of animals develop into angel-men, without all this struggling, 
troublesome existenoe of mao? No, it is clear that evolution is the law 
and that all development is by experience, and that the immature soul of 
man can no more grow or develop in the spirit-world or ether above and 
around the earth than a beast, and that the soul of the beast, in order to 
grow, needs the elements of earth as much as a plant. That being so, it is 
necessary that all souls not having developed in this life into a spiritual 
consciousness must return to be born as children and develop through the 
experiences of other lives. God's laws are very just ; many an aged man 
is heard to say: " 0 that I had my life to live over I how different I would 
make it I '' Divine law answers : "You shall have it; " and while we do not 
remember our former life, yet the development of actual knowledge remains. 
This is expressed in the fact that we see children in our present age know
ing as much as mature men of one hundred years ago ; we may, if we dis
believe this, find reasons for it in parental conditions etc. ; yet all these 
things work together and no one thing is all the truth. It is believed ·by 
the majority of humanity now, that these souls cannot come into the body 
save when planetary conditions are favorable, and then that they will not 
be attracted to the persons through which they are born unless there is a 
common bond of sympathy in their conditions. 

This again necessitates another belief, viz. that there are ages of devel
opment through which time all souls -or all but those who through occult 
knowledge make the superior attainments - must re-incarnate until the 
end of the age, when the planets will come into positions that will produoe 
mental conditions that will turn the minds of the most mature toward 
the Divine laws and methods of attainment, and will give them a desire 

. to ~h the high goal. And all those who do, will be gathered together in 
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one place where they will form one body in perfect harmony and unity of 
thought, feeling, and a.ction; a.nd through the spiritual powers and knowl
edge possessed by them they will never die, but when their body is suffi
ciently refined they can transmute it to soul-force and lea.ve the ea.rth at 
will. But there are evidences tha.t such will remain in the body through 
one entire age before they will have completed their work. Jesus is re
ported to ha.ve sa.id "He tha.t ea.teth of the bread tha.t I sha.ll give him 
shall never die, but ha.ve 'a.ge-la.sting' life;" a.nd beca.use Jesus sa.id to his dis
cifles tha.t "there are some standing here tha.t sha.ll not ta.ste of dea.th un
ti they see the Kingdom of God come with power," there are many now, 
even a.mong the professed Christians, who believe tha.t the "beloved" disci
ple John is still living in the body on ea.rth, and if Dr. Ha.rtma.nn's book, 
called " Among the Rosicrucians" and Dr. Phelon's book, ca.lled "the Fu
ture Rulel'l! of America. '' are founded on fa.cts, then there a.re some rea.sons 
to believe tha.t there are tho&e who ha.ve rea.ched such a sta.te of develop
ment tha.t they a.re no longer necessitated to die and re-inca.rna.te but 
through ha.ving knowledge of Divine law will continue to live until the 
earth is redeemed fr<>m ignorance, sin, and dea.th. 

These thoughts will serve a.s a guide-board ma.rking the wa.y tha.t sa.ges 
a.nd prophets of all a.ges ha.ve gone over a.nd tha.t ha.s led them to condi
tions of true sanity. But such ha.ve alwavs been a.ccounted insa.ne by the 
rest of the people ; see Isa.ia.h LIX. 15. " He tha.t departeth from evil is 
a.ccounted ma.d" (marginal reading). We must expect tha.t the stigma 
of insanity will be thrown upon us by those who do not rega.in their 
primeval sanity. Go into a.n insa.ne a.sylum a.nd talk with the patients, 
and in many ca.ses they think tha.t they are the only sane people and all 
others are insa.ne. The sa.me holds good in this a.ge and condition, where 
not one in ten thousand ha.ve anything like a correct idea. of their own 
nature and the relations of their life to the world a.nd the universe. 

It is found by those who ha.ve studied Sola.r Biology carefully, a.nd 
thoroughly compared human life with its exposition of the sa.me, that it 
creates a.n orderly condition in their mind enabling them to nndersta.nd 
a.nd perceive natural law in a purer and more comprehensive light; we 
regard it as a God-given means to bring men to rational intelligence, see
ing ourselves a.s others see us. 

This being the~ (Libra.) number, and the mental quality of this 
twelfth part of the year being the Perception of Knowledge we deem 
the above in order in this issue. · 

Now ha.ving given directions tha.t will enable all who have the aptitude 
of mind to utilize this centralized thought ,we will endeavor to give a few 
simple rules to aid those who do not readily see the utility of the above. 

The prior articles ha.ve given directions to still the senses and listen 
to the voice tha.t speaks only in the soul and, through it, illumines the in
tellect ; but in ora.er to ha.ve that illuminating guidance we must desire 
knowledge for its use, not for self bot for others. If you desire knowledge 
for yourself only, you are selfish and tha.t will put up a barrier against all 
inspirations. What we want is to be co-workers with God ; the thought 
that formed the world to make man like itself is the leading one in all 
nature ; tha.t being so, if we wish to come into the inheritance intended 
for us, viz., to have "dominion," to dominate over all God's Creation, we 
mU~tt enter into His labors as faithfully and with a.s much zeal a.s though it 
all depended on our own personal effort. And in these efforts we recog-
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nize all persons as God's children and our children, and that the business 
of our life is to help, instruct, and lead all men up to a knowledge of the 
truth. Yon know of course that you have not the knowledge or ability 
to do that ; then the one desire of the heart must be to get the knowledge, 
and in order to get it you must use all you have, be willing to do little 
things, look back in your own experiences and see how in some cases one 
word or sentence opened up to your mind volumes, and really was the means 
of changing your whole course of life. Yon do not know what word 
would have the same effect on others, but the Master does ; therefore all 
you can do is to place yourself under his guidance, and follow carefully 
the impulses of the inner consciousness ; and wherever you go keep that 
one desire active, to know and do something that will serve to open the 
spiritual consciousness of some one, and start him or her on the way to 
knowledge. Do not be anxious, but be willing to trust the guiding intelli
gence in all things; keep ever alive the active desire to be used by the 
Spirit to help others. 

If, for instance, you go into a meeting where there is a prospect of an op
portunity being given to speak, then place yourself wholly in the hands of 
the Spirit to be lead and used; desire earnestly wisdom, that if the Master 
has anything for you to say, yon may speak just the words that will prove 
effectual. Be passively willing to speak, or be silent, as the Spirit wills; 
and after you have done the best you know how, then leave it; have no 
anxiety about the result; having done the best you knew how, you have 
done all you could. Keep it ever before you as a motto, never to be anx
ious, but submit gracefully to the inevitable ; do all you can and then be 
satisfied. And if the old " Accuser " would make you condemn yourself 
for not doing, or for doin~, something that you ought, or ought not, to do, 
then reason upon it intelltgently ; and if your reason says you did the 
best you knew how or could under the circumstances, then in all confidence 
say to the Master as a child would to the father: " I did the best I knew, 
you take care of it, I can't '' ; and then give it no further place in your 
mind. 

Again in all your efforts to obtain knowledge keep the eyes of your 
mind on the people ; you want knowledge, not for self but for them,- the 
knowledge they need. Thus, whether yon read books, hear lectures or ser
mons, or sit in quiet contemplation, the one object must be ever paramount, 
to know WHY the present disorder of humanity exists and how to remedy 
the difficulty. This mental condition maintained, you will attract to you 
the " spirits of just men made perfect" who are ever ready to aid and 
illumina-te all who have a will to co-work with them and the Creator. This 
will put the mind into perfect harmony with the Soul of the U Diverse so that 
the descendin~ currents of creative life will flow freely through you to all 
things for whtch it was intended, without obstruction or false coloring. 
This attitude of mind in view of divine law might be compared to a hol
low tube lying lengthwise in a rapid stream; the waters would flow through 
it so that the water in it would be always new and fresh. While the 
mind that is seeking knowledge for self, is as though one end of the tube 
was closed ; the water fills it, and no more can enter as the tube is obstruct
ed with sediment and mud; and the mind of such is necessarily narrow and 
darkened. While the majority of men whose minds are out of divine order 
and who yet are honest and desire the truth, are as though the tube turned 
ac'l'lnllll, the stream, the waters rush against it and disturb its rest and only 
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fills it with sediment from both ends of the tube. We can at most be as 
a tube, to receive and pass on the waters of life to those that are to be 
the light of the world. -

It must be borne in mind that every one has a charge of God to this 
great work of leading men to " their high calling (as illustrated in the life 
and teachings) of Christ Jesus our Lord," and every one must work as 
though it all depended on his or her own personal effort ; for it does, so 
far as our participation is concerned, and if we do not participate we will 
have no part in this spiritual illumination. This work is the " harvesting" 
of "the firRt ripe fruit of the earth'' and all that have part in this "the 
first resurrection" to spiritual life will be sons of God bearing in their own 
individuality his LIKENESS. Therefore let none think they are going 
to be led along like a child by some other mind into this high ultimate ; 
for they will not. Many, no doubt, will read these thoughts and many 
others on similar subjects, and memorize the words and re-express them 
over and over with as much enthusiasm as though it were from the soul, 
whiJst really it is onl:: the parrot expression of another's words, and they 
themselves will die without any realization of having any part in the 
matter. 

This first ripe fruit of the earth is to be the saviour of the world ; 
each must realize this, first singly, then after, collectively as a member of 
the body that the one Spirit to whieh each will be allied, will in and of it
self organize. Then there will be no hangers on, but all will be live ac
tive parts of the common whole and all dead branches will be cut off. 
DUrin~ the last twenty years many persons have heard ·the call of God 

for " savtours " (see Obadiah verse 21 ), and the call comes to each as an 
individual : "You are called to be the saviour of the world ;" and in their 
ignorance of divine laws and methods, there arose in our midst many 
.. saying I am Christ and deceive many "-and themselves included (see 
Matthew XXIV. 24). And the numbers of such is suprisingly great; 
could you look into the secret place of all hearts, it would be found that 
nearly two percent of all Americans have active within them this thought, 
and each has his or her own peculiar plan for accomplishing this ultimate ; 
some through politics, others through business-methods, others by some 
social reform, others by colonization and re-organization, and others by 
religious reforms. All these have some truth and are doing a necessary 
work ; but their selfishness causes them to proclaim, or at least assert their 
selfhood and exalt it above all others ; thus they judge and condem them
seJves by their own law as unworth:y of the high calling. But they who 
are wise enough, remember that "God has no respect to (the) person" 
of any man, that universal law, in fact, knows but one man, and that 
one is composed of the aggregate body of all men: therefore we should work 
as those work who think all depends on them, yet ever bearing in mind that 
we are a part of a great body that will arise to bless and illuminate the world. 
We must each remember that all that any one can do for us is to suggest 
thoughts for our consideration and that our part of the work is to prove 
their truth and utility, or reject them as worthless to ourselves, leav
ing our mind unincumbered, to go on in its own natural lines unlimited by 
others. True it is that "as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are 
the sons of God ; " and equally true is the word of the same book " Cursed 
is man that trusteth in man or maketh flesh his arm." No, we cannot trust 
in man in any way ; all reliance must be in the Supreme ; no spirit or 
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mortal has a right to coerce your will ; and if either should make arbitrary 
demands in any way upon you, it in itself is sufficient evidence to con
demn him as evil. All high and holy spirits are, as high and noble men, 
non-obtrusive, and only come when invtted; it is the Divine law that all 
persons have au equal right to their existence and to acting out their nat
ore without coercion, so far as it does not intrude on another ; and no one 
can coerce another's will without sooner or later suffering the consequence 
of his sin against a God-given right. No law that man can make can change 
Divine law ; then eaoh should by virtue of this law live by the dictates of 
his own conscience, and bend to no man's law, when it makes void the law 
of God. 

It was for this that they crucified Jesus, and we need not expect to slip 
along without accusation if we obey God rather than man. But persons 
from habit have adopted certain things as right or wrong, and as long 
as we believe them to be so, conscience will condem us if we transgress our 
accepted law. Therefore it will be found necessary for us to wipe the 
slate clean of all preconceived ideas, and weigh well.by reason and divine 
equity, and decide from the law of USE in view of God's object 
and purpose in man's creation; for all that facilitates God's object is 
good, and all that opposes that, i<J evil, and there is, and can be, no other 
evil. 

Peace be unto you. H. E. BUTLER. 
~The above oollltitutee Number 16 of the 118ri89 of" Practical IDIItruotion" the m.t ap

peuillg in A'llgiiK, 1887, from which time one has been _given in each ilene. Back numbelll of 
aay or all of the eeriee can be had for 16 cent& each. The bound Volume L of Tim EeorBaro 
ooataina the first eleTeD of the eeriee, and off'en a desirable form of II8CDl'iDg them ; it em
-.._ 466 pages of choice oocult literature, the above inoluaive, and will be 18Dt po8t paid OD 
nceipt of t2.00. 

RAYS OF LIGHT. 

"The W atera know their own and draw 
The brook that springs in yonder bights ; 
So flows the good with e.cJ.Ual law 
Unto the soul of pure delights." 

Law, -law,-all is law. All is order. Believe it; let your whole being 
accept it so entirely, so literally that the idea will permeate your life c:>m
pletely. 

Then will peace come to you. Then will Nature's apparent inharmo
nies become notes of grandest melody and praise. 

Knowing that Divine Order reigns without, and seeks always admittance 
to the within, will cause you to hold yourself receptive to Truth, and to 
accept in true attitude the promptings of the Universal Intelligence. 

We are over-anxious. We are perpetually inStructed by Nature in the 
vital secrete of life and are as often forgetful of her valuable les<>Ons. 

Through anxiety we retrograde. Patience ! Oh the patience of a Christ! 
Desire it ever and practice it in your daily walk I 

"I check my speed, I make delays, 
For what avails this eager pace ? 
I stand amid the Eternal Ways, 

' And what is mine shall know my face." 
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Have a purpose in living. Better never to have entered your present 
sphere of existence if you aimlessly drift. 

Don't sa.y " I am unable to find an object in life. Your every act 
may be made to subserve a purpose and a use, when once you get into the 
Divine relationship. 

Yon are in the very centre of grea.t opportunities. Do not seek them ; 
they are crowding upon yon already. Simply stop and think, and the 
true light will fill your soul with new and strange emotions, and the pur
poseless existence will blossom into its harmonious sphere of usefulness. 
l>oes life seem mysterious ? Do you long for comprehension of things 
ever-present but unfathomable? 

Relinquish all this. In simplicity and trust forget it, and leave the in
explicable to the One who as the Author of All is alike unknowable, un
fathomable. 

The very dE'Sire to fathom the unfathomable retards your progress. 
Direct your thoughts first of all to the Kingdom within. 

In childlike faith daily seek to "know thyself;" when this end is attained 
you will meet no more inconsistencies. The mysterious will become plain ; 
the crooked. be made straight, as the inner life comes en rapport with the 
outer. 

Above all, depend upon no man for guidance. I would not have you 
reject truth- if truth you believe it to be- from whomso-ever it may 
come ; but at the last, your redemption must come from and through your 
own inner resources and powers. Keep this before you constantly and 
look to Divinity alone for strength and light. It will not be withheld you. 

M.A. E. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 

THE GENIUS OF :Q: (LIBRA), 

WmcH applies to all persons born between Sept. 22nd and Oct. 22nd. 
This Genius 1s the Collector of the know ledges of past experience, the Per-
ceptive Faculty of the Soul. · 

The dominant function in the body of these persons is the reins, where 
are the stored energies of sex-life ; therefore, the phenomenal mental con
dition of these persons, few understand them, neither do they understand 
themselves, and never will, until they study the science of Life in all the 
body of humanity, which is revealed by Solar Biology,- not Astrology 
however; a life-time might be spent in that study, and not come 
to anything like an order.ty conclusion of the laws governing life, because 
astrologists work from appearances, while the realities are many times ex
actly the reverse. Persons of this nativity by living a regenerate life and 
desiring knowledge and using that knowledge in teaching or writing it, 
will find that it flows to them as from a fountain. 

Being the psychic collectors of thoughts, they can, by cultivation and 
practice, acquire the ability to argue on either side of any subject, for or 
against, as may be required ; for inspiration is ever at their command 
in whatever line the will determines. Their Genius being controlled by 
Virgo, the intuitional power by which decisions are made as to right and 
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wrong, and not having developed that in themselves, thev are often de
ceived and misled: and because they possess the power of j,erception they 
discover the deceiver and then go to another extreme; thus they are often 
jostled from one extreme to another through life ; and if their minds are 
turned toward spiritual and occult matters, - for which they have a 
natural turn,- then they meet first tht< power of Virgo and the 
Roman Church (this, however, is almost wholly from a spiritual or invisi
ble standpoint) which tries to bind them as adherents to its laws and 
principles ; and as the Roman Church is adverse to progress, they are often 
jostled by that power so that they run to many extremes ; for they can 
seldom be held in adherence to the doctrines of that Church because of 
their ability to perceive the errors. Another reason is their natural depen
dence for guidance on the function of Virgo ; therefore if they learn from 
another, they memorize verbatim because they feel the need of a head 
and guide. They are honest and truthful, but their natural guide, Vi!'f!O, 
being (as a. body of people classified as the Roman Church) under control 
of the baser sex-principle, is extremly selfish and deceptive; this is the 
cause of the body of humanity being in disorder and combat. The Genius 
of ~ is the orderly action, "law and order," the organizer of rules and 
methods (judging from past experiences), to govern the body. 

In order to make attainments they must study carefully the difference 
between intuition and psychic perception, which appear so near alike that 
there is no language sufficiently discriminating to describe it. This knowl
edge can only be obtained by studying the nature of that peculiar faculty 
in those born in Virgo, and contrasting it with those born in Libra. 

It is absolutely necessary that these persons should enter into covenant 
relations with their highest ideal of God, and desire earnestly to know what 
is the absolute truth. The Practical Instructions in this number of THE 
ESOTERIC are well adapted to aid the mind of such ; there iii a constant 
feeling of dependence on the part of these persons; in fact, they are alto
gether too dependent on being taught by others, and disinclined to 
reason or muse on metaphysical subjects; they want to come to a hasty 
conclusion, and if they do not perceive the bearings of the words. will 
want explanation immediately. They are apt to follow the w01·ds literally. 
The leading difference between their perception and intuition will he ob
served by them to be that the intuitional knowledge, which they need so muoh 
comes by sitting quietly and musing on the right and wrong, and the con· 
elusions will spring up in their own mind; while the ordinary habit of 
their perceptive powers comes in their active mentality. Remember, your 
true master and guide speaks- to the soul in the passive mental; and the 
psyohic speaks in the active mental, and is not altogether reliable, be
cause it perceives thoughts that are stored in the spheres wherein are all 
qualities of every nature and on every conceivable snbject, pro and con; 
and your sympathetic alliance will govern as to what sphere you collect the 
knowledge from ; and the intuitions must be carefully counseled and 
your relations to the Master's guidance is your only security. 

Those born in this function need alliance to some body of people to 
whom they could be invaluable in collecting the knowledge they need; for 
they are, in their fully develo}>OO state, "the Oracle" of the God·or
dained body. Their sphere of service varies from psychic subjects to 
literature, speaking, accounts, draftin~ contracts, etc. The animals 

1,JI'G'-~mbolic prophecy to express thetr quality are the horse and the ass 
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or mule. The mule is given to both, Virgo and Libra, because this ani
mal embodies two principles, one the stubbornness, or will, which is Virgo, 
the other the faithful service, which is Libra. Virgo holds the power of 
Libra by its will, as expressed in the symbol of Astram; and Libra upholds 
Virgo by its endurance. 

Their evil Genius is the the dark side of the Scorpio-nature, which is 
symbolized by the serpent and scorpion ; for they are more subject to the 
psychologica.l. influence of others than any other sign; thereby they are 
in constant danger of being misled, unless they are fully decided in their 
alliance to some well-defined body, or principle of service. Their Genius 
will in the ultimate re-oollect all the experiences of the inhabitants of this 
planet, so that all that has been known will be again well kno? in the 
new age and order of life for which THE EsoTERIC is an organ. 

H. E. B. 

SWEDENBORG ON THE RESURRECTION OF MAN FROM 
THE DEAD, AND IDS ENTRANCE INTO ETERNAL 

LIFE. 

BEING permitted to describe in a series the mode in which man passes from the 
life of the body into the life of eternity, that I might understand the way in which 
he is resuscitated, I was, as has been stated, instructed not audibly, but by sellfli.. 
ble experience. 

I was reduced into a state of inse!lsibility as to the bodily senses, thus almost; 
into the state of dying persons, retaining, however, my interior life unimpaired, 
attended with the power of thinkin~. that I might perceive and remember what 
occurs to those who die and are resuscitated, with so much of respit'&tion as waa 
necessary for life, and afterwards with tacit respiration. 

Celestial angels came and occupied the region of the heart, so that as to . the 
heart I might seem united with them, and thus at length scarcely anything waa 
left to me except thought, and thence perception ; and this for some hours. 

I was thns removed from communication with spirits in the world of spirits, who 
wpposed that I had departed frqm the life of the body. 

Besides the celestial angels, wbo occupied the region of the heart, there were 
also two angels sitting at my head, and it was given me to perceive that it is so 
with every one. 

The angels who sat at my head were perfectly silent, only communicating their 
thoughts with the face, so that I could perceive that another face was, as it were, 
induced upon me ; indeed two, because there were two angels. When the angels 
perceive that their faces are received, they know that the man is dead. 

After recognizing their faces, they induced certain changes about the region of the 
mouth, and thus communicated their thoughts : for it is customary with the celestial 
angels to speak by the province of the mouth; and it was permitted me to perceive 
their cogitative speech. 

An aromatic odor like that of an embalmed corpse was perceived ; for when 
the celestial angels are present, then the cadaverous odor is perceived as if it were 
an aromotic, which when recognized by the evil spirits prevents their approach. 

In the mean time I perceived that the region of the hec.rt was kept very closely 
united with the celestial angels, as was also evident from the pulse. 

It was insinuated to me that man is kept engaged by the angels in the pious 
and holy thoughts which he entertained at the point of death; and it was also in
sinuated that those who die usually think about eternal life, and seldom of salv• 
tion and happiness, therefore the angels keep them in the thought of eternal life. 
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They are kept engaged in this thought, for a sufficient length of time, by the 
celestial angels, before their departure, and are then intrusted to the spiritual 
angels, with whom they are afterwards associated : in the mean time they have 
an obscure notion that they are living iil the body. 

When the internal parts of the body grow cold, the vital substances, wherever 
they may be, even if enclosed in the multiplied intricacies of the most elaborate 
tissue, are sepRrated from the man; for such is the force of the Lord's mercy, 
which previously to this separation 'W88 perceived by me as a vivid and spiritual 
attraction, that .nothing vital could remain behind. 

The celestial angels, who sat at the head, remained with me for some time, after 
I was, as it were, resuscitated, but they conversed only tacitly; it was perceived 
from their cogitative speech, that they made light of all fallacies and falsities, not 
indee Jlughing at them as contemptible, but regarding them as mere nothings. 
Their speech is cogitative, not sonorous, and this is the language they employ 
when first conversing with souls. 

Man, when thus resuscitated by the celestial angels, pouesses only an obscure 
life ; but, when the period arrives for him to be delivered to the spiritual angels, 
then, after a little delay, as the spiritual angels approach, the celestial recede; and 
it has been shown to me how these operate that he may receive the benefit of light, 
as described in the continuation of this subject. 

As the celestial angels are with the resuscitated person, they do not leave him, 
for they love every one ; but when the soul can no longer consociate with the celes
tial angels, it desires to depart from them ; and when this takes place, the spirit
ual angels arrive, and communicate the use of light: for, previously, the spirit saw 
nothing, but thought only. 

The mode in which the angels effect this 'W88 shown to me. They were seen to 
unroll, as it were, a membrane from the left eye rowards the nose, so that the eye 
might be opened, and the advanta~s of light afforded ; and a man has no idea 
but that this is really the case; it 18, however, only an appearance. 

After this delicate membrance has been thus in appearance strippei off, some 
light is visible, although only obscurely, as a man sees through his eyelids when 
be fir:~t awakes out of sleep the spirit remaining in a tranquil state. guarded by the 
celestial angels. At this time there appears a sort of cloud of a blue color, and a 
little star; but it was perceived that this was done with considerabl variety. 

Afterwards it seems as if something was gently removed from the face, and per
ception is communicated to him; the angels being especially cautious, whilst ef
fecting this, to prevent any idea gaining admission but such as is of a soft and 
tender nature, as of love ; and it is now given him to know that he is a spirit. 

He then enters upon a life which is at first happy and joyful, for be appears to 
himself to have been admitted into ever-lasting life, which is represented by a 
splendid white light beautih•lly merging into yellow, which signifies that this, hia 
first life, is celestial-6piritual. 

That be should afterwards be received into the society of good spirits, is re
presented by a youth sitting upon a horse which caunot, however, move a single 
step, and directing him towards hell : be is represented as a youth, because when 
he first enters upon eternal life he is in the society of angels, and therefore appears 
to himself to be in the flower of youth. 

The subsequent life is represented by his dismounting from the horse and walk
ing on foot, because be caunot make the horse move from his place ; and it is in
sinuated to him that be must be instructed in the knowledge& of the true and the 

g~terwards there appear pathways leading gently upwards in an oblique direc
tion, which signifiy, that by the knowledges of the true and the good, and by an 
acknowledgment of what he is of himself, he should be led by degrees towards 
heaven ; for no one can be conducted thither without such self-acknowledgment, 
and the knowledges of the true and the good. 
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When the resllBCitated being, or soul, enjoys the benefit of light, so as to be en
abled to look around him, the spiritual angels, of whom we before spoke, show 
him every attention which be can desire in that state, and instruct him respecting 
the things of the other life, so far as he is in a capacity to bear it. Should he be 
principled in faith, and desire it, they also point out to him the wonderful and 
magnificent scenes of heaven. 

If, however, the resuscitated person, or soul, is not of such a disposition as to 
desire instruction, he then wisMs to separate himself from the society of angels. 
Of this the angels have an exquisite perception, since, in the other life, there is a 
communication of all the ideas of thought ; and when he desires to separate from 
them, they do not even then leave him, but he disunites himself from them. The 
angels love every one, and desire nothing more than to do him services, to instruct 
him, and to convey him to heaven, for herein consists their chief delight. 

When the soul thus separates himself, be is received by good spirits, who like
wise do him all kind offices whilst he is in consort with them. If, however, his 
life in the world was such that he cannot remain associated with the good, he seeks 
to be disunited from them also, and this separation is repeated again and again, 
until he 888ociates himaelf with those whose state entirely agrees with that of his 
former life in the world, among whom he find!~, as it were, his own life. They 
then, wonderful to relate, live together a life of a similar quality to that which had 
constituted their ruling delight when in the body. On returning into this life, 
which appears to them as a new commencement of existence, some after a longer 
and others after a shorter space of time are carried thence towards hell ; whilst 
such as have been principled in faith towards the Lord, are led by degrees from 
this new beginning of life to heaven. 

Some are, however, conveyed more slowly, and others more speedily, to heaven; 
indeed I have seen those who were elevated to heaven immediately after death. 

UNITY OF DESffiE (PRAYER). 

It is clear to any reaso:aable mind that "The Lord's prayer" is an ex
pression of a desire for an entire submission to the will of God. for God 
is Spirit and Light, in which are all the high and ennobling qualities that 
man can conceive of. Now if we can all unite in one soul-desire that the Will 
o! God be done in us, that it possess us entirely and cause us to do whatever 
is wise and good in the wisdom of heaven, that will certainly briug us all 
into the ONENESS of the Spirit, for the Spirit is one. We need not try to 
unite with men, but with the one Spirit, and thus we become one body, 
each a member, and God the Soul, and none will lose any portion of 
their identity, but all will gain an identification with the Infinite One. If 
all are governed by the one Spirit there cannot exist in any of the members 
of such a body any cause of inharmony. In that wonderful prayer of 
Jesus, recorded John xvn, in the 11th verse, he prays that his disciples 
may all be one; and again in the 21st verse he says, "that they all may 
be one; as thou Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one 
in us : that the world may believe that thou hast sent me, and the glory 
which thou gavest me I have given them; that they may be one, even as 
we are one, I in them, and thou in me ; that they may be made perfect in 
one." This. the last prayer of the great Master before being crucified, 
expresses the one great central thou~ht and desire of the sages and seers 
of all ages, that the body of human1ty, to be in harmony with their own 
real self, must ~ ... me into that oneness through an individual unity with 
the Spirit. Jesus said "1 in them and thou in me, that they may be perfect 
in one ;" thus he recognized that the conscious entity was in the--though . 
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and words, for he said in another place "Unless ye eat my flesh and drink 
my blood you have no life in you," and the materialistic disciples "mur
mured and said how can this man give us his flesh to eat?" Then Jesus 
answered and said : ·• The WORDS that I apeak unto you, they are spirit 
and they are life." By this you see the harmony between what we have 
been teaching and the teaching of Jesus. viz., the soul is made up of the 
thoughts and experiences of a life. The thought and experiences of Jesus 
were all of Divine law, and Divine law is the lawof God's nature, thus all 
"who are Christ's at his coming" are so by virtue of the knowledge of 
the truth-or methods of law; the individuality being made ap of the 
knowledge gained, and all truth being one. Then, when each of yon indepen
dently goes to the one source and obtains the truth, you will all be in unity 
and harmony one with another, and each soul will express its own particu
lar branch of the soul-life, which soul is the Christ (anointed) of all ages 
and nationalities. So, well did he say " I in them and thou in me," for God 
dwells in the light, and the light reveals the truth, or makes it manifest ; 
therefore to be illuminated by the Spirit is to have revelations of truth, 
and as we all came from the one source, we can all look to one Spirit and 
exclaim " Our Father!" To refuse in ourself perfect obedience to Divine 
will is to desire to sin against the laws of our own nature, and if so, we 
suffer diseases by that sin; but to be willingly under control of Divine 
will and to earnestly desire it, shows an earnest effort to come into har
mony with God, and our own real nature. Therefore the feeling 
that arises in the interior, of fear least the spirit should require something 
that we would not want to do, is the adversary of our real and true self. 

Then, let us all continue in earnest soul-desire that the eternal Spirit 
take entire control of us atid lead us in wisdom's ways ; and also in the 
sittings try to illumine every part ; and all who do so will find by fre
quently reading the Practical Instructions in this number ; and neither ac
cepting nor rejecting it, but with a desire to know the truth, and earnestly 
searching for evidences in nature for or against it, the orderly troth will 
take form in your mind so that if I, in after-time, should contradict it, 
you would nevertheless say: I know it is true. All individual members of 
this grand body now in formation, will thus be strong and independent 
actors, each serving in his own peculiar sphere of usefulness, under the 
one guiding mind and will ; thus the body will be strong and healthy in 
every part. There is altogether too much inclination on the part of the 
majority of people to read books, or hear lectures or sermons, and accept 
all that is given as true. That will never do for those who would come into a 
knowledge of the truth. Words without the light of the Spirit are decep
tive, and those who accept my words and believe them because they sound 
true, withoutcriticisingandexa.miningthem from the light within themselves 
are not my friends although they think they are; for all such if we should meet 
in the body and become acquainted each with the other's habit of life, 
would judge me by their own nature, and as my nature is not like theirs . 
they would say, " Well, this or that is wrong for me and it must be for him, 
therefore I must have been deceived," and at once they would become my 
worst enemies. 0 how wise the words of Jesus "Who art thou that judgest 
another man's servant to his own master; it is God that judges, who art 
thou that condemnest'?" "But," say they, "he said also •Judge a tree by its 
fruits,' therefore if you do not do that which is right to me you must be 
wrong." Therein is an evidence of the weakness of accepting- in-.. lite al> 
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sense the external meanings of words. Let us give an illustration of 
tee above quotation. We are hnngry for fruit, some one brings us a 
fine large apple, we taste it, find it excellent and it satisfies our hunger 
and we are refreshed; then we say." I want to see that beautiful tree 
whereon such perfect fruit finds birth." We go to it and, behold, it is 
crooked and unsightly. What shall we say of the tree? Is it good or 
not? Shall we condemn it now because it does not live in a beautiful place 
and because to our eyes it is not symmetrical in form? Or shall we say, 
The tr-ee is good, for it serves a USE; I have received from it that which I 
needed, therefore no matter about the external habit. An object is good 
in the eyes of him to whom it is necessary,- but to him who has no use 
for it the good becomes evil. Then let us continue our earnest desire, that 
the Spirit of God would possess us wholly and illuminate our inner con
sciousness that we may know the right and do it. Remember we have noth
ing to do with any one else, we can only hold up the light and allow all 
to act under its influence as their own will may direct. By this no one 
member of the body will condemn an other because he is not serving in the 
same sphere of use as themselves. Neither God nor the Divine masters ever 
seek to force the will of any. It is by Divine right that all act as they please, 
and it is also Divine law that eaob must reap the full harvest of his own 
acts. Therefore know lege of the will and wisdom of the Supreme, is what 
we want that we may ., take of the things of God" aud show them unto 
man ; but if we desire to FORCE them to take and use the things of God, 
by any method whatever, we sin against God's law, and are guilty of 
"black magic." "Be wise as serpents and harmless as <loves." 

Peace be unto you. H. E. B. 
::11'"' 'faosa of our frieuds who are unitiug with ua ill the W edneeday e-.euiDg exem- ehoald 

bear in ruind that the table ginn in the June number of TBJ: .EeoTI:Juo is baaed on San, or Local 
Time. 

In llfost placee a falae or " Standard " time is in vogue as a convenience for rail roads and 
travelle~ The true or Snn time can~ever, be readily fonnd at these placee by MOertaining 
how maD)' minute& (fast or alow) the time Tariea from Standard time. In no case will ihe 
n.riatioo be more than thirty millutee. Doubtl888 manv have uaed Standard time in fixing the 
hour of their sitting which may acconnt for uuaatisfactory reaulta, for it is highly important that 
all oombine their thought. at ihe same hour. 

HOW TO STUDY SOLAR BIOLOGY. 

( COln'IJroBD.) 

"\\' E would impress upon the mind of the student that the reading of 
individual character is not the first thing to be considered. In studying 
this science it is absolutely necessary to form an orderly conception of the 
laws and methods by which the Solar System is governed, before one is 
able to deal successfully with the more minute details of human existence, 
and to comprehend the fact that we are but forces in nature reflecting an 
intelligence according to our state of developement. 

A clear mental conception of the Sun, as the parent of the 
planets (in its system), being the centre around which they revolve and 
are held in their course within the radius of its Zodiac by its electric 
power, will place the mind in order to study methodically the quality of 
each of the Sun's children, treating them as centers of specific creative 
forces and mental elements. These creative qualities should be carefully 
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considered, as they impart their power and quality to the physical and men
tal nature of each individual in accordance with law; and operate regu
lary on definite vital and physical functions. 

Keep in mind that the plaDets nearest the sun are more physical in 
nature and effect than those beyond our planet earth. 

After studying the creative principles of the seven planets, treded in 
their general effect, and having obtained an orderly conception of their 
real nature and qualities, proceed with your observations to prove the 
truth or falsity of the statement that the Solar Fluid of the ecliptic 
holds in solution the primal and basic elements of all possible life and 
thought to be evolved within the confines of our Solar System, in which 
the earth and planets move, and consequently contains the elements of the 
human organism corresponding to the twelve departments of the human body. 

Familiarize yourself with the signs of the Zodiac, and dates in the months 
when the earth crosses the dividin~ lines and is immediately immersed in an 
entirely different mental ether, which is demonstrated by the twelve general 
mental qualities imparted. Watch carefully persons whose birth-days occur 
while the earth is passing through a sign, and their mental tendencies ac
cording to their physical, mental, and spiritual state of unfoldment. 

For example, thoughtfully consider the mental charactistics given as 
the basic principles of all persons born in the sign Aries (between March 
21st and April 19th). Are they natural lovers of scientiftc thought? 
Do they desire a reason for whatever thought or method is presented to 
them? Are they easily confused if obliged to work under the dictates of 
anotber? Do excitement, worry and disease, manifest themselves first in 
the head and produce n{"rvous or sick headache, often infia.mmation of the 
brain? Is not rest and sleep the remedy for the above mentioned ail
ments of these persons? Is not harmony absolutely necessary to the health of 
all born between these dates? Thus, by watching the dominant features giv
en to each of the remaining signs, and comparing one with the other, all 
will be enabled to verify to their own satisfaction the scientific law upon 
which this evidence is based. 

Hold in remembrance that these are but the basic or foundation-prin
ciples of each nature ; although the position of the earth at the time of 
birth is an endowment of the most vital character, it is but one point in 
eight, with which the science deals. By this method of studying, you will 

.... commence to be introduced to the thought incarnate in human form. 
When you have once entered this realm of investigation, your personality, 
now so prominent, will take its place in the background, and living indi
viduality will stand out revealing its real quality, and you will then recog
nize othes' true sphere of use, when combat and attempts to control each 
other will cease. 

The lack of mental harmony is the great difficulty on the narrow path 
to success, and not until it can be firmly established among the intelligent 
minds of our age need any expect to find the peace and rest that every 
soul under the canopy of the stars yearns for in their inner and real self. 
Thus we recognize that it is an individual work to bring about the desired 
ultimate. Then, when studying the inherent thought, in all its varied 
manifestations, uppermost in the mind of the student should be how can 
I now in my present limited sphere adapt myself to each quality of thought, 
without producing inharmony, yet at the same time maintain my own in-
dividuality? STUDENT. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

EsoT.BB.Io PuBLISHING Co. 
PomoNA., SBPT. 3, 1888. 

My dear Brothers, 
I am always finding in 

TJIB Es<mmxo some good thing that I was wanting, but in the September number 
just received I have found a "bonanza." For a long time I have seen before me 
a large, pore, silvery-white globe of light and did not know what use I was to 
make of it. I was quite sure that I should be shown, 80 quietly waited, and, be
hold, you have made it clear. It is the candle of the Lord, and with it I am to 
try the reins and heart, so secret. and see if there be any hidden wrong in me. - I 
do think each number of Tim :&oTEBIO better, if possible, than the last.- You 
have nothing to fear, the Lord is surely with you; you are bound to succeed in all 
your undertakings. I wish a college were already in existence, as I should like to 
be there; I would advance more rapidly. But, "Thy will be done," all will come 
in due time. 

I have received the certificate of stock ; many thanks. I wish you would send 
the Constitution, and By-Laws, as I am asked about it, and others may like to invest. 
I desire to do what I can in the good cause; all want, or need, the good things that 
Tim EsOTBBIO brings each month. Fraternally, F. L. 

Cm<a.oo, ILL., SBPT. 13, 1888. 
D:uB EsoT:uxo, 

Many times I have shaken hands with you and said 
"God bless you" (mentally), always wishing the "air--line" were in a more de
veloped condition ; 80 we might depend on that inatead of the slower method, pen 
and paper. So much of my ~ I find in your pages, proving that no man 
liveth unto himself, can not : for thoughts are things and oft they go, and, as Em
erson says, "the moat impressionable ones get them first." 

I think the Western friends have about the right idea of the location for the New 
Zion, Micah, IV. "Bot in the last days it shall come to pass, that the mountain of 
the house of the Lord shall be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall 
be exalted above the hills ; and people shall flow unto it. And many nations shall 
come and say, Come and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord and to the 
house of the God of Jacob ; and he will teach us of his ways and we will walk in his 
paths: for the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord from Jernaalem 
(peace). And he shall judge among many people, and rebuke strong nations afar 
oft." Of course we know that all these laws are to come from the mountain (the 
highest condition), but every spiritual idea generally finds a material. expression. 

How clearly I see theMWJeruaalem, (which is the mother of us .ALL. Gal. IV. 26), 
descending from God and heaven, prepared as a bride (clean, pure) and I hear 
the voice saying, "The Tabernacle of God is with men. And the Lord God which 
gathereth the outeaat of Israel aaith, Yet will I gather otlum, beside those that ara 
gathered, and there shall be one fold and one shepherd." 

Go on in your blessed work, until BU8r!f knee shall bow and every tongue con
fess, (uuderstand,) the gospel of peace, the glad tidings of all good. 

Sincerely Yours, L. J. L. 

SAN FRANCISCO, SEPT. 3, I888. 
M.a. EDITOR, 

I have been a reader of Tmc EsoTERIC from the first and I 
value it very highly. In your "Instruction for reaching the highest goal" you give 
the matter of diet and hygienic practice but little consideration. It aeeiDS to me 
that our habits in these respects are of great influence and importance, and I am 
very anxious to order all of my life so as to produce the results. I wish that 
you could give us in THE EsoTERIC an especial article on the subject of fast-
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ing, diet, and hygienic practice, and their bearing and influence on our intellectual 
and spiritual development. I feel 8881ll"ed that such an article would be of 
general interest. Our Christian Scientists say, Do not lay down any law 
for yourself in relation to these matters. On the other side, one of our physiolo
gical writers says, The physical organism is governed by, and subject to, laws as 
subtile as those that pertain to the soul, hence the necessity for their strict obser
ance. We would like to have your opinion in reference to these two positions. One 
of our Theosophical teachers asserts that we do not derive any part of our strength 
from our food, and that its function is simply to replace the waste tissues of the 
body. Is such the fact? If you cannot give us the article which I have requested 
will you please answer the question in relation to the above mentioned assertion 
in the question department of THE EsoTERIC. 

Yours fraternally, H . F. H. 

Am. We have now in type the first of a series of articles on Hygienic Laws 
by our able contributor, Wm. A. English, M.D., that will be commenced in our 
November issue. We judge from the installment already received that it is the 
Doctor's purpose to substantially cover the ground embraced by your qnestioDB ; 
we therefore refrain from giving such condensed answers in this number as the 
limited remaining space would necessitate. 

THE OLD AND THE NEW. 

WHEN Moses gave, in ages long ago, 
The stern commands,-'" Thou shalt not " thus and so, 
The Spirit was not reached ; but fear of ill 
Held men in check, or urged them to fulfill. 

But, recognizing every man as brother, 
The new commandment-" LO'Ve ye one another " 
Touches our hearts ; inspires our holiest awe ; 
For, "LO'Ve is the .fulfilling of the law." 

WM. A. ENGLISH. M.D. 

EvERY affection of good and truth is in the form of man. Heaven is distin
guished into as many societies as there are orga!ls, viscera and members in man; 
there cannot be any one part in any other place than its own (Divine P'1'0Vitknce.) 

ALL that we are is the result of what we have thought: it is founded on our 
thoughts, it is made up of our thoughts. If a man speaks or acta with an evil 
thought, pain follows him, as the wheel follows the foot of him that drives the car
riage. 

NOT the failures of others, not their sins of commission or omiBSion, but his own 
misdeeds and negligence& should the sage take notice of. Like a beautiful ftower 
full of color, but without scent, are the fine, but shallow words of him who does 
not act accordingly. 

SPEAKING of the Eleusinian Mysteries Proclus says, "In the initiations the gods 
exhibit m:.ny forms of themselves, and appear in a variety of shapes : and some
times indeed, a formless light of themselvea is held forth to view; sometimes this . 
light is according to a human form, and sometimes it proceeds into a different 
shape." The representation of the descent of the soul formed no inconsiderable 
part of these Mysteries. The abduction of Proserpina signified the descent of the 
soul and union with the dark tenement of the body, a literal figure, the placing of 
seed in the ground. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 
IT is not the purpose of To E80TEBIO to promote random discl188ion, but rather 

to call into play poteutiallife currents. It is of more account to discover and sub
stantiate the truth than to attempt to fight shadows which will fade of themselves 
when the light becomes sufficiently strong. 

TB:s contribution by Dr. English from "The Healing of the Nations " should 
receive the eareful attention of our readers and especially of those interested or en
gaged in the healing art. The work from which the selection was made, is, as Dr. 
English nggeats, well worthy of re-publicMion. 

THE first of the aeries of day and evening classes, for the fall term, in Solar Bi· 
ology, will be commenced October lat. This otfers an opportunity to those desiring 
to become proficient as healers or as teachers of this science of Man, to acquaint 
themselves with the diverse mental forces and to secure the key to their intelligent 
employment. For particulars, addreaa Mrs. Drury, in care of this office. 

THE Sunday afternoon lectures before The Society Esoteric were resumed at 
4i8 Shawmut Avenue, September 2d, and will be continued each Sabbath at 3 
P. M. until further notice. Prof. Butler will esoterically consider Bible-topics in 
his afternoon leeturea, and give attention to general subjects in the evening. The 
public are cordially invited to the Sunday meetings of the Society. The evening 
lecture will commence at 'i .45. 

THE summer vacations being over, the mind naturally and fittingly turns to the 
earnest problems and dutieil of life, and in this direction The EBOTEBIC is espe
cially calculated to be an aid, and the present is an auspicious time for our readers 
to co-operate with us in extending its circulation and consequent usefulness ; we 
accordingly, earnestly solicit their aid in securing new subscribers, also in sending 
us the name and addreaa of persona who are likely to appreciate a sample number. 
For inducements to getters up of clubs see page 176. 

IT seems from the tenor of our correspondence that the preponderance of 
favor points to the mountain ranges of the Pacific slope as the fitting locality of 
assemblage for the commencement of the literal outworking of the divine prob
lem of the oneneaa of humanity. Some favor the valleys of the Rocky Moun· 
tains (upwards of a thousand miles inland, and consequently more central and in
cidentally nearer the eastern markets and great centers of population); but there 
seems to be an unanimity that the seat should be near one of the grand mountain 
ranges. Evidently the pioneers are. to be an OL YMIPIC PEOPLE in a natural as well 
as spiritual sense, and must have the fabled " mountain of the Gods " virtually in 
their midst. "Of course," says L. J. L under head of Correspondence, "the 
mountains signify the highest condition, but every spiritual idea generally finds a 
material expression." This is true: and it is not indispensable to be among the 
mountains in order to experience '' the mountain of the Lord's presence " and 
again those are most tmly " together in one place " whose mind and thought are 
"caught up" into a common exalted condition; but while the hypothetical presence 
may suffice in the earlier stages, ideals in time perish unless outwrought, and lofty 
mental conditions recede if not substantiated ; therefore while grand thoughts and 
ideals are of heavenly birth, it is man's prerogative to give them material em
bodiment, and so a mighty work has yet to be done in the mountains of the Pacific 
coast and the regio:1 to the east, and it is essential that action should be taken by 
the NEW PEOPLE ere the virgin territory is wholly appropriated to speculation 
and individualism. 
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THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
THE question eeema to be seriously engroeai.ug the attention of many minds as to 

what the religion of the future is to be ; and it is even earnestly suggested that a 
national or a world's convention of the leading minds in the different lines of thought 
be convened to canvass the subject to the end of promoting an understanding of 
its vital essentials, and pointing out the neceesary conditions to further the same. Ma.
ny of those who are identified with present chnrch-organizations, may consider that 
this subject is substantially settled already, simply requiring minor adjustments 
and reconciliations on existing linea. Nevertheless, there is a surprising diversity 
of views extant, and even within the most rigid sects thought is changing rapidly• 
for the irrisistible current of life in-flowing from the invisible universe is pene
trating and quickening the entire human family ; so that even those faiths which 
have seemed f0:18ilized are manifesting signs of life and progress, and heralds of 
the morning are springing to light in uulooked for quarters. Thus Buddhistic The
osophists make claim that it is no longer St. Peter, but themselves, who hold the 
keys of the Kingdom. This claim, however, is contested by those who might 
fittingly be denominated Christian Theosophists, some of the views of whom were 
recently given through TuB EeoT:nxc in the articles entitled "Thea-Sophia."• 
Evidently, new ideals of man in his spiritual, physical, and industrial relations are 
to dominate the future, and there is a reetl888 yearning for the poe1888ion of the 
new " chart " and ''compass," which it is thought that a wisely ordered conven
tion might be instrumental in supplying: not that the ideas of the coming time 
are to be formulated by conventions or synods, but there are times when the con
vergence and focalization of currents of maturing thought are not only desirable, but 
highly serviceable, in that they quicken life, evolve thought, and direct it to specific 
issues which have in view the solution of the great problema of the human race • 

• See A.dnrt.iliug Depertment. 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 
Subscriptions may date back commencing with any number desired, as we print 

from plates and can supply all numbers from the first issue. 
Anyone sending us $4.50 for a club of three can have a fourth subscription free 

of charge. 
To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, and one additional name, we will send the 

pamphlet of "TwELVE M.ANNEB Oil' PEOPLE," or any fiftycent book in our list. 
For $3.00 and two new subscribers we will send any $1.00 book you may 

select. 
For $4.50 and three new subscribers we will send Prof. Butler's "S:a:vEN CBE· 

ATIVE PRINCIPLES" or its equivalent in other books. 
For $6.00 and four subscribers we will send "Tm!: Plmn:CT WAY," or Tm!: 

EsoTERIC Vol. I bound. 
For $12.00 and eight subscribers we will send "SoLAR BIOLOGY." 
The names can be all sent at one time, or if forwarded as secured, they will be 

placed to the sender's credit until the number is complete. Where members of a 
club desire .. T:a:s Plm:n:CT WAY " $1.50 extra should be sent for each copy re
quired. Foreign subscribent will send 25 cents extra for yearly postage on THE 
EsOTERIC. 

Make checks and money orders payable to The Esoteric Publishing Company 
instead of to individual members of the Company. 

E S 0 T E R I C P U B L IS H I N G C 0 M P AN Y. 
478 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
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HYGIENIC LAWS. 

BY W. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 

Number One. 

THOSE who are not willing, yes, anxious to sacrifice their lower, or an
imal impulses and appetites, whenever they are found to conflict with the 
higher, or spiritual nature within them, will find little to satisfy them in 
these articles; but those who are earnestly striving for the mastery, but 
have not yet made much apparent progress, may gain from it something 
to help them, and strengthen their faith in a course about which they have 
been in doubt. 

The best gifts will never be conferred upon those who have not de
termined to control their desires,- yea, their very thoughts ; for nothing 
short of entire consecration of body and soul to Divine uses can merit 
ihese gifts. · 

If we consider the body an instrument for the use of the spirit, as well 
as for its habitation, we must admit that it is our duty to do all in our 
power to make it a pure and fit temple for the indwelling spirit: hence 
1t follows that not a particle of food or drink, or anything whatsoever, 
should pass our lips. tba.t does not meet the full sanction of our highest 
wisdom and intuitions ; for we should conform to the law of Divine uses 
in these small matters, as well as in those of larger moment. 

Some claim that it does not matter what we eat, ( extraordinaries ex
cepted) if we do not eat too much, and cite scripture, as follows,- "Not 
that which entereth into the mouth defi.leth the man, bnt that which pro
ceedeth out of the mouth, that defileth the man." 

We grant that matters of diet are not so important as pure desires, pure 
thoughts, and pure speech; bnt if one's desires are pure, purity in diet 
will not be ignored ; and if we are to be led "into all truth," dietetics 
must form one branch of it. Jesus is reported to have said,-" I have 
many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now." The ten
dency of some modern teachers of so-called Science to ignore physiological 
law, is to be deplored. Pain is a wise provision for calling our attention 
to the results of violated law, ere it be too late; teaching us to turn and 
obey. 

The human body may be compared to a musical instrument. Though 
the performer be ever so well qualified to give expression to the melody 
or harmony which he inwardly feels, yet, unless the instrument which he 
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is to use, is thoroughly made, of choice and well selected materials, prop
erly united and attuned, the result of the performance will be unsatisfac
tory or discordant; so, unless the body be sound, well developed, and well 
nourished f!Om pure food, so that muscle, nerve, and brain are in good 
condition, the m&nifestation of the spirit, through the organism, will be 
proportionally faulty. The union of the elements of food with the ele
ments of the human body is effected in progressive stages, commencing 
with maBtication and insalivation. 

These two processes, being largely under the control of the will, can be 
re~ted by us, and demand our careful attention ; for unless these two 
pnmary acts in this wonderful system of digestion are thoroughly per
formed, the final result will be imperfect. 

The saliva is composed of four separate fluids, which are secreted by the 
parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual glands, and the mucous membrane of 
the mouth. 

H the food be taken in small mouthfuls and thorou~hly masticated, 
these separate ftuids become well mixed with the food, which is thus trans
formed mto a fine/ulpy mass, and is then ready to be passed, by means 
of the pharynx an <esophagus, into the stomach. 

Thus the first step is accomplished toward a complete union of the food
elements with the bodily tissues; and a very important step it is, as we 
shall see. The saliva is alkaline, while the gastric juice is slightly acid. 

By this wise provision, the food, if finely masticated, and every pal'ticle 
of it incorporated with saliva, is, on reaching the stomach, gradually dis
integrated by a chemico-vital process, which is aided by a slight churnin~ 
motion, kept up by the alternate contraction and relaxation of the longi
tudinal and transverse fibres of the walls of the stomach. 

As the food,- saturated with the alkaline saliva,- begins to be mixed, 
in the stomach, with the acid gastric-juice, which is secreted by the mu
cous membrane of the stomach, the second step towards the final union of 
the food substance with the organic dtructure is being accomplished ; viz., 
the further transformation of this nutritive material into chyme which is 
gradually passed out, through the pyloric orifice of the stomach, into the 
duodenum, or upper portion of the small intestine. 

It is plainly apparent that if the dual process of mastication and insali
vation is hurriedly or carelessly performed, so that the food is not well 
triturated, and is scantily mixed with saliva, the preliminary union which 
should take place in the mouth, will be imperfect, consequently the work 
of the stomach must be less perfect also ; for no subsequent stage of the 
digestive work can fully remedy a failure of the initial steJ?. 

A person may say ever so much 44 grace " at table, yet, 1f he take large 
mouthfuls, rapidly, and wash them down with tea, coffee, or other liquids. 
the blessing he has invoked will be of little avail (simply a waste of effort) 
w bile any one who has sincere rev~rence for all physiological law, and ear
nestly desires to make every bodily act conform to such law, is blessed in 
thus conforming. though no verbal prayers are offered. Verily, " Faith 
without works is dead." No amount, or lcind of drinlc, can ever take the 
place of the ~Jalioo, as a preliminary solvent of food; and no animal, save 
man, drinks while eating. 

Drinking largely, even at the close of a meal, tends to weaken the nat
mal solvents of the food in the stomach, thus retarding digestion. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE KING OF THE GREAT PERHAPS. 
A Parable From Dream-land. 

BY wALTER KELLY. 

As there are flowers, like the rose, which are a thousand flowers in one, 
so there are worlds in dreamland which are a. thousand worlds one within 
the other. And into one such world I wandered so deeply, that I was like 
a drunken bee nested in a poppy, and I said 44 I will awake no more." 

And the dwellers in that land came to me, and they were fair to see. 
4nd they welcomed me, and took me to live with them. And they gave 
me to know that all that pleasure-land I looked upon, belonged to the King 
of the Great Perhaps. 

Very sweet it was to dwell in that country. Every day we bad new 
pleasures and delights, so that one day was never like another day, and 
one year never like another year. 

And I abode there many 'summers. And it befell that the king pre
pared a great festival. He bad invented a new game for his people, and 
tt was to be called " Who holds the king?" And the manner of playing 
was thus. Everyone was to wear a different mask and costume, and all in 
disguise we were to repair to the king's park, and there we were to dwell 
until the game was done. And the king himself was to be among the 
players. He was to wear a disguise known to no one, not even to his 
highest nobles, but to himself only. And he was to mix with the mask
~rs, and all were to try and find him. And the game was to last no one 
knew how long, some said an hour, some said a day, some said many 
months-but all agreed that it would end at last, and sometime, somehow, 
none knew how or when, a great voice would call from the sky for all to 
uomask. And then, when all had unmasked and stripped off their dis
guises, the game would end, and it would be known who had found the 
king. 

And, in my dream, much talk there was in mansion and cottage, of the 
disguise the king would wear. Some said he would appear as Apollo dis
guisM as a shepherd. Some said be would adopt one of the many dis
guises of the heathen Jupiter. And one I overheard-a beggar-who said 
that he would certainly know the king, for he had a disease called the 
king's evil which the touch of the king would cure a~d he would rub 
1md jostle in the press till his evil left him, and then he would know he had 
found the king. And I thought that beggar the wisest of them all. 

And I disguised myself with the others. Very cunning were the arti
ficers of that country, for they made flexible masks, which could not be 
1mown from one's true face; and clothes so fine of texture that they clung 
to the skin, as the skin clings to the flesh. And they had the power of 
hiding all deformities. 

And at the day appointed all the people donned their masks and trap
pings and swarmed into the king's park. And the king closed the 
gates with his own hands, and bore away the keys and no one was allowed 
to leave till the ~me was done. 

Fair and spac10us was that grand domain. Hardly second in beauty to 
that Eden in which our parents held their court ; full of woods and 
mountains and in its midst a mighty city and a palaee of wonders. The 
palace was roofed with crystal, so cleverly jointed that no eye could see a 
flaw or break in it. I~ was carpeted with green velvet embroidered with 
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the brightest fiowers, and ori every hand were bowel'S of beauty curtained 
with silken fans and fronds, and perfumed with a thousand essences. 

And every night the sapphire roof was hung with countless b.mps of 
ever-burning fire. And none could complain of the slowness or tedious
ness of the hours of darkness. For each night we had a thousand showll 
a9d entertainments of which none grew weary. We had adventures with
out danger, possessions without care, wisdom without heaviness, heroism 
without despair, love without misunderstanding; there delights were free 
to all, even to the meanest, through the magic hours of night. 

And thus we passed many days in that enooanted park and palace, and 
all were happy as in a (lream of paradise ; but as yet came no order to 
unmask, and we began to forget in our enjoyment that it waa our duty to 
search for the king, and we forgot also that we were all masked and dis
guised, and we began to form into ranks and diques according to the beauty 
of our masks, or the texture of our garments. 

And, such was my dream; there now happened a strange and terrible 
thing. For the King of the Great Perhaps had an enemy- the King of 
the Dreadful Dark, and there was war between them forever and ever. And 
one day there appeared among us a new masker, a figure clad in golden 
armor, bearing the sceptre of a king. But he was not of that country, 
and he was so ill-masked that many knew him for the King of the Dread
ful Dark, disguised as Mammon- as was his wont. And in truth all 
could see that his feet were cloven like a goat's. But there were others 
-and they were a great multitude- who vowed that this golden-armored 
Mammon was none other than our king himself, and they hastened to do 
him homage and follow in his train. 

And each day the power of Mammon grew stronger, till one morning 
his guards seized the palace, and he proclaimed himself the rightful king. 
And there were great rejoicings thereat, and the people shouted " Long 
live King Mammon I"- for many had been galled in secret by the justice 
and wisdom of the true king. 

And when Mammon was crowned and all that was in that land became 
his, he ravaged not that beauteous land and palace, although it was his 
enemy's, but he converted everything to a new use, and refashioned every
thing to the wish of his heart. 

And it was ordained that that land be no more called " The Kingdom 
of the Great Perhaps" but the name should be "Vanity Fair." And it 
was ordained that no one might ever unmask,- even in private,- for the 
naked face was decreed a part of shame ; but to wear two masks, or many 
masks upon each other, was nowise unlawful. And it became the fashion to 
utter the name "King of the Great Perhaps " with a sneering accent upon 
the last word, at which blasphemy the very air shuddered. 

And in my dream all the old games were declared foolish and out of 
date, and anyone that dared to play them was to die the death. And in 
their stead King Mammon gave us a new game, called ''Make haste to be 
rich I " and the manner of playing it was as follows. Whereas the lost 
king had bidden us all keep our garments unspotted from the world, and 
our mouths undefiled with lies, and not even iu one secret thought to bow 
to Mammon, the new law was that to cover one's clothes with filth and dust 
and to foul one's tougue with lies, was to please the new king. And the 
new game was to grovel in slime and mud for the possession of a certain 
filthy dust, and he that grovelled lowest, and swallowe<l most mire and 
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ooze and acquired the greatest body of this filthy dust, -he was the win
ner of that day's game. And great virtue was imputed to him, and King 
Mammon raised him to a seat of honor at his right hand. 

And- so I dreamed- many of the masqueraders upon this change of 
rule~ had retired into the secret places of those boundless gardens. They 
were still loyal to their king, and it was whispered that many were his 
ehiefest nobles, thus disguised. But they soon began to hunger after the 
fruits of that paradise, and to pine for the merry games and dear heart
communion they had once enjoyed ir. those sweet bowers. And they mur
mw·cd against their lost king, and drawing near to the gates of the palace 
and looking across the golden ramparts thev saw Mammon and his follow
ers living in those bright lands and enjoying all the good that once was 
theirs. 

And their hearts turned to water and they presented themselves at the 
throne of Mammon, humbly begging forgiveness for their rebellion. And 
Mammon was pleased to forgive them and to receive them at his .court. 
But in spite of their disguise we knew by their haughty bearing that 
many of those returning ones were priests and nobles of the highest rank. 
And a great horror fell upon us when we saw those great and holy boings 
prostrating themselves to kiss the slimy hoofs of Mammon. 

And so each day our garments were more besmirched and soiled, and 
each day we sunk lower and lower as we worshipped, and Mammon grew 
ever mightier in our eyes, till we spoke of him with bated breath. 

And of the great multitude of lords ao1l _l!rinces who had once pros
trated themselves before the King of the Great Perhaps, but few re
mained loyal to him, and these were cast into the outer darkness of that 
enchanted garden, unloved, uncared for, they wandered in rags, and there 
was no eye found to pity them, and every door was closed against them, 
and th~ were few indeed. 

And, it was my dream that in the market place of the City of Vanities 
we had set up a golden image of Mammon, upon a silver pillar, and w~ 
listened no more to the still small voice within us, but prayed to this image. 

But every morning we found our idol thrown from his height and lying 
prone in the kennel ; and though we hoisted him back to the place of 
pride, down he fell again in the night and no mao knew whose hand had 
cast him down. 

And all the day there stood in the market-place a ragged outcast, beg
ging for bread, but none had ever been known to give him anything. 

And all the children loved him, and yet dared not go near him; for suGh 
was my dream, the children were not born innocent any more, in that 
Land of Vanities, but were born with masks upon their faces and full of 
the cunning of the fiend. And this outcast alone in all that city had 
never been known to bow his head to Mammon. 

And one morning it was cried about the city that the Man of Rags, for 
so we called him, bad heen seen to point his staff at our golden idol, which 
fell from its pillar, and was shattered in its fall. And a great fury seized us 
and we gathered in the market-place -a mighty rabble- all besmeared 
with the yellow filth we had been worshiping. And there stood the Man 
of Rags, still pointing with his staff at our idol which lay with its face in 
the muck,-wreoohed and broken forever. And some shouted "Stone him!" 
and some " Crucify him!" and some cried ·• )fake him bow to Mammon !'' 
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And King Mammon ordered the guards to seize him and drag him to 
kiss his cloven foot. 

In the midst of all that rage the Man of Rags stood motionless. They 
laid hands upon him to seize him, but, wonderful to see, his rags came away 
in their bands and everywhere his skin was bared, a blinding light issued 
forth, that struck us dumb. And all that multitude fell upon their faces, 
as fall the spears of wheat before the northern blast. For we knew it 
was the king, hims("lf, in our midst. 

And, in my dream, I looked up, and in the blue sky of noon, there was 
no longer any sun. For He - the King, was the sun, descended ·upon 
earth. And the sky opened, and there came forth bands grasping flaming 
swords, which showered upon that doomed city, thicker than the hails of 
April. And there came a mi~bty voice from the sky, louder than the 
trumpets of an army, and it crted "UNMASK I UNMASK!" 

And as the voice cried, a great whirlwind arose, which stripped us of our 
masks and disguises and left us naked to the terrible eyes of the king. 
And it was seen that all who had bowed to Mammon were dark and hairy, 
foul and deformed, and their nakedness was horrible to look upon. 

But those who had been loyal to their king, those we had cast into the 
outer dark, were in their nakedness, brighter than seraphs. 

And the earth began to gape and heave, and that mighty city to tremble, 
and bow, and crack. So cracks and bows the piled up ice when the freshets 
of spring are swelling in the nether flood. 

And from all that naked multitude went up a groan, a cry, a wail, of 
shame and anguish, such as will echo in my waking ears (though it was 
but a dream) as long as life endures. 

And a great horror was upon me, for I was smeared all over with the 
filth I had worshiped, and my nakedness was shameful to see. And I 
dreamed that I caught up a mask and mantle which the wind cast near 
me, and fled toward the city gate, across the shaking earth. Not· faster 
speeds the terror-hunted chamois, flying for its life across the bosom 
of the downward thundering avalanche. 

Aml ever as I ran, the clarion voice clanged in my ear, " UNMASK!" and 
the dancing eddies of the blast tore like raging hounds at mask and man
tle. And ever as I flew I shot a backward glance, and saw that mighty 
city rained upon from above, engulfed in fiery breathin~ from below, and 
in the sea-like heavings of the earth the city was labormg and sinking, as 
a mighty vessel rollinJ in the storming brine, and foundering with all on 
board. 

And at the city gate stood one on guard, whom I had known as an out
cast. but his lazar-rags were fallen to earth, and the haughty terror of his 
face was such I dared not look upon it. And be raised a flaming sword 
which smote 100 down like a sudden breath from a furnace-door, and cried 
" UNMASK !" 

And in my dream I was full of terror of the wrath behind me, and I 
knelt to that great angel. "Rememberest thou," I cried, "when thou 
worest a leper's habit, and none would give thee bread? I flung to thee 
the food my pampered hound refused." 

" Yea, I remember,'' he said. 
" Then let thine heart pity me now ! " I entreated. " Let me pass you. 

let not the king look upon my nakedness ! Let me go back to the world 
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I came from, and strive by prayer and penance to live and burn away the 
damning stains! " 

And so ran my dream, he lifted his sword to let me pass. " There," said 
he, "is your world." And I saw that the whirl of filthy masks and 
dresses and tinsels was ever blown along the sky, until it rolled itself to
gether like a ball of burs, and, in the image of a world, went ever falling 
into a gulf of shadows. · 

And I ran beneath that flaming arch, and leapt into the gulf. As stoops 
the hawk from the clouds to catch the fish he has dropped ere it can reach 
the wave, so flew my spirit to the world it had lost. And ere our earth 
had travelled a bow-shot in its flight through space I had overtaken it, and 
with a shock, an agony, a start, and a cry of unspeakable terror - I woke 
into the world of men. 

ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 
( Co:rriNUJm.) 

THE SHAFf. 

Silbert remained several days with his friend, strenR"thened himself with 
liis words, refreshed his heart with the sincere proofs of his friendship, 
and returned with a glad spirit to the work of reconstructing himself. 

The meaning of his task soon became clear, and before a year had passed 
he was again with Fielding. The lattet• welcomed him and said : " We 
know the tree from the surface of the bark to the centre of the pith ; but 
now it is needful to test it in its height and depth. Therefore I must ask 

• you to visit with me a. friend who is nearer perfection than I. He is no 
other than the Mohrland whom you know from the story of Caroline 
Rupert." 

"I will go with you," said Silbert, "for you have wuded me till now 
with such love and regard that I would do ill not to obey you." 

The next day they set out, and found Mohrland in his office, surrounded 
b1 ores and other minerals, As he saw Fielding, he advanced to meet 
him, gave his hand, and Raid : " Ah, what an unlooked for pleasure I 
Have greeting, my brother What brings thee to me ? " 

Fielding responded : " A new friend has made his appearance ; thou 
shalt help me to show him the way that Nature has designed for man." 

Mohrland now gave Silbert his hand and regarded him from head to 
feet, saying: "A well-built young man; Nature must rejoice in him. " 
Silbert in themeantimehad regarded Mohrland and remembered having 
seen him before • But whoever had told him at that time that he would 
go to school to learn of · this simple miner, he would have branded as a 
liar. This and other things he thought when Mohrland continued : "Na
ture, my friend, goes its even course, guided by eternal laws ; it is those 
we must seek to understand, then we shall walk on the right path; for we 
are called to live in the knowledge of them. I know you have begun 
Wready and the momentous question is for you to remain courageous. 
Realization of Immortality is your special aim. You have chosen a good 
problem which can be solved with safety, although with much effort. He 
.vho pushes onward dauntlessly, is bound to obtain certainty. But enough 
for the present l I have now to make arrangements to properly attend my 
dear guests. How long will their visit last'? Longer than usual, I hope?" 
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Fielding remarked : " If it is not inconvenient to thee we shall stay 
three days." 

Mohrland expressed his joy at this announcement and left them for a 
few moments to give the necessary orders. The day passed rapidly with 
conversations on common topics, as the condition of society, the questions 
that were agitating the world, and the errors and extravagances to which 
man~s liable in all departments. On the following morning Mohrland 
said : "To-day I will show our new friend something of my professional 
activity. I suppose he has never seen a mine and it will not be without in
terest for him to get a taste of how it is to live under the earth." They set 
out, and after a quarter of an hour found themselves at the opening of 
the shaft. 

''Now then, let us descend" said Mohrland after he had properly pre
pared and cautioned Silbert. When they arl'ived at the bottom he showed 
him all the galleries and windings of the mine, and at last took him to a 
kind of a niche, in which there were a table, four seats and some books and 
papers. " This is my sitting-room" Mohr land said, "here in the womb of the 
earth, in the grave, so to speak, I give myself to meditations on this 
world and that beyond, and can often hardly understand how the men 
above me can be so foolish as to worry and drudge for the few days they 
are allowed to stay there. • Hera,' I then say, •is our home; the grave is the 
gate of life ; it i3 from the earth that every valuable thing has to grow ; 
for in all creation we have never seen an air, fire, or water-plant; from 
the earth all good things must come that are marked by definite outlines 
and attributes.' 

" I have spent a good deal of my life above, and later only has fate as
signed to me this sphere of activity, but I confess that here alone have I • 
been able to pierce through all the mists that surround the life of man ; 
it is here I obtained an equilibrium that formerly had been entirely un
known to me, and through which a new course of life began for me. 

" I had from my early youth been inclined to enter into theosophical 
investigations and to learn to understand the theorems of those wonderful 
philosophers ; but as their writings are always incomplete and everything 
with them has to be taken metaphorically rather than literally, I was not 
able to solve the problem. I knew their metallurgy by heart ; the appli
cations they made of magnetic and sympathetic forces on life and even 
spirit, stimulated me to ever new research ; but the band would not fall from 
my eyes. Here, deep below the dwellings of men, in the body of God, so 
to speak, I obtained a new, practical view of things. • I am Pluto,' I im
agined 'and supply the upper-world with metals. Where do I get them? 
Here they are; but where does this purity, lustre, and brightness in all 
the metals and stones come from? Do the colors and rays of Olympus 
penetrate even to Orcus? Does also Jove's power dwell in Pluto, and can 
Jove subsist only with Pluto and Neptune? Everywhere there is light, 
everywhere water and air, everywhere metallic force. The heaven is in 
the earth, the earth in the heaven ; and water and air are the messengers 
who prepare, work out, and pnrifiy all the forces and mixtures. Nature 
with all her heavens is one! ' I enraptured exclaimed, • Man also can 
attain to oneness, and thereby reach in his individuality the perfection of 
the Universe. 

• Man is a living being,' I continued in my reflections; 'what relation, then, 
tloes life bear to the great whole? man bas a body, sensations and thoughts. 
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The body is the earth, the thought is the light, and the sensations are the 
messengers between both. As Jove pervades and fills the earth, so 
thought must penetrate and fill thE> whole body; and on the other hand 
the thought needs the body wherein to shape itself and attract substance for 
its action. Without sensation aud thought the body is dead, without a 
body we cannot sense, without sensation we cannot think; yea, without th& 
body thoughts and sensations do not exist for us. But once that these 
constituent elements have found their harmonious and reciprocal action, 
the life of man is as lasting as the prime forces of the Universe. 

• But how can we reach that harmony ? How can the thought combine 
with the body? Does not tho body exclude the thinking-faculty?' The an
swer to these questions agitated my mind. As the light with its colors is 
spread through all the earth, so, correspondingly, the thought must fill the 
body. Now, what are the colors or elements,of thought? Answer : words, 
numbers, and.forms.' 

Therefore my friend, learn how to count, to form and to speak 
through your body; then you will. have the knowledge of the history of 
the worl<l and of your own existence." 

When they left the mine and entered the day-light, Mohrland said : 
44 Here in the warm sunshine it is more pleasant after all, is it not?'' But 
Silbert's thoughts were absorbed by that philosophy of Greek Mythology, 
to which be had so unexpectedly obtained the key. " The light is every
where" he answered to Mohrland's question," but we do not aim to seek 
and realize it. You have .supplied me with a great <leal of the substance 
of li~ht there under the earth, anti I shall prove my gratitude by kind
lin tt." 

¥he day passed rapidly to theU: in the contemplation of the beauty of 
Nature, and in conversations on her in8uence upon all departments of 
man's life. 

On the third day Mohrland gave a festival to his guests, at which 
no one else was present. It was a great satisfaction to Silbert to 
hear for the fi.rst time those expansions of the soul that, corning from the 
very marrow of life, take hold of the innermost being and impart to it a 
new animation. Mohrland abandoned himself entirely to his inner feelings 
and gave enlightenment on subjects of the highest importance, in
tended to encourage and strengthen the soul-life of the new friend. At 
the conclusion of his speech he took hold of Fielding's hand with his 
right, of Silbert's with his left, and said: "We have found and will no 
more lose each other. In the Eternal there is a centre around which all 
things turn. In the circumference there is storm, at the centre there is 
calmness ; we are standing there now, and in whatever frenzies the world 
may whirl around us, we seek immortality and in this consciousness remain 
happy and strong. 

On the next day they parted from Mohrland with the promise to visit 
him again before a year should have elapsed. Fielding resumed his du
ties and tried to make up for what he had left undone. But Silbert, full 
of enthusiasm, returned to his farm-house in order to think, act, and prac
tise 3(:cording to Mohrland's suggestions. 

The problem never left his mind : "The body has to learn to count, 
to picture forms, to speak. To the undermost of the earth the light of 
heaven penetrates and produces colors ar.d forms. Well ! It was on her 
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feet he put that young lady tormented by spirits. The feet are a part of 
the body, are its pillars ; in them I will commence. 

He continued also his other exercises with great diligence. Although he 
realized that the new task superseded the former ones, because, in fact, 
all were contained in the latter, he had not the courage to desist, and 
thus went on for five months, occasionally paying a visit to Fielding. But 
then the moment seemed to have arrived when a new crisis set in which 
would decide whether or not Nature would reveal her secrets to him. 

One day he appeared before his friend greatly deranged. "I cannot go 
any further " he said, "my forces leave me. Monsters stand up against 
me that are not found in visible creation. I have some courage, but since 
such powers conspire against me, I begin to succumb. Help me ; for with
out vour assistance I am lost!" 

Fielding took his hand and felt an intense heat in it. His look wa.~ 
unsteady, as though he were afraid to let it rest on one spot ; his lips 
trembled and seemed to be ready for Sfeech, but the words stuck in his 
mouth. " Recover your calmness," satd Fielding, "all will be right. If 
the enemy does not show up, we cannot attack him. Therefore, courage!" 

Silbert replied : " There is an Eternity I I have seen its realm; but I 
doubt whether I shallfet there. My life is divided. On my skin there 
is a fire so fierce that often feel as if I were in a fever. In my bowels a 
sea seems to wave. My heart has forsaken me; there alone I feel no life 
but more violent is the tumult in my brain. Noises of spirits, barking 
of dogs, eatanic disputations in which the most evident truths are in
verted into lies, phantoms of fire and darkness appear and rersecute me 
every moment I yield to rest in myself. Yea, even now as am talking 
to you, I am not free of such phantasmagoria, and I realize this state sur
passes my physical powers, because I can find neither sleep nor refresh
ment." 

Fielding bade him stay and live 'vith him until the crisis should be over. 
'' I must watch your condition myself," he said. "in order to suggest the 
h-ue remedies." 

Toward evening they were sitting in the garden alone, when suddenly 
Silbert's voice became as loud as though he had to talk to one at an im
mense distance. Fielding asked : " Why are you so fierce, my friend?" 

S. An internal power compels me to. 
F. Try to master it. 
S. I hardly can. It impels me to cry out to all the world, that all phi

losophy is vain, and that blindneas holds rule. 
F. Who is in you that speaks thus? 
S. Not I, it is something beside me that suggests the words which I 

have to utter against my will. 
F. It is the lawyer that does not like to yield his crown and tries to 

suppress your true self. 
S. There is a still thought in the background, I feel it plainly ; but 

I cannot bear its words, for they thrill through all my nerves; I even 
think they touch the very marrow of my bones. Then I see- for moments 
only- a new heaven, from which the breath of life seems to flow. 

F. That heaven is your goal; to learn how to calmly contemplate it, 
is our task. What you see between you and that heaven, are hindrances 
placed there by God and Nature to ward off from the gate the sinner, the 
weakling, the idler. The fire is the flaming sword that defends the en-
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trance of Paradise ; the barking dog is Cerberus who scares away those 
who approach ; all the phantoms and monsters you see are_ Furies and 
Eumenides who threaten to ill-treat and annihilate us before we reach 
Elysium. You have to fight and drive off this phantasmagoria under 
whatever form they appear; then yon will ent.er Paradise, the Eternal 
Heaven where nothing can disturb your peace any longer, but Truth in her 
purest splendor will fill, enlighten, and gnide you as your law of life. 

Silbert felt encouraged by those words and said: "I thank you and give 
you my word never to rest until I have conquered and dispelled all my 
doubts, in whatever horrible shapes they may mask themselves." 

He kept his word; but for full five months he had to struggle before 
he gained rest. Once the crying monster possessed itself of his nature 
to such an extent that he was no more master of himself and even uttered 
words of insult against his friend. On such occasions Fielding would re
main perfectly calm and, at most, say "Speak out! speak out l and vanish 
with your words in the air! The demon sees his perdition near and raves 
in his last efforts. Let him rage. and invoke the Eternal Thought for 
help." 

Silbert did so and behold, his countenance cleared up and peace was re
established in his heart. 

Once, when walking to and fro' with his friend in the garden, he said : 
.. The life begins to stir in my heart. It hurts when the true spark strikes 
it, but I feel that a main spring of our forces flows thence and that in 
possessing that I shall possess myself." 

" So it is," answered Fielding. In your heart is the centre of that star 
you often see. It will come nearer and nearer, until it will fill and illumine 
you and show you, in all the rays of its circle, a vital power that is inflow
ing continually and thereby constitutes us a self-dependent individuality to 
whom nature, by immutable law, administers, yea, is bound to administer, 
its sustaining substance ! " 

Silbert, since he realized such results, continued his work with re
doubled zeal and but little heeded the phantoms that circled around him 
on all sides. Yet some hard struggles awaited him. Skepticism once more 
stood up aginst him with all its power, forming new, dazzling, deceitful 
images before his eyes. A legion of desires awoke in him that he had 
known hardly by their names before. Fielding in this crisis called on 
Mohrland for help, and when he arrived said to him : "Our friend stands 
in the gate of life; give him courage to enter." 

When they called on Silbert and he saw Mohrland, he seemed to be 
frightened rather than pleased ; but he recovered himself and bid him 
welcome. -

Mohrland, noticing his embarrassment, said:" Why are you so shy, my 
friend? I hoped to find you calm and cheerful, and now I see you excited 
and in combat with yourself." 

Silbert, passing his hand over his forehead, looked at him as at a stran
ger and as though awaking from sleep. " Yon find me,., he then said, 
"in a strange condition. I have attained more than I ever dared to hope 
for, yet I cannot rid myself of all doubts ! Why are we permitted in our 
youth to step out unwatched into the world of hypotheses in the snares 
of which our better feelings are entangled and finally choked! Now I 
see with my eyes, and yet cannot believe, because doubt in me has grown 
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a living power, whose weapons are stronger than my newly awaked senti
ments." 

Mohrland replied: "I realize your condition. Your heart is not opened 
yet. The ideas of that new heaven are too much at variance with your 
accustomed ways of thinking to take root so suddenly. Only keep up 
your courage l The victory will not be delayed long. With such deep
rooted skeptics as you are, the understanding must constantly be attended 
by experience, in order to impart due power to the intuition. Theorems 
are of no virtue in your situation; living images alone, or comparisons taken 
from life, are adapted to impart to you the necessary firmness. Therefore 
listen to this tale : -

" Among my acquaintances in younger <lays there was one Lehmann 
who had an extraordinarily keen eyesight, for near objects as well as those 
at a distance. He could not understand how a man could be so foolish as 
to wear glasses and use telescopes to see better. "Any substance" he said. 
"be it the purest glass, condenses the space and interrupts the rays of light 
and therefore cannot possibly show the objects to the eye any clearer." 
They explained to him the refraction of the rays, the properties of the con
cave and convex lenses, the concentration of the light in the lens etc.; but • 
he stuck to his opinion: he could not understand, nor did he believe, that 
behind that small lens the objects could be magnified. 

" So it is with you. You cannot see how it is possible to direct our 
senses to spiritual objects ; yet the case is the same as with the visible 
glasses. Our physical eye is too dull for celestial representations, we, 
therefore, must accustom ourselves to introduce them into our body through 
our vital organs, to construct a perspective glass there and to look through 
a lens behind which all super-earthly objects can be recognized in full 
clearness, as the earthly ones are through a perspective glass. Yea, more; 
in the realm of Life not the eye only, but all senses form their lens and 
see, smell, taste, hear, even speak and receive perceptions of which com
mon man has no idea and, therefore, declares them to be nonsense as 
that friend of mine did. Try to get this comparison clear in your mind, and 
you will find that it gives you a strength against your doubts and those 
fierce phantoms, that will increase with its realization and will furnish you 
new weapons every day, first for defence, then for aggression and, at last 
for victot·y. 

Silbert had listened to this parable with great interest. " I will seek 
the lens," he said, "and when the images of doubt appear, look at them 
in their true form; then perhaps I shall get the better of them and be 
able to banish them from my sphere." 

He resumed his investig-<~.tions with a fresh zeal and acquired the abil
ity of forming a lens in all the parts of his body, from the toes to the top 
·of the head, and to see in its true shape whatever object he chose. Seven
teen weeks passed in such exercise, when he said to Fielding: •· I need sup
ervision uo longer, and if it continues in this way I hope to penetrate 
through all hindrances in a short time, and to enter the so long desired 
New Heaven." 

He returned to his farm-house, and remained for another year free of 
all public bu&iness, in order to get more and more firmness by uninter
rupted practice. 

He experienced a wonderful transformation in himself ; he could see into 
the future and at a distance. He got possession, by and by, of the keys 
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to all knowledge, and after the elapse of a year he felt strong enough to
resume his life of a citizen. He disclosed this resolution to both his 
friends. Fielding doubted, but Mohrland said : " Let him do so ; but this 
interrupted activity should be slowly resumed, otherwise he runs the risk 
of grounding half-way and thereby doing harm instead of good." Sil
bert promised the utmost precaution and vowed to absolutely obey the law 
of the Spirit in his future career, and to give account of his doings every 
year. 

Mohrland was moved to a high degree of solemnity when Silbert, full 
of gratitude, grasped their hands and took leave. "You have found," he 
aaid "what is vouchsafed on~y to few. Eternity has unlocked its gates, 
and Immortality is no longer an enigma for you. Much can be attained 
yet, however, if you persevere, for a new world is open before you in which 
to gather experience. 

The image-world of illusion is behind you to a certain extent, and you 
are entering a new realm, where as yet no forms appear to you, and all 
is in the gloom of the early dawn ere it becomes daylight. New images 
must make their appearance, images that do not delude, but, being formed 
of pure light, indicate and speak nothing but truth. Therefore1 when in 
future new doubt a.Ssails you, turn to that reahn ; in that immutable light 
the souls of the departed will show themselves to you and give you full in
forma~on. Farewell, in a year we shall meet again." 

After the allotted time had expired the three met, and Silbert reported: 
" The law practice would not do yet, therefore I have kept entirely aloof 
from busine~." His friends approved of this course and rejoiced at his 
progress in the art of contemplating Eternity. 

THE NEW HEAVF.N. 

FouR times he came again in this way, as a disciple, so to speak. But 
the last time he made such disclosures, that Mohr land solemnlY. exclaimed : 
"He is finished ! Now he may do what his heart desires, it w1ll nevermore 
lead him astray." 

Silbert, giving account of himself, among other things said : " The 
spirit-realm is open to me ; whatever I want to know of history I learn 
tprough those who have been participants of it. Even my father comes as 
~ften as I wish him, and guides and teaches me in the most difficult ·mat
ters. I have attained to what you appointed for me when you said : ' If 
you do not believe the living ask the dead?' The departed live, 
they appear to me, they give me answer and therewith the road to the im
mortal is passed over." 

"It is passed over," said Mohrland; "we are united and live, already 
here, in Eternity. Thou art ours, thou art one with us, and thus the cir
cle is completed. We are one heart and one thought ; we shall never lose 
each other, even when the visible sun passes away and a new creation takes 
the place of this one. Brother Fielding. let us rejoice I Entertain us to-day 
as guests from a better land in which holiness is coupled with true glad
ness." 

It was a happy holiday for all three. Silbert felt so exalted that he ex
claimed in rapture: "Now I realize what it means 'to live in heaven'! Such 
feelings as these can come only from beyond, because there only rest is 
combined wihll full activity. I seem to be dissolved in love and bliss. 
whilst a power pervades me that I have never felt before and that as-
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sures me of my own self against all dissolution. Eternity rules in me ; the 
splendor of the Creator who stands above all perishable things, radiates 
again in my heart ; all Creation seems to mirror itself in my interior and 
to p_roclaim an eternal Hallelujah to the Throne of Omnipotence." 

Under such effusions and feelings the day X'assed. The next morning 
they parted with the glad consciousness of living in each others' mind 
wherever events might lead them. Mohrland returned to his shaft, Field
ing resumed his account-books, and Silbert began to accept again the 
clients that applied to him in his profession, and attained, by the comprehen
sion and management of most complicated cases, such renown that persons 
()&IDe from far distant countries to consult him. 

(To be coatinaed). 

RENEWED YOUTH. 

The great magical means of preserving the youth of the body is to 
prevent the soul from growing old, by carefully preserving its primeval 
freshnesa of sentiments and thoughts, which the corrupt world ca.lls illu
sions, and which we name the primitive reflections of eternal truth. To 
believe in bliss on earth. to believe in friendship and love, to believe in a 
maternal Providence which takes account of all our !Jteps and recompenses 
all our tears, is to be completel1 duped, says the corrupted world, p.nd it 
fails to perceive that the dupe ts he who thinks himself to be strong when 
depriving himself of all the delights of the soul To believe in good, in 
the moral order, is to possess good. and this is why the Saviour of the 
world promised the Kingdom of Heaven to those who become as little 
children. Infancy is the age of faith ; the child as yet knows nothing 
of life, so is he glowing with confiding immortality. Can he doubt of 
self.devotion, tenderness, friendship, love, when he is in the arms of his 
mother? Become children in heart and you will keep young in body ! 

The realities of God and Nature infinitely surpass all the dreams of 
men both in goodness and beauty. Thus the blasls are those who have 
never known how to be happy, and the disillusioned prove by their dis
gust that they have only drunk at muddy sfrings. To enjoy even the 
sensual pleasures of life, we must possess mora sense and those who ca.lum; 
niate existence have certainly abused it. Supreme magic directs man to 
the purest moral code. Vel sanctum ·invenit, vel sanctum facit, • an adept 
has said, for it shows us that to be happy even in this world we must be 
holy. To be holy l something said with ease, but how shall we obtain 
faith when we believe no longer? How recover the taste for virtue in a 
heart depraved by vice? • • • It is a question of recurrence to the four 
maxims of science - to know, to dare, to will, and to keep silent. Silence 
must be imposed on our disgusts, we must study duty and begin practising 
it as if we loved it. You are a skeptic, for example, and you wish to be 
a Christian, pray regularly, using Christian formulae, approach the sacra
ments assuming faith, and faith will come. By analogous exercises, a fool, 
if he willed it persistenbly, might become a man of understanding. 

By changing the habits of the soul we assuredly change those of the 
body. What contributes above all to make us old by deforming us are 
rancors a.nd bitter thou~hts, unfavorable judgments on others, the fury of 
wounded pride and of ill-satisfied passions. A benevolent and mild phi-

• It either finds, or makes, a aaiat. 
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losophy would save us from all these evils. If we closed our eyes on our 
neighbor's faults, taking account of his good qualities only, we should 
find goodness and kindness everywhere. The most perverse man has his 
good points, and softens when we know how to take him. Had we nothing 
in common with human vices we should not even perceive them. Friend
ship and the self-abnegation which it inspires, are found even in the 
prisons and galleys. The abominable Lacenaire faithfully returned 
money when it was lent• to him and many times performed acts ofgeneros
ityand benevolence. No one is absolutely bad or absolutely good. "No 
one is good but God," said the best of masters. 

What we mistake for the zeal of virtue in ourselves is often only a 
secret self-love, dissimulated jealousy, and a haughty instinct of contra
diction. "When we see manifest disorders and scandalous sinners," say 
the authors of mystical theology, "believe they are subjected by God tO 
greater trials than we are, that certainly, or at least very probably, we are 
not of such worth as they, ·and that we should do far worse in their place." 

Peace, peace! This is the supreme soul-good. to give us which Christ 
came into the world. " Glory to God in the highest and peace on earth to 
men of good will ! " The early Christian fathers reckoned sadness as an 
eighth deadly sin. In fact, the very repentance of the Christian is not 
a sadness but a consolation, joy. and triumph. "I desired evil and I de
sire it no longer, I was dead and am alive." The father of the prodigal 
son has killed the fatted calf, for his son has returned, and what can the 
prodigal do? Weep, feel a little confused, but above all, be joyful. Folly 
and wickedness are the only sad things in the world. As soon as we are 
delivered from them, let us laugh and utter cries of joy, for we are saved 
and all the dead who love us rejoice in Heaven. 

(Elipiuzs Lwi in ''The .Mysteries of .Magic.") 

THE MATERIAL AND THE IMMATERIAL WORLD. 

EVERY one that has studied Mental Philosophy knows that man is en
dowed with the five corporal senses by which he is made acquainted with the 
material or physical world. The knowledge that we can gain of physical ex
istence flows through these channels and may be defined as consciousness. 
The external world addresses itself tousas phenomena, or nature in activity. 
and the reality of these phenomena is not modified by conditioned intelli
gence, but the conJJciousness of phenomena is much conditioned by intel
ligence, because all men do not see things in the clearest light and the 
extent of one's knowledge and development has much to do with the re
presentation of objects made upon his imagination. 

The darkness spread over the earth in consequence of the fall of man 
is what would, and does to a great extent, prevent men from seeing things 
as they really are. 

When a person who has been regeaerated looks out on the world it 
appears to him in a light different from that in which he has ever seen it 
before. He is then brought into harmony with nature as well as revela
tion. 

When matter was created. it was in its most attenuate condition, en
dowed with potentiality and subjec~d to change according to laws. whose 
culmination 1s organization ; and hence we see, as a result of this, planets and 
.suns having sprung from primeval chaos, rolling in silent majesty through 
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the trackless realms of infinite space ; vegetation clothing the earth with 
eternal verdure and holding the stored forces of nature ready to be trans. 
ferred to the multifarious genera and species of animal life through whose 
organisms pour the life-forces of universal mind; thus proving to us that 
all things are full of Divinity, and inspiring us to say " Great and mar
velous are thy works, 0 Lord of hosts, the earth is full of thy glory! " 

The natural man thinks the universe is God, or th:~t God is the soul of 
the universe, thus confounding God with nature and believing that He 
exists in nature, while his da.rknened understanding will not let him see 
that He is before and above nature and the free author of nature. 

When all the data of the material world are exhausted in trying to ar
rive at the final conclusions of Science within the domain of the sentient, 
they will recoil upon themselves in an ocean of dreamy emptiness. The 
study of physical science is inspiring and ennobling : but it is only a link 
in the chain of what is infinite, and above and beyond the realm of the 
physical there is the antetype of our highest conceptions and aspirations. 
Sense is the medium from the physical world to our physical consciousness; 
but we live in the realm of tbe spiritual by faith, and faith brings as true 
evidence of reality as sense ; for our spiritual consciousness may be so as. 
sured as to amount to demonstration. The existence and action of menta) 
qualities and universal principles is primarily referable to the world of 
mind, and evolution of ideas is a bringing out and a representation to 
human intelligence. 

The physical world is the answer of nature to mind in physical corres. 
pondencies. Man is tae expression of love and wisdom according to 
divine intelligence. 

•' Love is the root of Creation ; God's essence·; worlds without number 
lie in His bosom like children; He made them for this purpose only; only 
to love and to be loved again He breathed forth His spirit into the slum
bering dust; and upright standing it laid its hand on ita heart and felt it 
was warm with a flame out of heaven.'' 

Man's five corporal senses are for the perception of natural objects-the 
material world, and be cannot perceive spiritual bodies with them, but 
his spiritual constitution is such that he can discern spiritual realities . 

. The s:piritual world is much engaged in the affairs of terrestrial life. 
Plato sa1d: "All things are full of divinity, and we have never been neg
lected through the forgetfulness or carelessness of spiritual beings.,. When 
the host of Syria had invaded the land of Israel they were interrupted by 
the prophecy of Elisha who could hear the words of the king of Syria in 
his bed-chamber while he was a great distance from him, and the eyes 
of Elisha's servant were opened and he saw horses of fire and chariots of 
fire on the mountain round about. These things might be seen by us i~ 
our spiritual perception were made susceptible by a predominance over our 
propensities. Apollonius of Tyana was addressing an audience at Ephesus 
when the murder of Domitian occurred at Rome and described it as it 
occurred, through his power of second sight. Man is the myterious link 
between the material and the immaterial, or rather the epitome of both. 
While he is deeply rooted in the earth, and or~ on the physical side 
by the action of infinitesimal molecules, he breathes ethereal airs and is 
a. part of ·universal mind moving in universal space. 

D. N~ CuRTis. 
Glady, N. G. 
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THOUGHT. 

Physical conditions are expressions of mental states, and these are either 
true or perverted forms of thought ; hence the underlying force of disease 
is a perverted form of mental energy. 

When a true, or divine thought finds entrance into the mind, it is ger
minal and unperceived ; but it is a positive force that expands and de
stroys the false conditions resulting from perverted thought. 

Between the thought held in the mind- which is the cause,- and the 
effect -physical conditions,- there is an intermediate state of invisible 
energy flowing from the thought, that finds its ultimate expression in 
the body . 

.4-nd it is here, and in this realm of inner force, that the divine thou~ht 
acts, changing its conditions, and in1luencing and transforming both mmd 
and body. . 

l'hought is the condensation of all the forces of the organism. 
Thought and feeling are forms of vital force and are convertible one 

into the other. 
Thought is a form of feeling, and feeling is thought unexpressed in 

form. 
Vital force is life, or spiritual energy. When thought and feeling become 

perverted, then life becomes perverted. 
To change physical conditions we must change the thoughts of the mind. 
To in1luence others we must work upon their mental energy. 
Thought is transferable and is a mode of motion. 
A true, or divine thought lodged in the mind of another, is so much 

more vital force conveyed to that person wherewith to build up, sustain, and 
renE>w the organism. 

We are thought-creations of God, and thought is the underlying force 
of being. NEITH. 

Brooldyn, N. Y. 

A FEW MAXIMS FROM CONFUCIDS. 

To rule with equity is like the North Star, which is fixed and all the 
rest go round it. 

Worship as though the Deity were present. 
H my mind is not engaged in my worship, it is as though I worshiped 

not. 
Some proceed blindly to action without knowledge ; I hear much and 

select the best course. 
A good man regards the ROOT ; he fixes that and all else flows out of it. 

The root is filial piety ; the fruit brotherly love. 
Learn the past and you will know the future. 
Speaking of himself Confucius says "At fifteen years I longed for wis

dom. At thirty my mind was in the pursuit of it. At forty [saw clearly 
certain principles. At fifty I understood the t:nle given by heaven. At 
sixty everything I heard I easily understood. At seventy the desires of 
my heart no longer transgressed the law. 

•• I daily examine myself in a threefold manner ; in my transactions 
with men, if I am upright ; in my intercourse with friends, if I am faith. 
fnl; and whether I illustrate the teachings of my master in my conduct.'' 
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ESOTERIC CONSISTENCY. 

[Paper lelld before The Society F.oterio by C. H. Mackay.) 

Let us, through the impartial channels of a clear understanding. reason 
together. Let us exchange our inmost thoughts, desires and general ideas 
upon this matter of soul-culture, and thus arrive at a satisfactory compre
hension of the basic attributes which should be embraced within the char
acter of the faithful, consistent follower of esoteric principles. 

First, are we really awake to the importance of the work in which we 
are now fully enlisted? If not, it is highly necessary to seek a thorough 
enlightenment upon this point at the very commencement of our efforts. 

Do not for an instant lose sight of the fact that the object for which we 
labor is of vital interest to all the world, although the world may at 
present be unconscious of it. 

Remember that" our aim is nothing less than the ultimate redemption qt 
manlcindfrom self; • the awakening of the true soul-life to a conscious, 
spiritual entity ; the freedom of the chained spirit-force within from the 
thralldom which elemental and adverse influences have exerted since the 
human family lost sight of the eden state of existence ; the perfect tri
umph of the internal over the external; finally,- to state our esoteric 
idea in a brief and comprehensive manner,- the development of the mau 
to that plane of perfection and use where he will no more go astray 
where he will govern all acts by direction of the infallible monitor within; 
where the reason will no longer respond to the selfish promptings of ex
ternals, but be governed by the pure influence of a true understanding; 
then will be brought about in his life perfect accord with the universal 
idea of Love, Harmony and Order. 

Here we have a general view of the work at hand, with its immeasnl"&
ble importance. 

Only generalities can be touched upon in this connection. The detai!. 
of the work a.re innumerable and will be brought out only through the in 
dividual experiences of each and every co-laborer. 

And now the main point at issue. Are we consistent ? Realizing as 
fully as :possible the unprecedented vital importance of Esotericism, are 
we suffictent;I_y en-rapport with its great principles to live the life of con
sistency? Upon this question hinges the ultimate success or speedy dis
repute, partial or complete, of our labor. 

We are the disciples and upholders of a practically new principle. It 
has, inherently, all the elements of phenomenal success. The remarkable 
growth of that most powerful ally, 'l'HE EsoTERIC, the increasing volume 
of correspondence in which are manifest the heart throbs of our people 
throughout the land ; these and many other evidences, daily impress us wtth 
the fact that a ~at awakening is taking place. 

The time is npe for it, the people are yearning for substa1uialjood in 
spiritual teachings. Their souls have revolted at the superficial d~ 
trines of the sects and c100d-supporters of the world. The pure reli
gion of Christ has been so warped and distorted through selfishness, mis
understanding and ignorance that they find little left to meet their pressing 
needs. In fine, the hollowness of life has met them in the full force and 
hideousness of its appalling vacuity and .lack of purpose. Now therifore 
qf all ages since Reason came to man, is the Barvest Time. 

• The lower, per11011al81llf. (Ed.) 
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And we of the earth's millions may, if we will, be the chosen ones to 
form the atom around which the people shall gather. With their endorse
ment and the strength of their support will our efforts be given the stamp 
of eternal permanency. 

Do we intelligently grasp the full prominence of the situation as to what 
the harvest will be when this seed which now we sow, shall have come to 
the light of day? In one phase of the case we are pioneers in this work. 
True, the ground has been cleared for us of much rubbish and refuse ma
terial through the labor of others, yet we are at the threshold of a higher 
series of attainments, and upon our management depends largely the weal 
or woe of future efforts in the same line of thought. 

The stamp of purity, and above all consistency, which we impress upon 
our movement will therefore be of influence through all the ages to fol
low. Realizing the full importance of this, we cannot be too zealously 
careful in guarding our daily life from all inconsistencies which would re
act upon the principle. Know that sin and vice, as individual drawbacks, 
act with inestimable power and severity against principle. A whole 
grand body may be destroyed through an inconsistency in movement or 
influence of one member or function. 

The heart, for example, is the most important member of the physical 
organism. Any derangement of this v1tal centre gives an uncertainty 
and lack of permanency to the whole structure. This perhaps is an apt 
illustration of the point at hand. We will suppose that each member of 
our body was conscious and thus capable of thought and reason (as they 
really should be, were we sufficiently developed in the spirit). If, this be 
ing the case, they were cognizant of the fact that there was an irregularit) 
at the centre of their vPJry life, the heart, there would be a greater or lesse1 
degree of relaxation or loBS of energy on the part of every function of 
the body. And although the real effect of the diseased heart might be of 
such a nature that its office would continue to be performed through the 
natural period of the body's existence, yet the demoralization anJ general 
dep~ing effect upon its dependents would be none the leBB real. 

Now as to our work. The analogy afforded by the above, as applied to 
our aim and principle, is too apparent to necessitate following out at length. 

The heart is taken as the basis of the illustration because a leader's 
example and influence in our movement is of vastly greater importance 
than the example and influence of him who stands in the rank and file. 
But even though we carry the illustration further and there consider the 
private and seemingly unimportant members, we quickly learn that each 
individual laborer in the vineyard is dependent on others, and that a 
neglect or inconsistency in the work of one is soon felt by all and the gen
eral effect is depreBBion and stagnation. 

And here also consistency of thought is to be considered. In fact the 
fountain-head of all our hopes for advancement is our quality of thought 
and our ability to control and direct the waters of that fountain into their 
proper channels, independent of external influence. How few among us 
seek light for themselves upon original lines of research! In this particu
lar we may reasonably be compared to a parasite. . 

Strict watch and prayerful constant desire must be followed, or we drift 
surely and swiftly into the dogmati,. ruts of the princ: iJes of sectarianisw 

The church is overflowing with people who will not think independently. 
Parasites, full-fledged and hopeless, who week after week listen to their 
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spiritual instructors, so called; and raise no queries of objection, nor seek 
further light by individual investigation. Accepting blindly the declara
tions of those who may be superior in intellectuality, but· below them in 
spiritual unfoldment, they drift into the veriest dependence and finally be
come tcpiritually unconscious. 

Natural history describes a certain water-animal which, soon after com
ing into sensuous existence, develops into a remarkably active sphere of 
life. With great independence, it seeks its food and pursues its allotted 
routine of unconscious adherence to duty, with a steadfastness which prom
ises a life of use and great activity. But alas I in an unguarded hour the 
circumstances which surrounded man at the fall, now encompasses, in a 
somewhat different manner, the object of our illustration. A temptation 
of such a subtle nature is presented that, although the example afforded by 
a. previous life of activity and general usefulness should cause a revolt at the 
very J?rinciple, yet the step is taken. In an evil moment the sprightly little an
imal Is brought in contact with the crab, and through an inherent sense 
for protection attaches itself to the larger body. 

Then its doom is sealed. Its Fall has been accomplished even as effec
tually as the other great calamity so vividly set forth in the book of 
Genesis. It soon finds that further effort is unnecessary. It not only obtains 
protection from enemies, but food as well, for from the body of the crab it 
gets full nourishment, and the life of the greater is really tht> life of the les
ser. And now the sequel. 

Nature despises a useless thing and speedily annihilates such when 
brought to her notice. 

Thus in the case of the parasite. The formerly active little object be
comes in a short time, a shapelesfl mass. The symmetrical mem
bers with their beautifully delicate muscles, are soon reduced, atrophied 
and lost. All the useful characteristics of former life and use are merci
lessly cut off and the offices of motion and independence are co1;11pletely 
absorbed in the larger being. Nature is avenged and satisfied. • 

Does this simple relation of fact need further comment or explanation? 
Is not the illustration apparent in its application to those who allow other 
minds to do their thinking? Remember that nature despises, abhors, a 
useless agent. She endorses independence and those who strive to help 
themselves will never lack her most willing assistance when needed. 

And so in spiritual affairs, receive truth from every available source, 
but weigh it with care, and if found wanting in the balance of your ind~ 
pendent reasoning, or failing of application to your particular case, reject 
it and look within for a substitute. Whenever a truism is expressed it 
is fruitful of good. It may lack of appreciation by you, but in some mind 
it will take root and fructify. Do not therefore condemn the honest utter
ance of any man. 'Vhat is fallacy to your mind may be of inestimable 
help to another. Labor diligently with the end always in view ()f perfect 
harmony with the principles of our God-given esoteric ideas, and bring 
about in each and every breast the hypocrite's despair,- the true Esoteric's 
hope and light, -consistency. 

Absolute perfection in this matter is neither required nor expected. We 
can be far from perfect and yet present to the common people lives of 
unexampled purity and consistency. This is the object for which this 
idea of consistency is being advanced. Earnestly desire a life of faithful
ness. Shake off once and for all the barnacles which hold you back and which 
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yourself and the world know to be wrong and matters of weakness. 
Imbibe this idea, and though you fall far below the perfect point, - yet 
you have endeavored to live in accordance with your highest ideal and 
will escape the condemnation of an enlightened reason. 

Another source of great trouble with the followers of the esoteric 
principles is a~iety. In this direction we should exercise constant watch
fulness. 

One of our most important fundamental principles is herein embodied, 
namely to preserve a steady, unwavering calmness and serenity in all the 
trials and vicissitudes of our daily lives. Therefore let us remember and 
practice the jewel-ideal of consistency. Let us make the examples 
of our daily experiences completely unassailable to those who are watch
ing us so closely. In the stillness and sweetness of perfectly balanced 
characters we can hold up to the world a few men and women, whom 
people at last will recognize, venerate and love. 

Whatever the trial, whatever the cross; though calumny comes and 
injustice, falsehood and eiTor be heaped u.pon us, yet pass these all un
heeded, remembering that they are sentiments of ignorance,- unreliable 
and fleeting. Remember that we are working for an eternal object and 
if obstacles arise before us, they must quickly go down if we strive to 
look in faith over and beyond them. 

Through perfect trust, and adherence to our principles of patience and 
atillness, will all come right and at the last, adversity will turn to prosper
ity, the darkness to Eternal Light. 

We realize fully that our basic principles are right. We as fully real
ize that a nobler work has never been sought by man than this which now 
is fully inaugurated. So, thoroughly believing and comprehending the im
mensity of the design before us, let us add weight and character to it by 
being true. Let us, as mercilessly as nature in a similiar case would do, 
root out from our lives every useless inconsistent act or habit that can 
possibly be turned against the esoteric idea of spiritual development. 

H we have yet appetites and sensual enjoyments which have clung to 
us thus far, let us now cut them off and cast them from us once and for
ever. How can we retain such when we are exhorting others to be free? 
Our words, our exhortations, our prayers are totally without effect just so 
long as we show by our daily lives that what we preach we do not practise. 
While we give utterance to the grand, inspiring esoteric truths and by our 
lives give those truths the direct lie, we are sinking ourselves lower than 
the most miserable of those whom we seek to uplift. We are descending 
by regular, systematic degrees into a pit at the bottom of which is destruc
tion inevitable. Then we can look nowhere in God's universe for extrica
tion from our deplorable situation, for we were fully conversant with our 
shortcomings and we knew, fully and completely, that we were posing before 
our fellow man as examples of goodness, while within our true conscious
ness we were branded hypocrites. 

Ah, it is so easy to give utterance to fine, noble sentiment in wo't'ds, and 
~very, very hard to conform to the letter of the law which those words 
imply. It is so easy to tell others what to do, but so very difficult to keep 
ourselves in harmony with these beautiful theories and doctrines. And 
why does this difficulty, this inconsistency perpetually confront us? Are 
not even the first principles embodied within the word "Esoteric" under
stood by us? Surely we cannot offer such a flimsy excuse. If we are 
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false to the solemn covenant which has been made with God by each and 
every one of ns, then the cnl'Se be justly upon us, and our previous work 
and effort be as if they never had been, for there can be no merit in what 
we strive through hypocrisy or deceit to accomplish, for in the end all our
deeds are brought under the glare of the strong, unflinching light of Truth. 

The writer sincerely believes that a sin or an omission of duty, which 
is the most hopeless of all sinfulness, is great, just in proportion as we are 
alive to the discrimination of good and evil. 

A person thoroughly conversant with all shades of vice, worldliness and 
deceit in general, who, knowing all this, yet allows himself to participate in 
them is the most degraded of all sinners and will find no hope in the judg
ment which ultimately his outraged better self will render. 

Can we therefore be too thoroughly alert? Can we afford to lose sight 
of the fact that upon each and all depends the success or failure of these 
grand ideas ? 

There is no middle course for us now. We know what we are attempting 
to accomplish. Our whole being is fully alive to the necessity for faith
fulness. No man's word should now serve as a basis upon which to rest. 
We know qf ourselves that the road laid out is the course for all mankind 
to safely follow, if spiritual growth is desired .. 

And now let us press forward. The goal is already in sight, though 
obscured by fogs and clouds of acl verse thought, ignorance and careleBlr 
ness. 

Faithfulness, conformity to principle; crucifixion of every low, animal 
appetite; continual desire for light and guidance from our own source of 
strength within as well as from the Universal Power without, will bridge 
all difficulties and place our Divine principles before the sinkin~ world 
with such weight and persistency that none can resist endorsmg and 
finally being saved thereby. 

Talk consistency, think consistency, retire with it uppermost in yoqr de
sires and awakeo with its reverberations echoing through the temple of 
you1· soul. Fill to overflowing your whole life with this Divine Light, then 
will peace and perfect harmony descend upon you all. 

A SOUL CRY. 

SPIRIT within, respond to my 
Impassioned call, my feeble sigh 

c. H. MACKAY. 

For truth unknown, my plaintive cry 
For life and liberty I 

Help me to conquer and to dare 
Each sense to crush, healed wounds to tear 
Again in twain I And this my prayer, 
Oh, make me ONE with Thee I 

I. A. P. 
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THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

BY WILLIAM COX. 

F<mrteenth Paper. 

Tlte Muses- The. Daughters of Memory. 
THE NAME OF A THING IS NO PART OF THE THING ITSELF. Regu

lated and controlled by the processes of growth, the chit, sprout, stem, 
branch, leaf, bud, blossom, and fruit, are successively evolved from a pri
mal germ. So from the primal germ mind are evolved the ten principles, 
namely, Power, Knowledge, Experience, Reason, Strength, Motion, Zeal, 
Virtue, Justice, and Mercy; which are the buds and blossoms of the men
tal tree that culminate into the intellectual fruiting of Understanding. 
The senses, touch, taste, smell, sight, and hearing are the roots, 
and through them are supplied the fertilizing material and nourishing 
properties, which support and enrich the tree desiring its growth. Co
equal with the growth of these principles, and co-related to them, is the 
product of Memory, Thought, Counsel, and "Another," which depends 
also upon the action and integrity of the senses ; indeed without these 
there could be no Thought, Counsel, Memory, and "Another." Memory is 
the mother of all sensations, whether pleasurable or painful. The off
springs of Memory are negative in character and are therefore properly 
called daughters : they are sisters of j8y, and their missions are those of 
pleasure, inspiration, instruction, gladness, and excitement. They perform 
their work properly and well when there is great and vigorous action of 
the mind; when the mind is sluggish a.nd inactive the memory is dull, 
or fails to respond alto~ether, and becomes unequal to the task of reflec
ting upon the mind's mtrror the pictures sketched by the pencils of the 
senses ; a perfect well rounded and evenly balanced memory results from 
the action of all senses. 

Memory is the mental record of events. 
Thought is the function of mental offsprings in communion. 
"Another" is the nursing mother. The co-causes in nature, producing 

growth to vegetal and animal life, is what the senses are to the mind, and 
the mind fructifiers, personified, are the female -parent intellectual, from 
whose womb come the influences operating in developing the principles 
which govern and direct matter. The seed of Law, the universal governor 
developed in the matrix of memory, brings forth offsprings negative in 
character; these daughters of memory are the Muses (amuses), uine in 
number, as follows: Clio, or history; Melpomene, or tragedy; Thalia, or 
comedy ; Terpsichore, or song and dance ; Euterpe, or music of the wind; 
Erato, or music of the the strings : Calliope, or poetry ; Urania, or astron
omy ; and Polyhymnia, or eloquence. These are the sisters, that dance 
about the palace of Understanding; they occasionally flit in and out of 

• the doors, but they never sit on the throne of Understanding. 
Fascinating and beautiful though these sisters be, they are out of the 

memory by the senses, and not out of the soul; they are sensual, not spir
itual daughters, they are children of genius, and genius is hom in and out 
of the memory ; being of sensual and sensuous origin, all tho sensual and 
sens~ous are attracted to and by them ; Terpsichore, Euterpe, and 
Erato, especially, are found in the company of the sensual. Dancing and 
music are not unacquainted with crime ; vice, indeed, is fostered by them. 
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The passions, and not the soul, respond to the rhythmic tapping of the feet 
of Terpsichore; thoughts spiritual and divine come to strengthen and bless 
the devout one in the quiet closet of secret prayer, and not in some hall 
of gilded splendor, where dancers, giddy, whirl to the measured swell of 
voluptuous music. 

One of the most valued, because one .of the most helpful, of the nine 
sisters, is Clio, or history. Clio partaking more of sight and hearing, is 
less sensual than any one of the sisters, excepting Urania: Clio instructs, 
history teaches ; it is fractional knowledge ; the significance of Clio is the 
consecutive clinging together of events. When, through the media of the 
senses, the memory acquires and records what happened, the mind developed 
or evolved from this process is historical, and Clio, an art sister, and one 
of the natural daughters of memory, is born. Moved by the spell of 
Clio's enchantment, people arc taught by the records of Herodotus and 
Tacitus, delighted with the word-pictures of Gibbon and Macaulay, and 
thrilled by the blazing panorama of Carlysle's French revolution ; these 
names are for time incribed upon the scroll of Clio. Melpomene, sombre, sad, 
of ghastly face, can " start and tremble at the wagging of a straw," wraps 
her inky cloak of tragedy about the forms of the passionate Siddons, 
Kean, Macready and Booth. Thalia, with comic grin and laughter musi
cal, sits in the midst of pleasure's guests and with her flashes of merri
ment sets the table in a roar, and joy hilarious holds carnh·al at the beck
oning smile of Thalia. Out of the rosy mists of remembrance come the 
forms of Garrick, Burton, and a host of jolly leering company, who lived 
to gladden oft saddened hearts with a little of this music of laughter. Ter
psichore, with grace and lithesome form, is of all the sisters the most 
fascinatin~ to the sensual; she is like that voluptuous Venus who, while 
tapping With her fingers urn the tambourine, danced her way into the as
sembled guests upon big Olympus, entrancing and exciting the most 
staid and decorous n.mong them. The queens in Terpsichore's realm, who 
have "tripped the li~ht fantastic" into the senses of men, almost to the ruin 
of their souls, Taghoni, and Fanny Eisler, have a record; minds influ
enced by Wisdom, and strong in the possession of Understanding, are 
never enslaved by the blandishments of Terpsichore. The gay and thought
less, the giddy and foolish, the children of Ignorance, Folly, and Deprav
ity, eveiT.Vhere, are found in the tinselled halls of Terpsichore, chasing 
with rapid feet upon the smooth and slippery floor, the mocking flying 
phantoms of pleasure. 

Euterpe interprets the language of the wind, from the thundering basso 
of the tempest's breath, as it howls through the cannons of the Sierras, to 
the light Soprano of the Zephyr, as it croons a lullaby at evening time, 
among the whispering grasses. Euterpe sings among the trees ; the lis
tener hears her song on the summit of the Himalaya, in the dense forests 
over the tops of the Andes, the sear and yellow, the evergreen Flora, and 
again in Sierra Nevada; and so Euterpe wraps her song of the wincl about. 
the whirling world. The organ, sublime and inspiring, is her instrument. 
and Allspeech sits at the keys; trumpet and oboe, flute and clarionet, and 
the ram's horns whose blasts overthrew the temple, are Euterpe's own. 

Erato, light of touch, sweeps her harp-strings, and saddened hearts grow 
glad again; in many an olden castle in Erin's Isle harper-minstrels gath
ered, filling the dim aisles with streams of tender melody to " the Harp, 
that once in Tara's hall." David sang, and moved the multitude to 
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tears, as he swept the strings of Erato's instrument; and when sorrow 
came to the children of Israel they hung their harps on the willow, and 
by the waters of Babylon sat down 'and wept. Calliope. Sweet voiced poetry, 
whether it sleeps in the heart of a flower, or glows in the tint of a sunset, 
or mutely pleads in snowy grace of sculptured marble, or speaks in rhyth
mic measures through metered lines, is personified by Calliope ; and 
Shakespeare and Moliere, Phidias and Powers, are her disciples. Calliope 
walks upon the sea-shore, and gathers pearls and shells, she loiters among 
the ferns and mosses of green valleys, and plucks the blossoms from every 
garden with which to decorate herself; the Calliopean mind, figuratively 
speaking, is a. mind of shells, and ferns, and flowers, and not a mind reflec
tive; and is not always guided into the haven of happiness by the hand 
of Reason. Urania., of all the sisters is the nobltlst, and best of the natural 
daughters of Memory: Urania., or Astronomy, is the opposite of Calliope, 
for she rejects that which is fanciful, and accepts only the exact and mathe
matical; she is oftener found in the company of Understanding than any 
other of the Muses. The Uranian mind is exemplified in Tycho Brahe, 
Copernicus, Ga.lileo, Herschel, Newton, and, in a large degree, by Napo
leon : it seeks after the unknown, to make it known, it evolves practical 
knowledge from the seemingly· abstract, it deals with things that are, and 
is strong in deducing, arranging, and applying ; though all the people 
should deny, it still smiles, for it knows, that the stars shine for a purpose. 

Polyhymnia is the most accomplished, and the one seldom seen, of the 
daughters; interpreted, it is" many hymns," or eloquence. The voice of 
eloquence is tuned to many keys, and it sings its songs from the gutter 
to God. The power and possibilities of genius are best shown by elo
quence; people listen and are more moved by it than aught else in the 
range of art ; great eloquence is possible only when the memory is unu
sually active; and it is as full of delights and suprises a.~ the imagination 
is full of fancies ; it is of all charms the chiefest charm, whose hidden 
power holds in captive bonds congregated mind delighted. These are the 
muses, daughters of Memory, beautiful and lovely, with delicate feet, who 
dance around, keeping safe, the flowery altar, within the spacious and 
divine temple of the mighty son of Time. The beauty. grace, and glow 
of life depend upon those sisters, but mental health, vigor, integrity, and 
spirit-pureness, are sustained by Understanding. 

THE intention of the mystic ceremonies is to conjoin us with the world and the 
gods. SaUust. 

TEM:PEBA.NcB, is, 88 I con11eive, a sol't of order and control of certain ple88ure~ 
and desires ; this is implied in the saying of a man being his own master. 

Plato. 
IN opposing sorrow, friendly help is difficult (to find), in seeking religious truth 

there must be rare enlightenment ; let us then be knit together thus as friends, and 
then at last there will be rest from sorrow. Buddha. 

IT is an historical fact, that the priesthood always wishes to keep religious ideas 
stationary, and that every religious reform began with individuals or with the 
civil power. This will be the case as long 88 religious governors do not keep pace 
in knowledge and moral improvements with the community at large. 

· SpunhtJim. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NUMBER SIXTEEN. 

ALL who have anything like a correct idea of the real ultimate toward 
which all our teachings tend, and are following them, will be conscious 
that they are travelling a path that leads in a direction opposite to the 
one all their friends and former associates are in. These friends at once 
will recognize the fact and feel that you are going wrong ; and they are 
honest in their convictions in the matter ; for they have no standard of 
measurement but their own objects in life, and yours being in a different 
direction, in view of their standard, you are wrong; but when you have 
light from the spirit and cause-side you see clearly that they are all look
ing, for happiness, -in the direction opposite to that which is the real 
source of humanity's well-being. You, however, should persist, not so 
much for your own sake, but because you know that their well-being, in a 
more substantial way, depends upon your doing so. They see us as selfish, 
but we know that it is the contrary,- that we are not only working for 
their permanent good, but for the permanent good of all. We who get a 
clear 1dea that all natural law is God's method of leading Creation's forces 
up to man by one animal feeding on the life of others, see that by such 
amalgamation of all qualities, and harmonization of all those qualities 
through chemical change in the generative processes, and by mental con
ditions created by multifarious needs, experience is produced, and a reason
mg brain developed, of which knowledge is the product,-the "Silver" of the 
Alchemist of Nature. But this work requires that all the attention be 
.,urned toward the earthly experiment and faithful service of all that be
longs to the creation, preservation, and education of the offspring. 

This is right in view of that object ; and all who would continue in any 
way in that sphere of use, should faithfully adhere to all the laws (or 
methods) governing that sphere ; otherwise they become sinners in every 
-,ense of the word. But when one has developed to a height where he is 
eapable of comprehending all these laws and methods of the creative 
mind, he will have a premonition or "forerunner" of that fact in the 
form of a great desire for that knowledge and a willingness to comply 
with all the conditions necessary to obtain it. With it will come a con
~iousness of a need in that direction, which is an INFALLIBLE surety 
that such is attainable, and that nothing can prevent it, if we follow per
fectly the highest light and inner monitor with an unwavering desire to 
know the right and do it. This is " conversion," i.e. change of the 
course of life, the turning of the attention from the evolutionary develop
ment of the physical functions by means of the one law common to all 
animal existence- man's physical body and senses included,- viz., the 
stronger subsisting on the weaker,- to a oneness of purpose with God the 
Creator; which law is, instead of subsisting on that below, or the weaker, 
to subsist from the abundance of His own great nature, the fatherly 
and motherly nature, that protects, provides for, and guides and educates 
all its family. Thus the fatherly and motherly love is extended to all 
creatures alike. This love lets go of the physical structw·e and lays hold 
•Jn the incarnate principle and turns all the desires, aims and efforts 
toward ultimating the work that God is carrying on through the opera
tion of law in all Nature. We know that nothing can be outside of its 
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dominion and that every_good thing depends on its harmonious co-opera
tion with those laws. When a &Oul has come to the state of maturity, in
dicated by the above described me-ntal condition, it can no more remain 
under the law of generation and its attendant- the stronger subsisting 
on the weaker -than a spear of growing wheat after it is fully ripe can 
continue to grow until all the others are ripe, without dying and returning 
to the ground. 

So then, conversion of all our loves and sympathies from that lower
sphere of action takes us into new and to us unknown paths at first; but 
if we can with confidence commit all we are-, or wish to be, to the guidance 
of the Master or to our own highest ideal of God,- knowing that it must 
be for the greatest good to all, and having no other desire but to serve our 
highest use in the world,- then knowledge will flow in as a deep quiet 
river whose inexhaustible fountain will continue to all eternity. 

But this path leads up and out of all the old channels of human life 
into new and higher, broader, and grander sphE-res of ser-vice, which will 
fully meet and sur-pass all our ·highest ideals, no matter what branch of 
use you may have had in the old sphere of action; whether it be know
ledge in the sciences, or history, or any other branch, God has a place of 
need and use for it. If it is a wealth of true religious zeal, there is a 
place of need and use for it ; is it wealth in the treasures of gold or means 
to supply the physical needs, God has a need and use for it. All this 
must be turned mto higher channels of usE.>fulness to all of God's children 
(our brethren and our children)."' 

All those who have started in this path up the "Mount of God," will 
:neet difficulties and trials, new and strange to them. Those difficul
ties usually begin in external surroundings, and then in invisible sources 
.ffecting every Jeparlment of our life (See ar-ticle by Tyrenus, in Janu
r&ry number of THE EsoTERIC, 1888, page 256). 

The difficulties experienced by many in getting control of the reproduc
ave function are so great that they dispair and say "There are exceptional 
wases; mine is one; "losses occur when sound asleep; I can have no con
trol over that ; and they therefore feel that there is no hope for them. We 
would say to such, that persistent perseverance will accomplish it. You 
all know the condition of mind necessary if you were to take a train 
for some distant place ; you know how you would charge your mind for
four o'clock in the morning, 110 that you would certainly awake at that 
time. The same mental condition must be maintained every night on go
ing to sleep, only in this case it is a charge of the consciousness that 
dreams of that kind shall not occur, and that you must awaken before 
any loss occurs. A habit of springing out of the bed on the first premo
nition of danger, thoroughly established, will remove all difficulty. Some 
times years of persistent effort are necessary to accomplish it, but it can 
be done by all who WILL without wavering. But once to waver and give 
consent to it even tacitly will create a condition in the inner consciousness 
that will give consent in the passivity of sleep for the distorted conditions 
to prevail. Therefore we say: there must be NO deviation from the thought 
of ABSOLUTE abstinence from all gratification in any direction. 

The involuntary action of every part of the body is a habit; the habit 
begins before birth; we inherit the habit of breathing, digesting food ; 

• (We take oocaaion to say here we wish to correspond imnudiaUly with thoee who have dedicated 
all they have, aud are, to God, concerning a matt"r of t>qual importauce to all, and of special im
portaooe now.) 
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the heart pel"forlJlS its re~nlating work by habit, etc. But all habits may 
he overcome by a perststent effort, all heriditary conditions may be 
changed. There are many who are fortunate enough to have parents who 
had an active t·epulsion to that act, and therefore do not have much 
trouble to overcome the habit of wasting the psychic germ, but to many it 
is like the beating of the heart, or the digestion, and therefore will act 
when all the other faculties are asleep. But it is unlike those in that it 
must have a certain amount of the volition of the brain and consent of the 
will, without which it cannot act at all. It is in many cases all uncon
scious to the mind, but it cannot act unless there has been a tacit con
sent at least, and that consent given at one time establishes a predisposi
tion that will remain a long time in the interior consciousness. The soul 
is the man, the reason is the means for guiding the physical body; the five 
senses are gateways by which know ledges enter, and the soul (the true en
tity) works accordingly. Therefore the reason must be thoroughly con
vinced and must most positively decide, so that there be no uncertainty; 
for an uncertainty in the intellect will cause a. weakness in the soul, that 
will allow psychic influences from without to control the involuntary ac
tion in sleep. As long as any temptation could bribe the intellect so long 
will that involuntary action continue, -and even longer, for the will is 
the result of the strength of certain predominant principles, and, as others 
are active in the feelings, they will obtain control when the active will is 
silent. Each nerve-plexus has a brain-centre that controls in its own de
partment of the body ; they are subject to the active will of the intellect; 
but when that is passive in sleep, then those other principles may be con
trolled by another outside the body, unless they have been so thoroughly 
impressed that all inclination to act contrary is obliterated. Therefore 
the method of going in your consciousness into every part of the body, as 
given in a previous article can also be applied to instructing every brain 
centre with a hatred to that MOST PROFLIGATE waste of the pure 
gold of life. • 

None need expect the attainment of spiritual consciousness and all the 
attendant good, until that waste is fully overcome, and none may reasona
bly expect that spiritual consciousness, even if they do overcome, unless 
it is attended with a pure child-like devotion to God and a desire to be 
a benefactor to their fellow man. Yet these stored energies of life will serve 
the mind or even the muscular system and increase their capacity ; so that, 
in whatever direction the mind is turned, it will faithfully serve. But they 
who practise this life to obtain power from evil or selfish motives, aught to 
remember this fact that the amount and quality of life measures the capa
city to enjoy and suffer ; and another fact: that evil and selfishness is a seed 
that will inevitably bear sorrow and mis~y,and will fill the cup of suffer
ing to its uttermost capacity ; and therefore, as you increase the capacity for 
suffering you obtain it in its fullness ; on the other hand, if you increase 
your capacity, desiring to do good, then in the same ratio as the incentive 
for doing so, will you possess and enjoy the good things of heaven and 
earth. For it is an infallible law of God's great Nature that to all such 
will be given all that they can nse and will not abuse, all the treasures of 
heaven and earth belongs to, and will be possessed by, those who will use 
them for the good of all. Therefore those great and good things are 
hedged about only to protect us and to do us good. Few are capable of 
.appreciating the value and importance of these attainments conducted by 
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a devoted loving soul. Men labor and deprive themselves for a life-time 
to obtain money, and the world call them "practical men;" but if one 
begins at the root of all things, including all that is ever attained by the 
most successful, they are called unpractical, until they attain the goal and 
possess all these things. Then the greatest difficulty will be to keep 
the same class of persons from deifying you as a God, as they have many 
in the past. Thus it is apparent how foolish it is to be governed by what 
others say in these things. We should work with a purpo~, be positive and 
decided in our purpose; one righteous act governed by your own intelli
gence, with a purpose in view, is worth more to you than all that any could 
do under the control of an invisible intelligence. 

There are many adversaries on the invisible side that we must be con
stantly on our guard against, even in the hour of prayer. Some will remem
ber the practical instructions with respect to being positive in their sittings ; 
yet those who have not studied the phenoptena of their own mind do not 
recognize the difference between a positive attitude and a negative one. Of 
course that position is the positive one that puts one in an active conscious
ness and renders one alert and ready for movement at any moment. Many 
get into the habit of partly complying with the instructions, and think 
that will do, but it will not : it is far better not to try than to only half 
try. (For the benefit of some, especially those born between September 
22d. and October 28 : do not go to extremes the other way and overdo ; 
one is as bad as the other). Many, while sitting, get into the attitude of 
nearly approaching sleep, and feel · a stupor after sitting rather than the 
spiritual illumination that all should feel, if conducted right and in the 
right spirit. To avoid this, you must study the mental conditions you are 
in when you go to sleep, and avoid all approximation to that ; keep your 
consciousness vivid, yet concentrated on what you are doing, not 
allowing any other thought to come in at all. That will make you 
conscious of whatever you direct your mind to ; keep a clear lucid men
tal condition, but study carefully every attribute of your own mind ; thus 
you will learn the many valuable things that cannot be written about. 
Watch carefully the mental conditions when you obtain some phase of 
Spirit-consciousness and LEARN ABOVE ALL THE EFFECT OF EVERY MEN
TAL STATE, so that you can produce whatever state you wish at will. If 
you were to have wings and all the requisites for flying, you would have to 
learn the mental state required for flying, so that you could concentrate 
the energies upon the muscles at will ; otherwise you could not fly. Y oo 
have many attributes, more wonderful than the possession of wings, but 
you can never be instructed by anyone how to use them. All that anyone 
can do is to inform you of the fact, and tell you to try, and you certainly 
will accomplish it, if you work with the same perseverance as one who 
would have to get the use of a limb that had been disabled and kept from 
use for a long time. It would be powerless and only by constant trial 
would you regain its use. We must study with great care all our feelings 
and mental states, and get to know them perfectly well, before we can ex
pect to be master of, or even know ourselves. 

To allow yourself to go into the sleep state, or to remain partially so, in 
your sitting, once, will do more harm to you than several sittings will do 
good. If you find that there is some power outside of yourself that pro
duces that condition, then continue to concentrate your mind on prayer 
for help and knowledge of what it is. Be fearless ; for you know there 
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is no power on earth but is God's, thereiore you have a right to expect 
that any power that affects you is for your good ; you however must use 
it and not be used by it, otherwise the good will become evil. 

A few words of warning are necessary to those who are faithfully follow
ing the instructions herein given. Jesus is reported to have said," When 
the unclean Spirit is gone out of man, he walketh through dry places seek
ing rest and findeth none ; then he saith I will return to my house from 
whence I came out, and when he cometh he findeth it empty, swept and 
garnished; then he goeth and taketh with him seven other Spirits more 
wicked than himself: and the last state of that man is worse than the 
first." 

This is another way of expressing a truth, ~roverbial among the masters 
·of all ages: that a time of darkness and trial1s sure to come to all. The 
Egyptian neophyte had seven years of preparation, before he came to the 
door of the sacred temple; and then, after receiving salutations, encour
aging words, and words of the gravest warning, and preparation for death 
itself, he went first into a dark cavern where the sunlight could not reach 
him. There he came to judgment, when every wrong act of his life was 
called up before him in accusation, and he had to remain there until he 
had, by severest trial, worked out all his " karmic conditions " i.e. until 
he had been tried to the uttermost in all his weakest points of character ; 
and never need he expect to get out of that cavern until he had overcome 
all and reached safely the other end of the dreary passage, which opened 
into the gorgeous temple at the far end; but if he failed he died there. 

We have to enter that dark and dreary passage, and sometimes it takes 
us years of hard struggle before a ray of light will reach us. Your 
humble servant was seven years in that cavern because of so many fail
ures; and if at any time he had concluded to return to his former condi
tions, he would have found all swept away and nothing left but to take other 
spirits more wicked than himself and to sink down into conditions seven
fold worse than the first 1m til literal death had relieved him. The path to the 
high goal inevitably leads through this dark and trying passage; even Jesus 
had to pass through it. Now, do not flatter yourself that you are going 
to get into that glorious temple of light unless you pass "the narrow and 
dangerous passage " ; (See II Esdras chapter 7). and you can expect that 
the first few years of this road may be bright and encouraging ; but re
member that the opposite will come, and when it does, then know you have 
finished all your work on this plane of life and there actually remains 
nothing for you but to go through, trusting Divine mercy; for then you 
have reached the junction of two ways, one this dark and trying passage, 
the other, death of the body ; and if you choose to turn back at th1s point, 
then great darkness and many evils will follow, and early dissolution pre
paratory to coming back into the body again as a child under very unfa. 
vorable conditions, where darkness will be intensified many-fold. So there 
is no escape. 

Every one that comes into the world has a certain amount of use to 
perform, and the teachings that we are giving are for the purpose of accel
erating these developments and hastening on that period that is inevitable 
for all, sooner or later ; and as soon as you have lived out your former 
karma, you are ready and must meet your present life's karma, that is, you 
must meet and live out and conquer all the conditions that you have creaWO. 
.in yourself during this life ; for it i.s an inevitable law that we reap that 
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which we sow ; and how much better is it to meet them as brave men and 
women and conquer them now that we know what they are, than to delay 
the work for another life ! 

Life is as though we were placed in a long corridor, impregnable walls 
on either side, (composed by the limits of our capacity) forcing circumstan
ces behind us- which are the needs and conditions of life. The inevitable 
destiny for which we were made lies at the far end of the corridor ; cir
cumstances, like an army of spears, force us on slowly, but with ever
present persistency. Now we can choose in this state whether we will 
move forward only as we are forced by the point of the spear, rush 
blindly against the walls and injure ourselves, or place our eye on the in
evitable end, and make all haste in reaching it. 

These instructions are intended to show you the end of these environ
ments and how to make haste in reaching it. When you do reach it, then 
you come out into the unlimited expanse of God's great Nature. 

Such teaching is made a necessity of this age because so many are now 
near the end of this corridor; and as God, by his law, provides all things 
that are needful to us, these thoughts are given to the world now. Enough 
has been given in this course of sixteen papers for you to work on for sev
eral years and to place you under the immediate guidance of ·the Divine 
Master from whom all knowledge can be obtained. All that is requisite 
is an orderly mind, a decision of purpose and a persistency that will go 
straight forward, regardless of light or darkness, sorrow or rejoicing; 
one central and well-defined object closely and persistently followed and you 
will obtain the goal. So that if the Master should call me away and these 
papers should cease for a time, other aids will appear in their place therefore 
the work will move on. 

Peace be unto you. H. E. D. 

TuB universe existed in darkness, imperceptible, undefinable, undiscoverable, 
and undiscovered ; as if immersed in sleep. 

Then the aelf-exiating power, undiscovered himself, but making the world dis
eemible, with the five elements and other principles, appeared in undiminished 
glory, dispelling the gloom. 

He whom the mind alone ean perceive, whose essence eludes the external organs, 
who has no visible partR, who exists from eternity, even He, the soul of all things, 
shone forth in person. 

He having willed to produce varioll8 beings from his own divine substance, 
fint with a thought created the waters, and placed in them a productive seed. 

Hindu Law, or Ordinances of Menu. 
IN the beginning there arose the Source of golden light. He was the only 

hom Lord of all that is. He established the earth, and this sky. 
Then there was no entity nor non-entity; no world,. no sky, nor aught above 

it; nothing anywhere, involving or involved; nor water deep and dangerous. 
Death was not, and therefore no immortality, nor distinction of day or night. 
But THAT ONE: breathed calmly alone with Nature, her who is sll8tained within 
him. Other than Him, nothing existed (which) since (has been). Darkness 
there was; (fo1·) this universe was enveloped with darkness, and was indi!!tin
gaishable waters; but that mass, that was covered by the husk, was (at length} 
produced by the power of contemplation. First desire was formed in his mind; 
and that became the original productive seed ; which the wise, recognizing it by 
&he intellect in their hearts, .tistinguished as the bond of non-entity with eternity. 

Rig Veda. 
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TO THE "AWAKENED." 

A CALL TO THE OCCIDENT FROM THE UNSEEN AND 

UNKNOWN: THE WISE WILL UNDERSTAND I .... To 
THOSE WHO HAVE DEVELOPED A SOUL-CONSCIOUSNEsS; 
WHO HAVE BF..EN THE LIGHTS; WHO HAVE PIERCED BE
YOND THE SHADOWS:- PEACE AND GREETING I .... To 
THOBE WHO HAVE ENTERED "THE pATH " ; WHO HAVE 
CONQUERED THE .. EVILS " ; WHO HAVE GAINED THE 

"RIGHT DESIRES":- A WORD OF CoNSOLATION AND 

OF HOPE! .... To THOSE WHO HAVE ENLISTED IN THE 

GREAT BATl'LE FOR THE ETERNAL TRUTH, AND WHO HAVE 
HEARD THE "VOICE" THAT SPEAKS ONLY IN THE •• SI
LENCE " :-A WoRK AND A PROMISE! •.•• To THOBE 
WHO HAVE BEEN INTERIORLY "ILLUMINATED", AND 

WHO IIA VE DEDICATED THEMSELVES TO THE " GUID
ANCE " : -A REVELATION AND A SECRET ! .... To THOSE 
WHO HAVE REMOVED THE VEIL FROM THE SACRED 
SHRINE AND WHO HAVE CAST THEIR LIVES AS AN OF
FERING INTO THE FLAME THAT FOREVER BORNS UPON 
THE OM-ALTAR IN THE "INMOST":- A MissiON AND 

A GLORY! .... To THOSE wHo HAVE LEARNED FROM NA
TURE HEB LAWS, METHODS, AND MEANS ; AND WHO HAVE 
STUDIED AND UNDERSTOOD THE MAHOP ANISHADA; 
AND WHO IN THE SOLITUDE HAVE HEARD THE PULSE
LESS STILLNESS BREAK INTO WAVES OF ETERNAL TONE 
FREIGHTED WITH THE ASPIRATIONS AND EMOTIONS OF A 
NEWER AND A HIGHER LIFE:- A PRICELESS JEWEL, A 

NAMEI:ESB PEAcE, AND AN INEFFABLE Joy I 

FRoM G. N. K. R. No. 501. 

[Nov. 

It is known to those who have attained the right to' know that there ex
ists somewhere upon the face of this old "grey " earth an Association and 
a gradually growing ORDER of men one of whose purposes it is to supply 
the knowledge11, methods, and means for the practical, material, and exec
utive embodiment of the various converging movements in science and 
religion. 

These movements are tending towards unification and centralization of the 
practical and theoretical verities contained in each of the widely divergent 
two lines of thought and practice exhibited by the two classes of people 
which have characterized the evolution of the last Great Cycle of 
25,868 years. 

It is known to those who have attained the right to know that a repre
sentative from this Secret Scientific Association, acting under the guid
ance of that which is higher than human reason, has sought through 
THE EsOTERIC a channel of communication with the PEOPLE of the Occi
dent for the following specific purposes, viz : -
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First.-
To aid the Esoteric Movement in the ultimation of its religious work 

amontr the people; (A) by,the dissemination of useful knowledge bear
ing directly upon the religious sentiments, aspirations, and intuitions; (B) 
by adding to the journal a scientific department containing a series of ar
ticles upon the special phases of the higher religious movements of the 
time, and (C) a review of the more important contributions to the thought 
and progress of the world, with a view towards giving a picture of the 
world's monthly progress in Religion, S~ience, Industry, and Art. 
8econd.-

To give to those who have attained the higher life, and who have de
veloped the ability and the determinat-ion to use a higher knowledge, the 
practical Means, Methods, and Secrets, necessary for the ultimation of 
their highest ideal upon a practical and material basis. To such people 
there will be given, through channels to be hereafter pointed out, the op
portunity of acquinng from the "Secret Order" whatever knowledge may 
be necessary for their further growth and higher development. 
Third.- , 

To select from those who have cast out the demons of Anger, Revenge, 
Malice, Hatred, Jealousy, Envv, Passion, Ambition, and Selfishness; and 
who have developed in themseives the " RIGHT DESIRES " ; and who under 
the " GUIDANCE" have devoted their lives to the good of the world, a 
small body of people to whom can be taught and revealed the " Mystic 
Doctrine" and the "Secret Knowledge" of the G. N. K. R, and by the 
aid of whom these great ~rets and this New Order of Science can, with
out danger to society, be experimentally and practically applied to the 
needs of the human race, and to the development and maintenance of the 
conditions essential to the higher order of living among those who have 
accepted the " MISSION " and the " JEWEL ". For those who desire to en
ter upon the course leading to the "SECRET'' and the " REVELATION " 
a preliminary culture will be given by the " INNER cmCLE " of the Soci
ety Esoteric, and of those who have otherwise attained the culture a pre
liminary examination will be made by one who has charge of the Eso
teric Movement, -the last examination by him who shall be known as 
Djwapi. 

Those who have reached a certain point in the scale of human evolution ; 
and who have attained to a complete mastery of the self; and who have 
covenanted complete obedience to the '"GUIDANCE", will at the proper 
time and place be given an opportunity of knowing absolutely that there 
is a knowledge in the possession of " someone " in comparison with which 
the science of the Nineteenth Century dwindles into insignificance. 

It will for the present be sufficient to state that to those who are ready 
to receive and utilize there will be given the proof of the statements herein 
made. The G. N. K. R have in their possession a Revelation explaining 
all the phenomena of the cognizable universe ; unifying, completing, and 
systemizing the entire body of the inductive and deductive sciences; and 
unifying and rationalizing the intuitions and the a priori and axiomatic 
products of the brain. They have in their possession the exact mathemat
ical and physical formuhe of over Seventy New Forces, having proper
ties and applications more numerous and important than those of the well 
known(but not understood) Forces. 
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This revelation of the ENS, MOVENS, and 0~ completes man's knowledge 
of the methods by which the Infinite works in the great laboratory of 
Nature. The explanation relates to the &een, unseen, and spiritual order 
of things- to man's triune duality, and the consciousness of the INFI
NITE ALL. It places under the cognizance of exact scit-nce an order 
of things about which it has hitherto had no data from which to reason, 
or phenomena upon which to experiment. It places religion upon an in
ductive basis; explains the how (the modus operandi) of the action of the 
mind and the will ; it unifies the intuitions, sentiments, and inspirations 
of the mind and places them upon a rational basis. By the aid of these 
Laws all the phenomena of Life, Mind, and Society- all the facts and 
phenomena of Soul and Spirit, Prayer and the Infinite Intelligent'.e, can 
be deductively obtained; and on the other hand from the phenomena. of 
Nature can be inductively derived the Great Laws. For the first time in 
the exoteric history of the world is it known what a force is, how it acu 
etc., and for the first time have all the forces been studied by man. The 
mystery of Evolution and Incarnation -of the origin of Life and Sonl, 
and Spirit- of the action of mind upon matter, and the action of the 
psychic powers at a. distance, have for the first time in the history of the 
world- as far as we know- received an explanation. 

The physical conditions and laws of Sonl and Spirit are capable of quan
titative determinations and physical experimentation. They teach what 
Y AHVEH is and how It works-they reveal the order and the cycles of evolu
tion, and pla.ca in the hands of man a knowledge whereby he can acceler
ate his mental and spiritual growth. These Laws are not a myth, and the 
results they embody are not of a. vague and shadowy character,- they 
usher in the dawn of a new Age and make possible an order of life about 
which it would be rashness to speak to the unitiated. They make possi
ble the formulation upon a physical and quantitative basis of the Great 
Ethical and Moral Laws of all organisms in all environments. 

This revelation contains secrets of a. kind that it would be dangerous to 
place in the hands of a mixed society; or to entrust to those who are capa
ble of mental, moral, or physical decline ; or to those who are filled with 
ambition and the ten~ency to self-aggrandizement. The proper persons at 
~he proper time will understand what is meant by this assertion. Any 
person capable of using a. power for other purposes except the good of 
the human race is not a fit person to receive a know lege of the new reve
lation. The subtile forces connected with the operation of the mind and 
soul are capable of being used for purposes evil as well as good, and they 
must therefore be known only to those who are prepared to judiciously util
ize them. 

In accordance with the progress a. person has made in the scale of human 
attainment,- in proportion as a person ascends the ladder of sonl aud 
Spirit culture, will successive portions of this Revelation be taught unto 
him or her. 

The close of the last great Evolutionary Cycle of 25,868 years has 
brought to a permanent embodiment the 'results of that long course of 
World-Culture; and those who are wiser than we, have provided means and 
minds for the perpetuation of the theoretical and practical verities con
tained in all the thought and experience of the Pa"'t. The last cycle, com
mencing after the fall of Atla.ntts and initiated by Kapila and Menes, hae 
been characterized by two lines of thought and practice : one the scientif-
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ic, and the other the religious. One class have depended upon their in
iuitions and upon inspiration for their standards of thought, and for their 
ideals and theories of ethical guidance : the other class upon observation 
and experiment. The religionists have depended upon their a prim and 
axiomatic ideas for their derivation and rectification of truth. 

Out of intellection has developed all there is of science, and out of the 
opposite mental process, provisionally ca.lled intuition or inspiration, has 
developed all there is of religion. Science has depended upon experiment 
and observation for its source and knowledge of truth. .All that has en
abled us to applj ideas to the needs of human life has been the result of 
a dt~ductive aud an inductive knowledge of Nature. Religion has ever 
been inclined to underrate the value of science, and to cause the people 
to neglect the experimental method of ascertaining and verifying truth. 

The religions of the last cycle- the various forms of occult '19m and 
mysticism- have had for their purpose the creation of needs, and the de
velopment of capabilities to use knowledge, methods, means, and mater
ials. Nature cannot defeat her own purposes by giving into the hands of 
the people she has created the means whereby they might destroy the re
sults of evolution. Knowl~ cannot be given until there has been de
veloped the capability to effictently and safely utilize. The refinement of 
human nature and the formation of high organic quality has been the re
sult of the moral and the religious culture of the Past. This makes the people 
capable of receiving a higher order of truths in the present Cycle than 
would otherwise have been safe. These results must be embodied in an 
~rganized perpetuation of all that is valuable in the past religious culture, 
in the hands of the best people of the age ; for only those who are prepared 
to receive and have developed the capacity to safely utilize for the Good 
of the toorld will be allowed to be the guardians of the higher possibili
ties and vaster truths. 

The latter half of the last cycle commenced with the formulation of a 
philosophy which has dominated the thought and devotion of nearly all 
the peoples that have been known since the dawn of exoteric history
and which has been the source of nearly all the religions o{ the world. 
During that period the scientific method was less prominent than 
the religious- during the next cyole the reverse will be the case. Dur
ing the past the people have depended mainly for their beliefs and 
guidance upon the theistic conception of the universe and the duality of 
man. They have believed in the authority of their intuitions, moral sen
timents, a priori ideas- and have placed these anterior in authority 
to the results of observation and experiment, and have looked with dis
credit upon the scientific results of induction and deduction. They have 

r been the dominant class -they have prepared the world for the reception 
of a newl.lr and a higher truth. The fundamental verities contained in their 
experience will be systemized, completed and perpetuated. The class in 
the minori~ -the scientific -have discredited inspil'&tion and intuition, 
have disbelieved in theistic co~ceptions and in the immort&lity of man, 
and have accepted no authority except that of the senses and the reason
ings based upon the contents of the memory. They have d~veloped the 
ability to give embodiment to principles and facts necessary in supply
ing human wants. The two classes have been distinl~t both in theory and 
in pl'&Ctice. Religion has developed the sentiments and the aspirations and 
the desires, and created needs, and produced a development of that faculty 
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of the mind which transmutes and refines and prepares the people to re
ceive from the universal source those mental and emotional states which 
have been variously denominated intuitions, inspirations, sambudhisms, 
&c,. Its philosophies have been as various as the clouds in the sky: clouds 
distilled from the great ocean of truth, and which although they some
times darkened the light of the sun and sometimes became a devastating 
storm, yet invariably brought refreshing rain to those that were thirsty. 
Its creeds have considered only those facts in nature which seemed in uni
son with its special formulm. Revelation has been the ultimate authority, 
and scientific inductions and deductions were admitted only as they. sup
ported their beliefs. The material needs of life were held in contempt
the time was passed in contemplation, instead of applr·ng to the needs 
and higher growth of humanity the ideas and facts o which they were 
possessed. 

Religion with majestic tread walked among the nations of the earth and 
in her path she builded temples, churches, monasteries, synagogues, cathe
drals, colleges and schools, and ruled them with the iron hand of ritual and 
creed. Individuals were trivial in comparison with the ends in view. Ob
jects of nature and scientific principles were too unimportant to demand 
study- their authority was subordinate to the doctrines of inspiration. 
That time has not arrived when a single fact will have the power to over
throw a philosophy or a creed- but that glorious time is at hand I Every 
fact i11 a revelation direct from the Infinite -a special message from Y AHVEH 
to man : every object in nature is a word in that wonderful language by 
which GOD talks to humanity- and a fact has more authority than all the 
philosophies and theories and creeds that may be devised by the future. 

Science in her infantile wanderings over the earth found here and there 
a few scattered friends, but it has ever been ostracized from the aristo
cracy of the religious sects. In her footsteps there sprang up tools, ma
chines, manufactories, collections of crystals and minerals, laboratories 
and workshops, tabulations of facts, devices for harnessing and utilizing 
the powers and foroes of nature, and all the arts and industries of the 
world. She claimed no authority except that of Nature and the condi
tion of the human mind. She made no attempt to explain all phenomena. 
but she laid the only foundation by which phenomena will be ultimately 
explained. 

Religion created the capacity and the condition - science supplied the 
knowledge by which that capacity and condition could be understood, and 
the methods for supplying its needs. Scientific societies and colleges 
have no definite end and p~ in view of the nature of an ultimate 
embodiment of all their posstbilities, and until recently that might have 
been said of the religions. 

Whatever may be the purposes of the secret organization known as 
the G. N. K. R. it will not be necessary at present to explain ; but one 
thing is certain-- they are seeking MEN who are incapable of anger, am
bition, &c.; and who have eliminated from their lives all that tends to 
prevent harmonious organization and to produce disintegration of an as
sociation of men banded together for specific purposes. They are seeking 
men to whom can be entrusted matters of very great importance, and from 
whom there is expected a very considerable amount of work for the good 
of the human race. These men must belong to the higher order of hu
manity, and must be devoid of all selfishness, and must hold the good of 
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humanity far above all personal interests. To such men there will be 
taught as much of the new revelation as will be needed for their contin
uous development.;_and to such men there will be given evidence that 
there are sufficient means and methods at the disposition of the association 
for the ultimation of whatever may be undertaken. 

The immediate ultimation of the religious higher life must precede all 
other efforts, -there must be collected a people that are no longer capa
ble of the evil influences of the passions, etc., and this people must be 
placed under proper conditions favorable for the maintenance of the higher 
life ; and they must represent all the aspirations and the sentiments and 
the refinements of the religious culture of the past. · From all the sects 
and creeds of the world there must be collected those who are capable and 
willing to make the attainments, and they must undergo a special culture, 
and covenant complete obedience to the "GUIDANCE" of the " INMOST" ; 
and then to such a people can be entrusted the great secrets of the new Laws 
and they can apply them to the furtherance of that higher lifa in more 
perfect environments, made possible by a knowledge of the forces producing 
all phenomena. To those who attain the higher degrees of the cul
ture there will be given an opportunity to learn the Mahopanisbada, -
about which there are matters not wise to mention here. 

Those who are anxious to participate in the work of ultimating and per
petuating the fundamental practical and theoretical verities of the relig
ions of the world by means of an association formed from people living 
the higher life,- those who are anxious to live in more congenial society 
and in better environments and under conditions best calculated to de
velop and expand the higher attributes of man ; and those who are looking 
forward to an ideal social state where the Relected few can live out the 
higher tendencies of their nature, are invited to communicate with the 
management of the "Inner Circle " for further particulars. 

Those who are in need and who have the ability to use will rece-ive; but 
they will not receiv:e until they commence to utilize: if a body of people 
collect for the purpose of forming an ideal social state, and if they are 
willing to submit to the higher guidance. and if they are free from the 
evils preventing the higher attainments, th£'re will be supplied to them the 
methods, knowledge and the mtmns for the ultimation of their purpose. 
To those who have attained the right to know, there will be given ample 
evidence that the Society Esoteric will be supplied with all the Meane, 
Know ledges and Methods necessary for the ultimation of the specific objects 
for which they are working,- and that this aid will come from the G. N. K. 
R. under the direction of the masters. Knowledge will be supplied just as fast 
as the people develop the higher ~piritual integrity. 

Those who have " A. w A.KENED " to a conception of the higher possibili
ties of life; and are sufficiently Rpiritual in their mental make np to be
come conscious of every portion of their body ; and who are conscious of 
the presence within themselves of an actor more or less independent of the 
bodily idiosyncrasies and educated hahits; and who have a sense-accuracy 
sufficient to see the LIGHTS :md to pierce the SHADOWS : - to those 
there will come a greeting from some member of the G. N. K. R. and unto 
them will be given the peace that comes from a more accurate knowledge 
of themselves, and of Nature and its possibilities and its promises. Those 
who have actually entered the "PATH" by conquering forever the ev-ils 
and by incu1cating within their minds the habit of the "RIGHT DESIRES ", 
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and who have forever abandoned all things and connections in their life 
which will not aid them in reaching the end of the Path : - to those there 
will be given a Consolation removing all regret and turning every seem
ing loss into a great gain, and unto them will be revealed a knowledge that 
shall plant within them a new and a most glorious Hope. 

Those whose lives are a constant battle for the " TRUTH " and whose ef
forts are wholly directed towards the good of the world irrespective of race 
and creed; those who have heard the "SILENCE SPEA.K" and have recog
nized the Master's call: - to those there will be entrusted a work more 
sacred and important than all they have done during their previous life, 
and to them thare will come a Promise from One who always fulfills ac
cording to merit and eternal justice. 

Those who have been ILLUMINA.TED and who have dedicated them
selves and all they "are, and hope to be," to the GUIDA.NCE, those 
who have manifested by their lives and actions that they are under the 
recognition of intelligences superior to their own (not elementals or "spir
its"), to those there will be given a special revelation of a character more 
sacred than all the secrets of the Past ; to them there will be revealed the 
"KINGLY MYSTERY" and unto them will be given a secret more precious 
than the Philosopher's Stone, more important than Aladdin's Lamp. 

Those who have removed the Veil and made the Offering shall receive 
a ~lfission out-lasting the natural term of life and unto them shall come a 
glory known only to those that receive it, and of which language can give 
no idea. 

Those who have learned of Nature and studied the .Mahopanishada, and 
heard the eternal Tone in the Solitude- to such there shall be given the 
priceless "JEWEL " and with it there shall come the nameless Peace and 
the unspeakable Joy. 

Thus, in accordance with the attainments made by the people, there will 
come the necessary knowledge and methods and means ; but the associa
tion and its members remain "unseen and unknown." 

May the Knowledge, Justice, and Peace of Om reside within you. 
By VIDYA.-NYAIKA. 

P. S. - Printed from a forthcoming Pamphlet, containing the pre
liminarv exoteric announcement of the " Secret Scientific Association " ; 
of the G. R. ; and a special message from the " Interior of the Innermost " 
of Department No 1 of the Second Branch of the G. N. K. R. 

Address, HIRA.H E. BUTLER. 
478 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

THERE can be no object without coherence of the particles of which it is com
posed- without elasticity. solidity, density, color, etc. There can be no organism 
without the mutual interaction of forces, and there can be no phenomenon what
ever that is not the result of forces acting according to definite laws. Therefore 
until it is known what a force is, and how it operates, not a single object, organism 
or :phenow:::.v .. :!an be understood, and until t.ben how can true science have a 
dawning? Until there is a true science how can there be a true philosophy? Un
til the thirty-six forces of the tangible and cognizable universe are understood, 
every object will be a Sphynx, every phenomenon a mystery, and every organism 
a riddle. And until the Mahopanishada is learned all the ultra-p!!ychic phenom
ena must remain an inscrutable mystery. 
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TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 

THE GENIUS OF ll\. (SCORPIO), 

WmcH applies to all persons born between Oct. 23rd and Nov. 22nd. 
Their Genius is the Life-giver of the body of humanity_. In the most 
ancient zodiac there were but ten signs ; the stgn 11Jt (Virgo) included 
Libra and Scorpio, because Virgo holds a controllin~ influence over these 
two (although there are distinct characteristics governing each, 
they being both dependent for supply on the work of the stomach). 
On the other hand all the vitality of the body depends on the 
normal work of the reproductive function, which isl!l. This function is 
the one through which the Creator" formed man of the dust of the earth." 
The thought-forms of Deity, before incarnation in human form, were an
ciently known as elementals, of four denominations: air, fire, water, and 
earth, called by different names in different periods of the earth's history. 
As they descend from the solar ether they all appear bright and luminous, 
but all, in their degree, relate themselves to the elements, first, of the air, 
then of the fire ; and when persons who are born in ll\. conserve the fire of 
the generative fluid they frequently become conscious of them ; for ll\. is 
the container of the fire-elements of the body. These descend into the 
fluids and give life. They are also allied to the waters of the ocean, 
rivers etc., and to minerals of the earth. They frequently appear as 
luminous angelic forms to persons born in this sign, and sometimes to 
persons born in the sign representing the brain that controls this function, 
~ (Taurus), which will be considered in its order. These elementals will 
be so consciously present to many that they: may even come into sex-relations 
with them. From the animal life in the flmd, they make themselves so tangi
ble that such persons can receive much knowledge from them ; but if 
they give themselves to them in that way the final result is self-destruc
tion. To whatever extent these elementals serve the uses, it is well, 
provided they make no demand on the generative life; but in all things, 
remember, there must be no deviation in that, if you want real attain
ment. The elementals however are not the Genii of this sign and snould 
not be regarded as '' guides," or as altogether trustworthy; they are good 
if controlled, but may become evil to almost any extent if the integrity 
of the person is not invulnerable, as they are not intended to serve as 
intellectual and moral counsellors, but merely as forms of elementary 
vitality. 

There are three evils most dominant in these natures, viz., Anger, Jeal
ousy, Passion. If any one becomes very angry it will close the eyes of the 
Soul for a long time. and more especially is this true of all born in this 
sign or function. When the sons of Jacob went down into Egypt (the 
Land of Sciences), Joseph, the deliverer and saviour of the sons of Jacob, 
took Simeon, ll'l, aBd bound him before their eyes, and sent them back 
after the youngest son, Benjamin, t1)l (Virgo), and Simeon remained there 
until '!')twas brou~ht (see Gen. XLII). Here was mystically symbolized 
that the sex-functiOn must be bound until the intuitional function 11Jt is 
brought into the state of scientific knowledge; also the tenacity of 
the 1tJt·Dature to adhere to the traditions of the fathers. The churches 
have ·the devotional, but that without scientific knowledge has no guide 
and therefore runs into many evils through false conception of truth. By 
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breaking their adherence the old conditions are changed, from starvation 
and sorrow to happiness and abundance (see Gen. XL v ), wherein is expressed 
a wonderful prophecy couched in the most mystic symbology, only discov
erable by a knowledge of solar biology. 

Persons born in Scorpio, the life function, should first develop into the 
knowledge and use of the life and fire.principles. In the first phases of 
psychic development the,t will perceive the colors of the rainbow, for they 
generate all qualities of life subject to· the uses of the intelligence. 

The derivation of the name Simeon is lLe that hears and obeys, m· is 
heard. They look up to and follow authority; there is great danger of 
their accepting irreliable authority, viz., of "spirits," elementals, or books 
and persons. They should cultivate the idea that there is no higher author
ity than facts in nature, and their attention to the methods by which they 
can make attainments and hold tenaciously to them, and learn to weigh and 
measure everything by the evident facts, and see to it that those thingH ac
cepted as facts have abundant evidence in natural law. When those of 
this sign begin to make attainments, they will observe that some part of 
the body will be in constant motion, asleep or awake, unless overcome by 
concentration, mental control and drill of the life-forces to make them 
obey the will. Such ought first of all to live consciously under the will
ing guidance and control of the Spirit of the heavens, and when all the 
appetites, passions, self-will, and desires are wholly subdued and under the 
guidance of the Spirit, so that all the adversaries are under control, then will 
open up a higher sphere of usefulness. 

As they are the life-giving function, their highest attainment will first 
find expression in a conscio,.s willingness to give their life to the 
world, without one personal feeling in the matter. 

Another peculiar experience is frequent in this sign, that is, of a eon
scions sex-contact from the invisible side, and a cognizance of the sphere 
of those of the opposite sex, especially when they are pure and good, per
vading them and sometimes in a manner resembling that relation, from 
merely passing them on the street. This should be greatly guarded against 
by keeping the ideal of purit.y and chastity ever active, for by so doing 
they will help to elevate and benefit such persons. Their habits should 
be exceptionally pure ; they should use no tea, coffee, tobacco, or meat, and 
very little spice. Keep ever active the desire to come into a consciousness 
of the Masters of the Solar Circle and, thereby, into perfect consciousness 
of your true sphere of use. H. E. B. 

LINES ON THE HEAD. 

WB wish again to aak our friends to aid ua in the work of perfecting Solar Bi
ology. The lines between the signs of the earth's zodiac are not aa definitely 
known aa we wish to have them; neither are those of the moon's zodiac. Many 
of our friends who have sent us dates have mostly forgotten that there are two 
distinct zodiacs. 

Now if our readers observe themselves or friends who are born near the follow
ing dates, i. e. within two days either way of March 21, April 19, May 20, June 
21. July 22, August 22, September 23, October 23, November 22, December 21, 
January 20, February 19, in all the above cases examine and see if there is a 
creaae in the back part of the skull running from tbe crown of the head down to 
the baae of the brain between the two lobes of the brain, and if you find there a 
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WELL defined crease, if you will send US the YEAR, DAY 0.11' THE HONTB and HOUR 
0.11' THE DAY when the person was born, it will confer a great favor on us. This 
will give the lines of the yearly zodiac. 

The moon's zodiacal lines are equally important to us and much easier to obtain. 
When the moon was on the line between two signs, the line will be clearly seen 
across the room down the middle of the forehead, no matt~r about the above dates, 
for this may occur on whateve1• dates the person was born ; if you will send us the 
YEAR, DAY OJ! THE mONTH, and HOUR OJ' THE DAY, we will be very thankful. 
But one word of caution; viz., we do not wish any dates where the lines are not un
mistakably visible in the skull-bone from top to base of brain, either front or back. 

We take occasion to thank our numerous friends for the dates already sent, but 
we have not enough to remove all possibility of mistake. 

Yours, in love of truth, H. E. BUTLER. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
MR. HmAH E. BUTLER. 

Dear Sir, 
I was born October 17th, hence 

according to Solar Biology the Genius of Libra should be my dominant. 
Indeed, much of your analysis of Libra, as given in THE EsOTERIC for October, 

is as a mirror in which I see parts of my nature drawn in true and decisive lines. 
As to other parts you bear false witness, else I am false to Libra. I suspect the 
falsehood is mine, for I often discover very much of Aries in myself. 

For specific reference let me quote :-
•• If they learn from another, they memorize verbatim beca~ they feel the 

need of a head and a guide." 
My friends say I am exceedingly self-reliant, and as for memorizing verbatim, 

I cannot, neither is it my habit. 
"They are apt to follow the words literally." No I no! I delight in offending 

the literal sense of words; and am extravagant in metaphor, parable and simile. 
"Disinclined to reaao.n or muse on metaphysical subjects." Just the opposite 

is trne in my case, metaphysical subtleties are my delight, and abstract truths are 
my hobbies. 

How would you reconcile me to the character of Libra ? Will you kindly re
ply through Tm: EsOTERIC, being 888ured that my inquiry is not controversial. 

Yours fraternally, M . 
.Ans. VERY few persona have learned to make the fine distinctions between 

musing, passively thinking about, and reasoning from analogy. We know very 
well that ~ has a love for the occult, for anything new and scientific. Then you 
say" No I no! I delight in offending the literal sense." Yea, no doubt, you do so 
with all except those matters that you have complete confidence in ; then you 
would go to the other extreme. Libra is liable to extremes in everything ; and no 
doubt through an excessive habit of reading and finding so many errors in lit
erature, you have been true to your nature and reached the other extreme as your 
letter so well indicates. You need to study well your real nature without regard 
to culture, and you will find everything stated to be true to a greater or leas ex
tent. Libra has more difficulty in understanding ita real nature than any othe1· 
sign. But our friends must remember that each of the twelve divisions is only 
a basic principle, and one out of eight. So if we should take your date of birth, 
and read the other characteristics, we probably would find many modifications. 

BosTON, Ocr. 15. 
A short time ago you asked anyone having a straight line acroaa the fore

head, from the nose to the hair, to give the date and place of birth. Will you kindly 
give the significance of the line in your next magazine and oblige, 

An Inqnirer. 
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Ans. The line in the forehead indicates that the moon was on the line between 
two signs at the time of the person's birth, and such are characterized by two di&
tinct polarities instead of one, as is generally the case, and possess in degree a 
double nature, as to their intellectual tendencies; sometimes one and then the 
other polarity is dominating; or they may even be carrying on two lines of thought 
at the same time. Where the crease is down the back-brain, it is a sign that the 
earth was on the line between two signs of the sun's zodiac, this does not alter the 
polarity, but gives a dual nature to the person's basic quality. For further explan
ation of the subject see ''Lines on the Head" page 216; also, note on page 75, 
August number, especially the third paragraph. 

MoUNT GILEAD, 0. OcT. 17th. 1888. 
Dear Brothers, 

I see from THE EsOTERIC yon propose organizing a college. 
(1) What will you teach ? 
(2) What degrees will be conferred ? 
(3) How long will it take to finish the course? 
( 4) Can non-residents participate by correspondence ? 
(5) What will it cost? 
Please write me all about it and when it will commence? Rev. W. T., D. D. 

Ans. (1) The teachings will mainly pertain to the methods by which to acquire 
the mastery over self through an understanding of the laws of Nature and con· 
formity therewith. 

(2) The degrees being of a real rather than a nominal character will depend on 
the capacity of the student to receive and utilize. 

(3) The time required will depend altogether on the person. 
(4) It ia expected that non-residents will be able to participate in degree, but 

the extent to which this will be found practicable has not yet been fully determined. 
(5) As to what it will cost, we may say in a general sense: all a man is, or expects 

to be ; all he has, or hopes to possess. As to the time of commencement, wateh 
the new scientific department of THE EsOTERIC, the announcement of which will 
be found in thia issue under head of" To the Awakened." 

ST. IIBLBmc, SBPT. 24, 1888. 

Dear Sir, 
Will you please answer a few questions 

and oblige a student? 
First, ia it the proper thing for a student, during the Wednesday and Friday 

sittings, to experience intense hea' in the feet, sometimes as though on coals of 
fire ? Has thia any meaning? if so, what? and should one try to continue the 
practice, or should one stop concentrating? 

Second, could you explain the condition when one goes ou' of the senses and 
reads books, pages and pages of matter so engaging that the reading ia indulged 
in with the greatest intensity for quite a period of time, bot when returning to the 
normal condition, only glimpses can be caught of what has been read? 

Could you explain such conditions and suggest the better plan for action ? 
My experience differs from others' that I have talked with, which I do not under
stand. 

I have introduced THE EsOTERIC to a number of students who stumble on such 
articles as "A View of Creation," in January number, 1888, and "Power of 
Thought-Formation," jn November number, 1887, and "Practical Instrueti~n '' 
in September number, 1888. 

Third. they ask if your vision is open to behold these things of which you speak. 
To see the "thought-formations and the elementals," do you speak from actual 

experience ? An answer to thid would greatly oblige the class that are seeking at-
tainments. Yours very respectfully, L. T. 
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.A.n&. The heat in the palms and feet are indications of progrea (see July No. 
Vol n. of Tim EsoTERIC, pages 40 and 41). 

By contiDuing and carefully conducting the respirations you can use the breath 
as a means to draw the fire from the extremities and concentrate it in the trunk 
of the body where it will be under the control of the will for use. 

Second, the reading of the spectral book is a normal state of a soul sufficiently 
advanced to begin collecting knowledge from the astral zones and is a means by 
which the soul receives instruction without the intervention of the external senses. 
The external does not retain the knowledge, first, because of the psychisms with 
which we are surrounded ; second, because no sufficient harmony is established 
between brain and soul. But the soul will retain the knowledge and work it out 
in the experience of the external life. You are nearing the door of the Sacred 
Temple; we would say """tinue to read and try to unite the two states of conscioua
ne68, so as to remember what you thus read. 

Your third question, being a personal cue, it would not be proper for me to 
answer, but as this has been asked before, we will say: yes. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., OcT. 15, 1888. 
F..Brmonm EDITOBB, 

Like many, or rather all, rour subscribers, 
I muat aclmowledge each succeeding number of Tim EsoTERIC 18 better than the 
last. Bat what I wish to say is how grand I think the idea of the soul-communion 
meetings. I regard them each Wednesday evening as well as those of the 27th 
of each month. But I, as well as others, do wish you would advertise in your 
journal the subject for each Wednesday evening to be thought of in concert. If 
the subjects for each succeeding Wednesday were published in Tim EsOTERIC 
first of the month would it not be a link to assist each soul to enter the same chain? I 
hope for the continued success of THE EsoTERic. 

Reepectfully, Miss G . 

.A.n&. The suggestion is a good one and one we have thought to employ, and will 
probably be inaugurated with <>ur next issue. For the present we adhere to the 
exercise given in Practical Instruction, September number. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 

HA.vnra printed an extra quantity of THE EsoTERic for November, to'be used 
for sample purpo868, we send each of our subscribers two copies, one of which we 
earnestly request them to use in accordance with their best judgement to extend 
the knowledge and circulation of the magazine. We also desire as heretofore the 
names of all those who are likely to be interested in our work, and shall appreciate 
any and all aid that our readers can render in this and other directions. 

Qurn: an important announcement appears in our present issue under head of 
"To tile 'Awakened'", which on the one hand is sufficiently mystical to eon
serve the higher aims and uses of the new knowledge, yet, on the other, promises 
to be adequately practical, and demonstrative to meet the requirentents of the most 
literally scientific and utilitarian. We let the communication speak for itself, and 
have no doubt our readers will watch the development from month to month of 
this important department with keen interedt as well as substantial profit. 

To meet the nmnerons applications of our readers for a more extended list 
of oecult and progressive works, we have added eight pages to the present number 
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in order to give place to our new catalogue, without encroaching on the space al
lotted to our reading matter. This will afford our subscribers a favorable 
opportunity to make selections for their fall and winter reading. Aa the present 
number will reach many who were not subscribers to the first volume, we give ita 
table of contenta in connection with our catalogue. This comprehensive volume 
of 446 pages, bound in cloth, will be sent post paid for $2.00. 

THE Society Esoteric finds it inexpedient to conduct a corresponding member
ship, partly on account of the difficulty of securing persons that have both the 
time and ability to attend to the correspondence properly, and further because the . 
Unity of Desire meetings instituted by TuE &oTEBIC together with the series of 
Practical Instruction and opportunity for questions and answers which THE Eso
TERIC affords, serve to a large extent the objects the Society had in view. They 
consequently voted to turn the corresponding department over to the Publishing 
Company to conduct or settle with the corresponding members. As we have not 
the time to attend to it in ita present form, all money paid on this account that haa 
not been expended for blanks etc., will be returned, or the amount can be had in 
books or applied on account of subscription to THE &oTERIC. We have, however, 
under way a pamphlet quite definitely setting forth our objects, that will be 
forwarded to those who desire to become associated with us as workers to aid in 
the accomplishment of some very important ultimates, as we realize that we have 
within our reach practical methods and means for resulta far beyond the ordinary 
ideal or estimate, that only require c0o0peration on the part of earnest people for 
their ultimation. 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 

Subscriptions may date back commencing with any number desired, as we print 
from plates and can supply all numbers from the first iBBue. 

Anyone sending us $4.50 foT a club of three can have a fourth subecription free 
of charge. 

To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "TwRLVE MANNRR Oil' PEoPLE," or any fifty cent book in our list. 

FoT $3.00 and two new subscribers we will send any $1.00 book you may 
select. 

For $4.50 and three new subscribers we will send Prof. Butler's "SEVEN CRE
ATIVE PRINCIPLES" or ita equivalent in other books. 

For $6.00 and four subscribers we will send "THE PERnCT WAY," or 1'1111: 
EsoTERIC Vol. I bound. 

For $12.00 and eight subscribers we will send " SoLAR BIOLOGY." 
The names can be all sent at one time, or if forwarded as secured, they will be 

placed to the sender's credit until the number is complete. Where members of a 
club desire " THE PERli'ECT WAY " $1.50 extra should be sent for each copy re
quired. Foreign subscribel'!! will send 25 centa extra for yearly postage on 1'1111: 
EsOTERIC. 

Make checks and money orders payable to The Esoteric Publishing Company 
instead of to individual members of the Company. 

E S 0 T E R I C PUB L I S H IN G C 0 M P AN Y. 
478 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
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SOME OCCULT PHENOMENA AND FORCES FROM 
THE SCIENTIFIC STANDPOINT. 

BY VIDYA·NYAIKA. 

·Introductory Article, No. 1. 
BEFORE the higher mathematics can be understood, the pupil must mas

ter arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry; before quantitative 
analysis can be made. the chemist must be able to make qualitative esti
mates and be familiar with the properties and compounds of the elements; 
and before the reauer of these articles can thoroughlj comprehend the ex
planations to be given of some of the occult phenomena and forces, lw 
must make a preliminary study of the general properties and laws, of the 
actions and reactions of the materials (matter in its different states) con
cerned in their production. The reader must possess accurate ideas of the 
meanings of the words used, often in a new sense, and of the elementary 
principles and facts upon which the exposition will be based. If the arti
cles meet with the approval of the readers of THE EsoTERIC, they may be 
indefinitely continued. The subject is a very broad one, covering almost 
the whole domain of physics, and including explanations from a physical 
standpoint of all occult forces that may be exoterically treated . The 
student of science will di~cover that there are indeed "more things in 
heaven and earth. Horatio, than are dreamed of in your philosophy," 
and will gradually be led to understand that the odium 6cientificum is 
just as apt to exclude important facts as the odi·um theologicum, and that 
there is a domain of experimental investigation based upon observable 
facts about which the schools know nothing. This exposition will be made 
as completely, as will be allowable with our covenant ; and in addition to 
the general purpose which it may serve in the dissemination of knowledge, 
it is to be hoped that it will lead up to a comprehension of the general 
character of the scientific teaching, that will be given in the College Eso
teric, apart from the other Culture of a more definitely Spiritual characte1·. 
The patience of the reader must be conserved during the preliminary artides, 
for without a complete understanding of the facts and the phenomena upon 
which the laws are based, all the succeeding articles will be unJerstood in 
a manner entirely different from that which is intended. 

The majority of people have no idea that there are many occult phenom
ena connected with the well-known forces; and think that occult forces 
are necessarily so mysterious that they must forever remain unexplain 
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able, and be forever relegated to the realm of faith and banished from the 
sphere of accurate knowlcd~e. That such is not the case will be the main 
purpose of the following arttcles to demonstrate, and to show that if, under 
proper surroundings and with proper and complete facilities for experi
mental investigation, the proper persons could he had to carry on the work, 
a very large addition to the •· sum of knowledge," and to the means neces
sary to the higher life could be rapidly obtained. There has been a 
~:-adually growing conviction in the minds of the best thinkers, sambud
hists and intuitionists, that all forces, no matter how mysterious, act 
mechanically by transforming a given amount of motion of one kind to 
:m equal amount of motion of another kind ; and that as soon as we know 
the exact conditions of operation, of action and reaction, of cause and 
effect, that we will understand the physical modus operandi of all forces 
and phenomena. 

It is the crowning glory of the present century to have demonstrated 
the Law of the Conservation of Energy, or as otherwise denominated, 
the Law of the Persistence of Force. Foremost in this line of research 
are the names of Joule, and Mayer, who succaeded in giving to the a 
priori conceptions of the earliest Hindoo philosophers, an accurate defin~
tion and physical explanation of the how aml the wl1y of the great law. 
This law means that motion cannot come from nothing, or he transformed 
into nothing; that motion always comes from an equal amount of motion, 
and is always changed to an equal amount of motion; and that in the 
universe as a whole, there has always been and always will be, a uniform 
quantity of motion. A familiar illustration of the law of conservation of 
forces is exhibited in the transformation of a given amount of heat to 
an cqnal amount of energy, in the form of electricity. For instance, the 
amount of heaL required to melt a pound of ice will, if turned into elec
tricity, again produce the same amount of heat. The amount of mechani
cal energy represented by 30,000 pounds falling from the height of one 
foot (which is one horse power, and is caused by the force of gravity), 
will develop in falling, a certain amount of heat, and that amount of heat 
properly applied in the conversion of water into steam, through a proper 
engine, would again raise the weight to the height of one foot; or the 
energy of the heat in the steam coultl be turned into electricity, and the 
electricity into light, and the light into chemical combination, and the 
chemical energy properly utilized would again raise the weight to the 
height of one foot. The meaning of this is, that no matter in what form 
the energy is, it is always capable of being transformed into an equal 
amount of energy in another form. 'V e are not always able to do so in 
practice, because of various losses by friction and radiation, but these 
los:;es arc not lost to Natnre- we may not he able to save all the heat 
gl•ncrate1l by a dynamo, but the amount lost can be measured and its 
energ-y eomputcd. One horse power of energy has been converted into 
sonntl, the sound into another force, and that force successively converted 
int 1 heat, light, chemical affinity, electricity, magnetism, teleferism, grav
ism, aJUl then back into sound and mechauieal motion, loosing in the actual 
experiment less than ten per cent of the energy started with, and an esti
mate of the energy lost confirmed the statement that there is no loss in the 
transformation of forces. 

As soon as the reader understands what a force is, it will be seen that 
tt is necessarily true that there can be no loss of energy in the universe. 
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It will be gradually understood that all forces are motions of the eternal 
entity, that all forces are c:tpablc of prOllucing definite qu::mtitati ve effects, 
that all motion taltes the <lirection of the least resistance, and it will be 
unucrstoou tchy these thin:;3 arc so. To tho majority of people who have 
matle a stmly of the phcnomcn:~. of life, mind, and society, the forces 
concerned in the production of thought and mental transference, aud in 
the phcnomen:~. of intuition noel psycognomy, arc as unknown and as un
thinkable as the fourth dimension of space. The effect of buildings in
habited by immoral people upon those not immoral who momentarily enter 
them, tho mutu::tl effe:lt of minds upon each other ; the emotional condi
tion'! proJuceJ by place~ anJ thingJ ; tho ment:tl pictures, memory ph:tn
torns, retrospections and provisions common to those who are sensith·e 
ancl susceptible to tho l1igher forces will bo reduced to the domain of phy
sical law. Enough will be given in the course of these articles, if it is 
tho will of the Inmost, to convince the most sceptical that there is a 
knowledge and n science, not tan;;ht in the bool;:s, aml that tho elaboration 
of this knowloJ:;c wili fn~·ui.>h nnteri:ll for tho higher life of man, and 
for tho utilization of thos?, wh~ h:lvn d;:wclopctl within them that which is 
better than knowledge alone- soul-growth, and a moral ch:tractm·. 

1\tany of the experiments hci·ci!l albJcJ to h:tvc been malic in tho bbora
torics of tho "secret seientific Asso~iation." and tho proper repetition of 
them will be uniforml.Y foll :nvetl h.Y the results herein b:l.icatc,J. If enough 
of this series of artides is eorrcetlv untlcrstood it will be cvitlcnt that the 
prosecution of the experinwnts npon n hrgcr sc::tle, and with definite ends 
in view rehting to the comprehension of the esoteric teachings, practices 
and devotions, will Le n. mo~t important niJ in the ultimation of the Eso
teric Movement :uul tho Collc;-c. The preliminary portions must be well 
understood, or the other portion:; will be a riddle. The most familial' of 
tho forces will be first examine<!, for the purpose of illustrating what a 
force is, how it act~, mul for the more import:lnt pm·p:1sc of acquiring the 
concepts necessary for the further stucly of the higher forces. 

"\Y c look at an ohjcct, and tho pictm·tl left in the mimi," of that object, is 
callell tho concept of th:tt obje;.:t. If ih:tt object is c:tpaLlc of affecting 
any other of the sen:ws except tlnt of si;rht, and if those othct· senses 
l1ave not lcarnetl of that ohjct·t all it may ha,·c to teach them, then that 
concert in tho mind is imperfect. As long as there is anything connected 
with th:lt object, or with its relations to other objects that the senses 
have not recognized, tho concept of that objcet will be imperfect, and if 
tlmt object be nsctl as an illustration of some important truth or la.w, the 
illustration will fail in its pmpose jnst to tho extent th:tt the concept is 
inaccurate. If you <lo not undcrstaml what is meant by vibration, every 
time tho word is used in explaining an important fact, .it will fail to teach 
you all it mig-l1t teach you, wore your concepts of the phenomenon more 
accurnte. "\V c will therefore, commence with tho least complex of tho 
forces, and with the most easily nuucrstootl of the senses, and lay a basis 
for study of the higher forces and powers, as soon as the forces capnble of 
affecting the six senses hnvc been learned. • 

•The six senses aro hearing, sooing, Hmelling, tasting, touehing and tact; the latter is the 
sense by which we recognize t.hat n stove is warm or cold, and is quite distinct from the sense of 
touch, by which wo distin!,'llish br.tween rongh nnd smooth bodies, polished or velvety, heavy or 
light bodies- The seventh and other seDBOS will be noticed in due order-if the articles fiud nc
cept.IIDO~ to warrant being continued. 
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GENERAL PHENOMENA OF ACOUSTICS. 

It was perhaps first recorded by Galileo, that the swinging of the. pen
dulum is ischronous; that its motions take place in uniform intervals of 
tim~.', whether in its swinging it describes a semicircle or only a fractional 
:1ortion of that circle-whether it swings backward and forward one 
inch or ten feet, one complete to-and-fro motion takes place during 
~~:•actly the same period of time. Pendulums of different lengths require 
different times for one complete oscillation-the longer the pendulum the 
longer the time required for one complete swing. But with a pendulum 
of a given length the interval of time elapsing between each complete 
to-and-fro motion is the same whether it moves backward and foward only 
a short distance or as far as it is capable of swinging, and this kind of mo
tion is called bochronous (meaning equal time), and this is a property 
common to all oscillations and vibrations of any mass or aggregate, as 
well as that of the pendulum. 

A resilient steel rod; one end of which is placed securely in a vice, can 
be made to oscillate with a rapidity dependent upon its length and thick
ness; and if the rod be not too long it will give forth a tone. It is 
readily observable that the frequency of the oscillations are dependent 
upon the length, the shorter the rod the faster the motions ; and that any 
given length of rod oscillates with the same frequency per second, whether 
the motions be as large as they can be made, or as small as they are either 
visible or audible. A wire in a piano oscillates when it has been struck 
by the hammer, and the shorter the wire, the faster the oscillation, and the 
higher the tone in pitch. The loug wires oscillate so slowly that their mo
tions can be seen by the unaided eye. A guitar or violin string in a state 
of tension, between two supports, will give forth a tone when it has been 
picked or struck, and the tone will be higher in pitch the shorter the string 
is made, or the tighter it is stretched. A tone which is made by the shorter 
string, or the one in the greatest tension is said to be the highest in pitch, 
and this means th~t it is the most rapid in motion. Any given string or 
wire in a given state of tension can be made to oscillate loudly by striking 
it violently, and at the first, the motions are visible and audible, but they 
gradually become so short in their alternate excursions, that they are no 
longer visible or audible, but the pitch of the tone remains the same as 
long as it can be heard, and accurate measurements have determined that 
they continue of the same frequency as long a."' the motion continues. That 
is, the pitch remains the same but the amplitude diminishes. Dy amplitude 
is meant the distance through which the wire, string, or pendulum swings 
in its alternate motions to-and-fro. The lesson to be learned from these 
experiments, which are only representatives of an innumerable class of 
like experiments is, that the larger and the longer the wire or string that 
is oscillating, the lower will be the pitch or the frequency of oscillation, 
and that pitch remains the same whether the body be oscillating violently 
or imperceptibly. The same string, wire, bell, gong, whistle, pipe, tunin~ 
fork, or reed has always the same pitch, but it can be made to sound loudly 
or gently: when it sounds loudly the amplitude is great, and when it sounds 
gently the amplitude is small. 

Other objects besides wires and reeds arc capable of emitting tones; 
such as blocks of wood, stones, metallic spheres, and, in fact, any cohert-l".t 
elastic aggregate, is capable of oscillating at a frequency determinable by 
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its size and weight. The larger the object the lower the pitch : and if any 
given object oscillates at a frequency of, say one hundred per second. 
another object one-eighth as lar~e will oscillate two hundred times per second. 
i. e. just twice as fast. If a gtven length of wire in a state of tension be 
cau_sed to sound. it will emit a tone that is measurable by many methods at 
the command of the modern experimenter, and if the tone be thus meas
ured and the wire then be made half as long with the same tension as be
fore, and the pitch again measured, it will be observed that the frequency 
is just twice as fast in the latter case as in the former case ; and a musi
cian listening to the ·two sounds would observe that they were an octavt~ 
apart (eight notes apart). The octave of any note is one oscillating twice 
as fast, and if the notes be rroduced by cubical or spherical bodies their 
ratio of volume will be as : 8 (as one is to eight approximately,) the 
density being the same in both cases. 

The lowest oscillation that can be recognized as a. tone by the buman ear 
is about 16 per second, but it is not an agreeable musical tone until the 
oscillation is about twice as fast. If the slowest oscillation to be consid
ered be one per second, then the slowest audible note will be just four 
octaves higher, and it may be said that the lower limit of human hearing 
commences at the fourth octave above one per second, which has a pitch, 
of 16 osc'llations per second. The next octave (32 per second) is gener
ally the lowest note in an organ or a piano. The next octaves in their 
order are 64. 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384, 32768, 65536. 
the latter being 16 octaves above one per second. The middle C of a 
piano is generally about 256 ; the highest note between the twelfth and 
thirteenth octave; and the upper limit of hearing with the majority of 
people lies somewhere between the 15th aud 16th octave, ancl but few 
people can hear beyond 65000 per second. There are people capable of 
hearing the lower notes of the 17th, and some of the lower animals can 
hear the 18th (262,144 per second). The region beyond must still be con
quered by the experience of man ~n his upward course. The remaining 
octaves are however capable of bemg apprehended by the delicate appara
tus born of modern mechanical skill. 

The picture to be formed in the mind of the reader by these statemPnts 
is that of a series of hollies diminishing in size, each one smaller than the 
preceding one; and for convenience of illustration, each eighth object one
eight smaller than the eighth preceding body; and that each eighth body 
oscillates twice as rapidly as the one of which it is one-eighth as large ; 
and that commencing with the fourth octave (the fifth body), the ear can 
hear about 12 octaves (from the 4th to the 16th); and that in each object 
oscillating. the pitch remains the same, but the amplitude or loudness 
varies with the energy expended upon it. Each object has a definite pitch 
at which it naturally oscillates, to make that object smaller is to make the 
pitch higher, and to make the object larger is to make the pitch lower. 

It is to be observed that these objects can oscillate in the air or out of 
it ; and that when they are put in a plac" from which the air has been 
pumped, that is in an atomic vacuum, the (\Scillations still continue but the 
ear cannot recognize them. Place a bell under a jar or within a jar and 
pump out the air and then ring the bell by shaking the jar and no sound 
can be heard; but as soon as air is admitted into the jar the sound is again 
audible. Fill the jar with water and the bell can also be heard. Numer
ous other experiments will convince you that atomic solids, liSI:Qids, and 
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gasses are necessary for the hearing of sounds given off by an oscillating 
aggregate. 

If it were possible for a man to sit in a room from which the air had 
been pumped, and if th~re were pla.ce<l in that room a piano played by another 
person, neither one could hear the sounds, because no air wouhl be there to 
be thrown into waves of souml. Each oscillation of the wire, bell, or ball, 
throws the air into a wave motion, and there are as manv of these waves 
as there are alternate motions of the swinging body. These waves will not be 
fully explained in the present paper ; suffice it to say that they are alter
nate condensations and rarefactions of the atmosphere, outwardly pr(lp
agated from the body producing them, ami that they travel at the ordinary 
temperature about 1040 feet per second through the air, and much fast~r 
through the water, and still fa.Jter through denser media. The concentric 
circles upon water, spreading outwardly from the point where a pebble has 
been dropped, is a good illustration of the propagation of waves in the 
mr. but it is only au illustration ; if the waves instead of being the rising 
and falling of the horizontal ;;urface of the water, be pictured as concen
tric globes surrountling the bell ; and instead of being the rising and fall
ing of a flat surface, picture the concentric globes to be constituted of air 
in diffeTent stages of compression antl rarefaction :- iu the stage of com
pression the particles of the air are closer together, and in the stage of 
rarefaction they are farther apart. The well-known elasticity of the air 
makes this possible, and if the air were not elastic, sounds could not he 
heard. 

Sound travels about 1040 feet per second, this can be estimated bv 
counting how long it takes to hear the report of a distant gun after see.. 
ing the flash. The flash is.seen almost instantly (light travels 186,000 
miles per second) but the report reaches the ear about five seconds after
ward, if the gun be one mile away (5280 ft.). This will do instead of ac
curate measurements. These experiments can be easily made by any one, 
and their explanation can be found in any good text book on physics. You 
can fintl all the scientific authority you may desire upon this point; antl 
you may read in Tyndall on Sound, in Deschanel's or Ganot's Physics, 
many other experiments regarding the facts stated. But so fat• it is only 
hearsay. Yon have heard it from good authority, but until you h:\ve 
seen it for yourself it is not a. revelation to you from the IxnNITE ALL 
of which these phenomena form a part, of which you yourself are a por
tion. Until you make these experiments, or see them made, yon must ac
cept the wortl of the Infinite upon the authority of human testimony: are 
you willing to do that? 'V ould yon not feel more secure if you had talkeJ 
to tho Omnipotent himself? 

Through the language of experiment, wl1ich is an exact form of obser
vation, you can con verse with the ct'eator and the governor of the universe, 
and considering tha.t the task is such au easy one. have you any ext·use for 
not doing it? Or have you any excuse fot· not aiding in the establishment 
of a laboratory where these experiments can be se£>n by those who have 
not the skill or the means for doing them correctly'? These particular ex
periments are not tho only ones,- they are simply used as an illustration 
with reference to other experiments antl facts, to be hereafter studied. 

Until you have seen and understood a fact for yourself, your evidence 
of the truth depends upon hearsay, and upon a sense of consistency, both 
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of which have often proven erroneoU&. The concept you get from an ob
servation of the objects, in an experimental way, are direct revelations 
from Y AHVEH, and to the extent that you understand them, it is your most 
sacred duty to obey them as far as they cxpl::.in or point out your duties 
and opportunities; and to the extent that you cannot understand, you 
cannot feel a responsibility. When once you see that making a body one 
eighth its former size causes it to o<Jcillate twice as fast as before, then you 
will have one fact in your mind given you directly from the Omnipresent 
One, the truth of which you can never be led to doubt, and which will be evi
dence sufficient in your mind to ovel'throw any creed, if the philosophy of 
that creed happens to contradict it. Tbn.t one single fact, has from that 
time on, more authority than any creed, any philosophy, or the opinion of 
any man or book. When you once see that sound cannot be transmitted 
through an atomic vacuum, and when you understand why it cannot, you 
will be in possession of another word from God, which you know to 
be true without doubt; and when once you acquire a sufficient number of 
such facts distinctly impressed upon your mind, you will commence to 
classify the knowledge thus obtained, and by so doing you will acquire con
cepts of concepts (generalizations) . The list of facts in your mincl are 
simply items of knowledge, the guides and materials of reason. Tho classi
fication of these facts according to similarities between them, constitutes 
natural history ; but the generalization of these phenomena, under their 
proper forces, and according to specific principles constitutes the sciences; 
sciences are unified knowledges. Their progress consists in successively 
relegating former unifications, and forces, and principles under more and 
more comprehensive generalizations; and completely unified knowledges 
and sciences, would be philosophy. _ 

The basis of all this progress must necessarily be accurate knowledge 
of the phenomena and vbjects of ALL that Is; and the way to get this 
know ledge is to observe and experiment, and to take your evidence not from 
the word of man, but directly from the teachings of the Omniscient .ALL. 
The word and teachings of man can point out directions for the search of 
higher truth, and indicate the direction of the beacon light of progress; 
and can tell you what they saw upon the sacred mountain; and to the ex
tent that they aiel you in uncle.standing what you have seen. or in seeing 
that which you have not seen, or in preparing you for seeing and under
standing, to that extent they are the mediators of the Infinite, and in fact 
portions of the ALL; but the revelation cannot come from the highest source 
until you drink from the fountain with your own lips, until you see the 
facts for yourself. You cannot examine any one object carefully without 
obtaining a special message from God, a message you could not have ob
tained from books, for your own special developments, and your own in
divitluality an<l personality will be affected differently from that of your 
neighbor, and there will be revealed to you that which could not have 
come to him, and which will be particularly suited to your own needs. 
There comes with these investigations those peculiar mental aml emotion
al conditions which can not be derived from a text-book or a teacher, for 
are you not in confidential conversation with Infinite Love? 

Under such circumstances Nature will whisper into your ear her choic
est secrets. If you do not thoroughly comprehend the full meaning of 
these facts, and know from your own standpoint whether they be true or 
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false as you proceed, this paper will fail in its mission with you. Before 
entering into the sphere of the occult phenomena connected with Sound, 
the well known phenomena. must be understood, anl to that end we pre
sent the phenomena. connected with the hearing of sound.'! and their effects 
upon the body, mind, emotions, and soul-conditions. 

(To be continued.) 

PRACTICAJ.~ INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 

GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NUMBER SEVENTEEN • 

. WE have dwelt largely on the necessity of dedicatin~ our life and all 
our interests to the guidance of our highest ideal of uod, and of being 
absolutely obedient to its dictates; but we do not me:J.n to say that we 
should be led blindly, without reason, for none of the superior ones will 
thus lead us, neither will they come to us presenting a personal appearance, 
or some great name; nor some manifestation of superior power as the 
sufficient reason for our believing their words and following their coun
cil. No I they come to help us as a servant. Jesus well said: "He that 
would be greatest among you let him be servant of all." These superior ones. 
sent of God, come to help us do that which we wish in our heart t<J ,t,. 
therefore, if our heart's desire is not i.1 harmony with the Divine plan and 
purpose (see Practical Instruction, September number, vol. 11.), we need 
not expect those whose life it is to serve in that direction to serve us unle;;s 
we are serving the Creator in the same work ; again, they will not accept 
blind obedience in matters of Knowledge. The Master will send us thaughts 
that will serve us as keys to unlock the great mysteries of Creation. lnt 
will not unlock or open the door, that, you must do for yourself. Then in 
all matters of knowledge and understanding, it is not necessary that we 
should know whether we have any aid from the superior world or not, 
if our heart's desire is to know the way of our highest use, and to live the 
instructions we get in the directions of that use, then there are m:J.ny soul3 
who are among the " just men, made perfect" who will guide us in the way 
of the most effectual service. · 

But many of our people say : " I would gladly follow the guidance, if 
I could only know wlwn I am guided, or could distinguish the voice of the 
Master from my own thoughts." We know it is a contradiction and there
fore seems ridiculous, to talk about a voice that " speaks in silence," but 
we wish you to know that there is more knowledge gained throu"'h such 
a voice than in all other ways. There are a great number of men ~ho are 
very wise and who are living in the body, on earth, who never give their 
knowledge by words that cause vibrations in the atmosphere (i. e. throu"'h 
sound to the natural ear) but know how to communicate the most sa.cr~d. 
(because the most valuable) information, to the soul who loves this hi"'her 
sphere of life well enough to conquer all the evils and give themselve~ to 
wisdom's ways; to such as are wise enough to understand the methods of 
our heavenly father, are these instructions sent. 

These faculties by which we hear the voice that is soundless is possessed 
by all; but the minds of all are not in condition to hear, neither will thev 
heed; the habit is so thoroughly established to ignore everything that doc~ 
not come through the agency of the five senses, th&.t tlv> m st ig'!lo - nt 
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are chosen to high positions, especially in the educational spheres, but to 
you who are wise enough not to ignore the most useful faculties of your na
ture we will give the following methods to acquire their use- facultie!l that 
will place you among those referred to by the angel who appeared to John 
on Patmos, when he said : " He that hath an ear let him hear what the spirit 
saith." This ear to hear what the Spiritsaith we all have, but when He -or 
It- speaks we will not hear, neither will we bt>lieve when we do hear. No 
wonder the Angel said to John, when he revealed the kingdom of heaven 
to him (Rev. XXI, 8. ): "The feaiful and unbelieving etc .. .. . . have their part 
in ... the second death." 

The method bv which we become conscious of that voice, or of when we 
hear the voice, can be obtained most readily by a practice of psycognomy, 
most commonly called among spiritualists psychometry, and usually. be
lieved by them to be the voice of some spirit speaking to them, or in some 
my:;terious way causing them to know these things; but it would be as 
wise to attribute ordinary hearing or seeing to some outside influence as 
that faculty, for it is one of your own normal senses ; but not having used 
it, you do not know lww to use it. In order to learn how, many and 
varied experiments must be made; by taking a letter on receiving it, open 
it. and before looking at the contents or even knowing who it is from, hold 
it between the palms of the hands, in a passive mental state, with your 
mind concentrated on the writer with a passive expectant state of mind 
and try to see the person, and try to imagine their mental and physical con
dition, also to sense whether it is from a male or female, and remember 
the fe.elin~s you get and what comes into your mind, or in other words 
while you bold the letter, try to guess from the conditions of mind you get 
into, all about the person, and repeat this, not only with letters, but with 
anything that comes into your possession. If you are not very sensitive 
you may miss it for many times trying, but persevere, you will find after 
a while that it will prove valuable to you even in this lower sphere ; but 
this is not the important part of it: if you carefully observe the mental 
states until you know them well enough to assume the mental attitude at 
any moment, then, after you have gained confidence in the ability to get 
the correct impressions from letters etc., you can perceive the voice 
of the Spirit, aml when a word is sent to you from high heaven, you can 
receive it and know what it is, for this is the same mental attribute that is 
requisite to receive the guidance from the unseen and unknown,and they of 
that realm will make all plain to :·our mind ; if you are faithful in little 
things you will get great things. 

There are many things in this line more wonderful than I can now give 
you that you will find out yourself if you are faithful to the light you 

· have. We have gh·en directions for stilling the senses and focalizing 
the mind, and, in fact, a sufficient line of practice to lead you into tho ful
nes!l of the light, so that you need not be uncertain about anything, and if 
you allow the Spirit to lead you as it has led us in this work, you will be 
accepted as we have been into the work .of the ages, where we shall be 
joint participants in the ripened fruit of all the labors of the inhabitants 
of the world for the ages past. Many think it wise and call it "Practical" 
to labor to acquire wealth and knowledge for self, through personal effort. 
But those who are called to this work will not only reap the fruit of their 
own labors but will if they give their life to God and humanity, be intrusted 
with the fruits of all the labors of the human race, from its beginning 
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until now, to administer of its abundance to the world as they need, a.ntl 
are able to use it. 

There is no ordinary mind capable of even appreciating the ~tness 
and grandeur of the work to which you are .now called; all that IS ueeded 
is honest, unselfish, faithful men, who will be assured with abundant evi
dences of all the needs of body and mind, to give themselves to God and 
humanity, and to whatever extent men are capable and trustworthy, to 
that extent will they be intrusted with valuables compared with which the 
wealth of this world sinks into insignificance. Truly, "The willing and 
obedient shall cat of the good of the land." 

Peace be unto yon. IT. E. B. 

A PRAYER. 

Let there be light! 0 God I need it, 
Let there he light ! 0 Father speed it. 
And grant that wisdom, from above, 
My heart may fill with perfect love. 
Lead me, heavenly Father, lead me, 
And let me feel that peace doth rest 
Upon my soul. Then I am blessed: 
And o'er my pathway let there shine 
The heavenly rays of light Divine, 
To help me e'er to do thy will : . 
Aml let me hear thy "peace be still 1 " 
Show me the work that thou hast given 
Thy servant here to do for heaven: 
Aml help me heavenly Father feel 
For other's woes, and other's ills, 
That I be fully fitted here 
To live with Thee in your bright sphere. 
Help so to live that I can say, 
"Thy will be done!" without a fear; 
0 Lamb of Gotl I pray thee hear 
.And auswcr this, an earnest prayer. 

Du BoiCE. 

"Powers nrc fil'llt <lcvclopctl which are afterwards harmonized. The law of 
human life is. that the tlevelopment of ililferences must prccetle their reconciliation." 

" Afl lmowle~lge Rprca.cl!l, a...'i wealth increases, as the moral force of the worM is 
cnh•·~ccl, law. more ami more, takes the place of force. Men no longer wear 
swords by their sicll•s to defend ~hcmsel\'cs from attack. If attacked, they call 
the policeman. Towns arc no longer fot·tified with walls, nor are the residences 
of nohlc men kept in a state of defence. They are all folcletl in the peaceful arms 
of national law. So far the atonement has prevailed; only nations still continue 
ta fi~ht; but the time is nt ha.ntl when international law, the parliame:~t of the 
wori,l, tl•e confederation of man, shall take the place of stJinding armies and iron-
clatluav~es." James FreeTTUln Clark. 
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THE TRUTH OF MAN. 

In our internal humanity, folded up as in some gigantic corolla of an 
unblown flower, are myriads of latent capacities and powers, awaiting their 
hour of unfoldment. "We know not what we shall be." 

Man in nature is the fruit, but not the ripe fruit, of evolution. He is 
ephemeral, not durable, and is now vigorously preparing a rapid close to 
his own existence. The flower of our civilization has blown to its full, 
ancl its petals are but slackly held together. The present man . is the soil 
from which the new race will spring, for in his existing structures are in
volved the germs for the appearance of a higher &.nd normal type of our 
humanity. The depravity of human thought proceeds from a depravity 
of human structure. Tho form in 'vhich he is now imbedded is a form of 
death, and perishes in the abnormality of physical dissolution. Man has 
spent much time with dreams of a future life beyond the grave; let him 
now learn that he can abolish both death and the grave. The religion of 
evolution is tho religion of endless life. Life eternal is to know the 
eternal life. Death becomes translation 'vithout putrefaction or decay
ing remains, and man risP.s into planetary relations and cosmical uses. 
He will then look back to this era as the times wherein men died, before 
spirit and flesh were interknit by the indwelling Infinite. 

The higher life of the flesh involves a long series of organic transforma
tions. It is gradual re-creation. It is the investiture of the man with his 
resurrection-body. He rises into dual being and life from the womb of 
nature. The ani[Qal man is the organized product of the first stage of 
e~·olution; he is also the basis from which proceeds the higher evolution of the 
second stage whoso perfected product is the Androgyne. The psyche does 
not partake of the death which befalls all animal forms; she survives to 
take on other bodies, and continues so to do until she has built a human 
structure capable of enduring forever. This is the divine-natural body 
which is to be the next investiture of man. The old is man rudimentary 
or gradually hecoming, the new is realized man. 

The chrysalis no more surely moves towards a higher organic structure 
and a renewed advance than does man. That our organism can, in this life, 
be evolved from the corruptible to the incorruptible degree, is a truth 
well-nigh inexpressible. yet also a truth demonstrated. The dissolution of 
this old must precede the manifestation of that new, but the new is grow
ing secretly in the bosom of the old. Evolution in its next outreach 
means an uprise into new states of being. The race now stands on the 
threshold of that magnificent unfolding of the Supreme Moral Purpose 
known as tho bi-une life. It is the new gospel of hope. It is the highest 
product of race. The soul hungers for higher organic relations. The 
human heart nurses a noble dissatisfaction with tho present; it is like the 
instinct of a plant that, rooted in a desert, creeps slowly by its roots 
toward the distant 'vater-spring. 

Much that should be obsolete lingers in us ; many lower laws still play 
within us; 've eat and procreate as do the brutes, and chemical action builds 
up and takes down our bodies. The present man is spiritually uncon
scious and unilluminate. His better name would be homo sylvestris, for 
only the most favored of us have got out of the woods. The beast from 
which we came, is still in conflict with the angel to which we are tending. 
The existing race is immersed in the complex nature-body of the planet, 
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and the unweaving of its structures from this grasp of death, is the task 
of the hour. The natural man has his life on the surface of things,and is 
a colored air-bubble in the human form. Up to his present state, Evolu
tion, has pushed man blindly on and even against his will, now he must 
work consciously and intelli~ently toward the next step on Creation's 
Altar-stairs, the plane of sinless, transfigured manhood. 

Death is a catastrophe not contemplated in the primitive organism of 
that wonderful Creation made in the divine image. male-female, and en
dowetl with power of rule over all creatures of earth, air, and sea. When 
Christ's redemption shall be fulfilled, there will be no sepulchres; sin sub
verts the primal forms of soul-existence, and sick-cham hers, death-rooms, 
and grave-yards follow. We suffer here from evil's deflorations, yet our 
true life, not lost, is but deferred. The age of the one-twain humanity is 
as much the result of the force of evolution, as the age of the Amphibians. 
The signs of its advent, everywhere proclaimed, are everywhere around 
us. This is the end and object of the million3 of years of slow develo~ 
ment on our orb. 

Far back, before we made the body in which now we move,-before the 
spirit took on enfleshment, we were bi-sexual souls. Then came the '' fall " 
into matter; we were bemired, and clothed in "coats of skin." The 
race was no more in oneliness, male-female, but the E'·e was taken out of 
Adam. Each spirit, prior to its descent into the world, consists of psy
chic counterparts united in one being. When the Psyche enters nature. 
its two elements are sundered and animate different bodies. J n the next 
stage of evolution they will be again and forever blended, and constitute 
one celestial body and one divine Soul. This is the re-discovery of the 
Truth of Man. 'V e have termed him natural, but he is not natural, he 
is phantasmal. He is but the effigy of a man who has filled himself with 
animal interiors. He has taken the mere appetite-life of the bntte into 
himself, and adopted it in room of his true humanity. He is a lust, in the 
human image, on the skin of the universe. Men in nature are common
ers together in the Kingdom of the beast. 

According to the early tradition<; made known to Plato by the Magi of 
Egypt, the primitive mankind were androgynous. Said Socrates, in 
Plato's dialogue of the Banquet, "The first men were endowed, each of 
them, with four arms, four legs, two faces" etc. Other early myths hint at 
the same experience. It was. indeed, a common belief in the time of re
mote antiquity, that the first mankind were created male-female. The 
Genesis-legends teach the same truth ; we read that the Adamic man first 
stood forth as a binary creature, with the woman of him involved in his 
structure. She was then evolved, and led through his frame until she ap
peared as a separate being in nature. Thus leaving the interiors of man. 
when she became pennanently outwarded to him by lusting after the apph~s 
of animal generation, the "Fall "or relapse into the nature-state occurred. 
Animal proclivities generate human depravities. "Sin entered. and death 
by sin." This fated experience of being mired in matter, plucks from 
the soul its wings and leaves it all a worm. But all life runs in cycles. 
and all states have their ending. Now this cycle of the dear bought 
" knowledge of good and evil " closes, and dawns the kingdom of God or 
the age of Saturn. The spiritual surfaces of the planet are brightened 
all over by the feet of watching angels, the soul is learning to operate 
through the gastric juices by a spiritual Alchemy, and the sensories of the 
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human system ~re reviving from the dormancy of ages in those organisms 
where the process of the higher vivification bas begun. 

" Thia is the Mystery of Christ ; the bliss in strife ; 
The l"lSDJ'l'eCtion'e power; God, wrought in man to Life. 11 

Reproduction is lifted into regeneration. It is no longer a begetting of 
others from ourselves, but a begetting of ourselves from ourselves. Out 
of our past animal selves, we are born again into the ~~~er un-self. Gen
eration goes on within us, instead of by means of us. We beget ourselves 
anew-or rather we are begotten anew of the Divine, who says" Thou art 
my Son, this day have I begotten Thee." He lives, and we live in Him. 
It is of the true man, not of the animal creature that God spake when 
He said " Let us make man l " 

One word more. The new state is not perfection, but freedom from 
hindrances; there is yet ignorance to surmount, moral weakness to master, 
ideals to touch and bold, the Divine One to be ever nearer approached and 
more completely enjoyed. When the new race is unfolcled, woman will be 
co-equal, but interior,- both in one body, but she having the power to come 
forth to manifestation. The Leader, two-in-one, beckons us on, and thous
ands following his guidance are striving towards the bi-sexual state. The 
men who, after being put out of the way, the race claims most proudly for 
its own, are those who held the gifts of Arch-nature, and were the servants 
of its blooming, fruitful, deathless evolution. Chief among them all was 
the Archetypal Genius of the race -the martyred Androgyne of Galilee. 

NEMO. 

HYGIENIC LAWS. 

(BY WM. A. ENGLISH, M. D). 

Number Two. 
FoR reasons previously given, it will be evident that one requisite of 

suitable food is. that it shall readily absorb saliva; hence, food that is 
already saturated with moisture, (as new bread, hot biscuit, griddle cakes, 
etc.), though it may be called light, on account of being permeated by 
small cavities, caused by the gas which accompanies the rising or fer
menting process, is apt to become doughy or soggy, during mastication, 
and is not as suitable for nutritive purposes as food that is moderately dry, 
so that it 'vill absorb a fair amount of saliva. This forms our objection 
against mush, which, being already surchargetl with water, to which milk 
is frequently added, is usually swallowed almost as soon as taken into the 
mouth, and before the saliva has had time to mingle with it. Care should 
be taken to eat mush very slowly. 

Gruel, milk, and all fluid food, should be taken in small sips, thus allow
in"' sufficient time for a due admixture of saliva. with it. 

Milk is the natural food of the infant, yet the movements of the lips 
and cheeks, as it slowly labors to secure its nourishment causes a liberal 
flow of saliva to mingle with the lacteal fluid. 

We shoul<l take even water, in small sips, and never swallow it in heed
less hast, as is too often done. 

The excessive use of salt in nearly every article of food prepared by 
most cooks, irritates the mucous membrane of the stomach, and causes 
unnatural thirst, not only for water, but for various other drinks also, in
cluding f~rmented and distilled liquors, tea, coffee, etc. 
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Were such lavish use of condiments discontinued, and our food masti
cated slowly, and in small mouthfuls, so as to insure rrfect insalivation, 
we should find that good, ripe fruits, eaten freely wit our meals, would, 
by their juices, supply nearly all the fluid needed b;r the system, except in 
very hot weather, and when perspiration is excess1ve, and even then, by 
sufficiently increasing the proportion of fruit, little or no drink would be 
needed. 

The unreasonable use of condiments by the American people tends to 
blunt the sense of taste so that the finer flavors of natural food cannot be 
detected, and creates such a false or preverted habit of taste, that hardly 
anything satisfies it, unless these irritating substances are supplied to 
such an extent as to mask all the deli<!ate flavors of simple food. Again, 
the3e stimulating substances excite the appetite to a.n abnormal degree, so 
that more food is taken than the system actually needs, and the waste of 
vital force, consequent upon disposing of this surplus of worse than use
less food, together with the drink th:~.t is required to quench the abnormal 
and feverish thirst, is a dangerous drain upon the energies of the physical 
system. It is not so much the quanity eaten, that nourishes our bodies, as 
it is the amount that becomes thoroughly digested ami fitted to take its 
place in the ever moving current of blood, from which all the tissues and 
secretions arc supplied. 

If by stimulating our appetites with condiments and pampering our 
sense of taste with delicacies and savory compounds, we overloa:.l the 
stomach, the gastric juice will not, like the saliva, respond to every demand 
made upon it by our foolish desires, but, on the contrary, will cease tojlow, 
after a sufficient amount has been poured out for digesting all the nutri
ment the system requires at one time, seemingly, and the surplus remains 
as a source of irritation a.n<l disease. 

Though we have power thus to prostitute our faculties anil functions to 
the mere gratifications of sense, we are not always prepared to. meet the 
consequences that must inevitably result from such a course. 

Perhaps the worst feature of the case we have been considering, is, that 
the uncontrollable thirst excited by the excessive use of salt, is the cause 
of a very large share of the intemperance that exists in our land to-day. 
The philosophy of this, in as follows : - the immediate stimulating effect 
of highly salted food seems, for a time, to promote digestion, but as the 
activities of the stomach have beeu thus raised above the normal level, and 
an extra supply of nerve-force taken from the general fund, to meet this 
forced demand, they soon sink just as far below the natural level, as they 
have been raised above it, and when this critical point is reached, what a 
"goneness" there is in the pit of the stomach, and the suffering mortal 
then feels the imperativtl need, not only of drink but of stim.ulating drink, 
to " brace up " the exhausted gastric energies. 

Let any one eat a full meal of salt fish or corned beef, and they will 
understand how this thirst would work upon a man who had an appetite 
for intoxicants, or upon any one with a weak or very sensitive stomach. It 
is strange indeed, that American housekeepers do not have a clearer per
eeptiou of the rationale of dietetics, than they usually manifest. 

It is just as much our duty to obey physiological, as spiritual law. and 
ont~ is as divine as the other. "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he 
also reap" app1ies with the same inflexible and perfect justice to the phy
sical <lepartment of our hein::r. as t.o t.he spiritual. 
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The laws of the universe- bei.nq di.vi"'e- are tlwJ only channels throuqh 
which Infinite Love flows to us, and perfect love must be in exaot accord 
with perfect justice. 

Faith, unless anchored to these perfect laws, will bring us sore disap
pointments; and it must not only be conjoined with works, but as 
St. Paul said, " Add to your faith • • • knowledge." 

(Oar DUt uticle will oontaiD some suggeatioDS on the ~~election of food.) 

ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 
(Coln'DIUED.) 

COUI' AIUSONS WITll TllE DIBLE. 

EVEN as Truth is eternal, so is the man who has cognized the Truth in 
his interior. But few seek it within themselves, and therefore men gen
erallyrem.ain far from the conviction of an everlasting life. They presume 
to make assertions or denials with mere words, but do not attain to rcaliza.
tion, ancl therefore cannot rise to tho plane of faith. 

He who cannot believe in immortality, must walk over many paths 
before attaining certainty, therefore no true religionist will take offense 
at our resorting in the present treatise, to means secured outsitlo of the 
Christian Religion in order that tho seeker may be lcatl to his goal. 

"Desire to receive the Spirit, aspire for rebirth in the Spirit! " This 
is the doctrine of the wisdom of all religions, and especially of our sub
lime Christian religion, tho founder of which Ilimsel£ said, Mark III, 28, 
29: "Verily I say unto you, all sins shall bo forgiven unto tho sons of 
men, and blasphemies wherewith' soever they shall bla.<~pheme : but he 
that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost hath neverforgiveness, but is 
in danger of eternal damnation." The above idea lies at tho bottom of this 
treatise. To seek the genius of the Spirit, to awake it, to draw it forth 
from its coverings of the flesh, to individualize it from the vanities of the 
world, Mohrland uses every available means as he knows that through the 
Spirit everythin~ can be discovered and attained, but without the Spirit 
the life of man IS a dead seed that will never germinate, much less bear 
fruits of Eternity. 

Fielding, Mohrland's disciple, had first tried everything to lead l1is 
friend, thirsting for Truth, to the well, by doctrines of faith ; but this was 
ineffectual because of the crust of worldly wisdom and skepticism and so 
ho was compelled to have his disciple experimentally wander through all 
the windings of life; first to kindle in himself the immortal spark and 
then to fan it into a blaze, before he could attain to the conviction of faith. 

True faith is the pillar of Christianity ; but it must lead to the cogni
tion of the Spirit, to regeneration; otherwise it is an evil, a false seed 
from which wickedness, superstition and confusion arise. For man can 
accustom himself to 8elieve silly and nonsensical things, wl1ile the facts 
of Christianity require the awakening of the Spirit that reveals the Truth 
to us. 

There are peoyle who believe tho fables of Indian fairy-tales ; but they 
materialize the Spirit, and would like to usc it for worldl.v ends: they ob
tain nothing thereby, and visibly drift toward perdition. The belief in :::.1-
fi.nite Spirit, in an Eternal Providence, a Redemption in the flesh, is the 
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indispensable condition for attaining that perfection of life that Christ 
requires of believers. 

Christ gives his followers two other vital powers, for gaining immortal
ity, or, as he calls it the Kingdom,- of Hope and Love. He who reaches 
out for immortality has a love for it and will finally realize its substance 
in himself. He who loves Immortality, desireR it ; he who has been for a 
long time desiring a thing, finally hopes for it. Love and Hope develop 
the inner man who at length comes forth into life in the full power of 
Faith. 

The Christian Religion first leads us nearer to Eternity through the ex
alted doctrines of love, and finishes her work by the power of faith. 
Faith is the never-failing seed from which grows the fulness of all life, 
all havpiness, and immortality. 

The precepts given b.Y Christ concerning the Power of Life, are so ex
alting, practical and plain, that we arc often astonished that we see 
them so seldom applied, and hence perceive adherents of Christianity lan
quishing in constant anguish and doubt, sorrow and misery, struggle and 
combat, poverty and sickness, whilst in the strength of faith there is con
tained the remedy against all the evils. 

Where is the man or woman not kindled to holy rapture at reading those 
verses that give so full assurance against all distress? (Math. VIII. 5-13, 
24-26. IX. 2, 27-30. XXI. 20-22. Mark V. 25-29, 34. VI. 5, 6.) 

It is easy to see that another faith is here meant than that we see in 
common life, and among theologists who only seek the literal meanin~. 
Faith here appears as a power of life, filling us with a Divine light. A 
man who truly believes, is as conscious of that agent as of his other inter
ests in life, and seeks to satisfy and exercise it. Not a mere blind belief 
is meant here, but that conviction which we realize as living in ourselves. 

All actions have their purpose, in conformity with 'vhich their proofs are 
revealed. If the purpose is good, then the action is good ; if not then we 
are on the wrong track. The purpose of faith is to generate the ever
lasting life in its, that which renews man, and calls him to a right exist
ence in regeneration. 

He who does not plainly realize the regenerated life in himself does not 
possess it, whatever he may read, write, or speak of it. 

To read the Bible is not sufficient, the true task consists in entering 
into its meaning, and incorporating that meaning into ourselves as a seed, 
and thus planting ourselves for the word of God and for eternity. 

The Bible is a. work of the Holy Ghost, but it is not the Holy Ghost 
itself. Those therefore to whom the Bible is everything, are very much 
mistaken ; the Bible must only guide us and we must realize its teachings 
in ourselves by practice. 

He who believes that the Word of God is in the Bible, believes rightly ; 
but he who thinks this belief is sufficient, deceives himself and perishes, 
becaus~ he did not seek the living Spirit in himself .• 

The Bible shows ns the way ; Christ is our example. We should walk 
according to the former, and imitate the latter in all the relations and con
ditions of our life. 

To fulfill the commandments of Christ is good ; but all his teachings 
regarding conduct are only the preparations for the higher goal, -the re-

tion of the Spirit and Regeneration. · 
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He who wants to carry the name of Christ by right, must come mto the 
Spirit ; he who shines in external knowledge, is only demonstrating the 
theses of the Scriptures by other theses from the same Soripttlres, is mov
ing in a circle of which he never finds the centre. 

Christ plainly declares the necessity of regeneration. (John 111. 1-5.) 
To be regenerated by the Spirit, and reborn in it, is the immutable pre

cept of our sublime religion; and we can only deplore that this funda
mental truth is so frequently overlooked and, instead of being confirmed 
by practice, is only demonstrated by quotations and argument. 

By what does man recognize himself to be regenerated? By his life
walk if he reforms and passes from the temporal on to the eternal. He 
sees it in the change of his sentiment, when he finds pleasure in eternal 
and unchangeable things only, when he considers all peri11hable things as 
a passing thought- with which to test and purify h1mself. 

lie will recognize it by the new senses appearing in him with which he 
sees also things invisible to the physical eye, hears sounds and words that 
come from no human mouth, yea, is internally renewed in all his organs by 
the illumination and aid of which he now looks into Eternity for Know
ledge and Guidance. 

I know there are many who do not believe ; but, that does not change 
the issue by a single hair; an eternal life b a verity in spite of them, it 
is in us and manifests itself if we seek earnestly. (see Math. VII. 7, 8). 

In these three commandments is contained the freedom, liberty, and 
power to win everything. He who incessantly seeks, unremittingly asks, 
and daily yea, sometimes hourly, knocks at the Gaoo of Eternity, will find 
and obtain what he is asking for, and gain the entrance into Eternity in 
the visible body. 

Christ calls us to the Kingdom of God ; now to enter the Spirit is also 
to enter the Kingdom. (see Luke XVII. 20, 21.) 

On this side we have to win the Kingdom, after death we lack the 
means. It is from the flesh we have to draw forth the Spirit that comes 
from God ; we can obtain it nowhere else. Or do you think, the Spirit 
comes uncalled for, and manifests itself without pains-taking and devotion? 
It cannot be; for even the bad spirits do not enter us unless we call them 
and open the door for them. 

Man has many propensities to sin, indeed, but they would not grow so 
dreaMully if we did not nurse them by craft and idleness, immorality 
and pride, ambition and haughtiness, calumny and thievishness. And if 
we give ourselves to one only of these satellites of bell, he opens the gates 
and doors for the others. llut fortunately the same is the ca.'\e with the 
man's virtues. He who cultivates hut one of them, as love, or faithful
ness, fear of God, humility, temperance, moral conduct, truthiulnes~, will, 
by and by have all the virtues which then will open the gate for Divine 
wisdom to enlighten him that is yet here, and strengthen as with its invin
cible powers. 

As we come closer to the matter we are explaining we find that it is not 
so ea"y as many think to obtain the true faith. Ceremonies arc not truth.i 
of faith; they are but means to obtain them. Let these externalities be 
eversomuch at variance with each other, provided we do not lose sight of 
the goal, we are safe. 

In the examples of our treatise the teacher could not even apply the 
Christian doctrines, because his disciple had no understanding or estP-em 
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for them. Ho was necessitated to penetrate into his interior by other 
teaching~, partly taken from Greek mythology, and thereby to awake the 
spirit. No; I ask: Has he done evil? No, he could not act otherwise, 
an<l Christians can take no offense if they are reasonable, and remember 
that God is in all beings. To know Him and to awaken His Spirit in us, 
this is the task ; if this is accomplished then the first day of a Christian 
career is fulfilled. To those who think this can be done in the orthodox way 
we say it is well, providetl you first give the seeker the capacity to learn in 
such waya; but if he does not have it then it must be awakenctl an<l 
brought forth. Au infiuel is like a child that must be educatetl before we 
~an employ it for any business however insignificant, and every child must 
be led according to its capabilities, then it will learn and allow itself to 
be educated. But if you proceed otherwise, it becomes stiff-necked and 
obdurate and may thu~ be spoiled for a life-time. Can we then blame 
Fielding for dealing with Silbert in the same way? 

Christ is the Sou of God ; but not as such dld he choose to come to men. 
He came rather to give them an example of how high they stand before 
God on the ladder of creation. Not as Son of God has Christ aided, but 
as a Man in order to teach us how to win the Kingdom, to ennoble ourselves 
for a better life, and to free ourselves of all the tribulations of our short 
earthly existence. 

\V c have shown thus far the powers of faith. Now we enter the circle 
of eternity, where the spirit puts itself in relation with spirits, acting 
upon or being acted upon by them according to the requirements of the 
ci t·cumst::mces. 

Chrigt has ovet·come everything by faith, and shown to man bow that 
power works. But he stancls higher yet through his being in immediate 
contact with the eternal forceg of Nature, with angels and spirits, and be
comes to us an irrefutable example of immortality. 

W c sec in His history, as in the narratives of this book, two principal 
classes of spirit apparitions, one acting subordinately, the other coming 
from the heavenly realm presenting themselved in perfect purity. 

The hellish or wicked spirits arc products vf our pervertecl desires, and 
prepare also a. transformation in us, but oue derivetl from u. hacl seed. All 
that man carries on and performs with zeal, becomes animated and takes 
the tlominiou in him. Speech, form, gesture, gait, all become subject to 
that power, so that it finally possesses him wholly, both as to thought and 
M~ . 

He who permits this new wicked self to rule undisturbed, is led by it 
through life with prudence antl .sagacity, and finally gets accustomed to 
confide exclusively in earthly forces antl to take eternal principles and in
fluences for fairy-tales. Such a man can with great effort, rise to a kintl 
of sham-faith; a belief in the power of true faith remains shut up 
from him. Relation to, and conversation with. spirits is an impossibility, is 
nonsens~ for him. and to every allusion to them he bas some objection 
suggested by the bad spirit he has generated in himself. The ability for 
prompt contradiction increases his obduracy, because he is pleased with 
the glittering illusion of his objections, which he considers .as a product of 
his fine reasoning. 

In our days things have gone so far that to be an agnostic and a reason
able man is one and the same. But as a compensation our physicians and 
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natural philosophers in the presence of the least spiritual phenomenon do 
not know what they are dealing with. 

Silbert cb.ose for his problem the conviction of Immortality. He could 
not in his condition of mind, that obstinate skepticism. reach it otherwise 
than by coming in contact with immortal spirits. His teachers saw this 
and pursued a plan laid out according to that perception. Not however 
until they had remo,•ed all foreign elements in him, or, to speak in biblical 
language cast out all the bad spirits and re-established in him the original 
human nature, did they succeed in leading him to the New Heaven, or the 
Kingdom, where he perceived new forms and, among them, the spirit of his 
own father. 

First he saw phantoms and spectres that tormented and hindered him, 
but by pains-taking and effort he succeeded in ridding himself of this bad 
company. We meet the same apparitions with Caroline Rupert, \Vho, but 
for outside help would have succumbed to their destructive influences. 

Christ also calls these forces "spirits" and ••devils," as though they were 
something beside ourselves, something separate. But this must not mis
lead us ; for while, as to their effect they are something outside of us, in
as much as, especially when they have to depart, they do so as apparent 
beings, and only by force,- as agents they were one with us, mental ex
crescences which had to be amputated if we wanted to come again into 
full oneness with ourselves. 

The purified man stands as a perfected unity, and nothing can di!;turb 
his soul any longer. The obdurate and clark man is also a complete unity 
and rebels against the dissolution that sooner or later must take place in 
his soul. This dissolution is visibly manifested, by the images of his 
dreams ; a kind of insanity ; and visions of phantoms. The first kind is 
irrefutable because all men experience it. The second has been registered 
among the physical diseases, and its cure is usually attempted by physical 
remedies. The third belongs to the ridiculed and discredited things that 
are rejected as fraud.<J and tlelusions, in spite of tho most evident proofs. 

Uncommon experiences, misfortunes, remorse, fear of death, sometimes 
shake man's obduracy, and arouse force3 in him opposite to his usual state; 
a struggle ensues in which the former desires and passions present them
selves as images and fight for the preservation of their dominion, and it 
may sometimes happen that the number of such phantoms becomes legion. 
If a man or woman, in such a condition feels the power to give strength 
to the better and purer nature and lift it up to its original dignity, then 
these phantoms flee, and by and by the individual that was previously tor
mented by them, comes out of such struggle as one reborn, to whom 
heaven is opened and angels themselves sing hymns of praise. 

That is the course in the examples narrated in this book, and in the 
same way Christ dealt with the obsessed or those tormented by bad 
spirits. To confirm this, let us review some of his works in his his
tory, and hear his own words about them. (Math. VIII. 16, 28-32, x. 
7, 8. XV. 22, 28. XVII. 14-20. Mark. I, 23-26, 32, 34. 

'V e see by these passa~es bow closely the spirits of the Scriptures resem
ble those treated by Mohrland ; for we find them in all cases most inti
mately connected with the qualities of the pe~on and have to regard them, so 
to speak, as mental excrescences that have become overpowering by their 
growth. They have interior knowledge and seem to know that Christ has 
power over them, and who he is. . G 1 
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But by all these powers and experiences Immortality is not yet forcibly 
demonstrated; therefore Mohrland leads his disciple through the whole 
legion of apparitions, in order to finally render him capable of seeing the 
New Heaven and 'there to gather new knowledge. 

In the Bible, especially in the Old Testament, there are many examples 
of men who had attained to such an identity with the Eternal ; but let us 
content ourselves with referring to some of those in the New Testament, 
in order to supply tho reader with the means for his own further research. 
(l\hth. XVII. 1-5. Luke VIII. 11-13, 1~-20.) 

Let this small number suffice. Those who wish to read more, we refer to 
tho books of Moses, the Prophets, and the latt~r history of Israel, and they 
will everywhere me~t with examples of this kind. 

To conquer death is the highest task given to mankind by Christ. But 
many have become doubtful and think that if such a thing is possible to 
the Son of God, the natural man may not dare to think of such perfection 
for himself. But I say it again: Christ is given as an example to man; 
what he has done, man also shall do, what he has accomplished man alsG 
can accomplish. At this people may be astonished ; antl many will accuse 
mo of exagget·ation, or even Llaspherity. But I trust in the sentence that 
everything is forgiven except the sin against theSpirit; Him I seek ! Anti 
in Him speak the truth that is infallible because it comes from Him. 

Christ is our example and to imitate him is our duty. Now the question 
is hO\v do we imitate him? \Vo do as he has done. This is easily saiJ. 
but how is it possible'? \V e answer : The Spirit helps. He who does 
not h:we that, is a lost member, and cannot even comprehend the works, 
let alone do them. 

What has Christ done? He has brought help where it was needed, by 
the power of Spirit taught in tho synagogues, healed the sick, resus~tated 
the dead, cast out devils aml fim.lly robbetl death of its sting. " But" objects 
one, "if all did so, one would have to displace tho other, for otherwise we 
would have no one to teac!h, to heal to re;;uscitate, in short all social life 
would have to be transformed I" 

"True," we answer, ''everyone would be taught by the. Spirit, diseases 
would disappear, and death be banished from the earth. Would that be 
so bad after all ·? " 

(CONCLUDKD IN OUR 'NEXT.] 

SPIRITUAL SCIE~CE OF HEALING. 

TrrE basic principle of Spiritual Science is that there is but one sub 
stancP., viz., Spirit; from which, and by which all things were and are 
created. This assertion does not imply, as many erroneously suppose, the 
clcnial of the existence of the visible universe of matter. \Vhat is tau.,.ht 
antl implied is, briefly, as follows. God, the Creative Force, Life. Energy, 
anti Intelligence, is Spirit; and was before all visible things. This Crea
tive Force or Principle is omnipresent, and the material or visible universe 
is but the concentration in visible form of ideas of Spirit. Consequently, 
the essential substance of matter is Spirit. The material universe is but 
the expression or outshowing of Creative Spirit. Spirit, God, is not a 
person in the ordinary meaning ()f ~he word person ; nevertheless He (and 
She also, for Spirit is both male ;ll l female, and God is both Father and 
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Mother), has personality in mankind. Man is spiritual, the expression 
of Spirit, and m his true being, his inmost and REAL SELF, is good and 
perfect ; for the Spirit is good, and all things created by Spirit are good. 
The Good is omnipresent. Evil only exists by and with the consent of 
the lower animal soul of man. Evil does not spring from any self-existent 
principle of evil, for there is no such principle; it can only exist as a per
version of that, which is in its essence, good. People talk of "evil spirits," 
but there are no such beings ; what are called evil spirits are merely unde
veloped souls. This is not a denial of those conditions termed evil, for 
such conditions do exist. But it is denied that these conditions arise from 
any principle or power of evil. Evil is conceived and born of ignorance, 
and when ignorance is dispelled evil disappears. The basic principle of 
Spiritual Science Healing is founded upon the concentration of the mind 
upon an ideal,- the idea of health as it is found in the REAL SELF, that 
is perfect in every respect. In doing this, there is no neces.<>ity of deny
ing the physical condition of disease, for that condition does, through 
ignorance and a perversion or undevlopment of good, exist; and it woulJ 
be folly to deny it. But as in disease the dominant thought or idea of 
disease controls the physical organism, it is sought by concentrating the 
mind upon the perfection of health, found in the REAL MAN, to restore the 
body to the dominance of the REAL SELF, and in proportion as the rcal&elj 
regains control of the body, the patient is healed. 

Such, in brief is the Spiritual Science of Healing. The explanation 
and demonstration of the truth of the principles here .briefly sketched 
can best be given in classes by competent teachers of Spiritual Science. 

. Cn.as. \V. CLOsE, S. S. D. . 
Bangor Maine. 

FAMILIAR SUNDAY AFTERNOON TALK. 

[By Hinm E. Butler, before the Society Eeoterio of Boatou.) 

THERE is one thought that seems most prominent in our mind this after
noon that will undoubtedly give rise to many others. It seems to take tho 
form of the soul's aspiration toward the Supreme, viz: Oh, that we had 
power to reveal the facts of human existence in a manner adapted to 
human intelligence. There are so many forces and principles that aro 
acting upon and through the human mind and body, -.... feelin...,.s, and 
emotions that are known to us in our experiences that, could we b;:t open 
our eyes and see and understand the multitude and variety of causes anJ 
effects that operate in our own organism, wo woulJ think at once that we 
had never yet lived, that the present lifo was truly a dream and devoid of 
any real consciousness. \Ve arc, while living in tho five senses, like 
one down in a cavern beneath the surface of the earth where 
no sunlight can penetrate, where no consciousness of real existence upon 
the surface can be known. The real, can and will never be known to us, 
until we make it the study of our lives to understand the methods of laws 
and principles. · 

On first ani val in Boston we met a gentleman who stands prominent be
fore the world as a writer and advanced thinker, and he aske(l : .. Do you 
expect to do a work here in Boston?" ·we answered, "That is what wo 
came here or, to present to the people's mind the laws and principles gov-
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erning their own being and that relate them to the cause-world." He said, 
" Well if you find a people that are ready to begin the consideration of prin
ciples you will do better than I expect." It is not hard to get a hearing and 
to please the mind of the public when we talk about matters that reL'lte t:> the 
senses, to the physical world and to our physical relatedness to the uses 
here, but when we begin to talk about the methods of principles and our 
relatedness to them, tlwt requires a quality of mind so mterior and so un
usual in the ordinary walks of life that there are but few who can appre
ciate or understand its bearings. 

Now we wish to make you understand what we mean by principles, and 
the difference between prineiplcs and laws. It is somewhat difficult to 
define clearly a principle in Nature; that, relates to tho quality of subtle 
forces, and governs effect, and the uses and relatedness of those uses em
bodied in elements, while laws, are the modes of operation of the forces 
of creative energy. 

There is a direct relatedness between laws ancl principles, for without 
the one, the other is unknown. They are related to each other like the 
lesson that Paul gave his students in regard to faith and works,-" that 
faith alone without works was dead." In other words, works with
out fttith arc impossible, so principles without laws are impossible. Laws, 
arc the methods for the expression of principles in the works of the natural 
world. ·when we say tho natural we do not wish to be understood that we 
mean only the physical worhl, for the word natural comprehends every
thing that is, tho spirit of God included. Tho only pure natural is the 
workings of the Infinite min1l. A principle then governs the use of a. law
but a principle lies at the ba.c;e of everything. For instance ; we may illu.c;. 
trato it by the laws found operative in the different departments of chem
istry, different chemical combinations producing by virtue of the law 
innate and active within them certain results. The principle involve1l in 
chemistry is found by the results that follow, and their relation to us and the 
needs of our present existence. Then principles and wisdom are directly 
related, one to the other; while that we call 'Visdom is related more 
closely to la\V; principles arc related mortJ directly to mind or reason. 

'Vlten we begin to try to understand the laws and principles governing 
our own existence, having found the central thought that we ha,•e been in 
times past trying to give you, namely: that all things in the universe are 
but thought-forms and thought-crystallizations, and as thought is the 
cause next behind the phenomena, therefore, the principles embodied in 
the thought g-overn the expression of the thing thougl1t about, aucl the 
government of the expression should be by the wisdom of an Infinite mind. 

What we want then is wisdom. This can only be obtained by the highest 
attributes of our nature, which is first, love; afterwards, intelligence. These 
two Sweden borg callc(l; "love and wisdom," we should prefer calling 
them, love ancl understanding. "\Vhen these two are united, love 
is made to serve according to its own law, the methods of which we 
have endeavored to set forth in the" Seven Creative Principles" in its 
work of creating worlds. We have there carried out, we think to it9 ulti
mate the methods of that principle of love, in the preservation and 
government of onr own bodies, our minds nod our spiritual existence: and 
to-day we will say further that the principle of love is the method by which 
we can reach out and lay hold upon the mind that governs the creative 
energies, call it down into the centre of our own being and apply the 
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qualities thus ga.there<l-u3ually called inspiration, for it comes by the loves 
out-reaching toward your own highest ideal of God- and that out-reaching 
desjre Ura\Vs into and incorporates in the vit:l.l!i of your own existence the 
qualities of the thing you desire. Thus as you incorporate the quali
ties of the thing you desire in the centre aml vitals of your own being, it 
at once takes form by the form1.tive process that we have given under the 
law of Order (chapter 3 Page 57, of the "Seven Creative Principles,") which 
is the most active one in alllivingcreatures. 'Vhen it has taken its own nor
mal form in our inner consciousness it then by the natural course of our uwn 
physical body enters into the qualities of. the blood, forms a part of tho 
vitality of our body and when it is thrown upon the brain we sense it, and 
then it becomes to us a rcvehtion. Therefore, you see that reeclaliun is 
not what we have heretofore thought it to be, viz., simply the process of 
some individual coming to n'i antl telling us something that we hatl not 
known before; but revelatiott in this sense is the normal workings of the 
God-principle within us. 

'V e have heen correctly told by the ancient writt>rs that, "God is lo\'C," 
and love is the prime factor in all the work of creation aiHl by th:tt prime fac
tor we gather the Divine essences antl incorporate them into our organism, 
and as we clo so, they actually produce a chemical change in the physical 
body, and the physieal body, is by virtue of these chcmieal dunges. cle\·atcd 
from a mere animal existence, governed by the attractions and sympathies 
of animal life, to a condition that will be attracted anti go\'ernctl by those 
principles that the highest attributes of our nature have determined, and 
inspired, and formulated into the· organic qualities of our nature. Thus 
by the appliance of that principle of prayer, which is the sincere desire of 
the heart for t.he principle or highest attribute of which our intelligence is 
capable of conceiving- which is the highest ultimate of our nature, we 
\\;11 inspire of that element by ~he usc of prayer,- for there i.J nothing of 
which you can conceive but that actually exists, and no matter where it 
exists, you can by this proceRs <lraw it into an<l incorporate it in your own 
organism, and when you have done so, it becomes the dominant over the 
other lower attributes of your nature, ancl thus it is to you a stepping 
stone, or a round upon a ladder, by which you by virtue of this process 
of mind step upon a higher round, an<l as you do so the horizon seems to 
go back and the vision becomes greater. Your understanding of laws and 
principles is at once expanded and the a.'lpirations are again enabled to 
reach yet higher. We say ladder, for it is exactly the same law, because 
mechanics, even in its cruder forms, is only the expression of Divine law, 
and is the law of mind. Thus you are limited by the capacity of your 
own mind i. e. your mental state. Supposing the ladder was standing be
fore you here; the top was very high. You go to the ladder ancl attempt 
to ascend. Yon reach your hand up to the highest round possible for your 
stature. When you have taken hold of that round and placed your foot 
upon the first, the next is beyond your reach, until you raise the body by 
the hand and the foot, and as soon as you have done so you are then able to 
mount the next that before was out of your reach. So by this law of the 
soul's aspiration toward your own highest idecl, you draw in and incor
porate the qualities of that ideal, and lift your nature one round upon the 
ladder, and as you do so you are enabled to grasp with the same ease the 
round that was before out of your reach, that you did the one that was 
within your reach before. Therefore, we ascend step by step upGthe lad 
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der of attainment by virtue of this one law, this one principle, of ever 
livin~ up to and desiring the qualities of our own highest ideal, whatever 
that tdeal may be. . 

Our ideal of God, heaven, superior existence, are all characterized by 
virtue of the innate qualities of our own nature. We cannot change the 
qualities, only by applying law and method. Now Divine law and method 
are exactly on the spiritual side what they are on the mechanical side. 
Therefore the ability is in our natures to acquire attainments that are 
so far beyond anything that we have any ideal of to-day, that. if an angel 
should descend from the highest.heavens and picture to our intelligence 
the ultimates that are within reach, in the present life, we could not believe 
it; we would pronounce it at once an impossibility. 

The object of our meetings here, and of talking over these subjects from 
time to time, is to get the mind of the people to think upon these things, 
and to go to work and put these methods in practice ; and if each of us 
put them to practical use we would at once begin to rise into the sublime 
heights of knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, so that all differences of 
opinion would pass away; all the causes of inharmony, estrangement and 
disagreeable feelings becoming a thing of the past; even sickness, sorrow, 
pain, and finally, "The last enemy death, would have passed away, and 
become a thing to be thought of, only a.i belon~ng to an age of dark
ness when man had no consciousness of a real extstence. 

One of the ancient writers said : " Y e are dead! " Yes, the time will come 
when some that are here this afternoon will look back to this period of 
their existence and realize the force of those words: " ye are dead I •• -
that is devoid of all real consciousness. 

As we go through life there are many and varied conditions thrown upon 
us; they enter into our feelings ; they enter into our emotions ; they effect 
our life; they restrain our efforts or augment our exertions. \V e never 
think to inquire why it is, and attribute them to the natural influences 
that are acting in our bodies. In the morning we feel bright, cheerful, 
happy, energetic and vivacious. We undertake the duties of life. Per
haps tho day runs well until toward the evening, then we meet some per
son and exchauge a few words with him ; he goes on about his business, we 
attempt to go on about ours- we find our way obstructed, we have lost 
our vivacity and energy, we think we are getting tired, etc. By-and-by 
when the time comes so that our eyes are opened to see the subtle influ
ences that surrounds persons ; we find that each indi-vidual we meet is a 
little worM and as such has an atmosphere as literally as the atmosphere 
that surrounds our planet, and that this atmosphere is the sublimated 
esscnC'e of tho qualities of that individual, and whatever qualities are 
most active in the individual are imparted to us .when we come into Lis 
atmosphere. He in turn will take from us the elements of our nature. 
By virtue of the law of desire, the strongest takes from the weakest. 

This is not oil; individual thoughts are things, and we are walkin"' 
through a sea of mind or thought formations. Could your eyei be opened 
so that you could see the atmosphere as you walk through this city, filled 
with all kinds of formations of hate. passion, lust, etc., qualities of thoughts 
and principles that actuate men, and beholtl them as they are; it would be 
to you like looking into some vitiated pool of water that is filled with all 
kinds of imaginable filth. This atmosphere is so filled with all the quali
ties of the lowest principles that are active in the human mind that it is 
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a marvel that there are any moral persons in it. Every man and woman 
would then be seen as a spring of water, a personal fountain from which 
there would be seen emanr.ting the qualities of his or her nature in all ita 
varied forms, thus fllling the atmosphere around with their qualities, 

.let them be what they may. 
It is a good thing for us that we cannot see these qualities and the kind 

of thoughts that are being thrown off by the masses, for we would be 
horror-stricken. How often we find people of polish and culture 
that we . think npon first meeting them are almost angels, but who 
if you could see the emanations of their natures, the serpentine venom that 
is disseminated from their bodies, you would find that they are fountains 
of the vilest contamination. No man or woman can harbor in their 
body disease or even error in any of its forms without becoming a spring 
of vice, and fllling the very atmosphere with it. 

I have often wondered that children are even as good as they are. Did 
we not have that Divine principle of spirituality, keeping pace all the time 
with these principles of evil in the world. the human family would long 
since have become extinct, but God, the spirit that animates all being, is 
vigilant and Counteracts in our children to a great extent the invisible in
fluence that we and others are throwing around them. Children are sen
sitive while they are forming a character, and it is fortunate for us that 
•• God Rules." 

How often we find children after they get, between six and twelve years 
of age, who are vicious in character and hard to control, that, after tht>y 
pass that age, a sudden change comes over them, and they become thought
ful, active, energetic in the right. We cannot account for it, but when we 
look into the interior qualities we find that during the time of childhood 
they were sensitive; they were affected by the emanations of the human 
minds around them and they yielded to it, having had no development 
of the will. But as they yielded, that Divine principle within them was con
stantly struggling against it. As they grew more mature in mind, every 
time they did something that was wron~, (conscience,) as says our 
Mother Church, smote them; tho God w1thin them rebelled against it. 
They were sorry for this and that, until finally the spirit of God, their 
higher nature, got control of the will. Perhaps we would not recognize 
that it was really spirituality that controlled the will, but we should re
member that God is working by uses in the world, and it is just as neces
sary that we should store the mind with knowledge, and an understanding of 
methods by which we may take care of the body and provide for 
its necessities, as it is to seek for spiritual consciousness. Therein 
the spirit of the highest is being our servant, laboring in us and for us 
with all diligence, to make us what we should be. But we can have much 
to do with helping in that direction, and those of us who are impelled to 
talk of these subjects before the world, are led to do so by the same 
principle that impels the child to change its course and turn its at
tention to its studies. It is the same Divine principle that has gotten 
control of the organism and will ; and we work because we desire to work, 
hut the desire is created by virtue of the active principle of the Divine 
mind. Now we are either willing subjects of that Infinite mind or we are 
blind servants, for it must be one or the other. 

We are governed by laws, which are the method.ct of Nature, and 
cannot be countervened without our suffering. We are gove~n~'l by 
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absolute law, as much so as the most rigid edict that was ever laid down by 
a father or mother to govern the child, and we cannot in the slightest 
degree transgress that law without being punished for that transgression. 
That, being so, if we stop ami think we will recognize at once that this active 
law is the law of the Infinite soul, who is laboring in all things in Nature, 
as well as in you and me, with a definite object in view, and an ultimate 
that has been maturell by a superior intelligence ; and no creature in the 
universe can escape going forward to that ultimate, but we have our choice, 
thus far to work as blind slaves, or as sons and heirs of one common father. 
This i:o; our free agency and all the free agency that remains to us. If we 
wish to work as sons and co-workers of God, then we should begin with the 
highest attribute God has revealed in us, which is Love. That love, re
member, should be polarized, directed toward God-wisdom-the knowl
edge of the laws and methods of our Father in creation. When this is 
done we have come to the foot of the ladder where we can ascend, as we have 
been showing you, step by step, as we incorporate the higher attributes of 
being, and as those attributes chemically change the qualities of our nature 
and by virtue of this change eliminate the grosser elements, and 
organized in us the finer quality. · 

By the nature of these qualities we are capable of understanding, and 
thus becoming participants in wisdom. "'Vhat is wisdom?" says one. 
We h:we it defined as the uiscrete, proper, correct use of knowledge, and 
that is true. Another defines it as inspired thought ; well that is true ; 
but from the ordinary idea of inspiration it is false. Wisdom is the 
mind attributes of the superior world, that ha<J at the centre of every
thing the law of use, and that mind that oversees and comprehends all 
things that are in the universe with a perfect understanding and perc~p
tion, is the mind that we call God. To get wisdom is simply to inspire, 
draw in and formulate the principle in our own being, made out of the 
qualities of that superior mind, and thus make of our own physical exist
ence the very centralization of that unknowable mind that we call God. 
Now this is a wond('rful thought, yet it is all plain and simple, and apJ.tlies 
itself to tl1e ordinary principles of our nature which are most harmo
nious with the law of happiness, with enjoyment of life. "\\. e all know that 
we :t re so distorted by the present conditions of life that we have lost all 
sight and consciousness of the principle of Divine love which is the aeti ve 
phenomenon of life. We all know there is no enjoyment in this world like the 
enjoyment that comes through pure love and, vice versa, love of the pure, 
and no man or woman can exist unless. at the centre of their being, there 
is the active principle of love which is life, and without love there would 
be no life, therefore strive to go to the centre of your being and love the 
almighty principle which creates thought and enables you to act in the 
right way, and it will produce in you the greatest possible enjoyment, by 
keeping ever active the love of the pure and incomprehensible, and subordi
nating every other principle in nature, every other condition by which we are 
surrounded, making every desire, subordinate to that o11e desire, viz. the 
love of the Supreme. When we can maintain that attitude then we are 
in the attitude described a few moments ago, then we will commence to 
ascend the ladder, then we will move in harmony with the highest, until 
finally the morning sunlight of the Infinite day will dawn upon onr con
sciousness, and then we will know what it is to understand that law of love 
and understanding that will bring to ns the Paradise of God here in the body. 
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THE SOUL THAT SLEEPS. 

"Tell me not in m01U'Dlul uumbem 
Life ia but an empty dream, 

For the soul ia dead, that alumbem 
And things are uot what they aeeru." 

247 

To him who has come to a soul-consciommess, che sentiment of this 
beautiful verse of America's greatest poet has a most deep and serious 
significance. Sleep, as applied to the soul, is remarkably syn'Jnymous of 
deat/1. The soul that slumbers is for the time being dead, even as the ex
ternal man is dead to outward things when he is Yisited by sleep. The 
longest night is but a moment of time to him who sleeps at case. All un
c.onscious to trouble, to joy, to external emotions, he is for the time being 
dead. The illustration as applied to the soul is forcible in the extreme. 

It is of vital importance that a soul-consciousness is attained early in 
life; on this, everything depends. Until this state is brought about, the 
man is constantly umler a cloud of anxiety; there is perpetual inharmony 
between the outer and the inner, an<l this inharmony will continue until 
the two become as one. 

The souls of most men being in an u_nconscious condition, are practically 
buried beneath the mountains of external, worldly affairs, and except in a 
few rare instances, little thought is given the real man, till oM age shows 
the urgent necessity of something being done in the matter. Then the 
awakening takes place, and often the remainder of earth life is full of 
regrets because of lost opportunities in youth. 

This age is one of business. Men strive for high places in buJiness 
circles and, sa(l to relate, too often ignore the methods taken to gain suprem
acy over their fellow-men. Excellence in all affairs of the world in 
wliich we have been placed, is a thing sincerely to be desired. It is a 
part of the Divine plan that we get the greatest possible results from any 
and all environments in which we find ourselves, and upon a thorou6h un
derstanding of this important point depends our spiritual advancement. 

There are men who believe in laboring only for the spiritual. The be
lief is right but the method pursued is too often wrong. The consistent 
honorable business man who faithfully meets the numerous (lutics of his 
daily life with his fellow-man ; who carries his christian principles into 
his office and ever remembers them, is the highest ideal of manhood. 
Although he cannot advocate the christian ideas which mould his life by 
much talking, yet his deportment in its uprightness, is a constant living ex
ample for good, and all who come within his influence cannot fail to re
ceive a greater or lesser amount of benefit. 

Such an one realizes that he possesses a soul, an inner life, and knowing 
this, the man will need no advice or guidance from his fellowheings. The 
faithful ever present Christ-principle within, is always ready and anxious 
to advise and counsel in all the difficulties which beset our daily lives. 

And how may this most desirable state of affairs be brought about? 
There are a multitude of roads leading to the goal, each characteristic of 

and adapted to the individual peculiarities and needs of the one who journeys 
thereon. Everyman is invited tocommencethejourney,andhe is not obliged 
to go to any one for advice in order to find out which of the many routes laid 
down, he shall pursue. There is but one for him and that one will be 
made plain if he will bring himself into position to take the first step. 
Herein lies the greatest apparent difficulty. 
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It is 1'0 hard to begin. It requires so much independence to break with 
those environments and influences which have held us back, and step forth 
into the pure sunlight of freedom,of soul-life. 

This acquisition of a knowledge of an inner, a higher principle, is what 
Christ meant in those memorable words "Y e must be born again," and 
ever since that time men have sought to know what should be done in order 
that this new birth may be brought about. 

That all must be born again is little questioned even by doubters of the 
holy writ. Nearly all are agreed upon this one point, namely, that even as· 
the law of gravitation tends to drag everythmg material downward, so 
does the principle of degeneration perpetually exert its downward influ
ence upon the human mind. 

There may be endless arguments as to why this is so and as to the wis
dom of the existence of such a principle, but the fact ever remains 
self-evident and as demonstrable n.s the great law of gravitation itself, 
which ever confronts us. One simple illustration may show the matter in 
its natural bearinl?' and force, at the same time giving the point greater 
clearness. We w11l instance our Public Garden (than which none more 
beautiful can be found), we will imagine it, as it usually presents itself in 
the summer season, with its wealth of verdure, its numerous beds of flowers 
of every kind and in all stages of cultivation ; its well kept walks, its at
tractive lawns, its fountains, statues, in fact the Public Garden of Boston 
in its grand perfection as known to all the world. Careful oversight by 
skilled attendants preserve the beauty of the scene, and without this care, 
the beautiful spot would go back through principles of degeneration to 
its natural condition, and in tho course of time present to the looker-on, 
simply a reflex of any ordinary landscape. 

This is too patent a fact to require elaboration or detail. The principle 
is universal in animate as well a.<J inanimate Nature, as may be easily 
demonstrated by incidents which each individual may readily recall. 

Knowing therefore that in the present state of the world's development, 
man naturally tends to sinfulness, would it not be wise to leave all argu
ment out of the question, accept tho true facts and seek at once the 
remedy? An<l the remedy is at band. It is not in some far away coun
try, where to reach it, time and money must be freely lavished. It is be
foro us, around us, even seeks to enter our lives in spite of our rebellious, 
repellant attitude. 

But we sleep! Upon our spiritual vision tho natural mists of degenera,. 
tion casts a blur, and our wills are benumbed, our higher faculties forgot
ten. Blintlly unconscious, we drift through the external duties of life, 
lukewarm, indifferent, antl with little real interest or pleasure even in the 
worl<l with which our whole being seems intlentified. 

"Y e must be born again." 1Vhat does it all mean? Must I accept Chri14t 
in order that my soul may como to its rightful stage of conscious exist
ence '! 1V e answer, accept His example. If you doubt the existence of 
tho Christ you can at le:Lft endorse the doctrines which the New Testament 
sets forth. Embrace the truth wherever found and the truth of Christ's 
doctrines will make you free, will release your true being from the bond
age of subjection to the senses, and to outward influences. Will bring to 
your life harmony and absence of anxiety. 'Vill in fact prove to you that 
as there is a law in the universe more potent than gravitation, a law which 
bears the suns and planets of our system, superior to the downtD '(d fo~ 
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so will the Divine love principle bear us safely through all ad verse influ
ences and prove a never-failing power in the struggle against <legencration. 

There is no absolute rules for guidance in attaining to this possession 
of the Christ principle. The question is not of the world- the external 
world in which we mingle from day to day ; it is purely of an interior, 
occult nature and each individual may possess it by a constant adherence 
to daily duties and harmonious conformity to his individual conditions in 
life. The very simplicity, the state of childish faith to which all must 
conform, seems in itself a barrier to many who would embrace Christ and 
his teachings. Could those teachings become plain to them through a 
mathematical course of reasoning or through scientHic deductions, they 
would speedily be adopted. 

All struggles, all anxiety, all thought of selfish aims must cease, and a 
simple existence of passivity be established, in order that this matter of 
soul-birth may come to its ultimate. 

One great hindrance in the way of attaining this priceless boon of soul. 
consciousness, is the proneness to worship personalities instead of princi
ples. The Master neither asked nor expected admiration of himself as 
an indivitlual. He repeatedly emphasized the bet th:1.t the principles 
which he promulgated, and not his personality, were to be sought and hid 
hold of as possessions above the wealth of the world. 

Personality is as unenduring and fleeting as the present m:~.ke up of our 
earth-eonstitutecl bodies. Even as the physic:J.l L0dy of Christ was dis
figured, changed in outward form, soon r('turning to dust, so is personality 
·and individuality perpetually susceptible to ch:mge, progression aml re
trogression. But principle, that principle exemplified in Christ aml 
which to-day is a more potent influence th:m ever h:lfore ; tlwt qn:tlity is 
etemal, even as the soul which through the crucifixion, the trials of the 
cross is drawn from the gross, t.he earthly, and rising superior to death 
and its terrors, commences its endless journey toward that state of perfec
tion to which n.t la.st it has awakened. 1Y orship no m:t.n, Lut ever seck 
that satisfaction and peace which can be possessed only Ly a. desire for 
truth and infallible principles. 

Through experience -oft times bitter ann hard to bear, thronp;h trials, 
mistal{es and the divers heart-rending incidents of life, the birth of the 
soul takes place. Even as the natural birth is associated with tlit·e suffer
ing so is the same law applicable to the spiritual birth. Even as the 
fonuer is as.;ociated with bitterness, grief and tears, so is the birth of the 
soul into higher realms, fraught with deepest sorrow aml keenest suffer
ings. Even as unconsciousness attends our advent to earth, so in after
life are we ignorant of the time of our spiritual birth, and oft times we 
fail to see our true position until years of desolation have swept their 
darksome shadows past and beyond us, and we glance backward. Then 
do our hearts seem filled with love divine, and for the first time we realize 
the meaning of thosl-' trials, crucifixions and sufferings which ushered us 
into the higher relationship. After the cross has been bourn, after the 
battles have been fought, after the self-hood, the love of personality has 
been surrendered and the principle embraced, then and not till then, can 
we understand that all these trials were necessary to the life aml well bl•ing 
of the- infantile soul. 

1Y e cannot understand these afllictions while unconscious. As well at. 
tempt to argue or explain to a man in a dream, his peculiar st ·te; his e[::trs 
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hear not, his eyes see not, his brain is in another world of action, and the 
higher faculties sleep. When in the course of the operation of God's divine 
will the dreamer awakes, then we may advise with him as to the incorrect
ness of the phantasies of which he ha.& dreamed, and hold up to him the 
light of truth that he may see the path for future journeyings. 

If we could only treat this subject with that desire for. simplicity which 
the Master so frequently sought to inculcate into the hearts of his hearers, 
we would possess at once the magic key which admitJ all to the inner sanct
uary of christian life. 

If we could thoroughly convince ourselves that the laws of God r.re 
ever operating to aid us, ever present in all situations and v<lnditions, it 
might be easier for us to re:1.lize the uses and advantages of a higher life. 
But, alas! we look in the opposite direction. Through that principle of 
degeneration which we have seen acts with universal effect, we actually 
strive for the attainment of those objects, which are not only useless, but 
hindrances to our soul-development. Oh, that we could be children of 
nature, to that extent, that we coulJ learn her numberless lessons of sim
plicity, and profit thereby I That we coul<l comprehend that every produc
tion of earth, is furnished in its direct vicinity with all the means for 
growth and perfection. 

"If God so clothe the grass of the field which to-day is and to-morrow is 
cast into the oven shall he not much more clothe you? Oh ye of little faith." 
Every condition for development is brought to the flower, the grain, the tree 
and they all attain to the perfect use for which they were areated. without 
effort, except through the unconscious exercise of inherent God-given 
qualities. 

The same great principles surround mau and permeate his very exist
ence. All the means of salvation anJ Jevelopment of the inner life, are within 
his reach. Being universal, everywhere present and nowhere super-abundant, 
he can always by simple desire, breathe the air of Christ's promise in all 
its purity antl eternal advantages. From his immediate environment, and 
tlwt alone, he can obtain all that is needful to his spiritual life. As well 
expect the flower at the brook-side, by perpetual strivings, to change its 
source of nourishment from its home by the water's edge, to that of the 
mountain lily, as for man to seek growth or progression in another's sphere 
of life. 

Each individual in both conscious nncl uncomcious life, possesses an envi
ronment peculiarly his own, and in that environment exist all the conditions 
and allvant:lges necessary for the perfection and ultimation of all the in
herent powers. Simple conformity to natural laws and resources is 
only necessary tl1at the highest state of development on earth may be 
reacheu, while struggle for different surroundings, anJ anxiety for higher 
conditions act only as barriers to spiritual attainments. 

And s:> let us wend our way along this mysterious pathway of life, 
performing our work with faithful, consistent desires for possessing a correct 
knowledge of the Higher will. Always ready to sacrifice what appears 
our personal interest, ancl uphold principles of right with an earnestness 
which never ib.gs. To so discharge present duties, that the future will brin~ 
us only satisfaction. In fact, give as little thought to the future as possi
ble, for the morrow will surely be a season of pleasantne3s, if due care is 
centered on the demands of to-day. 
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However humble our work, however apparently insignificant the po:ii
tion we hold in the world's busy workshop, yet we can always find grand 
opportunities for use, and golden occasions for making a moment's happi
ness for some hungry soul, into whose sphere of life we may be thrown. 
If we desire these noble ends constantly, our lives will speedily open to 
that divine light of wisdom and peace which all may have who wish. 
'Vhen this joyful state is really possessed by us, then are we truly "re
deemed." Then are we no longer dead. For then, the soul even while 
our lower self is wrapped in sleep, is ever conscious, and bears witness to 
the fact by constant watchfulness over the weaknesses of our ph!f<Jical 
being, which has earned this care by the struggles incident to the subjuga
tion of all that is gross and foreign to its tt·ue welfare. 

. c. H. MACKAY. 

THE POWER OF THOUGHT. 
" Guard well thy t/aoughu ; thy thoughts are heard in Heaven." 

THE one thing which chains cannot bind, dungeon cannot hold, and in
quisition cannot destroy, is human thought. 
If-as some modern physiologists believe- thoughts were a i!ecretion of 

the brain, as the bile is a secretion of the liver, a thought would be lost as 
soon as it was expresl'!ed, and we would have to wait for the brain to re
cuoorate its power, and to form and secrete another one like it, before we 
could have twice, the same thought. vVe would have to be careful . not to 
express our thoughts or impart our knowledge to others, as by doing so it 
would be lost to ourselves. Thoughts and ideas are entities, and exist inde
pendently of the perception of man; they do not neell man for their exist
ence, but man needs them to enable him to think. 

Thoughts and ideas, set in motion by the will, move through space ; a 
thought set in motion in the astral ether resembles the expanding ripples 
upon the surface of a lake ; a thought projected to a destination by the 
power of an adept may be compared to an electric current passing with 
lightning velocity through space. Thoughts directed toward an ohject 
are like a mountain-stream rushing toward that object , and if the will!i of 
sever.U. persons combine to direct it, it grows in extension and force, pro
vided their wills are single-minded and without any secondary designs. 

If a thought-current cannot reach the sphere of mind of the individ
ual towards whom it is directed, it rebounds upon the mind of the individual 
from whom the impulse came. A person who concentrates the full power 
of a malicious thought upon another may, if he fails to succeed, be killed 
by the energy which he has called into action. Few persons ever x·ealize 
the potential influence of thought, when directed towards another person, 
either near or far off in space. It is a fact, as well established as any prin
ciple of chemistry, that one mind can impress its thoughts and feelings 
upon another mind, without the intervention of spoken words. This fact 
has been established by the Psychical Research Society of England, an 
association composed of men eminent in every department of science and 
literature. It has been demonstrated beyond the possibility of doubt that, 
ideas in one mind can be produced in another mind, and oftentimes with 
perfect accuracy. . 

No thou~ht howev~r, ca~ ~avel from one person to anothe~ without a 
correspondmg matenal extstmg between them, to act as a medium 0or.0 con 
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ductor. There must be a harmonious vibration. No sound can be heard in 
a space from which the air has been exhausted. There being no vibration, 
there can be no sound. It is well known that the tones produced by a 
mu.~ical instrument do not die within the instrument, but can be heard at 
distances according to the pitch and power, and the condition of the air 
through which they vibrate. 

Thoughts are motions existing in the mind, just as motion exists in the 
waves of the ocean, one.actingon the other. 

A thought, once taken root in the soul, will grow, unless it is expelled 
by force, until it will become expressed in an act, when obtaining a life 
of its own by that act, it will leave its place to a successor. Those elemen
tary forces of nature are everywhere, and always ready to enter the soul 
if its doors are not defended. To call up a wicked spirit we need not 
go in search of him, we need only to allow him to come. To call up a 
devil means to give way to an evil thought, to vanquish him, means to re
sist fully a temptation to evil. 

There are some thoughts that take hold on the filth of hell, which stir 
up to the degradation and damnation of tl1e thinker ; there are other 
thoughts which elevate the soul and exalt the thinker. In neither case 
does the thinker go outside of himself in his thought. Every thought 
which debases you, i. c., sinks you in your o1on inner consciousness, that 
which you wish to hide in some dark corner of yourself, away from the 
eye of even yourself, debases God. 

Every movement we make, whether of importance or the reverse, must 
be in answer to a thought. As certainly as a seed with its living germ 
has in it a conatus or tendency to unfold into the perfected plant, so surely 
does an idea in the mind tend to translate. itself into a bodily expression. 

ldeas have heen defined by Hermes Trismegistus as:" The forms of the 
Invisible." Ideas which ha,•e matured in the imagination of Nature, throw 
their reflection upon the mind of men and, according to the capacities of 
the latter to receive ideas, they may come to their consciousness, clear or 
dis~urbed, plain or shadowy, like images of pictures reflected in livin.~ 
mirt·ors, that may be clear or rendered dim by the accumulation of dust. 
Ideas are simply, the forms of the invisible: therefore types, patterns~ and 
formative causes of things called ideas. 

The thoughts of man are disorderly, they flow into his mind without be
ing asked to come, they remain when they are not wanted and disappe:lr, 
although we m:~.y ill\·ite them to stay. There are few persons who are n~t 
subject to evil thoughts; such thoughts are the reflex of the lurid li,;ht 
from the region of evil, hut they cannot take form unless we give them 
form by dwelling on them and feeding them with the substance taken from 
our own mind. An evil thought evolved unconsciously, is an illusion 
without life, an evil thought brought into existence with malice, become> 
malicious and living. If it is embodied in an act, a new devil will be 
born into the world. 

Deeds committecl with a great concentration of thought, call living pic
tures in the Astral Light into existence, that may cause impressible 
persons to commit similar acts. 

If an evil thought enters the soul and we do not immediately reject it, 
we harbour a devil in our heart, whose claim we take into consideration, 
we give him a promise and induce him to remain, and like an unwelcome 
creditor, he will continually argue his claims until they are fulfilled. A 
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person who bJ.S evil thoughts of men, who has vulgar desires and tastes, 
becomes the servant of them; hut he who hJ.S no ignoble desires, and 
always looks for and finds the good in m:J.nkind, droppin:; evil, is his own 
master. 

Unwelcome, provoking, and noxious thoughts nsua.lly make a merely 
superficial impression, aml he who can comm:l.ntl his thoughts m:1.y become 
oblivious to such, at onac. Purely ex:l.lte1l thoughts and sublimely spirit
ual ideas penetrate into the mind of man. All thoughts once evolved, 
linger more or legs in the Astral Light. 

Thought antl existen::lc are idcnticJ.l. I exist because I think, and I 
think beJa.use I exist. As thou thinkcst, so thou art. "De ve trans
forml.'d," says Paul, •• by a renewin~ of your mind." From this e11hbEshed 
prindple it surely foll:nvs th:1.t a. ch:l.Dge of thought chan:_;.:ls and modifies 
our very existence. ltle:ts grow in the min1l as vcgetJ.tion grows in the 
earth ; \Vhen an itle:l. is matu:·ed in the mind it enters into tho soul, an:l be
comes an integral part of the thinker, antl ho is ch:J.ngctl thereby. That 
which leads us upward tow:ml11 the good is expansive; hence, creative of 
power; hut that which is debasing leads downward, and is contraction, 
hence destructive of power. 

Th:mght i3 thJ cre:ttivo power in the universe. "In the beginning was 
the 'Vortl, ami the 1Vot·d W:ls with God, anJ tho 'Vonl W:l.3 Gotl." Uod is 
absolute 'Vistlo:n, co-exi.;tent with Power. The "'Vord " is thought ex
pressctl. Thon~ht uncxpres:;e<l is rcstin~ in itJ source, tho Etcrn:1l Mind, 
being expressctl th:-ough the Power of th:.l Will, it becomes materialized into 
an ad. Things are rn:Lterializetl thoughts, or sta.tcs of mintl th:1t h:1ve been 
renuerc:l objective. Th:-! more tl<!cply we are grountlcd in the celestial de
gree of life, the more powerfully will our minth and thoughts affect others. 
A perfect celib:1te or ch:~.;;tc life cnJ.blcJ a person to creat3 thou~ht forms 
an1l senJ them out by his will, t:> pcrso11s ne:.tr or far, so as to brin~ about 
desired resnlt3 in controllin.~ ment:tl faculties, or c\·cn physic:.tl conditions; 
thus, a. person cou~crvin~ all the energies gencr:.ttetl by the sexu:.tl fun:!tions, 
in his own body, will soon be able to know, from his intuitions, how to 
heal disc:J.sed conditions in his fellows. 

If we ste:LtEly conccntr:Lto our th:.mght npon n. person or a. pbce, the 
highest thought cncr;;ics, rcsitling i:l the fifth principle of man, will act
ually visit that. phcc, bcc:~.usc thought is not Lonntl by the laws of gross 
matter regarding time a111l space, and we arc able to think of a far-off 
place ag quickly :.ts of one tlut is ne:J.r. Our thoughts go to the tlesirotl 
locality if we have been there before, or if there is something to attr:~.ct 
us, it will not Lc difficult to fi111l it. llut under ordinary circumstances, 
our consciousness remains with the hotly. '\V e may re1.liz3 our presences 
at the place which we visit, hut on returning to our normal state we can
not remember it, because the semi-material principles of our soul, in whieh 
resides memory, have not been there to collect impressions and transfer 
them to the physical brain. 

If you can holtl on to a thought and isolatP. it from others, you call into 
existence a form. If you can impart to that form your consciousness, you 
may make it conscious; ·if you can invest it with the element of matter 
you make it visible and tangible; but few persons are able to bold on to 
one single thought even for five minutes of time, because their minds are 
wavering and flickering ; few can transfer their consciousness, bt-eause 
they cannot voluntarily forget their own selves; few can control !te ele-l 
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ments of earth, because it is their master, and they are attracted t.o it. 
A thought which finds no expresllion in an act, will have no direct re

sult on the physical plane, but it may cause great emotions in the sphere of 
mind, and these again may react on the physical plane. The best intention 
will produce no visible effect unless it is put into execution; but inten
tions produce mental11tates, that may be productive of good actions at 
!'lome time in the future. 

To obtain magic power the first requirement is to learn how to control 
thought, to command our own moods of mind, and to allow only such ideas to 
enter the mind as we volnnta.t:ily choose to admit. Can you command a 
thought, and hold on to it for five minutes? Without this first require
ment no further progress in practical o~cultism will ever be made. Some 
ouf\ on being asked how he supposed Jesus looked, replied: "As he thought 
and felt.'' That was a comprehensive answer. It has its application to 
all men, and expresses a profound law of human nature. 

It is important to bear in mind that as thought is the principle, and as 
everything which exists in nature, as an objective reality, must pre-exist 
as an idea, so whatever is conceivable in thought, is possible. All neces
sity is to us in fact subjective; for a thing is conceived impossible only 
as we are unable to construe it in thought. Whatever does not violate the 
laws of thought is, therefore, not to us impossible, however firmly we may 
he convinced that it will not occur. For example, we hold it absolutely 
impossible that a thing can begin without a. cause. Why? Simply he
c:msc the mind cannot realize to itself the conception of absolute commence
ment. That a. stone should ascend into the air, we firmly believe will never 
happen, but we find no difficulty in conceivin~ it possible. This law, that 
whatever is conceiveable is possible, is expressed by Jesus in this way, "If 
thou canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth." (Mark 
IX: 23). 

Every time we think of an absent friend we affect him for good or evil. 
How careful then should we be to think of the absent kindly, charitably, 
prayerfully and cheerfully. For if we are sad and despondent we may canse 
them to be depressed in spirit, through this telepathic influence; and if 
your thoughts of them are expressed In the form of prayer, springing out 
of a heart overflowing with love and good will, through the b.w of uncon
scious sympathy, they may be cheered and strengthened they know not 
how. To think of another interiorly and abstractly occasions a spiritual 
presence of that other ; distance is annihilated, and his lo\'ing image and 
inner personality seem to stand before us, and what we say to it, we say 
to him. 

When the thought is grounded in love and good will, it causes an inte
rior conjunction of mind, a mental sympathy, a condition of rapport. By 
it we come into a living communication as real as it woultl be if we reac]~etl 
through the intervening space and grasped each other by the hand. Tho 
feelin..,s of each are transmitted to the other. The mental state of the 
one who is the most positive will predominate and take possession of tho 
other, for the stronger force will prevail over th13 weaker. 

AB the fierce wind fans the fire, till tho fuel be spent and the fire expires : of 
all unrighteous things in the world, there is nothing worse than the domain of tbc 
five desires. Buddlw,. 
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TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 
THE INHERENT GENIUS OF t (BAGITI'ARIUS). 

ALL persons born between Nov. 22nd and Dec. 21st belong to the func
tion of the Grand Body known as t (Sa"'ittarius) which is the depart
ment that governs all muscular action. This, according to t11e Bible 
account of the twelve sons of Jacob. is Levi, the third son of Leah, whose 
tribe \Vas chosen in the wilderness of Sinai, to be the priestly tribe, because 
of their obedience to the commands that were given them. They arc 
sym"!.>:>E3-::l::l in the most ancient mythology by a horse havin,; a man's he:L<l, 
the body, forming the neck of the horse, with a drawn bow in his l1ands, which 
well symbolizes the leading characteristics of all persons born in this sign, 
viz: activity, executive ability. pointedness of thought, the one ide:~. at a 
time and the inclination to throw all their power into the execution of 
th:1t idea. Th~y usually lack the ability to weigh aml examine all that may 
stan:l in their \Vay, but rather ignore difficulties, having a consciousness 
of ability to overcome all obstacles, being ever active. Thus they are quali
fied to be most obedient st:rvants of the body of humanity, and of tho su
perior intelligence that governs that body. Their genius is that of the 
Watchmen, to foresee and forewarn of danger, the body to whieb they 
are allied. It is by the muscles that the sex-life is held and conserved to 
tho uses of the body, and they have more power of self-{lontrol in th:~.t di
rection than any other class, as their function governs all muscular action. 

These persons are enthusiastic in everything they engage in, and when 
joined to their genii they will be protectors of the new-formed body, and 
the executors in all forms of service. Unless they are physically active, 
they get morbid and sick. The main principles of evil to be overcome are 
impulsiveness, combativeness, a hasty temper, and love antl hate to classes 
of people without reason. They should, more than all others, seek guid
ance from the Spirit, and discriminate between the impulse of their own 
nature and the voice of the spirit within. It is bnt little trouble for these 
to conquer the waste of the sex life. and when they have, then their intuitions 
will become very clear anti the only thing that is necessary to those persons 
is to constantly desire to know tho right and do it faithfully, and as soon 
as the new divine order of Humanity is ready for work, they will be led 
into their sphere, where their nature can have harmonious expression in 
usefulness. We can find no better words to express the genius of t (Sag
ittarius) than to quote the blessing of Moses, Deuteronomy XXXIII, 8-llth 
verses: "And of Levi, let thy Thummim and thy Urim ( i. e. light and 
tr.tth) be with thy holy one, whom thou didst prove at Ma.ssab, and with 
whom thou didst strive at the waters of :\leribah (i.e. bitterness) (see Ex. 
XVII, 7.) Who said unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen him: 
(see Ex. XXXII. 25.29) neither did he acknowledge his own brethren, nor 
know his own children; for they have observed thy word and kept thy 
covenant. They shall teach Jacob thy judgment and Israel thy law: they 
shall put incense before Thee, and whole burnt sacrifice upon thine altar. 
Dless, Y ahveh, his substance, and accept the work of his hands: Smite 
through the loins of them that rise against him, and of them that hate him, 
that they rise not again." Let them beware of the nature expressed by Jacob, 
G. en. XLIX. 5-7 verses : this reference belongs to '!11 (Scorpio) and t 
(Sagittarius) together, expressing one phase of their nature. "May the 
Feace of God that passeth all (human) understanding" be wi~_>;.o_11. , I 
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ESOTERIC COLLEGE REPORT, (NO. 1.) 

L"'' the " Praetical Instruction " of the November number of THE ERoTEBIC there 
appeared a foot note calling for correspondence upon a matter of special importance 
now, with those who hacl dedicated all they are and have to God. There appeared 
in the same number, the call " To the ' awakened' " from the Secret Scientific 
Association of the G. N. K. R; the call having been o.a.de under the supervis
ion of VIDYA-NYAIKA, for the purpose of giving direct aid to The Esoteric 
Movement, in the immediate accomplishment of it.s ultimate objects; especially, the 
establishment of the College Esoteric. The G. N. K. R and the G ••.•. R is not 
seeking members or assistance, but Department No.1 G ...•• R ha.s identified 
its interests an<l objects with the Esoteric College, and will be a servant for the 
accomplishment of that purpose. The Department has industries of magnitude 
and ethical importance, which it will freely donate to the good of the College if 
there can be fountl persons willing to furnish tho m!'ans necessary for their imme
di:l.te operation, and for the immediate expenses of start.ing the enterprises and the 
preparatory steps to\vards founding the College and the Colony. The revenue from 
these enterprises will be sufficient both to build and maintain tho College, and also 
furnish a.;ree:t!>le and healthful employment t{) the members of the community. 
If this is done the G ••••. R will entrust to the Management of the College and 
to Department No. 1, secrets and Laws of grave importance; and furnish a labora
tory wherein the pupils of the College can experimentally acquire the sum of knowl
cd,je~, and m:1.ko themselves bmiliar with the content of science from the new 
sta:1Jp:>int. The founder of the Esoteric Movement is in possession of a scic:lt'c' 
of orJ:tnization which \Vill enable him to perfect a harmonious community, and 
thro:qh the Culture obt:J.in people to whom can be entrusted some of the secret 
kn:>wledJe3 of tho Secret Scientific Association; and all those who aspire to obtain 
acce3s to the3e L:1.ws and experiments will necessarily be required to enter the 
Colle:~e and ta!tc the preliminary culture. 

Ccrt:tin knowled.;es belon':{ n:J.turally to the Movement, and are required for their 
use3 ; aml ns }u.s been s:J.itl "they shall be furnished with all they require." The 
Ori6in:ttor of the College i3 also the AI>ItY-APAKA of the Department No.1, and 
b.ls in his h:J.nds th3 conuitiona.l offer of the industries ; and those desiring to know 
ab:>ut the cntcrprise3 and industries will please address all communications as be
biT. To g:tin acce3s to this higher scientific knowledge, all that \vill be required 
will b:! to enter the C..>lle.;e; and to gain access tQ the secrets and the higher 
bw,_, it will b:J required to mJ.Ster the courstl of Culture given in the College; and 
t:> <'limimte th3 evils; anll b make the complete dedication of your life and all 
your luvc to the hi~her guidance, aml t.) give evidence in your daily life that you 
lnvc <lone no. The G ..•.. R would fail to fulfil its covenant if it entrusted it-'\ 
m:>rc import:lnt secrets to othe1·s th:J.n those who are incapable of evil; and would 
ce:1.se to rcecivc from the univcrsa.l source the lmowledges necessary for the contin
u:J.ti:>:~ Qf its special work nmong the people, if it were to do so in any one instance. 
The c:>mlitions being that those who receive shall commence first to utilize, a.nd 
to the ~-.tent· th:~.t they arc able to use they shall receive; and the supply shall 
never b:! exhausted. The Movement Esoteric, for reasons too numerous to men
ti:m at present, possesses peculiar merits and possibilities of an exalted character; 
w:ts started under nspects most auspicious, and has to the certain knowledge of the 
G ..... H. most glorious promises. Th:J College will be built; and the Temple 
1l'ill be pbcetl npon tho Mountain ; a:1d the colony will be formed ; and there 
shnll be abundant foods of a healthful nature for their support, and sufficient 
cm;1byment for the members; and y:>ath and age shnll come there for instructi()Jl 
in the methods of conquering self an<l in acquiring the habits and knowledges of 
the hiJher life. All its pupils will have access, according to their merits, to the 
L:1.!nratory of Department No. 1, -the like of which cannot at present be found 
in the world. 
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In answer to the two articles appearing in the November EsoTERIC, there has been 
received many letters of which the following are samples; th088 here given were 
received between the lOth and 24th of November and will serve to give the read
ers an idea of the responses we are receiving; and of the hungry condition of the 
people, and their readiness to participate in the movement. Others not interested 
in the work will find the letters of great interest from a sociological standpoint. 
Many of the letters are from our best physicians, ministers, editors, professional 
and literary people ; from other honest and good people all over the land ; from 
farmers, workmen and young people full of the cravings for a higher knowledge, 
and filled with intuitive perceptions of the needs of the movement. Most of them 
have been close readers of THE EsoTERIC, and have followed the instructions 
therein given. 

What we need now is direct aid in the immediate building of the College ; or 
rather immediate financial assistance in the preliminary expenses connected with 
the starting of the industries and the collection of the material. We hope all whore
ceive this will offer some assistance of whatever ki.nd they have ; . it may be only 

' in the line of personal preparation for the work, or for entrance into the College ; 
or perhaps they may induce others to c<H>perate with us. If each one secures 
r.nother member during the next month he will be doing well indeed. Those who 
cannot leave home can prepare themselves and others for the great work : and can 
perhaps find active members who will assist us in a way they cannot. Those who 
IJave children can look forward to the time when they can be sent to the College, 
and in the meantime can be referred to THE EsoTERIC, as to what course to pursue. 
Those who are ready to form part of the colony can hold themselves in readiness 
and spend their time in doing work among the people, for by this means alone 
can we free ourselves, and advance the most rapidly. We have had offers of real 
estate and convenient sites for the location of a College, but we are too busy by 
far to enter into the real estate business. Such properties can be invested in 
the College when the time comes, as common property, as long as the donor is sat
isfied, or as long as they are agreeable to the community, and as soon as dissatis
faction occurs the money will be refunded. Those who desire to make a donation 
outright can of course do so, but they must relinguish all claim to the property of 
the College. Others will invest with the understanding that the College shall have 
the privilege of returning the money within three years from the date of invest
ment, and in case the money is not thus returned, the donor retains the proportion
ate amount in the common property. Those investing in the enterprises can have 
ample facilities for preliminary investigation ; and must do so with the understanding 
that the College reserves the right to repay the money invested with interest and 
determined bonus within three yeal'S after the investment ; and failing to do so 
the party retains his right. Contributiona can be made to the general fund, or to 
the preliminary expenses, all of which shall be duly used in establishing the first 
essentials of the Movement. Those who are ready to dedicate themselves to God, 
or the Higher guidance should do so. The dedication of all you are and all you 
have is made to no man, and to no association, and to no particular movement; 
but to your own highest conception of the Right, and of the Infinite Power and 
Univer:sal Mind. The guidance will then lead you to do that which is best for you, 
whether it be to aid our movement or some other movement. We desire the assist
ance of your will power and of your purest and highest desires in the work we are 
doing. Tell us what you are ready to do, and when you are ready *o do so ; and 
before accepting it, we will make equitable and legal arrangements, or will accept 
what you have to offer for the good of the cause, to which our lives, and all we have 
and are and hope to possess are dedicated. 

Address Correspondence relative to the College or the enterprises to 
PROF. H. E. BUTLER, 

.AI>HY-APA.K.A of Department No. 1. 
Care c. H. MACKAY. r 
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F. B., New York:-"ln answer to the desire expreased,to correspond with 
those who have dedicated to God all they have and are, for tho advancement and 
benefit of all mankind, I hereby send in my name and address." 

S. S., New Jersey:-" It makes me think of those in the Parable, that were 
invited to the feast; they all began to make excuses. I remain yours fraternally, 
'->work for God and our brethren to the extent of my ability." 

1\1. H. M., Col. :-Home duties precludes her going outside of the city, finds 
eonstant help in THE EsoTERIC. "My greatest desire is, to serve my highest use 
in life, and to attain to a complete oneness with God." 

W. J. G., Chicago:- Has no ties to hold him, wants Pamphlet from which 
·' To the ' Awakened' " is taken, and "is faithfully awaiting the message.'' Is in
li nenced to a great extent by associates. 

C. J. C., Col. : - Ha.s complied with "Practical Instructions:' is living the 
r egenerati vo life, and ha.s abandoned meat, and now answers the call, to those who 
have made the dedication. · 

,V, F., Minn.:- Answers November article. Is trying to live "the life," 
and consecrate~ all he possibly can to that demand, whatever it may be. Strives as 
best he can to live an1l act from the interior. "As you know the ability to do so, 
grows from exercise and prayer.'' 

Dr. T .. Oregon: -"To say that I am interested in THE EsOTERIC does not 
express my feelings- cannot advance fast enough but have been well. paid for my 
efforts- determined to leave nothing undone tha.t may hinder development." 

E. H., N. Y.- "I have dedicated myself to the guidance of the Infinite 
Spi1·it, desiring to be guided in every act of my life.'' Has followed the "Practi
cal Instructions," and " knows that rest ancllight will be found.'' 

H. E. W., Chicago:-" Read with great interest article 'To the 'Awakened." 
It is ihe greatest desire of my life to have a true knowledge of myself, and mv 
exact relations with God and the universe, and I believe I have a sincere desire io 
lead a true and perfect life. I have received much light from interior illumin• 
tion" Has a family to support, and wants to know if he has to come with the 
movement in order to have the benefit of the Esoteric Society, and the guidance of 
the Masters. 

L. J. B. and Wife, Neb.:-" Practical Instruction" has been of practical 
value to them in leading the regenerative life. " Some day we hope to be worthy 
to join in the united work of the brotherhood for the betterment of our fellow 
man." 

J. D. D., Col.-'' I see a call 'To the 'Awakened" from the G. N. K. R. I 
feel that I am one that can ask and knock at the door, although I am not as fnr 
advanced as the article calls for. If I know my feelings rightly, they are approach
ing the right desires. What is required of me to be a proper subject of the 
G. N. K. It? I am willing to go and do what I may be directed, if my own in
terior tells me it is right." 

F. J. A., Ill.:- In reference to "The 'Awakened" she says she wishes to 
!>e " identified with the class of persons who are pledged to work for the up
ifting of humanity.'' Is following the "Practical Instructions.'' 

J. A., Lynn :-"A great revolution is going on in the mental world, one 
..hat is to elevate the race to a higher plane of spirituality. Every epoch in the 
advance of the race from a lower to a higher spiritual plane bas produced ita 
teachers and leaders ; and the mental revolution now in progress will marshal 
to its support able and efficient teachers. The article •To the 'Awakened" has 
impressed me to write this. If I correctly interpret the meaning, the intent is 
for those seeking after truth for truth's sake, to band themselves together fol' 
mutual assistance, and when they have attained the whole truth to nse it in the 
interest of humanity. I and several others are greatly interested-want more 
definite information.'' 
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E. H. B., Ala. : -" Deeply interested in ' To the ' Awakened;" have felt 
this waa coming for years; when the time comes, I hope to have a place where I 
ean develop these germ.s which I feel stirring into life to their utmost." 

A. M. Y., Cleveland:-" Have had some good resulta from the 'Practical 
Instructions,' but seem to be at a standstill. Would like further instructions. 
'To the 'Awakened" called up a vision of three men with tall conical white caps 
and long white mantles thrown over their shoulders and fastened at the throat 
A subsequent vision connected these men with a tall mountain." 

C. P., N. Y. ; -"Am unable to fully express how much I have been benefited 
by your teaching in THE EsOTERIC, especially by the 'Practical Instructions.' 
It is my fixed purpose henceforth to regard myself as under the control of the 
great ma~ters. ·· 

Mrs. H. L. S., W a.shington: - " I find something in THE EsOTERIC that is 
more satisfying \han in the others (societies) especially in the high moral tone of 
its teachings. I am anxious to know if more can be given me by a.ssociating 
with the ' secret scient:fic circle;' 'vill you please say what it expects of its mem
bers and what fitness is demanded ? " 

H. H., Chicago:- Wants further particulars regarding" To the 'Awakened'" 
and the Pamphlet spoken of. 

E. I . F., Col. :-The Author of the'' Practical Instructions" has become her 
chief guide,. and all she ever hopes to be is dedicated to the master. 

F. 0. Y., Cleveland:- The article "To the 'Awakened"' has a "strange, 
startling effect " upon him. "If there is anything you wish me to do, or if you 
can do anything for me, please let me know. I would like to acquire knowledge 
and powers, just as I learned to handle a pitchfork or hammer." He has followed 
"P1·acticallnstructions" "just far enough to demonstrate results partially. I 
can assure any beginner that a fixed purpose can be carried into the sleep-cou
sciousness and held." 

L. C. R., Col. :- " I hope I may be initiated into these mysteries, and would 
de,·ote my all to get what is good for me and humanity." 

F. ,V. C •• Cal.:-'' I thank you for the good you have done me and others 
through the columns of THE EsOTERIC. I never miss an opportunity to recom
mend it to others. After reading a few numbers of THE EsoTERIC I began to 
realize the impossibility of serving two masters, and I at once decided to dedicate 
myself fully to the Master and his work, by taking full control of the carnal 
nature, and stopping all waste through the sex function. I must do the work I 
am sent to do, no matter what it is or where it leads. I can truly say and mean 
it, ' let thy will be done in us.' " 

B. F. L .. R. I. :-Desires as much information regarding tlle Society alluded 
to in the article "To the 'Awakened'" as we are willing to give. 

Mrs. E. M. B., Syracuse:-" After reading the last EsoTERIC and especially 
the article 'To the 'Awakened," such an earnest desire arises to be counted 
worthy of even the lowest place in the Master's vine?ard. When thill ca.ll came 
I felt at once this is the supply to the demand the soul has been making, and I 
lifted up my head and said : ' Lord here am I.' " She wants private lessons in 
th., Esoteric culture. 

M. E. H., Bridgeport:-" All I have and am is dedicated to God ; all my 
thoughts are tending in the direction of tllose given in THE EsOTERIC. I want 
more knowledge of things unseen and spiritual ; I feel sure it is coming and I 
am getting prepared for it." 

'· Mrs. S. A. M., Cal. :-"I have read ' To the ' Awakened " and I answer 
'Here am I?' What wouldst tllou have of me? " 

o: A., Ctll. : - " I am one who has entered into tlle Covenant." 
Miss M. C. M., N. J.:-" I believe my sincere desire is to be guided in eve•·y

thing by the Divine; that all I have, all I am, or ever will be; all I do or can 
do shall be in the way and manner that God may lead me, striving to conquer 
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Aelf and live in the Spirit." "Practical Instructions " in Tm!: EsOTERIC have 
been a great help to her. 

L. D. S., N. J.:- "Am having many severe struggles with self, and your 
' Practical Instructions' are just to the point. I am not yet ready for the teach
ing of tho great souls 'To the' Awakened!" 

S. B. A. H., Col. : - Responds to the wish to correspond with those who have 
tnado tho dedication, and the article by VIDYA-'SYAIK.A, and desires rapport 
with the Society Esoteric. "It is true tha.t the deep soundings where VIDYA.
:N YAIKA's plummet has been prospecting have been, in some sort, in my vision for 
many years." 

C. L. F., Mass.:-" The struggle is a terrible one and I fear I don't always 
<1() my best ; but I make a little progress every time, so if I may be able to joi:l 
your Society when it moves to build the City I shall feel well repaid. In your 
new order, would it be in keeping to have earnest seekers after truth enter on pro
b3tion? I have felt for many years that if I could enter upori a work of love, to 
help free my fello\v beings from their fetters, that the very effort would enable 
me to free myself. That is why I want to unite myself with noble earnest souls 
to found a eo-operative colony." 

Mrs. J. S., Dakota: -''I generally read 'Practical Instructions' first, but this 
month I read 'To the 'Awakened" many times, etc. Please let me know more 
if you think I have attained the right to know. I have seen the 'lights,' have 
entered the 'path.' have heard the ' voice,' and have dedicated myself to the 
'guidance,' with all I am or hC>pe to be, and all I ever hope to possess. When the 
Pamphlet is out please send it at once.'' She offered her land to the movement 
rc~crving a portion only for herself, some time since, and no\v offers the whole of 
it for a College site. ''If ever I can aid, let me know; I will do all I can." 

T. G. E. W., Cal.:-" The call from the 'Unseen' attracts my attention : a 
great deal is promised, perhaps too much is offered. If you think I could be 
of usc to my fellow men please send the forthcoming pamphlet.'' 

H. B. C., N. Y. : -"Have written in compliance with the request to corre
spond with those who had dedicated all they have to God. The Esoteric Move
ment imparts an exceeding joy to my mind. I understand the call 'To the 
• Awakened" (being awake from the dead). I cannot attempt to speak of the 
glory of the near future ; no doubt you see it, feel it, hear it, smell it. ·• 

0. F. S. and Wife, Santa Cruz, Cal. : -" We are striving to reach the higher 
divine life according to the teachings of TnE F..sOTERIC.'' 

A. T. L .. Cal. : - " Yon ask to hear of all the Esoteric School ; I will answer 
'Here am 1,' if you will count me in.'' 

C. P., New York:-" The article • To the 'Awakened," is one that expresses 
the writer's soul's deMire for more than thirty years; even in his childhood days 
received visions and inspirations that the article referred to so fully expresses. 
The writer humbly offers his set·vices to the society of the 'inner circle' in aid
ing the divine work for t.he gooll and welfare of humanity.'' 

A. B. S., Ill. : -" Was very much interested in ' To the ' Awakened." Have 
heard the 'silent voice within,' and believe I am one who can respond to that 
t•all.. . . . Now Brother, if you have anything that the Lord wants me to do, or 
know, or to be, please give it to me.'' He thinks we are in the last days, and that 
Chicago is the place where the divine government is to be set up. 

Mrs. M. J, l\1., Syracuse:-Iu answer to the desire to correspond with those 
who have made the dedication, she writes," Most assuredly I wish to, ancl believe 
I have done so.'' Has a family and wants to know what to do; has heard the 
" voice," but often forgets the "unity of desire.'' TRE EsOTERIC is a monthly 
comfort. 

M. E. C .. New York: -Answered the call to those who bad made the dedica
tion. Awaits further instructions. 

R. A., Cal. :-In answer to the call to those who have ded.icaU!d all they are 
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and have to God says: "I have done so my Brother, and I now, hereby and 
hereon renew my vows - ever yours in the bonds of the Christ." 

A. C. S., New Jersey : -"Read 'To the 'Awakened " and am very deeply 
interested in the same and would be pleased to receive further particulars. I 
recommend THE EsoTERIC as a high class publication. It is spiritual food and 
drink." Gave full particulars regarding his eligibility to the "inner circle." 

C. F ., Kansas City:-" Read 'To the 'Awakened," I feel that I belong in the 
category, and have work to do for humanity. As yet my spiritual attainments 
are nothing, but I have come to an understanding that the only real happiness on 
this earth is in working for others, and I am ready and willing to devote the bal
ance of my days to such labor. We both expect to devote our lives to work in 
this line, and our children if po118ible, and should like to know more about the 
requirements of the G. N. K. R." 

A. W., Fall River: - "You can imagine after such experiences, how 'To the 
'Awakened" as well as the' Practical Instructions' startled me. Indeed every 
article in that number seemed to minister in some way tu my case. I do not 
know how much I may bt> fitted ' to receive and utilize.' but I wish very much to 
take advantage of whatsoever instructions and help the' Secret Scientific Asaoci&
tion ' or the management of the ' innec- circle ' will afford. In my increasing sen
sitiveness to the psychic conditions around me, I feel sometimes, as if in a men
tal quicksand, and would fain be strengthened from every source." 

Mrs. R, T., New Jersey:-" I am very desirous of knowing something about 
the G. N. K. R. I feel it is time to be preparing for the Master's business, and 
rejoice at the prospect of help from such a source. I would consecrate my life 
to the attaining of spiritual things. Progress is slow owing to inharmony within 
and without." 

W. J. W., Ontario:- Has dedicated all he has and hopes to be, to God. 
" Since I last wrote I have taken the last steps towards making my body a fit 
temple for the spirit to use. I will master or die in the attempt. I am some
what slow to be convinced of the truth, but I will follow it when I conclude ; and 
now hear my prayer ' Here I am 0 God send me.' " 

L. B. G., Oregon : - " All anxiety for the future is gone. Content al>~o to 
spend my life in service of the Master if only the way is made plain. I only 
regret that I can do so little where the demand is so great.'' 

J. F., M. D., Milwaukee:- Referring to the article "To the 'Awakened"' 
says : '" I do desire to go onward and upward. Tell me my brother how can this 
be accomplished; I desire to live above the lusts of the flesh, and hereby declare I 
will abandon all things my intuitions teach me will prevent my walking in the 
'Path.' Here, with a deep conviction of the solemnity and sanctity of a pledge, 
I will hereafter and forever, so far as in me lies, live a siplesslife : So help me my 
higher self.'' 

:M. A. S., Rochester:- I am one of the many who have dedicated all to 
God and am striving to follow your teachings.'' 

M. A. J., Cal.:-" I desire all needful instructions from the 'Inner Circle' 
that are promised to the' awakened'; which I shall be only too glad to put into 
its best use.'' 

L. I., R. I. :-"I have only myself to offer; I have no worldly wealth to 
give, and do not possess an abundance of physical health or strength. Under such 
conditions can I be educated and fitted for a membership in the uew ideal society? 
I could dedicate myself to no unknown deity, but for truth, principle and right, as 
against falsehood error and wrong, I will work while the breath of life is 
given me.'' 

L. H. L., N. J. : -Is reading Tm: EsOTERIC and profiting by the instuctions. 
Sits regularly with others for "Unity of Desire.'' "I may not enter into the joy of 
the kingdom you foreshadow, for I have many hindrances within and without, and 
my feeble will seems too inadequate to cope with the obstacles. Still I am trying 
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to struggle along the path, and if all my appeals to the higher powers are not llll
heeded I hope to reach some point of attainment." 

Mrs. F. J., Mo. : -"I expect to have an interest in the contemplated ideal 
city : it will be all our inmost hearts can desire. God is with you." 

I. L., N.H. :-"Being of an agricultural turn of mind I am ready to act in 
the capacity of any instrument for which I am best fitted, whether plough, hoe, 
or harrow." 

D. K. D., N.Y.:-" I feel that I could give myself to any work that might 
be assigned to me ; and also give the products of my brain, such as inventions and 
the proceeds of them. My present environments are so very unfavorable for 
making 1~ttainments that I despair of doing so here." 

Mrs. L. P . B., Til.: - "Would like my name placed with your people : I judge 
I am one of the ' awakened' alluded to in the ' Call.' " 

0. A. H., Miss. :-"By accident read 'To the ' Awakened : " I am one of them. 
I live for others. Let me know more of your Society." 

F. S. R., Ma.c1s. :-" Especially interested in 'To the 'Awakened! " I should 
like very much to talk with you on the subject of moral duty." 

Misses T. M. M. and N. G. M., Texas:-" We anxiously desire to kuow, that 
we may be able to work intelligently for the good of humanity. We have fol
lowed the ' Practioal Instructions. ' We have dedicated all we are and have to 
God, as he directs through a clear understanding. We see the greatness, grandeur, 
and importance of the movement; and have a faint idea of the ultimate, and long 
with all our heart to come into a more interior knowledge of the truth." 

Mrs. M. A. B., Mich. : - " Do not know that I am capable or worthy to be
come a. member of the 'Secret Scientific Association ' but will make application. 
At present have nothing to offer except myself. I think each succeeding number 
of THE EsoTERIO better than the last." 

A. M. G., Chicago: -" I have an impression that you are in communication 
with me, am I right ? Words fail to express their full meaning when I tell you 
that I am very happy and thank you kindly for your help in my eternal salvation." 

C. E. S .• Mo. : -" Earnestly wish to understand a better life for myself and to 
help others, and am anxious to be led into the way of learning." 

L. M. G., Chicago : - Desires that in unity of desire some one member may be 
selected and helped, by all others concentrating upon him for one evening. " I 
feel greatly attracted towards such of the objects as I understand fully, in t.he 
article 'To the 'Awakened.'' But. I frequently ask myself of what avail to me? ·· 

Rev. B. S., Kansas: - "The article 'To the ·A wakened " has fully aroused my 
inmost feelings and most sacred desires. Ever~ a1-t.icle in these two numbers is a 
precious jewel in the diadem of Queen Wisdom. Since we fully appreciate THE 
EsOTERIC thoughts, I feel like a new man in new surroundings, with new princi
ples and aims. 1 am ready to leave my business in the hands of my sons, nnd 
come and take the special culture, and completely obey the guidance of the inmost." 

R. I., Pawtucket, R. I. :-"Seeing in your November number a request for 
correspondence with those who have dedicated all to God, and having given up !ill 
earthly ties, I send my name to ba placed upon your scroll." 

M. E. A., .Arizona:-" The article 'To the 'Awakened," interests me very 
much ; I hope to get the pamphlet." 

F. B., Iowa:-" Referring 'To the 'Awakened " I must say I feel very much 
interested and would like to know more. Am much interested in THE EsoTERIC." 

B. B., Boston : - ·' I am not sure that I fully under:Jta.nd what is wanted 
in the article 'To the 'Awakened.'' Can you tell me \Vhat 'Jewels ' mean?" 

J. P., Washington:-" I am much interested in the' Practical Instructions· 
and 'To the • Awakened." 

D. K. D., N.Y.:- Referring to the call to those who have dedicated all they 
have to God, says: "I believe I have done so." 

J. H. L., Pittsburgh:-" I, as one to answer the call 'To the 'Awakened," 
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send my name for consideration and approval, if the forces in their wisdom see 
worthy to accept me as one of the workers. My whole soul is in the cau..'le. I shall 
try to fulfil every obligation to the best of my ability with the help of the unseen." 

A. H. B., Neb.:-" Would like very much to hear from you in regard to the 
'Call,' are they going to give out further instructions? " 

L. B. H., Mich. : -" I have certa.inly entered into covenant with the Father 
and am determined to devote myself and all I have to his service, anxious only to 
know clearly his will." Has greater power of self control in all directions llillce 
following " Practical Instructions." 

C. G. N., Cinn. :-"Called-but not ready kept ringing through my head. 
As I am only a beginner, and such a weak one, I suppose there is nothing I can do 
towa.rds the movement except to go on and try to conquer myself first." 

H. J. ,V., Mich.:-" I notice that you request correspondence with all who 
have dedicated their all to God, aml are willing to be led by the guidance. I have 
been trying as best I could to develop spiritual consciousness and to follow tho 
'Practical Instructions.' " 

L. V. L., Cal.:-" The Esoteric teachings are what I have longed for. I shall 
wait with simplicity. Am a close observer of all your 'Practical Instructions.' I 
shall be obedient in everything no ma.ttcr where it takes me, nor what it takes 
from me. The time has arrived and I ha.ve t:~ken the co\·enant with God, to be 
of use when the time comes. It is true I must devote much of my time to gain 
the needed knowledge, wisdom and underst:m<ling; and to clothe this temple (the 
boJy) with proper conditions to receive the wisest teachings. May God's power 
aid you is my earnest desire.'' 

H. E. L., Chicago:- Allnding to the Esoteric Society, says : "I have daily 
thought of the instructions and heipful lessons which I was fortunate enough to 
receive from you during my !!hort stay in Boston.'' 

,V. E., l\1. D., N.J.:-'' I rejoice to hear of the progress you are making in the 
good work, and of the forth-coming good results which you anticipate. Ou1· family 
all abstain from the use of flesh. 'Vhen you have any opening that wouhl be 
promotive of a higher life and usefulness on my part, I feel that you will let ,me 
know. I feel that the harvest season of a grand cycle is approaching if not here 
already, and much \Vork for humanity is needed. I have read to my f:amily the 
article 'To the' Awakened" also your • Practical Instructions.' I think it is iudeed 
a call from the masters. But we rea1l that many arc called and few chosen ; and 
I am questioning myself closely. I find I am not up to the standard ; yet I do 
want above all things else to be instructed and guided in ' The path ' ant! fitte<l 
for the service of humanity. I am not an entire stranger to the inner voil'e and 
am earnestly seeking to follow it. I think I can truly say that I h:we dedicated 
all I am, have, and hope to be, to the guidance of the One Spirit ; and my prayer 
and determination is that my thoughts, feelings and aspirations shall be in ncr.or1l 
with this Spirit. Yet I cannot say that I am f1·ee from eve•·y root of selfishness ; 
and my psychic sense is not sufficiently developed to see the light of which you 
speak, Anger, ambition, envy, aml passion I no longer fear. I think there mnst 
he something w1·ong about me or I wouhl not be so absolutely poor as to be nuahlc 
to contribute financially to this great undertaking. Nothing could be so a:;reeable 
to me as to be a member of such o. community as hinted at in 'To the ' A wak
ened.'' But I lmve family ties, etc., I want to know more of the pa.rticulat·3 of 
this grand movement, I nm for it h('art and soul.'' 

N. W. D., Iowa.:-" I believe I recognize all or nearly all of the mystic term~ 
used in 'To the 'Awakened " as a part of my own experience. If I am worth 
your recognition you will have tl1e evidence within yourself, and I rest my c:\Se 
for acceptance or rejection on that witness. I am truly yours for the good of the 
good Allll sincere.'' 

J. B .• Col.:-" This call finds a response within, and my desire is to be worthy 
·the confidence of the masters.'' 
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A. W., Texas:-" I write as one desiring to dedicate all to God and one whoee 
intense desire i11 knowledge, that I may do God's work better." 

Mrs. S. C. E., Cal.:-" Your appeal' To the' Awakened" profoundly stirs me; 
I hope I am one of those to whom you apply the term. I think you will know 
intuitively whether I am ready for the preliminary culture." 

G. B. F., Mich. : -"After reading ' Practical Instructions' and ' To the 
'Awakened" I feel to write you as one who has dedicated all I have and am to 
God, and as one who can say and feel that I am one of the • awakened ' I I am 
prepared to answer most of the conditions affirmatively. I do not know to what 
extent I might prove acceptable until tested. It will only be a realization of what 
I have seen and felt intuitively for years. I am at present free to <'orne and go 
as may be best for any length of time." 

W. L. B., M. D. :-" Your lectures have been studied with much pro lit; and 
I am striving for the understanding to make them more so. Whether I belong 
to the class who have made the dedication I am unable to say. I am trying to 
devote my whole self to my profession and that is a devotion to humanity which 
comes very near at least to a devotion to God." 

Dr. G. L. S., Detroit:-" To the' Awakened" seems to be addressed to me. 
The G. N. K. R announcement has struck the tone of my heart. I think I see 
the light, and am seeking for further light and the eternal truth. I shall follow 
the path. I feel the need of higher knowledge. I otter myself in obedience aa 
an applicant for membership in the above named Association." 

F. L., Cal. : - •· I have <'ovenanted all to God, am looking forward to an ideal 
social state. I have an earnest desire to be with those of a like Faith." 

N. B. R., Ohio :-"Prompted by a desire for· a better understanding of the 
tripple attributes Spirit, Force and Matter, I write in reply 'To the 'Awakened." 

M. M. K., Ill.:-" I beg you will present my name to the G. N. K. R, I feel 
that I need assistance in the way of congenial friends. It is very easy for me to 
receive guidance whe:t I am surrounded by proper influences ; the least inharmony 
is very dangerous to me and causes me intense suffering. I de:!ire a place to which 
I can fly anti be at peace, to receive inspiru.tion and muse upon the sublime pur
poses of the Deity. I hope yon will call upon me if you think I am capable of 
assisting in an exalted work." 

J\I. A. S., Ill. :-"Feel sure I belong 'To the 'awakened; " and being very 
anxious to learn all that my mind is capable of, I write for information regarding 
the •Secret Scientific Association.' 0, how my heart is bidding God speed to the 
work you are doing. God bless you all." 

A. J. F., Chicago: - " In answer to the call to the Occident, I humbly ask that 
the brotherhood may look with favor upon my application. Please instruct me 
in what is the Master's will." 

1\I. II. P., Cal.:-" I am trying very hard to make myself a willing subject in 
tho 1\Iaster's han<ls; and hope I may be sufficiently awakened to hear his voice. I 
think I can be satisfied with the promise given, according to merit and eternal 
jnsti<~e. I suppose the pamphlet will be all that is needed to guide all that will 
I'e<'eive it." 

l\liss I. L., San Francisco:-" I have been reading' To the 'Awakened : " I 
knew something unusual was coming. I have been so hungry, God bless you." 

J\I. C. A., Idaho:-" My wife, daughter and myself are very desirous of join
ing in the work of ultimating and perpetuating the fundamental practical and 
thcoreti<·al verities of the religions of the world; and desire to join the association 
of people who are li,•ing the higher life, but we desire to live in a more congenial 
society than that in which we now live. I feel the importance of living the higher 
life, both for my O\Vn soul's good an<l that of those with whom I must come in 
contact. I have but little property, but what I have, I am willing to give for the 
common good " 
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J. A. L., Chicago:-"! am trying to li-ve out the instructions for making the 
highest goal of human attainment. I would like the Pamphlet for those who 
desire to become asaoeiated with you aa workers. I am one of those who desire 
that privilege." 

C. J. C., CoL :-"I am anxious to receive the Pamphlet. 1 desire to say to you 
persoually that the many valuable lectures and articles published in THE EsoTERIC 
have had very beuefieal influence on me. They have awakened me from a sleep of 
many years. If there ia any movement on foot to establish a society here, let me 
know? 

The U.Ue of the world to be, 
We weave in colors all our cnna; 

And in the field of Destiny 
We reap what we have SOWIL" 

UNITY OF DESIRE. 

MANY have been uniting with us in the desire that God's will might be 
done inns, as perfectly as it is done by the Holy ones in heaven. This 
implies that you have dedicated your life without reserve to God, and d~
sire more than all else, guidance from the Superior intelligence. Few realize 
how much there is involved in the use of "The Lord's prayer." 

Do you not feel the nee<l of a better condition of things on earth'! Are 
you not willing to spend ·your life in that direction? If not, are you willing 
that God, the supreme will and controller of all things should lead you, and 
become the inner monitor to gu!de you? Are you afraid to give up your 
will to such a guidance? If you are, then you have no use for this prayer, 
unless there is a counteracting desire strong enough to overcome th:tt fear. 
If there is such a desire active in you then continue trying to conqu~r that 
fear, by persistant dedication of all you are, have, or hope to be, to God, 
and refuse to heed that fear until it leaves vou, for it will do so if 
you persist long enough. • 

The Wednesday evening sittings are for a special work for each indi
vidual in their own person. Each one is, or should be conscious of, first, 
what is needed by themselves, and if they are not, then let it be an hour 
of self-examination, consecration and desire (prayer) to have revealed to 
them what is necessary for them, keeping active the covenant of obedience 
to the word or direction received at that time. 

'Vherever there is a group sitting, we would advise them to keep the 
fact of their sitting secret to all but those who sit, anti also the place of the 
meeting. It is also wise when you can, to frequently change the places for 
said purpose and if there are groups who cann 1t change thdr place of meet
ing and it is known that they sit every Wednesday eve, then change the 
evening and keep it sacred to the little company. 

There is a powerful body of workers of black magic in our mitlst, that 
have sol<l their soul and body for power, who are watching this Esoteric 
Movement with jealous eyes, and who will do much evil to the unguar1lcd 
and unprotected few if they know it, by insidiously getting control of the 
will of as many as possible and making them enemies in your midst to the 
work they have dedicated themselves to. Therefore, the greatest precaution 
will many times fail, and nothing but the most decided and persistent 
purpose can succeed. The promise is to the "Overcomer" to the one who 
has a well-defined purpose and an unyielding WILL to carry it out. 

If you feel that there is an adverse will concentrated on you, the only 
successful way of overcoming it is, not to struggle against it, but to take 
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it and ulle it. There is no will-power that does not belong to God, whose 
name is Yahveh, i. e., the Will of all things that lives, therefore, when you 
feel that there are adversaries concentrating- on you. hold your mcnt:tlitv 
very clear and pray, and. inquire of God : "'Vby wilt Thou affiict me, i 
am Thine. let this Thy will help me to know and do Thy will, and the 
Master will give you power to take the adverse psychic force and use it 
for your own good. 

You can trust the Supreme, therefore if you keep your mentality clear an I 
your purpose ever before you, never allowing yourself to judge another 
but take all cases to be adjudged of evil to God, then "All things will work 
together for good" to you. 

'V e desire to ask all our readers a very important question and you will 
see the sequence of it in the next issue viz. Are you re.ady to die and go 
to God and be judged by DIVINE JusTICE? To stand before the Father 
of all life and ask that the just recompense be meeted out to you for all 
you have done. 

Peace be unto you, H. E. B. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 

EVERYTHING that promotes health and comfort is ilnportant, and especially so 
to those desirous of making higher attainments. We accordingly, call attention to 
the card of Bates& Co., who are fur11l!ihing a substitute for the old heal~h de
stroying corsets, and other rational underwear. 

WE have conceded almost our entire advertising space to the Esoteric College 
Report, and will refer our readel'!l to the November issue for list of books. also 
for club premiums. This is a good time to interest your friends, and bring them 
into the circuit of esoteric thought and literature, and our book list will suggest 
many suitab!e holiday ]>resents. 

WE have jnst received from the bindery a fresh lot of Volume I, of THE 
EsOTERIC ; in the matter of holiday present.'! it will be \vell to bear this in mind, 
as it makes a large and attractive book ; its Table of Contents may be ~>een in 
Nov. issue. It is sent post paid on receipt of $2.00. In answer to inquiries, 
woul<l say that all books in our list are sent prepaid on receipt of price. In this 
connection we lvill again mention ''The Perfect 'Vay," the advertisement of 
which will be found in this issue. On publishing this work we made a special 
price to subscribers of THE EsoTERIC, at $1.50. This still holds good and it is 
well to remind our subscribers of the fact at this time. And now that holiday 
pre11ents are under consideration, we must mention Prof. Butler's " Seven Creative 
Principles,'' and offer our readers the special price of $1.25 on all orders mailed 
us prior to Jan. ht. Please bear in mind that this latter offer is limited to that time. 
An abbreviated Table of its Contents will be found on the last page of THE Eso
TERIC for October. 
Tm~ new department of ''Occult Phenomena and Forces from a Scientific 

Standpoint" makes this a favorable time to enlist the attention of those of a sci
entific bias of mind. Religious thought, as a rule, has lacked breadth, and in
clined to monotony. The great esoteric problem is, to achieve a lofty unity without 
11acrificing those varieties and differentiations of nature lvhich are indispensable 
to the composite and perfect society. The human "Temple" of tl1e future must 
have solid and enduring foundations whereon the exact sciences may be wedded 
to the moral and emotional impulses. As we broaden our lines of in.c;truction, we 
naturally hope to extend our list of subscribers, and we repent our request for 
the t.ddresses of all persons likely to be interested or profited, by either the new 
or old features of THE EsoTERIC. 
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SOME OCCULT PHENOMENA AND FORCES FROM 
THE SCIENTIFIC STANDPOINT. 

BY VIDY A-NY AIKA. 

More Acoustical Phenomena. 

THE oscillating wire throws the air or the medium in which it is im
mersed, into a series of waves or pulses isochronous with its own motions, 
that is, there will be as many waves produced in the air per second as 
there are oscillations of the creating aggregate (wires, bells, ttming-forks, 
etc). If the oscillations of the sounding body have a rapidity of one 
complete to-and-fro motion per second, then the first wave given off will 
have travelled 1040 feet before the second waves commence; and the 
waves will therefore be that distance apart, and in the technical nomen
clature of science the wave lenyth is said to be 1040 feet. The wave
length is the distance between the phase of greatest condensation of any 
given wave, and the same phase of a preceding or succeeding wave. 
From the point of greatest condensation the air becomes rarer until at 
the half wave length the greatest rarefaction is reached, where it again 
becomes denser until the point of greatest compression is reached. 'l'he 
fact of this condensation and rarefaction is effectively shown by an ex
periment made in the" secret laboratory." It is known that a ray of 
light on passing from a medium of greater to one of less density, undergoes 
refraction, that is, it is bent from the straight line in which it would have 
travelled if no medium of different density bad been interposed. This is 
true when the ray of light strikes the surface of greater density at an 
angle. By allowing a ray of light to enter your room in such a manner 
that it can fall upon a given spot upon the opposite wall, and then inter
posing a thick piece of glass at an angle to the ray or pencil of light, it 
will be observed that the ray is bent from its true course, and this is 
called refraction. A stick with one end under the water looks bent be
cause of this property of the light, to undergo refraction on corning out 
of the water and entering the air-~ medium of less density. If a ray 
of light be transmitted across a narrow hall-way, and the waves of sound 
from a deep-bass organ pipe be transmitted lengthwise through the hall, 
the spot of light upon the wall opposite will become a luminous streak 
or seem such, showing that it is dancing up and down by being alter
nately bent upward and downward. If the pipe be of a pitch less than 
18 per second the spot can be observed moving up and down, but if the 
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pitch of the pipe be greater, the impression will remain upon the retina 
Ion~ enough to seem to be a streak of light. Put a. coal of fire upon a 
rap1Clly revolving wheel, and the coal will look like a solid ring of light; 
by counting the revolution of the wheel per second, you will be able to 
determine the length of time the impression remains upon the retina, and 
you will also understand why the spot of light becomes a streak of light 
under the influence of the organ pipe4 or lowest note of a horn. The 
reason is because the wave on passing the path of the ray presents Bucces
sively alternate condensations and rarefactions of the atmosphere, and 
these cause the ray to be refracted from its straight path. This demon
strates for the first time in the history of science the fact of the existenca 
of waves in the air durin~ the transmission of sound. If the experiment 
is· not fully understood tt will be explained in deta.il to those making 
inquiry. 

The existence of waves has been called in question by a. class of pseudo
scientists ignoring the test of experiment ; and if these experiments men
tioned are not sufficient to convince the readers from their own stand
point we can give many others. Each wave thrown outwardly from the 
sounding body travels in the direction of a straight line, when the air 
through which it passes is of the same temperature. On striking against 
any object it produces a succession of impulses upon that object, with a 
frequency exactly the same as that of the pitch of the oscillating body 
giving off the sounds. The sound ray thus loses as much of its energy 
as is not reflected, and that which is not reflected is utilized in producing 
motion of the object against which it is propelled. The conditions which 
render the sympathetic motion possible, will be best understoO<l by first 
considering a pendulum. Suspend a small object, say a silver dollar, 
from the end of a string about a. foot long, and cause it to swing by blow
ing against it a puff of breath, being careful to time the puffs so as to 
exactly correspond with the natural time of the oscillation of the pen
dulum. By repetition, the pendulum can be caused to swing through a 
semicircle. Repeat the experiment and cause the puffs to strike the pen
dulum out of time, and you will observe that if the impulse comes too 
late it will meet the pendulum on its way back and thus neutralize the 
energy communicated to it from the first puff. The conception that the 
puffs must have the same frequency as the period of the oscillation of 
the pendulum, has arisen in the mind of the reader, and we ask that the 
concept be applied to the understanding of one of the most important 
phenomena connected with the new order of science, namely, sympa
thetic oscillations, and the phenomena they explain. It is difficult to ex
periment with tones of a high pitch, because of their frequency being too 
great to be observed with the unaided eye. But simple mechanical de
vices will assist the experimenter who desires to talk with God directly. 

Open a piano (not an upright) and stand near and sound a note of 
a high pitch and then of a low pitch, and observe, that, the same tone is 
heard in the piano as was produced by the voice. Whistle and you will 
observe that the highest pitches (the shortest wires) respond. Go into a 
large hall or lecture room and practice producing different tones until 
you reach one wltich makes the whole room resonant and delightfully 
sonorous, and that, will be the pitch of that room- the one in which the 
most effective tones will be uttered by a good and natural speaker. Hold 
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in your hand a box or a piace of paper and ask some one to produce 
different tones until yon feel the paper vibrate in your hand. Place sev
eral violin strings in a state of uniform tension over a .sounding board, 
and tuned in unison with each other, and go to the opposite end of the 
room and sound a pipe or a string having the same pitch as that of the 
three strings, and if another person listens closely, it will be observed that 
they oscillate sympathetically, from the effects of the pipe sounded in the 
opposite end of the room. Sometimes the sympathetic oscillations are 
too feeble to be beard, in that case a ray of light can be used to indicate 
their presence, but the apparatus is too complicated to be herein described. 
By varying the tension of the strings so as to increase or diminish their 
pitch, it will be learned that they will sympathetically respon<l only when 
they are in exact unison with the pitch of the reed, pipe or 11tring giving 
off the original sounds ; or in exact harmony. By unison is meant hav
ing the same frequency ; and by harmony is meant having a frequency 
twice, thrice, or any whole number of times faster than the pitch of the 
fundamental tone. The effect becomes weaker the farther removed the 
harmony is from unison. This can be shown to the sight by a very simple 
experiment if the operator be sufficiently expert and exact. Place upon 
the surface of a large basin of water, a small metallic ball made hollow 
inside and aperture closed (in order that it may be light enough to float), 
and sound in its presence a pipe whose pitch can be gradually varied by 
prolonging or diminishing the length of the tube, and if you succeed in 
striking the same pitch as that of the ball, you will be rewarded by see
ing the oscillations of the ball produce a series of concentric waves upon 
the surface of the water, outwardly propagated. H the ball be a small 
one its pitch will be high an<l it will be necessary to place the basin in 
such a manner that the lights and shadows of the room may fall upon it 
in different directions, in order that the waves may be rendered visible. 
Thera are numerous experiments capable of showing tlus phenomena, 
and you will readily devise them according to the apparatus at hand. 
When you aucceed in producing the sympathetic oscillations of the ball, 
fix the pipe, horn, violin, or whatever you are using, so that it will again 
give forth the same pitch; and having increased or lightened the weight 
or size of the ball, try it again with the same pipe, and observe that the 
motion!! of the ball can be nQ longer produced ; that is, the oscillations 
will not occur if the two pitches be not in unison. If you made the ball 
lighter you will have to raise the pitch of the pipe before the ball will 
again oscillate; and if you made the ball larger you will have to lower 
the pitch of the pipe before the sympathetic motions will occur. 

This prepares us for the understanding of the function of the ears in 
hearing;-the more intricate mind processes connected therewith will be 
defered for the present. Acros11 the end of the tube leading inward from 
the entrance of the ear, is placed a small membrane called th11 tympanu.n, or 
ear drum. The waves of sound striking across this membrane produces 
the physical changes thereon necessary for hearing. You must not try 
the followiug experiment if you are not a physician, for fear of injuring 
the delicate texture of the tympanum ; but if yon are in the hands of a 
careful aurist, ask him to touch very gently with a smooth round end of a 
pencil the drum of the ear, and you will notice that each touch produces 
the sensation of sound. Now it has been shown in the "secret" laboratory, 
that if by mechanical means, this touching of the ear drum takes place 82 
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times per second, it will produce a. sound of exactly the same pitch as that 
of the lower note of a. p,iano, or of the corresponding pipe upon an organ. 
The wa. ves of air thrown into rythmical motion by the wire or reed pro
ducing the sound, travels throughout the intervening distance and strikes 
against the drum of the ear with a frequency exactly the same as that of 
the instrument giving off the sound. The pulses are transmitted to the 
brain, and operate upon the consciousness according to the Laws, just as 
definite as those already described. The point the reader is asked to notice 
is the mechanical action of the waves upon the ear drum. A wire oscilla
ting 512 times per second throws the air into waves that reach the drum of 
the car 512 times per second (each wave being two and four-hundredths 
inches from the preeeeding and succeeding wave) and the striking of these 
waves against the tympanum t>roduce 512 oscillations of the membrane. 

The point to be observed is that the origin of the force called sound is 
the rythmical isochronou~ oscillation of a coherent mass of matter in a 
state of tension or in a condition free to move, and that this oscillation 
can take place in the absence of any medium to be thrown into waves, 
and that these oscillations have properties and conditions independent of 
their effect upon the medium in which the mass is immersed. That the 
waves have the same pitch as those o( the mass producing them, and that 
these waves are capable of producing sympathetic oscillations in all masses 
immersed in the same medium, having the same or a harmonic pitch of the 
fundamental pitch of the creating aggregate. That in case of the ear 
drum, the delicate tissue is susceptible to the pulses of varying pitches 
for two reasons: first, submultiple portions of the area of the drum respond, 
instead of the whole mass of tissue ; second, the tension of the drum is 
varied with the sounds strikin~ against the ear, higher pitches producing 
contractions of the muscles wtthin the ear, and lower pitches, relaxation 
of the muscles. Listen to the low hum of a church organ, and ask some 
one to suddenly strike a glass goblet; or sound a high note upon a violin, 
and you willfcel the contraction of the muscles made to accommodate the 
drum of the ear to the higher pitch. The cause of the force called 
sound, is the oscillation of the wire or reed ; the way this force acts upon 
distant objects is through the intermediate action of the medium (air. 
water or gas), being thrown into synchronous pulses which expend their 
force upon some object against which they impinge, or which being in 
harmony or unison, are caused to vibrate sympathetically. We have seen 
one of the forces in three phases of its action-its :Jtarting, where energy 
of some kind is converted into oscillations ; its transmisflion, where an 
intervening medium is thrown into waves of alternate condensation and 
rarefaction which travel outwardly from their source; and its method of 
action upon other objects by impingments and sympathetic oscillations. 

If you properly study and understand these facts, a broad foundation 
will be laid for the study of the succeeding phenomena. It will be well 
to take a bit of rubber string aml stretch it gently and observe the low 
bass note it produces, and then as you increase the tension observe the 
higher pitches t>roduced. 

Strike with different substances with different degrees of force upon all 
the various objects you think to be sonorous or resonant. Cause strings 
and wires to vibrate under different degrees of tension, and fix in yonr 
mind an empirical relation between pitch and frequency per second, and 
the amount of tension necessary to produce these pitches. Make various 
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tones upon musical instruments and try to guess the pitch. Several marked 
tuning forks are very convenient. With a metal pan or dish observe the 
effect of different modes of suspension. He who is properly interested in 
learning the facts regarding the:;e things will endeavor to see and feel for 
himself. and then, will think about them in every different light possible, 
and then devise new experiments to ascertain points not found in books. 
This is the only way to acquire concepts upon which to base a process of 
reasoning. Only by varied experiments personally witnessed can you mas
ter any scientific subject, for you will thus learn an accuracy and detail 
that cannot be acquired from books, and you will be in direct contact with 
the methods used by the Infinite ~lind in his marvellous workings in the 
laboratory of Nature. It has been observed that nearly all those who have 
made great practical scientific attainments, have, sometime during their 
early life, had instruction from some man eminent in some department of 
research; this simply means that the pupil has been brought into personal 
intimacy with the direct workings of Nature, through the practical experi
ments of the teacher, and has been led to disregard text-book instruction 
and seek knowledge from the fountain head. One definite line of experi
ments thoroughly made and well understood, is worth more than all the 
books in the world. It leads the student to observe and think for him
self, it educates his judgment, and places him in rapport with all physi
cal knowledge ; and when he has once mastered the elements of science 
by this method he will be led through meditation into a communion with 
the universal mind underlying all these phenomena. The concepts will 
enable you to interpret, explain, and apply whatever ideas you may obtain 
from the universal sensorium, or from communion with other intelligences. 

PHENOMENA OF TRANSMISSION. 

An echo is a well-known phenomenon produced by the reflection of 
sound rays against the side of a hill or the wall of a house. A reed or a 
pipe automatically ::Jounded within the focus of a parallel mirror, will have 
the sound rays reflected outwardly in a somewhat definite direction; and 
if the rays are sent against a wall more than sixty feet distant, and at au 
angle, they will be reflected in such a manner that the angle of incidence 
will equal the angle of reflection. That is, the angle the ray makes with 
the wall on approaching it, will be the same angle made by the ray when 
it leaves the wall. Standing in the proper place in the line of the angle 
of reflection, it will be observed that the sound can be distinctly heard, but 
if you stand outside of that line it cannot be heard at all, or at least with 
difficulty. This hearing of the sound outside of the line or reflection is 
owing to a phenomenon which I have called the aberration of sound and 
will be explained under the head of light. When Sacharof made his bal
loon ascent and was one and a half miles high, he shouted downward 
towards the earth, with an ear trumpet, and heard the echo in 10 seconds 
(Phil. Mag. 1805). Allowing for the density of the air near the earth 
and its rarefaction at that height, the results show that the measurements 
were pretty accurately made. 

If you roll a ball against a wall so that the direction of its &;J?proach 
be at right angles to the wall, it will rebound and roll back in the direction 
from which it started. If the ball approach the wall at an angle of ten 
degrees, it will leave the wall at the same angle, and in the opposite di~c
tion from that of its approach. The same is true of the air waves. The 
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angle of reflection is always equal to the angle of incidence. It will be 
well for you to satisfy yourself of the truth of this statement. It is well 
known that a prism of glass will cause light to bend from a straight line 
if a ray be caused to pass through it. Light going from a medium of less, 
to one of a greater density, will bend from the straight line an amount 
which is called the "index of refraction." A sound ray striking a gas of 
greater density than the air is also bent from the straight line. This was 
shown in the " alchemopus " as follows. There were three rooms one above 
another ; the lower room was filled with carbonic acid gas, the upper room 
with hot air, and the middle room with cold air. A tone produced in the 
upper room in the focus of a mirror and reflected downward through trap
doors which were suddenly opened (to prevent diffusion), was bent so 
much from the straight line that the rays failed to effect the vibratometer 
placed in the proper position, but which was affected when the different media 
were replaced by air of the same density. A large gas prism was made by 
covering a wire skeleton with a collodion film and filling it with a heavy 
gas. A sound ray on passing through is bent from the straight line, and the 
angle of that bend is a measure of the pitch of the sound, as was discov
ered on the alchemopus of the secret association. It is known that light, 
on passing through a prism, is bent from the straight line and the angle of 
that bend determines the pitch of the ray of light,- that is, its wave 
length or frequency per second. The discovery that the same is true of 
sound is of very great significance. It not only enables the physicist to 
determine the size of the object that is oscillating, but it makes possible 
the exact measurement and record of the vibrations of all sounding bodies. 
The vibratometer used in the alchemopu.q consists of a long cylinder filled 
with air through which the sound ray is transmitted, that is to be meas
ured. Transverse to the tube, enter two smaller tubes parallel to each 
other and their mutual distance of .separation an adjustable one. Through 
these tubes enter two rays of light and pass out on the opposite side of the 
larger tube, through two other tubes, and enter a photographer's camera 
in which a sensitive ribbon is revolving at a uniform rate of speed, by 
clock-work. The rays of light are refracted from the straight line by the 
differences in density of the air in the tube during the transmiss·,on of the 
sound through it; and these alternate bendings of the ray produce a trav
elling up and down of the spot of light upon the sensitive plate of the 
camera, and this photographs a line of light, with one rise and fall for every 
wave that passes the light tubes. By running the clock at a determined 
speed, and counting the number of variations in the photographed light 
hne, the frequency of the vibrations of any sound note can quickly and 
accurately be determined. That sound consists of waves of rarefaction 
and condensation is very prettily shown in another measuring apparatus 
used in the same laboratory. And, inasmuch as there is at present a school 
of pretended scientists, called substantialists, who advocate that all forces 
are emanations of a rarefied or corpuscular character, it may be necessary 
to describe this instrument. Within a tube about 11 feet in diameter- is 
placed a small box three inches in diameter, covered with a thin sheet of 
rubber, on the under and inner side of which is fastened a small conicallv 
shaped copper wire dipping into mercury, and electrical connections made 
in such a manner that the alternate condensations and refractions of the 
air, depress and elevate the sheet of rubber and immerse more and less 
the copper cone, and thus vary the resistance of the circuit. The varia-
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tion of the current is caused by the greater and lesser areas of the copper 
immersed in the mercury. Each sound wave in passing produces one ele
vation of the diaphragm and one depression, and each one o{ these pro
duces one variation in the resistance of the transmitted electric current, 
and a record of these electrical variations is made by means known to every 
physicist. This vibratometer accurately measures the rapidity of the very 
highest sound notes, and certainly demonstrates that there is one conden
sation and rarefaction to every note of sound. 

Other acoustic phenomena will be briefly described before entering the 
domain of the occult department of sound. Believe me, there are more 
mysteries in sounds than the world has yet dreamed of ; and every com
bination of tones not only contains the slumbering possibilities of many 
new emotions, but of many hitherto unstudied mental and bodily effects. 
A thorough understanding of sound is necessary for the comprehension of 
what is to follow. 

THE SPIRITUALITY OF MAN. 

BY REV. WM. TUCKER, PH. D., D. D. 

THE essential nature of man is Spiritual. In the phenomena presented 
in human experience, and recorded in human history, matter, life and 
mind are associates. This is a human trinity, but the forces are not co
equal and co-eternal. In this trinity Spirit is the superior and controlling 
personality. In man, material and vital phenomena depends upon and 
results from the presence and action of Spirit. This is cause, aud they 
are the effects of the action of this cause. 

We know matter by its properties, and Spirit by its attributes. The 
attributes of Spirit are unknown to consciousness directly, while the prop
erties of matter impress the consciousness through the medium of the 
senses. The Spirit is the cause, the senses the instrument, and matter 
the condition of all our sensations. Sensation is a mental or spiritual, 
and not a nat-Jral and bodily state. It is a mental experience which results 
from the use of the organs of sense, as instruments of knowledge, under 
material conditions. 

The attributes of Spirit are intellect, reason, conscience, emotion and 
will. These give us thought, knowledge, deduction, induction, inference, 
feeling and volition ; and these forms of spiritual activity are cognized by 
consciousness. Thus we reach a knowledge of Spirit by our conscious
ness of its actions. It is an axiom in philosophy that all attributes must 
have their basis in some substance, every action must be performed by 
some agent, and every effect have some cause. This is an intution of the 
reason. 

Spiritual attributes prove there is a spiritual substance, spiritual actions 
prove there is a spiritual agent, and spiritual effects prove there is a spirit
ual cause. Man manifests spiritual attributes, man performs spiritual 
actions, and man causes spiritual changes; and therefore, man is a spiritual 
being. This give us a :philosophical and logical argument for the 11pirituality 
of man. Man is a sptritual entity, is cre!l.ted of spiritual substance and 
reveals spiritual powt>rs. 

The spiritual nature of man makes him a person and not a thing. It 
is the basis of the Ego, and separates and distinguishes him from all other 
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beings, persons, and things. It is the ground of his personal indentity, per
sonal experience, personal relations, personal responsibility, personal 
rights and ,privileges. Here we have the foundation of ethics, religion, 
and law. As spiritual and personal, he is a free son of GO<l and can know, 
love, worship ancl obey his divine Father. 

Man is spiritual, is a cause, a creator, and a providence. He is an 
empire within himself. He is a fountain of being, thought, emotion, voli
tion, and action. He produces effects, causes changes, creates things, 
makes history, and organizes instituitions. He is a. revelation of God, a 
teacher and a saviour of man. 

.Mt. Gilead, Ohio. 

THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS. 

SECOND SERIES. 

AGAIN I feel moved to call attention to those books- so fittingly en
titled "The Healing of the Nations " - which contain such wonderfully 
clear presentations of spiritual truth. 

The "Second Series," was published eight years after the first (from 
which I quoted, in previous articles,) and is entirely distinct from it, in its 
contents. It seems strange that these rare productions should remain in 
such unmeritecl obscurity; but they were in advance of the age, and few 
coul<l apprecia~ them, when first issued. However, I venture to predict 
that in the near future, they will be considered seconcl to no literature of 
a. similar class, and that after they are republished, (as I hope they soon 
will be), they will be translated into other langua~s. 

The Buddhist, the Brahmin, the Parsee, the Mohammedan, the Jew, 
the Christian, and the lonely ones of earth who hunger for the truth, would 
find in these works, food for instruction, that would meet the sanction of 
the inner witness for the truth, whicl, is in e-very spirit. 

Surely, every reader of THE EsOTERIC will want to read them. 
I append a few extracts from the "SECOND SERIES." · 
"Behold, this is the new dispensation -GoD's LIGHT, THE COMFORTER 

OF MAN. He shall need no other wisdom save that which the light mak
eth manifest. It shall shine in him, and darkness shall flee away. Error 
shall cease and superstition be driven from the mind of man. • 

No outward forms or ceremonies shall bind him, for his light is within. 
With the light cometh tmderstanding. 

How very weak to deny the light, and still claim the understanding ? 
Why deny a cause, yet in the very act, make use of its effect ? There 
must be a just return unto Deity, for all thou receivest of Him. 

Do thy duty, even as clearly impressed upon thee, when the light cometh. 
The light shall comfort the world. Light commenceth the work in the 
spirit of man. Love continueth it, and truth endeth it. 

What folly for man, the rational child of God, to go out hunting for 
happiness, when it is all within him, even heaven. 

All happiness derived from the outward thing.; of earth, partake of their 
nature, change, and pass away. All happiness derived from God's pres
ence, lasteth, for it partakes of his nature -eternal truth. Blessed are 
the naked in spirit, for they shall be clothed with holy garments. 

Do not strive to hide thee, or to wear another's garments. Do not at-
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tempt to wear ·a. mask, for God knoweth precisely what thou art, .and if 
be thus knows, why lower thyself before him, in order to deceive man. 

Be thou worthy to learn of him the simplicity of truth. Truth, as a 
stron.~ stream, runneth through the mind of man, and if the mind be active, 
it will receive its share in the passing waters. If the mind be cloudy, the 
truths seem impure; but if the mind be clear, then does the stream deposit 
in its bed, bright, golden sands, and sparkling diamonds, which send out 
clear rays of light. If man learns not wisdom, it is simply because he 
hath more faith in himself than in God. True wisdom cannot be gained 
save through God's light, which shineth in man's spirit. 

There is no pure light, but that which emanates from Deity. 
All other light that ever has been, or ever can be. is reflected light, and 

in the reflecting surface, leaveth some of its rays. Thus, when men fol
low the teachings of a man, though he be high and holy, they do not 
receive as high, or as congenial instructions, as those inner promptings 
give, for the spirit which reflecteth Gocl's light unto them, retaineth some 
little of its rays within itself. 

Learn to act as becometh a son of God. As thou dost exercise the holy 
parts of thee, so do they grow. Thy stature, in God's presence, is just as 
large as are thy good deeds. Thou only lmowest truly those things which 
thou bast done. Hast thou ever done one good act? Hast thou ever 
purely loved goodness ? ·what is all this earth to thee? If owned by thee 
could thou stop its course? Or could it stop thine? Cast its cares from 
thee ; be not bound by them. Perform thy duties as if thou wert their 
master. How cans't thou serve God while loaded down with earthly cares~ 
How cans't thou receive his wisdom, or act in his love, when inwarclly thou 
art full of dust? 

Thou art in GQd's first school. The rudimental truths of creation ar(' 
around thee. Learn them well. The whole universe teems with truth. 
But when thou dost become an animal, God loseth a son, aud thou dost 
lose all worth having. The swine find in the earth their reward for labor
ing, and are well pleased. If the earth satisfy thee, thou art not far above 
them. There is a light within thee, brighter than a thousand outwar(l suns. 
And is this light, animal in nature? Cans't thon produce or destroy it? 
Oh, man I thou knowest not thy power, nor yet thy weakness." 

w M. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 

ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 
RETROSPECTION. 

THE roads to Immortality are shown according to authentical phenom
ena in Nature; whether they will suffice, the result will teach. We have, 
if not exhausted the matter, at least considered it from the point of view 
of such undeniable effects that whoever cares for conviction, can make 
observations and search by and in himself. 

The methods given m the letters proceeding the one we deemed 
necessary to reprint, sufficed as guides to the most ancient nations, 
because they retained yet alive in themselves the consciousness of Immor
tality. But in our times, when sophistry or trifling with words has dis
placed nearly all interior consciousness, they are no more sufficient, and 
we meet in every society persons like Silbert, who desire to know, instead 
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of merely believing. Therefore, let us review, with this intent, the main 
features of the examples and doctrines given, and sum up the results in 
the concisest form possible. 

Silbert cannot believe ; religion has died in him ; even the love of life 
has lost its charm ; he neither cognizes its origin nor its purpose. In 
this condition he enters the school of his friend who undertakes to awaken 
his spiritual life and to recuperate its dominion over the external. 

The first spiritual experiences to which his attention is directed are the 
images of dreams. Here, we are with him, astonished, and cannot con
ceive how such every day experiences can become the pillars of the most 
important of doctrines, that of Immortality. But it is just therein that we 
should admire the love and care of the primal creative power that has 
placed the first proofs so close to us, and thereby. is unremittingly invit-
ing us into the realm and school of spirit. · 

Dreams, they say, are illusions, and, therefore, no proofs of the truth 
of any doctrine. That dreams are illusive cannot be denied, but they are 
at the same time images, the existence of which no one can deny. There. 
fore, we can build upon them more safely than upon the usual arguments 
reasoned out in the schools, to fill our brain, but to leave our hearts 
untouched, 

Dreams have no credit amont? the common philosophers, because they 
have no objectivity, or, accordmg to the common usage of language, 
because the object dreamt of is not tangible. For instance : when a per
son is seen by us in a dream, he or she does not know of it, and from 
that it is inferred that such phenomena cannot be admitted as proofs. 
But, as the Spirit sees everything in its own light, in images created by 
itself, that objection loses all its substance ; for we thereby perceive the 
independence of the spiritual a.gent which is able to create images out of 
itself. 

I do not know whether I am speaking plain enough here, or if there 
are some shifts left the objector to resort to, in order to attack the firs~ 
example of the recognition of a spiritual life; I hold the thing is as clear 
as the sun and, therefore, let everyone choose what he thinks best, sum
moning however those who declare the creations of dream& to be nothing, 
to name another force that works and creates with the same vividness, yea, 
that contains in itself all that constitutes life, as is the case with dreams. 

The experience of dreams do not give us any positive teachings for the 
common uses of life, because they are not effects of our free will ; they 
come and go without our interference and no one can say : to-night I will 
dream this or that; we are bound in this regard, and must allow those 
forces to act .in ourselves as they please. But this takes nothing from 
the importance of this faculty, on the contrary, it shows us that it is 
beyond us and does not care for our apparent will. 

The powers of the inner life are· incessantly active, they need neither 
rest nor recreation, and if man is able to put himself in equilibrium with 
them at plea."ure, and to see, he.'\r, feel their imagery, then they become 
his servants, give him whatever he asks for, and ever assume the qualities 
of actuality and importance. 

Dreams and conscious clairvoyance are the two ends of spiritual activ
ity ; and it is on them the doctrine of immortali~ in all reli~ons is 
based. The writer of this book has started from thiS point of vtew, and 
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bas given, in all his examples, hints bow to know one's self, in order to 
reach the desired goal. 

SilbE'rt, an obdurate skeptic, cannot be taught by any appeal to the inner 
consciousness ; what he wants is to know, and not b believe blindly; 
therefore, with him, those means must be employed that touch his external 
organism from inside outward, and thereby place him in a path where be 
can be led to Knowledge, by exrn·ience, and through Knowledge to faith. 

Tnte, it sounds like contradiction, in saying that experience leads to faith! 
But if we consider Silbert's course, we see that even after a full realization 
be yet was compelled to " believe," because, in spite of all evidence, he 
could not put his experience into a satisfactory formula of Knowledge, and 
owing to the _poverty of language, had to content himself with saying: 
"The powers I realize in myself are of a spiritual nature an<l of such a 
kind as not to admit any longer of doubt in their innermost union with 
my own self, and their everlasting existence, and impose on me an abso
lute faith." 

The means employed to enable him to reach his goal are so simple that 
no one can believe in them without an effort, but he who is not afraid of 
pains-taking, and has perseverance, will realize how far man has gone 
astray from his spiritual self, and what he gains when he finally, to find 
and name himself, directs his thou~ht to the innermost of his heart. 

This inner seeking and naming, 1s the pivotal point of the instruction, 
which, after the shell of the outer-self is burst, is divided into several 
degrees, because man consists of many kinds of forces, but each of these 
degrees only presents a different phase of the inner-self in order to lift it 
to its highest dignity. We see the same method also applied with Caroline 
Rupert, not to the same extent indeed, because when Mohrland met her 
she hacl already bad many inner experiences which were of essential advan
tage to her afterwards. 

But I bear, in my mind, many .objections being made to this method. "To 
become insane," they will say " is not progress on the way to Life. If it 
were we ought to wish to be born idiots to reach the goal the more 
speedily." 

This objection seems to have some foundation, but it is in seeming only. 
Humanity bas two poles opposite to each other. Man can live in the per
fect light and reality wholly in accordance with the law of Spirit, but he 
can also think darkness to be his element and walk through his earthly ex
istence in utter obduracy. On both poles he is perfect, in a certain sense, 
and forms a. complete oneness in himself. Now, if an individual either 
by his free will, or compelled by uncommon experiences, violently breaks 
loose from those fetters of darkness and penetrates to the light, this cannot 
be done otherwise than by forcing all his nature ont of joint, and thus en
during conditions, physical as well as mental, that the common psycholo
gist cannot account for and, therefore, classes with disease. 

Could we accompany physicians to their sick patients, we should observe 
many phenomena that have their origin merely in such transition from 
darkness to faith in a higher power, that cannot be healed otherwise than 
by bringing about the equilibrium between the soul and the body. 

All violent procedure produces a vehement shock, and so does the forced 
transition from darkness to Truth. How gently, on the contrary, does the 
inner life awake in that Sailor, and in that Captain I How many child
like and devoted souls do we meet in common life who possess nothing 
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but a quiet faith, and if examined more closely, realize their better life to 
its full extent I All things in Nature have their own laws and we must 
not be frightened if we meet uncommon phenomena. 

Man has gone astray and must turn round to the right way. All that 
he has been gathering on the wrong road has united with his life, and can
not so easily be cast off or neutralized. Spiritual forces are unceasingly 
active without our will, forming words, thoughts, images that love, try or 
persecute us as is seen in our dreams. When we withdraw from a part 
of the influences of thP- ext.ernallife, it 111ay likely happen that the powers 
thus repressed present images and utter words apt to mislead us and put 
us in temporary discord with our own selves. Those who in such emergen
cies do not lose courage, an<l who perseveringly pursue their higher goal, 'vill 
conquer these adverse forces, and finally hear words of Life as well as see 
images of Heaven. 

It is through labyrinths that we seek the way of Life, and well is it with 
him who there finds a thread laid by some loving hand, to lead him out 
more safely ; he walks with a quiet pace and overcomes all hardships by 
the very confidence that thread, laid for him, inspires. 

There is a star of heaven to guide us out of the darkness, when 
our inner eye is awakened to life. Let him who sees that star follow it in 
good cheer, and not allow himself to be misled by the teachings of the 
day, that ascribe such ap:paritions to the blood, or even the weather. Man 
has a safe guide within htmself who leads him through all the mists and 
fogs of life, that can be overcome only by ourselves. 

Those allusions to Greek mythology give us a clear view of how all the 
forces of Nature interpenetrate and act through each other. 'V e see, so 
to speak with our eyes, how God excludes no creature from his heaven, 
provided it takes but a little trouble to seek and recognize him.· Our at
tention is called to the primal forces of the universe, none of which sub
sists of itself,- but in the idea of the observer, -since they are never 
separated in Nature. The earth is a primal force and eternal; so is Life, 
so is God who generatively stands above, holding and ruling all. When our 
body passes away, the Divine part that never separates neither from Life nor 
from the substance, will combine with other materials to lead us to Life 
Eternal. 

The Subst:J.nce, the Life, and the Divine or power of thought, as we 
realize it, are necessary for a complete life. We see by Mobrland's expla
nation how natural the universe is, and therefore have to do nothing but 
live up to the supreme law and to subordinate our body and Life to its 
perfect harmonies ; then we are in heaven and ever draw new substance for 
eternal existence from the other two primal forces. 

Man must possess himself wholly, this is the end of all doctrine, and it 
is to that end Mohr land aims to lead his disciple. Not in the heart or the 
brain only, but through his whole body must man learn to sense and realize 
himself, otherwise he dwarfs himself and becomes unfit for a perfect life. 

Here the prejudices of men comes in, who ascribe more holiness to one 
part of the body than · to another, whilst they daily experience that no 
member is useless and each of them is necessary to fulfil the design of 
the Creator. 

Seek to preserve what you possess, and mind that wherever the Life 
manifests itself most plainly, there you are nearest to God; but be not par-

' 
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tial with your faculties, and be satisfied that perfection must possess· all of 
them. 

In the lower tones of music the higher ones are contained ; therefore, 
descend to the lowest apartments of your body, and remember that 
Christ also descended to hell to call to Life all the souls and forces. 

Do not give rest to yourself before you have formed in every part of 
your organism a lens through which you can look into Eternity ; and do 
not allow yourself to be misled by the world's appealing only to your 
brain, and seeking to .;ram it with all imaginable knowledge until there is 
danger it will sever itself from you and withdraw from your consciousness. 
Remain steadfast and bold yourself entire, otherwise yon will be a cruci
fied one, of those whose bones having been broken, may not therefore be 
taken down. 

Confide in time and utilize the moment! This rule is plainly implied 
in the example of Silbert ; for years are required for man to mature to the 
point where he discovers the kernel of his life and can use it as his ~ide. 

Many will say that this method is not applicable because it requtres a 
retirement from the world and even from one's business. Those who can 
gain their inner Life in the world and together with the exercise of their 
profession need not withdraw from it; but those who, in spite of their desire 
and effort remain in darkness, must remove from the hindrances that are 
in their way lest they lose their future and their own selves. 

But, fortunately, few earthly conditions are liable to defeat the develop
ment of our new life ; therefore, let us perform the duties of our profession 
perfectly, give our fellow-men an example of faithfulness and love, and re
gard all we are doing, as done in God. 

Those positions in which our ambition, sagacity, or rather cunning, are 
relied npon, are the most difficult to combine with the aspiration for spirit. 
ual truth, because they usually fill a man entirely, raise his qualities to 
idoh before which he stands dazzled, and to which he gives exclusive 
homage. 

But occupations that can be attended to with an earnest diligence and 
thoughtfulness, with quiet reflection and understanding, far from being a 
hindrance are beneficial, because they prevent a violent revolution of our 
nature and draw everything into the still circle of our patience and for
bearance. 

Therefore, let no one be frightened by this example, but let each seek by 
his own road the good presented in this doctrine. The inner and the outer 
life are alwa~s in the most exact correspondence. A delicate body will never 
a.~pire for the tasks of Hercules, and a giant will not play with violets, 
but with beams and roclts. So it is in the realm of thought ; ideas con
form themselves to their generators and change their form when passing 
from one individual to another. 

The purpose of life is to seek the Spirit in yourself, then you are safe. 
But seek your own spirit, no other. Here lies the main evil of men ; they 
incline to imitate and accommodate themselves to others and never properly 
consider their own St'lves. Another man's soul will never be mine ; it only 
can guide me by its light to find the way to my own inner temple ; but as 
I cannot set another man's arm in the place of my own and use it, so I 
cannot embody another man's mentai faculties in my person. W c can at. 
tune a number of tumblers by filling them with water so as to give an 
harmonious accord ; but pour the water into other tumblers and you 
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have neither a harmony nor any of the former tones left. From your own 
self has to come whatever you desire ; rid yourself of all things foreign to 
your nature, seek your own self, never seek another man's; so only will 
you be enabled to attain to the infallible life. 

The harmonies of tones and forms are based on undeviable laws and 
therefore cannot deceive one ; as plain to you must become the harmony 
of life which is based on laws no less undeviable than the former, and that 
carries infallibility in itself. 

Infallibility is our aim ; all men from the lowly laborer to the most 
eminent scholar aspire to it, each wants to understand his business thorough
ly. Many succeed. some partly fail; but the desire is in human nature. 
Well then, '"'ek infallibility also where the Life is at stake, where the prize 
is comprehensible and will come to you in ever new beauty. 

Do not confound your life with its glittering appearance I What should 
you say of a. mathematician who would fin(l his delight in geometrical 
figures, but not mind the logical necessity and truth expressed in them? 
Should you not call him a fool? 'V ell quite as foolish it is, to revel in the 
sensations of life, but not seek its laws and find in them your highest, your 
true satisfaction. 

Wherever we see infallible truth, we should thank God who has given us 
the faculty of cognizing it. Not the truth is it that should make us happy, 
but the capacity of receiving it, by which we can rise into the infallible 
law, and immortality. 

God is the Eternal Truth I He has given us of his Light, that we 
should part with darkness and live in his resplendence. 

God is everywhere, Truth is everywhere, an<l man is created to know 
God an<l Truth. This principle let us believe in; let us unite with the 
Eternal Omnipotence that we may thrive under Its shelter and enter 
into Immortality. 

HYGIENIC HINTS. 

BY WM. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 

Number Three. (The Selection of Food.) 

IT is certain that unless we supply such articles of food as contain the 
elements needed to build up the tissues and organs, and replenish tho waste 
occasioned by the various activities of the human body, this body will 
soon become unfitted to perform its daily functions. 

The following suggestions may be useful to those who are interested in 
this subject, at least, by way of stimulating further investigation: "Prove 
all thin..,s." 

The principal requisites of perfect food, (after being assured that it is 
outwardly pure aud clean) are as follows:-

First: It should be agreeable to the sense of smell. 
S(lcond: It should be decidedly palatable. 
Third: It should be ( accordin~ to our reason and experience), nutritious 

and digestible, and in such condition as to admit of, thorough mastication 
and insalivation. 

Fourth: There should be sufficient variety, at different meals, and 
change, at (lifferent seasons, to meet the varying demands of the system. 
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Fifth: It should be as fresh as possible ; (but this will be further 
explained.) 

s=h: As a general rule, simples are preferable: but in case of com
pounds, no ingredient entering 1nto the preparation should be such as 
would be unwholesome if eaten separa~ly. 

Seventh: No stage of the processes of securing our food, or preparing it 
for market, or for cooking, should be repulsive to our feelings, or to the 
sensibilities of our spiritual natures. 

Let us now consider the above ~ints more in detaiL 
First: The nose, from its position directly over the mouth, is a useful 

sentinel, always on gnard to detect the aroma of every substance that 
comes near; and we should heed its warnings, implicitly, and allow nothing 
to enter the mouth that is repulsive to the sense of smell; yet this sense, 
like all the others, should be guided by reason, for it is not always wise to 
eat every article that "smells good." If the aroma is not masked by com
pounding or high seasoning, this agreeable smell simply testifies that the 
food elements are in harmony with elements previously assimilated, and 
by eating or drinking unwholesome articles, like tobacco and alcoholic 
drinks, we may finally acquire a liking for their aroma. 

The animals naturally obey the sense of smell, and never partake of 
anything repu~ant to it. We could learn some lessons from animals, if 
we were suffiCiently teachable. 

Second: Foocl that is not palatable is never perfectly assimilated, for 
the digestive fluids and nerve forces do not respond as fully to an unpala.
table morsel. 

There are idiosyncrasies of taste belonging to certain persons, these 
should be duly respected, and generally are of pre-natal origin. 

Third: While considering the nutritious value of food, a practice which 
has grown out of the ignorance of the masses in regard to the essentials of 
proper food, must not be overlooked. I allude to the separation and 
exclusion of a large portion of the valuable elements of the grain, in the 
manufacture of superfine flour, which is so impoverished by this suicidal 
process, as to be unfit for the general use of those who eat to live, rather 
than to conform to foolish or fashionable customs. 

It is found that even a dog will starve when confined exclusively to the 
food products of superfine flour; and chemistry solves the problem for us, 
by proving that the better part of the elements that build up our tissues, 
are not to be found in such flour. Grains in their natural condition, 
boiled whole, cracked, or ground into meal, so as to retain all these ele
ments, form a highly nutritious class of foods, and, together wit4 the legu
minous seeds, (peas, beans, lentils, etc.) and nuts, comprise our most nutri
tiv•! foods. Each individual seed, kernel, or nut contains a germ of life, 
capable, under favorable conditions, of developing to such an extent as to 
reeroducc its species. 

It would !lt:t:m a vt:ry natural inference that food containing so much of 
the life-principle must be superior, in dietetic value, to food taken from 
the carcass or tissues of an animal, from which not only the life-blood 
but the life-principle itself- the organizing force- has departed. 

The various classes of seecls above mentioned, with fre.'lh vegetables in 
their season, and fruit.'! to supply the necessary fluid elements, combined 
with aromas and flavors of such wonderful delicacy and variety, together 
with milk, butter, cheese, (and possibly eggs), form a dietary fit for a 

' 
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king, or for an American citizen ; each one of whom should be a true king. 
But the question of the digestibility of food cannot be redueed to cast;.. 

iron rules, owing to different conditions arising from previous habits, en
vironments, etc., and, thou~h vegetarianism is undoubtedly the ideal diet;.. 
ary, it would be very unWise to counsel all people to adopt it at once ; 
for, by ages of flesh eating, the digestive organs become so accus~med to 
it, that, with most people, its sudden disuse, would be attended with con
siderable physical discomfort. 

It would be folly to ignore any individual's experience, as to what 
agrees or disagrees, in the line of food ; so, each one must, in a large 
measure, be his or her own judge, yet we should endeavor to peifect our 
ideals; and our appetites and desires will gradually conform to them. • 

Fourth: A monotonous diet is not adapted to the proper development 
of the race, or the individual. 

Our physical and mental activities are so varit'd; our temperaments so 
dissimilar; our pre-natal proclivities, and our environments aml habits 
so very unlike, that the necessity for variety at meals, and change from 
time to time, is sufficiently apparent. 

Fifth: All organic material used as food, tends to decay, after reach
ing it:J highest stage of perfection, and should be eaten when most highly 
endowed with the life-principle. 

This applies with especial force to garden vegetables which, not being 
matured, rapidly wither, and become stale and unwholesome. All kinds 
of flour and meal should be eaten as soon as ·possible after being ground, 
as it is then constantly parting with its finer life~lements. All food 
tends to deteriorate rapidly, after cooking; and, if allowed to remain long 
uncovered, absorbs atmospheric germs which are disease-producing. 

The more moist the food is, the more danger there will be. Milk, 
water, aml all fluids, cooked or uncooked, rapidly absorb injurious gases 
and microscopic germs from the atmosphere, if allowed to remain un
covered or unsealed ; more especially in warm weather. Nuts and some 
kinds of fruits, though they will keep a long time, should never be eaten 
after their flavor becomes impaired. · 

Sixth: Food that is compounded of different articles, and highly sea
soned, should be regarded with suspicion, especially if meat is a leading 
ingredient; for it is customary with those who prepare these compounds 
for sale, to use a very poor article of flesh, and mask the inferiority by 
plenty of salt, pepper, and other condiments. 

Those abominations of modern cookery- pies, cakes, and puddings -
which are. made for gustatory pleasure, regardless of consequences, and 
often contain some of that delectable substance called lard, might, with 
propriety be given to that class of animal scavengers from which the 
lard iR obtained: they are not fit to enter the human stomach- (unless 
belonging to some one closely allied- psychically -to the animal 
referred to.) 

No ingredient that is not first-class, should ever enter into any dietetic 
compound, and simple food is usually preferable. 

Seventh: As the occupation of gathering and preparing grains, nuts 
and fruits for the table is pleasurable, and not in any sense repulsive to 
our l1igher sensibilities, and as these kinds of food contain all the neces

• Some remarks on cooking and breadmaking, though naturally comiug under this head, will 
be r.>SJrved for a futuro article. 
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sary elements of nutrition, why does man continue the practice of slaugh
tering innocent anim~ls, (which may have been the pets of his familv,) 
and devouring their dead bodie3? This practice, unless ono has beco'ino 
hardened by it, cannot be engaged in without experiencing a severe shock 
to the higher nature. 

Think of a little child witnessing tho slaughter of its own pet lamb. 
The sight might cause such n shock to tho nervous system or a sensi
tive child, as to result in death. Of course, somo of the horrors con
nected with the killing of animals for food, may bo obviated by certain 
wise provisions, but can such a practice be really in harmony 'vith the 
higher development of the race? 

('Vhile writing this article, my friend and neighbor. Prof. B., called at 
the door and wished me to look at something which he had in a basket. 
He removed the covering and exhibited the lungs and liver of a sheep, 
having just procured them from one of our meat markets. The lungs 
were b:tdly tubereulosed ancl discolored, and tho liver showed plenty of 
tubercles extending far within its tissues. 

The carcass from which these diseased organs were taken, has probably, 
ere this, been devoured by our meat-loving townsmen. •) 

A few questions in relation to flesh-eating will be considered in future. 
(To DB CONTINUED.) 

•Since the above was written, a friend has kindly sent me" Til$ Perfect 1Vay in Dirl," by 
Dr. Kingwford, a physician of tho fooulty of Plll'is. Thongh it does not treat the subject Esoter
ically, 1 judgo, from a curaory oxamination, that it contains n fun:l of verv valuable information 
on diet. (Tho book can be had of Tho EJoteric Pub. Co. Price 7:> centa.) 

BEAR TIIY BURDENS ALONE. 
DEAR thv burdens alone; it will strengthen thy soul, 
While the waves of adversity over thee roll;-
To know thou canst struggle and conquer alone, 
And the powers of darkness about thee dethrone. 
In Gethsemane's garden prayed Jesus, alone, 
Who knew what it was to have loved ones disown:
In the lone hour of midnight, when all wero asleep, 
Soul-bur<lened with sadness, he went there tu weep. 
In the hours o! our sorrow, we yearn for some breast 
'Vhere the weary-worn head in reliance may rest ; 
And oft shrink from the burdens we know we should bear, 
While the weight we are wishing some strong arm might share. 
But the voice of the Angel sounds-" stand thou alone I 
And thus stem the dark tide by a force of thine own ; 
So thy strength shall increase, and thou stature attain, 
Till thine own full measure shall count to thy gain. 
Each soul must needs pass through its deep waters alone ; 
As all who've attained to true freedom have known 
Some struggles and conflicts; some anguish, an<l night, 
Ere the glad sun of righteousness dawned on their sight. 
Bear thy burdens alone ; and shrink not with fear, 
When the days of thy darkness and trial are near. 
Bear thy burdens alone ; and thy feet 11hall stand fast 
On the mountains of peace, when the trials are past. 

ESTHER 14,9 ,;wc.~~ gle 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE IDGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

"ALL Life is precio11s" say the Hindoo philosophers. Yes, lite is good,
thougbt-life is better than animal, all life has sensation, or in other words, 
all sensation arises in life. Sensation is the beginning and cause of thought. 
The flesh was builded up by the processes of life; properly, flesh is 
thought-crystallization, there(ore, the body, and the blood-life that animates 
it, are the clements of thought. All elements originated in spirit but 
ha vo descended into primates for individualization, and the process of accom
plishing this is, refinement throu~h generation, and re-generation ; and as 
life gets more refined, the abihty to think higher and more perfect 
thoughts increase, and as they increase, the perceptions of new truth come 
as naturally as breathing, and those perceptions, when sufficiently fine, 
will begin to perceive tho source of its ori~in; but this can be caused to 
come as soon as a small amount of the lite is thus refined, by following 
practical methods, without which they would be bouncl in service to the 
body for a long time ; and without a knowleclge of what you are trying to 
attain, and an effort to be consclous of what you have attained, you might. 
remain ignorant of what powers you possess for a long time; and through 
disbelief, many who have possessed this quality have lived many years and 
died not knowing anything of it . 

. It is with that higher faculty as it is with hearing ; the clock that has 
stood for a long time in tho same room with us, we do not hear it tick, 
unless we try, and sometimes then we do not until we try many times, just 
so it is with this higher faculty. The only indications many have is, 
when in quiet, weird and unaccountable thoughts run through the mind, 
and when trying to enjoy the giddy laugh or the social gossip, in place of 
its giving pleasure, it produces sadness. Sometimes we may be able to 
enter the excitement for the time, but when we retire into silence, then, 
oh, what a heavy heart I And you query why it is. What have I done to 
produce this? We had a good time, now why this reaction? Perhaps all 
goes well so far as we know, only we feel so sad. This is because the 
.soul has a consciousness of ill-spent time, and of having had associations 
that forged a new link in the chain that bound it in the earth-conditions: 
another thread that weaves the dark veil that shuts out the light of 
heaven. 

It is an easy matter to live a highly spiritual life, but very difficult to 
live half way; that is, if a person dedicates himself to the guidance, 
and follows it carefully, never doing anything that the inner monitor 
disapproves of ; then the guidance will become certain ; but if you 
disobey once, then you will bring conditions r.round you of great uncer
tainty and anxiety, and when you allow anxiety to perplex, then you can
not hear or perceive the voice that speaks in the soul. If you have really 
decided to follow the guidance, then you cannot worry or be anxious for 
anything. If you are wholly trusting the guide, how can you be anxious 
about how or what is being done. Do you not believe that superior wis
dom will control all things for the best, if you are obedient? Try, and you 
will find that the spirit is more faithful than any man, and that the same 
spirit that speaks in your soul also speaks in others, and controls all the 
affairs of human life, so that no one can do anything really against you 
in any way. Honesty of purpose on your part, and a heart .. free from 
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anger, hate, or any passion, will enable you to be more conscious of the 
Spirit than the personality, and to recognize the fact that we are not deal
ing with men, but with Spirit ; even when men are the instrument, 
that of its self will so affect their acts that they cannot have a desire to do 
you a wrong, for that will be a constant appeal to all that is high and 
noble within them. But if we descend into their external plain of action 
and thought, they will perceive that we really are not one of them, and 
will recognize our superiority, and be very cautious, but a.U the time be 
watching their chance to deceive or entangle us in evil. Therefore, it is 
very unwise for any one to attempt to follow the spiritual guidance unless 
they intend to follow wholly. 

But this has no reference to the good effects upon all, in all spheres of life, 
to live a life of chastity: - a conservation of the sex-life will make all 

persons stronger and wiser in any and all courses of life. But we now 
speak to those who are seeking the HIGHEST goal of human attainment, 
for there can be nothing higher than for a person to come into conscious 
nnity with the source of all knowledge, wisdom and power. 

All persons, even the lowest of them, respect those who honor and re
spect their own proper sphere of life, and as soon as one of a superior 
nature attempts to descend to their level, tbey in their inner self despise 
him. All Nature unites to make us truly live what we truly are and, on 
the other hand, all appears to conspire to prevent us living our real self, 
but that is only apparent, it is not real, for if we are superior we should 
possess superior powers, and we could neither have nor have use for those 
powers, unless there is a struggle in which they are needed, and by need 
and use alone are they produced. The struggle with the lower forces are made 
a necessity, because of the u11e they serve in evolutionary development. 
We sec the animals fight each other until it is decided which is the strong
est, then the one that is conquered becomes willingly submissive. So will 
all Nature become submissive to your will when you have once conquered 
it, and to do this you do not have to extend the combat beyond your own per
son, for in you is all the adversaries that you will ever meet o~tside; 
and when you have thoroughly conquered them in yourself, then, 
when you meet theip. personified outside of you, they will realize that they 
have been vanquished and will gladly serve you. But to fear the conflict 
and yield to their habits and customs in order to secure their favor, will 
always bring tenfold more difficulties than it would to go steadily forward 
in the way of your own higher guidance ; it will surely command and 
obtain their respect in the end if you do so. 

Few persons realize the pernicious effects of many words. Our words 
are composed of the finest elements of our life, and soon exhaust it and 
leave us a prey to the passions which at once becom£: excited; for that is 
Nature's method of renewing the life, and if our life is thus wasted, it will 
intensify the desire for sensational pleasure. Again, the clatter of words 
gives the dominancy to the brain and benumbs the finer sensibilities, so 
that we cannot hear the voice of the Spirit that speaks to the soul ; and 
this is not the worst part of it, for our words are our children, conceived 
and born of our life, of the same elements, only more sublimated than 
our physical children ; and the more highly refined our natures are 
the more life and energy is there in every word spoken; and every word 
will go where it is sent, and often will return to us with renewed strength, 
derived from other persons, into whose minds they have entered and partaken 
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of tho substance of their natures so that when they return they will hav& 
grown b.rgc and strong in the passive fertile soil of human life; but they 
arc true to tho law of growth in all things, therefore, they will only in
crca!Oc or unfold their original qualities, but the baser part of their nature 
will grow most rapid. H.:~w often h:~.vo we been \'exec.l with some one, and 
spoken an evil W(lrd, which for a. time woultl be forgotten, but 1mddenly 
it is recalled and, it then remains with us, and torments us for a. long time. 
Such thoughts "frequently return to us and enter into our very structure
ana canso disease anti son.ctimes death. 

The ohl ac.lago is true; "A still tongue keeps a wi!lo head." If any 
of you aro so fortunate as to sec one of tho Grc:~.t and Good ones' of the· 
Sages, you will never forget what you sco exprcsse:l in the face. Such a 
calm pc:wc, such fixedness of purpose, and such a silence of voice, their 
nttention unmovably fi.xed on the Infinite; that you would renlizo tho 
truth of their real life,- that nothing conld disturb that calm for ono 
inst:mt. \V ere yon to live in the s:1me house with ono of earth's greatest 
masters, there would bo days pass without a word being spoltcn; they 
know that words aro things, and that to speak ono idle word is a sin. 
against their own soul. 

If this be true, how about tl1o society customs? Can you live this 
lifo ami conform to its rules? Can you spend an evening in gossip and 
return to your homes and lie down in peace of Soul? Can you, who 
aro cJ.rcfully following tho guilhncc, go out to .. Tea" and spend your 
time in useless talk, without loosing tho conscious prcsepco of tlto guiding
intelligence? You must answer, none other can I True aro the words. 
recorded of Jesus: "Straight is tho gate and narrow is the way that 
leadeth to LIFE aml few there bo th:~.t fuul it." As long as the associations 
aml present h:~.bits of the people h:~.vo power to attract you, you are not on 
that .. Narrow 'Vay," neither aro you rc:~.dy to start even to,vard it. 

'V c ask you llcar friends, to make the law of USF., your subject for medi
tation for tho next month. Consitler this thought: God created all things, 
and tho mitul from whieh all intelligence came must be too wise to play or 
trifle with creative forces. There must be a Use in the existence of every
thing th:tt is, and is not that creati vo mind ton wise to be deceived by the 
things He created? Is it posssiblo for anything to act contrary to that 
Supreme intent? Is not the cap:wity in this Creative Mind, to keep and 
hold all things unJcr sur,·eillance to tho purpose for which they were m:We ? 
If not, then there is no "Omnipotent I" Can we know the use in the Di
vino Economy, of all that we seo or have to do with? If \VC are to bo the sons 
of God, are we not to be like our Father? Like him in habit of thought, 
will and desire ? Cannot the son bo like tho· father ? Should we not 
rather ask: " Can the son be unlike the father?" unless he be a. deformity 
of Nature. Then will not our c-.apacity grow and expand as we seek tho 
law of use, in harmony with the Creative Mind. If then the law of usc, 
is the prime factor, or if "Use determines all qualities, whether good or 
ev~l," because all things are serving the purpose for which they were made, 
then it becomes evident the OXLY thing that we really need is, WISDOll to 
guide our knowledge into the broadest and most important Sphere of USE
FULNESS to the world, of which we form a. part, - upon the greater 
stage of animate life on which we are a.ctors: yea, rather in the great 
WORKSHOP where God is preparing the material out of which to built! his 
"Temple;"- "The House of God," that is to stand through a.nother 
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Cycle: through which God will become the ligl1t of the world, wherein is 
to be stored the knowlec.lgc of all tho ages that h:tve pass«.>d; the Gold of all 
the GOOD that earth ha.<t produce<! ; the ripe fruit of all the bbor performed 
by all the laborers in this worltl of service. To be partakers of all this 
riches you have a careful work to do to prepare yourself so that you will 
be wise, honest, and faithful in the usc of that richc;;-to make it a blessing 
to all of God's children. This is coming into your inhcrit:mcc as a "Son 
of God:"-" An heir of all things." The time bas come when this tichcs 
is offered to those who arc ready to receive and use without selfishness. 
Many arc ready: arc you ready'! It is not the writer of these lines th:tt 
asks the question : but, tho Spirit within your own soul asks yon: 
"Arc you ready?" 'Vlmt arc you doing to get rc:uly? Arc you 
asleep, dreaming that God is going to do all, aml that there is nothing 
{or you to do? If so then, A WAitE from that drn~gcd condition· which the 
sex passion has thrown you into, before it is too late. Arise anti cast out 
~f your "Temple," (your body) "The ohl Serpent, the Devil and S:1t:lu," 
and clcans3 the ta.bcrnaclc, and make it the house of Gotl. Allow it no 
long<'r to be a "Den of thieves," which, as fast as God, the creator, pro
duces in and through its instrumentality, new germ-life. that really is tho 
pure GOLD of Life, these evil, sensuous passions steals from you, either 
by controlling youl' will, deceiving your intellect, or taking athanta_!rc of 
you in the sleep of night when yon arc helpless; these arc the thieves 
that the Christ-spirit "will <lrivc out with a scourge of sm:tll conk" Then 
arise in the power of that Spirit anc.l conquer these thieves, that the scourge 
may cease, and yon find peace. 

w· o said in the beginning of this article, that there arc methods by 
which you may become conscious of your real state of development 
and call into activity tl10 small amount of Life that is perfected. These 
methods are not beyond your reach, but they will spring into activity as 
soon as they have an opportunity; the trouble is with nearly all, they li:cep 
up such a. clatter of words that they never ba.\·e any opportunity to hc:lr 
~r perceive the pmvcrs that are activo within them. If you will only 
retire within yourself and quietly muse on these things, then you will 
know what all this means. There is scarcely one who has not enough dC\·el
-opment to enable him to rccch·e much instructions from that interior guide, 
tl1at will give the assurance that you are ready to enter the path; but 
there are only the few who have through suffering ant! scourging, been 
prepared to abandon the evils of this Age of Carnal generation, and 
-enter the narrow path where all their enjoyment comes from the spil"it
ual consciousness. Are you or coulc.l you be satisfied with the Spirit as 
your OXL Y association and enjoyment? If so, you are reac.ly to enter the 
path and be guided by the Spirit, for as soon as any cl10ose the Life of 
the Spirit, in prcfcrcncc·to that of Sense, then tho Spirit will begin to 
make itself known to you. Dut the words of Jesus still rings loud and 
dear '" Choose ye tlus day whom yon will serve, if God (Spirit) serve him, 
if Daal (the image of flesh) ser\·e him; ye CANNOT s<'rve two masters." 

The religion of the twentieth century is now taking form. If you wish 
to be one of the Royal Family, now is the time to make your choice; all 
that is needed is to give tho soul opportunity to speak, and it will soon in
form you whether you are ready to decide in favor of a lifo of Spirit, 
~r of one of flesh. Sight, hearing, and touch, arc of tho physical senses. 
Could you bo satisfied without the gratification of these senses in earthly 
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association? And if it is the way of the Spirit, are you ready to live 
alone with God? H you are, then you will meet those whose life is all 
in the Spirit, whose whole desire is to serve the will of God, and whose 
time is wholly occupied in serving struggling souls who are seeking th6 
light of he'-'ven ; and as they are in the light, their greatest happiness 
will be to lead you into the path, and open to you the mystic gate that 
leads to the Sacred Temple. But remember, that none but the pure in heart 
shall see God. Do not think that as soon as you decide in the intellect, 
that all these things will come : No ! No l You must be tried for a long 
time, and when your whole nature desires this condition of life, then it 
will come. You mu~t prove yourself faithful to the guidance, then, " Thine 
eyes shall behold thy teachers " and your heart will be glad with a joy 
unearthly. 

Peace be unto you, H. E. B. 

AN INCA'S VIEWS OF SUN ·woRSHIP. 
lT is related that about A. D. 1440, at a great religious council held in 

Peru, an Inca rose before the assembled sun-worshipping multitude and 
said:-

" Many tell us that the Sun made all things. . But he who makes must 
remain with what he makes ; now many things happen when the Sun is 
absent, therefore, he cannot make all things. It is doubtful if be is alive, 
since he never seems tired. If he were living he would grow weary, as 
we do ; were he free he would sometimes go elsewhere. He is like an ani
mal in harness, who has to go where he is driven, like an arrow which 
must go where it is sent by the archer. Therefore he, our Father and 
Mother, the Stm, must have another Master greater than himself, who com
pels him to go his daily round without peace or rest." 

A name was, therefor£-, invented for this Supreme Power, and a tem
ple built for his worship near Callao, in which were no images nor sacrifices. 

In like manner, led by the same profound religious instinct, the King of 
Lescuco, in Mexico, because tired of the idols of his kingdom, having 
prayed to them in vain for a son. "What are they," he cried," but dumb 
stones, without sense or power l They could not have made this beautiful 
world ; the sun, moon and stars ; the waters and trees ; and all the count
less creatures which inhabit the world. There must be some invisible and 
unknown God, the Creator of all things, He alone can console me in my 
sorrow and take away my affiiction." Therefore, he erected a Temple nine 
stol'ies hi"'h, which he dedicated to the Unknown God, the Cause of 
Causes. fie seems to have repeated, without knowing it, the argument of 
Paul at .Athens. Ten Great Religions. 

AccoRDING to Socrates, in the beautiful dialogue of Pha!do, the soul is the ego .. 
the mind which thinks, loves, and acts, and when death comes, it is not the mind 
which dies but the body. At the close of this dialogue, one of the disciples of 
Socrates asks him what he wishes them to do with him after his death. He smiles 
and says : " Anything you please, if you can catch me." 

"I confess I am much disposed to assert the existence of immaterial natures 
in the world, and to place my own soul in the class of these beings. It will here
after, I know not where, or when, yet be proved that the human soul stands even 
in this life in indissoluble connection with all immaterial natures in the spirit world .. 
that it reciprocally acts upon these and receives impreBBions from them." 

Imanuel Kant. 
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THE SECOND COMING OF CHRISTIANITY, OR 

The Jleligion of the Future. 
BY IMOGENE C. FALES. 

289 

RELIGION is the relation and obligation of man to God and his fellow
man. This involves the relation of spirit to matter, and of ethics to 
sociology. 

Sociology is that branch of philosophy which treats of the science, or 
. laws of social relations. 

The laws of social relations are, the application of the ethics of Chris
tianity to daily life. 

The religion of the future is rapidly becoming the religion of the 
present. A New Age is in process of development. It carries with 
it elements, which up to the present time have only existed as rudiment. 
ary forces. These elements when brought out and fully developed, will . 
act with such transforming power upon their environment, as to effectu
ally separate the New civilization from that of the Old. 

This conv~rsion of what are now mere tendencies, into actual, positive 
forces, may be regarded in the light of a cr~ative process, since new 
forms of action h:J.ve been brought into play -which up to a given 
period, were not in existence. For m·eation only implies such a trans
formation of pr&.existing clements, as that they appear in new forms, powers 
and principles. "All social phenomena, and all the phenomena of life 
are dependent on the laws of life, and can be understood only when the 
laws of life are understood." It is therefore of the first importance that 
the la\VS under which development occurs, should be studied with special 
reference to the great and decisive changes taking place in the social 
world to-day. 

Successive changes a.re the means of permanence and growth ; they are 
steps in the ladder of life. from one set of conditions to another. The 
material universe with its planetary and sidereal sysrems, and all there
unto belonging, has passed through various stages of growth. That 
which now is solid, was once gaseous- and gaseous elements undoubt. 
edly evolved from centers of energy- or force. For chemistry shows 
us, that matter has three known forms- solid, liquid, and gaseous,
and that one is reducible into the other; that matter is made up of mole
cules, that molecules arc the smallest divisible particles of matter, with 
which chemistry ha.~ to deal; that molecules are composed of atoms, and 
that these atoms are indivisible, elemental substances. They are germ 
cells of energy- whence growth proceeds. In the last analysis -mat
ter is lmown to us simply as a mode of force, and force as matter unt-x
pressed in form. The law of correlated forces, whereby heat, light, sound, 
electricity, may be transmuted into motion, and into each other, when the 
cessation of energy in any oue given direction involves its reappearance 
in another, demands that we should seek in other forces than those of 
atoms- or germ cells of energy -the equivalent for the· stupendous 
glories of universal life. 

This can only be found in a Universe of Spiritual forces, which anti
dated and outworked themselves in material forms. The correlative of 
the universe of matter, is the Thought of . God. This is the unknown 
Force which endlessly persists, and manifests itself through ever-varying 
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and multitudinous forms of life. Thought is the all creative power; 
matter and motion are its equivalents and expressions. Motion is the 
activity of Divino thought:- matter is the substance of Diviae being. 
The two, matter and thought- are so related that in essence they are 
one- matter being the t>nergy of thought externalized into form. 

Tho transformation of spiritual clements into molecular motion
through the power of thought-was the beginning of matter; -a 
chango from an organically ltiglter state to lower conditions. 

Matter being derived from Spiritual energy, and this energy beinlr 
derived from the Infinite One,- it follows tl1at the Divine Life of Go<.I 
is in nature, that matter and spirit are two expressions of one substance 
-that the spiritual and material arc indissolubly connected, a\lll stand to 
one another, as cause and effect, that because of this relation there is nec
css:uily action and inter-action between the spiritual universe and the 
material universe-that all growth is the ,.e,.;ult of this inter-action, and 
that the final outcome must be to reproduce in the earthly, or created the 
characteristics of the heavenly. There can be no place in the whole econ
omy of nature where the creative forces of st>iritual !.:fe nre not in active 
correspondence with material life. Just as m the individual, sph·it and 
matter arc two expressions of tho same force-tho coarser and more pon
derable physical organism being distinguished from its permeating spirit
ual clements, because of their greater refinement ancl power; one subject 
to tho law of disintegration and death, the other, indestr'uctible,- per
sisting tltrough all chang-es,- :md yet so related to the body that every 
thought, feeling, and act of will, have their mechanical equivalent and 
expression ; -so a similar correspondence exists between tho worhls of 
spirit and matter. 

There is no gulf- no chasm- between tho spiritual world of cau~, 
and the material one of effects. One is an outgrowth or dc\·clopruent 
from the other, the lower from tho !tiyl1er, aml the whole process of evo
lution is ono of restoration- the spiritualization of humanity, and 
through this spiritualization, tho bringing into unity of nature, tho spir
itMl and material- tho divine and tho human. 

'Vithout the recognition of Divino Energy worldng in nature, in man, 
and through man, in social institutions, tho knowledge of phenomena. is 
vague and incomplete. Science, concerning herself only with ~;eqncnees 
-an(l in its very nature being incapable of dealing with that which 
underlies phenomena, is fragmentary, and like Noah's do,·c, waJHlcrs 
about with tho olive branch of peace iu her mouth, without n. place 
whereon to rest her feet. · 'Vith tho recognition that the mn.teri::.l uni
verse evolved from eternally existing ~;pil'itual clements, that matter and 
spirit are simply two expressions, or forms of one and tho ~;nmo divine 
substance- being separated from each other merely by difi'crenco in 
degree of development, -there is reconciliation established in tho gruunll 
work of thought. 

Through this knowledge we are cnahletl to perceive, that man through 
spiritual laws is directly related to his Creator, and to his fellow-man; 
and that this relation carries it.'! correspoudiug ohlig-ation. Thoro is a 
now point of departure and observation established, ancl a basis laid 
down for all subsequent indi,·idnal and social growth. There is also the 
basis for the positive knowledge of the immortality of the human soul. 
For that which is within us,- that which thinks, and feels antl pervades 
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our organization, is a form of spiritual energy. It is incorporeal, yet it 
is substantial. It is matter, it is also spirit. It was derived from 
thought- it may be denominated thought. It is an active energy ; it is 
thought- feeling- motion. Feeling inheres in, and is the life of 
thought. Thought and feeling generate motion. The force, which is 
ourselves- is simply elemental, indestructible. It is the life of the 
body, it forms the body. Life develops from within -because the force 
within the body is a Spiritual force. Thought is a Creative Power. It 
ever shapes and works from within outward. It creates good-it cre
ates evil. Acting normally, and unperverted- acting in holiness. its 
effect is to redeem the body from inherited tendencies to evil or disease 
-and institute health in every nerve and fibre. Acting abnormally its 
tendency is to destroy the body. In either case thought is creative, and 
acts either to save and bless -or destroy and curse. 

The all important fact to be deduced from this r~lation of matter and 
spirit, is that of kinship. That God, or the Divine life is in nature, is 
in man, is in social institution!! ; -His expression being proportionate to 
the .degree of development which humanity and. social institutions have 
undergone. That man's thought is God's thought, an'l is the channel of 
communication, and that any change from a lower to a higher state of 
existence, whether biologic or sociologic, results from the outworking 
energy of Divine life. 

(TO BB OONTIYUED.) 

EXTRACTS FROM THE LAWS OF MANU. 

BE it known that the three qualities of the rational soul nre a tcndenry to 
goodness, to passion, and to darkness ; and, endowed with one or more of them, 
it remains incessantly attracted to nil these created substances. 

Let the wise consider, liB belonging to tho quality of darkness, every act that 
a man is assured of having done, of doing, or of going to do. 

Let them consirler, as proceeding from tho quality of passion, C\"ery net by 
which a man seeks cxl.ltation and celebrity in this world, though ho mny not be 
much affii.cted if he fail of attaining his object. 

The quality of goodness belongs to every act by which he hopes to acquire 
divine knowledge, which he is never IIShnmed of doing, and which b1-ings placid 
joy to his conscience. 

Of the dark quality, liB described, the principal object is pleasure; of the pas
sionate, worldly prosperity; but of the good quality the chief object is vi1-tue,
the last mentioned objects arc superior in dignity. 

Soulq, endued with goodness, attain always tho state of deities ; those filled with 
ambitious passions, the conditions of men ; and those immersed in darkness the 
nature of beasts, -this is the triple order of transmigration. 

As far liS vital souls, addicted to sensuality, indulge themselves in forbidden 
pleasures, even to the same degree shall tho acuteness of their senses be raised in 
their future bodies, that tllcy may endure analogous pains. 

Then shall follow separations from kindred and friends, forced residence with 
the wicked, painful gains and ruinous losses of wealth; friendships hardly ac
quired, and at length changed into enmities. 

Let every BrallDllUl with fixed attention consider all nature, both visible and 
invisible, liB existing in tl1o divino spirit, for, when he contemplates tho boundlcsa 
aniverse in the divino spirit, be cannot give his heart to iniquity. 
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THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

BY WILLLUI COX. 

Fifteenth Paper:- The forcible seizure and talcing away qf Under
stand-ing by Impudence tlte Son of I,qMrance and FoUy. 

The following Allegory typefle8 the mental forces in nature throttgh 
Personification. 

lN the home of Intelligence, beautified with grace of Intellect, Knowl
edge, filled with the spirit of content sat upon a couch of ease; beside lim, 
joyous, his spouse Understanding, clasping to her breast the rosy child 
which had come to bless and cement with closer ties, their loving union. 
In tender voice Knowledge said: " My dear wife what joy will fill the soul 
of thy parents when they behold our dau~hter, this fair blossom from our 
marriage garden : as season by season tt unfolds with newer beauties, 
perpetuating in its growth the nobleness of our ancestry, and all the excel
lencies of our illustrious household." We will pass our next thanksgiving, 
in memory of thy l10nored parents, and thou, on communion, ask thy 
father the favored boon of his influence to bless and name our child; and 

·we will lay upon our altar the most befitting offerings: spices and 
flowers from the garden of thought; gems, bright from the Jewelled Crown 
which Virtue gave us on our wedding day; these we will offer, but of 
Myrrh and Aloes none, for no bitterness must mar the taste and pleasure 
of our memorial. Thy father will provide the frankincense and in its per
fume baptize our babe, and naming, by faith the lineage recording. Smil
ing, Understanding bowed her head, pressing fervently the child to her 
fragrant breast. 

Knowledge now began to attend to the many duties of his home; with 
clearness and precision he sorted and arranged his constantly accumulating 
store of gathered facts, he classified and indexed his acquisition from all 
parts of the world of observati ')D and perusal, so that at call, he would be 
prepared to produce at once the needed fact; to every particle of his vast 
possessions he gave place and name, and method was comylete in every 
part. While thus engaged, a Rover from the high sea o thought, the 
dashing and saucy comma,nder of the brass trimmed swift sailing craft 
the" Shameless," a man of striking appearance and one of the prominent 
sons of Ignorance and Folly, rapped loudlv at the door of the house of 
Intelligence. The rap was answered by Understanding, who bade him 
enter. He at once put forth his hand to shake that of Understanding, 
who graciously responded. When the fellow had seated himself the hostesB 
entertained him, while Knowledge continued his duties in another portion 
of the household. Kn~wledge being thus diverted, the Rover taking advan
tage of his opportunity, seizing the beautiful wife, rushed from the house 
carrying her to his ship, and immediately set sail to bafBe rescue. 

When Knowledge returned from his labor and found his wife absent, 
he became alarmed, and seeing the child, who smiled upon him from the 
couch, he realized that its mother had been taken away by force and, 
frantic with passion, he burst forth into rage like that of A tropic storm ; 
he wept, moaned, and with uplifted voice cried : " Ah. woe is me, for lost is 
my Understanding!" 

Startled by the cries of Knowledge there was great alarm and much 
running to and fro in all the regions round about and many anxious ones 
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came quickly to the house inquiring the cause for the despairing cry of 
Knowledge. 

Through the intervals of his sobs and tears, Knowledge told of the 
stanger's visit, for, at his labor he bad caught a glance of him, and bow 
his wife had bid him enter and been thus repaid ; " He it is " he cried 
"who ha.<~ taken her I What can I do? Who will care for my little one, 
now that my beautiful one, my light, my star, my hope, my happiness, my 
Understanding is gone? She was all to me, so faithful, so true, my guide, 
the lamp to my feet, the light of my pathway I Be merciful Spirit Eternal! 
Alas I I am lost, helpless, alone." 

The winds took up the cry, bearing it to outer distance; still the voice 
of Knowledge cried, and would not be comforted, "friends" be said "why 
has this bereavement come upon me, whose delight is eve1· to do good and 
benefit others? Woe is me I There is no Joy no life, for me or mine I If 
she be dead, darkness and death take my sorrowing soul." 

Reason, who with others had come to the house of Intelligence, in voice 
calm, with words assuring, said: "Knowledge, this is indeec.l affliction sad, 
a blight has fallen t~y way, withering to us aM. Be not discomforted ! Thy 
hand old friend ! Keep thy brave heart strong ; let us together, counsel, 
let us hear what our friends have to say. 

All the Principles from their several domains gather~d round the bowed 
form of Knowledge, and each spake advising words of cheer. 

Power the twin brother of Knowledge, who loved him as himself, 
grasped his hand and in voice full, measured, and forcible said: "Dear 
brother deep grief is upon us, yet all is not lost, we have friends, ample 
is my means, all I have is thine, say what is best to do, bethink you, and 
apply I" 

Experience arose and said : "How good it is for brethren to dwell in 
unison. A heavy affliction bas fallen about our dear friend yet the gloom 
will pass away and the glory 'of light break in again. The years of my 
life teach that, Fortune when she must affiict is yet willing to cheer ; she 
gives not alone the chastening tear, but as often the cheering smile; the 
flowers of sweetest fragrance are grown from the darkest soil ; tho joys of 
life which come to us are oft distilled from tears, when the soul is sick 
with sorrow. Th~ smitten heart of our friend Knowledge giveth pain to 
us, we all shall feel his loss, we too suffer, and it behooves us to stir at 
once, in this matter, and straightway begin the preparation to recover her 
we mourn. Believe me, ere long the absent will be found, the wife restot·ed 
to her husband I " 

Strength, with deep toned voice said ; " I endorse Experience, you can 
rely upon my help, to regain for Knowledge, his Understanding. 

Scarcely had Strength ceased speaking when Motion cried aloud: "Count 
me one of the party in the search for Understanding; you shall see the 
stuff of which I'm made, I have seen a haughty lookinoo fellow with 
staring eyes strolling about this house, can it be he who has taken the 
woman?" 

Zeal, impulsively cried : " Oh, if it should be he, I know him I I could 
pick him out of ten thousand by his airs ; to appear tall he walks on his 
big toes. Come, delay not ! " 

Justice said: "Friends let consideration be a guide to our impluse. No 
haste I Let us deliberate, and carefully examine what evidence we ha.ve, 
let us try and discover what person it 1s, who has wronged, and without 
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consent, taken away the wife of our esteemed Knowledge. lie has been 
seen, and his appearance partially described. :My attendants will be 
directed to track, and take, and bring to speedy trial ; and a tribWlal com
posed of Dignity, Decorum, and Myself will adjust this wrong." 

Mercy, the nearest neighbor of Justice said : •• Dear friends this meeting 
to me is indce:l a s:~.d one, it grieves mine inmost heart to find so many 
sorrowing: especially, is my soul moved for our. brother Knowledge ; 
great is tho loss of his wife, but more so when left alone with this tender 
helpless babe.. 'Vith mutual aid we must lend a helping hand, I am not 
Yery strong but will do the best 1 can, and if neeu I.Je, will labor night 
and day, until we h:wc found his helpful spouse." . · 

Reason who nil the time had remained by the side of Knowledge, moved 
to the center of the room aml looking over the assembled throng, in im
pressive voice, which filled the listeners with fecling3 of rcverance, said: 
•• Sorrow, trials, aml affiictions, arc a part of tho common lot of man. 'V c arc here for cause, the refining pot is for the silver, and the gold. 
When the spirit of m:tn is troubled, Goodwill heralds Peace. lron, 
heated red ancl slowly cooled, becomes soft and pliable ; hea.teu again an:l 
coolcll, is brittle aml of no ten:tcity; heated still again, and cooled by art, 
is tempered finely aml fit for fashioning into pruning knives, the keen 
edged razor, and the sword: as with Iron, so with man, so with the mind; 
heat the mini! and cool slowly, it becomes soft aml pliable, heat and cool 
quickly it is brittle, aml easily broken, heated and cooled by trained skill, 
it becomes an instrument of worth, and of so fine a temper, that it may 
be shaped into pruning lmivcs, fit for usc in the intellectual orchards of 
life: into mental razors, such as tl1c sword of the Spirit, whoso keen 
edge cuts its way through the fo1·tification of Depravity. The warmth and 
daring of the great soul Resolution is achieved by skill. My friends to
morrow the plans of a new departure must be formula.tt>d and fitting 
materials provided for an expedition having· for its object the recovery 
and restoration to Knowledge, of his spouse Understanding. The aid of 
influence that heeds tho cry of tribulation anu would rejoice in success is 
required. 

•• As I passed by tho offing, I saw a ship under full sail, bounding like a 
thing of lifo over tho dark Llue sea.. ' Ship ahoy! ' cried a· voice, • what 
and where away?' Across the water came the reply' the brll.Ss trimmed clip
per the Shameless bonntl for the wild and uncultivated regions of Neglect.' 
fhc observation of Motion, allll Zeal, the words of Justice together with 
this fact, implies that Understamling has been kidnapped by the captain 
of the • Shameless,' and he is no other than Impudence, whoso dwelling i~ 
in Neglect. lie is the Son of Ignorance, out of the womb of Folly. He 
is the younger brother of that formidable fighter Error. And on his 
fa.thcr'li sitlc is cousin to Vanity, who with Division ancl Dissention has 
fou~;htso many shameful brawls. If Understanding be landed in Neglect 
nml secreted within the walls of Ignorance, persistent will be the struggle, 
be!ore the lllight of our united efforts result in victory. Old Ignorance 
is an inlliffcrcnt warrior, but he ha.." a host of followers who stubbornly 
battle at his prompting, troops of allies also floclc to his aid ; his implc
mcnb of war arc numberless, while his revenue from excise i3 great 
:mel of measureless value. The commander-in-chief of his army, is his 
cltlc:<t son, a soldier renowned, and many a valiant chief has he vanquished, 
aml throughout the world, his name is appalling. He was born when the 
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elements of Nature were iu commotion. His mother called him Mistake, 
but the people named him Error, since his father's form anu individuality 
were indelibly impressed upon his features. 

''I give this outline that you may realize the task before us; we must 
conve~e with Wisdom, and after deliberation, whatever plan may be 
adopted, unite with heart aml hanu and purpose, and persistently continuo 
until our object is accomplished." 

Shouts of assent went up from the gathered friends, which were again 
and again renew~d, until the very rafters of the house of Intelligence rang 
with the echoes. 

'Vhen the shouts bad ceased Virtue placed his wreath upon the altar of 
Knowledge and said: "Friends, fidelity is certain of reward, the faithful 
Understanding cannot be lost to Knowledge; I joined and ministered unto 
them ; ye all know that those I unite, not even death can separate. She 
that has been taken away will be restored to us again, be of good cheer, 
for I say unto yon that Understanding though in the hands of Impudence, 
cannot perish I Prepare, therefore, to regain our beautiful one; Expe
rience, let thy son Friendship go with us, his unimpaired nnd vigorous 
manhood will be of great aiu in battle, tell Seeking to equip his son Truth, 
for of all tho son's of men, Truth is the noblest and mightiest of warriors. 
In every point well skilled, and with that matchless youth, we can cbal. 
Ionge the boldest of mortals to combat. One more there is who must not 
fail, go to Plenty tell him to send his son Love; let not his lack of wadike 
implements deter; we will all give him the arms that he rna.y need, ::.nd 
dellght in doing honor to his well bred son. Extend my regards to Seeking; 
to Plenty, say: Virtue greets them, and will still be a father to their sons. 
The drifting ·years by this time have developed them to manhood, they 
arc now of ago and ripe for warfare, perfect in every part and fit to do 
battle for U nderstauiling. 

"A few words more ere you depart. 'With my own hancl, will I fashion 
a garment to envelope them ; Victorg shall be ours, for with tho mantle of 
Virtue ; :Friendship, Love, and Truth cannot fail to find and restore to 
Knowledge, and to us all, our loved, beautiful aml lost Understanding. 

Until this day Understanding is in captivity wit/tin the strongholds 
Q{ Impudence ill tl,e regions of Neglect, - 8001l to be released by tlte Ten 
lmmortal Principles. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENIL 

TllE GENIUS OF Vj (CAPRICORN). 

Tms governs all persons born between Dec. 21st and Jan. 20th of any 
year. 

T11e Genius of this branch of the body of humanity governs the gen
eral servico in all that relates to the physical world; they live in and 
are the users of the nerve fluid of their own body, and these Genii are re
lated to the nerve fluids of all life; they draw subsistauce from trees, plants, 
and animals ; and their work is to govern aggregations of every character, 
therefore, they delight in the grand and beautiful in the earth, and so 
govern. in the construction of all Nature. They have a direct relation to 
a Mystic Secret, of ~t value to those who attain it: -spoken of by 
the ancients "aa the ttme when the sun entered the House of the Gods," 
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also having reference to the origin of what is now known as the Christ
mas festival, which annual celebration originated many thousand years 
before the time of Christ. There are very many relics of ancient knowl
edge of which the present age is entirely ignorant. 

These persons have a consciousness of their Genius, in the way of always 
being active in planning and arranging methods for the organization of 
means, to accomplish ends, all of a material nature; they really are the 
most materialistic minds of the Twelve, they will not accept a spiritual idea 
until it is put in the form of material service. They are apt to be enthu
siastic in whatever they undertake, and are more apt to undertake more 
than they can carry out, t.han otherwise; for they instinctively expect that 
:::: (Aquarius), which is the natural server in the minutire of affairs, to 
take up the plan and carry it out for them, and if no one takes it up and 
carries it out, they are apt to lose their enthusiasm and drop the scheme. 
They are natural absorbents of the thought of others and quickly arrange 
it into forms of service. In their early stages of spiritual development 
they are apt to become conscious of the relatedness of each thing to 
everything else, therefore they are natural serYers of the body, in adapting 
means to ends, and arranging plans and methods for great and grand r&

sults. They should cultivate a desire to serve, even in small things, and a 
preferance for others rather than themselves. as is not the natural impulse of 
those who have not made some accomplishments in that direction. While 
their minds are materialistic yet their inti.1itions are very fine, and the 
more heed they pay to them tho more rapidly they unfold. They readily 

. acquire a knowledge of the Supreme Mind, and become most efficient ser
vers of the body of Humanity in a material way. Such persons should 
be careful about overdoing and exhausting the nerve fluids ; great care 
also be observed in eating, to adapt the supply to the demands of the body. 

The Genius of these persons in the new age, is of such a nature that 
there is no language by which to now explain it. It will be born from the 
necessities and usages of that higher and Divine order of life, soon to 
come into material form on earth. 

THE GRANDEUR OF LIFE AND NATURE. 

DY CLEMENTINE A. PERKINS. 

Tms present existence is a life of warfare with self; and only to the 
victor will be given the crown of rejoicing; for we must fight if we would 
reign. In proportion as we rely upon our spiritual perception we receive 
courage. The yokes and crosses of life are lightly borne when we recog
nize their necessity for our unfoldment. No one escapes the cross, and 
all may wear the crown. The experiences of life are made up of bot.h joys 
and sorrows, and both tend toward final perfection if our aspirations are 
kept pure. Were the heavens always cloudless, were the sea always placid, 
were there no convulsions of Nature, where would be the beauties of the 
sky, the grandeur of the ocean, or the diversification of hill, vale 
and ragged mountain? A life passed without storm, without trials and 
temptation, beneath cloudless skies, would be illy prepared to launch its 
hark on unknown seas. It is the harmonious blending of the darker hues 
with the light, that add beauty and give character. 
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Material manifestations are passing shadows and are only real as they 
add to the sum of .experience. The varied experiences of life find their 
counterpart in Nature. There are seasons of joy, there are times for 
rest ; there are periods of strife, of quiet and peace. Defeat now stares 
us in the face, again peons of victory await us. The sun dies and finds 
its grave in the sea. The bosom of the ocean, like the tempest-tossed 
soul, heaves and is convulsed with the sobs of suppressed emotion ::..nd 
regret. On the lonely shores of life we stand amid the rising tempest ; 
the mournful music of the waves dash unceasingly far upon the rocky 
coast, while the darking sea reflects the sombre tints of the clouds gliding 
by in the near atmosphere. The wind, like the Spirit of man, sighs and 
moans. The storm-birds hover above us, or drooping with folded wings, 
wail out their discordant notes, while in copious tears the rain descends. 
There are souls that strive to drown tho noise and tumult with clashings 
and warfare with their fellow sufferers, more restless than themselves; or 
to lull their disappointments with an opiate distilled from sensual pleasures. 
Such poor souls end their present existence in darkness as black as the 
night, or awake from a terrible night-mare, stricken and blasted. Great 
and noble souls sacrifice upon the cross of desire, to virtue and purity, and 
he who thus conquers himself, is worthy the crown. We must not live 
for self-gratification. Our wants increase as they are gratified, and regret 
follows close upon gratification ; it may be that to always desire, we shall 
never possess. 

The enlightened soul would suffer intense torture before it would suc
cumb to an ignoble deed. With the Spirit of Love in the heart, all things 
turn to pleasure. The first step upwartl must be over the grave of buried 
hate, revenge and jealousy. Love cannot reign in the heart until we con
quer self. The conqueror, like the firm immovable mountain rising from 
the rocky shore, reaches in his grandeur far up into the infinity of space, 
whose apex touching the bosom of the Divine, rests in his majesty, in the 
power of Infinite Love; or as the ocea:1 with its heaving surface is con
trolled by immutable laws, so the mighty heart is controlled as it throbs 
out the storm raging within, subduing, restraining hope to such natures 
never gives way to despair. The night to them is like the descending sun 
gliding down the west, casting the long shadows of the mountains across 
bills, vales and streams. From off the range of darkness the dew falls, 
a refreshing balm to thirsty flowers. The twitter of birds in their leafy 
nest among the trees on the hill-sides, die away in happy murmurs. The 
silence of the waiting soul is only broken by notes of joyful evening 
thanksgiving, from these gentle songsters, and the soft sighing o{ the wind 
among the branches as they move forward and backward, downward and 
upward, Nature's lullaby, fast quieting the child-birds and hushing their 
sweet noises in dreamless sleep. 

Though darkness at last covers all things, the soul as it were, is !IUB
pended between earth and sky and holds close communion with its father, 
God. The deepest, holiest feelings of our natures expand in the darkness 
like leaves in the spring-time, bathed with the dew of Heaven. Only in 
the night do we faintly realize the magnitude of Creation, and the wonder
ful .Ji><>Wer of the mind of God ; and we are lost in the contemplation of 
the Immensity of the over banging heavens where, in eternal and never 
varying procession, are suns, moons, and stars. The soul that finds joy 
in sorrow and light in the darkness, will rise supreme when the morning 
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break!! and the shadows flee away. The new day is dawning; the moun
tains outlined against a clear sky are gilded with the first golden beams of 
tho rising sun. The fresh breeze, tho sportive waves rippling upon tho 
sand, now advancing, then retreating with bewitching grace; tho sea birds 
startled from their rocky nests, mounting aloft to catch a glimpse of tho 
rising sun, while they reply to their mates in clear, shrill tones; the woods 
alive with happy, joyous songsters echoes their song of morning praise and 
devotions. The many familiar voices of Nature awake responsive thrills 
within tho eoul of all created lifo ; tho sunlight streaming down through 
tho trees caress innumerable flowers of many colors, sending out delightful 
fragrance in tho morning air. All Nature in her happiest mood bedecked 
with these gems of tho morning, how simple, yet how perfect and bow 
in harmony with the soul attuned to her beauty and music ! The 
broken shore dimly defined and grey in tho early morning, but now soft
ened by tho sunlight, transformed into a thousand happy tints ; the rough 
green-clad mount:~.in-sido gleams like emeralds set in marble ; the golden 
sands of tho s:!a-shoro blencl with the blue of the ocean ; tho jutting rocks 
throw gentle shadows over the many islets that lie scattered on the ne:u
bosom of tho sea.. 

All, all is beauty; and tho sonl is awakened to the grandeur of living, 
and being a part of tho wonderful plan of Creation. It sees beyond the 
turmoil and tho strife. It hears tho music of tho spheres ringing down 
through tho ages. It finds an echo in the soul to all that is beautiful, 
graml and sublime in Nature, it sees something in tho lavish spread of 
Nature beyond the simple gratification of ta<Jte and desire ; not merely 
that it shall minister to our pleasure, but by it be lecl upw;trd to tho Infin
ite ; and because of this noble germ of strength nncl faith within them
solves, rise superior to all misfortunes. Tho foundation may shako under 
them, and they may become weary, and tho sands of life may slip away ; 
still they hold fast, because God has placed under them His all-supporting 
arm to be with them for evermore. 

" THOSE in whose organisms the process of arch-natural vivification and con
struction is begun, are invaded by a destructive element, whenever they encoun
ter the natural human form. The arch-natural is first chilled because the natural 
man subsists in an atmosphere of moral cold. Evt-ry passion of his mind and 
body contributes to this cold ; his egoism, his familism. his tribalism his national
ism, his class spirit, his rage, jealousy and hatred, his secretiveness and cowardice, 
his finesse and subterfuge, his isolated and competitive independence, his parasitism, 
his moroseness and gloom, his animal hilariousness, his fawning and hypocrisy, 
his c;roistic religiousness or scepticism, his thirst for self-appropriation, his love of 
rule, his diseases, his inhumanity; in fine, the totality of his self-personality, in 
structure, passion and action. The structure in which he is established is a form 
of death, and therefore murderously opposes this new form of immortal virtue 
and therefore, of eternal life. 

There is no safety for the new-born lambs of God among the raging wolves of 
the natural race ; no safety till the wicked are cut off. . . . • That process of cat
ting off is already being begun. Those who are living and looking for the King
dom of Heaven on Earth, and who are tending organically toward its fruitions, 
grow, slowly but surely, by the evolution of the new interior constitution; alLhough, 
upon the surfaces, the evidences of transformation, at most, are faint and feeble. 
Tkat they live is evidence tkat they grow, for, were it not for G ctmtintUKl int~Jo 
ribr growth and change, they would cetUe to live." Anon. 
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UNITY OF DESIRE. 

WE have been praying: "Let thy kingdom come and thy will be done," 
with new light. Few in the many years past have used these words with 
much idea of their real meaning. Now we realize that those words can 
have no other meaning than that of a. desire for the kingdom of God to 
come on earth. Those who have answered the call "To the Awakened," 
know that the REAL answer to this prayer is at hand, and that instrumen
talities are offered to them to make that kingdom a. tangible reality on 
earth, in a. way transcending human imagination, and that there is really 
something for each to do, as well as p1•ay for. Prayer is asking God for 
something which we feel the need of, otherwise it is mere mockery, there
fore evil in the extreme. We have been led to think in tho past, of God, 
heaven, prayer, and spiritual things generally, as pertain!ng to some far 
off abstract unknown and unreal existence of which wo can know nothing, 
which has destroyed its reality and its meaning in tho Bible, and in nll 
matters relative to religious subjects. But wo should remember that all 
things of a religious or spiritual nature have relation to this world, and to 
the uses of man. 

The idea of a. heaven somewhere up in the skies, is all the imagination 
of men, it is not taught in tho Hebrew Bible, nor in the Christian Testa.. 
ment. Jesus said: "The kin£1lom of God is within vou." The angel said 
to John in the Revelation: "The kin~oms of this world nre become tho 
kingdoms of our God and of his Chr1st (i.e. his annointed ones). Now 
this is what we are taught to pray for. The words, "Let thy kingdom come," 
canuot mean l<'t me die and go to thy kingdom. No, that would be revers
ing the meaning of words; read your Bible on this subject, Isaiah's proph
ecies are full of instruction, plain and unmistakable on the subject. 
So are the seven minor Prophets all plain and unmistakable. Ezekiel is 
very deep and metaphysical, but it all relates to the same great; s~bject, of 
the time coming when God's kingdom should become a realized fact on 
earth., affecting and governing the affairs of men in the earth-body. 

Now this work is to be done by those who are wiser than any man that 
is known on earth, but we who are on earth, are to be the physical actors 
in obedience to those high and holy ones who are guiding and controlling 
the whole affair, and it only remains for us to be willing and obedient, not 
allowing fear or skepticism to retard our movements; for NOW the time 
has come, the physical work has begun, and you are notified to be ready. 

One more v1ew of it before we proceed further. The first utterance; 
"Our Father who art in heaven;" do we all use these words intelligently, 
or do we speak them like the parrot, without understanding·? Do you mean 
by Father; God? "God is spirit" what do you know about "spirit?" Is 
there an awakened soul consciousness that breathes that word with a. con
sciousness superior to the reasoning brain? Does it express the words 
within you, involuntarily? If it docs, then there is a real soul desire, it is 
not prayer without that. Do you realize what you mean when you say: 
"Who art in heaven?" What and where is heaven? Is it "beyond the 
bounds of time and space?" Then it is nowhere. Is it a condition and not 
a place, or is it in you, or in the heaven where God is? Is not God every
where? Is not God '"the fulness ••• that filleth all things?" Yes truly but 
where are they who do His will perfectly? These are the spirits of " just 
111en made perfect," these are the Solar :Masters who have perfected 
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their lives on the earths of the solar system and now are the organized 
and individual will and mind organs of God, and have control of all the 
affairs of this Rystem of worlds. They are organized as one body ; 
they are the "Pattern" shown to Moses on the mount, after which he 
formed the Temple in Jerusalem, and after the manner of which body "The 
new Jerusalem" (city of Peace) is to be builded, not out of stone and wood 
only this time, but out of those who truly and earnestly desire that the 
pattern of the heavenA should find expression in their lives, which they 
freely give for the establishment of this Divine Order on earth. 

Then from this thought (which is carried all through the Bible, but known 
only to those who have been accepted a." co-workers with these Grand Souls), 
they will pray and work for an object in view, and will daily be instructed 
what is necessary to do, to ultimate that design on earth among the people. 
They will be consciously working with the wise and good of all the earth 
and heavens, and that work will daily grow more real and practical; the 
mythical ideal will pass away from you, and realities of th'3 greatness and 
grandeur of the actual will take their place; uncertainties will pass away, and 
communion with men who never t:uk unless some important use is to be 
accomplished, will be a matter of the most absolute reality aml of the 
gravest importance. 

"Our Father"-spirit of all life-'"which art in heaven"-which has 
expression in the perfected souls -"let tl1y kingdom"-thy kin~ly domin
ion--"come in earth as it is in heaven,"-will be the expression ot the soul's 
desire, an<l that the same Divine Order might be established here on earth. 
That the Temple, the College where we may be educated a.nd developed 
into a knowledge and consciousness of the laws of heaven, where all we 
are or hope to be \Vill be governed and controlled by that law, and n.s God 
does not want servants to be blindly controlled, but wants Sons that know, 
understand, and do from a knowledge of what is necessary to be accom
plishe<l and how to do it. Therefore, the wor<ls "Let thy will be done on 
earth as it is in heaven," recognizes this divine order of the Solar Masten, 
and desires t.o be accepted. as a co-worker with them for the establishment 
of their supreme law on earth. 

Those who have no consciousness of that yearning of the soul for this 
higher order of life, and still have a de~:~ire for that which will bring them 
into this higher consciousness, l.:t them continuo repeating this prayer and 
try at the same time to feel it a.nd understand its import, and if continued 
in long enough, you will get the consciousness of your acceptance, and. to 
those who have the conscious acceptance we would say, continue ever in the 
spirit of that desire, ever looking for ways and means for its being realized 
viz., made real, actualized in form a.nd function; look for methods of ser
vice in that tlirection, keep ever active the desire ••to know the truth" the 
true way for yourself; for knowledge, wisdom and understanding; listen
ing carefully for the guide that speaks within you, and be VERY careful 
to obey it in all things. 

A CALL TO JUDGMENT. 

Nearly all professed Christians have believed that when the kingdom 
came, then waR the time of the Judgment, i.e., just preceeding it; in 
which men would be judged according to the deeds done in the body. 
Paul, in his first letter to Timothy, v. 24, says: "Some men's sins are 
open beforehand, going before .t.o judgment; and some men they follow 
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after." This is undoubtedly true, and relates altogether to the subject of 
•• forgiveness of sins," the nature of which we will consider further on. 

Jesus said : " Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God. " 
Before our covenant of self-dedication is complete, we want every sin to be 
brought to judgment, therefore, let us unite for the coming month in this 
prayer:-

Oh God and father of all life judge me by Thy divine justice, let me 
reap the full reward of all that I have woe; if I have injured anyone let 
me reap the just reward of my sin, judge me, 0 my God, as I have judged 
others, and visit on me the evils that I would have visited on other:s ; if 
there is unpleasantness between me and any otlier person 0 God, do Thou 
judge between us and execute justice where judgment is due. I come 
unto Thee as I am, now Father JUdge rpe, and whatever of wrong there is 
in me, purge me in any way, that I may be clean indeed. I wish now to 
die to the world, and to live in Thy presence hereafter. No matter what 
suffering I am justly entitled to, let me suffer it, that I may be free. Thou 
0 God knowest all our affairs; let Thy divine justice come. Judge me, 
0 God, according to Thine own just law, that all there is of me worthy of 
Thy service may be purified by the fires of Thine own just law. Search 
me and see if there is one desire that is not in keeping with Thy ways. 

Bring up everything and present it before God, to be justified or con
demned according to Divine justice, let it be a month of searching and 
cleansing of self, and if there is anything that struggles within you between 
self-justification and condemnation, never let go as long as there is one 
doubt remaining in your mind. If the inner impulse of the soul impresses 
you to make reparation for wrongs done to others, obey it. If it is wrongs 
that you cannot rectify then repent and hold it up, unjust as it may be before 
God. and ask His judgment upon you, for it WILL be visited upon you sooner 
or later, and if you wait for your sins to come after you to judgment, it will 
be visited upon you by men who have no mercy but. if you ask God's 
spirit to execute the justice, He is very merciful. 

THE LAW. 

God never changes, and always works by law. God dwells in the 
inner sanctuary of your own soul as well as in the heavens. 

When we come thus willingly to judgment, and examine in the light 
of the soul, and make right every wrong; we at once see wherein we can 
correct the errors, and the spirit of the high and holy ones come near to 
help us ; and as we call back one after another of the creations of our 
past life, and hold it up in the light of heaven, those thought forms of 
evil are transformed into messages of love to those who we have injured; 
none can transform them but yourself. Again, if you are willing to re
ceive justice, you will be more careful to give it. In this act, we come to 
judgment in the covenant relation; we die to the world and its allurements, 
and are prepared to be led by the Spirit into heaven ; and are prepared to 
make a heaven wherever we go. Remember, if you ask justice, you will 
get it, therefore, do not ask it unless you mean it. "It is a fearful thing 
to fall into the hands of the living God," said one. Yes, it is, if your p'ur
poses are not honest; but it is rather a fearful thing not to be in the hands 
of GO<l, but to be left to the mercy of our own ignorance of God's laws, 
that act and interact through all our life. To ask divine justice, will prove 
our own nature, whether we are honest with ourselves or not. It will be. 
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a fearful thing to ask divine jnsti\}e whon we do not mean what we say 
but when you can with all the loving purity of a chilc.l's heart, thus 
pray, then, if <lifficulties arise, you can remove them at once, by taking 
them to the throne of Justit>.e. 

After you have covenanted your life to Goc.l~ you must have no more con
flict with num. y~n are not your own, yoa belong to the family of heaven, 
nnn all l'r~CI' ill'l!:i ,.. .. ~ Gotl'M children, anJ any wrong can and will be im
media.tel.v t•tghtctl it y:•n appoal oo the .Jml~:~ .1~ heaven to <lo it. Then it 
will be a fl·arful thing f••r 1\ny )'Cl'l41>n to iujL"e you, for it you nt once 
take it to Judgment, tho wrong will immedtaf.t. · •. •·eturn upun their own 
hea.<ls w.d1 .~ter force !ban it was ~~ent out to~····· . 

H.E.n. 

POPULARITY OF VEHETARlAN RE~TAlJRANTS 
1~ LONDON. 

A rational diet has such an iml>Ortant bear: ng on the health, temperance, and 
morality of a people, th.'\t we gh·e plac<' to ~he follow:ng interea:<ting and 8u~ve 
communication which rec~utly appeared iu tbe fl,;$•o ·t lleraU, and is made .ui<!!
t.ioruilly valuable at this time, in conjunction with D!. En;li:oh's "Hygienic II'!'~ 

L'f company with a compatriot from New Engla.wl, tho writer ""8<' l'l::l!tmt.If d .?":.ll
ing along the Strand in London, in tlte neighborboOfl of Charil&!; .... ru...~ ;..~~~ 
attention was attracted by a cnnspicuollS .;ign. "V egeta.rian Hotel and lt&tanran~. ·· 
It was dinner time, \Ve were hungry, wo were unspeakably tire<l of the mo .. ..,tu 
DollS fare of the average English hotel and rt.'lltaurant, we were on the lookoot for 
novelties, lUlU so we concluded to see what the thing was like. Passing op a Bight 
of stairs \Ve entered a large, cheerfuJ.looking room, tastefully and quietly decorated, 
and lit by incandescent electric lamps. 'Ve half expected to encounter a company 
of long-ltaire<l and wild-eyed indivi<loals eagerly devouring bran pudding, saw
dust soup, or something of the kind. But the people around the tables were 
sensible and healthy-natured appearing people. Among them were a nomber of 
gentlemanly looking young fellows who were quite the reverse of the cranky 
persons we had in mind. 

Seating ourselves we looked over the bill of fare and gave oar orders. Here is 
what we had, and we found it surprisingly good : First there was an excellent 
vegetable soup, so nicely flavored that we could not have distinguished it from a 
soup made of the best meat stock. Then we had lentil cutlets with tomato sauce. 
In shape they were like regular cutlets of meat, and were beautifully browned. 
They proved delicions tasting very much like a preparation of finely minced meat, 
suggesting chicken croquettes na much na anything. Di(t we not know what they 
were we shou!tl have surely ta.kon them for some kind of delicately flavore<l meai 
compound. With the cutlet.'! we batt some good mashed potatoes, and we finished 
with a pot of tea, such as is found well made alm011t everywhere in England. The 
entire meal cost us 12 pence, or 24 cents each, and in addition we paid a penny 
for a napkin. 

TJn: JDafV. 

The fol!owiDg oopy of the menu, with Eaglieh money NDderecl IDt.o Amerioua, will be fOIIIIII 
lnt..reatiog : 

Soups, at 6 C!tlllta-Vegetable, mock turtle, lentiL 
Porridgee, with ngar and s)'l'Up, at 6 centa-Oatmeal, wheaten, maize-m111h, ADglo-Sor,teh. 
S.:Yoriee, at 8 oeuta-Leutil cutlet aud tomato eauce, harioota aud to~ macaroni BDd to-

toes, vegetable rout beef a 1a Fl'IIDC&iae, harioota, potatoee aud -, ••011 omelette, rice aod 
tomatoes. 

.Ltra yegetablee at 4 cenia-Cauliflower, oabbllge, bn.ela sproata, panuipa, muhed ~ 
harioota, tomat.Mw, maaroni, rice. 

tiweat puddiup at 6 oenta-TaJK- GUtard, oabiuet pudding, lemon ch....-ke, bread-aod
butter puadiJir, ma.roui aud fruit. 
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I'Mtry at R eenbt-Pium, dAmacm, apple, pear And apricot tarta. 
Stewed fruit. At 6 cents-Figs, dates, plums, J:l'renuh plnma, damsons, apricots, apples, pin&o 

apple. peqn. With cream, 2 cents extra. 
&ndri-TM (frash mRde for each psi'BOn), choo.>late, cocon, coffee,minerals, 110da-and-milk, 

6 eenta eoteh. &trnette, 2 cent& 
l'rinted on the nuvgin.~ of the mPnu were the following remarb: "A ch~U~ge of diet is 11 great 

l'lllltorer of health." "TomR~ AJ'8 the moat powerfuiMti-et'Orbutic of any known vegetable, 
N~.zt com8'1 celery." " Whole-meAl bread is the bst to eat, and is the tnuutu.ff of liie." "CIW
Iomers. will oblib'8 by ukiug for a copy of the menu. " 

VEGETABLE AYD P'LESR FOOD COliPARED. 

The menu al.~ gave infonnation r.oncerning the virtues of vegetable diet. in the 
shape of the following quotation from the •• Family Doctor, "headed "What ie 
Good Food ? " 

"In a recent course of lectures on food. Dr. Jackson gave some chemical analy
ses of various common articles of diet, which can h.udly fail to be of interest to the 
hygienist, inasmuch as these analy:~es are the scientific refutation of the claim 
made by flesh eaters for the daily nee<l of meat. To sustain life and secure to 
the body tissues proper nourishment, it has been detennined by physiologists that 
eertain chemical elements must enter into the composition of food. Among these 
essential elements, known as alimentary principles, are nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen, sulphur, iron, etc. Now whether these alimentary principles are found in 
the animal or vegetable kingdom it is a scientific fact that they are identical sub
stances-that ie to say, chemi11try recognizes no difference between the nitrogen, 
earbon, hydrogen or oxygen derived from animal products and that found in grain 
and vegetables. All that is necessary is the presence in the food of these clements 
in certain proportions. It. \Vill be readily seen that lean beef is certainly not an 
economical food, as it contains 72 parts ont of 100 of water, and bas only 19 parts 
of nitrogen or tissue forming material. How do figures stand in Table II. of meats 
eompared lvith those of Table I., representing the grains and vegetables? Take 
peas and beans, for instance. Beans contain considerably more nitrogen than 
lean beef, twenty times as much cat·bon or power-producing material, a fair pro
portion of salts, and only 9 parts of water to 72 parts of the water in beef. Which 
doe9 chemistry demonstrate to be the best food for the hard muscle-worker? Peas 
are also much richer in nitrogen than an~ of the flesh meats more than 20 t.imes 
richer in carbon, with only eight parts of water. Pea meal, or dried split peas 
made into soup, fonns one of the best and most sustaining articles of diet. The 
same is true of beans. To ·make nerve, tis11ue and muscle, cat these nutritious 
foods. Ri~e is the richest in carbon of all the grains, an«l it is a well known fact 
that races of men !lepend almost entirely for their subsistence upon rice, like the 
Japanese; and while they may not be large physically. they are strong ancl com
pact, agile and endm-ing. Potatoes, parsnips, antl turnips are mostly water. All 
the grains contain practically the S3me clements. ancl except in individual cases, 
one is a~ goo1l a..~ the other. Certainly no one who is cleprived of flesh food need 
fear starvation if he can have a plentiful supply of the grains. All the ele
menlq of nutrition are contained in the grains, fruits and Yegctables. 

CIDDUCAL ANALYSIS Of" OIUIN AND VEOETAJILES. 

Nitrogen. Fat or C:u-bou. Saline Matter. Water. 
14.22 
J:>. 
J.t. 
]:1. 
ta. 
];",, 

Whito Bread. •••.. J.u:; ll!l.i3 1.11 
Rye )1131. . . . • . . . ~. 7:l.2 l .S 
Com Meal. • • • • • • . 11.1 7!1.2 1. 7 
nur.kwhe.'lt. •••••• 1:110 71.40 2.!'.0 
Rice. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.!1 f(n.2 .0 
Oatmeal .•••••.... 12.fl (l!l..l 3. 
Ream. . . • • • • • . • . 2-'i.'l (I 1.4 8.2 
Peas. ...•.••..•• 2·1.s r..t.:l 2.1 
J>annips. • • • • • • • • 1. l!i.!) 1. 
TIU'DiJ& .. • .. .. .. 1.2 7.2 .6 
Potatoes. • • • • • • • • • 2.1 22. • 7 

!l.!l 
~.!l 

~2. 
1•1. 
75. 
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OIIIDDOAL AlfALYI15 OJ' n.BIB IIBATB. 

Ni~n. Fat or Carbon. Saline Matter. 
Lean Beef .•..•• 111.3 8.6 6.1 
Fat Beef .••.••• 14.8 29.8 4.4 
Lean Mutton ..... 18.8 4..9 4..8 
Fat Mutton. . • . . . 12.4 31.1 8.5 
Veal. • . . . .•. 16.5 15.8 4.7 
Fat Pork. . . . • . . 9.8 88.8 2.8 
Dried Bacon. . . . . . 8.8 73.8 2.9 
Tripe ••.••.••. 13.2 16.4 2.4 
Salmon. •....... 16.1 5.5 1.4 

THE ENGLISH VEGETARIAN MOVEMENT. 

(Jan. 

Water. 
72. 
61. 
72. 
63. 
63. 
39. 
15. 
68. 
77. 

We were so pleii.Sed with our experiment that we frequently patronized the 
place while in London, and went regularly there for our breakfast, which we 
found much better and about a third as expensive as at our regular hotel. A con
siderable number of vegetarian restaurants are to be found in various parts of 
London, and the practice of a vegetarian diet seems to be growing remarkably in 
popularity. There is an organization for promoting an interest in the question., 
called the London Vegetarian Society. One evening we were handed at the res
taurant, cards reading as follows ; 

"The president and committee of the London Vegetarian Society request the 
pleasure of .Mr. and .Mrs. -company, with friends, to a special meeting to be 
held at Holbom Town Hall. for the consideration of the best means of meeting 
the present distress, on Friday, Oct. 26. 'Humanity, health, purity, temperance, 
thrift, happiness.' Vegetarianism is summed up in these grand words. It appeals 
alike to the sanctions of religion and science. It ponts to the true sources of 
wholesome food, and tells of new possibilities of thrift in hard times. It answers 
many of the difficult social questions of the day, e. g., the housing of the poor, 
the congestion of our great cities, the agricultural depression, the land question. 
It is more rational, more radical, than politics. Come and hear. The chair will 
be taken at 8 o'clock hy A. F. Hills, president London Vegetarian Society. S'{le&k 
ers: Mrs. Hawkins, Miss Hardinge, Mr. Alderman Phillips, .Mr. E. Dixon, Mr.W. 
Jeffrey." 

The foregoing indicates the nature of the propaganda iu favor of vegetarianism 
under way in England. The movement has eminent supporters, among them the 
venerable Prof. Newcome. Something like twenty-five years ago the great dis
tress in England, particularly among the factory operatives caused by the cotton 
famine, brought about by the American civil war, induced Prof. Newcome to 
look into the question and see if there was not some means of cheapening the cost 
of liviug. He concluded that the expense of food was enormously increased by 
the item of meat, and he entered into p1·actical experiments to see if this might 
not be largely reduced. So, with his family, he set the example of adopting a 
vegetarian diet, and the result was so agreeable, really improving the general 
health, that ever since it has been strictly adhered to, and no meat i~ consumed in 
the Newcome household. Visitors to the beautiful home of the professor say that 
nowhere have they ever seen a more bountifully spread or attractive table, and so 
deliciously prepared was the food that the absence of meat was really not felt. 

SCIE~IFIC REASONS FOR THE MOVEMENT. 

An impression that a stranger gets from the population of London is that the 
persons seen on the streets have, in general, the appearance of being either over
fed or underfed. The gross indulgence among the U}'per classes in heavy, rich 
food leaves an unmistakable impress in the shape of puffy faces, and coarse, blotchy 
complexions, while on the other hand, one is struck by the pinched look of the 
multitude, coming from a deficient diet, lacking probably not so much in quantity 
as in the proper elements for maintaining 11. good physical standard, being more 
stimulating than nutritive. 
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Therefore, the reaction in favor of vegetarianism probably arises from the neces
sities of situation. This view is maintained by the eminent physician, Dr. J. 
Milner Fothergill, who read a paper before the anthropological section of the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science at its meeting in Manchester 
two years ago, entitled "The Effects of Town Life Upon the Human Body." His 
investigations led him to tho conclusion that town populations are steadily detel'ior
ating, and he found one of th" principal causes to be the intemperate use of ani
mal food. The fact that the town dweller lives in a state of constant excitement, 
due to the incessant activity of his surroundings, inevitably had its effect upon the 
nervous system, and in consequence his digestive organs were impaired. He is 
beguiled into the belief that meat is healthful becl\use it is easily digested. The 
sense of satiety which it produced, and the fact that it digests in the stomach with
out giving rise to dyspeptic sen.'!ations, had enticed many "down a. primrose path 
leading to destruction." Dr. Fothergill finds the great source of what is known 
as gout poison, or the generation of uric acid in the system, to lie in the over-in
dulgence in the flesh of animals. Th3 prevalence of Bright's disease of the kid· 
neys and of consumption he traces also very largely to thi'l source. In this genera
tion of uric acid he observed a degenerative physical tendency in the shape of a 
reversion to the traits of a reptilian organism. " The realization of the fact that 
the digestive faculties of town dwellers lead them to adopt a dietary which is in
jurious in its after results, will cause them to correct it," writes Dr. Fothergill. 
''Already, indeed, we see many blindly starting o9t on a new track in the spread 
of vegetarianism, along with the 'Blue Ribbon ; • In this action they have not 
waited for physiology to pronounce an authoritative opinion ; but have on their 
own account, guided by some instinctive impulse. Modifications in our food cus
toms are required for town-dwellers. They should have food which will nourish 
them and sustain them without any bad after-effects, and which they can digest." 

RATIONAL VEGETARIANISM. 

There are extreme vegetarians who, like the teetotalers formulate their dietary 
principles into something like a religious creed, and who will touch no form of 
animal food whatever, but the greater number appear to be moderate and sensi
ble in their views, embracing in their diet eggs, milk, butter, cheese, etc., and even 
fish, mollus<.'s, and tbe like, refraining simply from the flesh of warm blooded ani
mals. Much of the objection to a vegetarian diet has come from the unattractive 
IUld ignorant preparation of the food, making it indigestible and distressing to 
sensitive stomachs. This has been largely, if not completely, overcome by the 
adoption of more skilled methods, and there are !laid to be excellent vegetarian cook 
books, with instructions ho'v to make a great variety of attractive vegetarian 
dishe!l, many of them exceedingly delicate and easily assimilated. Chemical in
vestigations show that the only real distinction between the clements of vegetable 
and animal food lies in the substances belonging to the latter called "extractives," 
having no nutritative value, but acting as stimulants, in a somewhat similar way to 
alcohol. Another characteristic of animal food upon which the main stress has 
been laid by its advocates, is the fact that it consists of materials which, having 
once been assimilated by digestive processes, are in a. form to be easily taken up 
into the human organism. This fact is undoubtedly strongly in its favor, but the 
advance of chemical science is rapidly applying the same process artificially to the 
preparation of vegetable substances into easily assimilated food, as witnessed in 
the va1·ious preparations of grain foocl for the use of invalids. Vegetable substan
ces also lend themselves readily to the influences of manifold flavorings, giving 
them a wide and attractive variety to the taste, including many dishes so prepared 
that they cannot be distin1,ruished in flavor from meat. 

Among the patrons of the Vegetarian restaurant in London, we met gentlemen 
who enid that they were not habitual vegetarians, but, like ourselves, were so nau
seated by the universality and monotony of meat that they came to this place as a 
welcome relief, either once a day, or several times a week. It is the same in our 
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American cities ; I have heard many complaints of the difficulty' of obtaining a simple 
ancl attractive lunch, and a vegetarian restaarant conducted on similar principles 
would{robably find good support, for one of.ita chief recommendations is the cheap
ness o the meo.ls. 

In the United States there seems to be altogether too much meat eating, the eu&

tom of having animal foocl at all three meo.ls of the day iil extremely prevalent, and 
it could well be dispensed with at two of the meo.ls, particularly the '"meat breakfast," 
with benefit to the health as well as at a great reduction in the cost of living. My 
companion in these London vegetarian experiences was a distinguished American 
scientist, who says that at home he has meat on the table but once a day; more 
frequen~y it would be surfeiting. · S. B. 

A FEW CHARACTERISTIC EXTRACTS FROM SWE
DENBORG'S ARCANA C<ELESTIA. 

" Tm: state of a church in general is this. In process of time it departs from 
tho true faith until it comes at length to be entirely destitute of faith, when it is 
aaicl to be vasta.ted. This was the case with the Most Ancient Church amongst 
those who were called Cainites, and also with tho Ancient church after the flood, 
as well as with that of the Jews. At tho time of the Lord's advent, this last was 
in such a state of vastation that they knew nothing of the Lord, as being about 
to como into tho world for their salvation, and they knew still less respecting faith 
in him. Such is also \ho ca..~o with the primitive Christian church, which at this 
day is so completely vastated, that there in no faith remaining in it. There always, 
however, remains some nucleus of a church, which those who are vastated as to 
faith clo not acknowledge ; and thus it was with the Most Ancient Church, of 
which a remnant existed until thtl flood, and continued after that event. This 
remnant of the Church is called Noah. 

"When a church becomes so vasta.ted, that faith no longer exists, then a new 
church fit'St commences, or a new light shines forth, which in the 'Vord is c:illed 
mornin[J." 

TUE LIFE OB' THE SPIRIT. 

"I:-. the other life it is given to perceive clearly what opinions people have en
tertained, whilst they liYed in the body concerning the 11oul, the spirit, and tho life 
a.fter death; for when kept in a state resembling th:~.t of the body, they then think 
simihrlv. and their thought is communicated as plainly as if they spoke openly. 
In one instance. not long after the decease of the party, I perceived, what be him
self intlcctl confessed, that although he hacl believed in the existence of the spirit, 
yet he had imagined that it could only live in a state of obscurity; because he 
lutl reJ:I.l'cletl tho b:>dy as tho source of life, so that on removal ft·om this there 
could t·emain scarce!y any perception of individuality. Hence he supposed that 
a spirit w:1.1 a mere phantom, and confirmed himself in this notion by seeing that 
the brntcs h:we :~Is:> life in som:~ respects resembling that of men. He, was how
eYer, a;;ton:shetlthat spirits nn1l angels live in the highest light, intelligence, wis
dom, antl happiness, attentlcd with such perception as can scarcely be described; 
t~u:~ th~; theil' consciousness, so far from being obscure, was clear and most 
<hstmct. 

" I h:we converse1l with spirits who conceived heaven and heavenly joy to con
sist in this, that they shoald be the greatest. It \Vas, however, tolcl them, that in 
h~a.~·cn he is the greatest who is the lea.st; for whosoever desires to be the least, 
h.1..'1 the greatest happiness, and since he enjoys tho greatest happiness who is tho 
lc:1st, it f:>llows that he is the greatest. For what is true greatness but to be tho 
most happy? It is this whidt the powerful seek to attain by power, and the rich 
by ri<~hcs. They were furthtlr informed, that heaven does not consist in desiring 
to be least with a view to being the greatest, for such desire is the lust of pre-cm
lDence, but in evet·y one's wishing f1·om his hea.rt better to others th:m to himself, 
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and in serving others with a view to their happiness, from loTe, and not for any 
aelfish ends. 

" Some entertain so gross an idea of heaven, aa to suppose it to consist merely 
in admission ; regarding it aa a cloeed place, into which they are admitted through 
a door which is opened for the purpose, by those who there act o.s door-keepers. 

" Some believe it to consist in leading an indolent life, and being waited upon 
by others ; but they are infonned, that happiness by no means consists in a state of 
idleness and rest, for were it so, every one would desire happiness for himself 
alone, and thus none could JlOIII8088 it. Moreover, in such an inactive, idle life, 
they would become torpid, although it must be known to every one, that with:>at 
activity of life there can be no h.1ppiness. Tho angelic life consists in nse, and 
in the goods of charity. For nothing is more delightful to the angels than to in
struct and teach spirits coming from th, world, - to servo mankind by in11piring 
them with what is good, and by restraining the evil spirits attendant on them from 
po.ssing their proper bounds, -to raise up tho dead to eternal life, and afterw:irds, 
if their souls be of such a quality o.s to render it possible, to introduce them into 
heaven. In tho perfonnance of these offices they perceive an indescrib::bb · 
degree of delight. Thus they are images of the Lord. for they love their neigh
bor moro than themselves, and where this feeling exists, there is heaven. Angelic 
happiness then is in use, from use, and according to use ; or, in other words, it is ac· 
cording to the goods of love and charity. Those who entertained the idea, that heav
enly joy consists in indolence and in indolently quaffing eternal delight, were, for 
tho purpose of making them o.shamed of their opinion<J, led to perceive the nature of 
such life. And they perceived that it is most thoroughly sor:owful; for beinrr 
destructive of every delight, it soon becomes irksome and disgusting." " 

" The angelic state is such, that each commnnicates his own blessedness and 
happiness to another; for in another life there is given a communication and most 
exquisite preception of affections and thoughts, in consequence of which every in
dividual communicates his joy to all others, and all others to every individu:~-1, so 
that each is o.s it were the centre of all, which is the celestial form: wherefore as 
tho number of those who constitute the Lord's kingdom is increased, so much 
greater is their happiness; and hence it is that the happiness of heaven is inex
pressible. Such is the communication of all with each, and of c:u:h \vith all, 
when one loves another better than himself ; but should any one wish better to 
himself than to another. then the lovo of self prevails, which communic:~.tes nolh· 
ing from itself to another, except tho idea of self, which idea. is most filthy n.nd 
defiled, and, as soon o.s it is perceived, is instantly separated n.nd rejected. 

"As in the human body, each and every part concurs to the gener.ll and partic
ular uses of all, so it is in tho kingdom of the Lord, which is as a sincilc m:~.n, 
and is also called the GRA~ :JIA~ [Maximus Homo]. Herein each p:u·ticnbr 
member concurs more nearly or more remotely by manifold methods to tho gen
eral and particular uses to all, consequently to the happiness of every one. and 
this according to an order instituted and constantly maintained by the Lord." 

"There are three heavens ; the first where good spirits are, the second where 
angelic spirits ar!'l, an<l the third where angels are ; and one more interior ~cd 
purer than the otlter: thus they arc most distinct from each other. E:u·h he:~.n·n, 
both the first, the second, and the third, is distinguished into innumerable socict:c::, 
and each society consists of several individuals, who by harmony :uul un:u.im:ty 
constitute o.s it were one person; nn<l all the societies together constitute :13 it 
were one man. The societies arc distinguished from each other ncco:-din~ to tho 
differences of mutual love and faith towards the Lord ; which difTcrenccJ arc so 
innumerable, that it is impossible to recount even the most universal genera : nor 
is there the least given difference, which is not arranged in the most ~o~rdcrly m:m
ner, so o.s to conspire unanimously to the common one, and the commora one, to 
the unanimity of the indivilluals, and hence to the happiness of all as promotecl 
by individuals, and of individuals as promoted by all. 'fhenco every particular 
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angel, and every particular society, is an image of the universal heaven, and a 
kind of heaven in miniature." 

" Such being the nature of heaven, it is impossible for any angel or spirit, to 
have any life, unless he be in some society, and thus in the harmony of united 
numbers, a society being nothing but the harmony of united numbers : for there 
can be no such thing as individual vitality, unconnected with the life of others. 
Nay, it is impossible for any angel, or spirit, or society, to have any life, that is, 
be affected with good, or will, be affected with truth, or think, u:uess there be con
junction by many of his society with heaven, and the world of spirits. It is the 
same with the human race, insomuch that no man whatsoever can possibly live, 
that is, be affected with good, or will, be affected with truth, or think, unless he 
also have conjunction with heaven by means of associate angels, and conjunction 
Also with the world of spirits, nay with hell, by means of attendent spirits : for 
every one, whilst he lives in the body, notwithstanding his utter ignorance of it, 
is in some society of spirits and of angels ; and it would be impossible for him to 
live a single m<'ment, unless he had conjunction with heaven and the world of 
spirits, by means of the society in which he is. Thus it is as in the human body, 
in which, whatever part has not conjunction with the rest by means of fibres and 
vessels, and thus by relations of functions, is not a part of the body, but is in· 
tantly dissociated, and rejected as having no life. 

EDITOlUAL NOTES. 
FoR comprehensive catalogue of books, see November number. 
DR. ENGLISH contributes to this issue another highly profitable selection from 

"The Healing of the Nations." 
We give in this issue the first of a series entitled ; "The Second Coming of 

Christianity, or The Religion of the Future." Mrs. Imogene C. Fales, the author, 
is president of The Sociologic Society of America, whose motto is : " Co-opera
tion; the Law of the New Civilization." The society already has several state 
branches, and is laboring to establish industrial equity from the Christian, in 
contradistinction to the Anarchial standpoint. 

WE have given considerable space in tlus number to Hygienic and Vegetarian 
suggestions. What we eat, and likewise the state of mind in which we eat it, are 
highly important matters. The harmony and perfection of lift> is comprised in the 
right adjustment of what in themselves often seem but small things, but which in 
the aggregate, count mightily for happiness or misery. There arc undoubtedly 
many of our readers who could be greatly profited, in clearness of mind, and 
health of body, by a covenant with the spirit, rather than the flesh of animal life. 
We would at all events counsel greater moderation in the use of animal food. 

A CARD FROM PROF. BUTLER IN ANSWER TO NUMEROUS LETlERS. 
WE wish to say to our numerous friends who have written us under the im

pression that the call "To the Awakened" was some society move outside of 
TnK EsOTERIC, or that it was for some interior sooiety ; we wish. to say it is not. 
The purpose is only to ultimate the primary object of our work as announced in 
the first number issued of THE EsOTERIC, and raise means to accomplish it at once, 
because the Superior Ones say the time HAS COME and the work must be put in 
proper shape to enable those who wish to perfect their lives to do so. There has 
been placed in our hands means of subsistence for onr people and, against the 
time of need, for the W oriel; and several other secrets of inestimable value to 
such a movement, and to the world, when controlled by those whose only object 
is to benefit humanity. 

'V c have received several hundred very earnest and impOrtant letters, and it 
\vould be impossible for us, consistent with other duties, to individually answer 
them ; hoping our friends will be satisfied with this, we are as ever Faithfully. 

H. E. BUTLER. 
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SOME OCCULT PHENOMENA AND FORCES FROM 
THE SCIENTIFIC STANDPOINT. 

BY VIDYA NY AIKA. 

Phenomena of Transmislion. (Continued.) 

ANOTHER proof of the existence of actual waves in the air must be given 
before leaving the subject entirely. If a continuous discharge from the 
knobs of a static machine takes place in a rarefied atmosphere which is 
confined within an enclosed area connected with a compressing air-pump, 
it may be observed that the variations in atmospheric dell$ity pro
duce a corresponding variation in the amount of electricity transmitted 
from one knob to the other ; the atmospheric variations producing changes 
in resistance to the current. It is quite easy, by known means, to de
termine accurately the variations of this electrical resistance, and to make 
an automatic record of the same. Such an instrument is in the .Alchemo
pus, and it is capable of recording variations of atmospheric density hav
ing a frequency of more than three and a half millions per second. Such 
an instrument, by registering the changes within the atmosphere during 
the sounding of various tones, demonstrated beyond all cavil the actual 
existence of waves corresponding in frequency to those of the pitch of the 
oscillations of the aggregate producing them; and that each wave is 
of two portions, one of which consists of air, denser than its normal 
tenuity, and the other of air in a state of rarefaction greater than its den
sity before the tone was produced. The existence of air waves has long 
been theoretioally accepted, but these experiments for the first time actually 
prove their existence objectively. 

During the passage of a wave through any given volume of air, each 
particle thereof makes a small elliptical, cycloidal or circular excursion 
to and fro, but the whole volume of air is not moved from its place. The 
compression of the air brings the particles more closely together, and its 
subsequent rarefaction takes them farther apart than their previous uniform 
distance, having been the medium for the conveyance of sono
rous waves. These particles of air, as before stated, do not make a recti
linear excursion. The more forcibly the pipe, wire or vocal chords have 
been sounded, the more forcibly will the air be compressed and rarefied ; 
and the longer the excursions of the air particles, the louder will 
be the sound, and, technically speaking, the greater will be the amplitude 
of the waves. Amplitude is the energy of a vibration- pitch the fre. 
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quency. It is evident that sound cannot be transmitted through a vacuum, 
because there is therein no elastic atomic medium capable of conveying 
the pulses ; the fact that light can be transmitted through an atomic 
vacuum shows it to contain an elastic medium not atomic, which is to 
light what air is to sound-a medium for the transmission of energy. Light 
can be reflected ; so can sound ; light can be focussed by a burning glass 
(a convexo.convex or a plano.convex lens), so can sound by means of a gas 
lens made of collodion film, filled with a gas denser than air ; light can 
be refracted by means of a prism of glass or any transparent substance; 
so can sound by means of a prism of gas contained in a wire skeleton 
prism, covered with a thin membrane or film ; light can be inflected around 
an object ; so can sound, but, owing to the magnitude of the waves com
pared to those of light, its " shadows " are more noticeable. Besides, light 
1s reflected from particles of dust within the air, and sound is not -
this makes light shadows exhibit different properties from sound shadows. 
But the analogy between transmissive sound waves, and those of trans
missive light waves, is more remarkable than the world has suspected. I 
will not here notice the seeming analogy between the musical scale and 
the prismatic spectrum, but will confine the subject to those phenomena 
necessary for the comprehension of the occult forces connected with sound. 

Light on being traxismitt.ed through a glass prism (secundum artem), 
is broken up into a series of rays which, if intercepted, at right angles by 
a screen, exhibits the well known luminous spectrum. Newton, and the 
scientific world in general, have considered that the prism merely separates 
the different ray!! which were originally contained in the ray of 
white light transmitted to the prism- a belief I cannot accept, hut which 
I cannot now elucidate and correct, for want of space. It is further be
lieved that if any one of the separate rays of the prismatic spectrum be 
subjected to a further prismatic analysis, no results wili be obtained - tbat 
the ray is monochromatic and cannot be further divided by a prism ; i. e. 
it is thought to be no longer refrangible. If a hole be made in the screen 
in such a manner as to cut out the place covered by the blue portion of 
the spectrum, so as to allow the rays to pass through the screen and f:ill upon 
another prism, it has been noticed that no further spectrum is produced. 
It if! true that no visible spectrum is obtainable by the prismatic refrac
tion of a •· monochromatic" ray, but a spectrum nevertheless exists, as 
can readily be proved by a chemical thermopile, and this invisible spec
trum is a duplicate of the luminous spectrum, as far as the ratio of its 
different parts to each other is concerned. Of course, to obtain a spectrum 
of a" monochromatic" ray, a vrism must be used which is as transparent 
to that ray as glass is to a ray of "white" light. 

The fact that the " monochromatic" rays can be "broken up " into 
secondary spectra was discovered in the •· Alchemopus" in 1888, and it 
considerably modifies all our conceptions of the physical character of 
radiant energy. It was discovered at the same place, during the same 
year, that a sound ray transmitted through a gas prism is also "broken up" 
into a ~;ouud spectrum - not a visible, but an audible spectrum- the 
relative parts qf wldch .'!u.<ltain the same ratio to each. other as do the rays 
of tlte prismatic light spectrum. The different portions of the sound spec
trum arc measurable by the static-electric device mentioned at the com
mencement of this article. The sound spectrum can also be roughly ana
lyzed by means of Helmholtz's resonators, which are spherical glass or 
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porcelain globes, with a projection on one side to fit into the ear, the 
opening in which projection communicates with the interior of the globe. 
Opposite the ear piece is a larger opening communicating with the air. 
When this is held to the ear it will "speak" or sound, when a note of 
music is produced in its presence having a unison or harmonic pitch with 
that of the pitch of the cavity in the globe. A different resonator must 
be had for every note-· for they "speak " only to a note in unison with 
them. If you will hold a tuning fork near your mouth, and vary the vol
ume of the air in the chamber within the mouth, leaving at the same 
time a small opening between the lips, as if about to whistle, you will ob
SE\r\'e that there is one certain volume of the buccal cavity to which the 
tuning fork is in nnison ; and, when that volume is struck, the mouth aug
ment'! the sound produced by the fork. It is upon the same principles 
that the resonators are constructed. You may have often observed that 
light is prismatically rP-flected from many surfaces, such as glass orna
ments, etc., producing rainbow hues upon objects near by. Sound is also 
prismatically reflected from different objects. 

If a ray of light below the luminous spectrum be thrown upon a screen, 
it will not b3 visible to the eye. This is done by reflecting ray~ from an 
iron object, not quite hot enough to he luminous in the dark. From a like 
object, warmed to almost the same temperature, is reflected another ray upon 
the same spot upon the screen. If the second ray meets the first ray at a 
certain an!Jle, and if the two rays have a slight difference of pitch (the 
exact ratio of dijfer•mce and the angle being kept secret), the non-luminous 
rays and spot will become luminous- that is, the rays will produce a 
summation at their point of meeting. throwing the ether into vibration& 
having a frequency greater than that of either of the rays. It is thus that 
in the Alchemopus is often seen the queer phenomenon of light in sp:we 
remote from any object, said light being produced by the meeting of non
luminous t-ays, at a great distance from the mirrors from which the "dark" 
r.tys are reflected. Ueversing the process, two luminous rays can be caused 
to meet in such a manner that darkness is produced. · 

During the next year it was proved that sound rays were also capable 
of producing summation tones in exactly the same way as light does. A 
tuning fork whose pitch is 500 per second and a tuning fork whose pitch 
is less than 500 but more than 250, arc placed within the foci of two par
allel mirrors, and reflected so as to meet at an angle upon a certain spot 
at a distan,Je from the forks. The pitch of the tone heard at that spot 
will be very much higher, say 1200 per second. 

These analogies between the transmission of sound and that of light, 
give us new conceptions of both forces. By varying the method with either 
sound or light rays, there can be produced summation overtones higher 
than the original pitches, summation undertones lower than the original 
pitches, and Rummation difference tones ; but a proportional or geometri
c.al explanation of why this is so, is too complex aml mathematical for pres
entation in this paper. but an analogy will serve as an illustration. 

If down an inclined plane, one hundred balls per second were rolled so 
as to strike against an object at the foot of the plane ; and if from 
another portion of the same plane another series of balld were rolled so as 
to strike the same object one hundred times ~r second ; and if the second 
series of balls struck the same object at the same time as those of the 
first series, then each impulse against the said object would be made with 
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twice the energy capable of being excited by the one series, but the fre
quency of the impulses per second would remain the same. But if the sec
ond series of balls were timed in such a manner that their contact with 
the object would occur half way between the contacts made by the first 
series of balls, then the energy of the bombardment represented by each 
stroke would remain the same but the frequency per second would be 
doubled. 

Now if a tuning fork transmits a sound ray whose pulses strike the 
tympanum of the ear one hundred times per second, and if another tun
ing fork transmits a ray of the same frequency to the same ear, the angle 
qf the meeting of their 1·a!ls can be varied so as to double the amplitude 
(loudness) of the original tone of one fork ; or to allow the loudneSl:l to 
remain the same and the pitch be doubled. For, if the waves from one 
fork strike the ear-drum between the waves coming from the other fork, 
the tympanum will be agitated twice as rapidly, and the auditory nerve 
will convey the scns:J.tion to the brain, ancl the sensorium will reveal to con
sciousness the fact that the pitch has been double, that is, we hear the 
octave and not the fundamental tone of the forks. 

This fact entirely disproves one of the well-known and accepted laws 
of acousticd, viz. : that " there can exist in the air no waves of sound 
having a frequency greater than the oscillations of the reeds or wires 
or bells producing them;" called, if I remember rightly in exoteric 
science, Ohm's law. It may be thought that these summation over-tones 
are produced by nodal oscillations in the forks or wires, having a greater 
frequency than the fundamental tone of the aggregate. It is well known 
that all simple tones or oscillations are accompanied by harmonies having 
a numerical whole-number frequency greater than the fundamental tone 
of the vibrating body; but it can be directly proven that the air can be 
.thrown into tremors whose frequency is not equal to that of the funda
mental note or harmonies of the body agitating the air. A piston made 
of light substance, in such a manner that it is not resonant, can be mechan
ically moved with a given frequency, say 100 times per second, anrl will 
produce a musical tone, although a not very plea.:coant one, for reasons to 
be hereafter pointed out. Two such pistons can be caused to throw the 
air into waves having a uniform pitch of 100 per second; and if the two 
rays thus produced Le caused to meet as above described, tho measuring in
strument or the resonator will reveal the presence of a tone having 200 
vibrations per second, AFTER the summation combination, but previous to 
said summation there exists no pitches greater than 100 per second. The 
fact that combinations of transmissive waves of sound can be made so as 
to produce pitches not exhibited by the oscillating source of the sound, is 
of great importance in the comprehension of one of the most signifi
cant of occult phenomenon, to be hereafter studied. As this is a matter 
directly opposing the assertions of modern physics it may be well to give 
a few more experimental proofs. It is directly stated in more than one 
work on physics, that there can exist in the air no pulses having a fre
quency greater or less than the frequency of the oscillation of the body 
producing the sound, either as a whole, or in the vibrations of its submul
tiple areas, that is, there can ·exist in the air, it is thought, no waves except 
those produced by a ·corresponding oscillation, having the same frequency 
:HI t.ha.t of the waves. 
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That there can exist in the air, waves not produced by a corresponding 
simple vibration is proven, by the following. A long, wide and high hall
way was selected for the experiment,- the hall-way was in fact a tunnel 
elliptical in its transverse section, the major and minor axes of which 
were respectively 18 and 11 feet, and its length was 169 feet, connecting 
by an underground passage two portions of the ••Alchemopus." At one end 
of the hall-way was placed an instrument capable of producing pulses, 
puffs, or waves of air, having a frequency of 200 vibrations per second. 
Thi~ instrument consisted of a stout metallic saucer about one foot iu diam
eter, with a rubber wemlJl'ane in wusion across the top, like a drum-head. 
Upon the face of· this membrane was cemented pieces of ebonite, hard
wood, whalebone, etc., in alternate strips, having a length less than the 
diameter of the drum-head at that place where the piece was laid. By a 
simple mechanical device the air within the saucer was alternately com
pressed and rarefied two hundred times per second, and this caused the 
drum-head to "bulge" out and "cave" in the same number of times per 
second. The strips of different materials cemented across the drum-head 
prevented its resonant or nodal vibration over submultiple portions there
of. The result was that at the other end of the hall, the ear heard a. tone 
in exact unison with that of a tuning fork known to have a pitch of 200 
per seconcl; and no other tone was recognizable by the car, or by a com
plete set of Helmholtz's resonators, or by the various vibratometers 
(sound-measures) I have described. In fact there was within the hall
way no pulses or waves not produced by a corresponding simple vibration. 
A second apparatus exactly similar to the first, was placed in the same end 
of the hall-way, but at the opposite side of the hall; and between the two, 
was placed a partition a.'i high as the ceiling and about six feet long. To 
be brief, both were caused to sound simultaneously or synchronously, and 
the result was, that at the opposite end of the hall the tone having a }>itch 
of 200 was detected and measured, but twice as loud as before, that is, the 
amplitude was doubled but the pitch remained the same; and, as yet, there 
existed no pulses in the air, not produced by a corresponding simple 
vibration. 

An examination of the condition of the air in the hall-way during the 
transmission of these rays will be necessary before giving the proof in
tended. At zero Centigrade, the velocity of sound in air is 333 meters or 
1093 feet per second. Its velocity increases nearly six-tenths of a meter 
for each degree Centigrade of rise of temperature; and therefore at a tem
perature of 60 degress Fahrenheit- at which the experiment was per
formed- its velocity was theoretically 1125 feet per second. Sound travels 
more slowly in a dense than in a rare medium, and more rapidly in an 
elastic medium : density retards and elasticity increases the velocity of 
sound. In gases this velocity is directly proportional to the square-root of 
their elasticities, and inversely proportional to the square-root of their den
sities. As a general rule solids are more elastic than liquids, which more 
than compensates for the diminished velocity occasioned by their greater 
density. Thus sound travels about four times as fast in water a.'l in air, 
and in lead four times; yet lead is much the heavier. The reason it does 
not travel slower in lead than in water, is because lead is more elastic and 
resilient. In copper it travels eleven times faster than in air, and in glass 
and iron sixteen times as fast. But at that given time when the above experi
ment was performed, the temperature was 60 degrees Fahrenheit and the 
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velocity of the sound was therefore tl1eoretically 1125 feet per second; ac
tually, it was found by measurement to be only 1120 feet per second-the 
loss being occasioned, as wa.<~ determined, by the hygrometric (moist) condi
tion of the air. 

The first outward bulge of the membrane over the head of the saucers, 
occuring simultaneously, produced a wave in the air which travelled 
through the hall-way at the speed of 1120 feet pet· second, and if the hall
way had been 1120 feet long, it would have reached the opposite end from 
the starting point, in exactly one second of time; and if the membrane 
on the saucers had made one motion per second, another wave would have 
started exactly as the first wave reached the end of the imaginary longer 

. hall-way, and the waves would therefore have been 1120 feet apart- that 
is, the wave-length or 10-l, would equal 1120 feet. · If the membrane had 
mad~ two pulses per second, the waves woulcl have been 510 feet apart, or 
half the distance; but as the membranes moved 200 times per second there 
were 200 of these waves started before the first one had reached the end of 
the imaginary hall-way, and therefore 1120 divided by 200 will give us the 
distance these waves were apart, viz.: 5.6 feet (which equals five feet seven 
and one-fifth inches). The period-frequency of the oscillatiOn of tht> 
drum-heacl was the one-two hundreth of a second ; its pitch was 200 per 
second; the wave-length 5.6 feet; the velocity of transmission 1120 feet; 
and the number of impingments against an ear-drum at the opposite end 
o( the imaginary hall-way 200 per second. The actual length of the hall
way was 169 feet, and there was therefore at one time within the rc.>al 
hall-way, a fraction less than thirty and one-fifth waves. At any given 
point in s;\id hall. way there would 200 waves pass each second. 

It was mentione1l that the two instruments were separated by a parti
tion. In the ct"Ucial test an impulse was given to one of the drum-heads 
in such a manner that it started a wave through the hall at a time half
way between the times of the starting of the waves from the other drum
head, so as to send a series of waves in betwce" tho.;e produced by the 
other instrument. The partition was six feet long: and the waves leav
ing either instrument could not come in contact with the waves of the 
other instrument until they had passed the partition ; and just before pass
ing the partition, measurements revealed the fact that waves were leaving 
the end of the partition from both instrument~ at the rate of 200 per 
second. But measurements made anywhere within the rest of the len9th 
of the tube, revealed the fact that t1Javes were passing at tlu!. rate of i:OO 
per second I And at the end of the tubfl, the means before designated re
vealed the fact that no pitch of 200 could be detected; and consequently 
the air had been thrown into waves not produced by a corresponding sim
ple vibration q.f the same frequency per second. 

In the secontl crucial test the two instruments were made to oscillate 
simultaTieously instead of half-way between ; and one of them was placed 
a lwlj-11Jave-length beltind the othc1· (2.8 feet) so that at the time the wave 
from the first in.;trument (the front one) had passed half its en tiro length' 
away from the partition, it would meet the crest or conden~mtion phase 

. from the second instrument, thus producing an impulse half-way between the 
waves coming from the first instrument, and this by measurement revealed 
the fact that at the other end of the hall-way, and throughout the length 
of the hall, the pitch had been doubled ; and there existed in the air, 
•laves that had 1wt been produced by a corresponding simple vibration. 
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The same process and method has been applied to light rays in the re. 
searches carried on in that most wonderful laboratory in the world, called 
the Alchemopus ; but the description of the apparatus ia not essential in 
this connection. Their full description is found in the manuscript of 
Vidya Nyaika from which these articles are abstracted and popularized. 

FIDELITY. 

"SH.ARTNESS" rather than fidelity, is the ideal or characteristic of the 
times. In the earlier days of this country there was a larger measure of 
what might be denominated slow going or old fashioned honesty. Per
haps the available prizes of life were not as great then, and, consequently, 
the temptations not as dazzling, as in these electrically accelerated times. 
Therefore to call for a revival of old fashioned integrity merely, would 
not perhaps be enough. A new type of fidelity seems required, a graft 
it may be into the original stock, but one that has the polarities of the 
"Messianic Cycle" and on which even the swift and colossal temptations 
of modern times could have no effect; for the mental nature, as well as the 
mechanisllt of the watch, has to be fortified against subtle disturb
in" forces, which were until recently unknown. 

1t is no longer sufficient, by compensating balance wheel, to adjust a 
watch to the varying temperatures, but it must also be made non-respon
sive to the invasive fielcl of the electric dynamo, otherwise the most valu
able wat.ch may instantly be made worthless as a time keeper. This require
ment, it has recently been announced, is met by replacing those parts which 
are susceptible of magnetic polarization, with material that is impervious. 

Correspondingly is there need of a re-adjustment of the mental nature, · 
to enable it to withstand the subtly seductive invasions of a culminating 
age. It must be reinforced and fortified in every essential and particular, 
until it shall fufill the requirements of the Messianic ideal of fidelity. 

Let each then take under consideration, and profoundly and prayerfully 
meditate, not alone upon the measure of fidelity which their own duties 
and situation in life require, but which the electrically exhilarated age in 
all its amplitude demands. 

The idea of over-reaching, of getting the better of others by " smart
ness," must be wholly set aside. Superior ability, brings added responsi
bility; it requires at the possessor's hands, superior service; and one is in 
no sense justified in employing it as a means of mere self-advantage. 
It is true that self consideration has been first and foremost, but it must 
become last and least. The Messianic ideal of fidelity seeketh the good 
of others for such is the law of the higher nature, of which the Christ 
became the type. This may seem utopian to some; yet it is the only pos
sible means whereby the kingdom of heaven can come on earth. 

A wrong done another, the.n, must come to be regarded as the greatest 
possible violence to one's own higher nature,- a. thing too monstrous to 
be pe~trated or even entertained. The crown of an empire, the wealth 
of a kmgdom must not bear, for thee, a feather's weight, in the scales of 
temptation. Neither mayest thou justify or excuse thyself for wrong 
done,- that like measure has been rendered unto you ; this may be given 
thee as the means of thine own trial and proving. Be thou faithful to the 
enlightenment and guidance of the Spirit before whom thou must be jus
tifit>d ; and who will reveal unto thee the footprints wherein thou shalt 
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tread, making known thy duties from the least to the greatest; whereof 
thy reward shall consist. 

Let then, this new born fidelity, be within thee as the light of the sun, 
that it may beget confidence, and bring peace and rest to the souls of men. 

Fidelity imparteth courage and addeth sweetness to life ; it nniteth 
heart to heart and soul to soul. Fidelity to God and man fulfilleth the 
law, and upholdeth the earth and the heavens. IIELios. 

THE POETRY OF LIFE. 
BY EMMA HOWARD. 

WHO is the poet? 'tis not always he 
Who lives a dreamer, far from noise and strife, 
But often one, who on the waves of life 

. Braves many a storm and many a heavy sea. 
Who learns through suffering, the law of love 
Far better than the cold calm books can teach; 
Who through the bond of sympathy can reach 
The world around him an<l the world above. 
Who feels the joys that other souls possess 
Yet for their sorrows consolation draws : 
Who sees in common life divinest laws, 
And beauty in a rich, or humble dress. 
For through the woof of common, prosy life, 
Runs many a thread of brighter poetry, 
Like gleam of gold across the sunset sky, 
With glory radiant, and with beauty rife. 
Sometimes, I think, that in the world beyond, 
When all our e1trthly life has slipped away 
Like distant memories of a distant day, 
We still !:>hall cherish with a memory fond,-
The bright imagihations of to-day, 
And find somewhere within the shadowy land 
The airy castles of our fancies stand,. · 
In beauteous grandeur reared, beyond decay. 
How oft does that which seems reality 
In life, sink to decay inevitable, 
As time flies on; while thought, intangible, 
Yet still most real, lives on eternally. 

THE PLEASANTEST LIFE. 
THE rich mau and the brave man and the wise man alike, have their 

crowd of worshippers, and, as they all receive honor, they all have expe
rience of the pleasures of honor. But the delight which is to be found in 
the knowledge of true being is known to the philosopher only, and he is 
the only one who has wisdom as well as experience. But since experience 
and reason and wisdom are the judges, the inference of course is, that the 
truest pleasures are those which are approved by the lover of wisdom and 
rea.son. And so we arrive at the result, that the pleasure of the intelligent 
part of the soul is the pleasantest of the three, and that he in whom this 
ts the ruling principle has the pleasantest life- Plato. 
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THE SECOND COMING OF CHRISTIANITY, OR, 

The Religion of the Future. 

BY IliOGENE C. FALES. 

(CONCLUDED.) 

817 

EvoLUTION is the mode of Creation. It is a process of growth through 
endless variations with the final establishment of new and distinct types 
of life. It is the means of relating and combining into a system all the 
various forms of nature. •• Every being is the product of modifications 
wrought by insensible gradations on a pre-existing kind of being." (Powell.) 

Evolution is not merely a change of the modes of the 11ubject;- it is 
that, but more:- the subject itself changes. It develops its forces 
through successive forms, or modes of expression. The inner or spiritual 
elements of being make a new environment. 

In the intellectual, moral and spiritual progress of the world, there is 
an evolution corresponding to that in the animal kingdom. The law is 
equally applicable to sociology, as to biology. 

As indtvidual and social growth are the results of the operation of this 
law, and as they are bound and linked together with all of Nature's genera 
or orders, the faw of evolution governs the individual, the race, and social 
institutions. Involved in the process of growth, are culminating periods 
when out of old conditions new and higher expressions of life appear. 
These culminating periods carry with them a more complete inter-action 
of spiritual and material forces, and mlly be called Creative epochs. 
Such an epoch the world is now entering. Civilization is on the threshold 
of a change from a social order representative of the egoistic instincts of 
man's nature, to one expressing altruistic sentiments. 

This fundamental change in the life of society is the result of untold 
ages of growth, of social differentiation, and integration. A stage has 
been reached where the continued action of tbe selfish propensities is pro
ducing results fatal to social order and growth. It has led to the concen
tration of wealth and power in the hands of a few capitalists; that con
centration is reacting injuriously upon the entire industrial system- para
lyzing trade, throwing hundreds of thousands out of employment, lower
ing wages, and engendering race and class hostility. Thts is a step 
backward in the life of civilization. To pre,·ent the suffering consequent 
upon competition industrial forces are combining; and this consolidation 
of the forces of labor marks the end of a competitive civilization, and 
the beginning of a new civilization of associated interests. At the present 
time eo-operation exists merelr as a latent power in the social system, and 
competition is the active dommant law. But as the action of this law is 
rapidly tending toward social deterioration and disintegration, -the intro
duction of Co-operation as a universal principle follows as the next stage 
in the growth of society. Civilization as it progresses and unfolds, inevi
tably reaches a state where it becomes one with reJigious life. 

Religion is that which relates man to God and his fellow-man ; and 
social growth is ever toward the incorporation of this law. The essence 
of the Christian religion is love for our neighbor, or the recognition of 
human rights. That which bas the force and sanction of a Divine com
mand is the governing law of the r.1ce. The ethics of Christianity when 
applied to trade, express themselves in a co-operative system of industry. 
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Not only is there no antagonism between the moral law of identity of 
interests and advancing civilization, but the whole course of development 
is toward the fulfilling of the law. The greater the co-ordination of man
kind, the higher the civilization. As man emerged from the barbaric 
condition of primitive life, he learned to co-operate with others, and 
although development has been slow and synonymous with struggle and 
suffering, yet social amelioration and increasing happine~ hM·e kept pace 
with increasing inter-dependence. Man's necessities are the instruments of 
his deliverance from suffering. 

Men are be6inning to perceive the coincidence of self love with benevo
lence, of individual with general good,-that more thorough and rapid 
progress can be made by the utilization of Nature's forces than by their 
destruction. They begin to perceive, especiallY' the great body of the peo
ple, the terrible effects of industrial competitwn at a time when labor is 
owned by capital, when wealth is concentrated, when machinery takes 
the place of human labor, when the underpaid labor of the world is strug
gling to find employment; and they realize that counter measures of a 
co-operative character must be instituted, that competition is incapable of 
meeting the demands of an age replete with inventive thought, with new 
and wonderful mechanical utilities, and one that is leavened with the idea 
of human equality, the rights of man, and the brotherhood of the race. 

There is not a refot·m to-day through which the fibrous roots of the 
divine idea of human brotherhood is not striking. In socialistic principles 
and organizations, in trades unions, in con;;olida.ted charities, in all benev
olent !15Sociatioos, in rapidly spreading conceptions of democracy, in visions 
of a new political economy based upon Nature's great law of <!orrelated 
forces, the thought appears and reappears, giving assurance of a new com
ing order of beauty, peace. and stability. 

The religion of the fnture is dawning. Its crescent beauty already 
lights the sky of human hopes and aspirations. It is dawning in the knowl
edge that the divine energy of Christianity is eternal; that it is a thing 
apart from perishable human institutions; that it endures when the forms 
under wl1ich it partially disclo:ffid itself have passed away;-that when it 
has permeated and modified every part of life so thoroughly as to change 
the entire tone of civilization, it disapr.ears from church systems and organ
izations, and reappears as a Divine hfe in mao, and in social institutions. 
It ceases to be local, and becomes universal. 

Forms change, underlying principles persist. There is a conservative 
correlation of the energy of religious systems as well as of physical forces. 
There is the same law of growth in the religious development of mankind 
as in the natural world. In both instances growth is from the simpler to 
the more complex, and the complexity of an organism or of a new religious 
system is only the gradual unfolding of forces heretofore latent. In the 
one case as in the other the unfolding process goes on through endless 
variations and diversities of types, until from out these diversities, a 
new order of life-or a. new religious system is finally evolved. 

The religion of the future, is Christianity in its "Second Coming," 
as a. spiritual force and power. This second coming of Christianity, carries 
with it new laws, new principles, and new conditions of life, not invDlved 
in the first. It is the same Energy, but under a new form of action. 

Because growth is slow, because we have been accustomed to separate 
matter from spirit, the Divine from the human, and have not recognized 
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that God is in Nature, that His life and thought are affiliated with human 
life and thought, we fail to read aright the " signs of the times, " and see 
in human affairs and social movements, the outworking of a Divine plan 
and purpose. We have banished God, the Father from the universe, 
and made a negation of Christ. 

It is necessary that we should take a new departure,-that we should 
realize where we are to-day, and not drift blindly and aimlessly on with
out knowledge of what is taking place. It is necessary that we relate the 
Divine and the human, and make God a factor in human affairs; that we 
realize we are nearing the end of an order of life known as the natural, 
egoistic, or competitive, and are entering upon a new and super-natural 
and Divine order. This introduction of a new social condition, this dis
closure of new spiritual elements in humanity with their transforming 
power upon the body, is similar in kind to the evolution of the human from 
the animal. In both instances a distinct degree of development separates 
the higher life from the lower. 

The end of the present Order, necessarily carries with it social upheaval 
and suffering, because of the ignorance of men, and their tmwillingness to 
adjust themselves to new requirements. 

But inasmuch as growth is governed by law, and law but expresses 
the Divine mind ; and, inasmuch as the competitive system, or the 
organized selfish instincts of the race, is reversing its action for good, 
and is tending and must tend, to anarchy and ruin,- the opposition of 
men can only increase the evils of the present hour. It cannot change 
conditions, or turn back the movement of society. For when civilization 
reaches a point, when it can no longer prosper on the selfish or competitive 
plane,- when its wealth becomes concentrated, when its industries contract, 
when the increasing impoverishment of the people, reacts upon the whole 
industrial and social system, and trade languishes and stagnates,- when 
the preservation of the social state demands that wealth shall undergo dif
fusion,- and when, in order to effect this, the people combine their inter
ests, organize their forces, and obtain control of their industries and the 
laws under which they act, - when the state, or the government ceases to 
be the representative of a class, and wields it~ delegated power in the 
interests of all,- then, insensibly, society adjusts itself, to Nature's higher 
law of mutual helpfulness, religious and social forces are correlated, and 
the energy of the race that now goes to waste is conserved. The ethical 
law of Christianity is Nature's higher law. 

The mighty forces now grouping theQJselves for the greater happiness 
of mankind are directly traceable to the influence of that Divine Spirit 
who made of Nature's laws-and human duties, a religious obligation J who 
codified all religious commands and statements into one broa<l formula of 
divine and human relations and obligations: ;•Thou shalt love thy neigh
bor as thyself." Contained in that formula are the laws governing social 
growth,- the violation of which carries national suffering, decay and 
death. The law of correlated forces is the primordial law of Nature. It 
is this which holds the rlanets in their courses, and connects the visible 
nncl invisible worlds of life. The law of evolution is only a repetition of 
this law on another plane of action. It declares the unity of life, and the 
correlation of all natural forces. The law which governs cosmical relations, 
and which binds in one chain the universe of life, is yet to be completely 
expressed in all social relations. 
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"Then comes the statelier Eden back to m !Ln. : -

Then reigns the world's great bridals, chastt, ~~ond calm." 
Nearly two thousand years have passed since the law of Divine and human 

relations was formulated as a religious principle, binding upon mankind. 
Now that civilization is outgrowing conditions once essential to it, and is un
consciously preparing to adjust itself to this eternal law, Christianity is be. 
ginning to be seen in a new light,- that of the Saviour of the world from 
all the multitudinous evils of existence. For Love is the fulfilment of 
the Law, and is the only saving power on e:uih, or in heaven. We are 
y .... t to enter more fully into the mysteries of life, of which up to the present 
time, we have merely stood uvon the threshold, and learn what the sal
vation that is in Christ really means- the salvation which results from 
the correlated forces, of the Divine and the human. 

The spirit of Christ coming into closer, and in m<my instances conscious 
union with the spirit of man, reappears as the guiding power of life, and 
ushers in a new spiritual dispensation. The first advent was of the form; 
the second is of . the Spirit. The form disappears from sight- the Spirit 
endures and enters into communication with humanity. 

Nothing is lost. There is only a change from one mode of action to 
another. The energy of conscious intelligence is indestructible. It is 
not dissipated, or transformed into merely spiritual elements. It forever 
persists and discloses itself as an Individualized Thought of God. The 
energy or Spirit of Christ, is the energy or Spirit of God- it is the energy 
of the race. The Power who works in Nature,- who moved the universe 
of matter from staw to state, from inorganic to organic- who out of the 
animal evolved the human with all his higher endowments, is the same 
Power that uttered itself in the religious and social law of love to God and 
love to man. 

The spiritual life and force which intermingles like the atmosphere with 
the life of man, has undergone the same process that everything in Nature 
undergoes,- that of unfolding. Spirit and matter ultimate themselves 
in a being, who summed up and expressed purely natural forces,-and also, 
Divine forces. 

Jesus of Nazareth is the representative of humanity; he is the repre
sentation of Divinity; he is the head of the race. He is the culouna
tion, not only of the religious life and thought of Judea and of 
the age in which he lived, but of the thought and life of the world. He 
summarized and epitomized all that previously existed, and is the active 
force of the world to-day. He based his te:whings upon the unity of God 
and man,- because he knew what that unity was. 

If Greece laid down the laws of physical beauty, which to-day govern 
the world of art- so Judea laid down the laws of moral beauty, which shall 
for all time direct the world of humanity. Starting like a small rivulet 
in the early history of the race, the thought of moral beauty flowed on, 
ever gaining strength and power. Not in all the literature of the world 
has tht:: beauty of right act.ion, of conduct, been sung in strains of such 
diverse tones, as in the OM Testament;- and this when experience had 
not garnered its fruit, and when the moral nature of the l'ace was in its 
infancy. Nowhere else has evil with all its terrible consequences both 
here aml hereafter, been so forcibly depicted as in the Old and New Tes
taments ; one dealing principally with the life of earth, the other with 
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the Spiritual world. Nowhere else save in the New Testament bas the 
Law and Gospel of life been formulated into one statement of Divine and 
Human relation and obligation, - " On these two hang all the law and the 
pr()pbets." 

The Prophets and Seers of the Old Testament, stand grave and solemn 
like snow-clad mountains, catching the rising beams of the Sun of Right
eousness and reflecting them upon an awakening world l 

Is it strange that the strong current of religious life flowing into the 
world mediately by the Jews, should at last culminate and be focalized for 
all time in the person of a Jew? Strange indeed if it did not! If three 
generations of thoughtful men only are requiRite to produce, it may be 
genius,- what should we not expect when generation after generation, for 
more than a thousand years flowed on bearing the accumulated wisdom .md 
love that had poured through the souls of Prophets and Seers? The Race 
was leavened with that enduring thought of a "Power that makes for right
eousness," and in the fulness of time, that knowledge and thought, was crys
talized in the person of Jesus, wht) became the living embodiment of that 
light which, in broken rays, bad descended upon the Prophet.<~ and leaders 
of the race. . 

In Jesus, humanity attained its summit of thought and being, and that 
was God, or Divine Life, manifested in the flesh. All things in Nature 
had manifested the power of God: but in Jesus, God became known. 
'" God manifest in the flesh," said Coleridge, " is eternity in the form of 
time." God manifested in the flesh, is spirit in the form of matter. 

Jesus was a necessary step in the evolution of life. He was a new 
force pr<>jected into Nature. He was an organized expression of the world
force. Just as higher forms have arisen from lower, just as man was 
evolved from the animal,- so the Divine Man, the Head of the race, was 
evolved from the human, and stands midway between the Infinite and the 
finite. The Religion of the Future is the Religion of Humanity, with 
Christ Jesus as its Head. 

The life that is in Christ, is only in a lesser degree in ourselves. We 
are growing into His fulness and power ; and this ~owtb brings man into 
conscious relations with the Father of all-with Christ- and the world 
of invisible intelligences. For there are other avenues of perception than 
those of the senses; there is the knowledge to be obtained from contact 
with the external world, and there is also intuition, or inspiration. The 
coming of Christ bas so long been regarded in the light of 

•• Some far away, Divine event : -
Toward which the whole creation moves : " 

That we have lost sight of the means whereby that "coming" might be 
possible. We have failed to identify it with any corresponding movement on 
the part of humanity, and to see that because His coming was Spiritual
His Spirit operating more closely upon our spirit, so that we become 
conscious of this Divine interaction,- spiritual development on our part 
was requisite, and that the development of the spiritual elements of being 
is governed by absolute law. 

Christianity is coming again into the world with a force and power never 
imagined by its most devoted adherents. It is coming internally as a Divine 
life within human life; it is also coming externally to the whole civilized 
world, and saying in tones of authority : "Make your neighbor's interests 
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identical with your own, by instituting justice in all business relations, or 
ycur neighbor will destroy you an1l youl' institutions." 

God is in the movement of society: - His Thought is behin<l the thought 
of the poor and needy, and is its impelling force. He is the Power work
ing for righteousness; and now that a great natural law is working un
naturally, destroying multitudes and wrecking the happiness of tens of 
thousands to center luxury in a few hands,- the power within Nature
within man, within society, says: "thu& far and no farther." Out of 
competition, out of this blind mad rush after wealth, where conscience and 
honor play no part, must come co-operation,- so that all may share in 
the material blessings of life. 

Natur6 is democratic. She will not forever allow the many to toil in 
ignorance and want-that the few may lead selfish lives of ease and lux
ury. Sooner or later she adjusts the social balance, even if in so doing 
she causes perturbation and destruction. 

We need to realize as never before, that man is God's vicegerent; that 
His Kingdom can never come upon the earth- and His will be done, 
save through human agency. That in this complicated social movemE>nt, 
in this passage of society from a. competitive to a. co-operate state, man 
must act. He must use the faculties with which he is endowed. He must 
stu<ly the laws of social growth, and remember that his reason, his 
thought, his action, are the only means whereby catastrophies may be 
avoided, and Civilization carried forward into activities, and adjusted to 
universal human needs. 

GOD'S PERSONALITY AND OMNIPRESENCE. 

BY REV. WM. TUCKER, PH. D., D. D. 

UNDER the law of causation, universal phenomena demands an omnipres
ent cause. It is an axiom of philosophy that no being can work where he 
is not; God works everywhere : therefore, he must be present everywhzre. 
The1·e cannot be an effect without a cause, the universe is !ull of effects, 
changes, phenomena; these <lemand the presence and action of an efficient 
cause in all Nature, in order to account for or explain their existence. 
Every act requires an agent. The universe is full of action. Motion, and 
change is seen everywhere and in all things. The intelligent agent that 
is the author of all this action and the cause of aU this motion must be 
omnipresent. There can be no thought without a thinker, Nature is full 
of thought, everything in the universe reveals thought; the thinking mind 
must therefore be everywhere present and active. Omnipresent thought 
proves the existence of omnipresent mind. God's omnipresence is taught 
in the inspired word. "Do not I fill heaven and earth sayeth the Lord. 
If I ascen<l into heaven thou art there, if I make my bed in hell thou art 
there, if I take the wings of the morning and fly to the outermost parts of 
the sea there shall thy right hand hold me." "The heaven of heavens can
not contain me. I am the Father of all, above all, within all and through 
all." This is a revelation,- God's omnipresence. This omnipresent God 
is a person. Intelligence, reason, will and benevolem!e are personal attri
butes. They all belong to God and their possession proves his personality. 
Thought,feeling,emotion, volition and purpose nre personal actions. God 
is active in all these ways and such actions demonstrate his personality. 
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The relations of Creator, Father, Friend and Saviour are all personal relR.
tions and God sustains all these relations to us. Personal relations can c:1ly 
be sustained by a personal being. 

Personality does not iniply materiality or locality. It is not a property 
of matter or place, but of spirit, and the Infinite Spirit is not material or 
local. Personality consists of consciousness, intelligence, and free will. 
The knowledge of the Ego as separate and distinct from everything, and 
all other beings, and the power to act from within ones self ; to originate 
action. If the sun-light, the atmosphere, electric fluid and the uni versa! 
ether were conscious, intelligent, and could in thought distinguish them
selves from all other things, and beings, they would be persons. This the 
omnipresent God can do. He can distinguish himself from his creation, 
and from his children- he can act from within himself - or originate 
thought and action, and he is therefore personal. 

INTERVIEW OF ''THE TRUTH OF MAN." 

As an earnest seeker after the truth, and a diligent reader of THE 
EsoTERIC from its first appearance, I take a lively interest in its every 
new phase and feature. 

The article from Nemo "The Truth of Man " so puzzles me I am 
constrained to look to Nemo for light. 

He says: "Before the Spirit took on enfieshment, we were bi-sexual souls ; 
each Spirit consisted of psychic counterparts united in one being. When 
the Psyche enters nature, its two elements are sunoorecl and animate 
different bodies. Then came the Fall into matter and we were BEMIRED. " 

Now in the great plan of evolution, just as the soul is about to emerge 
into conscious individualized being, how could it be bemired? Is the fretus 
while growinlf into human proportions in the womb, bemired f Is the 
chrysolis bemued when it is moving toward a higher organic structure? 
Can there be any Fall where aU is growth? Is the man any less androgy
nous after the evolution of Eve? She certainly coultl not be, being so 
largely ma<le up of the elements of man. Does the Serpent in the l<'able 
represent Wisdom or 'Vickedness, in the greatest appeal ever made to the 
human soul? "God doth know that in the day ye eat there"f your eyes 
shall be opened and ye shall be as Gods knowing good from evil, and when 
she SAW it was a tree to be desired" to make one wiser and diviner, she 
took the intuitive in this grP-at service to humanity. Whether it require1l 
a strong or a weak will, a high or a low purpose, it was Eve who first dared 
the trial, and man merely followed her. 

It was she whose moral courage took the feet of the race from the mire 
and clay of ignorance, poverty and nakedness, opened the door of progress 
leading Humanity heavenward -a door which according to man's attempted 
e:.culpation of himself he would not have laid his hands upon. 

If I understand Mr. Butler and other scientific teacl1ers it is, that the 
masculine and feminine forces an<l elements prevade all Nature. Every 
atom is teeming with the possibilities of the wlJOlc, en sphered within it
could this feminine element have ever left the interior of man? If it ever 
did, after the long" deep sleep" to which he was subjected to accomplish 
that feat; if he lws awakened, no wonder he feels, "There's sometluug 
and one that should be nigh" No wonder he sighs and hungers for hig-her 
organic conditions. 
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Even as a binary creature with the woman involved in his structure, he 
was possessed of rudimentary organs prophetic of a higher life coiiWlg. 
They hav~ place all along the scale in both Kingdoms; finger posts set 
upon the borders pointing to higher conditions. · 
· Each added organ is Nature's direct testimony to the presence of an 

added power which just so much enlarges and enriches life; fineness of atoiD.'l 
presupposes an exalted aim in their combination. Life is exalted in pro
portion to its organic and functional complexity and fineness. 

Woman's organism is more complex, and her totality of function larger 
and finer than those of any other being living on earth. In her is the cul
minating climax, the fulfilment of all the prophesies and promises. 

The added organs and functions with their psychic correspondences. 
give her wider and more varied experiences, involving greater capacity 
for enjoyment as well as suffering, through her powers for conception, ges
tation, lactation, menstruation and cessation; experiences into whose vesti
bule it is not possible for man to even enter, for he can have no intuition 
of those truths of woman's nature that transcend the limit of his own 
experitmces. 

With a sweep of the "one word more" Nemo assures us that when 
the new race is unfolded- woman will be CO-' EQUAL but interior- both 
in one body. His body? she having the power to come forth to manifes
tation. )\.hat kind of manifestation ? 

I grant this arran ... ement might add to the man, but to the woman, to be 
c~qual, interior, absorbed I I have nevtlr thus studied evolution. Will 
Nemo rescue me from this bemired condition. 

NEKE8IB. 

GOD'S WORKSHOP. 
BY MRS. 8. E. TRUE. 

THE tmiverse with all it contains is the workshop of the Infinite. There 
was a purpose in the Infinite Mind in regard to all things created, and. 
that purpose is being worked out by the ever-acting laws of God. The 
planets, as thP.y revolve around the sun, are performing their part in this 
grand workshop, and the planet upon which we live is doing its work faith
fully. The planets, sun, moon and stars, all have their part to do in this 
grand workshop, and each one of us has a work to perform. 

Great and mighty things are expected of man, for the purpose in the 
Infinite Mind in regard to man was that he should havedo~inion over all 
the earth, and become one with the Father, possessing all the attributes of 
Divinity. Man then should become a God-man I Now how are we to be
come God-men and women? We all have a work to do, and each one 
must do his own work. 

The work for us is to find the God within, and bring it to the surface. 
We must work from within, outward. The interior of man is soul, and 
within that soul there is a germ of Divinity which gives it life, and the 
work for us to do is, to cultivate that germ so that its Divine light wiH 
shine throughout our entire being. We will find within that germ all 
power, all knowledge, all wisdom and all life, for it is the epitome of all 
there is in the heavens above and the earth beneath. 
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We can understand the feelings of Socrates when he said, there was 
just one thing which he knew. When asked what that was, he answert:d.: 
"That he knew nothing." We can all sympathize with him, for when we 
get where we can realize what a vast amount of knowledge is still to be 
gained, we feel indeed, as if we knew nothing. The possibilities of great 
knowledge and wisdom are within our grasp if we will but turn the soul's 
consciousness towards the fountain whence all truth and wisdom flow. 

When we come into our soul's consciousness we find that it has the five 
senses to correspond to the physical ones. We must work out all these 
senses before we can reach the depths of the soul where Divinity is to be 
found. As we cultivate the soul's power and get nearer to the Light, of 
God within us, we see and know many things from .the soul, which we 
could not prove to a materialistic mind, for the reason that they have not 
reached the high intellectual sphere of reasoning from the soul. It is 
almost useless to attempt to prove spiritual truths to those whose perceptions 
are blinded by materiality. 

There has been considerable discussion in regard to a soul's being lost. 
To mr mind no soul can be lost or annihilated unless it has come into a full 
consciousness of God and then of its own will, gone back into the dark
ness, which I do not think any soul would do after once seeing the Light 
of His countenance. Until each and every soul has come into a supreme 
consciousness of God, the work of evolution will go on. Our Father of 
whom we are a part could not and would not condemn a soul to annihilation 
that. had never felt His Divine presence, for He is Love, and He loves 
eacli and every one of us, and not one can be spared from the grand body 
of humanity which makes up the personality of God; for we each and 
every one express some function of that body which must be kept active. 
If one should be destroyed it would w~aken the whole just the same as if 
one of the functions of our own body . should be destroyed, the whole 
would be weakened if not destroyed. What we want to do is to elevate 
and make the most of the function we express, thereby strengthening and 
elevating the whole, for each part is closely connected with the others. 
No part is separate for they are joined and held in place by the Infinite 
Mind of God. It is the work of Eternity to perfect this grand body. 

What a wonderful thing it is, when we stop to think that there is but 
one Miud and that we are all in this one Mind. When we become con
scious of this as a reality, we can know the mind of God and also the 
mind of those around us and all along the line. This is the secret of 
thought transference. 

God works by laws and methods, and His laws are unchangeable. If 
we live in accordance with those laws, all will be harmony, but a pervertf'.d 
use of them, will produce chaos and inharmony. ":r e all want to live in 
harmony with God and ourselves, but the conditions are such around us, 
that often when we would do good, the opposite will be present with us ; 
so all we can do in the present order of things is, to do the best we can. 
Perfection cannot be reached in this age, but we should all strive to 
be as near perfection as it is possible for us. We should all aim for it, 
and if we fall short, we know the spirit was willing but the flesh was weak. 
As we progress from this sphere into another still higher, who knows but 
what we in time will be inhabitants of the planet Mars, which is a little 
more r~fined than this, and after passing through the different spheres and 
experiences of that one, we may go still higher, and so on until we reach 
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the most spiritual one of all. This is a question which has been agitating 
my mind for sume time. 'Who can tell? 

Let us all try and do the work assigned to us in this great workshop, 
and He who go\·erns all things, will take care of our future. It is the 
work of Eternity for all to become one with God. 

RAYS OF LIGHT. 
WHEN man ceases this constant strife with his kind; when he humbles himself 

into submissivenes:! and acknowledgement of his comparative insignificance ; when, 
he takes on the Chris~ principle, and seeks not to rule, but rather is willing to 
serve; when his real self, his true monitor, the Bride within, cvmes to his conscious 
perception, and rules his lower and external nature ; then, oh man, will the long 
expected Millennium be upon you, and the gates to the Real be opened ! 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
Everything is possible to you 1WW I All the elements of success, in attainments 

are arourad you. Right here in the turmoil and bustle of the noisy struggling 
world, is your field of labor. Seek not to throw off the burden. The cross 
must be borne. In silence, prayerful silence, removed from the world for a time 
you may seek new strength if needed, but the duty here must again be faced 
and soon it will become your highest source of delight. 

When at last you realize that you can work for your fellowman in whatever con
dition you may find him, and under whatever influence encompasses you ; ~en, 
will your life be filled to overflowing with that great satisfaction, which only the 
tried and affiicted may know. Therefore crullh out all selfish yearnings for a dif
ferent sphere of usc. It uill never come until you have fulfilled the conditions of 
the present. And the first requirement of the present is to be faithful in the per
formance of your known duties. 

Love your fellow beings. Bear their burden.~,- and to do this it is not always 
necessary that you exert physical energy; but cultivate a charitable feeling towards 
all mankind, and at times add emphasis to this, by giving material a.ssistance. 

Suffering, pain, afB.ictions innumerable; ah! how they crowd into our lives; 
how we fear them and shrink from them in mortal horror. And yet, did we not 
need them, they would be unknown to us. And then how few of them are inex
plic.lble, and how many we may trace through our own neglect or wilfolness,-a.s the 
Yiolation of some law of Nature, either on the material or spiritual plane. Oft times 
we arc conscious of this violation and even expect the suffering which as a reaction 
mllst and will come to us. 

Do not think it all a blunder, this matter of conscious existence. Do not com
plain of your humble niche in the great temple of God. There is beauty in your 
life, and all is not darkness and suffering. Only from our Ia.ck of harmo
nious relationship with our surroundings, do these sufferings through Nature's laws 
come to us. But other laws are also around us,- they ever seek a crevice where
in they may fincl lodgement in our inner being and lift us from the depths of 
despair into which we are at times plunged. Remember this, and faithfully desire 
the Higher Knowledge, and these sufferings and heartaches will be lessons of the 
past, never again to haunt you if their admonitions have been heeded and their expe
rience profited by. 

Why then should we complain, though sufferings torture us, and why tremble. 
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though death surround and press upon us ? There is naught for the true man to 
fear in all the broad expanse of God's universe. 

Suffering, when it comes to us should be accepted as a phase of Natural law, 
which, while we cannot always fathom its significance, yet should we trust to its jus
tice, with implicit confidence in tho All-Wise, who in the beginning inaugurated 
these laws, and through whose unchangeable will they ever continue to act. Thus 
will they act while the world stands and while man supplies by his mistakes and 
ignorance the incidents and circumstances upon which it is possible for them to 
operate. 

We are all yearning for happiness. We look to something before us ; something 
yet to come which \vill give us the ideal state of peace and contentment. The 
very desire for such a state retards its ultimation. Happiness which comes as 
an unco::ISCious companion to unselfish acts performed for the good of our associates, 
is the only satisfactory state of peace which can come to us now or ever. Hap
piness, sought for selfish, sensuous ends is sure to be followed by a reactive period 
of discontent or remorse. From your own lives you can recall experiences in 
proof of this : -

Therefore seek to make pleasant the paths of others. Cease yearning for the 
peace which now seems withheld. Accept in submission that, which, when your duty 
is done, falls to your lot. If there arc higher things in store for us, they will bo 
given as we are fitted to receive. And so, fully trust God as the power that 
rules your life ; preserving unwaveringly a harmonious attitude with the inevitable, 
remembering that therein lies your great hope of spiritual advancement. Arouse 
yourself to the knowledge of dependence on something above yourself, and thus 
fill your soul with true humility. 

Mysteries, numerous, seemingly unexplainable! How often they confront us! 
Death, and suffering in varied forms ! How very closely allied to life and hope. How 
often the fairest flowers, in the very prime of apparent usefulness, are cut down. 
How often suffering comes to those who seemingly merit it least.. But let us en
deavor to preserve an unwavering firmness through all. Let us not rebel at that 
which is beyond our power to avert. A purpose is to be subserved, and though 
we cannot now sec the entl, yet, sometime, all will be clear sunlight ; and present 
confidence and trust in t.he All Wise. will surely bring peace and reconciliation with 
the wisdom of all His laws. 

Thel'e's harmony in all I see, and love 
More than I know, 

::\(y life within is peace-
And may it never cease. 

It's trusting course to lovo and light above. 
Though drawn below. 

"What is the object of life? The wise will understand. It is an opportunity." 
Have you received the wisdom? Have you arrived at that step in the ladder of your 
expe1·ience, where you can realize that an opportunity in the phenomena of con
scious life, is within your reach? Until man has arrived at that state he is litth~ 

above the plane of the animal world, and when he really sees and understancl-. 
that life is given him as an opportunity, by which he is to lift himself into th :• 
Higher Relationship with the universal harmonies, then does the angelic qualitie; 
awaken, and the journey heavenward take definite course. M. A. E. 
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HYGIENIC HINTS. 

BY WM. A. ENGLISH., H. D • 

. Number Four. 

[Feb. 

Is the killing of animals for food consistent with the higher development 
of the race? It is time for the American people to give this question ear
nest consideration. Individuals who are satisfied with their present life 
and habits, or who drift with the lower currents, will not be expected to 
change their diet, to any great extent; but those whose souls are beginning 
ro glow with universal love, and fill with au intense desire to scale the 
heights of being, and understand the secret~ of knowledge and wisdom, 
that they may assist in raising humanity to a higher plane, will as natu
rally an<l surely desire to abandon the use of animal-food, a:,~ they would 
wish to lay aside a soiled and tattered garment, in exchange for a new 
and comely one. There may he some persons who, from karma, from 
heredity, or fixed physiological habits, are unable to make this change 
without great disturbance of physical functions; such should change cau
tiously meanwhile using some of the animal products,- milk, butter, 
cheese or eggs, yet we do not travel far on the upward course ere we feel, 
necessarily, an intense repugnance toward killing any animal, for the pur
pose of eating its flesh. 

But individuals whose desires and aspirations are pure and unceasing, 
should feel under no painful weight of condemnation, if unable to abandon 
former food habits at once. 

Right desires and a properly disciplined will, are first in importance
the rest will follow in due time. 

There are various reason~ why we should outgrow the flesh-eatiug habit, 
(which is simply a mild form of Cannibalism), aside from that of the shock 
to the nerves and moral sensibilities, to which allusion was made in article 
No. 3, which should be read in connection with this. Those who doubt 
the established facts of chemistry, which prove that grains, fruits, and nuts, 
contain a larger proportion of the elements of nutrition than flesh-meats, 
may be interested in the fact that more than half the inhabitants of the 
earth never eat flesh. Buddhists abhor it, and its use as food is strictly 
forbidden to them. 

All our nutrition comes from the vegetable kingdom, really; for if we 
eat the carcass of the animal, we are only getting our nutrition at second 
hand; and if the sturdy ox, or the noble and spirited horse can build 
their firm tissues from the grass of the field, cannot man find all the needs 
in the more nutritive grains, nuts aud fruits? 

Much might be said concerning the vast economic bearings of the ques
tion ; the cruelties practiced upon animals before killing; the presence of 
poisonous parasites within the animal tissues, which are not always destroyed 
by cooking ; together with the various other diseases affecting the 
animals when killed, and the host of diseases which flesh-eating fosters, by 
its inevitable pathological effect upon the human system. 

(In my daily papel" I have just found the following : "A young man in 
Illinois bas been a great suffere~ for the past two years ; the cause being 
unknown. Yesterday (Dec. 29.) a physician made a careful microscopic 
examination of a particle'Of the patient's flesh, finding it densely populated 
with Trichinre. It is believed that there is no hope, whatever, for the ex-
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termination of the trichine and that the sufferer's agony will find no relief 
except in death. ") 

It is the friction that wears out the machine. It is very evident to the 
careful physiologist, that flesh-foods are a great s,urce of unnatural excite
ment and friction in the human system, and to those appetites and impul
ses especially connected with the body. The fever of digestion, which is 
a prominent symptom after a meal of flesh-meat, is scarcely noticeable 
after a meal of vegetable food. During convalescence, after a severe 
fever, a meal of flesh will often induce a relapse. 

The veins are too suddenly loaded with nutrient material, which is not 
the case when the vegetable food is eaten. This sudden stimulation, some
times amounts to intoxication, which is partly owing to the presence of 
waste and effete elements in the tissues of the slaughtered animals, (the 
minute sewage,) which acts as a poison in the human system. Many of 
the molecules and elements within these animal tissues, having subserved 
their uses, were ready to be eliminated from the body before the animal 
was killed. 

Some will argue that the flesh of animals, being an aggregation of ele
ments previously assimilated, is in closer relation to the tissues of the 
human body than is food from the vegetable kingdom ; and that as it is 
mainly digested in the stomach it is more readily available for purposes of 
nutrition. 

By carrying this line of thought a step further, we have a. very plausible, 
and logical argument in favor of Cannibalism l Surely nothing could be 
more nearly allied to human tissue, than human tissue itself l 

But, seriously, physicians are beginning to understand that food which 
is most easily or quickly digested, is not always best adapted to the needs 
of the human body, even in sickness. . 

The bodily functions need to be brought into action harmoniously, or in 
due proportion to each other, and with approximately a uniform degree of 
activity. 

Physicians have been made famous by stimulating the stomach, regard
less of the excessive action of the kidneys and other organs which such 
practice necessitated. 

Some of our most devoted workers in the temperance reform are firmly 
convinced tha.t the use of flesh-food, by occasioning over-excitement of the 
gastric mucous membrane, and nervous system, paves the way for intem
perance and drunkenness, and that the greater the amount of flesh eaten 
the greater will be the temptation to use intoxicants. 

"Dr. Austin Flint thought that the use of flesh-meat ought always to 
be forbidden in cases of acute or chronic gastritis. 

Now we know that chronic gastritis always, sooner or later, accompanies 
alcoholism, and that one of its symptoms is excessive thirst, which in ag
gravated cases becomes well nigh continuous. There is in this state of 
things a regular circle of cause and effect. · 

Animal viands keep up the gastritis by over stimulation and taxation 
of the affected· organ ; the gastritis excites thirst ; thirst perpetuates drunk
enness. 

Since we know that the dominant principles of flesh are those the diges
tion of which is effected in the stomach, it will be easily understood bow 
injurious to a diseased or enfeebled organ must be the prolonged and ex
clusive labor imposed upon it by a highly nitrogenized regimene. 
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"Dr. Jack.<Jon thinks that flesh contains some extra-alimentary princi
ples which excite the nervous system so as to exhaust it and give rise to a 
paroxysm of craving for abnormal stimulus, and the desire for alcohol is 
thus renewed and sustained." 

He fut·ther says-" By abstaining entirely from animal viands of all 
kinds, as well as froni tea, coffee and tobacco, one cannot help becoming 
sober and regenerate ; it being impossible to live six months on unbolted 
meal bread, vegetables, and ripe fruits, without being entirely rid of the 
fever of alcoholism." 

"In regard to other allied excesse::~ it is certainly not difficult to under
stand that the ::~timulation and irritation produced in the nervous centrl's 
by the constant ingestion of highly nitrogenized and exciting meats, influ
ences the genital functions in a powerful degree, and sets up a condition 
of pressing insatiability." "The deepest, truest, and most general causes 
of prostitution, in all great cities, must be looked for in the luxurious and 
intemperate h~bits of eating and drinking ; prevalent among the rich and 
well-to-do." "Abolish flesh-meats andalcoholic drink::~, and more, a thou
sand fold, will be done to abolish prostitution than can be achieved by any 
other means, as long as these two evil influences flourish." • 

I heartily agree with the sentiments embodied in the preceding extracts 
and can say that it is my candid opinion, based not only upon observation, 
but upon individual experience, also, that any person, on abstaining from 
flesh-foods for one year, will invariably notiee a marked change in the or
ganism, connected with those impul<Jes and appetites common to animals. 

These becomes much more readily controlled ; the mind much clearer. 
and the temper so much more calm that the individual realizes the fact 
that a great change has been effected, interiorly. 

Is it wise, then, for those who aim to control the lower nature, to eat 
any kind of food, the effect of which is to excite or inflame any of the 
physical organs, or any function, desire, or impulse, directly connected 
with tbe body ? 

Would it not be like blindly adding fuel to a fire that threatened to es
cape from our control and destroy our dwelling? 

If a higher race is to hav11 its origin on this planet is it probable that it 
will be a flesh-eating race? 

The human is above and more than the animal, and in treating of the 
subject of diet, we should consider it, not solely in its nutritive aspect, 
but endeavor to a..<Jeertain its psychic effect also. 

That a diet composed mainly or exclusively of flesh, will greatly in
crease the ferocity of dogs, bears, and other animals, is well-known. If 
the effect of flesh-food is so plainly noticeable in beasts, must it not effect, 
very largely, the finer organism of man? 

That its tendency is to increase and inflame the appetites and pas
sions, or purely animal desires and impulses, is beyond question. 

"·w11ere the flesh predominates, the mind sways to the animal passions. 
This preponderance of flesh is a disease, in affinity with all diseases. 
Until this superabundant weight of flesh be removed; or rendered perfectlv 
pa..<~sive, the spirit, within the body cannot act." (Healing of the Nations). 

We are sufficiently engulfed in materiality, or animality, already. To 
increase the preponderance of the lower nature by slaughtering animals 

• From the "Perfect Way in Diet." 
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and feastin~ on their dead bodies, thus incorporating into our systems, not 
only their t1ssues, but their psychic element., and ajfirdties also, seems like 
placing every heavy burden upon the spirit. As the psychic molecules 
antl properties belonging to the animal. differ essentially from those be
longing to the purely human, their presence produces disease and inhar
mony in the human ; so, the result of our long course of flesh-eating is, 
that we are not now, purely human; but have a large admixture qf' tlte 
beast. 

If "I pledge myself to maintain a constant struggle against my lower 
nature," id it wise to continue such habits of diet as tend to keep my lower 
nature in the ascendancy? 

Such questions are important to those who are interested in Esoteric study 
and practice. If any one decides on making such a radical change in 
diet, as has been referred to in this article, the determination will spring 
naturally from ·an interior refinement, and a welling up of love, overflow
ing, not only to all humanity, but to every living creature; for there is 
only one source of all life. If you view this change in the light of a sac
rifice, you are certainly not ready to make it. 

Let your intuitions speak. Does the sight of the blood of slaughtered 
animals give you pleasure, and does the thought of killin~ these innocent 
animals, and eating them, accord with your highest intuitwns? 

Listen to the voice that speaks in the inner silence, and follow the light 
tl1at shines in the darkness. 

(Hints on the preparation of food for the table will be given in No. 5). 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMA....~ ATTAINMENT. 

NUMBER NINETEEN. 

IN order to reach the high goal of dominion over the physical body and 
all its vicissitudes, it is necessary to embody the principle of the Divine 
will, the name of God, the: 4' I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE.'' Jesus 
often said when he healed the sick "I WILL, be thou whole." The will is 
the only power in the world, and certainly is the ruling power of our body. 
We are told God created the world by a word. Then if creation is carried 
on by the potency of God's WORD, we are the result of that word, and 
therefore must be the embodiment of its potency; and as the will is the 
controller of all action, then by it we can recreate ourselves in any or all 
functions that may be deficient. To get control of the body is the main 
difficulty for us all; how to do this, is the most important matter we can 
present, for a weak or unguided will is the source of all evil in the world. 
A weak sickly person is always one who yields the body to the influence 
of the senses, who as soon as he has a pain immediatly yiE>lds to it ; 
thus such are always sick. To what ever extent any one yields to pain, 
he yields to the adverse oondition that produced it. Pain is a 
friend that tells us there is something wrong, and it is intended as a 
summons to the will to remove the adversary, but that cannot be done bv 
yielding to it. If you watch animals you will lf'.arn an important lessoi1 
in that direction; if there is pain in a limb they keep moving it so as to 
throw the energies into it. Animals of an active nature, when there is 
anything the matter with them, will frequently run and rush around as 
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though they were angry, they act as though they were ~hting an enemy 
and so they are, for by setting the life in rapid motion throngh the body 
the will is excited and Nature asserts herself and eliminates from their 
organism all impurities. 

There are two kinds of will, one of activity the other of stillness. Ac
tivity relates to the animal body, and the one of stillness relates more 
directly to the mind, the latter i;; most potent and may and should con
trol the formerabsolutel~·, and when it does, disease is impossible to those 
who know how to use it. All Nature conspires to force us to use this will. 
Life is a constant struggle for self maintenance ; there is in every con
ceivable direction, enemies to overcome, or they will overcome and destroy 
us. There is poison enough in our daily food to destroy the body if the 
will was not kept actively engaged in repelling it, and ejecting it from the 
system. We are also grappling with deatli all the time in the processes of 
the life creative function; the spirit succeeds in chemically analyzing the 
food and extracting the necessary elements to supply the needs of the 
body, and as fast as it acts on the reproductive function, where it becomes 
vivified as life, there it meets the chief adversary of man,- Passion, where 
it has to face the risk of being wasteJ, and th~ body left in a starved con
dition for the necessary life, to r"place the constant exhaust; for a. given 
amount of Life will support a. certain amount of flesh, and as the body 
takes on new material there begins to be a fullneSB of life, then comes 
extra excitement, or mental or physical effort, which uses up the vitality, 
then a portion of the flesh material dies and must be eliminated from the 
system or it will cause disease; or if the passions have control of the life, 
then it is exhausted, and immediately a great amount of material in the body 
dies and has to be thro-.vn off; that work always costs vitality and while 
it is going on in the body there is a consciousness of unrest, dissatisfaction, 
and many times, irritableness ; a consciousness of something wrong, and 
forebodings of evil, until the body can regain the lost powers of life ; and 
all this time the other adversaries are at work to destroy. 

In the present state of our civilization we are in a cyclone of psy
chic influences such as hatred, passion, anger, despair; the influence of tired, 
sick and diseased states of every kind, all of which like a cloud sweep over 
our finer sensibilities and cause us to believe or at least to feel that it is 
our own condition. 

Again the diseased of every character expectorate on the ground and it 
dries and is pulverized and the wind carries it into the air, it is blown in 
our faces we inhale it and partake of its poison. This leaves out the 
long list of miasmas in the atmosphere, inharmonious planetary conditions, 
our own struggles,improper eating and drinkin~, and the multitude of sins of 
omission and commission against our own bod1es. 

\V ere it not for the will, which is ever active in the atoms, molecules, 
aml in each function, as well as in the intellect, stoutly wrestling with all 
these we would immediately succumb to their influence and die. The ob
ject of existence in the physical body is to develop an educated will that 
can walk in the midst of all these with impunity; a will that is able to rule 
all these evils and cause them to serve the use for which they were intended. 
There is no need of any one being sick; when a person is sick it expreBdes 
either weakness of will, or indolence in activity. "'\\~ e who are laboring 
for attainments should make it the one constant effort to cultivate this 
power, for this is the God power. The only way of cultivating any faculty or 
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function is by using it and the more it is used the more rapid will be the 
development. The method given in a prior article of repeating the word, 
'"Will,"as you inspire the breath, and the word, '"Still," as you expire, and at 
the same time keeping the thought in the different functions of the body, is a 
most useful method by which you can eliminate any diseased condition 
from the system ; for instance, if there is a pain in the knee you throw the 
energy into the knee by a most positive motion, at the same time say to 
the difficulty that caused it " Go I Go I Go I" and then try to realize that it 
does go; treat it with the same mental condition you would any adversat'Y 
with whom you are contending. 

Keep ever active the thought ., Nothing can affect me" and try to . be
lieve it and to the extent that you do believe, it will be so. You see.little 
boys when growing and developing the powers preparatory to manhood, 
ever struggling with each otlier, one boy saying to the other" I can throw 
you down I '' The other says " no you can't I" And so they wrestle one with 
the other, and the one who is going to be a strong man in body and mind 
will never give up, no matter how many times he is thrown down. This 
is Nature's gymnastics with which the boy is endowed from Creative 
wisdom, to make a strong, active man. So if you wish to be superior to 
evils imitate the child, for the impulse of pure Nature is wiser than we. 
Look at the children of poor parents who run all the time rain or shine, 
snow or blow, half clothed; see what a physical body they develop; they 
know nothing about sickness, while the child that is reared delicately, 
watched over and protected against the vicissitudes of Nature, are delicate 
and often sickly, for no other reason than that they have been restrained from 
following the divine impulse to battle with adverse conditions and thereby 
obtain the will that bids defiance to disease. We advise our friends to 
imitate the child, acting and doing as reason would decide, without fear, 
but with the opposite; cultivate the defiant attitude toward all things ad
verse to health, vifor and vivacity. If you would be a "conqueror" then 
study the habits o thought that will conquer all diseased states. Culti
vate in yourself the power to think and feel as you wish, and if any part 
of the body does not respond, ignore it, and occasionally send to the disor
derly part the feeling that you wish it to have. You will soon find that 
you can command the senses and they will be most obedient to your will. 

There is no method for developing the will as effectual as a positive con
trol of all the senses, such as the appetite, passions and sensations, and 
living in the intellect. The habit of rising as soon as you awake in the 
morning, ignoring all the feelings of the body; take a woolen cloth wet in 
cold water, rub the back with it, then rub dry and warm with a dry towel: 
take the front of the body, then first one limb, then the other, rubbing 
each dry and warm before wetting the other; then rub the body with your 
hands until it is smooth and dry; this do VIGOROUSLY, then dress yourself 
as though you were in a hurry and go out doors and take a rapid walk; 
straighten the body up, throw the lungs out, the shoulders back and 
BREATH DEEP AND FULL; remember man lives in his breath, then expand 
the lungs and develop good breathing power. 

The great lack of all people is VIGOR OF WILL to do, or not to do. The lungs 
~ve vigor when in good working order; the sternum and cervical plexus 
18 the seat of the vitality of the higher faculties of the mind. Men judge 
of a person's character by his form, walk, and the general movements of the 
body, because they express character; and no person who has inherent 
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vices can maintain the form in body of a moral upright person, without 
suppressing vices and inculcating th~ high~r moral principles; therefore we 
advise all persons, to cultivate the habit of walking erect, chest thrown 
to the front, head up, chin drawn back ; avoid a swagging or rocking 
movement of the body; try to move straightforward in an easy gliding 
motion; let every move express energy and decision of purpose; avoid 
making unnecessary noise with your feet; cultivate the habit of regulatmg 
the voice so as not to speak any louder than necessary, and at the same 
time to speak clear and distinct. This unites with the former methods 
and produces conditions of mind and body that will give us power over 
aisease and all immoral habits. Those who are situated so they can bke 
a course of instructions in the Munroe School of Oratory, we would advise 
them to do so, not so much for the part relating to public speaking as the 
one that gives the natural habit of expression; we do not know of any 
school that teaches more important mental and physical habits. 

All persons are controlled to a much greater extent than we are aware 
of by habit; this should not be ; we should become masters of our own 
actions in everything ; in order to do this we must examine our habits to 
see to what extent they control us adversely, and govern them all, by an 
intelligent will. Almost any one, when they begin to examine 
their habits in everything, and determine to conquer their domina
ting power, will find a great deal to do, and by doing it they will develop 
powers that will surprise themselves, especially if the generative principle 
is controlled ; for by retaining the life generated in the body and carrying 
on thi:~ regular self-control and self-development, every faculty of mind will 
increase with the development of the will. 

In order that these instructions be most useful to all, we ask you to 
study these suhjects for yourself, think about them, study each part of the 
body separately ; examine the sensations, motions, relations and uses to 
the other parts of the body; keep ever active in mind the fact that the 
body is not yourself, but yours to live in and to control as you would a 
good horse ; Ly thu:s keeping the thought distinct from the body, it will 
facilitate gettiug control of both. Everything in Nature tends to coerce 
the will into submission to the descending currents of involution, the meth
ods of Nature, that govern generation and the descent and imprisonment 
of Spirit or Soul conciousness, in matter; and to whatever extent the will 
can be thus controlled by those forces, to that extent we are made subject 
to all the evils that flesh is heir to, and in the same degree is the intelligence 
darkened and subjected to vague and evil imaginings, which is the condi
tion of those known as bad men and woman; therefore in all that apper
tains to this important work, the elevation of humanity, it is an undeviat
ing rule, a weak person is an immoral person, therefore it is equivalent to 
a crime to be weak; a sickly person not only involves others to aid them, 
hut they are springs whose waters are filled with disease and death to the 
community in which they live. Look around you among your acquaint
ances and see the man or woman who is very active, always something to 
do, and always too busy to be sick,- they are never sick, they rise early 
keep the body positively under surveillance, they ignore all bad feelings, and 
they are the ones who live to a very old age, especially if their habits are 
comparatively chaste. Decrepitude Mmes only to those who are governed 
bv habit ; those who use all the muscles of the body, always keep their 
form but those who through habit use only a certain set of muscles, those 
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get strong and the others that are not used waste away and the body is 
(lrawn out of shape, and internal organs are compressed and diseased, and 
de1.th soon comes to their relief. 

The will of stillness is the opposite pole of the will of energy, and re
lates almost entirely to the mind. This superior will can only be developed 
through certain mental gymnastics, such as holding the mind uudi!lturbed 
in the midst of excitement, carrying on a consecutive line of thought while 
m my attractions and discordant conditions are around vou: by irnorino
i'eat· and all forms of timidity, never allowing them to affect you0 in any 
way; and never allowing yourself to be angry nor to go to the opposite 
extreme and be convulsed with laughter; holding always the same calm 
thoughtful frame of mind, maintaining a mental control that will keep 
JOU always in readiness to elucidate any subject with which you are famil
iar. Never allow yourself to be among people where if you were asked to 
talk about the most sacred matters, that you would feel sensitive or like 
condPmning yourself for the impressions you had left on their minds. Do not 
go to the extreme of making those around you feel that you &.re unappre
ciative of kindness, or incapable of sympathy. Maintain at all times a 
cheerful condition of mind; be aware of extremes in everything; and 
finally ascertain by careful study and self control who you really are, and 
DE YOURSELF ; do not try to be any one else. 

'V e have to ask pardon of the many readers of THE ESOTERIC for as
suming to teach them those things they know so well, but there are those 
whose circumstances have so oppressed them that they have been forced 
out of their normal conditions and habits, and to such this will serve as 
a reminder. It is so natural for us to relax our diligence, and because of 
being oppressed with the conditions and duties of life, to settle down and 
make no effort more than is actually necessary until thereby a condition 
of automatic action takes the place of mental directness and intelleetual 
interest. This condition will not do for those who wish to make attain
ments. If you have gotten into a state where your life has become auto
matic, governed by circumstances, you must rally all your WILL power and 
consider the mental conditions that actuated you in youth and in the prime 
of life, and assume those same attitudes of mind and action, carefully con
trolling and guiding them by your more mature thought toward the desired 
attainments. Remember dear friends that if you follow carefully the in
structions in these nineteen lessons, it will place you on the road to are
newal of youthful vigor in mind and body. These methods lead to other 
well known means, which will be given as soon as you attain conditions 
where yon can apply them; and thereby the aged will become youthful 
and vigorous, and the young will grow wise and mature, and all will grow 
symmetrical. 

These lessons are upon thtJ science of LIFE. We read that Jesus said: 
"I came that ye might have life, and might have it more abundantly." 
That is the object of these instructions, but to have more abundance of 
life, frequently is the cause of sickness and death, when it is not controlled 
by a positive will and an active mind and body, therefore the above in
structions are of vital importance to all persons. Jesus was a wise teacher 
and he taught these lessons, but they were suppressed owing to the sensual
ity of the :people of that age, -just as many would do now ; there are 
those even m this " enlightened " Boston that try to transform these teach
ings as meaning license for promiscuity, so gross is their own perverted 
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nature. It is marvellous to find to what an enormous extent this vice is 
active in the world, There are even societies scattered all over the world 
who pretend to teach purity in these matters and really mean and practice 
the exact opposite, but the Esoteric Movement means just what it says 
and the " Revelations and Secrets " referred to in THE ESOTEBic, and 
G ..... R pamphlet, have no reference to this subject but refer to knowl
eclges of scientific and vital import to all, and we believe that any one 
reading these Practical Instructions with only common intelligence would 
recognize the enormity of construing them in a way that would lead to 
anything short of ABSOLUTE virtue and the elevation and exaltation of 
manhood and womanhood in the world. 

I am your fellow servant, H. E. B. 
Peace be nnto you. 

TWO ORDERS OF HUMAN SOCIETY. 
"While the earth remAioeth, eeed time and harn.t, • • • ahall not -·" Gen. VIIL 22Dd· 

To all created things, both animate and inanimate, there is a seed time 
and harvest, God instituted. From the law of seasons, regarded accord
ing to the Creator's plans, good, and only good, could be the issue! Had 
mankind regarded the laws of me in God's wise plan in the seed time of 
sowing the human race, no lust or abnormal passion, could have been known 
in the work of human generation ; it would have been as innocent and 
shameless, as eating or drinking. But, though it were pursued in perfect 
obedience to God's laws, it could not have perfected man's entire develop
ment, since he is both animal and angel in his constitution and aspirations. 
Of itself alone, it would simply have left man a peifect animal/ A being 
yet to be progressed, step by step, in symmetrical evolution into the at
tainment of angelhood. 

Pursuing God's plan of evolution normally, on arriving at physical m~ 
turity, man would have yearned for offspring. Engaging in the work of 
generation, and proceeding in obedidence to God's laws, man would even
tuate at a goal, when, bv the normal laws of life's expenditure. the powers 
of generation would cease in the line of motherhood, cons3quently, le~t
imately suspended in the line of fatherhood also. Arrived at this station 
of evolution, the united human-twain- the father and mother, having per
formed their normal work on the animal plane of human life, would legit
imately, progressively aspire unto and seek after an angel development, 
and this crisis would be reached years before laying off the mortal coil. 

At this period, all the works of the animal, fleshly life must cease, hav
ing performed their normal mission. Man's onward work of evolution, 
progressing according to God's plan, is next to become an angel, while yet 
on the earth plane. To accomplish this is the work of the harvest of hu
manity, from the animal order of life. A harvest work is reaping the 
crop from the stock on which it grew ; - securing it from the plan on 
whtch it had been developed. 

Thus, for man to become harvested from the animal plane, he must 
cease f•.'Om the use and indulgence of all the passions of the ~nerative 
life,- become practically, in life's usage, an eunuch, for the Kingdom of 
Heaven's sake; for the sake of developing the angelhood of his created 
ability of evolution. In this work of development and harvest home, 
man must of necessity live a pure, mrgin, celibate life. 
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This is the life Jesus Christ was sent of God, to institute. This is the 
harvest work of the Christian dispensation, Eer se. Souls once com
pletely enlisted in this work, are then in the Order of an entire New 
Creation. They are spiritually, and virtually eunuchs for the attainment 
of angelhood. A brotherhood and sisterhood of-the Kingdom of Heaven 
Order. 

Thus this spiritual emasculation, a.ppl~~ to both sexes, makes it im
poasible, while true to this order of virgtn bfe ever to revert to the order 
of generation I 

But, the present condition of human society is such, there is such an 
abnormal development of human passion, that it is quite impossible for 
any human pair to engage in the work of human generation, conforming 
strictly to God's unadulterated laws. This fact appears to be almost, if 
not entirely universally admitted, at least by all enlightened persons. 
And, a general sense prevails that a great reform in generation is needed 
to preserve the race on the face of the earth. Great light on this subject 
is being diffused ; and many are working to subjugate the abnormal ani
mal passions, and harness them to the law of use alone. 

This is a work of God for the sowing dispensation, for " the Children 
of this world," and necessary for the perpetuity of the human race. But, 
as the present state of mankind is so lost from God's law, it is not at 
present possible for the human race to generate according to God's wise 
plan of purity and innocence ; therefore no human being can, under pres
ent circumstances, progress, from birth up to manhood pure, through 
generation, and thence on, through regeneration to angellwod, according 
to God's law of progression for man, in innocence. 

Therefore, to enter the Order qf Angelhood, - the '' Kingdom of 
Heaven" Order, man must take the kingdom of angelhood by force, as 
said Jesus, "The Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence and the vio
lent take it by force." God's original plan of progression for man was to 
take the kingdom by normal climbing.- going up the ladder that Jacob 
saw, reaching from earth to Heaven. 

It is thus plain there must be two orders for humanity in progress on 
the earth, each distinct and separate from the other. The one struggling 
in the line of human progression to the attainment of perfect generation ; 
perfect animal manhood ; the other struggling to the attainment of regen
eration ; - perfect angelhood. And these two Orders can never be amalga
mated; it is as impossible as for the sun to shine at midnight. Because it is 
death to the carnal life of man to progress on the plane of angelhood. 
This was taught by Jesus~ thus: "He that would save his life," the life of 
the carnal, aoima.l man, "shall loose it," the life of the angelhood : "And 
he that would loose his life," the carnal, "shall find it," the angel life unto 
life eternal. 

The day of human evolution is now at hand, when an advance class of 
humanity is spiritually reaching upwards to the attainment of the heav
enly state I Earth, its gifts and treasures, the pleasures of sensuality, be
come nauseous; the soul longs for kindred air. 

GILES B. A VERY, Mount Lebanon, 
Columbia Co., N. Y. 
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TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 
THE INHERENT GENIUS OF ::::; (AQUARIUS). 

ALL persons born between January 20th and February 19th belong ro 
the department of business service in the grand body of humanity. 
Aquarius means the Water Bearer. The symbolic language of the Bible 
as given by the angel to John, in Revelation, says: "The waters thou saw
est is people's tongues and nations." This is true for these people are 
lover.i of society and its customs, especially of art, beauty and excellence 
of appearance. They belong to the nerves of sensation in the grand body,. 
and are very sensitive. Their power is in their eyes both as to discern
ment of the character of persons and also in their ability to control them 
by the power of the eye, through causing them to believe and think a.s 
they do, by looking at them. Their sphere of use is with the public and 
the:r are endowed with ability accordingly. They are active, nervous 
and restless liable to nerve diseases and fevers, the slightest ailment will 
produce fever or inflamation ; their nervousness frequently takes the form 
of timidity, especially in women and children. This shoul<l be carefully 
guarded against. 'Vhcn they are organically fine they very readily de
velop the po'Ver to know the nature of persons from psycognomy, either 
from personal contact or by some article with which the person has been in 
contact. 

They have much to do to conquer fear of what people may say about 
them, love of reputation being very strong, love of honor, and high posi
tion among men is a great barrier to the development of their true spiritual 
selfhood, because of their disposition to conform to the habits of sociPty. 

The Hrst appearance of spiritual development is in the sense of an an
noyance at the presence of certain persons, then follows the psycoguon.ical 
ability, then a consciousness of the presence of persons long since in spirit 
life, and especially of those who had attained fame or possessed power~ 
from whom they receive knowledge of history, lost arts sciences and social 
habits. 

Their Genii will endow them with knowledge of inventions and arts,. 
and knowledges concerning the mental and physical laws governing the 
varied phenomena of human life. They are like the phonograph to reach 
the thoughts, feelings and needs of the body of humanity ; and there are 
those now who can sit in their room alone and receive the thoughts, mental 
states and even the physical sensations of all persons who are in any way, 
though but remotely connected to them. In the more complete state of human 
society when the Esoteric College ~s in order and the people harmoniz~ 
there will be those of this class of persons who can know all about what 
is going on in the outer world through the " telegraph wires" of their own 
nervous system. 

It is difficult for these persons to continue in any spiritual or religous 
WOl'k unless it is in · connection with other!'! who serve them as a he3.(1~ 
guide and centre to hold and sustain their interest, the currents of the world 
as it is to-<lay affects them so directly and intensely. 

From this sign will come servers in every department of the body. 
They shouhl avoid cold, damp places, all nervous excitement, exciting scenes 
etc. They shouhl study language science and philosophy also med1anics; 
keep the mind more busy than the physical body, and ever have a well 
defined object before them to labor for. H. E. B. 
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MAN AND HIS DESTINY 

BY C. H. JACKSON. 

MAN is a being of thought. judgment, memory, imagination, craft, love, 
and will. Pride and ambition are his ruling traits. He is the highest 
form known, containing in himself the greatest quantity of life, the mo!'lt 
intelligence, and the most creative power. He is the only thing that eumcs 
into existence totally helple:;s, totally blank of intelligence.· 

Man is usually found complaining of his lot, forgetting to give thanks 
fo1· the blessings received. Human nature finds it so much easier to grum
ble because God has not given more, to spend the day in lamentations and 
complaint, with no friendship or companionship with Spirit, Angel, or God, 
than to be grateful with a thankful heart for what He has given. 

llaterial man looks upon himself as something existing apart, forgetting 
that what belongs to him today belonged yesterday to another, and in the 
continual change may belong to some one else to-morrow. II is actions are 
his writings. By putting his thoughts into action he expresses them and 
records them in the book of Life. 

Every evil act is followed by a degradation of principle, a metapnysical 
incrust.'ltion of the Soul. Repentance, unless followed by action, is 
useless. 

I Ic who acts according to the dictates of prudence alone, is a cowartl ; 
one who exercises his generosity indiscriminately is a spendthrift; courage 
without caution is rashness; veneration without self-esteem produce,; su
perstition ; charity without exercise of ju1lgmcnt produces a beggar. 

In this world, as well as in all the planet worhls of space, eyery man 
must stand upon his own merits, and fall by his own demerits. 

Man is an epitome of the elements tltrough wllicldw hm~ dercloped, and he 
instinctively desires delivet·ancc from the unnatural domination of the 
body aml the animal soul, for all feel this to be a condition of degt·alla
tion; in other words, a fall from the true position we were made to oceupy. 
The bodily senses by their pltantoms, have so clouded the higher soul of 
man as to obscure his inner life, and obstruct the full JcYelopemcnt of hi~ 
true being. 

A man of pure and angelic dmracter begin!:! inevitably to present a 
pure and angelic appearance ; and the soul of man transforms his b01ly 
until it becomes as angelic as is compatible with its present relations ; antl 
when it assumes a new form after what is called death, what shall prc\'cnt it 
from assuming the one most appropriate to its nature '! If au inJi\'illual 
has developed a specific character of his own that distinguishes him from 
his fellows, that individual character will survive the dissolution of its 
form. 

Man's fiel<l of labor is in himself, in his own passions and weaknesses. 
He must dissect himself and analyze all his passions, motions, emotions, 
motives, etc., and master them all. 

They are the step~ in his lacldet• of progress. He must begin at the 
bottom to climb. He can be just what he likes to be; but growth is slow. 

It is the desire of Christianity, as it has been of all spiritual religions, 
to elevate man from his lower plane of thought, which is the seat of all 
his sin, to the spiritual condition, which is life and peace. For it is an es
tablished law of divine order that a man must inevitably in time become 
outwardly, what he is inwardly, and in this life physically what he is 
mentally. 
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Man does not form his own character entirely, it is formed by the cir
cumstances t.hat surround him, nor can he escape this condition except by 
his union with Spirit, which, through the r.lldance of angels, opens the 
prison doors of human circumstances into bberty and light. 

Mankind has two sets of feelings and attractions. One set drags him 
down to earth and makes him cling with a firm grasp to material necessities 
and enjoyments, while the other set lifts him up into the regions of the 
unknown, and he forgets the allurements and distractions of matter, being 
brought nearer to the realms of spirit; and abstract ideas of the good, the 
true, the harmonious, and the beautiful, give him satisfaction and happi
ness and a peace which the world does not give. The greatest poets and 
philosophers have recognized the fact of double consciousness, or the two 
poles of one's nature, and between these two poles tlbbs and flows the 
normal consiousness of the average human being. 

The sooner man frees himself of erroneous opinions, and recognizes the 
real truth, the less will he be impeded by the obstacles which are in the 
way of his higher evolution, and the sooner will he reach the summit of 
his final perfection. 

The highest desire any man can cherish and the highest right he may 
possibly claim, is to become perfect. To know everything, to love all and 
be known and be loved by all, to possess and command everything that 
exists ; such is a condition of being that, to a Ctlrtain extent, may be felt 
intuitively, but whose possibilities cannot be fully grasped by the intellect 
of mortal man. A foretaste of such a blissful condition may be expe
rienced by a person, who, even for a short period of time is perfectly happy. 
He who is not oppressed by sorrow, not excited by selfish desires, and who 
is conscious of his own strength and liberty, may feel as if he were the 
master of worlds and the king of creation ; and, in fact, during such 
moments he is their ruler, as far as he himself is concerned, although his 
subjects may not seem to be aware of his existence. 

According to the unselfishness and the spiritual power of a person his 
individual influence may extend over a family, a village, a to'Wll, a country, 
or even over the whole earth. 

Man, is an internal mystery, even to himself. His own person is a 
house in which he never enters, and of which he studies but the outside, 
uor does he know much of himself until he has suffered. He comes into 
the world as the result of a complication of natural, physical laws, so marvel
lous, so intricate, that the ingenuity of man fails to account for the fact 
that we exist at all. 

Y.t e may reason it all out, to our partial satisfaction, until we come to 
the grand motive factor of our existence the instinct principle of life itself. 
Here we stop I Why ? Because we come to the immortal Soul, which 
has been quickened into life by a Being of supernatural powers while the 
helpless unshapen mass of the future man lay dormant in its small, chaotic 
world, its first dark mother-cradle of the flesh. He now exists in the world, 
having come into existence according to the law of cause and effect. 

The form and quality of his body depends on the physical condition 
under which he was born, the state of his soul depends on the astral in
fluences that concentrated their power upon him in consequence of his at
tractions ; his character depends on the causes created during his previoua 
existence, and all these causes constitute his Karma, of which he himself 
is the creator. Man is himself a product of the law of cause and effect, 
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and in all departments of nature the effects produced are always in exact 
proportion to the causes that produced them. 

Man himself is a Soul or Spirit, living for a time in an earthly body, which 
d ies and turns to dm1t when the Spirit is withdrawn from it. The home of 
the Spirit is the spiritual world. During the life of the body this is not ap
parent to us. We are placed on earth for a specific purpose, which requires 
the full exercise of our conscious faculties. So the eyes of our .natural 
bodies are the only ones through which we look, and natural objects are 
the only things that we now see. 

Man is what he thinks, and his exterior shape may adapt itself to the 
true character by the power of his imaginations. Man's mission is to do 
good ; that means to do that which is most useful for his development. 
By doing good, the more refined principles are attracted to him ; his mate
rial constitution will become more and more refined, and his interior illu
minated by the light of divine reason. 

By doing evil he attracts to himself the unintelligent and material 
principles of Nature, the elements of evil ; his higher principles become 
more and more material and heavy, until dragged into the mire of matter 
by his own weight, he iB unable to rise to the light; be becomes metaphysi
cally petrified. and his power of intuition is lost. 

H man can ascend, he can also descend. Progression is no more a law 
than Retrogression. 

If man progresses eternally, he cannot, certainly, remain always man. 
The same is true if he continually retrogrades. 

As is a man here in all his mental attributes, so will he commence on 
the other side. Man must of necessity progreBS or retrograde. If 
be progresses, be developes and ripens upward and outward, through 
cycles both vast and small, to his Angelhood, and is finally absorbed into 
the bosom of the Father. If he becomes congealed in~ indifference, 
emotions die and be must retrograde. 

If he continues to retrograde here, so will he be apt to do on the other 
side. Sometimes An~ls find a little life of the Soul and bear it up to ripen
ing and peace. But 1f he continue to retrograde, he also passes through 
cycles both vast and small, comes finally to a state of unconsciousness of 
all individuality, and is in fullness of time, again re-incarnated in some 
other form, it may be in this world, or perhaps in some other planet, ac
cording to the attraction in embryo entities. No man can stand still. He 
must progre.<ts or retrograde. Nothing can remain the same any more than 
the waves of the ocean remain the same till they beat upon the shore. 
Man having violated the Divine law, becomes wretched and unhappy just 
in proportion to the nature and extent of that violation ; and when by 
such violation he becomes thus wretched and unhappy, it i::J necessary, in 
order to restore him to happiness, that he should be regenerated and re
fined by this fire of affliction and brought again to act in conformity with 
the Divine law. He will become happy and at peace againl·ust in propor
tion as he is led to atonement and conformity to that aw, and born 
again to the light of truth, and universal Love in the Divine Truth, leading 
men to conform their lives to the Divine Law by the performance of every 
duty to their fellow-man as well as to themselves. God requires of man 
perfect conformity to the Divine Law, and in all worlds an opportunity is 
given him for progress and for ripening biB Soul by Spirit. " God does 
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not willingly aftlict or grieve the children of men," nor does He punish 
any vindictively. 

In the whole universe and all the worlds of Divine Creations there is 
a law that "whatsoever a man sows, that shall he also reap," and the true 
actual measure of any man's religion and life is the amount of good he 
unselfishly does in the world. 

Man's acts are his creations, they give form to his thoughts. The motive 
endows them with life, the will furnishes them with strength. He usually 
desires four things viz., Love, Wealth, Fame, and Power. All else are 
considered as amusements, or something to be forgotten. To the natural 
man, Spirit and Soul are mere side issues, as Paul says : " foolishness 
unto him." · But when death comes there is another desire. Man should 
realize that he has a spiritual as well as a corporeal nature ; in other words, 
that the real man is a Spirit, which Spirit has an organized form, com
posed of spiritual substance with parts like and corresponding to those of 
the corporeal body; that man as a Spirit is immortal. Being found to 
survive that change called physical death, it may reasonably be supposed 
he will survive all future vicissitudes. He should forget the composite 
ever-changing and consequently mortal body, and renouncing the idea of it 
as being man ; he represents to himself in thought another body, pure, 
simple. and immortal, created as it were within the gross material organ
ism, with.disease and all deformity left out of the conception. This is not 
a creation of fancy, but the recognition of a reality. It is the real man, 
and sustains to the other and lower body, which is no real body, the rela
tion of a sword to a scabbard, and of a preciouR gem to its casket. 

But a sword can be drawn from the scabbard, and a gem removed from 
the casket. Until this is done, the one does not accomplish its use, nor 
the other display its beauty. When the real man is discovered, and we 
intuitively perceive that he is not what we call the body any more than a 
scabbard is a· sword, we begin to exercise supernatural faculties, like the 
newly fledged bird trying its wings. 

The real man is a spirit made in the image of God, and only a little 
inferior to the angels, and crowned with glory, and honor, and immortality. 
(See Psalms 8: 4-6). 

The outward body, though fearfully and wonderfully made, is not man ; 
for when the mortal coil is shuftled off nothing has been lost. The five 
external senses are not man, for these belong wholly to the body. · The 
mind, on the plane of sense, the mere animal soul taken by itself, does not 
answer to the idea of man. The distinctively human principle is spiritual. 
immortal, and incorruptible. 

Man made in the im~ of God mnst comprise within himself the per
fect masculine and femmine, spiritual quahties of existence- a perfect 
octave of both male and female vibrations. Man is perfect only when the 
whole Spirit of Humanity- that is, God, is manifest through him, as is 
written: •• God created man in His own lmczve, male and female." When 
man reaches this inner attainment of dual betng, when he is taught directly 
of his own Divin~: Spirit and knows even as he is known,- this is Hen
tal Rlumi11ation, and this condition is that of truth, understanding 
and knowledge. 

As recorded in the scriptures, God distinguishes the male force as the 
positive in the will, by the strength, shape, and majesty of the man, and 
by the wisdom which he strives to gain in quiet contemplation, and named 
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him Adima (which ia Sanscrit is the first man,) while the woman, or 
female force is negative. To h"r are given grace, gentleness, love, beauty 
and intuition, beca~se Love and Soul within produce Intuition. 

She was named Heva. (in Sanscrit: "that which completes Life.") To 
man was given power like that of angels,- Wisdom through Love. To 
both were given not only the five organs of touch, sight, smell, taste, and 
hearing, but a sixth, which grows with understanding, (in Sanscrit called 
Mamas, in Greek the Uniter- the reformer, the dawn of truth, eternally 
renewing itself.) This is the Will force agent by which is produced, by 
perfect a.ttunement, the union of the bi-sexual forces. 

In the creation of man, God makes one whole and perfect being, formed 
of two distinct parts : Adam the earthly, exterior man, and Eve, the 
spiritual interior one, the Sotd and Living Mother. 

The first Adam is of the earth earthy, and liable to death, the second 
Adam is from heaven and triumphant over death, for sin (that is, error 
in acting against Spirit) has no more dominion over him. He is therefore 
in product, a Soul born again, purified from defilement by matter, 
and released from subjection to the animal body. Such a Soul is a 
ripened, perfected Soul, called "Virgin," symbolized in Egyptian 
sculpture by a winged globe. 

Man attains to the Image of God just in proportion to his comprehen
sion of the nature of God, for man i.<J that which he knows, and knows 
only that which he is. 

Condemn no man ! Look only for the good in others, and not the evil. 
Let him that scoffeth at the lame, take care that he halt not himself. 

Three spirit forces live in and actuate man. The first is that t)f the 
elements (terrestrial) or electric vibrationR used to produce sound in talking; 
to demonstrate to the :natural eye ; the vibrations used to mesmerize, psy-
chologize, etc. · 

The second· spirit force is the second self, the Astral . body, the mind, 
memory, aml thought part of us; the messenger to the inner man or moni
tor ; the communicator of the soul ; the portal between Deity and the 
mirrors of the soul. 

The third force or vibration is the Divine Spirit, ray or reflection of 
the Godhead, the life-germ of the inner Soul. Not all the elements that 
go to make up a complete man are enclosed in his material form. The 
greatet: part of them are beyond the limits of his physical body. The ele
ments that exist beyond, stand in ultimate relation with those that are 
within, although the elements within the form may not seem to be con
scions of the existence of those beyond still they act and react upon each 
other. 

Occultism teaches, and seers prove. that everyone has immediately 
around him an ethereal envelope, varying in color, shapE'!, and general ap
pearance, in accordance with his constitution, life, thoughts and general 
aspirations. 

'Vithin this atmosphere may be read the events of his past life, as also 
those which will happen in the future. 

By close observation, it will be found that every man lives in two worlds 
or spheres of consciousness : one from the positive vibrations of the male, 
and another from the passive, negative vibrations of the female. 
Also a consciousness from the external sphere of the natural world, and 
another from the interior sphere of the Soul and spiritual world. But, 
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as man contents himself in living, for the present, in an external world 
(and that world is, for the time being, the most real to him,) full of 
material magnetism, the spirit is drawn outward and overshadowed, and 
frequently the man is made unconscious and unmindful of· the brighter, 
inner sphere, in which the Spirit is the true life, and his eyes are closed 
to his true relations with that sphere. The vast majority of mankind is 
under the magnetism of the external animal world, and thus the lives of 
men are but rounds of disappointment. · 

The Egyptian and Greek ascribe to man four principles, or series; the 
natural body and its vitality; the Astral body; the human Soul ; and 
Spirit. Brahmin and Buddhist recognize seven of those principles, as 
follows : First, the Body, inert matter, which is perishable; second, Vital
ity, that .force which changes inert matter into living matter (universal 
agent which gives light, which is Spirit;) third. the Astral body, animal 
de.'1ires or the reflection of his perishable substance in the astral light, 
coincident with him, but not visible to his earthly eye; fourth, the Animal 
soul, the memory and thought, the vehicle of will.- the temple within.
made of all the desires he feels by his material senses. -:- a result; fifth, 
the Human Soul, the monitor within the temple, which has so long be.en 
kept i~ darkness with many,- that which says, "I am," whereby a man 
knows himself from other men, and with which there is an intelligence of 
lower, but not of higher things; sixth, the Spiritual soul, the overshadO?.D
ing o.f T1'Uth, Spirit, and the higlu:st aspirations of our nature,- that 
pure understandmg, eternal and co-extensive with all infinitude of time 
and space, and all that is real, imperishable, and invisible to the eyes of 
man ; the seventh, Spirit, the absolute Spirit, 'the Dit•ine Fatherhood of 
all. In this division it will be seen that the body represents a gross form 
of matter, yet possesses the potentiality of spiritual development which is 
slowly brought to perfection by a long course of evolution through many 
incarnations. Yet it must not be supposed that these principles can be 
separated or torn, one from the other, like coats '()f skin, or that they have 
distinct and individual properties that can work independently of one 
another. Each principle, on the contrary, is closely allied to its neighbors, 
and can only work when thus supported. The body is of no use unless it 
is vitalized; the astral body would be, while away from its fleshy case, 
unintelligent, were it. not illuminated by the higher faculties of the.animal 
soul, and the higher parts of the human soul itself would, at the death of 
the body, cling to the astral form, and with that slowly disintegrate on 
the astral plane but for their affinity and close adherance to the spiritual 
sonl. . 

The three first principles belong exclusively to the personality and are 
perishable at the death of the body i. e., the second principle, when no 
longer with the body, goes to vitalize other organisms in its immediate 
vicinity, while the astral form decays more slowly but as surely as does 
the body. 

The four higher principles form the individuality, the real inner man 
-the ego, passes from one incarnation to another. 

If, by a long course of deterioration due to a. continued series of births 
of more and more debasing tendencies, the sixth and seventh principles 
become eventually detached from the higher portions of the fifth, the lat
ter sinks and is merged in with the fourth, which very slowly disintegrates 
in the astral light, during which time ~t is one of the most dangerous kind 
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of elementaries. The pure spirit which has thus been forced away from 
the ego, flies ·back to its original source, the universal spirit. These prin
ciples are latent not only in animals down to the lowest organism, but also 
in all matter, whether organic or inorganic. 

The theory of evolution, which agrees up to a certain point with occult 
science, maintains that the vegetable kingdom evolves from the mineral, 
the animal from the vegetable, and so on. The higher principles in man 
are developed in him, one by one, by slow degrees as he works his way up 
from the lowest form of the savage to the most advanced types of the 
present g~neration. Even in these the higher principles are still only 
latent. Most people in the present stage "f humanity are only in active 
possession of their fourth principle, although the fifth is beginning to asaert 
and manifest itself. This is shown in the development of the material 
intellect on the material plane, which deals almost entirely with &nbjects 
connected with the well-being of this life, scientific discovery, the education 
of the masses, historical research, and so on, tending for the most part towards 
disbelief in any other existence than this one, and consequently to the encour
agement of bodily comfort and ease, rather than to the recognition of the 
spiritual and physical powers of man, which are just beginning to unfold. 
When once these faculties are acknowledged, the way to th~ir development 
and training discovered, all other sciences and studies will sink into relative 
neglect and become subject to the immense powers of the human WILL, the 
education of which will be the higest ambition of all those who have for 
their aim, the attainment of real truth, or in other words, universal 
knowledge. 

This however, will not be, until humanity is in full possession of its 
fifth principle, glorified by the awakening of the sixth. To be born of 
the Spirit requires of man a greater change than boisterous noise and 
ecstatic shouts. 

The birth generally comes in the change of a man after great affiiction 
and sorrow, when there is an entire giving up of all earthly ambition and· 
fond desires. The heart softens, the Soul broadens, and the Dual being 
becomes more harmonious. Then a new birth is effected in which the true 
union of the dual forces of the animal body become united with the Soul, 
and for the first time the eyes of the Soul open to the light of the Spirit. 

Thus inspired and filled with God, the Soul kindles into flame and the 
God Spirit, identified with th~ man, speaks through him, making man 
speak in the name of God. 

Hence he disavows for himself the authorship of his utterances, as did 
Christ, when be said: "The words I speak unto you, I speak not of myself. 
Bnt the Father which dwelleth in me. He doeth the works.'' 

Each man may carve out his own way throug!llife. The dear good God 
makes our very contradictions harmonize with His calm, quiet ends. Try 
always to do better and better. Go up higher and higher, ever trying· to 
advance. It is far better to try and try, even if one makes blunders, than 
never to have tried at all. When one is not strong enough to weather the 
gale, one must bow like the reed before it, rising again after the storm iR 
passed, more dignififld, more grand. Guard your weaknesses from most 
men; they are oiten either unworthy of confidence, or in their friendship 
are very apt to abuse it. "Learn to know all but keep thyself unknown," 
has been wisdom handed down the ages. 
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Let your confidence and devotion rest only on the heights of Spirit and 
the ripening of your Soul: God in man and you in Him. 

To struggle on against the world is always unpleasant even if you be 
every t.ime right. Do not strive to pull against the whole community 
where you live. In silence and calmness listen patiently and do not argue. 
You have your freedom of thought. Isolation is best. Better never to 
have been great than, having been so, to fall forever, to be so no more. 

A star that sets will rise again tomorrow ; a star that falls rises no more 
forever. Search diligent![ for truth, no matter what the world may say. 

· Presson, the golden star o Spirit is on the heights withits dawning lights. 
On every height is found repose. Press on I 

NOTICE FROM THE G. N. K. R. . 
INASMUCH as there has been a great deal of intentional and unintentional mil

representation regarding the above mentioned Association and the nature of ita 
connection with the Esoteric Movament, it is deemed advisable to make a brief ex
planation in terms of the hitherto published articles relating thereunto. In the 
"Call to the Awakened" in the November number of THE EsOTERIC magazine, it 
was stated upon the authority of VmYA NYAJKA, by his chief representative in 
America, that a representative of the " Secret Scientific Association " of the 
G. N. K. R, had sought through TuE EsOTERIC a channel of communica
tion with the people of the Occident, for the purpose of aiding the Esoteric Move
ment in the ultimation of its religious work among the people, and made certain 
promises to people who had made certain attainments- promises which they are 
ready to fulfill, as soon as the applicants have made the necessary attainments in 
the Esoteric Culture. In the G. N. K. R pamphlet, No. 502, it was further stated 
that certain donations had been made to the Esoteric College for the purpose of 
aiding in a material and practical way the immediate building of the institution. 
The G. N. K. R did not come to head the movement or to lead it, or to change iL 
It came to give important aid to those of honest heart and purpose who were 
willing to utilize what was offered. The offer was to remain open to the people 
in sympathy with the Esoteric Movement for the veriod of two years. It is still 
open to their acceptance. If they start the industries alluded to in the pamphlet, 
they will be able to derive therefrom sufficient capital to build and endow the in
stitution. These donations for the starting of the industries must come from 
people in full sympathy with the nature and objects of the Esoteric Movement, who 
are willing to nnite their means with ours for the purposes indicated. If these are 
accepted and practically worked, the G ..•.. R, Dept. No.1, Laboratory, will be 
associated therewith, (owned by the College), and therein will be carried on experi
ments of a scientific nature for the direct good of the people in the colony and 
the good of the world at large. Collection of knowledges, and their verifications 
will be made, and a record of the same will be carefully kept. These Laws of ENs, 
MOVENS, and Ox, are in the possession of the secret order whose members are not 
known as such among men, and are not in the possession of any other society in 
the world except th,e G. N. K. R. They have no relation and. no connnection with 
the Theosophical Society. They have obtained direct knowledge& from secret or
ders in India and from secret orders in other countries, but these knowledgea are 
not in print. The movers of the G. N. K. R did not come from India. There ia 
not in print in the English or in any other modern language more than about one
twentieth of the Laws. 

The Association in making its donations to the College Esoteric, through one 
of its members, reserved no right title or interest or personal compensation. The 
food processes are capable of making all animal and vegetal foods by a direct proceea 
(not synthetically,) in such a manner that cheapness and purity will be obtained to an 
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extent imaginable only to those who are acquainted with the method. There will 
be no more killing of animals, or eating of decayed vegetables. They are of too 
high ethieal significance to be allowed to pass into the hands of money getters. 
Proeessee of horticnltu.re, of building houses, and methods for the keeping of ao
Cilr&te time in unison with the College (also correct local time, for the aiding of 
"Unity of Deafi.e,") are the special processes at present in the hands of the founder 
of the Society Esoteric. They are of special use to the people who are trying to 
live the higher life, and under their management to the entire world. 

The Esoteric Movement was selected by the head of the G ..... R, for the reason 
that it embodies and typifies a religion under which all persons can harmoniously 
work out their highest destiny. The dedication of all you are, have, and hope to 
be, to your own highest ideal of God and of Right (not to any man or association,) 
and the constant study and practice to elevate and refine that ideal, is certainly 
the embodiment of practical religion. The doctrine of chastity, complete and ab
solute, is certainly necessary for the attainment of soul-culture. The several 
thousand responses of a warm and earnest nature to the founder of th~ Esoteric 
Movement evidences the recognition he ha.s received, and the want he has supplied. 
The hundreds of responses to the call for an Esoteric College, offering all they 
have, are, and hope to be, indicates that the great work will not prove in vain. 
There have more persons already offered to colonize than we care to start with. 
Once for all, let it be understood that the G. N. K. R exists, and is ready to fulfill 
all its promises to the Esoteric Movement, and has done so as far as the people 
have made it possible to do so. The Pamphlet was written under the auspices of 
the religious head of the G. N. ·K. R (VIDY.A.NYAIKA,) by his representative, from 
the first page to the 148th. The special message was written also by him, under 
the sanction of the ''interior of the inmost" of G .. .. . R, Dept., No. 1.; and not 
the interior of the inmost of the Theosophical Society, or of any other society or 
religion. The remainder of the message was written by the present and future 
head of the Esoteric Society and College. In the Laboratory of the College there 
will be guarded certain Laws that will be in the possession of no other G. N. K. R 
Department bot will be, with all other of the Laws, carefully guarded by the 
Society Pantognomos, " where thieves cannot break through a.nd steal." 

The articles on sound and related occult phenomena., as far as the forthcoming 
occult portions are concerned, a.re taken from the teachings of VmY.A. NYAIKA, and 
written out by his representative. The Esoteric College will be bnilt, by the done-
tiona of the people to the industries alluded to, the working of which will give 
them all the capital n.eeded. To such persons there will be repaid if desired, a 
little more than the D8ual rate of interest, the College reserving the option to re
purchase all interests in certain of the industrial!. 

Bv THE REPRESENTATIVE OF Vmv.A. NYAIKA. 

EDITORIAL MEDIT A.TIONS. 
BECOMING A SON OF GOD. 

TJIIN)[ not that pious meditations canst absolve thee from thy manifest duties ; 
these are not an end, but merely a beginning, a means. The aonl hath need of 
communion with God to be strengthened and enlightened, but God giveth strength 
and enlightenment for a purpose,- they are not idle or empty things. Thy task 
then having been asaigned thee, however small or seemingly insignificant, straight-
way and cheerfully perform it ; for there is neither small nor great in the sight of 
God : all stand related in the circuit of cause and effect. The ripened seed i6 
the potential tree," which unfolding again repeats itself in its seed. Even as the goodly 
tree springeth from ita potential germ-cell, so do worlds and humanities unfold from 
the germ-thoughts of God. Thou knoweat not the potential thought of God that may 
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be infolded in the simple thing he directeth thee to do. It therefore behooveth thee to 
perform even the humblest duty, with a fidelity as ~ough the fate of empires de
pended thereon. Even thus '!halt thou serve humanity, and be taken more and more 
into God's councils, for he would make of thee a Son into whose hands hia kingdom 
can be entrusted. • 

THE PRESENT MOMENT. 

Do not let the great things you hope and aspire to do, in the future, prove a 
stumbling block to overshadow and eclipse the ever-recurring duties and opportuui
ties of the present. Despise not the day of small things ; - it is from atoms thal 
worlds are made. What God requires is faithfulness in the present, and the 
thought ever before us should be: "What is it that He would have me do flOW? " 
That being performed, the first step is taken; the second then becomes visible and 
easy. and thus the future is assured. Wait not therefore for the day of great 
things, but seek rather thy labor and its accompanying reward in the present 
moment. 

AlTUNEHENT WITH THE UNIVERSAL HIND. 

IN the earlier attempts at living the esoteric life, many doubts and diftleulties 
arise as to whereof it consists. The initiate is brought into an atmosphere of in
ner and expansive forces, which should appropriately be focalized on the regular 
duties of life. rendering them luminous and plain from an inner standpoint ; but 
he may yield himself to day dreams and "castle building," for he is, so to speak, in 
the atmosphere of a future period, and may think the thoughts and contemplate 
the problems of another age and generation, and thus become " visionary "leading 
n. hypothetical rather than a substantially nseful and rightly adjasted life. A meas
ure of the ideal is not only desirable but indispensable, yet it remains as thin air 
and vanishes away unless steps are taken to outwork II.Dd embody one's ideals in 
some substantial work. The true secret of the esoteric life consists in balance and 
completeneBB of character, thus tilling the life with inner sunshine and 
exalting ordinary duties into divine uses ; for it is not 80 much what we do, bat if 
the thing is one to be done at all, the question becomes one of doing it in the true 
spirit, doing it ESOTERICALLY, that is, with spirit and understanding, 80 that the act 
will ,when riew"'d by the inner eye, be luminous with heavenly anra. There is a 
sense in which all duties are sacraments and give life to the performer. In other 
words, we become receivers of life becaase we are givers of life, or service. Spirit 
is boundle88, inexhaustible - the inner presence of all true service. When we per
form an act merely from the material or selfish standpoint, we have only the gen
erated or stored up energies of our own system to depend upon, and the physical 
effort is far more exhaastive of the electric and chemical forces than though we 
acted in attunement with the Universal Mind,- which is the esoteric or true 
method. This gives us, as it were, tbe long end of the lever; it gives aeceBS to 
the exhaustleKs storehouse of Spirit and Soul energies, which inflow as naturally 
as the wind fills the spreading sails of the waiting vessel, or as the descending 
stream turns the ready water wheel, to grind the wheat, saw the logs, or propel 
the dextrous loom, as contrasted with the same labor performed by hand. Let 
not, therefore, the esoteric student imagine that his calling is to be one set apart, 
in the sense of being freed from natural service, but instead, that he is called 
upon to perform his duties from a new standpoint, and is privileged to have in
ner aid and consequently spiritual reward in the work itself. 
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THE SPRING TIME OF A. NEW PLANTING. 

TBB grand IDJU.L8 of the A.GB8 are pressing with unwonted activity for ultima
tion. 

There are periods of seed-time ; - there are times of harvest. We are to-day, 
in the spri:ng-ti'fM, of a NEW PLANTING. The experience of the centuries is be
hind us; the broad horizon of the future spreads smilingly before, while above, 
the bending heavens are waiting to shed dew and sunshine upon our. endeavors. 
The IDEALS of the past are the seed of the present, and the le88on before us is, to 
wisely appropriate and earnestly apply the va..<~t treasures at our command. 

The evolution of a higher social and industrial state, as well as the processes of 
Nature, is subject to the laws of generation and growth·: yet we may take cour
age in the fact that we are living in a period of accelerated forces. The energies 
of the thre~fold heavens are moving from centre to cireumference to ultimate for 
man, in a thr~fold BREATH, the love and wisdom of the spheres, -to roll away 
the clouds of doubt and selfishness which eclipse the radience of truth, that cloee the 
earth mind to the joys of spiritual and celestial life. 

Our earth is the nursery from which the heaven of this planet is to be peopled 
for ages to come, and the denizens of the spheres, as well as the residents of earth, 
have a vital interest in this subject. Those behind the veil see and understand 
ita importance in a degree transcending our present ability to comprehend. The 
.Master is gaining our ear, and his appeals will yet echo through the land with a 
majesty and might that will challenge all attention. 

The time is ripe when higher social, commercial, and industrial conditions must 
be inaugurated, and we are thankful for every grand ideal or practical suggestion 
of the past; and we ought to heartily co-operate with the sublime powers of the 
heavens that are so deeply interested in our welfare, and who seek to promote an 
openness on our part that will·enable them to plant in our minds those germs of 
wisdom which are to become as ·green banyan trees in the earth. 

We need their benign presence, and if we accept their council, as me88engers of 
the Eternal One of the heavens, we shall also come into a legacy of their exalted 
vital power. We may well invoke to our assistance such practical wisdom as 
was possessed by Socrates and Aristotle ; the lofty philosophy and ideality of 
Plato; the courage of Martin Luther; the iron will of Cromwell; the spiritual 
insight of Sweden borg : the social and industrial harmonies and economies of 
Fourier; the patriotism of Washington; the fearlessness of John Brown; the 
fidelity to ·the dictates of conscience of our martyred Lincoln ; the earnestne88 of 
the- apostle Paul; the devotion of John the beloved, and last but not least; the 
humility of Jesus, in whom the harmonies of the spheres found embodyment to 
serve man,- to teach, to heal, to minister, even to the washing of his disciple's feet. 

Fidelity to principle is what gives grandeur to life. Devotionand zeal for some 
noble, worthy cause, constitutes man's highest estate; and that cause which is con
ceived and ca.-ried forward in exalted thought and emotion, sooner or later car· 
ries all before it. J. L 

PROMPT renewals from thoPe whose term of subscription has expired is earnestly 
solicited, 

Continue sending the names of all persons you think will appreciate a sample 
copy of THE EsOTBBIC. 

For Catalogne of esoteric books, see November number. 
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SOMETHING ABOUT OURSELVES. 

IN THE EsOTDIO for February, 1888, under the head of "An Ideal to Ponder 
and Outwork," partit1ulara were given regarding the legal organization and future 
conduct of our publishing buainesa under a Trl18t Fund:-not a Trust with any 
monopolistic intent, but for beneficent ends; under circumstances that would admit of 
the co-operation and participation of all persons in sympathy with the use we are at 
present serving, and the wider sphere of uaefulneBB we are striving to occupy in 
the near future. We have said but little of this feature of our busineBB, since the 
announcement a year ago, as we preferred that time should be allowed to more 
thoroughly define our work and teat ita appreciation on the part of the public, 
and consequent safety and worthineBB as an investment. We have no desire to 
boast, but yet may truthfully say that we enter upon the second year of the Trll81. 
under circumstances which are highly 888uring and satisfactory, and feel it 
proper that we should more fully lay before our readers, the work in view and 
the opportunity it furnisheil for eo-operation on their part, under circumstances 
that are aBBuring of usefulneBB and a fair business profit. In making this state
ment it should not be understood that there is a lack of means to carry on the busi
ness in ita present proportions, or that it is not making steady growth as it ~ ; 
but we desire the coming year to add materially to our list of esoteric publications, 
bringing works that are now both high and rare, within the reach of not only our 
present readers, but the great American public. To this end we can advantageously 
make use of a few thousand dollars, and our expansion in this department for the 
current year will be largely determined by the subscriptions to the Trust Fund. 
Some of the immediate benefits to be derived from subscriptions to the stock of 
the Esoteric Publishing Company are given below:-

This trust fund is comprised of shares of ten dollara each which are free from 
liability or asses&ment. Each certificate entitles the holder to participate propor
tionally in the profits of the business. A grand, but practical idea is back of this 
fund ; yet, while we work for a future ultimate, we also provide for the present. 
Each holder of stock will not only receive his proportionate share of the profit, 
but be entitled to purchase as many of the publications of the company each year, 
at a trifle above the cost of production, as their stock represents; that is, a holder 
of a ten dollar share will be entitled to put'Chase $10 worth of books each year at 
bottom prices; this alone will be equivalent to a saving of from $3 to $5 per year 
on a single share, or say 33 1-3 per cent yearly on the investment; and desiring 
to be of service especially to those of moderate means, and thus make the benefits 
as widespread as possible, shares may be purchased on instalments of $1.00 or 
more at a time. Whatever amount you send will be placed to your credit, and a 
certificate of stock issued when the sum of $10.00 has been paid. In the mean
while, books at bottom prices will be supplied yearly, corresponding with the 
amount already contributed. 

Should the money subscribed for stock be in excess of what can be advanta
geously used in the publishing bullineBB, it is proposed to employ the surplus in 
conjunction with the projected Esoteric College, quite probably investing it in ad
jacent lands. 

We are doing a safe and profitable business, in which we invite you to participate, 
to the end of enlarging its usefulness, and with the above advantages. 

H. E. BUTLER, } Trustees of 
JoHN LATHAM, Esoteric Publishing 
W. H. MANNING, Company • 

.A.ddre:.s all Communications, Esoterk Publishing Company, 478 Shaumt.ut 
.Avenue ]Joston, Mass. 
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A VILLAGE OF SEERS. 

BY A!o"NA BONUS KINGSFORD AUTHOR OF "THE PERFECT WAY IN 

DIET," ETC., ETC. 

From Dreams and Dream Stories. 

A DAY or two before Christmas, a few years since, I found myself com
pelled by business to leave England for the Continent. 

I am an American, junior partner in a London mercantile house having 
a large Swiss connection ; and a transaction - needless to specify here -
required immediate and personal supervision abroad, at a season of the 
vear when I would gladly have kept festival in London with my friends. 
But my journey was destined to bring me an ad venture of a very remark
able character, which made me full amends for the loss of Christmas cheer 
at home. 
. I crossed the Channel at night from Dover to Calais. The passage was 
bleak and snowy, and the passengers were very few. On board the steam
boat I remarked one traveller whose appearance and manner struck me as 
altogether unmmal and interesting, and I deemed it by no means a disa
greeable circumstance that, on arriving at Calais, this man entered the 
compartment of the railway carriage in which I had already seated myself. 

So far a.<J the dim light permitted me a glimpse of the stranger's face, I 
judged him to be about fifty years of age. The features were delicate and 
refined in type, the eyes dark and deep-sunken, hut full of intelligence 
and thought, and tho whole aspect of the man denoted good birth, a nature 
given to study and meditation, and a life of much sorrowful experience. 

Two other travellers occupied our carriage until Amiens was reached. 
They then left us, and the interesting stranger and I remained alone 
together. 

•• A bitter night," I said to him, as I drew up the window, "and the 
worst of it is yet to come I The early hours of dawn are always the 
coldest." 

''I suppose so," he answered in a grave voice. 
The voice impressed me as strongly as the face ; it was subdued andre

strained, the voice of a man undergoing great mental suffering. 
•• You will find Paris bleak at this season of the year," I continued, 

longing to make him talk. '' lt was colder there last winter than in 
London." 
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"I do not stay in Paris," he replied, "save to breakfast." 
"Indeed; that is my case. I am going on to BAle." 
"And I also," he said. "and futher yet." 
Then he turned his face to the window, and would say no more. My 

speculations regarding him multipled with his taciturnity. I feltconvinced 
that he was a man with a romance, and a desire to know its nature became 
strong in me. We breakfasted apart at Paris, but I wawhedhim into his 
compartment for Bale, and sprang in after him. During the first part of 
our journey we slept; but, as we neared the Swiss frontier, a spirit of 
wakefulness took hold of us, and fitful sentences were exchanged. My 
companion, it appeared, intended to rest but a single day at Bale. He was 
bound for far-away Alpine regions, ordinarily visited by tourists during the 
summer months only, and, one would think, impossible at this season of 
the year. 

" And you go alone'? " I asked him. "You will have no compa.niona 
to join you ? " 

"I shall have guides," he answered, and relapsed into meditative silence. 
Presently I ventured another question : "Yon go on business, perhaps 

- not on pleasure'? " 
He turned his melancholy eyes on mine. ·• Do I look as if I were traT

elling for pleasure's sake?" he asked gently. 
1 felt rebuked, and hastened to apologize. •• Pardon me; I ought not 

to have said that. But you interest me greatly, and I wish, if possible, to 
be of service to you. If you are going in Alpine districts on business 
and alone, at this time of the year- " 

There I hesitated and paused. How could I tell him that he int;('!rested 
me so mueh as to make me long to know the romance which, I felt con
vinced, attached to his expedition ? 

Perhaps he perceived what was in my mind, for he questioned me in 
turn. "And you- have you business in Bale?" · 

" Yes, and in other places. My accent may have told you my nationality. 
I travel in the interests of the American firm, Fletcher Bros., Roy, & Co., 
whose London house, no doubt,;ou know. But I need remain only twenty
four honrs in Bale. Afterwards go to Berne, then to Geneva. I must, how
ever, wait for letters from England after doing my business at BAle, and 
I shall have some dayi! free." 

•• How many ? " 
" From the 21st to the 26th." 
He was silent for a minute, meditating. Then he took from his travel

ling-bag a porte;feuille, and from the porte-feuille a visiting-card, whioh he 
handed to me. · 

"That is my name," he said briefly. . 
I took the hint, and returned the compliment in kind. On his ea.rd I 

read: 
MR CHARLES 

Grosvenor Square, London. 

And mine bore the legend : 

DENIS ST AUBYN, 

St A ubyn' s Court, ShretDsbury. 

MR FRANK RoY, 

Merchants' Club, W. G. 

"Now that we are no longer unknown to each other," said I, "may I 
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ask, without committing an indiscretion, if I can use the free time at my 
disposal in your interests? " 

'"You are very good, Mr Roy. It is the characteristic of your nation 
to be kind-hearted and readily interested in strangers." Was this sarcas
tic? I wondered. Perhaps; but he said it quite courteously. "I am a 
solitary and unfortunate man. Before I accept your kindness will you 
permit me to tell you the nature of the journey I am making? It is a 
strange one." 

He spoke huskily, and with evident effort. I assented eagerly. 
The following, recounted in broken sentences, and with many abrupt 

pauses, is the story to which I listened : 
Mr St Aubyn was a widower. His only child, a boy twelve years of 

age, had been for a year past afflicted with loss of speech an1l hearing, the 
result of a severe typhoid fever, from which he barely escaped with life. 
Last summer, his father, following medical advice, brought him to Switzer
land, in the hope that Alpine air, change of scene, exercise, and the pleas
ure of the trip, would restore him to his normal condition. One day father 
and son, led by a guide, were a<~cending a mountain pathway, not ordina
rily regarded as dangerous, when the boy, stepping aside to view the snowy 
ranges above and around, slip:ped on a treacherous fragment of half-de
tached rock, and went sliding mto the ravine beneath. The height of the 
fall was by no means great, and the level ground on which the boy would 
necessarily alight was overgrown with soft herbage and long grass, so that 
neither father nor the guide at first conceived any serious apprehensions 
for the safety of the boy's life or limbs. He might be bruised, perhaps 
even a few cuts or a sprained wrist might disable him for a few days, but 
they feared nothing worse than these. As quickly as the slippery ground 
would pennit, they descended the winding path leading to the meadow, but 
when they reached it, the boy was nowhere to be seen. Hours passed in 
vain and anxious quest; no track, no sound, no clue assisted the set-kers, 
and the shouts of the guide, if they reached, as doubtless they did, the 
spot where the lost boy lay, fell on cars as dull and deadened as those of 
a corpse. Nor couhl the boy, if crippled by his fall, and unable to sho\V 
himself, give evidence of his whereabouts by so much as a single cry. Both 
tongue and ears were sealed by infirmity, and any low sound such as that 
he might have been able to utter would have been rcndeted inaudible by 
the torrent rushing through the ravine hard by. At nightfall the search 
was suspended, to be renewed befor~ daybreak with fresh assistance from 
the nearest village. Some of the new-comers spoke of a cave on the slope 
of the meadow, into which the boy might have crept. This was easily 
reached. It was apparently of but small extent; a few goats reposed in 
it, but no trace of the child was discoverable. After some days spent in 
futile endeavor, all hope was abandoned. The father returned to Eng
land to mourn his lost boy, and another disaster was added to the annual 
list of casualties in the Alps. 

So far the story was sad enough, but hardly romantic. I claspe<l the 
hand of the narrator, and assured him warmly of my sympathy, adding, 
with as little appearance of curiosity as I could command:- · 

" And your object in coming back is only, then, to- to- be near the 
scene of your great trouble? " 

•• No, Mr Roy ; that is not the motive of my journey. I do not believe 
either that my boy's corpse lies concealed among the grasses of the plateau, 
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or that it was swept away, as has been suggested, by the mountain cataract. 
Neither hypothesis seems to me tenable. The bed of the stream was fol
lowed and searched for miles ; and though, when he fell, he was carrying 
over his shoulder a flask and a thick fur-lined cloak,- for we expected 
cold on the heights, and went provided against it,- not a fragment of any
thing belonging to him was found. Had he fallen into the torrent, it is 
impossible his clothing should not have become detached from the body 
and caught by the innumerable rocks in the shallow parts of the streams. 
But that is not all. I have another reason for the belief I cherish." He 
leaned forward, and added in firmer and slower tones : '' I am convinced 
that my boy still lives, for- I have seen him!' 

"You have seen him I " I cried. 
"Yes ; again and again - in dreams. And always in the same way, 

and with the same look. He stands before me, beckoning to me, and mak
ing signs that I should come and help him. Not once or twice only, but 
many times, night after night I have seen the same thing! " 

Poor father I Poor desolate man I Not the first driven distraught by 
grief; not the first deluded by the shadows of love and longing I 

"You think I am deceived by hallucinations," he said, watching my 
face. "It is you who are misled by the scientific idiots of the day, the 
wiseacres who teach us to believe, whenever soul speaks to soul, that the 
highest and holiest communion attainable by man is the product of physi
cal disease I Forgive me the energy of words; but had you loved and 
lost/our beloved- wife and child- as I have done, you would compre
hen the contempt and anger with which I regard those modern teachers 
whose cold and ghastly doctrines give the lie, not only to all human hopes 
and aspirations towards the higher life, but also to the possibility of that 
very progress from lower to nobler forms which is the basis of their own 
philosophy, and to the conception of which the idea of the soul and of love 
are essential! Evolution pre-supposes possible perfecting, and the con
scious adaptation of means to ends in order to attain it. And both the 
ideal itself and the endeavor to reach it are incomprehensible without 
desire, which is love, and whose seat is in the interior self. tho living soul 
-the maker of the outward form ! " 

He was roused from hi~ melancholy now, and spoke connectedly and 
with enthusiasmt I was about to reassure him in regard to my own phil
osophical convictions, the soundness of which he seemed to question, when 
his voice sank again, and he added earnestly:-

"I tell you I have seen my boy, and that I know he lives,- not in any 
far-off sphere beyond the grave, but here on earth, among living men I 
Twice since his loss I have returned from England to seck him, in ohe<li
ence to the vision, but in vain, and I have gone back home to dream the 
same dream. But- only last week - I heard a wonderful story. It was 
told me by a friend who is a great traveller, and who has but just returned 
from a lengthened tour in the south. I met him at my club, 'by accident.,' 
as unthinking persons say. He told me that there exists. buried away out 
of common sight and knowledge, in the bosom of the Swiss Alps, a little 
village whose inhabitants possess, in varying degrees, a marvellous and 
priceless faculty. Almost all the dwellers in this village are mutually re
lated, either bearing the same ancestral name, or being branches from one 
original stock. The founder of this community was a blind man, who, 
by some unexplained good fortune, acquired or become endowed with the 
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psychic faculty called 'second sight,' or clairvoyance. This faculty, it ap
~rs, is now the hereditary property of the whole village, more developed 
tn the blind man's immediate heirs than in his remoter relatives; but, 
strange to say, it is a faculty which, for a reason connected with the his
tory of its acquirement, they enjoy only once a year, and that is on Christ. 
mas Eve. "I know well," continued Mr St Aubyn, "all you have it in 
your mind to say. Doubtless, you would hint to me that the narrator of 
the tale was amusing himself with my credulity; or that these Alpine 
villagers, if the1 exist, are not clairvoyants, but charlatans trading on the 
folly of the curtous, or even that the whole story is a chimera of my own 
dreaming brain. I am willing that, if it please you, you should accept 
any of these hypotheses. As for me, in my . sorrow and despair, I am 
resolved to leave no means untried to recover my boy.; and it happens 
that the village in question is not far from the scene of the disaster which 
deprived me of him. A strange hope-a confidence even-grows in my 
heart as I approach the end of my journey. I believe I am about to verify 
the trnth of my friend's story, and that, through the wonderful faculty 
possessed by these Alpine peasants, the promise of my visions will be 
i-ealized." 

His voice broke again, he ceaBed speaking, and turned his face away 
from me. I was greatly moved, and anxious to impress him with a belief 
in the sincerity of my sympathy, and in my readiness to accept the truth 
of the tale he had repeated. 

" Do not think," I said with some warmth, " that I am disposed to make 
light of what yon tell me, strange though it sounds. Out in the West, 
where I come from, I heard, when a boy, many a story at least as curious 
as yours. In our wild country, odd things chance at times, and queer cir
cumstances, they say, happen in out of the way tracks in forest and prairie; 
-aye, and there are strange creatures that haunt the bush, some tell, in 
places where no human foot is wont to tread. So that nothing of this sort 
comes upon me with an air of newness, at least! I mayn't quite trust it, 
as you do, but I am no scoffer. Look, now, Mr St Aubyn, I have a pro. 
posal to make. You are alone, and purpose undertaking a bitter and, it 
may be, a perilous journey in mountain ground at this season. What say 
you to taking me along with you? May be, I shall prove of some use; 
and at any rate, your adventure and your story interest me greatly I " 

1 was quite tremulous with apprehension lest he should refuse my re
quest, but he did not. He looked earnestly and even fixedly at me for a 
minute, then silently held out his hand and grasped mine with energy. It 
Wl\8 a sealed compact. After that we considered ourselves comrades, and 
continued our journey together. 

Our day's rest at BAle being over, and the business which concerned 
me there transacted, we followed the route indicated by Mr St Aubyn, and 
on the evening of the 22nd of December arrived at a little hill station, 
where we found a guide who promised to conduct us the next morning to 
the village we sought. Sunrise found us on our way, and a tramp of sev
eral weary hours, with occasional breaks for rest and refreshment, brought 
us at last to the desired spot, 

It was a quaint, picturesque little hamlet, embosomed in a mountain 
recess, a sheltered oasis in the midst of a wind-swept, snow-oovered region. 
The usual Swiss trade of wood-carving appeared to be the principal occu
pation of the community. The single narrow street was thronged with 
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goats, whose j~ngling many-toned bells made an inoessant and agreeable 
symphony. Under the projecting roofs of the log-built ch8lets bundles 
of dried herbs swung in the frosty air ; stacks of fir-wood, handy for use, 
were piled about the doorways, and here and there we noticed a huge dog 
of the St Bernard breed, with solemn face, antl massive paws that left 
tracks like a lion's in the fresh-fallen snow. A rosv afternoon.radiance 
glonfit!d the surrounding mountains and warmed the aspect of the little 
village as we entered it. It was not more than three o'clock, yet already 
the sun drew near the hill-tops, and in a short space he would sink behind 
them and leave the valleys immersed in twilight. Inn or hostelry proper 
there were none in this out of the world recess, but the peasants were right 
willing to entertain us, and the owner of the largest chalet in the place 
speedily made ready the necessary board and lodging. S.upper- of goat's 
milk cheese, coarse bread, honey, and drink purporting to be coffee-be
ing concluded, the villagers began to drop in by twos and threes to have a 
look at us; and presently, at the invitation of our host, we all drew our 
stools around the pine-wood fire, and partook of a strange beverage served 
hot with sugar and toast, tasting not unlike elderberry wine. Meanwhile 
my English friend, more conversant than myself with the curiously mingled 
French and German patois of the district, plunged into the narration of 
his trouble, and ended with a frank and pathetic appeal to those present, 
that if there were any truth in the tale he had heard regarding the annual 
clairvoyance of the villagers, they would consent to use their powers in 
his service. 

Probably they had never been so appealed to before. When my friend 
had finished speaking, silence, broken only by a few half-audible whispers, 
fell on the group. I began to fear that, after all, he had been either misin
formed or misunderstood, and was preparing to help him out with an ex
planation to the best of my ability, when a man sitting in the chimney
corner rose and said that, if we pleased, be would fetch the grandsons of 
the original seer, who would give us the fullest information possible on the 
subject of our inquiry. This announcement was encouraging, and we as
sented with joy. He left the cM.let, and shortly afterwards returned with 
two stalwart and intelligent~looking men of about thirty and thirty-five 
respectively, accompanied by a couple of St Bernards, the most magnifi. 
cent dogs I had ever seen. I was reassured instantly, for the faces of 
these two peasants were certainly not those of rogues or fools. They ad
vanced to the centre of the assembly, now numbering some twenty persons, 
men and women, and were duly introduced by our host as Theodor and 
Augustin Raoul. A wooden bench by the hearth was accorded them, the 
great dogs couched at their feet, pipes were lit here and there among the 
circle ; and the scene, embellished by the ruddy glow of the flaming pine
logs, the unfamiliar costume of the peasantry, the quaint furniture ot the 
chalet-kitchen in which we sat, and enhanced by the strange circumstan
ces of our journey and the yet stranger story now recounted by the two 
Raouls, became to my mind every moment more romantic and unworldlike. 
But the intent and strained expression of St Aubyn's features as he bent 
eagerly forward, hanging as if for life or death on the words which the 
brothers poured forth, reminded me that, in one reRpect at least, the spec
tacle before me presented a painful reality, and that for this desolate and 
lonely man every word of the Christmas tale told that evening was preg-
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nant with import of the deepest and most serious kind. Here, in English 
guise, is the legend of the Alpine seer, recounted with. much gesticulation 
and rugged dramatic force by his grandsons, the younger occasionally in
terpolating details which the elder forgot, confirming the data, and echoing 
with a sonorous interjection the exclamations of the listeners. 

Augustin Franz Raoul, the grandfather of the men who addressed us, 
originally differed in no respect, save that of blindness, from ordinary 
people. One Christmas Eve~ as the day drew towards twilight, and a 
driving storm of frozen snow raged over th" mountains, he, his dog Hans, 
and his mule were fighting their ·way home up the pass in the teeth of 
the tempest. At a turn of the road they came on a priest carrying the 
Viaticum to a dying man who inhabited a solitary hut in the valley below. 
The priest was on foot, almost spent with fatigue, and bewildered by the 
blinding snow which obscured the pathway and grew every moment more 
impenetrable and harder to face. The whirling flakes 'circled and danced 
before his sight, the winding path was well-nigh obliterated, his brain 
grew dizzy and his feet unsteady, and he felt that without assistance he 
should never reach his destination in safety. Blind Raoul, though himself 
tired, and longing for shelter, listened with sympathy t.o the priest's com
plaint, and answered, "Father, you know well! am hardly a pious son of 
the Church ; but if the penitent dying down yonder needs spiritual 
consolation from bar, Heaven forbid that I should not do my utmost to 
help you to him I Sightless though I am, I know my way over these 
crags as no other man knows it, and the snow-storm which bewilders your 
eyes so much cannot daze mine. Come, mount my mule, Hans will go with 
us, and we three will take you to your journey's end safe and sound." 

" Son," answered the priest, " God will reward you for this act of ohar
ity. The penitent to whom I go bears an evil reputation as a sorcerer, 
and we all know his name well enough in these parts. He may have some 
crime on his conscience which he desires to confess before death. But for 
your timely help I should not be able to fi~ht my way through this tem-

. pest to his door, and he would certainly perish unshriven." 
The fury of the storm increased as darkness came on. Dense clouds 

of snow obscured the whole landscape, and rendered sky and mountain 
alike indistinguishable. Terror seized the priest ; bnt for the blind man, 
to whose sight day and night were indifferent, these horrors bad no great 
danger. He and his dumb friends plodded quietly and slowly on in the 
accustomed path, and at length, close upon midnight, the valley was safely 
reached, and the priest ushered into the presence of his penitent. What 
the dying sorcerer's confession was the blind man never knew; but after 
it watt over, and the Sacred Host had passed his lips, Raoul was summoned 
to his bedside, where a strange and solemn voice greeted him by name and 
thanked him for the service he had rendered. 

"Friend," said the dying man, "you will never know how great a debt 
I owe you. But before I pass out of the world, I would fain do somewhat 
towards repayment. Sorcerer though I am by repute, I cannot give you that 
which, were It possible, I would give with all my heart,- the blessing of 
physical sight. But may God hear the last earthly prayer of a dying penitent, 
and grant you a better gift a.nd a rarer one than even that of the sight of 
your outward eyes, by opening those of your spirit I And may the faculty 
of that interior vision be continued to you and yours so long as ye use it 
in deeds of mercy and human kindness such as this I " 
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The spaaker laid his hand a moment on the blind man's forehead, and 
his lips moved silently awhile, though Raoul saw it not. The priest and 
he remained to the last with the penitent; and when the grey Christmas 
morning broke over the whitened plain they left the little hut in which 
the corpse lay, to apprise the dwellers in the valley hamlet of the death of 
the wizard, and to arrange for his burial. And ever since that Christmas 
Eve, said the two Raouls, their grandfather found himself when the sacred 
time came round again, yearafter year, possessed of a new and extraordi
nary power, that of seeing with the inward senses of spirit whatever he 
desired to see, and this as plainly and distinctly, miles distant, as at his 
own threshold. The power of interior vision came upon him in sleep or 
in trance, precisely as with the prophets and sybylsof old, and in this con
dition, sometimes momentary only, whole scenes were flashed before him, 
the faces of friends leagues away became visible, and he seemed to touch 
their hands. At these times nothing was hidden from him; it was neces
sary only that he should desire fervently to see any particular person or 
place. and that the intent of the wish should be innocent, and he became 
straightway clairvoyant. To the blind man, deprived in early childhood 
of physical sight, this miraculous power was an inestimable consolation, 
and Christmas Eve becamE\ to him a festival of illumination whose annual 
reminiscences and anticipations brightened the whole round of the year. 
And when at length he died, the faculty remained a family heritage, of 
which all his descendant.'! partook in some degree, his two grandsons, as 
his nearest kin, possessing the gift in its completest development. And 
-most strange of all-the two hounds which lay couched before us by 
the hearth, appeared to enjoy a share of the sorcerer's benison I These 
dogs, Fritz and Bruno, directly descended from Hans, had often displayed 
strong evidence of lucidity, and under its influence they had been known 
to act with acumen and sagacity wholly beyond the reach of ordinary 
dogs. Their immediate sire, Gluck, was the property of a community of 
monks living fourteen miles distant in the Arblen valley ; and though the 
Raouls were not aware that he had yet distinguished himself by any r&

markable exploit of a clairvoyant character, he was commonly credited 
with a goodly share of the family gift. 

"And the mule?" I asked thoughtlessly. 
"The mule, monsieur," replied the younger Raoul, with a smile, " has 

been dead many long years. Naturally he left no posterity." 
Thus ended the tale, and for a brief space all remained dilent, while 

many glances stole futively towards St Aubyn. He sat motionless, with 
bowed head and folded arms, absorbed in thought. 

One by one the members of the group around us rose, knocked the 
ashes from their pipes, and with a few brief words quitted the chUlet. In 
a few minutes there remained only our host, the two Raouls, with their 
dogs, my friend, and myself. Then St Aubyn found his voice. He too 
rose, and in slow tremulous tones, addressing Theodor, asked,-

" You will have everything prepared for an expedition to-morrow, in 
case- you should have anything to tell us?" 

"All shall be in readiness, monsieur. Pierre (the host) will wake you 
by sunrise, for with the dawn of Christmas Eve our lucid faculty returns 
to us, and if we should have good news to give, the start ought to be 
made early. We may have far to go, and the days are short." 

(To be ooncluded in our next.) 
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INVOCATION. 

BY W. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 

0MNIFIC source of Light and Love I 
Parent divine I We prav 

That we may understand Thy Truth, 
And do Thy Will, each day. 

May Thy pure Spirit's cleansing power 
In every heart abound, 

And may e.ach darkened, self-stained soul, 
In paths of Light, be found. 

THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS. 

359 

THERE is no true nobility save that which dwells in charity. 
Thy voice can glorify God by giving good counsel to an erring brother. 

By making manifest pure love. 
Thy highest and holiest duty is so very humble, and so lowly, that if 

not very watchful, thou will not find it. 
Seek not the praise, nor fear the censure of man. He is thy brother, 

and the spirit of our Father is in him working out his own glory ; there
fore keep to thine own path. 

Be always humble, remembering thy imperfection. 
Light is the garment in which humility is clothed : Love maketh little 

noise: Charity is always quiet and Wisdom liveth in silent places. 
Be not in haste to do God's will. Know first what it is; remembering 

thou art but a little babe, and can grow in truth but slowly. 
Seek ever nnt~ thy Father for help and strength. 

Light one another, love one another ; preach and practise the truth. 
Ye are all rays of your Father's glory: all separate, yet all having one 

common center. 
Then atand not in another's light, for thou dost not thus imitate thy 

Father, who doeth good impartially unto all, but love ye one another and 
by your goodness raise the fallen. 

Show thy Brother his road, but do not compel him to enter thy path, 
for either must thus be retarded in the journey toward perfection. 

Keep not aloof from thy brother who is in error, but go to him and ask, 
'Art thou thus glorifying thy Father in Heaven?' and his own light will 
reveal his path unto him. 

Thy erring brother may rave and scoff at, and even spit upon thee, thou 
must forgive and love him. With his Father is his account to be settled, 
and within himself is the witness that shall condemn him. 

Thou art thy own judge ; not thy brother's; therefore be very careful 
least thou dost imitate his ways instead of thy Father's, for if thou dost 
judge him, what better art thou than he, when he judges thee. . 

'l'"hy brothers error is no excuse, thine belongs to thee. 
All charity leaves the mind the instant the spirit loses her sway. Love's 

channel is closed, and instead of life-giving light, and love's congenial 
warmth, we find only the cold, darkened icebergs of a heartless and spirit
less reason. 

Teach all, by learning them how to love. 
Let thy every thought, action and aspiration, be as rays of divine purity. 

(SELECTED BY W. A. E.) 
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OVERCOMING SELFISHNESS. 

BY MRS 8. E. TRUE, READ BEFORE THE SOCIETY ESOTERIC JAN. 18. 

THE world to-day is full of selfishness, and the majority of the people 
are pushing and struggling for the best that the world affords and think· 
ing that every one else should do the same. Ah I this is all wrong, for 
are we not all brothel'S and t~isters of God's great family? We should 
remember that the weakest and poorest of this great family are animated by 
the same God as ourselves, and derive their life from the same source, and 
are included with us in one grand whole. Now those of us who are strong 
should help those who are weak. 

To overcome selfishness is no easy task, but we can accomplish it, if we 
go to work with a will, and a persistent determination. Simply willing to 
overcome it is not enough, we want a force back of that will, a deten_nina.
tion to succeed whatever it may cost us. Are we willing to give up all 
we have for the uplifting of humanity? Are we willing to put down self 
and be wholly guided by the Infinite Will? Are we willing to make sacri
fices for the good of others ? 

These are quet~tions of vital importance to all those who have a desire to 
live a purely unselfish life. If we are truly unselfish at heart, we will have 
a kind word and a smile for all, friends and enemies alike ; we will give 
God all the praise and glory for all we do and for all we are ; we will help 
all those who are struggling to find the Light, thereby expanding our own 
souls, foL· it is the thoughts and desires of the heart that determine the 
growth of the soul. We know that the soul cannot grow until we remove 
some of the rubbish, such as selfishness, hate and passion , which is hinder--
ing its growth. · 

As the flowers turn their faces towards the sun, so we need to turn the 
soul's attention to the Divine Light. Our Father is very unselfish to us 
for He gives us all that He has ; and we have nothing but what we have 
received from Him, and as we grow and are able to receive more, more 
will be given to us. We have received freely, now let us freely give for 
the good of humanity. If we have good thoughts and ideas come to us 
and we do not impart them to others, we are selfish. I do not mean that 
we should impart grand truths to those who would not appreciate them, 
but there are many who are seeking for truth and wisdom, and to these 
we should impart what we have, to aid them in perfecting themselves. 
I think I can safely say, that selfishness is the root of all evil, for it is 
selfishness which prompts the thief to steal, the murderer to kill, and leads 
to the commission of all other crimes; it also prompts us to accept favors 
without rendering an equivalent. It is also the cause of most if not all of 
the ills that flesh is heir to. 

When I look out upon the world and see the condition of the people, 
hugging their false ideas of God and the destiny of man, and wrapped in 
their selfishness, it makes my heart sad indeed. And what can we do for 
them? Why, nothing, but to let them go on in their blindness until some
thing happens, which will give them such a shock that it will open their 
eyes and then they will see and know the truth. I speak of those, who 
think tltey know it all, and that your ideas are all wrong. 

It is a hard task to educate your own people into an understanding of 
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spiritual truths and divine laws. They would receive instructions from 
a stranger a great deal better than they would from one of their own, for 
they think they know what education you have received, and query, why 
you can know more than they. Experience has taught us the truth of the 
saying, "A prophet is not without honor, save in his own country." I 
will say iu the language of Scott, "Teach self-denial, and make its prac
tice pleasurable, and you create for the world a destiny more sublime than 
ever issued from the brain of the wildest dreamer." 

THE RELATION OF THEOLOGY AND RELIGION. 
BY REV. WM. TUCKER, PH. D., D. D. 

THEoLOGY and religion are closely related but they are not identical. 
Theology is the science of God's existence. nature, attributes and relations. 
Reli~on embraces the duties which devolve upon man by virtue of his 
relations to God as his Creator, Father, Friend and Saviour. 

Theology is intellectual, religion is spiritual. Theology is a thought, 
religion is a feeling; the one is mental the other emotional. Theology 
belongs to the head, religion to the heart ; theology is a creed, religion is 
a life. We .. get our theology very largely from men, our religion from 
God; our theology is human, our religion is divine. We may have a poor 
theology, and a good religion. Theology is science, religion is love ; the
ology is what we think of God, religion is the very life of God in the soul 
of man. Theology springs from the relation of the intellect to a certain 
class of truths; religion grows out of the relation of personal man to God. 

Theology is theoretical, religion is practical. But religion is related to 
theology just as the emotions are related to the inrellect, and feeling is 
connected with thought. 

Rational love depends on knowledge; and religion which is love for God, 
in part depends on our theology which is our knowledge of God. It is 
true religion is intuitional and theology logical, but it is the office and 
function of logic to enlarge and apply truths given us by the intuitions. 
This fact is recognized in all philosophy and science. Feeling responds 
to thought. love springs up under the light of knowledge, and gratitude is 
awakened by an appearance of goodness, kindness, and benevolence. The
ology, as it teaches us the love of God for man, reveals to our intellects his 
practical benevolence toward us, enkindles our love and awakens our grati
tude to him, which causes our thanksgiving, worship, and obedience; and 
this is religion. 

We cannot have feeling without thought for the mind is a unit. Love 
without knowledge of the object loved, and gratitude without a conscious 
knowledge of favors conferred are impossible. To give us the knowledge 
of God in his practical relations is the function of theology. It thus pre
sents the cond1tions of all rational religion. Before we can truly worship 
God we must know him. This knowledge is theology, and this worship is 
religion. The function of the pulpit is to teach theology and thus promote 
the growth of religion. This shows the practical relation of the two. 

A man's religion will receive color from his theology, as feeling takes 
on the hue of thought, and the practical receives the cast of the ideal. 
Thoughts become things, knowledge is power, ideas become forces, and 
theolo~ is changed into religion. The richer and sweeter the theology 
we beheve, the brighter and purer the religion we live. 

Camden, Ohio. 
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THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES. 

BY JOHN H'CARDELL. 

'Tis night, I sit beside my door, 
And dream of worlds I see afar ; 
I sea.rch the heavens o'er and o'er, 
And seek to find the brightest star 
That through the depth of space doth gleam, 
That I may on it think and dream. 

The myriad spots of lights that shine 
And twinkle in the heavens above, 
Have circled there through countless time, 
And shall through endless ages move, 
Chanting their never ending lay,
Millions of years of melody. 

In calm majestic pride they swing, 
Like music at eve, on summer's sea., 
And tune their lay to nature's king, 
The Uod of all that's pure and free, 
All nature's voices upward raise, 
And join them in the song of praise. 

Oh, is there on this ea.rth a man, 
Who gazing on the heavens at night, 
And reasoning on the mighty plan, 
That formed and placed those worlds of light, 
Who yet will turn away and rave, 
Of darkness all beyond the grave. 

Dark, dark indeed would be the lot 
Of man, and all on ea.rth that cheers, 
Would then be dead ; turn and be taught 
The sacred music of the spheres ; 
Oh, listen brother, hear the straiM, 
That tell you that Jehovah reigns I 
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FRISCO, UTAH. 

NAKED EYE ASTRONOMY. 

BY CHAS. H. MACKAY. 

PERHAPS there is no other branch of scieqtifio study so useful in th& 
development of the mind's inherent powers as that of Astronomy. And 
while the general reader may find neither time nor inclination to dive deep 
into the mathematical exactness characteristic of research in this vast 
field, yet he may easily become familiar with many intensely interesting 

po~~~ay by slight effort so familiarize himself with the stars, their names, 
positions and peculiarities (as to motions, color, chemical properties etc.) 
that in a surprisingly short time he will look up to the heavens, upon a 
clea.r starry night, and almost feel that a real bond of lasting acquaintance 
has been woven and will ever exist between the fa.r away blazing worlds 
and him.sel£. 
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Recognizing each twinkling point of light by its established name ; 
Tealizing that within its mighty influence a retinue of planets (worlds of 
like material to our own) are wheeling with ceaseless pace, and unswerv
ing precision; knowing this (and vastly more which we hope to make 
clear in this series of articles) the bright "diamonds of night " are soon 
looked up to as friends of the most satisfactory, loyal kind, for they change 
not. Once found and their positions thoroughly learned they are to ns 
most truly semper idem. 

There are millions of men and women not particularly interested in 
astronomical science who occasionally admire in a mild way the picture of 
God's handiwork in the heavens and yet who scarcely know one star or 
constellation from another, or realize the difference between the star twink-· 
ling in its place countless millions of miles removed in space, and the 
planet seemingly at its side but really a member of our own solar system, 
and therefore comparatively near by. 

A person no sooner masters the first lessons in Astronomy and learns 
the places of the several constellations and their principal stars, than an 
interest is established which invariably gains strength as the years go by. 
The lesson is always before him, and new fields of study constantly present 
themselves, so that the knowledge is never complete, and he who is once 
truly imbued with a desire for more light, will find the pursuit of astro
nomical research, though retarded by lack of scientific instruments, yet 
full of pleasure and never ending surprises if properly conducted. 

To us the most important member of the universe is our sun, dependent 
upon which is his family of planets, comets and minor members. It is not 
the purpose of this article to attempt to give the location of the planets 
for they constantly change their places and if their situations were learned 
to-day they would be found differently placed a month hence. A few words 
upon this subject, however, may not come amiss and in a future paper we 
may treat it more thoroughly. The most brilliant planet of our system is 
now in fine position for observation: Venus, whose proportions are quite 
similar to the earth's, is now the most prominent object of the western sky 
for a few hours after sunset. The light from this planet is sometimes so 
strong that she can be seen at all hours of the day with the sun shining full 
and clear at the same time. This was repeatedly proven by the writer 
during the Summer and Fall of 1887. 

Mars occupies at this writing a position somewhat nearer the western 
horizon and may be known by his fiery red hue, though he appears much 
smaller than Venus. 

Saturn the ringed planet is in good position for evening observaticm. 
He is in Leo and may be seen in the east well up toward the zenith, shin
ing with a dull red light. 

These points are touched upon very lightly, it not being the object of 
this initial paper to enter into the details of the question, but only to estab
lish a slight interest which we trust will be intensified as the grand scope 
of the investigation unfolds and the mind of the reader is raised to the 
sublimity of the ideas invariably associated with researches in Astronomy. 

In contemplation of the brilliancy of the heavenly canopy upon a clear 
winter evening the aspirations of the soul can scarcely be otherwise than 
pure. 

Who of my readers can gaze upon the brilliant constellation of Orion, 
now sc• prominent an object in the southern heavens, and allowing the 
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mind to dwell full and uninterrupted by cares of earth upon that beauteous 
scene, fail to reahze an expansion of mind and soul obtainable in few other 
directions? 

Here the scene parades itlself before our eyes upon every clear night of 
the year. Above our heads the wonders of the heavens in grand proces
sion .Pass nightly, and yet how few of us lift our thoughts from earth a 
sufficient length of time to take in the wondrous scene in its slightest detail t 

Suns, in volume and brilliancy surpassing our own, as ours surpasses 
the planet Jupiter; suns of double and quadruple form, centres of systems, 
pregnant with life and use concerning which, were we conversant with the 
infinite design of those far away worlds, would cause us to view our own 
miniature solar systAm, I fear, with eyes of discontent. 

Unformed worlds, yet in the gaseous or nebula state, and worlds past 
their usefulness, as theatres of life a3 we understand the word; all this 
may be thought upon as we contemplate with mind upraised, the wonders 
of the stars. 

We can form only the most imperfect conjecturoc of the sublimity of the 
boundless universe. We have seen that within our own solar system there 
are found marvels, infinitely beyond human power to intelligently grasp. 
Consider for example the planet Saturn and his miniature system of rings 
and moons. Here is seen a coterie of worlds each of them possibly the 
scene of intelligent life. As the sun is the centre of life-distributing force 
around which circle the eight larger planets, so in like manner is Saturn 
the centre and life of a family of eight. In that far distant region he 
wields his power with an undeviating, persistent energy, and doubtless the 
more important power, the snn, is seldom considered as being at all neces
sary for the movements or life of the little system so remote from the 
grand centre. 

At this far away point the light and heat from the sun is very sm~ 
compared to the amount received by us, as inhabitants of earth. This fact, 
however, is doubtless of little concern to the beings (if such exist) on 
Saturn's moons, for the giant planet is probably endowed w!th powers of 
light and magnetism sufficient to fully compensate for any lack of the 
same from the sun. A grand spel!tacle incleed must it be to witness the 
frequent rising, culmination and setting of these numerous worlds of Sat;. 
urn's family. At times several moons would be seen in different portions 
of the observer's sky, each in differ~::nt phase, and each presenting faces 
with different degrees of brightness, owing to the variable distances and 
positions from which observation is taken. The ring-system of this re
markable planet is yet more marvellous. No adequate conception can be 
had of the beauty and sublimity of the scene, could it be viewed from the 
convenient position occupied by Titan, Hyperion, or any of the other mem
bers circling about the planet. At times comparatively dark, again rosy, 
golden, or silver, in hue. Now presented edgewise, and now nearly filling 
the whole visible heavens with ltght antl gorgeous effulgence. 

Scenes of beauty truly heavenly, aud before which the mind and soul 
can only open into purer and holier relationship and oneness with Him 
from whose thought all the glory emanated. Probably the rings of Saturn 
may be considered the most interesting subject for study and observation 
to be found in the Solar SYBtem. Since the im·ention of the t{llescope no 
portion of the heavens has been more closely studied than that in 
which Saturn is found. Just what these rings are ; their formation ; the 
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1l8e they subserve and many other points in their connection, are problems 
concerning which there is more or less uncertainty. , 

Accepting the explanation advanced by the most noted Astronomers, we 
may believe the rings to be composed of an inestimable number of satel
lites, of the same general structure and form as the others which revolve 
abont the planet. These satellites or moons, are supposed to be so small 
and so closely connected, that the observer from earth, although aided by 
the most powerful telescope is unable to distinguish them from one con
tinuous mass of nebulous or vaporous matter. 

Conceive if possible the intricacy and beauty of the design, if this 
satellite theory is true. Millions of little worlds, so small that collectively 
they cannot be distinguished from a cloud of matter; yet doubtless formed 
with all the care and perfection manifest in their parent, the giant Saturn. 
Each atomic sphere performing its periodic revolutions, annual and diul'Dal, 
with its change of seasons, and all the attendant phenomena characteristic 
in worlds of dimensions more grand. Surely the " Power behind the 
Throne " is most vividly recognized as mindful of the apparently insignif
icant creations of the universe, when we are brought to the realization of 
these wonderous things. What appeared for long years to be a lifeless 
array of matter, is possibly the scene of worlds without end, each a theatre 
of life and use, and filling its grand niche of dervice, according to the plans 
of Him whose ways are truly "past finding out." 

No one will question that the subject is fraught with interest and sub
limity beyond the comprehension of him whose highest aspiratious have 
been wholly to the end of success in things of earth. To gaze upon the 
wonders of the heavens and realize the magnitude and splendor of the scene, 
affords peace, feelings of reverence and pure humility, which many of my 
readers will readily understand from experiences easily recalled, but which 
cannot be explained in words. 

I say to realize the extent. and magnitude of Celestial wonders. Ah I 
could this be possible? We cannot even comprehend many of the simple 
phenomena of earth, and when we are brought face to face with the mighty 
plan of the universe, in which our Solar System is but an atom, the miud 
starts back appalled even before the border-land of the vast, incomprehen
sible handiwork of the Creator is attained. 

Estimates, speculations and deductions may we indulge without end. and 
there We pause and find that after all We kn010 SO very little. 

Having always entertained childish ideas of the vastness and magnitude 
of earth ; unable even to grasp the full meaning of the figures expressiug 
her circumference, we are little prepared to comprehend the comparatively 
enormous dimensions of Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune, the companion 
members of our system. 

The former in volume exceeds the earth 1800 times, and yet, himself 
with all the other planets, asteroids, (some 280) comets, and minor mem
bers, are subject to the power at the center of the grand scheme. 

The Sun, 860,000 miles in diameter, far exceeds in volume all his 
children of the family making up the Solar System. His power is suffi
cient to provide with unrelaxing vigilance the force which is forever man
ifest, in tending to draw all to him. A greater power, however, not confined 
to the boundaries of the solar system but present in all the universe, here 
exerts the influence which counteracts the s~'s giant power and sends each 
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planet in its never swerving path along its majestic course through space. 
Although so high and so utterly beyond our present powers of compre

hension, our sun is but an insignificant satellite when cited in comparison 
with other members of the universe. The Pleiades, or seven stars, 
which we have all contemplated in different phases of wonder and ad
miration, contain within their center the star Alcyone, which is supposed 
to be the nucleus ar9und which the whole visible universe is turning. This 
star, so seemingly unimportant and ordinary in general appearance, is pre
sumed to surpass our sun in power, volume and brilliancy twelve thous()nd 
times. All this is but the beginning of the wonders embraced within the 
great firmament which nightly circles above us. We can at best but gaze 
and seek to comprehend the perfect ways of Him who placed each world 
in its niche of use, and whose watchful care guides with unerring certainty 
the atom earth, as well as the imm3asura.ble Alcyone. 

Newton, after a life long devotion to the great science, after opening to 
the world, avenues of research before scarcely dreamed of, after obtaining 
a height beyond approach among men of his age, yet confessed that he 
had been able to barely cat-ch a glimpse of the real, and was but a child 
at play along the shore of a vast ocean of undiscovered truths. 

Well may we despair of knouJing the secrets of the universe after this 
confession of one of Astronomy's greatest students. And yet we may 
strive to know. Therein is the secret of all knowledge or attainment. 
While Newton confessed that he knew almost nothing, yet was his state some
thing to be earnestly desired by all. 

Every person upon this planet must sooner or later be brought to the 
point where pure humility is felt. Then and there, is the foundation laid 
for spiritual as well as intellectual growth. I hold that the study of as
tronomy, the contemplation of the stars, will ultimate thiR most desirable 
end in a. speedy and thorough manner, opening up channels of thought 
unknown and undreamed of before as being within the mind's resources 
of enjoyment. 

And so, may we not be lifted partially from the plane of earth, and 
may we not reap lasting benefit from studying the stars? My readers may 
decide. If sufficient interest is shown, these pa~rs will be continued with 
a. view of presenting the subject in such a simplified manner that'' he who 
runs may read," and we hope understand. It is proposed iu the next 
number to indicate the constellations surrounding Polaris (the north star,) 
and from month to month those heavenly objects most prominently in 
view will be described, as to position, methods of fixing their locations, 
and many other points of interest connected therewith. Simple diagrams 
of the must prominent constellations will be given occasionally and the 
positions, distances and general characteristics of the planets described. 

In fact the subject will be treated with a thoroughness in keeping with 
the amount of interest which the readers of THE EsoTERIC may see fit to 
manifest. 1 would like to bear from all who may feel that the study, (as 
above briefly sketched,) would be of benefit in our greater search for spirit
ual attainment; and any questions of general interest upon astronomical 
points will be carefully considered and the result published for the benefit 
of all our readers. 

478 Shawmut Avenue. 
Boston Mass., Feb. 15, 1889· 
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ROSES AND THORNS. 

llY EMMA HOWARD. 

How sweet the roses blooming bright 
All o'er Earth's bonny bosom brown, 

But sharp the thorn, half hid from sight, 
That strew the branches up and down. 

How fair the rose of heavenly vales, 
How dreamy sweet its blushing face, 

No rasping thorn the flesh assails 
But all is perfect in that place. 

How beautiful ar~ all the flowers 
That bless us in our earthly path, 

But short thei:r life, the speeding hours 
Soon sweep them down as if in wrath. 

But from the bright elysian fields 
Is banished Time, with sickle keec, 

Eternity mysterious wields 
Its potent influence serene. 

So bear the thorns that mar the way 
They cannot always vex us sore, 

Our trials linger but a day 
But blessings live forevermore. 

SOME OCCULT PHENOMENA AND FORCES FROM 
THE SCIENTIFIC STANDPOINT. 

BY VIDYA NY AIKA. 

Phenomena of Transmission. (Continued.) 

367 

IN the transmission of a wave force the "wave-form" advances through 
the medium, but the separate particles of that medium remain where they 
were bef<>re being thrown into pulses. If the medium were not elastic, 
the particles could not perform the small to-and-fro excursions constituting 
the essential condition of condensation and rarefaction. If the crest of 
one wave coincides with the trough of another wave, the presence of energy 
in the one is neutralized by an absence of an equal amount of energy in 
the other, the one being potential and the other kinetic. Two rarefactions 
or troughs coinciding produce double the amplitude of the wave, ancl two 
crests produce the same effect. The distinction between longitudinal and 
transverse waves is best illustrated by the following experiments: -

Upon a piece of rubber string whose len~;;th is some seven feet, and 
whose transverse section is about 1-64 inch, place a series of small leaden 
weights several inches apart and equidistant: then stretch the string until 
it is in a state of tension occupying three times its former length. If any 
one or all of those weights be agitated in a direction at right angles to the 
longitudinal axis of the string, the weights will undergo an oscillatory, re
current motion above and below the line of rest, the weights being moved 
by translatory motion. This is called transverse oscillation, and it pro
duces in the medium in which it occurs typical waves of rarefaction 
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and condensation. If, on the other hand, one of the balls or weights be 
pulled ont of the line of equilibrium in the direction of the string's length, 
and then suddenlv freed, its motion will be communicated to the remain
ing balls, the line of travel being linear, and the energy conveyed from 
one weight to another by means of an intervening, coherent, elastic 
medium, forming a complete circuit of action and reaction through the up
rights supporting the string. The character of waves given off by this 
motion materially differ from the transverse oscillations as will be subse
quently explained. These waves can undergo a simultaneons, oscillatory, 
transverse and longitudinal motion. At the same time, if they were struck 
by a small hammer, they would vibrate (be resonant) at a frequency much 
greater than that of either the transverse or longitudinal oscillations. 

In picturing waves graphically to the mind, be careful not to imagine 
them as water waves transmitted upon the surface of a liquid, but as con
centric globes of rare and dens~ air alternately placed and travelling out
wardly from the centre of propagation. The wave length varies as the 
frequency of vibration, with a given velocity inversely as the number of 
vibrations. If from two or more sources transmissive sound waves reach 
the same object (ear drum or sonometer) whose frequency is not that of 
exact unison, there will be resultant beats or difference-tones, having a 
frequency equal to the difference between the fundamental tones; and if 
this difference tone be a harmony of the two original tones, the result is a 
concord, otherwise a discord. Two notes of sound are in unison when 
they have the same frequency; and are in harmony when the difference
notes are in unison with the harmonics of the two notes, and if all these 
harmonics find unison notes the concord is perfect. A harmonic is a vi
bration having a numerical whole-number frequency greater or less than a 
given fundamental pitch. A harmony is an agreement between the har
monics of two or more fundamental pitches. Please remember in 
contradiction to what is taught in text books, that, if two or more waves 
agitate the same medium, there will occur in that medium resultant notes, 
difference tones, overtones and undertones of a frequency not found in any 
of the submultiple parts or simple oscillations of the sounding body. And 
there will be, throughout different portions of that medium, areas in which 
the crests and hollows conflict, producing siltmces ; and other areas where 
amplitudes are momentarily increased. A continuous musical tone unin
terrupted by dissonances cannot be heard within a room, nor in any place 
where echoes or reverberations are possible. The loudness is proportional 
to the square of the maximum velocity. It varies with the density of the 
medium, and inYersely as the square of the distance. That is, a gun fired 
at 500 paces from the listener will sound four tirnesas loud as if fired 
at 1000 paces. In the air, density and elasticity neutralize each other ac
cording to Mariotte's law: hence in the air velocity is independent of den
sity at the same temperature. It is well to remember that the amplitude 
depends upon the density of the air, where the sound is generated and 
not where it is heard. It is evident that from the velocity of any sound, 
the temperature of th~ air is readily determinable, or from the tempera
ture the velocity can be determined, or from time and velocity the distance. 

The theoretical velocity of sound in the air as determined by Sir Isaac 
Newton, was about 997 feet per second, which is below the slowest speed 
at which sound is transmitted. The error of his calculation came from 
the fact that the phenomena of specific l1eat, and the increase of tempera-
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ture during vibratory oscillation were not then known. During the con
densation-phase of a wave, the temperature of the air is increased, and, 
during the opposite phase, it is diminished, the diminution and increase, 
upon neutralization, not exactly counterbalancing each other, but leaving 
in the air a sli~t excess of temperature over that of the air previous to 
its agitation. This increase of temperature in the crest-phase adds to the 
elasticity of the air, and this adds to the velocity of transmission one-eighth 
more th~n was determined by Newton. If sound waves produce variations 
of heat in the air, the reverse must also be true, -unequal heating of the 
air must and does produce sound waves. A given portion of the air during 
the condens~tion phase acts as a lens refracting light to a point of focaliza. 
tion, momentarily heating another portion of the air, producing an expan
sion of the particles. which are the requsite conditions for sound. It would 
be impossible for light to be transmitted through air containing aqueous 
vapor without produ~ing unequally heated areas, if that air contained with
in itself currents, as the air surrounding the earth always does. At the 
Equator the heated air ascends and flows towards the poles, floating over 
the denser. heavier and colder current returning from the poles to the 
Equator. This, mo:lified by the trade winds, produces a continued agitation 
of air-currents in the atmosphere, each current having a different temper
ature and humidity from that of the adjacent currents and strata; and 
this pt"oduces in the air a slow alternation of rarefaction and condensation, 
the overtones of which continually oscillate the air. 

The apparatus previously described for measuring the exis'tence of 
sound-waves, demonstrates the existence in the air, at all times, of sound
waves whose frequency fall within the limits of l~earing. 

The Earth i~elf is in a state of constant tremor. Those who recall the 
experiments of Mr. George Darwin in relation to this phenomena will 
need no further proof. A delicate seismograph (electric and other appa
ratus for measuring and re.,ording the intensity, duration and direction of 
earthquakes) is seldom at rest- demonstrating the existence of constant 
tremors and oscillations in the earth. That these tremors, when rythmical, 
are produced by the oscillation of submutiple portions of the body of our 
planet, is evident from the fact that they are of a period-frequency greater 
than that which could be produced by the vibration of the whole mass, or 
even by the tenth or eleventh segmental or nodal harmonic of the funda
mental oscillation-period of a mass having the volume and density equal 
to that of the earth. The following experiment will illustrate this subject :-

The lower end of a massive iron rod firmly imbedded in the solid, rocky 
crust of the earth, had firmly attached to it a metallic pan upon its upper end, 
and the pan was filled with mercury. Floating upon the mercury in one 
end of the pan was a small electric lamp, a pencil of whose rays were 
reflected from the mercury to a screen placed at a distance of three fur
longs. (The detail of the apparatus is not a matter in point.) If the earth 
had not been in a constant tremor the spot of reflected light upon the 
screen would have been stationary. At no moment during the t'!ntire year, 
during which the experiment was observed and automatically recorded, 
was that spot stationary. The earth is therefore in a constant, rhythmical 
tremor. The pitch of this tremor is a measureable one, and also some
what variable in its period-frequency and amplitude. There are other 
physical conditions concerned in the production 'and modifi~ation of these 
earth tremors; and there are other forces than light concerned in the pro-
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duction of sound-oscillation in the atmosphere, but it is unnecessary for 
our present purpose to describe them. We call eapecial attention to the 
fact that the existence of continuous sow,d-wavea in tl,e air, and cmuirtu
ous tremm·s in the mass of the earth, are capable of phy1ical measurement. 
We now approach the occult phenomena relating to, and produced by, 
sounds. Before these can be understood it will be necessary to enter more 
minutely into the effects of sounds upon the human organism, the relation 
of tones to the emotions, the difference between cheerful and sad tones, 
the effect of audible and inaudible sounds, the nature of harmonics and 
harmonit>s and discords, the relation of emotional to "physical" conditions, 
and the reflex action of transferred ( sambudhistic) mental states upon the 
organs of hearing. The mutual relations of music, and tones and melodies; 
the significance of moods unexplainable by the known data of science ; 
the Universal Earth Tone, and its relation to the Culture of the Maho
panishada ; the music of the future, and its relation to human develop
ment; the mystic power of mantras, words, tones and chants ; the 
magic power of sacred names, and a general glimpse of that hitherto on
explored realm of lowly sound and sonism relating to man's higher men
tal and spiritual development, to the evolution of his higher senses and 
perceptive&, and to the production and maintenance of mental and bodily 
health 

HYGIENIC HINTS. 

BY WM. A. ENGLISH, H. D. 

Number Five. (Different methods qf Bread-making.) 
THE process of fermentation, as applied to bread making, involves a 

chemical change in the dough, resulting in the formation of alcohol and 
carbonic acid gas ; the latter being considered necessary to make the bread 
light. It is the presence of these elements which renders a freshly-baked 
loaf of fermented bread unwholesome when eaten by persons whose diges
tive powers are weak. The odor emanating from ·~raised" bread is al
ways unpleasant,- which is not to be wondered at- for the cup of yeast, 
previously mixed with the dough, would be a very disagreeable dose for 
any one to swallow, and its presence in the dough or bread, does not quite 
harmonize with article No.3, of this series. (See rules first and sixth.) 

Bread may be made light by the use of sod<~., with some acid, but the 
mineral drugs remain in the bread, and are objectionable even if we do 
not taste them. 

For these briefly stated reasons, it becomes desirable for those whose 
stomachs are not strong, and for those who aim at purity in diet, as 
well as in other mattere, to obviate these objectionable features in bread
making. 

There is a kind of bread or biscuit, called gems, which is pure, whole
aome and ligltt, and can be eaten fresh from the oven, even by dyspeptics. 

These gems are made without a part\cle of yeast, soda or other deleteri
ous ingredient. Though they are largely used in many families, and con
sidered quite a luxury, there are many more who never heard of them, and 
who think it impossible to have light bread, without fermentation or the 
development of carbonic acid. This latter class may be interested in a 
description of the simpie process of making these gems. 
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It is first necessary to have a cast-iron gem-pan, which can be procured 
of hardware dealers. It is partitioned off into tleparate cavities for each 
gem. This casting must be thoroughly washed, and scoured with sand, 
before being used. New iron vessels always need much cleaning. 

Before baking, set the gem-pan in the oven, if you have a brisk fire, 
(otherwise the gems will not be light,) and let it get very hot, before put
ting in the dough, or batter, which should be as thick as can be dipped up 
with a spoon. Next set the gem-pan on the top of the stove or range, so 
as to keep it hissing-hot, and with a small clean swab, oil the inside of 
each cavity very thoroughly with butter, or some pure, vegetable oil, and 
immediately fill cavities half-full of batter, and set in the oven to bake. 

The fire should be hot enoug~ to bake them in ten or fifteen minutes ; 
and morning is the best time to use a coal fire. 

Fine flour gems are usually mixed with new milk only ; but either gra
ham, or entire wheat flour may be mixed with half milk and half water, 
or water only. No salt, or anything else is added to the hatter; and the 
quick heat imparted to the batter by the hot iron pan, together with the 
heat of the oven, converts the moisture in the batter into steam, thus mak
ing the gems light. I have just been informed that a man in Philadel
phia has recently invented a machine for making gems, which is soon to be 
put in operation in that city. It is self-feeding, and moves slowly through 
a very hot oven, and as soon as the batter gets through the oven, it is 
transformed into gems ready for eating. 

Graham crackers mixed with pure cold water, kneaded thoroughly, 
rolled as thin as wafers, and baked quickly, are very crisp and palatable, 

&lls are mixed in the same manner, using any kind of meal or flour, 
and molding in the hand into small rolls, each of the size and shape of a 
stick of candy, and baking in a quick oven. These rolls are very desira
ble for those who have good teeth and like to use them, as they are 
usually hard, while gems are soft. A very delicious kind of bread can be 
made by pouring boiling water on seeded raisins, dried currents, 
chopped figs or dates, and, when cold, adding graham flour so that it can be 
kneaded ; then mold into large biscuits and bake on a tin plate or oiled 
paper. 

When eaten, cut in slices with a sharp knife. 
This last variety is extra nice for picnics or excursions. 
Puffs are made by mixing three well beaten eggs, and one cup of sweet 

milk, with nine tablespoonfuls of fine flour; and they are extremely light. 

THOUGHTS RESPECTING THE CARE OF THE BODY. 
WmLE fully appreciating the principles of woolen clothing, I have yet 

a thought to add in connection with it. It is well known that the fibre from 
which woolen fabrics are woven possesses in itself a life principle. It is 
scarcely dependent for its existence, upon the animal on which it grows. It 
is a trite fact that if a hair of any kind be placed in the water where the 
sunlight can shine upon it, it will become animate, and develop into a 
miniature snake. The root of the hair will be the head of the snake. 
There have also been scientific demonstrations of the possibility of trans
planting the hair of one animal, or human being. into the flesh of another, 
thus proving that there is in the hair au independent life principle, which 
can only be considered as such, because of the peculiar characteri~tic by 
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which it inspires energy of the quality known as "life." Who has not 
noticed that a fine woolen garment gives a sensation to the hand laid upon 
it entirely different from that produced by llontact with a linen fabric? 
Touch the linen g~, and it will feel cold, while the woolen fabric will 
feel warm. Now this warmth is the direct result of activity. There is 
an active life principle in wool that must be healthful and invigorating to 
the body, as well as being an excellent :preventive of colds. 

There are other methods for remaimng free from colds ; and I would 
mention one upon which I have made many experiments, and which I 
have found to operate successfully in every case. It is as follows: make 
it a rule never to sleep in a room with a temperature differing from the 
outside world. Always leave the windows open so that an abundance of 
air can come in. Make it a rule also to take off all the garments, and ex
pose the entire body to the atmospheric conditiQns each morning upon 
rising. In addition to this, it is well to take a sponge bath every morning. 
If persons lack vitality, it is better for them to take the sponge bath 00. 
fore retiring. Although I have used the common term "sponge bath" 
I would supplement the foregoing by stating that you will find a 
flannel cloth superior to a sponge. Have it amyle enough to reach across 
the body, so that you may be able to take hold o bOth of its ends and draw 
it vigorously across the back. Let the temperature of the water be that 
of the outside atmosphere. Wet the back down one half of the person ; 
and then taka a coarse towel and rub it dry and warm: then the front of 
the body down half way, rubbing all dry and warm as before; then one limb, 
then the other, and finally the arms, rubbing each warm and dry as soon as 
wet. I have known of persons who, having been advised to take a sponge 
bath, got right into a bath tub. Now when a person is of a nervous tem
perament they should not get into a bath tub and simultaneously wet the 
whole body. 

The sponge bath should usually be taken three times a week, but for 
persons of nervous temperament and low vitality, cold baths three times 
a week, would cause the expenditure of too much vitality, -more, indeed, 
than they could afford. While taking these baths one thorough wash
ing of the skin each week is·sufficient. Wetting the skin, and rubbing it 
dry and warm while E:xposed to a temperature like that of the cutside at
mosphere serves a double purpose. You not only free the body from the 
waxy emanations that close the pores, and fasten down the scales by which, 
fish-like, we are covered, and which prevent the skin from carrying on its 
respiratory work (for we re&pire through the pores of the skin as through 
the lungs), but you enable the body to adjust itself without injury to ex
ternal temperatures. Keep ever in mind this fact; it is just as necessary 
that we should respire through the skin as through the lungs. Some of 
you perhaps will remember the story of the ancient Eastern potentate, 
who, swollen with paternal pride, covered his little son on a festal day 
from head to feet with a close-fitting suit of goldleaf, a vanity which was 
repaid by the almost instantaneous death of the child. If the air were 
kept entirely away from the skin, death would invariably result. 

This method of bathing will almost insure against the possibility of 
colds throughout the year. It create<J in thu skin a condition of useful
ness, -a (•apability of performing its proper functions. Every pore of the 
skin as truly, we may say, possesses muscles as does the han.d, and these 
muscles have the capacity of opening and closing the pore. If you re-
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move your garments in a cold room, you will observe that you strive to 
draw the body ntore closely together in order to retain its own warmth, 
and to exclude the surrounding cold. If, while in this condition, you ap
proach a fire, you will involuntarily relax the muscles, and the moment that 
you do so a chill will strike you from the opposite side. If you take a cold 
bath in a room where there is a warm atmosphere, you will be very sure 
to take cold. In this connection I may relate the experience of a friend 
who was under my instruction. This person was so delicate that he could 
not expose himself to outside temperatures without taking cold. He wrote 
asking me what course be should pursue. He was, he said, unable to 
leave his room because of his delicate condition. I felt that he had suf
ficient confidence in me to' faithfully follow my directions, and accord
ingly gave him this advice. "In the first place," I said, •' see to it that 
your windows are open, and that the temperature of your room is the same 
as the outside temperature. This done, take a cold sponge bath, perform
ing the operation rapidly, and with vigor. When you have finished the 
bath and rubbed yourself till you are warm and as dry as may be with a 
towel, then rub the skin with the hands until they move over the body 
smoothly, and there remains no indication of moisture. You will observe, 
after you have rubbed the body with a towel, that there will be an indic
ation of remaining moisture which may be entirely removed by a vig
orous.apflication of the palms of the hands." 

Then further advised him to walk through the room once or twice be
fore resuming his garments, so that the' air might simultaneously 
circulate freely over every part of the body, after which he might dress him
self and go about his duties without fear of further trouble. He had not 
been able to safely venture out of the room, and yet, from this on, he had 
no further trouble. 

This treatment serves another purpose. It creates in us an active will 
to resist the thought that disease has any power in it. It destroys fear of 
cold, and this fear is just what produces bodily conditions receptive of in
jury from cold. It furthermore strengthens the will, and does away with 
all thatshrinking from this or that condition; at the same time invigora~ 
ing the entire system. In passing I wish to express yet another thought. 
A question of the most vital importance is, what shall be the temperature 
maintained in our rooms? Now a great many people residing in our large 
cities in houses supplied with furnace or steam heat, become chilly at the 
first touch of cold weather, and at once heat their rooms almost, or quite, 
to summer beat. This done, they sit in their rooms till, through the ener
vating atmosphere, the body loses its vigor; for, let it be remembered, 
the body adjusts itself to the conditions iu which we place it. 
Nature, then, will adjust the body to the warm summer air if 
you make your rooms of a summer temperature, and the result will be 
that every breath of outside air which strikes you will chill you, and you 
will want your room warmer and warmer, till at length your body will be 
filled with poisonous gases. In the fall, when cold weather is coming on, 
there is a time when the body is actually cold, - a time when it calls out to 
you for resistance to the temperature around you. It is necessary .iu order 
that the body adjust itself to the condition in which each change places it, 
to keep artificial heat out of our rooms as long as possible in the fall, al
lowing the body to attune itself, as it were, to the coming cold weather. 
If this method be employed, one will be prepared for the cold weather, 
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will be sensible of the least modicum of poison in tht> atmosphere, and 
ever ready to let in the fresh, wholesome air of the outside expanse. Un
der the present arrangement of our houses this is the only means by which 
we may hope to maintain our vigvr. · 

All persons following sedentary pursuits will find it very beneficial upon 
arising in the morning to taktl a sponge bath; then an air bath, as already 
described; then to dress themselves in a cold room, and at once, before 
going near the fire, to go out and take a rapid walk. While walking, in
crease the thoracic cavity and inspire deeply, thus freeing the lungs from 
the carbonic acid gas that will inevitably have gathered in them. I called 
your attention in a former lecture to the fact that it is as necessary to 
keep the body in an erect posture, as it is to carefully watch its movemt>nts. 
You cannot reasonably expect the various organs of the body to fulfill 
their proper functions, unless the .frame is kept erect, giving to every or~n 
freedom of attitude. With the body in this position, take a brisk walk, 
and then you can go to the fire, or to your breakfast in a warm room, and 
you are prepared for anything that may come. The body is placed in an 
active condition, the mind is clear, and the duties of life can be pursued 
with a greater degree of intellectual power. 

Now in regard to the matter of diet: this is a very important feature 
of our lives. A certain philosopht~r said upon this subject that about one
third of the food taken into the body supports life, while the other two
thirds imperil it. Now it is tnte that, as a people, we are in the habit of 
taking three times as much nourishment as we can properly utilize in the 
body. Then too, that which we do take is not the kind that we 
need to nouri!-!h the body. Those who are in the habit of making a. 
meal of leavened bread must have observed that they want a large quantity, 
and even then do not get the desired amount of vitality from it. Such 
diet stimulates the body while depriving it of that which it absolutely 
needs. It has been demonstrated that a dog fed on leavened bread will 
die of starvation; so will a man if he attempts to subsist on that ex
clusively. But if this food is baked unleav4:1ned, neither the man nor the 
dog will starve. 

Ordinary wheat flour has been deprived of the greater part of its 
nutriment, and this nutriment has been given to horses. The horse 
needs it, to he sure, but we have not as yet arrived at that state where we 
are prepared to give all the nourishing qualities of our food to the horse. 
We should take the germs or seeds of grain for our food. Why ? Be
cause the conditions of germ life, which carries the elements of the life 
we need, are contained in them. We know that the slightest fermenta
tion destroys the finer qualities of life. Fermentation first liberates the 
finer qualities, then the coarser, and ultimately, the body itself undergoes 
dissolution. As soon as fermentation takes place in flour, all the proper
ties capable of nourishing the body escape. They do not remain there for 
a moment after fermentation takes place. This is especially true of leav
ened hrea<l, as soon as it is heated. 

If you take whole wheat flour and remove from it its coarse, glassy cov
ering, excluding it from the flour (for wheat is covered with glass of the 
same kind as that in our windows) you will thus save the stomach much 
irritation. to say the least. W tl want the kernel, but not the glass cover
ing. Take this, with all the elements it contains, and mix it with milk or 
water,-- I care not which- adding nothing save a very little salt (for too 
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much salt irritates the stomach, and is neither wholesome nor good), and 
then mix all into a batter thick enough to be dished out with a spoon. 
Put this batter into the little iron cells of a gem-pan. See that the oven 
is sufficiently hot to form a crust the moment the gems are inserted. In 
this way, before the gem i~ heated through, you form a tight shell in which 
the steam is bound, the expansion of which makes the inside of tl1e roll 
li~ht and palatable, and, at the same time, preserves all of its better proper
ties. An ounce of this bread contains more real nutriment than a much 
larger quantity of the so-called "good family bread." 

As a people, we are in the habit of thinking that, if we are doing hard 
work, we must have a great deal of meat in order to be strong and healthy. 
I do not agree on this point with the · many hygienists who say that meat 
does not nourish the body. I believe that meat does nourish the body and 
produce flesh, but I contend that it does uot produce mind power ; -
that it lack.~ the fine qualities which we want ; because in every
thing mind governs digestion, and governs it exclusively. 

Everything existing partakes of the nature that produced it ; and, for 
this reason, the finer qualities that would sustain the mind are lacking in 
animal food. Such food contains only such qualities as would feed the 
animal body with all the propensities belonging to the beast creation. In 
the direction of mere animal vigor it assuredly does give strength, and 
directive tendency ; and then too, it is assimilated more rapidly than are 
vegetables, because it has passed through digestion once, and has only to 
pass through the chemical change in the digestive process, after which it 
passes directly into the system. We have only to examine the habits of 
the flesh-eating animals, and to compare them with those of their vegetable
eating cousins to be sensible of an irreconcilable difference. We ob
serve that the carnivorous animal eats a hearty meal of flesh and then lies 
down to sleep. When this meal is digested, he will exercise with great 
energy and vivacity for a few moments, and then he will want another 
flesh repast, after which he will repeat the same process. The carnivorous 
animal spends thP- greater portion of its time in lying about idly. Now, 
on the other hand, observe the herbivorous animals. They have their time 
for sleep, but the greater portion of their lives is spent in activity; and 
it is well known that they will endure much more hardship than the flesh
eating animals. 

I am sure, also, that auy man can endure.more hard labor when his diet 
is composed exclusively of vegetables and grains, than when subsisting 
upon meat. It is true that meat stimulates the animal forces, and causes 
a certain amount of heat. We must admit these facts, but at the same 
time we find the herbivorous animals can endure cold better than the 
carnivorous animals. Thus we find that the vegetable diet is most 
in harmony with the human organism. 

In Philadelphia there is· a church whose creed is based upon the com
mandment, "Thou shalt not kill." This creed forbids the taking of ani
mal life in any form, aud to this there is such rigid adherence that there 
can now be found in that city four or five generations of men and women 
none of whom have ever tasted animal food of any kind,- that is to say 
have never eaten meat. They live exclusively upon a vegetable and fruit 
diet. I have had the pleasure of knowing members of thi:1 church, and have 
seen something of their family life, -of their children, of their business 

and of their mental condition ; and I have found them to be a very 
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peaceful, quiet people. I found none of that peevishness, restlessness and 
fretfulness that so obtains among the majority of people. Among them I 
found clear, logical brains, not to be found among those living upon animal 
flesh. I think any one visiting those people, and examining their life and 
habits, may profit by their example. 

Then there is another point. The human system, as I said before, al
ways adjusts itself to surrounding conditions. There is a certain amoqnt 
of stimulant in every article of food that is taken into the body, and if 
additional stimulants are provided, such as strong coffee, or strong tea, 
and these taken into the body in connection with the· food, they are very 
apt to destroy the normal appetite. They will either take away the crav
ing for food, which they do in some cases, or will increase the appetite for 
food. I am satisfied, from my own experience, that one reason for the 
German people being so healthy, and at the same time so fleshy, is b~ 
cause of their habit, after eating a very hearty meal, of always taking a 
cup of strong black coffee. That coffee stimulates them, and enables them 
to easily digest a meal of victuals that otherwise would disturb them. Such 
things have their sphere of use, but we ar~ apt to use them to in
duce a pleasurable sensation, - to indulge the appetite, and this is the 
evil resulting from eating and drinking ·stimulant3. Again, if we are 
so conditioned that we can have a pure, vegetabl('l food, properly cooked, 
removing from our table all animal food, (not even using it for greasing 
a pan to bake bread in, but substituting butter or vegetable oils for that); 
if we can rem:>ve from the table all the condiments save a little salt, and 
then take the vegetable food just as naturally as possible, merely toasting 
your bread until it is well carbonated, or quite brown, if you please, (and it 
wont do any harm if it gets right black with carbon,) and then take that car
bon with the bread into the stomach,it will cleanse and purify it. We want 
to keep the interior of this temple clean; if we could only see the interior 
condition of our bodies, we would marvel that we live ; especially is this 
true of persons who are inclined to be fat, and who take the fatty substance 
of animal food. 

We want to use such methods as reason would suggest to purify the in
terior of the body, and to thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal from 
beginning to end. To do this requires something more than a routine of 
diet. There must be a time of hous~leaning in the body just as regu
larly as there is a house-cleaning time in your home; just as regularly as 
there are times for bathing the body, although we do not want them so 
frequently. If we live on soft, pasty food, the leaves which line the intes
tines will be pressed down by the food, flattened as it were, and covered 
with a slime ; and as this slime of the food gets beneath them, it decays,
actually decays, producing a bad breath, a fevered condition, chills in the 

. body; and in the morning we feel chilly and heavy. 
We know that every indivi.dual differs in mental inclinations and 

bodily habits. We find that the body is made up of an aggregation of 
active, breathing molecules, individualized in themselves, but bound togeth
er, each molecule making a part of the body ; therefore, each of th~ mol
ecules willnbsorb the quality peculiar to itself, and we can not spare the 
usefulness of anyone of them from our system, and at the same time ex
pect to have a perfectly healthy and normally working body; therefore, it 
become!! necessary that we have times when we banish from our tables all 
pasty, glutinous food, and take carbonated foods crushed with some veg~ 
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table that' is cleansing in its natnre. This should be taken exclusively for 
twenty-four hours, in order to allow ~e farinaceous elements that we have 
in the system to get out of the way, so that these coarser and 
cleansing elements can have access to every part of the alimentary 
canal. I have found it very beneficial each spring to have an 
absolute fast of sufficient length to allow the alimentarv canal to become 
nearly empty; and then to take some grain of any kind. Persons of very 
sensitive organisms, could take wheat, parch it until it is well carbonated, 
then grind it in a coffee mill, and eat it with a little sugar for a day, or 
even a week. The tomato is a very remarkable vegetable. It is one of 
the last that has come into our catl.l.logue of dietetics. but it is one of the 
most io:tportant ones. There is no vegetable that we have that is so cleans
ing. When we are cleaning this house, it will take the place of the soap 
that we use in ordinary house-cleaning. It opens every door and every 
avenue; it cleanses the entire system whenever taken with foods that will 
not absorb it. Another good thing is parched corn with plenty of tomato 
eaten with it. That will not absorb the tomato, but will only serve as a. 
scrubbing brush. It will loosen up all those leaves, open up all those lac
teals, and you will observe then that a very little food will supply the de
mands of the body. 

The trouble with the great majority of people is that they can utilize 
but a very small part of their food, owing to the pasted-down condition of 
those lacteals, so that they are required to eat frequently, and in great 
quantities, until the system can take in no more ; then they fast. There 
are thousands dying yearly from no other cause, but the decaying condi
tion of the food elements that are clinging to the interior of the alimen
tary canal, until the lacteals refuse to take in the proper nourishment. 
If we would keep the canal in proper condition, clean and vigorous, it is 
necessary that we keep the exterior vigorous as well as the interior ; thus 
bathing and woolen are necessary to keep up the external vigor, and the 
same is true of the internal structure. Unless we keep those lacteals open 
and vigorous, we shall surely lose our nourishing elements. This is most 
reasonable and palpable to our minds. Thus we see how this constant 
routine of the same food year after year causes the body to rebel against 
it; and then we change from one thing to another, and mix all qualities 
together, until the stomach is so impaired that it ceases to be able to nour
ish the body. One of the most important effects produced by a fast, (if 
the fast be long enough) is the creation of a reaction in the body. What 
I mean by a reaction is this. The process of nourishment, or upbuilding 
of the body, begins with the lacteals from within, building the material 
substance of the body, and is carried from them to the outermost parts 
of the body. By fasting we will find that the fatty substance is taken 
down and back, - actually taken back into the stomach. A person fast
ing for a long time will notice that, while they are taking no food into the 
body, effete matter will be carried off the same as when eating. After 
the body has been thoroughly purged from all effete matter, there will 
still be material substance that must be thrown off. This I know from 
my own experience. There can be but one reason for it, and that is that 
there is a reaction. We eat far more, as a rule, than we can assimilate. 

We, as men and women who are going to be what we will to be, m11st 
take hold of this body, put it in order, and control it for our own use. We 
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have no right to waste the nutriment that we take into the body just for 
the gratification of the appetite, and if we do so, we do so at our pet·il, and 
will surely brin~ upon ourselves, in some way, much suffering. If we 
would keep the dtgestive functions in proper order, we must adopt another 
rule, and we must begin to live up to that rule. We will find that we have 
a chemical laboratory as fully equipped as that of any chemist, and 
this laboratory must be kept under our control. If we find the body is 
taking on flesh too rapidly,- if we find our horse is getting too fat. we must 
take some oats away from him. We ought to be in condition to eat by 
rule a gh·en amount and no more. We should visit the scales and see 
what they have to say to us. Many cJf us say; "I do not eat anything, 
but I am getting fat." It requires but a very little to put on an 
abundance of flesh; but no living thing can put on flesh without eating. 
You must take material into the body in order to supply it. I suppose I 
could take on flesh as rapidly as any one in this hall, if I had the desire
to. I have for years made it a rule to go>vern my appetite, and it has been 
taught to be temperate. If you sit clown to the table to-morrow morning 
and feel dissatisfied and unpleasant, depend upon it, there is some chemi
cal part of your body that demands something · your food does not 
supply. Many times in the past when preparing my own food, I have 
found myself in a condition in which my ordinary food did not satisfy me. 
I was no more satisfied after I had eaten a hearty meal than before. What 
did I need ? At one time I could find nothing that would sati:;fy me, 
save a little piece of cheese. One half ounce of cheese changed the whole 
conditjon of my body. I was satisfied, and then went on with my vegeta
bles as before. There is a monitor within us which, when there is a lack 
of any chemical quality, will tell us, if we are careful of our tastes, and 
use them as a guide rather than as a means of pleasure. There is also an 
intuitional guide, so to speak. It is the Solar Plexus which is especially 
calculated to inform the body of its needs. How often have we seen cattle· 
when turned out to pasture in the spring, wander and wander around un
til they find a certain herb, after which they are satisfied, and go and lie 
down. The animal knows what it needs better than we do, because it con
fines itself to purely natural food. I am satisfied that the use of fire in. 
the preparation of food would be unnecessary, if we were living in har
mony with nature;- that nature supplies food in the proper coudition for 
the body. But none of us are yet prepared to conform to that condition. 
If we live upon the grains, naturally prepared in whatever :way pleases us, 
and feed upon the purely natural food, grains and fruits, we get all the 
life clements contained in them which go to supply the waste and exhaust 
of our system. By no other method can we obtain all the simple and 
proper clements needed by the body. A vegetable and fruit diet then, 
unmodified by cooking, I believe to be most nearly in accord with the pur-
poses of nature. I am your fellow servant, H. E. B. 

Peace be unto you. 

THE prayer of Ajax was for light. Such also should be our prayer. Light is 
the true source of redemption. It is Knowledge. Sin is but ignorance. What 
man, I pray you, would set his toy-like mutability against the head and front of 
Infinite Power and Wisdom were he not ignorant? The s'.nner grapples with 
Nature in the dark ; his weapon a reed of ignorance, -his foe invulnerable and in
exorable. God pity him! (Ed.) 
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THE GRAY DAWN. 

BY MELVJN SEVERY. 

CooL feels the breath of morning on my cheek 
Laden with moist perfumes of pine and cedar, 
Fresh from the snow-tiaraed mountain peak 
That far above me towers ; -gigantic reader 
Of vast distances I Far through thy scarf of mist 
Is thrust thy head to thinner, clearer air, 
As prophets, by diviner reasoning kissed, 
Soar • hove the blinding fogs to sun's fierce glare. 
The sound of rushing waters strikes mine ear, 
And through the cold, gray, lower air I see 
Sober grass mantles at the mountain's base, and hear 
Again prattle of little waters, reaching me 
Linked with the note of early bird, so clear, 
So neat·, I marvel that I cannot see 
The earnest soloist, striving to cheer, 
The sad, cold dawn, and only cheering me. -
I see him now, madly plunging in the brook, 
As if be were bereft of sanity, 
Then out; and when his plumage he bas shook, 
He makes his feather-toilet, -pretty Vanity,
As faultlessly as hearts of lesser love, 
That flaunt their plumage to sincerity's scorn, 
Prizing its brilliant colors far above 
The true, love-pledged soul it sbq1,1ld adorn. 
Hark l From the mountain side another voice 
Pierces the heavy mist l Sweet trills the bather 
Answer to his mate, -then to his Summer's choice 
Takes happy wing, the while that I stay there 
Alone, at the foot of vastness, desolate -
Nay, not alone I In Beauty's presence who 
Can be alone? Such sights should compensate 
Me for all ills. The fragrant air, the dew, 
The brook, trees, grass, the half-raised distant gray 
That lends a softness- coldness, to the view, 
And over all, half-<>pened watching, the eye of day. 

• • • • • • • • 
Ne'er say thou art alone, nor feel distraught 
Whilst round thee Nature singetb to her Lord; 
The feathered notes of heaven are thy lot, 
And thou art blest. Hold not the chastening rod 
To be the whole of life. The pain thou'st bought 
Gives way to joy, when Beauty shows thee God. 

379 

ONE of Nature's noblemen, John Greenleaf Whittier, enunciates a great truth 
when he advises those young men who would make a future, to early identify them
selves with some unpopular, religious cause. He emphasizes the fact that it is not 
eQOugh that the cause be religious,- it must be Ztnpopular. (Ed.) 
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THE INCOMING AGE. 

A CHAPTER FROM A FORTHCOMING BOOK, BY THEODORE WRIGHT 

OF QUEENSLAND. 

"Day unto Day uttereth speech." 

DAVID, the sweet Psalmist of Israel, expresses much more in the nine
teenth Psalm than it is at all likely we had any clear conception of. Prob
ably all who write or speak under di\'lne inspiration do the same. There 
is a fullness in the meaning of all truth thu!J expressed, that is practically 
inexhaustible. When it has been taken and applied, so as to serve one 
purpose with accuracy, it has likewise many other equa.L.y accurate ways 
of application. This is- as will be seen -a natural consequence of every
thing material having a spiritual significance in accordance with the Divine 
operation of the law of correspondeucies. No doubt, therefore, the 
heavens do emphatically declare the glory of uod, and the firmament does 
show His handiwork; and day also utters its speech to every other da.y, 
while night unto night showeth knowledge. 

We took up this line of arfrument in our introductory chaptel', show
ing there that, by the law o analogy or correspondence, all cycles of 
time are alike successional, whether the cycle be a day, a year, a genera. 
tion, an age, or an age of ages. We now contend that this is a self-evident 
proposition ; and we cheerfully affirm that truth is endowed with the very 
same quality as light- its correspondence. It is, therefore, self-revealing; 
so then, on this basis, as "day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto 
night showeth knowledge," the intent of that far-reaching throught will 
be as apparent in any one cy~le of time as in any other ; and, therefore, our 
historical era- which embraces in its operations the creation of a perfect 
racial man- is simply, in its broader and truer sense, one of the days 
of eternity,- that is, including its evening and morning, and that is only 
one of a succession of such periods, each of which speaks unto and con
cerning others. On this basis we also get a clear glimpse from the 
fact of the successional events of days mostly agreeing, of another truth, 
seeking to express itself ; that truth being that all the events of our his
tol"ical era or cycle, embracing, as they do, all the phenomena of man's 
fall and upliftment, are simply and solely sequential, and of orderly occur
rence, repeatedly transpiring throughout tpe entire procession of the 
ages. Viewed in this strong light, the records of Genesis in its first chap
ters are but tho historical records of facts accomplished, and also prophecies 
of events in the act of being brought about. 

Unless we believe that God i11 capricious, and prone to novelty in the 
conduct of His purpose, we must see that man's fall is a perfectly natural, 
necessary, and sequential ev~nt. Unless we consider that events which 
are uncalled for ancl unnecessary in the Universe, may happen by chance, 
(an idea which would necessarily reduce the sovereignty and perfection 
of God to a mere fiction) we must realize that every event transpiring is 
proved thereby to be necessary to fill its own place in some great 
economical purpose .. From the Divine standpoint of eternity, one 
cycle of time is evidently just the same to God as any other. That being 
so, then no necessity can possibly exist compelling certain events to occur in 
one cycle - such as this historical one in which all creatures of to-day are 
concerned, which might not just as well have had place in any other. And as 
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the event." of one day are constantly, as we know, the outgrowth of the 
events of its predecessor,- absolutely 80 in man's experience without even 
a suspicion of failure, why should not the events of this cycle, in like man
ner, be the natural and necessary outgrowth of events pertaining to the pre
evious one? Following the same line of argument, why should not the con
cluding events of the present cycle be a preparation for the inauguration of 
its successor ? If daY. unto day uttereth sPE:ech, and night unto night show
eth knowledge ; and 1f God is without variableness, or the shadow of a turn
ing, then we are quite helplessly tied down to all that these thoughts out
line. 

In different portions of this book- especially later on - Wt- have t~hown 
that NECESSITY is something in itself 80 supremely Divine in all cases that 
whatever it enforces, under certain given conditions, is as infallibly 
true as though God had spoken it. We confidently, yetquietly, invite all 
true-hearted, spiritual men to search this proposition ; and we shall be sur
prised if, after doing so, they do not conclude -as we have done- that 
NECESSITY and the WORD OF GOD are identical. ·whatever given cir
cumstances demand, in order to harmonize themselves with the per
fections of Divinity, .is what must, will, and always does happen. 
There was, then, undoubtedly a natural and necessary cause operative for 
man's FALL; and there is1ikewise a natural and necessary cause operative 
for his UPLIFI'MENT. New operating causes are always Divine laws fitting 
neatly and accurately into- or shall we say growing out of,- the circum
stances necessitating them. The necessity of the case, therefore, in any given 
direction, admitting that direction to be the Divine Perfection,- is what 
must and will pre-vail. 

With these thoughts governing us, while surveying man's Fall, 
we perceive that that event was the necessary sequence to what 
preceded it. But we can clearly see that human perfection- whenever 
attained- precludes the possibility of any fall ; therefora, it could only 
have been the sequential outcome of imperfection. The term imperfec
tion is necessarily a very vague one ; it has too great extension in itself 
to allow grappling with it at close quarters. It will be in some very spec
ial and causative sense, then, that this idea of human imperfection will 
form itself. Man when created perfect in the image of God, is spoken of 
as being male and female, and not as separate entities either, but unified as 
Adam was before Eve was taken from his side. Perfect humanity, then, 
we see is a dual state of being, and this is known to be true with refer
ence to all angelliood. Generation, as now experienced on t.he divided sexual 
plane, all can plainly see would then have been impossible on this plane 
of dualism- the male and female in one. Now, apply the word neces
sity to all the circumstances, and a clearly-defined outcome will show itself; 
and it will yet be seen aod acknowledged that the said outcome is a Divine 
Revelation. 

Let it be distinctly understood that we now calculate upon the basis 
that day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth know}. 
edge, that an era or cycle in the man, resembling the one we are now in, 
paved through all its progressive stages for the benefit of its creatures
or man- the same as in the present one, - then at its close, when 
its harvest was ingathered, there were its perfected and also its par
tially developed men, as there will be in like manner at tl1e harvest of this. 
So far as the perfected ones were concerned, a fall was impossible ; they 
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had a full and ripe experience to stand by and sustain them. But it was 
otherwise with the imperfect ones; they must have lacked the ripeness and 
soundness which would protect them from danger and corruption ; so, when 
they were exposed to temptation, the natural and necessary consequence was 
that they fell. As in nature everywhere, that which is not fully qualified 
by ripeness and soundness to stand, and so fulfill a good purpose, must be :r&

turned to its primary elements again, and so be passed through another 
round to afford the opportunity for arriving at that maturity not previously 
attained. Necessity- or the unfailing Word of God- demands all 
these thoughts express, in order to permit the Infinite Perfection of the 
Godhead to have its full expression. 

vV e read in Gen. VI : 2, that "the sons of God saw the daughters of men, 
that they were fair, and took them wives as they chose." We know that 
the avowed object of the operative purpose of God now is to develop, by 
orderly means, perfect" sons of God." But when this dispensation closes 
all there will not be perfect. When it does close all who are "in Christ 
.Jesus" will be thus pefect; and Paul in 1 Cor. XI: 11, says:'-" The man 
is not apart from the woman, neither the woman apart from the man in 
the Lord; and to be thus '' in the Lord" is to be perfect. This is re
markably like the avowed purpose of God in creation- male and female 
conjoined in one, and thus in His image a dual being, comprising both the 
Father and the Mother nature. If this is, then, in God's sight the state 
and standing of the perfected " sons of God," what about those not thus 
perfected? Even were they to be conjoined temporarily, so as apparently 
to show as "of God " in this dual form, would they not be pretty cer
tain to resort again, in thought and will, to the former, individual, sexual and 
imperfect state, and, in doing so, to desire the separation again, and its out
come in all generative details? And is not all desire granted its fruition 
by God'! We prefer to suggest here rather than dogmatize ; still we con
tinually perceive and recognize the inviolability of the operations of neces
sity. Jude almost clearly teaches that the fall of angels, as mentioned in 
.Jude 6, 7, wa.<J a fall into generation, in "going after other flesh." The 
incidents of the allegory as again recorded in Genesis, where the eating of 
the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil caused Adam and Eve 
to feel shame, and to discover that they were naked, read much more like 
the outcome of sexual gratification than the literal eating of any material 
fruit. Taking Adam to have been- as Sweden borg distinctly teaches, 
and as is highly probable- not one man, but a community, or church, what 
does the very necessity of the case itself demand? Perfect sons of God 
-as we have seen- would have been proof against such a fall; only .im
perfect ones, therefore, who were longing for an imperfection still tradition
ally or hereditarily clinging to them, could then fall ; can we now help 
arriving at a certain conclusion'? Allowing all the logic of this 
chapter to speak in its own imperative way, it must have been the imper
fect ones of a previous cycle, who looked uack- as Lot's wife did,- and 
who then left their partially-attained heights to revel again in circumstan
ces with which they were more familiar and better satisfied; and- if so
it will as certainly be so again at the end of the cycle through which we 
are now passing. 

Admitting that the fall consisted in a return to generation, how very fit
ting and appropriate is the thought of naming the work of upliftment there
from, ''re-generation." Luok closely at the plain fact that Jesus, as the 
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Christ, expre~s'ed in human flesh the embodiment of the perfect man; and 
yet he never took to himself a wife I From the standpoint of generation 
then, he was an imperfect man! In his sermons, preached from the 
celestial height prefigured by" the mount," he distinctly affirms that : "who
soever looketh at a woman to desire her, hath committed adultery with 
her already in his heart;" then from that unmistakable utterance, glance 
at our present view of the Fall, and what will, neces'iarily and unbidden, 
spring up within you? The voice of God asserting itself in plain truth in 
its still, small way. Understanding that the Christ viewed human affairs 
from this standpoint, what very full and strong points he makes when he 
says ; " this wicked and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign : " and 
again, this " generation shall not pass away till all be fulfilled ; " so also, in 
what follows: except a man be born from above he cannot see the kingdom of 
God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that which is born of 
the spirit is spirit. Those who are accounted worthy to attain that ag~:~,
the standing out from the dead,- neither marry, nor are given in marriage, 
but are as the angels of God in heaven. "It is not good to marry" thus 
queried the twelve disciples of Christ; and he replied "he who is able to 
recehe it, let him receive it." Christ had personally received it as a 
perfect man; still it is always very true that " it is better to .narry than 
to burn." 

Until man is so far uplifted by the operation of the regenerative pro
cesses brought to bear U}X'n him that he can stand pure and chaste in vir
ginity, he has not been uplifted sufficiently to prevent him from becoming 
involved in all the consequences of another fall. The present fall, and 
all its consequences, are the necessary outcome of just such imperfec
tion; and s·1ch imperfection is always a sure forerunner of a similiar fall, 
as certainly as day is the forerunner of night in our mundane sphere. 
If we contentedly adopt the idea that causation is essentially Divine, 
we are thereby bound to some such conclusions as these, simply 
by the very perfections of an unchangeable God, and the operatio~ of a 
loving necessity. Anything, in the slightest degree militating against 
that wondrous Perfection, we can bu~ spurn ; therefore any theory 
which represents the phenomena of the Fall of man, or the work following 
it, in the way of his upliftment, as being the outcome of Divine caprice, 
or anything less than the the outcome of an impelling necessity, must and 
will be very resolutely rejected, by the Divine consciousness within 
us. And when we understand that, from first to last, the sacred 
Scriptures are crowded with hidden truths, all under more or less 
profound and involved symbols, what then shall stand in the way of the ac
ceptance of the very thou1?:hts now finding expression in this chapter? 
We know the literalists Will all dogmatically assert themselves, and at 
once hurl their flaming sentences of condemnation at our devoted heads, 
with all the vehemence t.bey can command. Even so. Amen. For it would 
disturb us a great deal more, for us to stand where they do, than 
where we are standing; for we are not likely to even momentarily forget 
the fundamental truth that" the letter killeth." If they are quite con
tented to follow the letter, and build therewith a flimsy house of cardboard 
upon the shifting sands of Time, while flattering themselves that the storm 
of human pride and ignorance, now in its strength, will not sweep 
away all that they have labored thus to construct, we can only pity them. 
If the letter satisfies them ; we cannot help them ; they are evidently 
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quite unable to bear what we have to say ; and we are perfectly con
scious that, in every case the lack of receptivity of the spirit, or innet' 
truth, shows that the inner truth can only heighten and intensify the 
evil consequences in the natures of all those who are brought in contact 
with it, but do not receive it. If it were in our power to discriminate 
regarding the readers of this book, not one who is satisfied with the genera
tive processes of sexuality should set eyes upon its pages. Of such, those 
who do, will find it will aggravate all the evil. in their nature, and so 
mtensify their doom. It is, however, very far from our purpose to pen a line 
with any such intention. As Paul once wrote ; •• to the one it is the 
savor of life unto life, and to the other of death unto death. And wh() 
is sufficient for these things?" But for the consoling fact that we recog
nize the loving hand of unerring, Divine necessity in every horrible event. 
we should fear to pen what all are now doing. 

We do not intend to pursue this subject any further in this chapter, but 
we will deal with it later on, under the title " Man in the Image of 
God." We are quite satisfied that the event of man's Fall is a great fact 
in human history; that it was and still is, to all those involved therein, 
a matter of loving necessity; that the upliftment, therefore, involves nothing 
less than the complete removal of any and every desire in the wrong direc
tion ; and, therefore, that regeneration cannot be an accomplished fact 80 

long as "generation "-the cause of the Fall-is accepted, and lovingly and 
contentedly wrought out. The Fall into generation necessarily involved 
an entirely changed nature, very much more gross and material than be
fore, and, therefore, very much weaker spiritually, also more fragile and 
less portable, while immeasurc~.bly more prone to disorder, derangement 
and disease, and utterly unable to escape death. This being the natural and 
necessary outcome of the FALL, what,on the other hand, must be the natural 
and necessary outcome of the UPLIFI'MENT? Nothing- be it remembered
will, or can ever come about, save what is rendered thus natural and neces
sary. Whatever the Fall did, the upliftment will as certainly undo, in all 
cases where it is fully operative. The last enemy that shall be destroyed 
is death; and the Christ will come, nearer and nearer until his advent in 
Divine fullness, and then on all points will this glorious consummation be 
realized. 

Do we desire this consummation ? Only to the extent that said desire 
is persistent. To the very same extent that our desire is thus continued 
!!hall we express it in our every day life. Every one has some persistent 
desire; and it is in the direction of said desire that results are always ob
tained. Not the desires which all publicly express, while the eyes and ears 
of critics in the flesh are upon us, are necessarily the desires that consume 
us, and wear out all our energies in their pursuit, aa all persistent desires do. 
On the other hand, all so-called public prayer is naturally and neces
sarily a mockery. How many of those who pray thus, show by their actions 
that they have perseverin~ desire in the same direction? When the per
sistent desire of the race ts that the will of God be done on earth, as it is 
done in heaven, events will happen in quick succession putting the world 
right side up on all those points regarding which it bas been so long upside 
do\vn. Not one moment longer than human circumstances render present 
Divine afflictive dealings necessary for man's good and correction, will they 
be permitted; and -don't forget-on the other hand, that not one moment 
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sooner than the changed condition of man demands it, will Divine neces-
sity bend. 

Nothing has cursed the world more than the embodiment of the idea iu 
human thought that God, was in the smallest sense of the word, arbitrary 
or capricious. God desires nothing whatever for Himself. He is in the 
very act of bequeathing Himself- so to speak- to every one and every
thing, thereby to secure the perfect happiness and well being of His de
pendents. He is essentially self.sacrificing, and so, quite regardless of self; 
His perfection reaches so far, that He is de11irous we should be as per
fect as He is. Nothing which is at all unnecessary for the 
highest interests of any one or of all of His creatures, is ever possible. Had 
not the Fall itself been unavoidably necessary, in order to prevent the occur
rence of something immeasurably worse, it would never have been; the fact 
that it has been- or rather is- furnishes in itself positive proof that 
Love and Wisdom provided it as a factor for some elevating attainment. 
To KNOW GoD is to love Him ; to love Him is to obey Him; to obey Him 
is the highest happiness of which our natures are capable 

Nothing curses the world but ignorance. What is this ignorance? 
What does the world ignore? Evidently good; its own good ; its every 
good ; its highest and only good I What does it mean, then, by such ig
norance? Who shall answer that question ! God or man ? Let both 
answer, and the utterance will surely be antipodal. What then? Why 
-let God be true, and every man a liar. But does not man know 
what is good for himself? He will say -yes; God will 3ay -no. 
All who seek to gratify the flesh, to be on good terms with the world, and 
win its approval and substantial reward, and to please a certain ''angel of 
light," who uses such wily arts that he sends forth his own children as 
"methods of righteousness," themselves not knowing that they are, all 
the while, the children of the devil,- are caught in his own snares doing his 
desires ; aU these are betrayed by a specious kind of ignorance which is 
ap;{>ropriately of the selfhood, and yet, all the time, wonderfully moral and 
rehgious. The worst ignorance which bO greatly curses the world, con
sists in ignoring the light within themselves, which would -1£ fostered 
-soon cause them to turn about and ignore the selfhood externally per
taining to them. An enemy to God and man is thus at work ; and the 
worst part of the business is that man is himself unaware of it. Tell him 
it is so; labor never so diligently and patiently to make it apparent to 
him, it still will be as foreshadowed in the words: " Behold, ye despiser, 
and wonder and perish ; for I work a work in your days, a work which 
ye shall in no wise believe though a man declare it unto you." We confi
dently expect to realize the truth of this to some extent ; we can, at best, 
only anticipate meeting with some such despiser. 1V e know where, in par
ticular, to look for such treatment; it will be from the foremost ones in the 
ranks of "professing Christians." Why there in particular? Because, 
like the Jews of our Saviour's time, they have been building up cardboard 
fabrics of something they call "truth," which they have gathered from 
the letter of Scripture by means of the arrant deceiver, self-hood; and,
having been at such labor and cost to produne the abortion they love and 
noisily clamor for, they will never dare to sacrifice what has become so 
near and dear to them. We are contented. The Judge of all the earth 
will, in all cases, do right. We know in whom we have believed; we know 
upon what we are building ; we are quite certain that nothing we are stand-
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ing upon and advocating has any affinity for man; God has given it, and 
to God be all the glory. Amen. 

Things do not prove exactly as they seem ; 
Our fondest hope oft proves our wildest dream. 
The buildings we erect are washed away, 
Because we build on sand from day to day. 
We do not mean it ; we intend to do 
Much better as our way we wend all through; 
But such is history; we so do write it, -
Precisely so, we mockingly indite it. 
When shall it be that man will mend his manners 
And write " Excelsior " upon his banners ? 
When shall it be that loving truth shall break 
Ita bands of error, which man must forsake ? 
When will he rise to manhood, and display 
The gem of Liberty ? we herewith pray. 
Never; until the Fall we now deplore 
Has filled him with ita lessons evermore. 
Until each one consents " dear self ·• to kill, 
And parts forever with his own "sweet will;' 
Fall after fall must follow in their course, 
And crowd his sad career with deep remorse. 
To humble self exhibits Christ the Way ; 
To mortify it doth Christ, Truth display ; 
To pass through death is life in Christ to gain, 
And in sweet liberty henceforth remain. 
The threshold of the mystery of God 
Few dare to cross - they first must kiss the rod. 
They find a Aeeming liberty they love 
The things of God and truth so much above. 
In it they anchor, flattered and befooled. 
With mocking lies of selfhood overruled ; 
O'er bubbles joying- having nothing more. 
The God of this worlcl claim~ them to their core. 

TO OUR PEOPLE. 

WE have felt constrained by reason of the unscrupulous attempts which 
rool'nt}y have been made to overthrow THE SociETY ESOTERIC, and to estop 
its beneficent work. to issue to our Friends and SupporterR th~ following 
circular under the title of "A Word in Self-Defense." 'Ve felt that our 
duty to our patrons and subscribers demanded this course, le~t otherw.ise. 
they should be led to think the delay,- (unavllidably caused by editorial 
changes) in the issuing of the March Esoteric an evidence of faint-heart
edness on the part of the Esoteric Leaders. Tt1ere is not the least smack 
of weakness in their purpose. Discouragement cannot light on those who, 
like the Heads of the Esoteric Movement, work neither for fame, wealth, 
nor any other sordid end, but simply for the good of their fellow men. They 
ask no retu,rn from the world. Their happiness lies in conscious nobility 
and purity of motives. Our Esoteric friends should be able to compre
hend the bounteous benison, the unfathomable trust, and the absolute 
immutability of purpose, growing of necessity out of such an ethical con-
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dition; and it is further hoped that our sympathizers have been able, 
throughout this whole conspiracy, to realize the utter impossibility of our 
foes either alarming us with black-mail and libel, or driving us from a 
righteous field by whatever secret, persistent and dastardly machinations 
they may find consonant with their flimsy ethical code.-The following is 
the drcular to which we have referred. 

''There is a time when silent forbearance ceases to be a Christian duty, 
and that time is when it would jeopardize the welfare of humanity. Our 
course of action has always been that of non-resistance to injuries- of 
silently and patiently allowing the evil of those whom our honest endeav
ors, and consequent increase of power, must always antagonize. to work 
their own destruction. At the present moment, however. our dutv to those 
true hearts who, following their highest guidance, have lent us their firm 
support, demands that we lay bare, at least in a measure, the nefarious 
schemes of those enemies who have been, by their own admission, long and 
patiently plotting our ruin, and who, we say it with regret, have allowed 
themselves to stoop to the most ignoble crimes. 

The Society Esoteric has been the unoffending victim of conspiracy in 
its most hideous form, of scandal, black-mail, libel and petty theft. They 
have not even spared the reputation of one whose doctrines are the purest 
and noblest, and whose life, both public and private, shows Chastity her 
ideal, Virtue her image and Truth her paragon. 

There are hundreds of persons whose knowledge of Prof. Butler and 
h1s most estimable wife cannot be impugned,- whose character ill be
yond reproach, and who can testify that he rigorously adheres to the let
ter and spirit of the doctrine he enunciates. 

The false, despicable and unprovoked attack of the enemies of the 
Society Esoteric npon the movement in general, and those most strongly 
allied to it in particular, only serves to give a. keener edge to Shakespeare's 
wisdom. 

'' Be thou u ohaate as ioe, aa pure as BDOW, thou shalt not eacape calumny.'' 

The animi of this unrighteous vindictiveness is traceable, in our opinion 
to a. conspirac.!y with several minor sources. In the first place the teach
ings of the Society Esoteric are in direct conflict with the secret and 
avowed teachings of Theosophy. The members of the Society Esotericdedi
l.'ate themselves to their highest ideal of right. They do not swear allegi
ance to any man,-'' No, nor woman neither." They are taught that pas
sion must be cured by abstinence, not by satiation. The very first issue 
of THE EsoTERIC was attacked by a Theosophical journal which 
falsely asserted that its articles were plagiarized ; and from that moment 
have the leaders of the Esoteric Movement been openly or secretly per
secuted. 

It will be remembered by those, who have been for any length of time 
interested in the Esoteric Movement, that a few months ago a representa
tive of the G. N. K. R Secret Association made certain DONATIONS to 
the Esoteric Movement, in the way of industries of incalculable value, to 
assist in the establishment of an Esoteric College. These industries were 
91/ven ou.tright without salary, compensation, or the reservation of any 
right, title or interest whatsoever, subject only to the fulfillment of certain 
conditions which already have been made public. Statements have been 
made to the effect that the Esoteric Movement was in some way yielding 
itself to the purposes of the G. N. K. R Association, with the intention 
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of ultimately coalescing with it. This statement, and all of a kindred 
nature, is simply falsehood pure and simple. The leaders of the Eso
teric Movement have Esotericism in mind, FIRST, LAST and ALWAYS, and 
no philosophy, creed, or association has the power to make them abandon 
the cause in which they have enlisted their lives, and their all. The 
G. N. K. R, on the other hand, has no desire to coale11ce with, or swallow, 
the Esoteric Movement. The two societies are entirely separate, and pur
pose so to remain. The donation was made to the Esoteric College Movement 
by the G. N. K. R, because its Representative believed our Society incapa
ble of abusing his trust, or of using his generous endowment in the pursuit 
of personal ends, or, in fact, for any other purpose than the upliftment ami 
betterment of mankind. This discrimination in favor of the Esoteric 
Movement, on the part of the Representative of the G. N. K. R, has been 
tho source of much envy and malice; and the valuable industries and 
processes donated, will, our adversaries know full well, (for they arc more 
or less acquainted with their nature) give to the Esoteric Movement a 
financial power much dreaded and coveted by the Theosophical bead, who 
has openly boasted that the Esoteric Movement must be crushed, and that 
now is the time to accomplish that act. Working in the interests of the 
Theosophists are to be found certain individuals whose personal greed and 
spite (aroused by their inability to monopolize for their personal aggran
dizement the industries referred to as well as many others with them) have 
made them the too-willing tools of our unscrupulous adversaries. 

Blavatsky has thundered. her dicta against the Esoteric Movement, and 
we have been commanded directly and indirectly to expire forthwith. One 
of the chief objects of this circular is to inform our many friends and 
supporters that we have, as yet, seen no good reason for obeying this man
date, and shall, therefore, continue to transact business, and prosecute our 
work for the upliftment of humanity under the direction of our highest 
guidance, and to the fullest extent of that power resident in earnestness, 
honesty, righteousness 8.1ld JUSTICE. WE will not stoop to the use of other 
weaJ><>DS. . 

WE KNOW THAT GOD WILL PROTECT ms OWN. To His tribunal we 
appeal for the judgment not only of our acts, but of our motives and de
sires. If our work be consonant with His divine scheme, no conspiracy, 
however black, can tarnish it ; and if it be not a part of the Infinite Plan, 
we ourselves, though we have given our lives to it, would not breathe a 
breath in its defense. 

We would not have the foregoing taken as a complaint, nor yet as an 
attempt to injure any person or society. What is said is spoken in self
defense. Were our motives less charitable we should show here a side 
of this conspiracy so black as to arouse the resentment of the most apathe
tic and disinterested persons into whose hands this circular may come. 
W c speak at last in defense, not in complaint. We have but shared the 
common lot of all true reformers. In the spirit of Christianity we have 
been forced to make this stand, and would ask our frienus to remember 
that once even our SAVIOR felt constrainEod to use the scourge. 

The Esoteric Movement is not spared the slander, calumny and abuse 
which is destined to follow in the wake of every great enterprise which 
the world has ever known. Most cspeciallv is this true of all movements 
of a religious character, for no antagonism is so bitter,- so relentless, as 
a religious prejudice. The nineteenth century stands aghast at tho testi-
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mony of history upon this point. The crucifixion of a Christ, the dismem
bering of an Hypatia, the crimes of a Torquemada, answerable for the 
starving, maimin~ and burning of uncounted thousands of innocent souls, 
the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, and England's persecution of the Jews, 
are but the miles~ones along an endless path of religious atro!-Jity. 

Everything which tends to draw mankind from the well-known ruts of dog
matic faiths; everything that disturbs the restful equilibrium into which 
for centuries the race has been drifting. is at once rebelled against with all 
the ferocity and pitilessness of which the grosser part of man's nature 
ie capable. 

Our friends have all doubtless been informed ere this, of the imfamous ac
cusations and slanders, cut from whole cloth, which the Theosophical con
spiracy has hurled at us through the columns of a press ever ready for 
gossip. We have no desire to make needless reference to this. 'V e have 
now only to add pity to the love and charitable feelings we have ever en
tertained for those who seek our destruction. JusTICE and RIGHT must 
prevail in the end, and, although in the interim the struggle is severe and 
hard to bear, yet the result will amply compensate us with that " peace 
which passeth all understanding." 

A friend in need is a friend indeed, and just now, of all times, would we 
ask for a continuance of that sympathy and loyalty which, thus far, has 
been bestowed upon us so freely by our patrons throughout every state 
of the Union. "What better time than now to demonstrate by a subscrip
tion for THE EsoTERIC that you are with us heart and hand, in our work 
for RIGHT, for TRUTH, and the benefit of our suffering brother, man. It 
is only such ultimates which have urged, and will continue to urge us faith
fully forward; a11.d these duties will be unflinchingly met in the teetiL oj 
very injustice and calumny wldch unscrupulous, sm·did and intriguing 
men can lteap upon us. 

We have turned aside but once during these bitter attacks, and then 
only to pen a few plain facts which were published in the Boston Morn
ing Globe, under date of Wednesday, Feb. 6th, 1889. 

There are two other matters which, we regret, duty compels us to men
tion. A few days ago, during the momentary absence of our Clerk from 
his desk. our subscription list was surreptitiously removed, and not again 
returned to the office until one or more copies were taken of it. "What 
use may be made of this ill-gained information we, of course, cannot tell ; 
but we would earnestly request any of our friends who may receive com
munications not in consonance with our expressed beliefs and avowed de
tennination to continue, as formerly, the work of human upliftment, to 
kindly forward such communications to us. We have long noticed many 
irregularities regarding our mail, and have at length learnecl that much of 
it (probably several hundred letters) has been intercepted. In view of 
this fact we would ask those whose letters seem to have been met with 
negligence, to kindly try once more. 

The Esoteric Publishing Company, in order to facilitate the manage
ment of its rapidly increasing business, will shortly be converted into a 
corporation with the same capital stock and number of shares as at pres
ent. We would also further advise our friends of a change in the edito
rial department of THE EsoTERIC which will necessarily somewhat retard 
the March number. Mr. Melvin L. Severy is now editor of THE Eso
TERIC in the place of Mr. ,Tobn Latham who recently resigned. Mr. 
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Latham, we would add, has now no connection whatever with the Publish
ing Company, neither as an official nor employe, nor even as a stockholder. 
Our friends will please govern themselves accordingly in their future rela
tions with us. All communications should be addressed; "Esoteric Pub
lishing Company, 478 Shawmut Avt!., Boston, Mass., or., where a personal 
address is necessary or desirable, "Melvin L. Severy, Editor Esoteric, 
47R Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass." 

The March EsoTERIC will contain a full report and explanation of this 
conspiracy matter, so far as it pertains to the Esoteric Publishing Com
pany. We hope to have it before our readers prior to the first of the 
month, and think you will find no reason for deploring the change in man
agement. 

We would state, for the benefit of those friends who feel a personal in
terest in us, that the Esoteric Publishing Company is, at present writing, 
in the height of its prosperity, and we have reason to believe that its fu
ture, as well as that of THE EsoTERIC, will be one of even greater useful
ness than its past. This, however, will of course depend, to a great ex
tent upon you, its readers and supporters, and to this end we would restate 
that our princiJJle8 are ttnchang,~d. We still work for noble and legiti
mate ends,· ana not a dollar has been sought for other than these ho7wra
blc purpose9. We appeal to you only for your sympathy, whether 
expressed or silent, and such aid as yott may feel able to git:e, while re
serving your judgment until time has given tts opportunity for t.'4e full 
redemption qf every promise we ltat•e ever made. 

God rules and His work will not oome to grief," 
In addition to the above explanation, there are. yet one or two points 

upon which we desire to further enlighten our Friends. In the February 
EsOTERIC there appeared a short artide under the heading " Something 
About Ourselves" '.me or two clauses of which we fear might lead to a 
slight misapprehension. This article was published without the knowledge 
or sanction of some of the principals of the Esoteric Movement. who, 
while they most warmly endorse the greater portion of the :'rticle. yet take 
the most vigorous exception to the inferential P.ffect likely to be produced 
by some portions thereof. In view of this fact we desire to eorrect, now 
and here, any wrong impres!iions which any way have received, and to 
state in unmistakable language that the CoLLEGE EsoTERIC is no new idea 
of the moment, but bas long been in the minds of the Leaders of the Eso
teric Movement as the most efficient, if not the abaolutely essential means of 
reaping the rich harvest of Esoteric culture. Such being the case, nothing 
could be farther from their minds than the idea of making the College Move
ament tributary to any company or corporation. Tbe Esoteric College is 
held to be of vastly more importance than any commercial enterprise im
aginable. 

We wonld further add that the donations made to the College Move
ment by the Representative of the G. N. K. R are not mere theoretical 
speculations, but processes and industries of incalculable value which 
already have pas:~ed the experimental stage, and have been practically dem
onstrated. The monev which already has been invested in these indus
tries, as well as that which may come. to us in the future, will be religiously 
applied to the purpose.'! for which it was invested or donated. 

In conclusion we woul<l say, that while our enemies are still noisily ram-
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pant, and seeking to leave no atom of mud unthrown-however false ancl vile 
-which they believe may contribute to our discomfort, we still remain 
firm and unshaken in ·the consciousness of Truth and Righteousness, and 
we earnestly request you to accept onlr. as falsehood, -and that of the 
most maliciOU& type -the unseemly billingsgate of a libelous press until 
such brief time has elapsed as is of necessity requisite for a. somewhat slow 
but unrelenting Justice to overtake our unscrupulous foes. 

" The wheels of the gods grind slowly; 
But they grind exceediDgly IPII8ll, 
And eftl' the Truth 00111811 upperma.t, 
And J Wltioe ia done to all" 

We ask but that God may pour upon our heads, as well as those of our 
foes, untempered JUSTICE. 

May your face be turned toward the light, and eternal peac>,e be and 
abide With you. 

THE OPTIMIST. 

THE optimist is the jewel of society. He is not born ; he is made. The opti
mist is the pure metal that glistens at the bottom of the world's crucible after it 
has been freed from all deleterious matter by the fire of adversity. He is, 11.8 it 
were, a sheaf of experiences clarified and tinctured till nothing but the pure, fra
grant attar remains. It is not impossible that he may have been, in his younger 
days, so ill-contained as to rant himself hoarse at a mosquito. The father of Ameri
can optimists, whose soul, in his latter years Wll.8 as calm and translucent as one 
of our moWltain-girt lakes, was irascible in his youth. When one has been be
neath the trip-hammer of real a.ffiietion, has felt the hand of calamity clutching 
at his heart, the little every day annoyances seem to him like the tickling of a 
straw wielded by a Liliputian, and the cries of pain and disappointment that win
now the air, as the tinkling babble of toy lives. Who ~hall say that the optimist 
has not caught a glimpse of the :fufinite ? Is it not very like, for is he not ever 
tiptoing on the skirt of the limitless? The faith of the optimist is 11.8 boundless 
as space itself, even though you grant it the much-haggled-over fourth dimension, 
and by this faith he becomes almost a prophet, for he has the knowledge of what 
ought to be, and the faith that it will be brought to pass. A Delphic oracle, or a 
seer of Ercildoun is not more intuitive than your perfPct optimist. He 
can catch the outlines of the ideal flower even while Nature vigorously wields 
the pruning-knife of adversity, cutting back the young plant, and fitting it 
for a better growth. To the optimist every cloud not only hll.8 a silver lining, but 
is sphered in silver, with every drop of rain a pearl. The mission of the optimist 
is to find good in everything, and nobly be fulfills it. He is an on sis hid in the 
great social desert, a fountain of peace and content, undisturbed by the typhoon 
of restlessness and dissatisfaction that swirls ceaselessly about him. His presence 
is as soothing 11.8 the low hum of an ~eolian string fingered by the zephyr, and as 
healthful as the wind which Egypt's natives call the "doctor," is to the burning 
cheek and parched lip of the fever-stricken African tradesman. Where gets the 
optimist this peace which passeth all understanding? It comes from his convic
tion that around the waist of Nature, cestus-like, is bound the Saving and Inexor
able Law. (Ed.) 

THE March installment of THE TwELVE MANNER OJ' GENII has, during edito
rial changes, in some way got mislaid, aud so will not appear in this number. We 
regret to be obliged to tax the patience of our Readers in this respect. but tho 
delay is unavoidable. 
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WE sincerely hope that, at this crisis, the Friends of the Esoteric Movement, u 
well as all lovers of Truth and Justice, will feel impelled to give substantial testi
mony of their detennina.tion not to be crushed by a jealous and malignant adver
sary. How better can you give this assurance than by subscribing for TilE Eso
TERIC, and inducing your friends to do likewise. You will not, we assure you, re
pent the annual dollar and a half thus spent as a protest against evil. Now is the 
time to subscribe in order to secure the first numbers of valuable serial articles. 
Sample copies will be sent free, and we would esteem it a favor if you would for
ward to us the names and addresoes of friends interested in Esoteric Culture, in 
order that we may send them a copy. AB a special inducement to subscribers we 
will1.~ive each person securing two names, a copy of "The Seven Creative Principles" 
by:.Prof. Hiram E. Butler. This volume is handsomely bound, beautifully illus
trated with colored plates, and contains 170 pages of reading matter. The book 
retails at $1.50. • 

W., sincerely hope that a large number may embrace this rare opportunity of 
enabling us to combat evil and spread truth broadcast. 

EDITORIAL BREVITIES. 

THEBE are as many heavens as there are souls at rest. 

A man's principles are his target, and his life shows .what kind of a shot he is

GENIUS without morality is as a harp without strings. The framework of har-
mony is there, but the divine strains are unheard. 

THOSE who were born lamps have no right, by civil strife, to create a darkneu 
and absorb the light of others. 

, WHERE a man takes a beast for an associate what happens ? This- the beast 
learns to stand on two legs, - the man to crawl on four. 

PoWER is never wasted. Vice first creates, then registers the power of virtue. 
If vice offered no resistance, virtue could use no power, for power can only be 
born of resistence. Great deeds, like great souls, steam up from the cauldron of ad
verse circumstances. 

}fEy wonder why geniuses come in groups. The reason is plain. One genius 
makes another; he is, as it were, a sun from which lesser minds take fire, and star
like whirl about him. Shakespeare was for years half-obscured in such a nucleus. 
The light he lit dimmed his own blaze. 

:MATERIALISTS will trust nothing more spiritual than their senses which they 
fondly believe infallible; yet Helmholtz says that if an optical instrument were 
presented to him with as many inaccuracies as the human eye, he would feel au
thorized in returning it to the maker as a poor job. 

·. You cannot live by virtue of a law, and yet not suffer by its violation. How 
absorb to expect to derive good both from the observance and non-observance of 
any law ! Nature takes us by the hand or throat, just 1\8 we will, and yet how 
many of us blame the Overruling All. How preposterous! 

· WILL not the Knowledge that you are right help you to bear the ridicule of 
those who should be friends? Ay, truly ; to the whip of disapproval it will add 
the thorn of ingratitude. Yet courage ; it was only by many a cruel stroke of 
chisel and mallet that the matchless Apollo was induced to leave his marble prison. 
Whom God loveth he chasteneth. 

• We would also add that we have a few nicely bound volumee of this work without platea, 
but perfect in every other respect, which we will sell at fl.OO per volume. 
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A VILLAGE OF SEERS. 

BY ANNA BONUS KINGSFORD, AUTHOR OF "THE PERFECT WAY IN 

DIET," ETC., ETC. 

From Dreams and Dream Stories. 

He whistled to the great hounds, wished us good-night, and the two 
brothers left the house together, followed by Fritz and Druno. 

Pierre lighted a lantern, and mounting a ladder in tho corner of the 
room, invited us to accompany him. "\Ve clambered up this primitive 
staircase with some difficulty, and presently found ourselves in a. bed
chamber not le~:~s quaint and picturesque than the kitchen below. Our beds 
were both prepared in this room, round the walls of which were piled 
goat's-milk cheeses, dried herbs, sacks of meal, and other winter provender. 

Outside it was a star-lit night, clear, calm, and frosty, with brilliant 
promise for the coming day. Long after I was in the land of dreams, I 
fancy St. Aubyn lay awake, following with restless eyes the stars in their 
courses, and wondering whether or not from some far-off, unknown spot 
his lost boy might not be watching them also. 

Dawn, grey and misty, enwrapped the little village, when I was startled 
from my sleep by a noisy chorus of voices, and a busy hurrying of feet. 
A moment later some one, heavily booted, ascended the ladder 
leading to our bedroom, and a ponderous knock resounded on our door. 
St. Aubyn sprang from his bed, lifted the latch, and admitted the younger 
Raoul, whose beaming eyes and excited manner betrayed, before he spoke, 
the godd tidings in store. 

""\Ve have seen him I" he cried, throwing up his hands triumphantly 
above his bead. "Doth of us have seen your son, Monsieur I Not hal£ an 
hour ago, just as the dawn broke, we saw him in a vision, alive and well 
in a mountain cave, separated from the valley by a broad torrent. An 
angel of the good Lord has ministered to him: it is a miracle I Courage ; 
he will be restored to you. Dress quickly, and come down to breakfast. 

Everything is ready for the expedition, and there is no time to lose I " 
These broken ejaculations were interrupted by the voice of the elder 

brother, calling from the foot of the ladder: 
"Make haste, Messieurs, if you please. The valley we have seen in 

our dream is fully twelve miles away, and to reach it we have to cut our 
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way through the snow. It is bad at this time of the year, and the passes 
may be blocked r Come, Augustin I " 

Everything was now hurry and commotion. All the village was astir ; 
the excitement became intense. From the window we saw men running 
eagerly towards our chalet with pickaxes, ropes, hatchets, and other neces
sary adjuncts of Alpine adventure. The two great bounds, with others 
of their breed, were bounding joyfully about in the snow, and showing, I 
thought, by their intelligent glances and impatient behavior, that they 
already understood the nature of the intended day's work. 

At sunrise we sat down to a hearty meal, and amid the clamour of voices 
and rattling of platters, the elder Raoul unfolded to us his plans for reach
ing the valley, which both he and his brother bad recognized as the higher 
level of the Arblen, several thousand feet above our present altitude, and, 
in midwinter, a perilous place to visit. 

"The spot is completely shut off from the valley by the cataract," said 
he, "and last year a landslip blocked up the only route to it from the 
mountains. How the child got there is a mystery I " 

" '\V e must cut our way over the Thurgau Pass," cried Augustin. 
"That is just my idea. Quick now, if you have finished eating, call 

Georges and Albert. and take the ropes with you I " 
Our little party was speedily equipped, and amid the lusty cheers of 

the men, and the sympathetic murmurs of the women, we passed swiftly 
through the little snow-carpeted street and struck into the mountain path. 
We were six in number; St. Aubyn and myself, the two Raouls, and a 
couple of villagers carrying the requisite implements of mountaineering, 
while the two dogs, Fritz and Bruno, trotted on before us. 

At the outset there was some rough ground to traverse, and considera
ble work to be done with ropes and tools; for the slippery edges of the 
highland path scarcely afforded any foothold, and in some parts, the difficul
ties appeared well-nigh insurmountable. But every fresh obstacle over
come added a new zest to our resolution, and, cheered by the reiterated 
cry of the two seers, " Courage, Messieurs I · Avancons I The wor:st will 
.soon be passed! " we pushed forward with right good will, and at length 
found ourselves on a broad, rocky plateau. 

All this time the two hounds had taken the lead, pioneering ua with 
amazing skill round precipitous corners, and springing from crag to crag 
over the icy ravines with a daring and precision which curdled my blood 
to witness. It was a relief to see them finally descend the narrow pass 
in safety, and halt beside us panting and exultant. All around lay glitter
ing reaches of untrodden snow, blinding to look at, scintillant as diamond 
dust. We sat down to rest on some scattered boulders, and gazed with 
wonder at the magnificent vistas of glowing peaks towering above us, and 
the luminous expanse of purple gorge and valley, with the white, roaring 
torrents below, over which wreaths of foam.like, filmy mist hovered and 
floated continually. 

As I sat lost in admiration, St. Aubyn touched my arm, and silently 
pointed to Theodor Raoul. He had risen, and now stood at the edge of the 
plateau overhanging the lowland landscape, his head raised, his eyes wide
opened, his whole appearance indicative of magnetic trance. While we 
looked he turned slowly towards us, moved his hands to and fro with a 
gesture of uncerta.inty, as though feeling his way in the dark, and said 
with a slow, dt·eamy utterance : 
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"I see the lad sitting in the entrance of the cavern, looking out across 
the valley, as though expecting some one. He is pallid and thin, and wears 
a dark-colored mantl~- a large mantle -lined with sable fur." 

St. Aubyn sprang from his seat. " True l " he exclaimed. " It is 
the mantle he was carrying on his arm when he slipped over the pass I 
0, thank God for that ; it may have saved his life I" 

"The place in which I see your boy," continued the mountaineer, "is 
fully three miles distant from the plateau on which we now stand. But 
I do not know how to reach it. I cannot discern the track. I am at 
fault I " He moved his hands impatiently to and fro, and cried in tones 
which manifested the disappointment he felt ; •' I can see no more ! the 
vision passes irom me. I can discover nothing but confused shapes mergffi 
in ever-increasing darkness I " 

We gathered round him in some dismay, and St. Aubyn urged the 
younger Raoul to attempt an elucidation of the difficulty. But he too, 
failed. The scene in the cave appeared to him with perfect distinctness ; 
but when he strove to trace the path which should conduct us to it, pro
found darkness obliterated the vision. 

"It must be underground," he said, using the groping action we had 
already observed on Theodor's part. " It is impossible to distinguish any
thing, save a few vague outlines of rock. Now there is not a glimmer of 
light ; all is profound gloom ! " 

Suddenly, as we stood discussing the situation, one ad vising this, another 
that, a sharp bark from one of the hounds startled us all, and immediately 
arrested our consultation. It was Fritz who had thus interrupted the 
debate. He was running excitedly to and fro, sniffing about the edge of 
the plateau, and every now and then turning himself with an abrupt jerk, 
as if seeking something which eluded him. Presently Bruno joined in 
this mysterious quest, and the next moment, to our admiration and amaze
ment, both dogs simultaneously lifted their heads, their eyes illuminated 
with intelligence and delight, and uttered a prolonged and joyous cry that 
reverberated chorus-like from the mountain wall behind us. 

" They know I They see l They have the clue ! " cried the peasants, 
as the two hounds leapt from the plateau down the steep declivity leading 
to the valley, scattering the snow-drifts of the crevices pell-mell in their 
headlong career. In frantic haste wo resumed our loads, and hurried after 
our flying guides with what speed we could. When the dogs had reached 
the next level, they paused and waited, standing with uplifted heads and 
dripping tongues while we clambered down the gorge to join them. Again 
they took the lead; but this time the way was more intricate, and their 
progress slower. Single-file we followed them along a narrow, winding 
track of broken ground, over which every moment a tiny torrent foamed 
and tumbled ; and as we descended, the air became less keen, the snow 
rarer, and a few patches of gentian, and hardy plants appeared on the 
cra_ggy sides of the mountain. 

Suddenly a great agitation seized St. Aubyn. "Look !look l " he cried, 
clutching me by the arm; "here, where we stand, is the very spot from 
which my boy fell! And below yonder is the valley I " 

Even as he uttered the words, the dog& halted, and came towards us, 
looking wistfully into St. Aubyn's face, as though they fain would speak 
to him. We stood still, and looked down into the green valley ,-green even 
in midwinter, where a score of goats were browsing in the sunsuine. 
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Here my friend would have descended, but the Raouls bade him trust the 
leadership of the dogs. 

"Follow them, Monsieur," said Theodor, impressively; "they can see, 
and you cannot. It is the good God that conducts them. Doubtless they 
have brought us to this spot to show you they know it, and to inspire you 
with confidence in their skill and guidance. See I they are advancing I 
On I do not let us remain behind I " 

Thus urged, we hastened after our canine guides, who, impelled by the 
mysterious influence of their strange faculty, were again pressing forward. 
This time the track ascended. Soon we lost sight of the valley, and an 
hour's upward scramble over loose rocks and sharp crags brought us to a 
chasm, the two edges of which were separated by a precipitous gulf some 
twenty feet across. This chasm was probably about e1ght or nine hun
dred feet deep, and its sides were as straight and sheer as those of a well. 
Our ladders were in requisition now, and, with the aid of these and the ropes, 
all the members of our party, human and canine, were safely lande(l on 
the opposite brink of the abyss. 
. We had covered about two miles of difficult ground beyond the chasm, 
when once more, on the brow of a projecting eminence, the hounds halted 
for the last time, and drew near St. Aubyn, gazing up at him with eloquent, 
exulting eyes, as though they would have said," He whom you seek is 
here/" 

It was a wild and desolate"spot, strewn with tempest-torn branches;- a 
spot hidden from the sun by dense masses of pine foliage, and backed by 
sharp peaks of granite. St. Aubyn looked around him, trembling with 
emotion. 

" Shout," cried one of the peasants; " shout; the boy may hear yon I " 
"Alas," answered the father, " he cannot hear ; you forget that my 

child is deaf and dumb I " 
At that instant Theodor, who, for a brief while, had stood apart ab

stracted and silent, approaced St. Aubyn and grasped his hand. 
"Shout I " repeated he, with the earnestness of a command; "call your 

boy by his name I" 
St. Aubyn looked at him with astonishment; then in a clear piercing 

voice obeyed. 
" Charlie I " he cried ; " Charlie, my boy/ where are you ? " 
We stood around him in dread silence and expectancy,- a group for a 

picture. St. Aubyn in the midst, with white, quivering face and 
clasped hands; the two Raouls on either side, listening intently; the 
dogs motionless and eager, their ears erect, their hair bristling round their 
stretched throats. You might have heard a pin drop on the rock at our 
feet, as we stood and waited after that cry. A minute passed thus, and 
then there was heard from below, at a great depth, a faint, uncertain sound. 
One word only- uttered in the voice of a child, tremulous, and intensely 
earnest ; " Father I " 

St. Aubyn fell on his knees. "My God I my God I" he cried, sobbing; 
"it is my boy I He is alive, and·can hear an<l speak I" 

With feverish haste we descended the crag, and speedily found ourselves 
on a green sward, sheltered on three sides by high walls of cliff, and 
bounded on the fourth, southward, by a rushing stream some thirty feet 
from shore to shore. Beyond the stream was a wide expanse of pasture 
stretching down into the Arblen valley. 
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Again St. Aubyn shouted, and again the child-hke cry replied, guiding 
us to a narrow gorge or fissure in the cliff almost hidden under exuberant 
foliage. This passage brought us to a turfy knoll, in which opened a 
deep recess in the mountain rock;- a picturesque cavern, carpeted with 
moss, and showing, from some ancient, half-obliterated carvings 
which here and there adorned its walls, that it had once served as a crypt 
or chapel, possibly in some time of ecclesiastical persecution. At the mouth 
of this cave, with startled eyes and pallid, parted lips, stood a fair-haired 
lad, wrapped in the mantle described by the elder Raoul. One instant 
only he stood there ; the next he darted forward, and fell with weeping 
and inarticulate cries into his father's embrace. 

We paused, and waited aloof in silence, respecting the supreme joy and 
emotion of a greeting so sacred as this. The dogs only, bursting into the 
cave, leapt and gamboled about, venting their satisfaction in sonorous 
barks and turbulent demonstrations of delight. But for them, as they 
seemed well to know, this marvelous discovery would never have been 
achieved, and the drama which now ended with so great happiness, might 
have terminated in a life-long tragedy. 

We were not surprised, therefore, to see St:. Aubyn, after the first tran
sport of the meeting, turn to the dogs; and clasping each huge, rough head 
in turn. kiss it fervently and with grateful tears. 

It was their only guerdon for that day's priceless service. The dumb 
beasts that love us do not work for gold ! 

And now came the history of the three long months which had elapsed 
since the occurrence of the disaster which separated my friend from his 
little son. 

Seated on the soft moss of the cavern floor, St. Aubyn in the midst and 
the boy beside him, we listened to the sequel of the strange tale recounted 
the preceding evening by Theodor and Augustin Raoul. And first we 
learned that until the moment when his father's shout: broke upon his 
ear that day, Charlie St. Aubyn had remained as insensible to sound, and 
as mute of voice, as be was when his accident befell him. Even now that 
the powers of hearing and of speech were restored, he articulated uncer
tainly and with great difficulty, leaving many words unfinished, and help
ing out his phrases with gesticulations and signs, his father suggestio~ and 
assisting as the narrative proceeded. Was it the strong love in St. Aubyn's 
cry that broke through the spell of disease and thrilled his child's dulled 
nerves into life? was it the shock of an in tens" emotion coming unexpect
edly after all those dreary weeks of futile watchfulness ? or was the 
miracle an effect of the same Divine grace which, by means of a myste
rious gift, had enabled us to find this obscure and unknown spot? 

It matters little; the spirit of man is master of all things, and the 
miracles of love are myriad-fold. For, where love abounds and is pure, the 
spirit of man is as the Spirit of God. 

Little St. Aubyn had been saved from death, and sustained, during the 
past three months, by a creature dumb like himself, - a large dog exactly 
resembling Fritz and Bruno. This dog, he gave us to understand, came 
from" over the torrent," indicating with a gesture the Arblen Valley; 
and, from the beginning of his troubles, had been to him like a human 
friend. The fall from the hill-side had not seriously injured, but only 
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bruised and temporarily lamed the lad, and, after lying for a minute or 
two a little stunned and giddy, he rose, and with some difficulty, made his 
way across the meadow slope on which he found himself, expecting to meat 
his father descending the path. But he miscalculated its direction, and 
speedily discovered he had lost his way. After waiting a long time in 
great suspense, and seeing no one but a few goatherds at a distance, whose 
attention he failed to attract, the pain of a sprained ankle, increased by 
continual movement, compelled him to seek a ui~ht's shelter in the cave 
subsequently visited by his father at the suggestiOn of the peasants who 
assisted in the sench. These peasants were not aw~re that the ca'·e was 
but the mouth of a vast and wandering labyrinth tunneled, pat·tly by 
nature and partly by art, through the rocky heart of the mountain. A 
little before sunrise, on the morning after his accident, the boy, examining 
with minute curiosity the picturesque grotto in which he had passed the 
night, discovered in its darkest corner a moss-covered stone behind which 
had accumulated a great quanity of weeds, ivy, and loose rubish. Boy
like, be fell to clearing away these impediments, and excavating the stone, 
until, after some industrious labor thus expended, he discovered, behind 
and a little above it, a narrow passage into which he crept, partly to satisfy 
his love of "exploring,"-partly in thP. hope that it might afford him an 
egress in the direction of the village. The aperture thus exposed had not, 
in fact, escaped the eye of St. Aubyn, when, about an hour afterwards, the 
search for the lost boy was renewed. But one of his guides, after a brief 
inspection, declared the recess into which it opened empty, and the party, 
satisfied with his report, left the spot, little thinking that all their labor 
had been lost by a too hasty examination. For, in fact, this narrow and 
apparently limited passage, gradually widened in its darkest part, and, as 
little St. Aubyn found, became by degrees a tolerably roomy corridor, in 
which he could just manage to walk upright, and into which light from 
the outer world penetrated dimlJ through artificial fissures hollowed out 
at intervals in the rocky wall. Delighted at this discovery, but chilled by 
the vault-like coldness of the place, the lad hastened back to fetch the fur 
mantle he had left in the cave, threw it over his shoulders, and returned 
to continue his exploration. The cavern-gallery beguiled him with ever-new 
wonders at every step. Here rose a subterranean spring, there a rudely
carved gargoyle grinned from the granite roof; curious and intricate 
windings enticed his eager steps, while all the time the death-like and hor
rible silence which might have deterred an ordinary child from further ad
vance, failed of its effect upon ears unable to distinguish betweGn the liv
ing sounds of the outer world and the stillness of a sepulchre. Thus he 
groped and wandered, until he became aware that the gloom of the corri
dor bad gradually deepened, and that the tiny openings in the rock were 
now far less frequent than at the outset. Even to his eyes, by this time 
accustomed to obscurity, the darkness grew portentous, and at every step 
he stumble(l against some unseen projection, or bruised his hands in vain 
efforts to discover a returning path. Too late, he began to apprehend that 
he was nearly lost in the heart of the mountain. Either the windings of 
the labyrinth were hopelessly confusing, or some debris, dislodged by the 
unaccustomed concussion of footsteps, had fallen from the roof and choked 
the passage behind him. The account which the boy gave of his adven
ture, and of his vain and long-continued efforts to retrace his way, made 
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the latter hypothesis appear to us the most acceptable, - the noise occa
sioned by such a fall having, of course, passed unheeded by him. In the end, 
thoroughly baffied and exhausted, the lad determined to work on through 
the Cimmerian darkness in the hope of discovering a second terminus on 
the further side of the mountain. This at length he did. A faint star
like outlet finally presented itself to his delighted eyes; he groped pain
fully towards it; gradually it widened and brightened, till at length he 
emerged from the subterranean gulf which had so long imprisoned him, 
into the mountain cave wherein he had ever since remained. How long 
it had taken him to accomplish this passage he could not gness, but from 
the sun's position, it seemed to be about noon when he again beheld day. 
He sat down, dazzled and fatigued, on the mossy floor of the grotto, and 
watched the mountain torrent eddying and sweeping furiously past in the 
gorge beneath his retreat. After a while he slept, and awoke towards 
evening faint with hunger and bitterly regretting the affiiction which pre
vented him from attracting help. 

Suddenly, to his great amazement, a huge, tawny head appeared above the 
rocky edge of the plateau, and in another moment a St. Bernard hound 
clambered up the steep bank and ran towards the cave. He was dripping 
wet, and carried, strapped across his broad back, a double pannier, the 
contents of which proved on inspection to consist of three flasks of goat's 
milk, and some half-dozen rye loaves packed in a tin box. 

The friendly expression and intelligent demeanor of his visitor invited 
little St. Aubyn's confidence and reanimated his sinking heart. Delighted 
at such evidence of human proximity, and eager for food, he drank of the 
goat's milk and ate pat'ii of the bread, afterwards emptying his pockets of 
the few sous he possessed, and enclosing them, with the remaining loaves in 
the tin case, hoping that the sight of the coins would inform the dog's owners 
of the incident. The creature went as he came, plunging into the deepest 
and least boisterous part of the torrent, which he crossed by swimming, 
regained the opposite shore, and soon disappeared from view. 

Next day, however, at about the same hour, the dog reappeared alone, 
again bringing milk and bread, of which the lad again partook, this time, 
however, having no sous to deposit in the basket. And when, as on the pre
vious day, his new friend rose to dE!part, Charlie St. Aubyn left the cave 
with him, clambered down the bank with difficulty, and essayed to cross 
the torrent ford. But the depth and rapidity of the current dismayed him, 
and, with sinking heart, the child returned to his abode. Every day the 
same thing happened, and at length the strange life became familiar to 
him ; the trees, the birds, and the flowers became his friends, and the great 
hound a mysterious protector whom he ffgarded with reverent affection 
and trusted with entire confidence. At night he dreamed of home, and 
constantly visited his father in visions, saying always the same words, 
" Fathe·r, I am alive and well." 

" And now," whispered the child, nestling closer in St. Aubyn's embrace, 
"the wonderful thing is that to-day, for the first and only time since I 
have been in this cave, my dog has not come to me I It looks, does it not, 
as if ,in some strange and fairy-like way, he really knew what was happen
ing and had known it all along from the very beginning I 0 father I can 
he be -do you think- can he be · an angel in disguise ? And, to be 
sure, I patted him, and thought he was only a dog I " 
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As the boy,- an awed expression in his lifted blue eyes,-gave utter
ance to this naive idea, I glanced at St. Aubyn's face, and saw that, though 
his lips smiled, his eyes were grave and full of grateful wonder. 

He turned towards the peasants grouped around us, and in their own 
language recited to them the child's story. They listened intently, from 
time to time exchanging among themselves intelligent glances and mutter
ing interjections expessive of astonishment. When the last word of the 
tale was spoken, the elder Raoul, who stood at the entrance of the cave 
gazing out over the sunlit valley of the Arblen, removed his hat with a 
reverent gesture and crossed himself. 

•' God forgive us miserable sinners," he said humbly, "and pardon us 
our human pride I . The Angel of the Lord whom Augustin and I beheld 
in our vision, ministering to the lad, is no other than the dog Gluck who 
lives at the monastery out yonder I And while we men are lucid only 
once a year, he has the seeing gift all the year round; and the good God 
showed him the lad in this cave, when we, forsooth, should have looked 
for him in vain. I know that every day Gluck is sent from the monastery 
laden with food and drink to a poor widow living up yonder over the ravine. 
She ia infirm and bed ridden, and her little ~anddaughter takes care of 
her. Doubtless the poor soul took the sons m the basket to be the gift 
of the brothers, and, as her portion is not always the same from day to 
day, but depends on what they can9pare from the store setapartfor alms
giving, she would not notice the diminished cakes and milk, save perhaps 
to grumble a little at the increase of the beggars who trespassed thus on 
her pension." 

There was silence among us fora moment, then St. Aubyn's boy spoke. 
"Father," he asked, tremulously, "shall I not see that good Gluck again 

and tell the monks how he saved me, and how Fritz and Bruno brought 
you here?" 

"Yes, my child,'' answered St. Aubyn, rising. n.nd drawing the boy's 
hand into his own, " we will go and find Gluck, who knows, no doubt, all 
that has passed to-day, and is waiting for us at the monastery." 

"We must ford the torrent," said Augustin ; "the bl'idge was carried 
off by last year's avalanche, but with six of us and the dogs it will be euy 
work." 

Twilight was falling; and already the stars of Christmas Eve climbed 
the frosty heavens and appeared above the far-off snowy peaks. 

Filled with gratitude and wonder at all the strange events of the day, 
we betook ourselves to the ford, and by the help of ropes and stocks, our 
whole party landed safely on the valley side. Another half-hour brought 
us into the warm glow of the monk's refectory fire, where, while supper 
was being prepared, the worthy brothers listened to a tale at least as mar
velous as any legend in their ecclesiastical re'(lertory. I fancy they must have 
felt a pang of regret that the holy Mother Church wouldfi,nd it impossible 
to bestow upon Gluck and his two noble sons, the dignity of canonization 

"Hmu.N things," says Pascal, "must be known to be loved; divine things 
must be loved to be known." There is a subtle truth in this. They have the 
greatest gift of wisdom whose hearts beat thoughts into their brains beyond the 
gross and scope of simple intellection. The poorest soul has such germs of wia
dom that it might, with time and care, be taught to outthink the ablest brain. 

(Ed.) 
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ART CULTURE AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE CON
DUCT OF LIFE. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

BEING EXCERPTS FROM LECTURES GIVEN BY Hill BEFoRE THE BOSTON 
SOCIETY ESOTERIC. 

(Number One.) 
Aa each one of the an articles pnbliabed in TBE Esormno mliBt repeat, in'a very limited space, 

the substanoe of four extemporaneous leotures, it is exptetecl that the Reader will pardon the 
absence of that elegance of diction, as well as the lack of that continual expression of strong, 
logical coherence, which conld only be obtained through the employment of more space than we 
can command, and aoeept in their atead, the aomewhat c11r10ry and detached statement here pre
Noted. 

THE value of an artistic drill from an ethical, mental and physical stand
point can only be appreciated by those who have enJoyed it. It is by art 
that mankind is enabled to complete the circuit, 1f you will allow the 
word, between his interior nature and his external circumstances, in a way 
to give him personal growth. It is through art that we are able to derive 
culture from proper mental and ethical conditions, as well as from physi
cal states. The nineteenth century has taken art out of the realm of 
empirical matters, and made it subject to laws as accurate as those govern
ing any of the exact sciences. It is no longer necessary to complete the statue 
in order to be assured that some portion of it will not violate the laws of 
symmetry or beauty. This, in the light of the laws of art, can all be ac
curately determined while the marble is yet in the quarry, and the wax 
uncut. It may he seen from this statement, what an incalculable advantage, 
from the artist's standpoint, the present day has over the Phidian epoch. 
Alas, for our boasted civilization; our art works do not show an equal advan
tage t The modern master-piece of art would scarcely be respectable be
side Phidian mediocrity. With everything seeming to favor modem art 
the question very naturally arises ; why does it present such marked in
feriority when compared with ancient art? The reason is simply this: 
ancient art was a religion ; modern art is a trade. The ancient Athenians 
divided into factions over the merits of Phidias, - the "Modern Atheni
ans, judge art by price and reputation, not by intrinsic worth. 

In attempting to arrive at a correct conception of the subject in hand, 
it should constantly be borne in mind that art deals with imag
ination, and not with reality. Whether or not imagination is of itself 
reality, is a question which may well be left to metaphysicians, as its de
cision one way or the other, can have no effect upon art. Keep closely in 
view then, the fact that art addresses itself solely to the imagination,
that is to say, produces its effects through the medium of the imagination;
that it is, as it were, a communication from the imagination of the artist to 
that of the auditor, and you will readily make that distinction, usually so 
troublesome, between the literal or imitative, and the ideal or artistic, about 
which so much must necessarily be said later. 

It may Mt be amiss here to briefly enumerate a few of the advantages 
which it is thought the student will derive from a system of artistic training. 

I. Such a system is expected to broaden education into culture. There is 
a subtle distinction between education and culture, which may be made 
conspicuous to all by a single sentence. Facts which have become a part 
of the mind have entered the realm of education. They cannot enter the , 
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domain of culture until they have become a part of the whole organism. 
To derive culture from a fact is not merely to abandon a fallacious idea, 
or to adopt a new one, but rather to cause your entire, triple nature to un
dergo a revolution in its adjustment to the requirements of that fact. This 
revolution will be more or less marked, according to the difficulty experi
enced in perfectly assimilating the new fact or truth. In a word, education 
molds the mind,- culture the whole organism. 

II. An understanding of the laws of art will give the student a much 
wider knowledge of humanity. By such knowledge he will be enabled to 
answer the "How," and the "Why" of many of the problems of life, which 
otherwise might remain unsolved sphinxes, as cold, as stubborn, and as un
profitable as their Egyptian namesakes. 

III. The mastery of the secret11 of art will give one a critical acumen 
of the greatest value in the daily transactions of life. It will supplement 
the otherwise inexplicable impression that this statue is a master-piece, and 
that picture a daub, with the knowledge of what the one possesses, and 
the other lacks. 

IV. Art, if properly followed, rounds and perfects a man, making his 
threefold nature perfectly interactive. By it one is led more fully to know 
himself. 

V. The physical drill, which forms a part of the system, tends toward 
the rounding, developing, and beautifying of the material organism. Beauty 
of movement is simply economy of force ; and economy, of course, is health. 
To be physically ugly is to be sick; to be mentally ugly is to beimbecile; 
to be morally ugly is to be wicked. Sickness may at any time end in im
becility, and imbecility may at any time lead to sin. It is of the utmost 
importance then that one should look carefully to the welfare of his triple 
oganism. . 

VI. The greatest benefit to be derived from the proper study of art is 
found in the development of character. If knowledge does not develop 
character, and make its recipient not only wiser, but better, it is but a 
fatal mirage upon the desert,-a thing not only not to be sought after, but 
to be stigmatized and avoided. When it is understood that definite men
tal and moral conditions will be produced by certain bodily expressions or 
gestures, just as surely as mental states report in the body in the form of 
gesture or expression,- a great step will have been made toward a better 
understanding of the means by which to g'overn the conduct of life. It 
will be shown, in due course, how a gesture repeated a few times becomes 
a habit, and how in a comparatively short time (about two years) a habit 
may become a fixed bearing,-the external representation of the personality. 
This is but a brief hint of what occurs upon the physical plane, and its sig
nificance,while great, is far exceeded by that of its moral and mental ana
logue. For example : a base thought is, as it were, a momentary mental 
inflection or gesture. If oft repeated, it becomes a mental mannerism, 
and if continued for a sufficient len~th of time, it affects the mental 
" bearing ; " that is to say, the mmd is adjusted to it, by being 
dragged down to its own level. One should never lose 11ight of the 
fact that every thought is a chisel literally carving its expression upon the 
face and form ; and, also, that every attitude, or gesture has a most direct 
influence upon the mental and moral nature, -an influence proportional 
to its intensity and duration. A little thought upon this subject will con-
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vince all of the necessity of being rather than seeming. Not "what do 
you appear?" but "what are you?" is the question which all must an
swer at last, whether it be answered in fear and trembling, or in faith 
and exultation. The aim then of artistic culture is, or should be, the bet
terment of mankind's triple nature; and it is to this end that the system 
now under consideration addresses itself. 

It has already been stated that art deals with the imagination. This 
idea being kept firmly in mind, it may further be added that man impresses 
the imagination as having a threefold nature, i.e. a moral, a mental and a 
vital nature. This threefold state of man, and its various analogues through
out the the several arts, forms the basis of the scientific trinity upon which 
this system is founded. It should be stated here that this trinity is purely 
a philosophical affair, and has no reference whatever to the theological trin
ity. It has its root, so far as art is concerned, in the fact that we have a 
triple nature to which it is the province of art to appeal, and the three at
tributes of which art can only reach by addressing itself to each of them 
specifically; hence the necessity of this triune condition of art, as well as 
of man. 

The attributes of a trinity are invariably co-existent and co-dependent. 
The expression of a moral attribute on the part of the artist, affects 
directly the same attribute of the observer. To illustrate more fully; the 
trinity of painting has for its attributes •· form " (mental), "color " (vital 
or emotional), and ••atmosphere" (moral). "Form" in a painting is the 
direct expression of tho effect produced upon the mind of the artist, and 
it accordingly appeals to the mental nature of the observer: that is to say, 
it is the expression of the effect made upon the painter's minll, and im
presses the mind of the observer. •· Color" is the expression of the effect 
which is produced upon the vital or emotional nature of the artist, and 
it consequently appeals to, and impresses, the vital or emotional nature of 
the observer. "Atmosphere" is the expression of the effect produced 
upon the moral nature of the artist, and it accordingly impresses the 
moral nature of the observer. 

Now it will have been apprehended from the foregoing that if "form" 
be the most pronounced thing in any conception which the painter may 
frame, the picture which is the product thereof will be one which will ap
peal most strongly to the mental nature of the observer. If " color" is 
dominant in the artist's conception, then the picture will appeal most 
strongly to the vital or emotional nature of the observer ; while if the 
"atmosphere " most affects the conception of the artist, the resultant picture 
will act most strongly upon the observer's moral nature. 

You have doubtless seen pictures in which little attention was paid to 
anything save to truth of form, -pencil drawings or monochromes per
haps, -and you will doubtless remember that thay produced upon you no 
moral or emotional effect. You hav6 probably also seen pictures in which 
no attempt had been made to secure definiteness of form,- pictures the 
drawing of which left a doubt in the mind as to the nature of the objects 
supposed to be represented; and yet the coloring of those pictures may 
have produced a strong emotional effect upon you. On the other hand, 
there are pictures whose dominant feature is their " atmosphere," - pic
tures in which neither " color " nor "form " seem to be pronounced req
uisites, and which, notwithstanding, are able, by the subtle tones of the at
mosphere, by its diffused glow, and its tender gradation as it comes to the 
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foreground, to call from the tomb of the Past your shattered idols, and 
strew with monuments of noble aspirations, the threshold of the Future. 

Pictures of this kind are tributary to nothing save the Infinite. Their 
dim distances are vistas leading into the Unseen All. Such effects invar
iably occur when suggestiveness and good technique meet on the moral 
plane. The meaning of " suggestiveness" will be explained at length at 
the proper time. 

Before leaving the subject of the triune nature of art, the Reader's at
tention must be called to one or two additional points. It has been said 
that when an artist's conception partakes more strongly of one particular 
attribute of the trinity than of either of the other two, the artistic pro
duction which is the result of that conception will appeal most strongly 
to that same attribute in the observer. This is not all. If the artist has 
a strong mental bias, all the conceptions which he derives from nature will 
be tinged with that bias: and, if this mental predominance is sufficiently 
great, he will, despite himself, invariably appeal to the heads of his audi
ence. The reason for this is very patent. Not being a "round man," 
but over-developed upon the mental side, he is most impressed by those 
things in nature which appeal directly to the mind of man. Such a con
dition invariably results in a lack of versatility. For example; it is possible 
in the realm of painting for an artist to have such a command of "color" 
as to be able to express strong emotional states, while at the same time he 
hall not sufficient command of form to give an intelligible representation 
of the objects producing those states. 

In thinking of the trinity, the Reader must not fall into the error of 
considering any one of the arts as having but a single trinity ; nor yet 
must man be considered as the subject of but one trinity. The three 
attributes of the trinity are present in the most minute portions of man, 
or of any work of art. This thought may need some illustration. Sup
pose the body as a whole were to be divided into its three attributes ; the 
head would then cot respond to the mental, the torso to the moral, and the 
limbs to the vital attribute. Now any portion of the body is just as capable 
of subdivision. Suppose, for example, you consider the arm.: the upper por
tion corresponds to the vital, the forearm to the moral,and the hand to the 
mental attribute of the trinity. If you subdivide a finger, the lowest 
joint represents the vital, the middle portion the moral, and the end of the 
finger the mental attribute. It will be seen in the instances given that the 
mol'al occupies a _position between the mental and vital; that it is, as it were, 
the realm in which mentality (if you will permit the coining of a word of 
which it will be necessary to make frequent use) is transmuted into physical 
energy. 

Sufficient attention has now been paid to the trinity to give the Reader 
a fair impression of its important relation to the subject in hand; and it 
may now be well to consider, for a little, what art is, as well as the various 
schools or stages through which true art is reached. Art is Nat
ure passed through mind, and fixed inform. That is to say; Art is the 
expression (execution) of the impression (conception) produced upon the 
mind of the artist. lt will readily be seen from the foregoing definition, 
why mere imitation, whether performed by hand or camera, is not, and 
never can be, Art. It is Nature ''fixed in form," but it has not been ''passed 
through mind." It may be well to state here, to avoid much future mis
apprehension, that it is not the function of the artist to paint, carve, or act 
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Nature, but to put upon canvas, or into marble, or upon the stage, the 
thoughts, emotions, sentiments, etc., which Nature creates within him. 

That picture, says Ruskin, which so perfectly imitates Nature as to be 
mistaken for her, deserves but one thing- to be burned as quickly as 
possible. Pictures which reproduce Nature in an imitative way, are little 
less than blasphemous. Nature is the art of the lnfil\ite. It is chaos (so. 
called) passed through Divine Mind and fixed in form. The universe is 
but the thought form,- the solidified conception of 

Him who willeth worlds into exiatence. 

Nature,- all that is- sustains the same relation to the lnfini te, as art 
does to man. Art is the realm of man's creation: Nature, the material 
at his hand. Imitation, then, is as it were, an attempted plagiarism of the 
work of the Divine Artist. Many other reasons why it should be sedulously 
shunned will be given in due course. 

The various schools of art, together with their origin and significance, is 
the next matter which should engage the attention of the student in art 
culture. Probably the Reader is well aware that art did not leap, of a 
sudden, into perfection, but that, like almost everything else of worth, it 
was the subject of a long and gradual evolution. As we examine the 
works of the past, this fact is very deeply impressed upon our minds. Take, 
for example, the early Egyptian statuary, and you will find the first school 
of art illustrated there in a manner at once imposing and unmistakable. 
This same school, of course, appears as well in the early art of all of those 
other nations who were originators, rather than borrowers, of artistic at
tainments. 

The four schools of art are as follows: the Statuesque, the Melodramat
ic, the Realistic, and the Artistic. The dominant characteristic of the 
Statuesque school of art is exaggeration. The ancient Egyptians, Greeks 
and Romans sought to impress the artistic nature of man by a grandeur re
sulting from size, and they accordingly carved colossal statues of gods, men, 
and beasts, and wrought gigantic sphinxes and pyramids. Later, as they 
grew in culture,- as their art became evolved ou to a higher plane- they 
entered that school of art known as the Melodramatic. Here, although 
many of their production& may still have been colossal, their domimmt ob
ject was not size, but effect. They strove to impress the observer by "mak
ing P"ints," so to speak,- by the depicting of certain telling attitudes, 
expressions, etc. They directed their attention not to completeness, but 
to the production of certain vivid impressions. In the next stage in the 
evolution of art, the artist bethought himself that he must" copy Nature," 
-must imitate her as perfectly as possible. This stage of artistic devel
opment is known as the Realistic school, and it should not be forgotten 
that the great mass of our artists of to-day have never got .beyond this 
school; and there are comparatively few who will admit that art is capable 
of any higher evolution than that obtained in the Realistic school. If you 
take the trouble to question artists upon this point, seven out of ten will 
tell you that an imitation of nature which is sufficiently perfect to mislead, 
is the highest art attainable. They do not often paint their statues flesh
color in order more closely to imitate Nature, as the ancients sometime& did, 
but they subscribe to a theory which, if consistently applied, would lead 
them into t-he performance of follies equally deplorable. 

The fourth and highest school attainable in art, is that known as the 
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Suggestive, Idealistic or Artistic school. In this school suggestiveness in 
idealism is the dominant consideration. The term "suggestiveness" may 
need a little explanation in order readily to be comprehended. Suppose 
you hear a speaker discourse upon a certain topic, and, after an hour's ha
rangue he impresses you as having said all that he knows upon that subject; 
what would you say of him ? Would you not say that he lacked sugges
tiveness, -that is, that he did not suggest any reserve power? Let us 
take an example from another art. The Apollo Belvidere is a marvelous 
example of idealism and suggestiveness. It seems as if it were a link in the 
infinite chain through which the electric force of art flows unhindered. 
To the imagination, it has no definite dimensions, but reaches out on all 
sides into the Unseen. It represents the Universal lending its power to 
the personal. It is Infinity caught in the r~alm of the finite. The obser
ver's eye follows the hand which is extended downward, to the fingers quiv
ering with expectant attention, and then,- not Rtopping,- continues the 
line into space. The marble stops, but the imagination of the observer 
follows the lines into the Infinite. 

The Reader has doubtless seen other statues which impressed the imagi
nation as being so much marble cut away from all surroundings. In such a 
production, the gesturing members would appeal to one's imagination as 
being, say, so many inches of upper arm, so many of forearm ~nd so 
many of hand. While the distinction between the suggestive and non
suggestive may, in most cases, be readily comprehended from what has al
ready been sa.id, yet it is a matter of such vital importance that much 
more attention will be given it in future. 

The very secret of artistic pleasure has its root in suggestiveness. A 
word will make this plain, and the most careful attention to that word on 
the part of the student in art culture, may save him much futurP- perplex
ity. If art deals with the imagination, then artistic pleasure must come 
through the exercise of that function ; and its degree be commensurate with 
the duration and activity of that exercise. It will be readily conceded 
that man exercise:~ his imagination only when there is occasion for his so 
doing, and the province of art is to create such an occasion. Now it should 
be remembered that the imagination supplements the work of the senses, 
and, for this very reason, if the senses TELL THE WHOLE STORY, there is 
nothing left for the imagination to do, and it accordingly is not excited; 
hence no artistic pleasure is derived. If you exhibit any object to an 
audience, and it excites their imagination, you may depend upon it that 
there is something about it which their senses do not completely, or accu
rately comprehend, and that it is in that something that the imagination 
has its source. The sen~es serve in art merely to furnish problems, if you 
will allow the word, for the imagination to solve; and if they themselves 
accomplish the solution, they foredo at once all imagination and artistic 
pleasure. 

It would seem as if enough had already been said to convince the veriest 
skeptic that art is not, as is often supposed, the untamed, vague, and elu
soryparcnt of inexplicable effects born of chance ancl nourished in mystery, 
but a science as exact as mathematics,- only acting upon a much higher 
plane. The ancient epochs only apprehended art, - it is possible for the 
nineteenth century to comprehend it, to tabulate its workings, and subject 
to the scrutiny of inexorable laws its subtlest manifestations. Such is 
the work here begun. 
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EVOLUTION OF HUMAN CONDUCT. 

BY J. C. J. WAINWRIGHT. 

From a paper read by him before the Boston Society Esoteric. 
THE records of histor,r are the duly tabulated archives of the self-con

sciousness of humanity. Each year of race growth is a new memory-cell in 
national life, and, as some people forge ahead of others in the struggle up
ward to the life and light of new potentialities. even so do they assume 
new responsibilities, mutually and generally requiring a broader, more flexi
ble, and yet more comprehensive code of ethics. The changes of aggressive 
and progressive policies become less brutal, but infinitely more subtle and 
powerful. From the fist to the bludgeon is a mighty step, and the gap be
tween them may separate the monkey from the savage. Civilization was 
rough-hewn by the sword, the military watch-word of the steel-clad butcher 
being obedience. The making of the sword, from a progressive standpoint, is 
the real clue, however, to the higher trend of human achievement. From the 
rapier to the rifle is a short, but grandly significant step ; it is corollary 
to the advance from the low, despotic forms of one-man power to the 
higher and more glorious democracies of the present age. At this stage 
the rifle bids fair to be supplanted, at least in our Western World, by a 
still higher, and more distinctly human force. As you have all guessed my 
meaning, I need hardly allude to the pen, and its high position in the pub
lic press. Now the pen, as a weapon, can be wielded for evil purposes 
even more effectually than the dagger,- as witness the paltry calumnies 
but lately directed against one whom we all hold in affectionate reverence. 
In a future period of esoteric advancement, the pen will be supplanted by a 
nobler and more impersonal weapon for the truth and right. In those days 
the brotherhood of a higher race will look back upon our muddy-minded 
generation of quill-drivers, much in the same mind of cold, impassive criti
cism, and tolerant pity, which we ourselves hold towards the licensed and 
church-sanctioned slaughtt>r of the medieval man-killers. 

Contemporaneous with the evolution of brute force in mankind, is the 
unwritten mora.! code, sanctioned by the daily conduct of the ·majority in 
any community of men. This rule of action was eminently practical
strictly in accordance with the environment and the popular sentiment, and 
growing from age to age into the wiser ethics of the divine life of hu
manity. 

I will dismiss the subject with a few examples: -
The ideal and perfect Indian is a murderer par excellence. A choice 

collection of scalps is indispensable to his prestige with his tribe. Both his 
conscience and his natural enviroment demand for him the triumph of the 
death-blow against man and beast. His heaven is a hunting-ground. 

Going a step higher, we find that the barbarous Arab has a much more 
complex code of ethics. As a Moslem, his soul stands alone with the Deity: 
no saintly middleman for him. Hospitality is loved in his home ; so is theft. 
The stranger in his tent is sacred, but once his guest bas departed, he will 
hunt him half way over the desert, and peel him to the hide. If he was 
not an adroit robber his tribe would repudiate him. As he believes with 
the Koran, that women have no souls, his heaven is essentially polygamous. 

The Hindoo Buddhist will kill nothing except his passions. He is apt 
to sanctify the family cat, as a possible manifestation of his great-grand
father's soul, and his Heaven is a colorless and imper!Jonal absorption in 
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Buddha ; the genius of the contemplative Brahminic world would certainly 
destroy the gen~rous activities of the Christian Occident should it ever 
gain the ascendancy. 

Lastly, we find in the History of our own race, the same sliding scale 
of progressive morality. Soon after Christ, the . great ascetic reaction 
against the rot, ruin, and sensuality of the Roman Empire led mt>.n into the 
desert, where the hermit life was practised with unheard of barbarities 
against the corporeal body. Self-torture and total bodily repression was the 
model state of those days. We of the moderate age have outgrown such 
excesses. Still later in the history of the Church, the soul was put into 
a straight-jacket, and free thought tabooed. A thoroughly efficient Inquisi
tor General, with a nose keen and refined for scenting out heresy and 
witchcraft was the beau, ideal of his age and generation. Competition was 
the life and death of creeds, as it now is of business; the fires of hen 
were fanned and poked alive by all good aud earnest men of all parties. 
The heaven of that dismal era was a walled city, in which the elect 
shuddered in unison over their late desperate escare from the nether re
gions. A little later, in the time of Elizabeth of England, the Queen was 
wont to give letters of marque to her sea-captains, empowering them to 
fit out vessels for privateering upon the Spanish Main. In point of fact, these 
letters of marque were licenses for piracy. In those days the sailor was 
England's glory, and, unhappily, his own glory and profit were to be found 
too often in reckle:is buccaneering, or on broard a slave-ship, as Walter 
Besant very well shows in his historical novels ; this gallant tar and jolly 
good fellow, was none the less his country's pride. His heaven was Fid
dlers' Green via Davy Jones' Locker. 

Reaching, at last, our own times and country, we find a moral code of 
extreme flexibility. As a rule we dislike the physical brutality of the 
savage: the extreme sensuality of the Moslem repels us, as does also the 
soul..U111gged abstraction of the Hindoo. The self-tortures of monasticism 
grate upon our over-sensitive nervo\tS systems, whilst we utterly abhor the 
ghastly intolerance of the bell-fire dogmatists. Can we then say that we 
produce a perfect specimen of mandkind to-day? I boldly reply in the 
affirmative, and point triumphantly to the successful business man,- that 
money-smart son of Mammon who is the faithful acolyte of the Almighty 
Dollar. 

'Vithout taking the extreme case of a railroad monopolist, I think we 
may sum up the virtues of a respectable banker, say, as follows:- he 
pays his pew rent: be pays his taxes (when he cannot escape to Nahant): 
he goverfls his wife and children according to his lights: he is a "bon vivant" 
in a judiciou~ fashion : in business he is skillful, and close-fisted as a rule, 
but uccasionally liberal, as a matter of policy. We may say that the even 
tenor of his days is marked out by an "enlightened selfishness." 'V e all 
admire him as the perfect specimen of the nineteenth century. He is truly a 
fine man ; but how will the coming race, who are destined to lead the 
higher life of coming centuries, look upon this money-changer in broad
cloth? W o may well imagine a socialistic state of society, in which the 
man who lends out money at interest is no better than a pawn-broker. 
The Banker's temple of worship is divided and sublet by Mammon to the 
virtual exclusion of the poor. 

The taxes he pays, are robbed on their way to the Treasury. 
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He has cotnplete control of his wife's personality, which is an absolute 
tyranny of the domestic hearth. In short, as to his daily life, he lh·es 
barely above the animal plane; yet he is perfect after his kind ; his conduct 
is in harmonious accord with his environment. What more can we ask? My 
friends, in God alone is absolute truth and goodness I The history of man
kind collectively and individually is but a record of continual approxima
tions to some form of excellence by which the inner man is enabled to 
conquer and subdue the outer world. 

NAKED EYE ASTRONOMY. 

BY CHAS. H. MACKAY. 

Number Two. 

THE manifest benefits of a practical, every-day nature which the knowledge 
of astronomy has given mankind are of the greatest value and importance 
to all, though the least understood, perhaps, of any of the results of 
scientific research. From the stars we get our time, our latitude and 
longitude, or the principles of terrestrial measul'ements, and by their aid, 
the mariner determines his bearings on the broad expanse of ocean. 

The Cbaldeans and EgyptianJ are said to have been the first careful ob
servers of the stars. To those ancient races, the heavens were filled with 
all kinds of objects, animate and inanimate, grotesque and sublime, as 
delineated by the bright stars of the numerous constellations. 

Their principal vocation as shepherds and herdsmen, gave them ample op
portunity to study the heavens, although they did so with little idea of sys
tem, or thought of the immensity of the spectacle on which they gazed. Doubt. 
less they, as many of their descendants of modern date, looked upon the 
moving procession of shining orb3, simply as one of the wonders of crea
tion, without attempting to arrive at any true solution of their motions, 
or supposing them to be other than what they appear to-day to the careless 
observer- bright points of light scattered promiscuously in the sky I As 
the myriad host, night after night in changeless form, was marshaled be
fore their sight, they little dreamed that it all, even to the slightest minu
tae, was governed by laws, undeviating and eternal. 

They were fascinated by fancied outlines of the Great Bear, more famil
iarly known as the " Dipper ; " by the mighty Hercules, King Cepheus, 
Cassiopeia, the Dragon, Bootes the herdsman, and the smaller groups of 
stars marching in solemn, though never-ceasing measure, around the North 
Celestial Pole. All these stars and constellations were outline~S of the ob
jects most familiar to the primitive minds of forty centuries ago, but, to 
modern observers, no resemblance whatever is found in these constella
tions to the men, beasts and reptiles anciently imagined, except in very 
rare instances. 

In that long-past period the heavens presenood a somewhat different ap
pearance to the terrestrial observer from that seen to-day, and possibly the 
imagination of the men of that age was not so over-drawn as we suppose; and 
it is not wholly improbable that the likenesses described were real and ap
parent at that time, owing to the changed relation of the stars. In a period 
of four thousand years, there is a very noticeable change in the celestial 
poles, and consequently there must follow an apparent change in the forms 
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of all the constellations, although the true relative position of the stars 
composing them may be the same. 

Four thou!land years ago the North Celestial Pole was indicated by the 
star Thuban of the Dragon. Four thousand years hence, the inhabitants 
of earth must look to the north-west for their pole-star; for, at that time, 
the earth·s axis will point nearly toward a bright star in Cepheus, and Po
laris, (our North Star) wtll have fallen away to the east. 

Thus the earth's axis will perform a mighty circle about the northern 
hemisphere of the heavens, until, in about 26,000 years, the starting point 
will have been reached, and Thuban will again be due north . 
. The original names of the constellations are still aP.cepted, and referred 

to by astronomers in locating heavenly bodies, for, although they may bear 
little resemblance to the objects suggested by their names, yet they are so 
thoroughly well-known, and their limits so wen defined and clearly ex
plainetl on maps, charts etc., that all practical purposes are well served. To 
an astronomer it is only necessary to speak of a celestial object as being 
in "right ascension" a certain number of hours and minutes; and declina
tion north or south so many degrees, and he will locate it precisely. just as 
a person would locate a terrestrial object aftet• having been given its lati
tude and longitude. And yet it frequently makes the matter more certain 
to mention the constellation and some star of the same, near which the 
object may be. To illustrate ; we might say that a storm had devastated a 
large area of country situated in latitude north forty-two and one-half 
degrees, and longitude east four degrees, and yet a much clearer idea would 
obtain with most people had we said western Massachusetts. 

Celestial latitude and longitude,- the methods of learning the positions 
and apparent distances of heavenly objec~, will be treated more in detail 
in a future article. 

The constellations already mentioned surrounding the North Star are al
ways visible to the inhabitants of our latitude, for they never wholly dis
appear below the horizon. During the month following this Uate (March 
20th) if the observer will direct his attention (from 8 to 10 P.M.) to that 
section of the heavens directly overhead, (the zenith) he will readily find 
the " Dipper" known also as Ursa Major or the •• Great Bear." That 
portion of the constellation known as the "Dipper," consists of seven bright 
stars, four of them forming a square, which constitutes the dipper proper, 
the remaining three extending toward the east, as the handle. The two 
stars forming that side of the dipper farthest from the handle are the 
•• pointers," so called because they constantly point, in a nearly direct line, 
toward Polaris, and when once the familiar outlines of Ursa Major are dis
tinguished, it is an easy matter to determine all points of the compass un
erringly. To find Polaris, follow in the direction indicated by the pointers. 
(toward the northern horizon) to a distance equal to six times their (the 
pointers') separation, or 30 degrees, these two stars being five degrees 
apart. 

The methods of celestial measurements by degrees should be sufficiently 
understood to enable the Reader to have an intelligent idea of what 
is meant when reference is made to distances by degrees. All circles, great 
and small, are divided into 360 imaginary sections or degrees, when 
measurement of any of their parts is intended. 

If we imagine a line, the starting point of which is the zenith. drawn 
along the heavenly vault straight to the eastern horizon, it will be 90 de-
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~sin length, or quarter of the entire circle. Extended 90 degrees farther 
1t will reach the nadir, the point opposite the zenith and directly under 
our feet. Another section of the same length brings us to the western 
horizon, and the next 90 degrees completes the circle (360degrees), and the 
first point, the zenith, is found again. The circle may extend north, 
south, or toward any other point of the compass, and the same ex
planation will apply. 

A person of good judgment in " guessing" terrestrial distances, can 
readily become accustomed to locating heavenly objects by this process with 
sufficient accuracy to answer the purposes of ordinary observations. It 
being known that 90 degrees represents the distance from the horizon to 
the zenith, it becomes an easr matter to locate an object at an altitude of 
45 degrees, or one-half the distance to the zenith. This space may again 
be divided, and, by practice and attention, the determination of distances 
by degrees will be made easy and quite accurate even to the unaided 
eye. 

If it is remembered that the space between the Pointers represents five 
degrees; that Polaris is 45 degrees above the horizon, and that the dis
tance from the Pointers to Polaris is 30 degrees, reference to these sections, 
which are always above our horizon, will be of value in helping to decide 
the distances or locations of objects in other parts of the heavens. 

That portion of Ursa Ma~or which is popularly known as the "dipper" 
is made up of second and third magnitude stars. Megrez, the star where 
the hanille joins the di.Pper, is a third magnitude sta.r, the remaining six 
being nearly uniform m brightness, and all of second magnitude. 

As stated above, this constellation occupies at present (in the early hours 
of night) a position nearly overhead, the stars in the extremity of the 
handle pointing toward the east. From month to month the observer will 
note a very perceptible change of position in these constellations until, when 
six months shall have passed, Ursa Major and the surrounding stars will 
occupy a position due north, and quite near the horizon. The second star 
in t11e handle, reckoning from the east, is called Mizar. It has very near 
it a star of the sixth magnitude, the name of which is Alcor. It can 
be found with the naked eye, situated less than a degree from Mizar. It 
was anciently known as the "touchstone" and the eye was considered a 
stron~ one that could find Alcor without assistance. 

This faint point of light, although separated from the larger star by 
such a seemingly insignificant distance, is yet so far removed from it that 
were the distance to be expressed in miles, the array of figures would 
reach far beyond our powers of comprehension. 

In nearly a direct line with the Pointers. toward Polaris, will be found a 
small star of about the same degree of brightness as Megrez in Ursa 
Major. This star is in the tail of the Dragon, and there are seven others 
in the body, and three in the head of about equal magnitude, making the 
outlines of this interesting constellation. It will be easily located by fol
lowing a course nearly parallel with the handle of the dipper, to a distance 
of twenty degrees, where a curve is made to the north-east, and then tow
ard the north- three bright stars extending nearly due north. A turn 
must now be taken toward the east, and three stars of the third magnitude 
in the form of a triangle will be seen. These are the Dragon's head. 

There are other stars of less distinctness included with these three form-
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ing the Dragon's head; and resting upon them is supposed to be the heel 
of the giant Hercules, whose mammoth proportions extend nearly to the 
horizon in a north-easterly direction. It will be remembered that Thuban, 
which, as previously stated, was the Pole Star 4000 years ago, is a mem her 
of this group. It is the third star from the end of the tail, and the !'right
est of all, except one in the Dragon's head. 

The outlines of the Dragon will be quickly and surely traced if the above 
hints are followed. Its decidedly " snaky " aspect presents one of the 
most clearly delineated constellations of the northern hemisphere. Ursa 
Minor, or the Lesser Bear, is that group of stars which includes Polaris 
in its collection, and which is the "dipper" in miniature. Its handle com
mences with Polaris, and this star is the most conspicuous in the group. Al
though of smaller proportions, it consists of the same number of principal 
stars as belong to Ursa Major, and the same form of outlines characterize 
both constellations. There is, however, a less noticeable crool't in the han
dle of the Little Dipper, and its line of direction is toward the western ho
rizon (at the time mentioned above) instead of toward the east as in the 
case of its larger namesake. Little explanation is needed to make plain the 
location of Ursa Minor, for once the Pole Star is found, the other mem
bers of the group are quickly seen. 

An interesting experiment may be made in connection with the Pole Star .. 
If it is observed through a tube se,•eral feet in length, (as, for exam
ple, a section of gas pipe adjusted in a fixed position) it will pass from 
t}M, field of view in the course of a couple of hours, more or less, the time 
depending upon the length and diameter of the tube. From this simple 
experiment it is seen that the Pole Star does not exactly indicate the North 
Celestial Pole for the reason previously pointed out, namely, the earth's axis 
is gradually changing its line of direction. By repeated observations the 
star will be detected in the act of performing a circle which, although of 
very small apparent circumference, yet is as truly a circle, and is as clearly 
defined by careful observation, as the larger circles described by Ursa Ma
jor, and the stars more distant from Polaris. If the centre of this circle 
could be designated, we should then have the true Celestial Pole. The esta~ 
lishment of this object would not, however, be of any practical utility,for 
Polaris is a sufficiently true indicator of the point due north, to serve all 
earthly demands. 

One of the most noticeable of the circum-polar constellations ilf Cas
siopeia, situated on the side of Polaris opposite Ursa Major. It is 
in the midst of the Milky Way, and is in a nearly direct line with the 
Pointers and Polaris, the latter occupying a position midway between the 
two constellations, Ursa Ma~or and Cassiopeia. 

There are five stars in Cassiopeia. which are particularly prominent. 
They are so placed that a letter "W" is suggested by the outline which they 
form. To the ancients these stars seemed in the shape of a chair, and 
even to this day the constellation is generally known as th~ " Lady in the 
Chair." That half of Cassiopeia toward the north will be seen by close in
spection to contain a faint star, which, with three brighter ones, makes a 
figure of diamond shape. Very near this small star is the spot where the 
much-talked-of but ever-absent " Star of Bethlehem " is expected to ap
pear. For this reason, if no other. Cassiopeia is a constellation of more 
than usual intE-rest, and its location 11hould be familiar to all. The 
new star was looked for with a great deal of expectancy in 1885, and, al.-
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though not yet visible, astronomers are pretty well agreed that the time of 
its reappeal'ance is only a matter of a few years. Its period is supposed 
to be 315 years, and the previous appearances were during the years 945, 
1264 and 1572. · 

Concerning this and other stars designated " new stars," there are many 
theories. It has been argued that the sudden flashing out of this star, 
and its disappearance in the same mysterious manner, was due to the de
struction of the star by the ignition of hydrogen ga." contained in its at
mosphere. This theory is advanced byJ. N. Lockyer, the eminent English 
astronomer, in regard to a new star which appeared in the constelbtion 
of Corona Borealis in 1866. But with regard to the new member of 
Cassiopeia it is generally held to be a veritable sun like our own, only vastly 
greater, performing its orbital period in something like 31fl years, as stated 
above ; moving at a pace, the velocity of which far exceeds any motion 
which we can comprehensively cite as a comparison. 

Owing to tlus great velocity the orbit must be extremely elliptical. That 
portion of its orbit nearest us is comparatively limited in extent, and, there
fore, the star is visible to earth's inhabitants only for a period of a few 
months; aml when it commences the journey back through space toward 
the fa-rther extremity of its orbit, it soon fades from our sight, as a result 
of the rapidly increasing distance which is placed betwt>en it and the 
Earth. ' 

Although this mode of reasoning has been adopted by many astrono
mers of note, it contains perhaps some weak points, as do all other attempts 
made to satisfactorily explain the phenomena of new stars. To a person 
who has given the matter extended attention, the idea seems scarcely ten
able that a sun, with its retinue of worlds of presumably greater propor
tions than members of the Solar System, should move in so elliptical an 
orbit. 

The rate of motion in such an orbit must be such that our Earth, which 
moves at an average rate of a thousand miles a minute may be said to be 
relatively at rest when its orbital motion is compared to that of The Star 
of Bethlehem. 

A theory which is at least as feasibl~ as some which have been suggested, 
might be advanced to the effect that the new holly is of a cometary make-up, 
though shining with independent light- not in an advanced stage of 
development as a world or world-centre- and performing its periodical 
revolution subject to the same laws as those governing the comets of our 

sysAte~. h tb 1" • f · b" h E h · 1" h · · · s 1t reac es e 1m1t o Its or It nearest t e art , Its 1g t IS mtensi-
fied by the influence of giant suns within whose attraction it comes, the same 
influence tending to pull it back by the established laws of gravitation, 
though not succeeding in wholly checking its rapid flight until it has 
passed Earthward millions of miles. When brought again upon the re
turn course, the increasing distance, change of po~ition and fading light 
causes it to become invisible aga.in for the long period of years above 
mentioned, exactly as Halley's Comet and others, whose periods vary from 
a few years to thousands, remain visible in our system only while near the 
Sun. It must be supposed, in the case of the new star, however, that it 
ehines with something more forcible than could be the result of reflected 
light alone. 
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A PRAYER FOR KNOWLEDGE. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

INVOCATION. 

0 Taou to whom a galaxy of hurtling worlds 
Is as a string of beads which, rosary-like, 
Thou tellest o'er throughout the night and day 
Of an eternity,- in the hollow of whose 
Mighty hand Life floats an ever-shifting essence -
Thou who only art the full content of vastness 
Illimitable, lend a gracious sense unto our 
Prayer of stern desire I Give us to know, 
0 Thou Unbounded One! a little of the all 
Which Thou encompassest ; - to see within Thy 
Silent loom whose shuttle, Time, untiringly 
Weaves Eternity,- a single glittering thread 
That like a silver river wanders toward 
Thine ocean of design. 'Tis little - yet how much -
We ask: only to comprehend the mite that gives 
Us apprehension of the whole. 

Grant Thou our 
Prayer; for now our life is but a game of 
Hid&-and-seek with phantoms- dark shades that in 
The dark elude us ; - ghouls of unholy passions that 
With bloody spurs in their own pursuit do 
Cruelly ride us, until 'fe almost fear that Life 
Is little more than a conundrum by the Infinite 
Propounded, at whose solution death is but the 
Happy hazard of a guess. 

0 Sacred All! 
Draw from our eyes, uncertain and befogged, 
At least a corner of that scroll of mist which, 
Like unto the smoke from an unhallowed censer, 
Murkily fumes upward from a long past of 
Frailty and sin;- or, kinder yet, make us 
To know the use of those far subtler senses 
"\\nich in the slime of matter find no let, but which ' 
Unto the sight of eye are as a sunlit course 
To gropings in thick, Cimmerian darkness. 
We need more light, lest we, bowed with our load of 
Grief and doubt, fall trembling in the path we cannot 
See. Thou knowest, when we beside the death-bed 
Of our heart have knelt, and watche<l the sands of a 
Loved life dripping like quicksiher through our fingers 
Palsied of restraint,- we may, for the nonce, have thought 
Thou didst allow a cruel Fate to play the 
Usurer, and, by a death, foreclose our bliss. 
Forgive us if we sometimes feel that Life is but 
A discord played on broken heart-strings ; - that childish 
Prattle, youthful love, and the wild beauty that its 
Dreams are made of, -ambition madly coveting 

[ApriL 
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Ful6llment, give a man birth. Birth for what? What 
But to witness searing sun and chilling frost; 
Love cling closer where it grew; falsehood; hearts doubt, 
Tremble, shiver, shatter- the digging of a grave-
The ending of a strange, eventful, yet unsought 
Existence. Life- the forgetfulness of friends ; 
Death - but the forgetting we were forgotten. -
Peace thou grim sophist, Despondency I thou wouldst 
Deceive us. We know this is not all. 

Life is a 
Groping toward the light, and earthly strife,- its 
Bleeding bodies and its bruised hearts, -are but the 
Cruel jostlings of gloom-crazed travelers 
Elbowing their mad way into the great Unknown. 
Let us not be complainants. Our course through life 
". e know is turbulent and wearisome, but 'tis 
Because we march as soldiers out of step. We 
Break the rhythm of Nature, and she, to save her 
Harmony, doth make us mute. Nor yet is she unkind; 
Within the solemn stillness of her every cave· 
She thunders in our ear the mighty diapason 
To which her myriad throats are tuned. If our 
Belittled frailties wo·1ld still in discord pipe, 
Is it not meet, 0 Thou Inexorable Justice, 
That a hungry gloom devour our voice? 

0 give 
Us understanding, -give us sight! Lift us from out 
The narrow, five-walled coffin of bigot senses 
Stubbornly befooled, unto that plane where nobler 
Vision perceives the vista and horizon 
Of Truth eternal! 

We are ID()St mindful that it 
Was for good that we within this carnal temple 
Were imprisoned. 'Twas needful we should learn 
To read the unwelcome visage of grim Pain ; 
For as the ocean did upon the face of Nature 
Her character c:lrve, so tears do on the soul 
Of man. Sin is its own doomsman,- this too 'twas fit 
We know -and when no longer we can feed the vice 
We have created, with the ragged fang of 
Fell starvation it doth turn upon and torture 
Us. Again the lesson was ours; that tiny 
Sin-spots on the soul at length unite into a 
Hideous gangrene; that she who falls as falls 
The rose -leaf by leaf, and sin by sin - as surely 
As the rose at last to dust her fragrance yields. 
We did lack faith, and were, poor fools, like dogs 
With skeptic noses sniffing at a settled fact. -
If sufficient of our stint be learned, in all 
Humility would we Thine infinit(' temple, 
Nature, for further knowledge interrogate. 
Not as we so often in the dead past have done, 
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When, like unto Ajax pleading for the light, 
Like Joshua. we have spoken' ga.iust Nature's law; 
But with the hand of care upon our lips, 
Lest we outspeak the right. 

Listen our judge ! 
We only ask the life that lives. Full long 
Have we, within the shadow of a chilling 
Doubt stood shuddering, the while that darkness and 
That night whose most ecstatic hope speaks of the 
Death's-head, drew close at hand. Words full of the 
Final gasp, -words like to a discordant dirge, 
Direfully despondent and disheartening, have 
Been the only answer to our misdirected 
Quest. How can we then but bless the hour that gave 
Us sight, if only sight to turn our faces toward 
That light we yet can scarcely see? Thou art our 
Guidance ! And Thou who stringeth worlds upon their 
Orbits, as children of the risinO' sun their 
Pearls upon a silken thread,-Thou knowest desire 
Built the Universe, and canst not fail to hear 
Our prayer,- nor hearing; wilt Thou toward it 
Turn the dead. ear of silence. We shall have the light 
We crave, and knowledge shall our heritage be. 
The time is ripe ; and man, through pain's surcharge, 
Will listen with his soul ajar to the glad. tidings. 

(To be ooutinued.) 

LIFE AND DEATH. 

[April. 

WHAT is Life, and what is Death? Let us take as a text the words 
of Jesus, in John VI-58: "This is the bread thatca.medown out of Heaven.'' 
It seems that the teacher, Jesus, made an effort here to distinguish his 
meaning from that which is ordinarily understood by life and death, and 
to bring to light a new thought beyond the one that was then, and is now, 
well accepted, viz., that the soul is immortal, and that the only life that 
could be perpetuated was that of the soul. It is well that we notice care
fully what life and dE'.a.th are. We have heretofore set forth our views 
as clearly as necessary in regard to the dual consciousness and existence 
of man. The consciousness of the soul, and that of the sense-b<.ldy 
being distinct spheres of life, the life of the physical body without 
the soul, is purely an animal existance. Jesus says: "He that eateth my 
flesh, and drinketh my blood hath eternal life." The word •• eternal" 
means what it really implies, or what is implied in the original Greek text ; 
,. aO'e lasting." . 

We believe that Jesus was the beginning of an age, or of a new dispen
sation : that his teaching was to produce life for that age of which he was 
the beginning,-for which he had come to be the light. We all understand 
very well when we speak of the death of the physical body, that it is the ces
sation of the power of action, sensation and consciousness which is meant: 
the opposite of life, animation and vivacity. In regard to the death of the 
soul, which is so frequently referred to throughout the Bible, and in 
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Oriental writings, we would say that this is a subject of which little is 
known. We have in the past regarded the soul as immortal without care
fully analyzing what that term comprehended. 

If one were in that state where the soul was really immortal, then, no 
matter what happened to the body, the consciousness would continue,
continue independently even of the dissolution of the body. This would 
be immortality in the most absolute sense; b'lcause the man proper is not 
the physical body;- the physical body is only the house of the man. 

The belief is, and has been, held by many of the human family, as well 
as by .Jesus and the Apostles-that every man had his double,-a 
spiritual consciousness above, and yet separate from him. About this 
double perhaps we know less than about anything else. We have the 
teachings brought down to us of such an existence, and we accept as a fact 
the idea that we are a thought formation of Deity. 

God being spirit, then this thought formation must have originated from 
spirit, and must of necessity be a spiritual existence, 

Our present consci?usness is that of a material existence. There is a 
consciousness that rises above the power of reasoning. This has been desig
nate<l the human soul, which is the product of the thoughts, experiences 
and reasonings of a life-time. In the sayings of Christ referring to the 
babes is this; "their angels do always behold the face of my Father." •·Their 
angel~ I" This spiritual soul being the product of divinity, has a conscious
ness of spirit, that is of its Father ; and, for a man to develop a spirit
ual consciousness he must obey the guidance of this spiritual soul, 
once styled his genius, which was the prefigurement on the spiritual 
side, in its form, function and characteristic, of what the perfect man 
would be when ultimated in his perfection. · 

Then this genius, or spiritual soul, beholds spiritual things ; and for us to 
become conscious of these facts, and of the guidance of this spiritual soul, is 
the first step toward a spiritual consciousness. This spiritual soul never 
coerces the will. 'V e make our own decisions according to our own will; 
but if we stop and counsel with this interior consciousness, or genius, 
which is essentially negative, with a desire to know and to do the right, leav
ing out all selfish objects, then this spiritual soul will reflect upon our con-

. scionsness, and our intelligence, such thoughts as are most important to us 
for that particular action. It will give us the knowledge that we need, if we 
listen to its voice and guidance. It does not instruct us what we shall do 
to-morrow, the day after, or next year. It does not counsel or guide like a 
man that would be our master, but as a friend, as our equal, simply reflect
ing upon our intelligence the truth and the reason for our course. It opens 
up the dark recesses of the heart, and allows the sun of divine light to 
shine in. It shows the errors that we should put to right, and, if we are obe
dient, and make it the one desire of our heart that we should be as perfect 
as it is possible for us to be, then this apiritual soul will ·continue to show 
us every error in our life, and, if we are faithful, remembering to correct 
the errors as fast as we see them, the facts concerning our interior will 
be opened to the consciousness day by day; so that each day will open with 
something for us to do and to correct. 

The things that seem right and good to us now, will, after we have taken 
the preliminary step, seem to be wrong to-morrow, the day after, or nt~xt 
year ; and, if not corrected, they will then become the great obstacle that 
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must be removed from us in order that our progress may not stop, - that 
our spiritual unfoldment may continue. 

When we have followed that interior guide, and have made a fit struc
ture of this intellectual consciousness, this spiritual soul comes to 
us and dwells within us, forming a part of our conscious entity, and show
in~ us the mind of God, the laws of His universe, the laws that govern otir 
bemg, opening to us all the mysteries that are in the mind of our Father. 
When this spiritual occupant has taken possession of us, we are conscious of 
that possession as may be shown from the fact that our minds will then be 
found clear on all spiritual subjects. 

We shall never see the time when we are altogether unconscious. Even 
at night, in the hour of profound sleep there will be a conscious intelligence 
that is active in some l'ealm of existence; and the difference between sleep
ing and waking will be only a change from the sensation of the external 
surroundings into a sense of the soul's existence, where we find the heaven 
that, so far, we have builded for ourselves. ~'or we must remember that 
in this present sphere of existence we are building for ourselves our 
heaven or our hell. 

The acts, thoughts, desires of this life, go before us into the spirit ether. 
They are our creations, and they are there to meet us at our coming. 
Whether we come by laying off this physical body throngh death, or 
come whilst the body sleeps, it i~ one and the same thing. We 
need not question what will be our condition there. We need 
only to analyze properly that which belongs to our present consciousness in 
the sleeping and waking states : the desires, loves and aspirations of these 
two states make up all that we may expect. In the spiritual world, there is a 
state that is beyond the po\Yer of present thought to comprehend. 

When we are a.sleeJ?, we may be conscious of that condition, but, upon 
coming back, we find 1t impossible to translate into this external conscious
ness that which we have experienced in the other state. This is the state of 
immortality; but where men live in the senses, it matters not in what realm, 
they cannot know anything about the Spirit. 

There :we many church people whose zeal aud devotion arise from their 
desire for the sensational pleasure obta.ine(l through united prayer. 
So active is this that you will often hear them in their prayer-meetings pray 
thus: "0 Lord let us have a blessing." The idea is that they want an 
enjoyable time. The same is true of a man indulging in drunkenness, 
or any other condition of sensual pleasure; but it only benumbs 
the senses, and destroys their ability to be obedient to the guid:l.nce 
of the spiritual soul. There is no well-defined consciousness active in such 
persons, for anything save their physical surroundings; they have no knowl
edge of the other side of life, and, on going to sleep, they have no conscious
ness. 'Vhen death comes they fall asleep, and sloop no one knows how long. 

There are those who, without doubt, have slept thousands of years before 
suitable conditions came for them to awaken, and other~ who mav have to 
live through many other bodies before their hour of awakening oomes; at 
least they cannot awaken until they "awake in his (Jesus') likeness" and 
that likeness has to be developed through experience. 

The state to which the Nazarene here referrecl is very plain, for he says: 
"Your fathers clid eat the manna in the wilderness and they died." 
What was the state referred to ? We are told that some of these fathers 
"followed the Lord wholly." They were then awakened to this soul-con-
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sciousness, but their bodies saw dissolution. Now he tells us here" He 
that eateth this bread shall live forever:" and, lest there be some mistake, 
he further says in substance : I do not mean like your fathers that ate 
manna and are dead ; they were le(l by the spirit of God, were obedi
ent, but yet their bodies saw corruption . 
. Then he mu~t have r~ferred to the continuation of this physical organ
tam. What, unmortality of the body? Yes. Immortality of the 
physical body. If his words could mean anything, they could mean noth
ing else than the immortality of the physical body obtained by the power 
of the spiritnal soul,- the spiritual soul being the son of God uniting his 
intelligence with the intellect of man. 

The individual thus led by this perfected soul-walk with God into the 
knowledge of the laws that originated the organism. Having a knowledge 
of the laws, a consciou:mess superior to the senses is developed, which we see 
in the life and character of Jesus. He taught the crucifixion of all that 
is gratifying to the senses. Therefore it was wisely said of him : " He 
was led as a lamb." He said at the same time "I could pray the Father" 
showing that he recognized the fact that no man could take his life from 
him, and, " I lay down my life of myself," or expressed the fact 
that he had perfect domination over the physical body,- over the power of 
man to destroy the physical body. After the spiritual soul withdrew 
froni him, the animal man cried out; " My God, my God, why hast Thou for
saken me?" To make sure that he was dead the soldier pierced his side, 
and water and blood flowed ~mt, which of course made life in the ordi
nary sense impossible. He was as one dead. But that matured soul, hav
ing risen above the power of the sense-life, having subJued the senses, 
came back when he was ready, reanimated the same body, and ate and 
drank with his disciples. 

From his own teachings he . ate and drank only from necessity. 
After he had created bread from the five loaves, he commanded his disciples 
to gather up the fragments, thus teaching them the principles of economy. He 
ate and drank for what? To demonstrate that the words he was speaking 
were not mere words of the past, but that the immortality of the soul 
mi.,.ht be procured. It meant more: that we, like him, might obtain power in 
thi~ world, and govern our time of stay in the physical body making it as long 
as we please. That we might make this temple what we please. It was 
thought potency that originated this body. He said further that these signs 
shall follow those who believe on him ; and he said, if you believe in me 
you will keep my commandments and in my name shall you cast out devils. 

What, have we power over this body so that even poisons cannot affect it? 
Certainly. And all this by a knowledge of the divine law up to that point 
where it is capable of understanding, in all their particulars, the methods 
of divine law as they relate to this, our own body. 

The 19th century is a time of unparalleled inspiration. We are able 
to describe the laws of creation, the methods of creating things back to 
the beginning of time, the Jaws governing the building of worids, 
the laws governing human existence,-in fact, all existence. This is the first 
11tep of inspirational knowledge received from the inspirational world. To 
be a son of God implies more than we have heretofore thought. The same 
authority taught us that we were heirs of God,- joint heirs with Christ. 

If a man should come to you and say "you are heir to a. million of money," 
you would understand very clearly what he meant. We are heirs of God. 
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and the heir inherits the possessions of the father. We are told that we are 
heirs of God, joint heirs with the Nazarene. How many of our church 
brothers believe this? We do firmly. If we are the heirs of God who created 
all things, then, by a proper course of life, following the directions that 
have been placed before us by the Nazarene,--directionsthat have come to 
thousands of human souls, -WE:' may be led into harmony with this spirit
ual will. It will lead you up to a consciousness of your inheritance,- an in
heritance where you will .receive all that there is in creatio~. to be holden 
subject to your will; the laws governing your proportion of life, and the 
building of organic forms. 

The power of the Nazarene to create bread, that too is ours: his power over 
the elements, when he !laid to the winds; "Peace be still," that also is our in
hm·itance : his power over gravitation, through which he walkeclnpon the 
water, that also is our inheritance; and, finally, the powers that loosed him 
f1·om this existence, carrying him out of sight into the cloud which received 
him, this also of necessity is our inheritance. And is this all? Can 
the imagination go much farther? Is there anything in your imagination 
that is not covered by these? If so, that also is your rightful inheritance. 

It was God who caused the ether to solidify and become water, to con
dense yet farther and become life ; who caused the earth to create vegetable 
existence, and then animal ; who created mind-power, that wonderful some
thing upon which we cannot reason. We think, we are conscious, we 

·reason. 'What is this power'? What is mind? Who can tell us? Yet 
this mind is an entity that belongs to the Originator of all things. 

'V c fincllaws governing the acceleration and retardation of mind. 1N e 
find that by this creative law, under proper conditions, others may be 
produced that are capable of thinking, of reasonin~, of becoming like our
selves, -even superior to us, in mind power. 'Ihis mind, then, appar
ently originated in gathering the processes of our own organic structure, 
and by virtue of its relation to this world in which we live. Can we under
stand them? If we cannot now grasp the mighty question, 'Vhat is thought? 
the time Will yet be when the mind will be able to rise, not above its 
fountain-source, but equal to it. For we are told that the N azarenc thought 
it not robbery to be equal to God. To be equal to God is to have the 
power to comprehend all creative methods and mind-power. 

Our consciousness is in proportion to thl' amount and reality of life. The 
cessation of consciousness is death. How many are there wl10 do not die 
every twenty-four hours? Death simply implies cessation of consciousness. 
Every time you go into profound sleep it is death,-death of consciousness. 
'Vhcn that state is reached where the interruptim1 of consciousness ceases 
through the judicious use of the life-forces, we shall reach a point of un
derstanding of the laws governing our body, the powers that relate us to 
this earth, and to the universe, so that we cau continue in this body, ami can 
control it. Then sickness and sorrow, pain and sin will be no more. Thus 
we see that where adverse thought has taken place, it means disobedience to 
the guidance, and the losing of all the knowledge that pertains to the cre
ati ve energies. "T e are, then, all in darkness, sinning against the laws of our own being 
which are the laws of God, and these laws cannot be broken without the 
individual suffering the consequence. 

Every sin against God's law brings upon you suffering ana disease, and 
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if continued long enough it will bring death. The persons who live the 
longest are those who live most in harmony with God's law. 

Talking with a business man one day he mentioned calling to see 
his grandmother who was 96 years of age, and had every faculty in perfect 
order, could see to read as \Veil as ever, and her taste, smell,- in fact all her 
faculties, were in perfect condition. He asked h~r how she accounted for it. 
He st.'\ted first that she was telling him what she intended doing the next 
month, etc. Thtts you sae she had no thought of death. This fact itself 
gave life. In answer to his question z:;he stated that when she felt sick, she 
left off eating, and took plenty of fresh air and water. This was a ease 
where there was a power approximate to that of Nature herself. If we, by 
reliance on this inner consciousness, can become conscious of the mind that 
created it, we shall understaml Lhese laws, and live in harmony with them; 
aml then life will be under the control of our own will. 

Death i<J the last enemy, as the Apostle says, and he that hath power 
over lleath,-that is over the devil, conquereth the adversary of all human 
life. This is the teaching of Christianity to-day. Paul says: " As in Adam 
all die." How die? All die in Adam. Physical death, or a spiritual sep
aration from God. Adam died, because he sinned against the word 
of God, and then hid himself from His :;ight. In Christ all are made alive 
by heeding his teaching, and obtaining immortality not ouly of the soul, but 
of the body. Now what we mean by immortality of the body is this. 
The body is made up of flesh, and flesh is thought crystallization. The 
kind and quality of thoughts which you think make up your physical 
structure. If your mind is sufficiently in harmony with divine law, then 
the material of which your body is compo~ed will also be in harmony with 
divine law, and both will work harmoniously together. 

And as such persons go on learning, acquiring experience in the world, 
obtaining a knowledge of the laws and methods of their Father, they will 
continue to perfect their body, as the mind is perfected. The body will then 
become etherialized, and, as the mind deals with spiritual things, the body 
becomes spiritualized, purified, until there remains nothing more of gross 
matter. One in this present state would be unable to see such a body. 
Death is constantly going on with every move you make, - new particles 
are being taken on, and old ones thrown off. 

You ara dyingconstantly and living anew constant.ly, and by that pro
cess will be retlned,-spiritualized until you will not see death: as the psalm
ist says; "He will not suffer his holy one to see corruption." That body 
will never see corruption that lives in harmony with divine law. It will 
not always remain in this state. Through stage after stage of dawning 
intelligence will it pass until it is no longer bound by gravity, and until it 
wings its way to its home in the realms of luminosity. H. E. B. 

Peace be unto you. 

LIFE should be classed as one of the elements, for the subtlest alchemy cannot 
destroy it, neither can it further resolve it. Science stands abashed unable to do 
one jot more with life than, without her aid, Nature has been doing throughout the 
countless eons of etemity- forcing it to don a new material garb, or leave that 
realm matter cognizable through the ordinary senses. 

Science but mocks herself when she pronounces Life but the inertia of a machine 
self-wound, and death but the ultimate failure of the mechanism. Life is an irre
solvable entity, convertible into nothing else ; transmigratory but indestructible. 

(Ed.) 
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CALISTHENICS. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

THE word "calisthenics" is derived from two Greek words, and signifies 
"beautiful strength." 

The system of physical culture practised by the ancient Greeks may 
well be considered as one of the lost arts; for nowhere is it uow in use; 
and throughout this country to-day there are not a dozen institutions 
where any system of physical development worthy of the name of ealis
thenics is practised. The effect of this deplorable fact is only too plainly 
seen by a visit to our schools and collegt's, where that prologue to consump
tion, the " scholar's stoop," is seen on every side. Perhaps not ten in 
thirty wholly escape it, and those ten will generally be found to possess an 
ungainly and an ill-balanced strength, in many cases even more destruc
tive than the" scholar's stoop" itself; for if there is any one thing which 
is productive of disease more than another, that thing is inharmony. 

The "scholar's stoop" consists of the fo1lowing deformities. Hollow 
chest, projecting scapulle or shoulder-blades, and generally an abnormal 
break in the spine near the small of the back, causing a constitutional weak
ness of the waist muscles. Its remedy is not the gymnasium, -for it is not 
uncommon there,- but a. system of calisthenics based upon the best phy
siological data. Such a system will be noticed farther on. 

A word about our gymnasiums, and, let it be understood, I refer to them 
only when acting at their best, neglecting to detail the various injuries re
sulting from falls, sprains, ruptures, etc. Tht- tendency of the modern 
gymnasium is to pile up muscle on the extremities of the body at the ex
pense of the vital organs. Now, inasmuch as it is a physiological law 
that an over-developed muscle will draw its strength from a weaker one, 
lack of harmony becomes dangerous. Suppose, however, that the dr.mgcr 
be not recognized, what is the use of making the arms half again as strong 
as some other member of the body? As the strength of a chain is that of 
its weakest link, so the strength of the body is that of its weakest part. 

The serious effect of inharmonious development is shown in the follow
ing instance. 

A young student joined a Boston gymnasium, taking the dumb-bell, 
cross-bar, ladder, and various other exercises for his health. The result 
was that his arms became developed out of all harmony with the rest of 
his body, and now he repeate:tlly strains himself by lifting weights which 
his waist muscles are incapable of sustaining. It will readily be seen that, 
if the law of harmonious development had been faitllfully observed, one 
member would be incapable of lifting a weight sufficient to strain another 
member. 

The power and activity of the muscles about the vital organs should, 
in maintenance of the laws of harmony and of division of labor, greatly 
exceed that of any other portion of the body; otherwise indigestion. 
dyspepsia, and other kindred complaints are certain to exist with some d~ 
gree of violence. The gymnasium of to-day works in direct opposition to 
the above principle. 

Now let us suppose a man goes to €he gymnasium and succeeds in ob
taining all the muscle desirable, is he physically cultured? By no means. 
In nine cases out of ten he will be stiff and awkward, and, if asked to 
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make a gesture, will· simply execute such a movement as will bespeak him 
to be all of one piece. 

What, then, is needed? A system of calisthenics which shall embody the 
following salient points. . 

(1) A development of all the muscles in their proper proportions, the 
predominance being given to those about the vital or·gans. 

(2) A FREEING (as well as development) of all the muscles, which will 
produce not only powerful, but beautiful movement. 

(3) Exercises which shall act directly upon the nerve force to strengthen 
and balance it. 

(4) The practice of healthful respiration, a thing almost entirely neg
lected in our gymnasiums, and that, too, with most unpleasant results. 

(5) The possibility of practising said system at any time or place 
without the expense of any apparatus or teaclter; thus placing healthful 
exercise within the reach of all. 

The system of calisthenics to which I refer is the result of an extended 
ami minute study of anatomy in the dissecting room. It contains, among 
others, the following exercises, every one of which draws vigorously upon 
the vital organs. 

Reaching ..... Exercises. 
Waist " 
Bending " 
Poising " 
Breathing " 
Voice " 

As well as exercises of the Chest, Neck, etc. 
In the performance of each one of the above exercises the laws of beauty, 

unity, continuity of line, opposition, succession, economy, etc., are implic
itly obeyecl. 

I will describe a few of the most important exercises, giving at
tention to those which will be of the most service to the Reader from the 
standpoint of health. 

THE WAIST EXERCISE. 

If a portion of the body be pinched severely, it will, after relaxation, 
become red from the blood which rushes to the spot. This is a physiologi
cal law throughout the body; and the blood will not properly circulate 
through the stomach and liver without this alternate pressure and relaxa
tion; and, moreover, if the blood does not so circulate, the liver will not 
efficiently secrete bile, nor the stomach, gastric juice ; hence indigestion is 
sure to ensue. In other words, for health, the stomach and liver must be 
literally clwrned with every breath from birtlL to deatlL. The aim of the 
waist exercise is to bring about this healthful state of affairs, -a task it 
readily accomplishes,- and I may add here that this exercise properly 
and persistently employed, is a certain, absolute, and permanent cure for the 
most stubborn case of dyspepsia. I have now in mind a clergyman 
who was cured, by this system of calisthenics, of dyspepsia of fifteen years 
standing.-

There are two distinct ~tanding positions, namely; the venous position, 
or, with the weight on the heels; and the arterial position, or with the 
weigl1t on the balls of the feet. 

All of these exercises should be taken from the arterial standing position, 
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and it may be further added, that many persons who suffer from pain in the 
back, during protracted standing, will find in the arterial standing position 
an insta11taneous and effectual remedy. 

DIRECTIONS FOR WAIST EXERCISE. 

Take arterial position with feet at an angle of forty-five degrees ; knees 
straight. Place the palms of the hands upon the hips, thumbs forward, 
fingers down, Bend the body at a point as near the lower end of the 
ensiform cartilage as possible, griping the stomach as in a vise. Press the 
body down upon the stomach until quito painful. Do not bend the hips. 
Now turn the torso around upon this pivot formed near the pit of the stom
ach, describing as large a circle as possible with the shoulders. Keep the en
tire circle regular, a difficulty which will be especially felt when passing over 
each hip. N. B. In the vicinity of the waist there are two natural joints; 
one at the hips, and the other above. The hip joint must not be used in 
this exercise. It is that great, universal joint at the very belt of life, gen
erally ignored, and with most serious results, that this exercise is calculated 
to free, strengthen and develop. 

No" lady of fashion" ever uses this joint; for, from early womanhood, 
she has taken the utmost precaution to make this great pivot of life as in
flexible as the steel which "supports "it; and yet will she complain of dys
per,sia, -the very disease she has been at such pains to induce. 

rhe poising exercises are especially calculated to act directly upon, and 
strengthen, the nerves. 1 have known of severe cases of nervous 
debility (notably one where a shock had already occurred) being cured by 
careful and persistent practice of poising. 

DIRECTIONS FOR POISING EXERCISES. 

First take the weight upon both feet, carry the chest as far forward as pos
sible without falling ; then backward. Repeat several times slowly; then rise 
gradually upon the balls of the feet, and down again. Do not settle back 
upon the heels. Repeat several times, and then continue the same opera
tions with each foot separately, the other being raised. In no case allow the 
chest to sway laterally. The nerve force may, at any time, be tested by 
this exercise. If low, as is the case when ill or fatigued, much difficulty 
will be found in poising. 

HEALTHFUL RESPIRATION. 

Not ten adults in a hunderd breathe properly. ·• Nonsense," you say, 
" as if we did not know how to breathe I " Perhaps you do, but if,-as is 
extremely probable, you are over six years of age, the chances are greatly 
against such knowledge The following, I trust, will satisfactorily explain 
why I am led to make this startling assertion. 

Some years ago one of the foremost physiological authorities informed the 
world that he had discovered that it was not natural for the adult 
female to breathe in the same manner as the male. The male, he said, 
whatever the age, breathed abdominally when in repose, there being no 
considerable movement of the chest. This, he said, was also true of 
the female np to the age of about twelve or thirteen, when he discovered 
that abdominal breathing ceased. and the respiratory process took place in 
the chest which rose and fell with every breath. 

This is very true, and the thing to be wondered at is that this physician 
was so stupid as not to see the reason for it all. He assigned the cause 
to Nature, not seeing that the change in the child's manner of re.'lpiration 
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was due directly to her beginning at that age, the practice of a vicious 
system of druB, a. system which every honest physician stigmatizes with 
his deepest breath as contrary to 6'Very law of nature. Healthful breath
ing never did, and never can take place inside of that insidious mod"rn in
vention of the cuirass species, known to every lady of fashion. 

The two methods of breathing are designated as follows. 
(1) Normal or reposeful. 
(2) Extraordinary. 
:€xtraordinary breathing is the process of taking in the utmost amount 

of air of which the lun~s are capable by sinking the diaphragm, raising 
the fixed ribs, and drawmg outward the floating ribs in a manner to make 
the greatest possible thoracic cavity. This method is often used (uncon
sciously, of course) in passion, powerful delivery, exhaustive exertion, etc. 

Normal or reposeful breathing is that which should occur when the 
person is in a state of physical and mental tranquility, as in walking, mod
erate exercise, and the pursuance of ordinary daily tasks. 

It is upon proper reposeful breathing that we depend for good digestion, 
strong lungs and pure blood, with their many attendant blessings. 

All healthy babes and animals breathe correctly, for with them, noth
ing arises to interfere with Nature; but few, very few adults have a nor
mal respiration. The causes of this perversion are various, fashion being 
among the most frequent. 

By a careful perusal of the following description of the process of re
poseful breathing the Reader will, I trust, be able to see where the diffi. 
culty lies. 

PROCESS OF REPOS~FUL BREATHING. 
The vocal cords relax; the pectoral muscles raise the ribs ; the lateral 

muscles draw thefloating ribs outward; the diaphragm contracts and sinks, 
and the air rushes into the lungs thus enlarged; (N. B. The chest does 
not rise to any considerable extent, as it does in extraordinary breathing): 
the vocal cords close ; the diaphragm relaxes ; the expi~tory muscles seize 
the stomach and liver as in a vise ; the diaphragm is forced upwards by 
the expiratory muscles, thus forcing the air into the top of the lungs ; the 
vocal cords now open and allow the air to be forced through them. 

The difficulty is that very few adults ever close the vocal cords in breath
ing, but allow the air to lazily 11izzle out uncompressed. 

To such an extent is this the case. that in an assembly of thirty adults, 
not five closed the vocal cords in breathing, and no less than ten (mostly 
ladies) were found who not only did not, but could not when shown close 
the vocal cords by a conscious effort. 

The following are a few of the serious results arising from a failure to 
close the vocal cords during respiration. It is well known that the inspi
ratory muscles are incapable of sufficiently contracting to completely fill 
the lungs. Now the breath inhaled always goes to the bottom of the lungs 
first, so it will readily be seen that, do their best, the inspiratory muscles 
cannot fill the top of the lungs with air. 

How, then, is it to be done? The expiratory muscles must do it by 
contracting upon and compressing the air while its escape is cut off by the 
closed vocal cords, thus forcing the breath into the top of the lungs ; hP-nce 
if the apexes of the lungs are to be purified, the vocal cords must close. 
Now again; the stomach and liver receive the pressure which is absolutely 
necessary to the performance of their functions from the expiratory mus-
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cles below, and the resistance above produced by the closing of the trachea, 
so that if this closing of the vocal cords does not take place. the stomach 
refuses to efficiently secrete gastric juice and the liver to secrete bile. 

This valuable discovery was made in the following manner. 
One of our leading authorities on consumption stated, some years since. 

that he had ascertained that the disease always began in the top of the 
lungs, but confessed himself utterly incapable of assigning the reason 
therefor. 

This discovery excited the curiosity of another of the medical fraternity 
who, having the opportunity at that time of dailY' intercourse with several 
hundred consumptives, determined to find the cause. Suffice it to say that 
out of 3,000 consumptives, not one closed the vocal cords in respiration, 
and further experiment developed, beyond all dispute, the fact that the be
ginning of pulmonary consumption in the top of the lungs was directly 
and primarily due to this failure to close the vocal cords in respiration. 
Since then instruments have been invented for the cure of consumption in 
early stages by obstructing the escape of air at the lips thus causing it to be 
forced into the top of the lungs. 

Does it not, in this land of consumption, behoove us then to look to our 
breathing? 

Place the ear near the chest of a sleeping dog, and, noticing the explo
sion of the vocal uords at each respiration. learn the lesson Nature 
teaches. 

To enumerate and describe the various healthful exercises of the voice~ 
would require and article by itself, so I must content myself by merely 
making mention of it as a valuable means of exercise. 

In conclusion let me say that grace is merely economy of force in mat·e
ment, and so it should be as much a matter of interest to the day-laborer 
as to the artist. God intended us to be graceful,and to that end the Di
vine Providence has decreed that any exercise which is beautiful, and tends 
to induce graceful movement, shall be healthful; for beauty and health are 
twin sisters. 

Shun, then, all exercises wich are not themselves, and do not tend to 
make you, obedient ~ the laws of beauty, remembering that it is God-or
dained that beauty shall be strength. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 

THE GENIUS OF C'f' (ARIES). 

THIS sign begins March 21st and extends to April 19th of every year. 
It was symbolized by the ram, because its head is so prominent in 
its actions, almost everything it does being done with the head. This is 
also the case with all persons born between these periods of the year; 
tbeil· mental methods are wholly from the reason, and they are therefore 
apt to be materialistic in their ideas, although they can be easily governed 
by reason. 

In Deuteronomy xxxiii, verses 20 and 21 read as follows; "And of 
Gad ( C'(') he said, blessed be he that enlargetb Gad, (that is blessed be 
be that enlargeth the intellectual ability) he dwelleth as a Lion, and tear· 
eth the arm with the crown of the head. And he provided the first part 
for himself, because there, in a portion of the lawgiver, was he seated (or 
" sealed " ; ) -and he came with the heads of the people, be executed the 
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Justice of the Lord (Yahveh,) and his judgments with Israel." This 
~ves a brief picture of the Aries mind when united to the Leo mind 
1n the higher spiritual life. (See Solar Biolo~, page 59). 

The Genius of this sign is of knowledge umted to the heart, and form
ing a unity between the intuitions and reasons, in which man finds his 
highest attainment. Among the better classes of parsons born in this sign 
there is a peculiar aristocratic tendency, a love of society. The gaiety of the 
dance, and the harmony of music have to be largely overcome be
fore the final goal can be reached. These persons should listen to, and 
be governed by intuition. 

The Genins of this sign is in direct unity with the intuitions, therefore 
the words "there, in a. portion of the lawgiver, was he seated," indicate 
that when the intuition and the reason are unite,l in the individual, the 
brain is illuminated and draws information direct from the spheres. 
They do not intend to be selfish, and cannot believe they are, but the words, 
"He providet.h the first part for himself" are remarkably tme. For these 
persons to evercome selfishness is one of their hardest tasks ; another dif
ficult thing for this nature to conquer is love of homo, of family ties, and of 
associates. They love the visible and material world more than persons of 
any other sign. The function of their genius is organizing the body into 
the new and divine order to obtain on earth. Their sphere is one of beauty, 
elegance, and excellence in all that belongs to the material world ; they form 
the point of conjunction between the material uses and the divine uses. 

Persons born in this sign need to use extra care not to overeat, and, 
thereby, to store the system with too much energy; for with ladies or fleshy 
persons, too much vitality obtained through beatty food would endanger 
them of paralysis. 

We realize that we cannot do justice to our readers this month as we 
are traveling, are very tired, and feel the lack of our own conditions 
in which to write; but we hope before this comes to your eyes to have lo
cated the Esoteric College, and to have the industries well begnn. 

H. E. B. 

IN AN ARITHMETICAL COUNTRY. 

BY HUDOR GENONE. 

How I got there is the affair of no one. I was there. And on my way 
inland over a somewhat narrow path I encountered a gentleman trundling 
a wheelbarrow. This person was so gentlemanly in appearance, so well 
dressed, his manners (even as he wheeled his barrow) were so engaging, 
that I had no hesitation in accosting him, and asking for certain infor
mation of which I stood in need. 

No tnatter what that information was, it involved a. trifle of a calculation. 
My way-side acquaintance was affability itself; he promptly set down his 
barrow, which I now saw was filled with potatoes, and, taking these out -
a handful at a time- spread several dozen upon the sod, and began ar
ranging them after a method he had of computation. 

I was in somewhat of a hurry, and the tardiness of the man, and the seren
ity with which he went through what I thought might have been quite a 
simple and speedy operation, were not to my taste. 

It would have puzzled' you (as it did me) to have observed him putting 
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one long row of potatoes deliberately down, carefully counting them one by 
one; then another row as carefully, also counting these, and finally 
another and yet longer row. 

Being myself, rather quick at figures and withal observant of the ways 
of human nature, I became aware that this process was neither more 
nor less than the doing. of ~ sum in addition. 

Curiosity will sometimes prevail over haste. I tarried good-naturedly 
to see what else the man would do; and while he was in the midst of 
more toil with his potatoes, of a nature that revealed to me a hint of mul
tiplication, there came along the pathway a venerable, white-haired individ
ual, with a big sack slung over his shoulder, which, when he drew near, 
he set down not with out effort, so heavy was it. 

My friend of the potatoes, having reached a crisis in his mathemat
ics, was so absorbed as to be oblivious ; but the stranger, nothing abashed, 
left his bag, and came up and looked on. 

The ciphering proceeded till the stranger's curiosity, (or some other emo
tion perhaps,) getting the better of him, he turned to me, an<l enquired 
what it all meant. 

Not having anything to conceal I told him frankly; when, to my great 
astonishment, he instantly said that I was in a perilous condition; 
that no good thing ever came from a reckoning by means of potatoes; 
but if I would be pleased to step over to his sack he would have a result 
for me with which I could not fail to lte satisfied. 

As he of the potatoes was 80 engrossed in his calculations, I thought it 
no great harm to comply. Undoing the mouth of his sack, my other 
friend produced a quantity of apples, which- in much the same general 
way as the potatoes,- were spread upon the grass, and a process begun 
not unlike the other, and presumably toward the same result. 
Soon when both men- the. one with his potatoes, the other with his apples 
-were har<l at work, over the hill, not by the beaten path, but through the 
mea<low, brushing aside the daisies and trampling on periwinkle and dan
delion, skipped a boisterous young fellow wtth neither barrow nor sack, 
and- to judge from his manner- exceedingly happy at his ability to 
dispense with burdens 80 onerous 

Arriving at the edge of the bank overlooking the path, this youth sat 
down ; and, quizzically eying the two men busy with their sums, burst 
into a fit of immoderate laughter, as if what he saw was exceedingly com
ical. " What are you laughing at?" said I a little sharply, for I was 
vexed already at the delay to which I had been put, and in no humor for 
pleasantry. 

" Don't you-get mad," answered the young fellow ; " it's only my fun ; 
but really all this (then he waved his hand at both potatoes and apples) 
i>J too absurd ! " · 

Here, thought I, is a congenial thinker, although perhaps somewhat 
brusque of manner. -I said aloud, "why do you call it absurd?" •• Oh I 
because it is; what is the use in going into reasons?" Then more seriously, 
" what is it you want to know ? Come, I can tell you much better than 
those fellowR." I told him ; why shouldn't I? 1 had nothing to conceal. 

The youth favored me with a pitying smile, put his hand into a pocket, 
and saying "I'll let you know the right way," whipped out a small box. 
He dumped its contents on the grass beside him, and went to figuring 
precisely as the others had done, only -with white beans. 
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By this time, as may be imagined, I was fast losing the good temper 
left over from my other episodes ; but before I could decide upon any def
inite course of action, there came all at once, along the path in both llirec
tions, ancl from several other quarters where apparently there was no path, 
any number of olcl folk and young; men and maids, gentle and simple. 
Catching sight of me, one and all hastened forward. It was a curious thing, 
but every one had some sort of calculating apparatus of his or her own. One 
came rolling a barrel, another a small keg; the former containg turnips, 
the latter two-penny nails. One young lady -and a very pretty girl she 
was- carried a basket of eggs; but, happening to discover an addled 
one among the rest, she began to cry bitterly. 

This WM after she had learned my news, and had sat herself down (as 
did the rest) to satisfy me. 

"Why do you weep my pretty maid?" said I. "Alas I sir," she an
swered, her tears flowing freely; "it is because of this egg which is addled, 
so that it is impossible for me to do your sum." 

"But," said I, more than ever bewildered, "how can that affect the 
result? For purposes of an omelet I can understand that an addled 
egg migllt prove unsuitable; but if you must cipher with ;;ome kiml of 
unit, and have selected eg~H, surely it does not matter if one- or indeed 
any number, be addled. .tror purposes of calculation an egg is an egg." 

At this the maid got up and hastened away, wl1ile one of the 
calculators (if I misttl.ke not, he of the turnips) wagged his head 
at me, sighed, and muttered something about a strange and erroneous 
doctrine. 

Just then across the fields, one from the right hand, the other from the 
left, two young men approached, and these, curious as all the others, 
would know at once what I wished, and being told, one whipped out a 
slate and pencil, and began in the most comprehensible fashion setting 
down his figures, units under units, tens under tens, and so on. 

Here, thought I, at last is a sensible person ; but as his slate p~ncil be
gan to squeak, the others hearing it, looked up, and with one consent all 
began to hoot, deride, and make sport of him (as each one's fancy led) 
and all to earnestly heseef!h me to pay no attention to him. 

Being in a strange country, I had no reason to "take sides," nor yet any 
wish to make enemies. 'Vhat to answer I was at a loss to know, when the 
attention of my questioners was divertecl by the other youth (who hacl come 
across the fields from the left) and who now called out to me the answer 
I wanted. 

He had to raise his voice considerably in so doing on account of the 
clamor, an<l in this way attracted the attention of all. It was the correct 
answer, I was sure, for there is something in the very tone 
of truth that is convincing; but the commotion he caused was amazing. 

Here each cipherer stopped his ciphering, got upon his feet, ancl, in the 
midst of much abuse, began pelting the luckless fellow, till in the rain of 
potatoes, apples, turnips, beans, and two-penny nails, he turned and 
fled. 

I could not even at this juncture forbear to think that perhaps if 
my pretty maid had tarried she woul<l have found use for the bad egg. 

When the youth had disappeared, my friends, the calculators, busied them
selves recovering their utensils (for so I designate the vegetables and other 
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things) being much incensed at the necessity they had been under of parting 
with them even temporarily, and went about muttering angrily, and stig
matizing the youth because he did the sum in his head. 

The one who carried the slate and pencil had not joined in the outcry, 
and now, while the others groped about on the grass, quietly informed me 
that he had worked out the result, and that the answer I had rt>.ceived was 
the correct one. 

I thanked him of course poliflely, and set out on my way ; but this young 
man,. intimating that his journey lay in my direction, joined me, and we 
went on. together. 

He seemed a good, amiable young man, and (what is sometimes more 
to the purpose) a " smart " one ; so I ventured to ask him why it was 
that he had not joined with the rest in abusing the yonth who first correctly 
answered my question, and also as to why he had not fiung his slate at 
him. 

"In the first place," said he quietly, "I should probably have broken 
my slate, in wh1ch case I should not have been able to easily verify his 
answer. I myself, not being quicj at figures, cannot do sums in my head ; 
but I have no quarrel with those who can." 

"True enough," said I ; " but how about the gentleman with the pota
toes, the old man with the apples, and the others with beans, eggs, nails, 
and what not? " 

"Neither have I any quarrel with them," replied my friend ; " why should 
I have any? But you will observe that not one of them succeeded in 
getting your answer. I am far from saying," he continued, "that in time 
they would not have done so, although, as you saw, they were more taken 
up with the apparatus of their process than with the result, while to me 
the result seemed the main point." 

ATLANTIS 

BY CH"-8. H. MACKAY. 

Prologue. 
A CITY "not made with hands," 
A place where you and I 
Joined at last by holiest bands 
Ne'er moved by grief or sigh-
A throne where ligltt alone 
Finds entrance to its peace ; 
Where night and death no longer known ; 
Where love and trust ne'er cease-
Atlantis- call it what you may 
The Ideal, that is all ; 
That city bright with endless day, 
Redeemed from the Fall. 

Atlantis. 
WHERE DWELLS MY QUEEN. 

'Tis there my all is found ; 
Within those pearly walls I see 
The treasures rare. My destiny, 
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And e~Jerything that's meant for me 
In life or death - lies there profuse. 
And while in silence here I muse, 
With patience sorely tried, -
Because my own seems far away
And naught is good beHide ; 
While here I stand and view that sight, 
While here I'm bathed in purest light, 
I feel such strength, such boundless might, 
Such faith and love, such C<lurage e'en, 
That soon I know I'll have my Queen. 

Within me there's a voice; 
'Tis gentle, loving. true and sweet ; 
'Tis real to me : it guides my feet 
Unto that place whose golden street 
I now can see, so plain, so fair I 
Ah Love I there's naught I would not dare 
To do for thy dear sake : 
For there to dwell beneath thine eyes 
Will perfect heaven make. 
While yet imprisoned in this clay, 
I thank thee for this light of day 
Which Hoods my path, and shows the way 
To God, to peace, to all that's been, 
And all to come -to thee my Queen. 

My love, my life, thou art I 
To thee I almost owe my soul; 
'Tis thou who show'dst to me that goal, 
That city fair, that throne of old 
Wherein thou art, so bright, so grand I 
Fair one, as here I view that land
So full of heavenly things -
My heart expands, its chords vibrate 
Because of joy it brings. 
Atlantis- pride of all that's Great 
To thee I bow as changeless fate I· 
Beneath the 11torms, there lies in state, 
Ne'er mov'd by waves, by man unseen, 
My priceless goal, my life, My Queen. 

TO THE PUBLIC. 

431 

WE take this opportunity of again informing our friends, and the public at 
large, that the Trust Company formerly existing under the style of the "Esoteric 
Publishing Company" has been organized into a Corporation, having for a name 
the "Esoteric Publishing Company." The capital stock of this Corporation is 
placed at $500,000, being divided into 50,000 shares of stock at a par value of 
ten dollars per share. 

We would call the attention of all those seeking a safe and paying investment, 
as well as those desirous, from an ethical stand-point, of allying themselves with 
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the Esoteric Movement, to the liberal advantages to be secured in the purchase of 
the stock of the "Esoteric Publishing Company." 

The Trust f'..ompany was converted into a Corporation to facilitate in meeting 
tlie demands of a rapidly increasing business. We would add, for the benefit of 
those who are not stockholders in the Esoteric Publishing Company, that on 
January 8, 1889 a dividenu under the Trust Company, of six per cent., was d&o 
clared on stock. With the rapidly int·reasing business of the Company, and the 
added facilities resulting from its organization into a Corporation, there appears 
to be no reason why future investments should not be even more remunerative 
than those made under the Trust Company. 

We can use in our publishing business to great advantage, a limited amount 
more of money, and should accordingly be pleased to hear from all those desir
ing to invest any amount from ten dollars upwards. We would call attention to 
another great advantage secured by stockholders in the way of book reductions. 
To any persons holding our stock we offer books at the following discounts ; their 
purchases not to exceed, in any one year, the value of the stock in their possession. 

Upon THE EsOTERIC, a discount of 331-3 per Cent. 
" Our Other Publications " " 40 " 
" Books in the Open :Market " " 1 0 to 20 " " 

In this connection we would state that our facilities for procuring all manner 
of publications are now unexcelled, and that we shall always hold ourselves in readi
ness to fill, at as low a rate and as promptly as possible, any orders which may be 
sent to us, whether for our own works, or for outside publications. 

Many who reside in small towns or villages will find it greatly to their advan
tage to send their order directly to us, instead of forwarding to some neighboring 
city. 

We would ask those who have manuscripts which they desire published to sob
mit them to us for an estimate of the cost of publication, as we feel that we can 
give them the best service at a rate more reasonable than can be obtained elsewhere. 

THE EsOTERIC has a regular monthly edition of five thousand copies, with a 
frequent spec'al edition of ten thousand, from which its value as a special adver
tising medium may be inferred. We would invite the atte:1tion of authors and 
publishers of scientific, occult, and general literature, to the columns of THE Eso
TERIC as a most efficient means of increasing their sales. THE EsOTERIC is 
widely circulated, and most of its copies are carefully read by several persons, thus 
immensely augmenting the number of persons which it reaches, as well as its 
worth as an advertising medium. Write us for advertising rates. 

The subRcription price of THE EsoTERIC is but a dollar and a half per annum, 
-a price which should place it within the easy reach of every household. 

We are especially desiroiL'I that our friends should send us the names and ad· 
dresses of such of their acquaintances as they would like to have receive a free 
sample copy of THE EsOTERIC. 

When you read thi8, please kindly send us a list of all your friends who •might 
be interested in our work. 

Once more calling your attention to the stock of the Esoteric ·Publishing Com· 
pa.ny as a most remunerative means of investment, we remain, 

Fraternally yours, 
Esoteric Publishing Company. 

478 Shawmut Ave .• Boston, Mass. 
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CONSISTENCY. 
" 0 consistency thou art a jewel!" said one who was always consistent. Thi!l is an 

age of materialism. The nineteenth century delver in matter believes only what his 
five senses show him. He is "practical," eminently practical ! so much so that he 
fordoes theory to such an extent as to draw his conclusions of the present, 
the future, and of a comparatively recent past, from a remote period for which he con• 
fesses himself mentally incompetent to account. In some respects he lacks the 
wisdom of the animal. He is prone to let a single sense be his final arbiter. The 
cat and dog, with wholesome doubt of their sense-infallibility, verify their sight by 
their sense of smell, and their hearing by both sight and smell. The materialist 
is egotistical, but only negatively so. He does not endow himself with powers be
yond those which it is easy to demonstrate may be, though patient evolution, reached 
by any respectable orang-outang. In this he is modest. His conceit lies in the 
self-sufficiency with which he a~<severates that his orang-powers compass all that 
is knowable betwixt Orient and Occident, Zenith and Nadir. The materialist is, 
however, fairly consistent: for with him the tribunal of sensation is invariably the 
final arbiter. He is uniformly skeptic regarding everything outside his realm. 
He has never learned, and probably never will learn, the great truth underlying 
the 'vords of the Concord Sage, who said that it was the little 1nind that 
doubted,-the mind" cabin'd, cribb'd, confin'd, bound in to saucy doubts an<l fears,'' 
-the mind whose horizon was so narrow that new truths could not find room to ap
pear upon it in proper perspective, but always borrowed from the cramped person
ality a hideous look of distortion. Great minds, he further adds, are measured 
by their capacity to believe,- by the abundance of material they contain which is 
capable of adjusting itself into prefigurement of vast and novel truths. The mittd of 
the helieve1· is as a beacon shining out of past attainments, across the present, far in
to the gloom of an uncertai!l future. Its piercing radiance falls on the face of 
the Infinite. The mind of the materialistic skeptic is as a rush light whose feeble 
flicker gliu!s fol' a moment inquisitively upon a clod, and then returns to its parent 
gloom. To the materialist it may well be said; 

"There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, 
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy." 

The pinnacle of inconsistency,- the concrete image of egotism, is not found 
among the mate1·ialists. Far from it. A vague, intangible realni bys claim to 
this astonishing Laputan. This individual has a double vision ; -a Cyclopean eye 
for himself, and a Lilliputian eye for all others. His conceit and self-sufficiency 
have a sublimity worthy of a better cause. It were a <lifficult task to convince 
this ccsmoplastic manikin that the Infinite did not build the universe o.fter his 
_dra\ving. He disburses egotism for a whole neighborhood. He is the triumph 
of his kind. He arrogates (and sometimes even possesses) po'vers which are con
fessedly the result of imponderable, vague, and intangible potencies, yet, like French 
falcons, he flies at anything he sees. He swells into indignant tirade over what his 
benighted conceit is pleased to call ''scientific impossibility." Although himself 
an espouser of forces unseen and untabulated, he does not hesitate to hurl his tiny 
javelin full in the face of demonstrable science. If such an individual be a "sco.r
cognomist" or phychometrist, he will have the effrontery to accuse the chemist of be
ing visionary; if he be an alchemist, he will accuse the brick-layer of being impracti
cal, the prey to theoretical speculations. There are s.:;me estimable things about even 
so inconsistent a personage. Several of his attributes are never seen elsewhere in 
such virgin purity. His egotism is unalloyed; his self-sufficiency is the refined 
attar of conceit. He is inconsistent to be sure, and is the exponent of " such ideas 
as take lodgings in a head that's to be let unfurnished," but cartes, one should not 
expect any one manikin to contain in full a.wortment, samples of all of the manly 
characteridtics. 

The materialist is certainly a far more attractive being; for he is a seeker after 
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truth according to his light, and, all things of a handicapping nature duly consid· 
ered, the results he gives the world are truly marvelous, and the patient, careful 
penetration of which they are the children german, is laudable in the highest de
gree. Consistency is the tE'st of truth; and inconsistency is invariably relative, and 
generally absolute, falsehood. To be consistent is to palpitate with the pulse of 
All That Is,- to be an harmonic of the Universal Voice. Is it not "a consumma
tion devoutly to be wished ? " (Ed.) 

EDITORAL NOTES. 
"THouGHT TBANSFEBENC.E " is one of our most thoroughly appreciated publie&

tions. It is having a most satisfactory sale. Cloth 60c., papel" 30c. 
WRITERS having manuscipts which they desire published will secure, by sending 

to The Esoteric Publishing Company, a rate lower than they can obtain elsewhere. 
WE would again call the attention of publishers and authors to the advantage 

of advertising their works in THE EsOTERIC. Rates low; circulation guaranteed. 
WE would request our agents, and others who may send names to THE EsOTEBJC 

to be particular to designate whether said names are those of new subscribers or 
renewals. 

" AsTRONOMY •• and " Art Culture " are two important features of the current 
issues of our magazine. If you have friends interested in either of these lines 
of thought, do not fail to send us their names for sample copies. 

A LIMITED number of that unique work, the "Book of Wisdom," can now be 
furni.'!hed our patrons at $2.00 per copy. We also have for sale (by the same 
author) '' The Book of Life " both in paper and cloth binding, at 50 cents !Llld 
$1.00 respectively. 

REMEMBER our especial offer of a copy of the " Seven Creative Principles" for 
two new subscribers. A few more copies of the $1. edition of this book are yet on 
our shelves. These, as previously explained, are perfect as regards reading mat
ter, only lacking the plates .• 

"MENTAL Healing Self-taught" by Mrs. S. E. True, is a valuable little book which 
everyone interested in that science should possess. It is published in two styles of 
binding; price: cloth 75 cents. paper 50 cents, or we will send the latter style as 
a premium for one new subscriber to THE EsOTERIC. 

THE second edition of "Solar Biology" is completely exhausted. The next edition 
will be somewhat delayed owing to the new tables, corrections, etc. We hope to 
be able to announce it ready for our patrons within a few weeks. All orders re
ceived will be carefully preserved and filled as soon as the new edition is out. 

WE feel constrained to decline the further continuance of the "credit" policy_ 
which in the past we have pursued. Those of our friends, wishing books or sub
scriptions to THE EsoTERIC, will please remit with order, otherwise we shall be un
able to attend to them. This decision is made necessary from the fact that 
our list of "Sundry Account.'! " is increasing at a very undesirable rate, and, in 
order to close these little accounts, we trust our friends will, at an early date, favor 
us with remittances to cover their indebtedness. 

WE are informed that some of our adversaries, ever zealous in falsehood, have 
allowed their malevolence to betray them into making the libelous statement that 
the Esoteric Publi.<~hing Company has been appropriating funds belonging to the 
Boston Society Esoteric. This is, like all of the defamation to which our enemies 
have subjected us, falsehood cut from whole cloth. We have spoken with our 
book-keeper, and consulted the Treasurer of The Society Esoteric, and find that 
both ~~.<!counts, far from showing any indebtedness to the Society on the part of the 
Company, show a small balance running the other way. We accordingly appropri· 
ately tag this statement, "false," and place it for future reference, au1ong our 
collection of the falsehoods uttered by our enemies. 
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ART CULTURE AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE CON
DUCT OF LIFE. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

BEING EXCERPTS FROM LECTURES GIVEN BY HIM BEFORE THE BOSTON 

SOCIETY ESOTERIC. 

(Number Two.) 
As each one of the art articles published in THE EsoTsruo mll8t repeat, in a very limited 

llp&Ce, the BDhetance of fonr eztemporaneons lectures, it is expected that the Reader will 
pardon the absence of that elegance of diction, as well as the lack of that continual expression 
of strong, logical coherence which conld only be obtained through the employment.of more space. 
than we can command, and accept in their stead, the somewhat onrsory and detached statement 
here presented. 

IN beginning the study of any subject, too much attention cannot be 
paid to the primary details of the matter in hand. In the construction of 
a house of any magnitude, the first thing to be done, be it remembered, 
is not to build upward, but downward; and the more m:~.ssive the structure 
intended, the deeper and broader should be its foundations. In the study 
of the quesLio~ before us, such a course is especially necessary ; for the 
fielcl of art, while one of extreme breadth, may yet be viewed in a most 
comprehensive manner from the stand-points of a few basic principles. 
Of these basic principles, the most important by far to be instilled into the 
mind of the at·t student, is a thorough understanding of the trinity lying 
at the very foundation of this system. This trinity is, be it remem
bered, like art, an affair of the imagination, a fact which of course docs 
not preclude its reality. Whatevermay be your creed or cosmogony, your 
imagination is subject to certain effects. The world as it is created h:ts a cer
tain definite form, and in this form your imalrination ( l'Onsciously or uncon
sciously) recognizes the expression of mind. Yon know that form corresponds 
to the mental attribute of the trinity: n'lr is this all ; you further know that 
in the process of evolution, you have form as the invariable result of matter 
in motion, and, as form's never-failing offspring, organization; and 
as its inevitable product, sensation, and later, consciousness. Thus it is that 
wherever form t:f perceived, the imagination at once recognizes the fact that 
mind has been at work. 

Now again; it is, or at least it should be, evident to all healthful minds 
that the creation of the Universe, or even of Earth, could not by any 
possibility have been the result of caprice. In the light of the nineteenth 
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century both the hair-splitting, materialistic skeptic, and the soul-druggetl 
dogmatist are forced to join in the admission that everything from the birth 
of a mite to the upheaval of a Java, is the result of an efficient cau•:e, in 
·the presence of which the birth, or the upheaval, could not by any possi
bility f'ail to occur. They differ, to be sure, as to whether that cause can 
be traced back to its parent cause, and that cause yet back to its cause in 
a way which, if continued, might demonstrate that somewhet·e, far back 
along the chain of causation might be reached the first link, or one great 
First Cause from which all things have sprung -Gocl; which the one 
calls the Beginning and the All, and the other either wholly denies, or desig
nates as" the Unknown and Unknowable." But, notwithstanding these 
argumentative differences, to the imaginations of one and all the Universe 
could not have been the result of caprice. Motive is everywhere apparent. 
It certainly needs no highly refined perception to appreciate the fact that 
power was expressed in the creation of the Universe. If there is anyone so ob
tuse as to fail to see this prefigurement of power, let him consider for a mo
ment that our Earth, while but an orange compared to the Universe, has yet 
a. circumference of 25,000 miles. And when it is remembered that this hnge 
mass of matter is being hurled through space at the rate of about nineteen 
miles per second, its inertia, or force as a projectile, should give at least a. 
faint idea of the power expressed by its motton, which is not a tithe. of 
that which must have been required in its construction: and the motion 
of · our Earth along its orbit is as nothing compared to that of 
some of the heavenly bodies. To the imagination of man then, power is 
one of the highest requi6ites in the Universe as we cognize it to-day. It 
may be seen then from tha foregoing that mind, motive, and power have 
appealed to the imagination of man as being essentials in the very incep
tion of all things. Infinite mind, motive and power, or wisdom, love aud 
powe1·, have for their correspondences on the finite plane, the mental, 
moral and vital natures of man, to all o( which natures it is the function 
of art to appeal. . 

As stated in the first article of this series, it will be necessary for the 
student of art to have a thorough knowledge of what is m<!ant by sugges
tiveness, and the power it exerts in art. In order to arrive at this under
standing it will be essential to consider, for a moment, the action of certain 
functions of the human mind. That act of the mind called "Attention " 
is perhaps the first that should be noticed. It is through the exercise of 
this function that we are able to voluntarily direct the mind, for any desired 
length of time, upon some object which we wish to impress, say, 
upon our memory. Now it is a well-known fact that the attention is readily 
and strongly attracted by novt-lty, while trite or hackneyed objects are apt 
to be passed by nnnoted. If one were born and h1 ought up in a room 
whose walls were covered with time-pieces, he would never hear their tick
ing, because his mind would refuse to attend to anything so tlevoid of 
novelty; but if the escapement of one of the clocks were suddenly to get 
out of order, so that it ticket! faster or slower than was its wont, the atten
tion would instantly be attracted by the novelty of tht~ sound. In '' Les 
Miserables " Victor Hugo makes use of this well-knO\vn fact when he re
lates how, at the barricade, the drunken student sleeps undisturbed during 
the cannonading and rattle of the musketry, but awakes the moment the din 
ceases. His mind had, during his sleep, slowly adjusted itself to the 
gradually increasing noise of the battle, but the novelty of the sudden 
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silence instantly Mvoke him. The attention is, as it were, a goad to the 
imagination. I do not mean by this that wherever one's attention is ex
cited, his imagination is also on the !lui vive, but simply that wher
ever one's imagination is on the alert hts attention must also be active. 
It was in pursuance of this tt·uth that Matthew Arnold gave the advice, 
"if you would be successful, be incomprehensible." The incomprehensi
ble furnishes a perpetual challenge to the attention and the imagination, 
because it presents an ever-changing kaleidoscope of novelty. The in
comprehensible cannot be circumscribed. In vain do the senses re:wh out 
toward it; they find their tentacles a world too short, and are forced to c:lll 
to their aid the imagination which, in its turn, can at bt'st but apprehend 
it. Whatever the mind encompasses quickly ceases to possess attractions ; 
it is but the thoroughly-investigated toy of children of a larger growth, to 
be thrown carelessly aside. The book which you fully comprehenll at the 
first reading offers no iuuucement for a second perusal, but is, as Emerson 
would say, "a sucked orange," no longer capable either of fixing the at
tention, or of stimulating the imagination. Those books which one re-rcatl"' 
a score of times are the incomprehensible, unfathomable monuments of 
literature.- the Bibles and the Shakespea.res, in which at every reading, 
one perceives new vistas of truth and beauty before undreamed of. The 
same great principle applies to your acquaintances, your friends, and to 
your loves. If, as was said of Rufus Choate, a. person seem to h:we a.; 
many skins as an onion, and to persistently maintain, despite all your in
vestigation, and his own generous unfoldment, an unseen calyx of wisdom 
-an inner holy of holies, -a mysterious something which you are 
conscious perceh·es, thinks, and reasons outside of your mental orbit, he 
will present to your attention and your imagination a problem which will 
prove to them a perpetual fascination. Tolstoi shows in " Katia " 
that he was fnlly aware of this insatiable acquisitiveness of mind. He 
says of Katia that this something, this whole hidden world far down in 
Sergius' soul. nettled her, but at the same time bound her, with an irresist
ibb fascination, more firmly to him. He again illustrates the ~;:~.me men
tal law when he says of Katia at another time, that at last she thought 
she knew her husband thoroughly; felt that she kne\v his thoughts, 
even before he uttered them ; and each day she seemed to tread in the foot
steps of the day before. She was weary of standing still and having time 
walk over her. Ennui siezed her.-Who has not felt what Tolstoi here 
describes ? ·who that has been a.nnoyed because he could not pluck out 
the heart of his friend's mystery, has not also been rejoiced that that 
mystery existed, and been closer bound to that heart by an influence as 
potent ~s subtle? 

Right here lies a truth of the utmost impm·tance iu the regulation of 
the conduct of life. It may safely be said that at least thirty per cent. of the 
unhappy marriages would be avoidccl, if the contracting parties understood 
the law of mind by which only the incomprehensible, the unexplored. or the 
novel fixes the attention, and gives that perpetual fascination ever found in 
true love. How many marriages there are which are the result of 
nothing higher than fancy, or deeper than a temporary infatuation ! Such 
nnions, when the infatuation ceases,-as it almost invariably does the mo
ment the things creating it are seen a little clearer, and by that closer 
vision are readily comprehended, become trials of endurance, battles against 
ennui, ceaseless and unprofitable toil in the tread-mill of an unbearable 
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existence. A knowledge of the human mind and of its workings, if intelli
gently applied to life, might obviate much of this conjug-al infelicity. 

Perhaps an example may make my meaning yet clearer. I have in 
mind a middle-aged couple who, having no children of their own, had so 
felt the need of n third verson in their household that they adopted at 
various times, several children. Chancing to call upon them shortly after 
the marriage of their last adopted child had again left them alone, the 
husband said to me; " why is it that my wife and I so feel the need, iu 
order to make life attractive, of the company of a third person? " 
This couple had lived together until they had become perfectly reciprocal,
until each one had thought all the thoughts of the other, so that both their 
minds trod the same orbit. They comprehended each other, novelty ceased, 
and so life lost its zest nntil a third person, with a new mental orbit, entered 
their field, and, by a continual clashing of ideas. forced their minds off at 
a tangent from their beaten path of ennui. 

In love, (and here I refer to the only passion which is worthy of thl.t 
name) the imagination creates an ideal, and then endows that hleal with 
cerhin attributes which the original may or may not possess. It h the 
ideal which gives to the imagination that exercise which is so pleasurable. 
If the object of the love be a person easily comprehended on all sides, or 
easily circumscribed, the natural unfoldment following a familiar ac
quaintance will be such as to drive away the ideal; for the infinite cannot 
exist in the limited, and the idol which Love set up will be shattered, and 
will fall with that unutterable crash which always attends the descent from 
the ideal to the actual. If, on the other hand, the object of love be in. 
comprehensible, the ideal created by the imagination may still be main. 
tained with all its salubry influence, however intimate may be the ac
quaintance; for the unexplored may contain all things, and the literal is 
powerless to say to the ideal; "you are no part of me." The idea shouM 
not for a moment be lost sight of that this incomprehensibility may occar 
on any of the three planes; i.e., upon the moral, the mental, or the vital 
plane. It is generally conceded that persons of different, or opposite tem
peraments, are most likely to enjoy conjugal felicity. This is true, an:l the 
reason for it is that the man and woman, by virtue of their dissimihr tem
peraments, or their differences, are able to be incomprehensible to each 
other upon different planes. "Familiarity breeds contempt," is bnt anotbe:· 
way of saying that things devoid of novelty are unattractive to us. Another 
illustration of the truth of the statement that the imagination of m1n de
mands something not comprehended by the senses, is found in the saying 
that, if there were no God, the imagination of man would create one. Now it 
must be remembered, as stated above, that this incomprehensibility may oc
cur on any one of the three planes. For example; a man who bas sufficient 
intellectual ability to completely circumscribe his wife's intellect, may yet 
find in her moral nature a deep well of' power which be is incapable of 
sounding, and who3e clear, unruffied depth may lascinate his gaze, aurl pla:.-e 
his highest ideal upon a pedestal he little dreamed of. 

It may be well to here forestall the error which is occasionally made of 
assuming that because actions oft repeated, (as the fingering of the keys of 
a piano or typewriter,) give a high degree of dexterity, this manual 
facility is due to the fact that the attention becomes more strongly at
tracted to the operation through its repetition. This is not the case. 
The operations simply become automatic motions capable of heing per-
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formed with but little, or no attention being directed to them, as may be 
easily seen from the fact that a skillful musician may play a selection while 
his attention is directec.l to entirely extraneous matters. 

The foregoing should be amply sufficient to demonstrate that the atten
tion is attracted by novelty, and the imagination stimulated by that which 
the senses, or the reason, cannot fully comprehend. Now, since the source 
of artistic pleasure is known to lie in the exercise .of the imagination, and 
since the imagination will not act upon that which is readily solved by 
the other faculties, the absolute necessity of suggestiveness in all art will 
be clearly appreciated. 

Another function of mind to which notice should be given is that which, 
for want of a better term, I call "dynamic change." Like most mental phe
nomena, this has its correspondences upon the moral and physical planes. 
An understanding of this dynamic change, and all that it includes ou the 
several planes, is of the utmost importance in regulating the conduct of life. 

Let us take our first illustration from the physical plane. A muscle, 
like a stretched rubber, has only one function, viz., that of contraction, which 
is an amply sufficient reason for the muscles of the body being found in 
pairs. A biceps muscle could contract but once, had it not its apposing 
triceps to again elongate it, -unless indeed one depended upon gravitation 
for this operation, which certainly would give rise to much inconvenience, 
to say the least. Now when you stretch a piece of rubber, you find that 
the more you elongate it, the more resistance it offers you; and when you 
release it you are wont to say that it returns to its original position prior to 
stretching. This is not the case. If you. have ever lived in the country 
where, in the summer, ma.ny of the screen-doors are shut by rubber bands, 
you have cloubtless noticed that when the door is removt1d in the fall, the 
rubber is much longer than it was in the spring and has, .noreover, lost 
much of its elasticity. If the door has been constantly used, you will 
find the rubber almost entirely devoid of contractile energy. From this 
homely illustration you may get an idea of what is meant by dynamic 
change on the physical plane, and may also deduce therefrom the law that 
the degree of dynamic change depends upon the duration and intensity of 
the stress applied. 

A rearrangement of the particles composing a body is what actually 
takes place during dynamic change. Everyone is familiar with the pas
sion evinced by expert violinists for instruments which have belonged to 
some great master. There is a reason for this apart from the fact that the mas
ters of the violin appreciated, and were able to procnre, the best instru
ments. A Stradh·arius, could one which had never been used be now ob
tained direct from Cremona. would fall far behind in richness of tone, a sim
ilar instrument which had for a consi<lerable time been in the hands of a 
master. The reason is this: the vibration of the strings of a violin sets up 
both a directly communicated, and a sympathetic vibration in the wood of 
which the violin is compose<l ; this vibration causes a dynamic change, 
or rearrangement of the molecules composing the instrument. Thus it 
will be seen that it is possible to improve a poor instrument, or degrade a 
good one, by the sounds it is made to produce; and it is largely for this 
reason that the violins of the great masters are in such demand. In the 
violin we have an analogue of what takes place in man. When properly 
played, the strings of the violin adjust their wooden body to music ; when 
the human soul is stirred to divine music, it teaches the flesh to sing the 
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same glad strain. Physic.1.l culture is tho process of teaching the body, 
through dynamic change, the lesson of Usefulness, Truth and Beauty. 
Another illustration of dynamic change is found in large masses 
of iron subjected for a considerable time to vibration or heavy strain. 
Car-wheels often become worthless and cause serious railway catastrophies, 

· because of the readjustment of their molecules, and consequent loss of the 
integrity of the iron, brought about by rapid vibrations and heavy blows. 
It takes about two years for a muscle frequently or continually contracted, 
to permant:ntly readjust itself. Of course the duration and intensity of 
the contraction will vary the time required. It is owing to this fact that, 
in the performance of all the exercises of a physical nature which may be 
given in connection with this system, the student is expected to contract 
and stretch the muscles to their utmost, to hold them in this state of ten
sion, as long as possible, and finally to relax them with extreme slou;ne.<Js. 

Bear ever in mind that in nine cases out of ten, strains are caused by 
reaction arising from too sudden relaxation. 'Vhere the bt>-a.ring is 
to be permanently changed by some portion of the body assuming a new 
position,-as for example, the raising and tlevelopment of a sunken chest,
the exercise must first be performed as a conscious movement, then re
peated till the movement becomes a mannerism, and later an unconscious 
habit, till dynamic change finally "freezes" the position into a fixed bearing. 

The same law of dynamic change is equally applicable to the mental 
plane. If you will imagine the attention to correspond to the power used 
in stretching a muscle or an elastic, you will have on the mental plane the 
perfect analogue of physical dynamic change. 

The mind adjusts itself regarrung matter under its consideration accord
ing to the duration and intensity of the attention brought to bear upon it. 
The law which, upon this ·plane, most particularly affects the conduct of life, 
corresponds directly to what has been stated of the rubber, namely, that an 
elastic once stretched, however slightly, never retakes its former position. 
The mind which has given to a matter any attention, though it be never so 
slight, never exactly resumes itsformer condition ; dynamlc change, imper
ceptible perhaps, has taken place. From this the necessity of forcing the at
tention upon things capable of a salutary effect, and of refusirtg attention 
to those things which have the power to injure, should be appreciated with-
out further amplification. . 

It may be well to add in this connection, even though it will be neces
sary in so doing to diverge slightly from the particular portion of the 
subject under discussion, -a few hints regarding the care of the mind ; for 
be it remembered, the mind requires in the preservation of its health and 
vigor, food, exercise, rest, etc., even more than does the body. The 
point to which I wish to call attenton here is the mental diet, so to speak, 
upon which minds should be fed. It is a well-known mechanical axiom 
that one cannot raise himself by pulling on his boot-straps, but must 
lift himself by the resistance of something extraneous. The same is 
true upon the mental plane. You must elevate and cultivate your mind 
by the reeistance of some extraneous idea,- by some mental conquest, 
and the intellectual pow~r derived will be in the ratio of the difficulty of that 
conquest. From this it should be seen that any attempt to acquire mental 
acumen by the perusal of things upon, or below, your own mental level,-

, things which you readily comprehend and can attain without conquest,-is 
simply :m ('ngagement in the futile eff01·t of raising your mind by pulling on 
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your mental boot-straps. If you perceive this truth you will follow Em
ersvn's advice to the letter where he says, 44 Shun the spawn of the press," 
remembering in the first place that a truth of the daily press, when you 
are able to ferret o11t such a thing, is merely a transient truth which will 
be a falsehood to-morrow, or next year. You shall learn, by such reading, 
that Harrison is President, but this will in all probability not be the cas~ 
ten years hence, and even if it were, it would not furnish opportunity suf
ficient for the inspiration of a sleepy intellect. Reference is only made 
here to the reading of the better portions of the daily papers. As a whole, 
the average newspaper, with its robberies, obscenity, murders and defama
tions is as harmful to the soul-growth of a household as anything easily 
imagined. It has its business uses to be sure, but the habit of newspaper 
reading for entertainment is the asphyxia of the intellect. To put the 
typical newspaper into the hands of children, is like putting a boa-constric
tor into the nursery. Read only such literat01:e as is pure, vigorous, and 
ennobling, if you would derive good from books. 

The question of dynamic change is of greater import upon the moral, 
than upon any other plane. Every impression produced upon your ethical 
nature leaves there its permanent effect. It has been said that oil and 
water will not mix. Try the experiment, stirring them well together, 
and then, after allowing them to stand a short time, pour off the oil and 
-drink the water I Yon will learn quickly enough that the water 
tastes oily; and the oil will give evidence of being watery. A. subtle 
commingling has taken place. Many hold that good and evil will 
not mix, but be assured, wherever good and evil ~et, there takes place 
a similar commingling. Either the good becomes more or less depraved, 
or the evil becomes better. There is a grand truth back of this, and those 
making a study of the conduct of life cannot give it too much attention. 
Every influence, whether good or evil, which enters the field of one's 
existence produces, if entertained for a moment, a permanent e.ffect more 
or less pronounced according to the intensity and duration of the impres
sion made. If yon allow yourself to think a base or evil thought, that 
thought is written on the tablet of your soul in characters more or less 
distinct, according to the intensity and duration of the impression; and this, 
be it remembered, takes place whether yon seek after the evil thought, and 
secretly gloat over it when found, or whether the thought, suggested by 
some repulsive objec't perceived by the eye, springs into existence unbid
den and unwished for. It is this great truth which carves the abyss be
tween the characters of the optimist and the pessimist. 

The fact that you read "Don Juan" for the beauty occasionally apparent, 
will not prevent you from being injured by the grossness with which it is 
interlarded. 

Force your mind then upon the beautiful. If a horrible sight meets 
your eye, turn your face from it, and counteract the evil influence by a 
beautiful and ennobling thought produced by a conscious effort. Let 
there be no frowns upon the face of the soul ; w1pe thew away with smiles. 
They who follow the literal never soar, nor do those seeking the ideal 
ever grovel. Keep then an ideal ever within your mental reach, for au 
ethical tonic, as well as an antidote. B1uld 44 castles in Spain " if yon 
can construct them according to the laws of beauty ; there is no danger 
of your trying to live in them. Life, of course, has its bard, practical, breacl-" 
.md-butter aspect, but there is no occasion for gazing into wells while there 
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are stars to look at, nor for ceasing to admire the purple vault of hea.ven, 
simply because some scientist tells you the beautiful arch at which you 
gaze is an illusion,-the record of your own visnallimitatiou. You will be 
called" visionary," but·that is because you look upward, not down. He 
whose eyes see only matter, is not at fault because he looks down : it could 
not be otherwise ; to raise his face toward the light would be to become 
blind. Your ideal is the embodiment of the highest capabilities of your 
soul. The idealist is as a. god compared to the materialist; for infinitely 
preferable to the besotted, bestialized delver in actual sewers, is the tran
Acendental and visionary denizen of imaginary castles of air-drawn beauty. 
The literalist reckons on fin~ers of flesh, -the idealist rea.sous from the 
radiance on the face of the lnfinite. 

TWILIGHT. 

BY CH .\8. H. MACKAY, 

I SIT in silence musing,-
My heart is in the past ; 
Thro' my weary brain is rushing 
Life's acts so clear and fast. 
In the city of graves -here thinking, 
' Mong the so-called " dead " I am ; 
But tho' dead, my mind they're filling, 
And they live with me ag-.tin. 

I'm 'filled with purest motive, 
Here in the sunset glow ; 
Celestial thoughts now active 
Thro' my soul most freely flow. 
I scarcely feel that still I'm bound 
To Earth in form of clay; 
Mt spirit loathes the dust,- the ground, 
''I would gladly fly away. 

Here with my silent friends 
~ gaze at the western skies ; 
At the touch of gold Jehovah lends 
The gloaming ere it dies. 
It seems so fair. so bdght, so grand -
This ending of the day,-
The clouds, they seem the Brighter Land, 
But oh! so far away. 

Tho East is black with storm, 
But higher, overhead, 
The angry cloud~' in golden form, 
Crown those of dullest lead. 
From west to east, from south to north, 
Tho brazen caps hold sway. 
Flooded with light which cometh forth 
From the brilliant god of day 

I cannot see that Source of Light, 
Anll yet I know it shineJ ; 
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For whence this grand, majestic sight, 
This scene of Heaven's mines'? 
There's one bright spot far toward the ·w eat,
My eyes enraptured dwell,-
For there, unseen, the Light doth rest, 
And all I know is well. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 

Thus unseen doth the Master shed 
His tender Peace and Light ; 
Thus sparkling gold from hue of lead 
Is wrought by boundless might. 
But we too oft, with hearts of stone, 
And worldly, erring eyes, 
Forget the " Power Behind the Throne " 
That lights the soul's drear skies. 

SOUL COMMUNION. 
BY MRS. S. E. TRUE. 

(Read bifore the Society Esoteric March 15, 1889.) 

443 

THE first thing for us to understand is what the soul is. The 
soul is the thinking part of man ; the conscious ego ; the part that is 
conscious of existence, and, as we develop the intellect, w0 become more 
conscious of our existence. To quote the words of Montgomery; 

The soul, of origin diTiue, 
Ood'a glorious image, freed from clay, 
On heaveo'aetemalaphere ahallahioe 
A. star of day I 

The sun is but a spark of fire, 
A. transient meteor io the sky, 
The soul, immorta.l111 ita sire, 
Shall never die. 

When we reach a certain stage of development we see that there 
is a something beyond, which gives us the power to think and reason. This 
power is so subtle that it cannot be understood within the limits of the 
five senses. Only the soul can recognize it, for, being Spirit, of which the soul 
is a part, it recognizes in it its parent. We all know that it is 
possible for us to place confidence in our earthly parents, and to commune 
with them ; and it .is just as possible for the soul to hol<l communion with 
its Maker. Some may ask ; "How can the soul hold communion ? " By 
letting the thought's aspirations go out to the Infinite. We can all of 
us commune with God, if we will but concentrate our minds on our highe!!t 
ideal of God. There are at the present time many different idE>-as of God,. 
and each corresponds to the soul-growth of the person entertaining 
it. The idea we have to-day, if we are striving to improve ourselves, 
will not be our idea ten years hence ; for, as we become better men and 
women, our idea of God will advance, and we can better comprehend per
fection. 

After concentrating upon our highest ideal of God, we must next still the 
senses, when the Divine Light will begin to flow into our minds and 
illuminate our souls. A calm and a peace such as we never knew before 
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will permeate our entire being. Our whole heart will go unto the Infinite 
with an all-absorbing love, and we will also be filled with love for all God's 
creatures, for they are a part of Him. Possessed of this love, who could 
wrong his neighbor. cheat in business, or commit any crime ? We see that, 
in order to reform the world, we must elevate the minds of the people, 2md 
there is no better way to do it than by soul communion. 

Let us all practise this, and if we have any trials and temptations, let 
us take them to God in soul communion, and the burdens will be lifted 
from us, or, in other words, we shall rise above them. Although we may be 
assailed on every hand, there is nothing that can take from us what we 
have gained through soul communion, for it has brought us where we can 
say "Thy will be done;" and where we have the assurance that Divine Jus
tice will be meted out to all. We all know that while man is unjust, God 
is just, and that the right finally triumphs; so we should all take courage 
and, knowing that we are right, press forward toward the highest goal of hu
man attainment. The Power that rules all things, and knoweth the hearts of 
all men, will right all wrongs. 

Our experiences during soul communion will be according to our soul 
unfloldment, but we will all have that "peace which passeth all undcr
stancling." 

Joy and happiness will fill our hearts, and our minds will be flooded 
with divine thought. Those of us who have to battle with the world 
will find great rest and consolation in soul communion, and a valuable 
help in time of trouble. The soul should go out in devotion to God, put
ting its trust in Him and being willing to say •• not my will Father, but 
thine be done." 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR UEACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT 

NUMBER TWENTY-'fW(.•. 

WE have said much in the past that would appear to some supersti
tious, but we must remember that our education has been so materialistic 
that we have been led to ignore everything save that which produCf'.d im
mediate physical changes, - changes that the eye could see, and the 
hands could handle; yet all good people have recognized the fact fltated 
by the Apostle Paul when he said " The things which are ~n are tem
poral, bnt the things which are not seen are eternal." 

All know that the unseen realm is the cau~world, and that that 
which is physically cognized is only the phenomena. All recognize that the 
cause is higher than the effect, and, if so, then to reach the highest goal of hu
man attainment, we must look to the unseen and spiritual; for "God is Spir
it," and is the source of the river of life that flows from His supreme full
ness downward through all forms of existence to the very lowest elements of 
nat·1re. Life struggles upward toward the unknown, which is always above 
us, though it may have expression in forms far below us. There is a close 
connection between mind and life. There are many evidences that life 
cannot exist without some degree of mind, and that degree is always found to 
be sufficient to cause the life to serve the use for which it was intended, 
which use bears some relation to the higher faculties of mind in man, and 
yet more directly to the Infinite Mind which controls all things according to 
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a definite plan ; therefore even to know that below us is often to possess 
high knowledge. Mind and Spirit are invisible; Mind is inseparably united 
to iife, and Spirit is so united to Mind; thus the Trinity is inevitable to be
ing. The elements of Mind are in matter, and the elements of Spirit are in 
Mind; and prayer means the development of a spiritual mind, or ego from 
the lower matter up to the higher- Spirit; therefore it appears obvious 
that those who reject the invisible, and adhere wholly to the material, must 
of necessity be descending toward the lower; for if a man were half-way 
between a great city and a wilderness, and he should turn his back toward 
the city and start toward the wilderness, no matter how much sophistry 
he might use to persuade you he was going to the city, you would not be
lieve it;- no more can we believe one is on the way toward the higher, 
while, though his face is toward Spirit, he is wholly absorbed in matter. 

Mind is the medium between matter and Spirit. Mind is that which 
constitutes us conscious individuals. It is the two-faced god "Ja!lus" 
of ancient mythology, capable in its hi(J'her development of perceiving 
both matter and Spirit at the same time. \lind, being governed by Spirit, 
is restless iu its search for knowledge. No matter which way it is turned, 
whether traversing toward Spirit or matter, its course is 

On, on, ever on! 
Through myth and night, 
Tlmlugh life and light, 
Ita ceaselees flight 
Toward the UD!mown 
Knoweth no rest ; 
'Tis doomed to roam 
As one unblest, 
Orphaned from home. 

The borne of Mind is the whole universe, and it can never rest until it 
comprehends all that is within its own consciousness; and the soul or con
sciousness will never be free to leave this earth until both phases of its 
nature are alike conscious of Spirit and matter, and able to perceive the 
handiwork of Spirit in molding and controlling matter, as well as 
its higher workings with the perfected souls above us. But to do this in 
the present surroundings requires the most vigilant care in, and attention 
to, all that will aid us, and constant effort to remove all that would obstruct 
us. The chief means of attainment .lies in the regeneration as taught in 
prior articles, but all sensitive persons find multifarious difficulties in 
accomplishing the task of perfect self-cvntrol in that direction. In order 
to do this, the mind must be kept clear, and well centred upon the object 
toward which one is laboring, avoiding. so far as is possible, excitement and 
over-fatigue. 

In this way only can one hope to increase life, and as life and Mind are in
separably united, to increase the one is to increase the other. But Mind may 
act upon and affect life; even the thoughts of others may so affect us as to 
govern our dreams, and modify all our intuitions; therefore you should 
avoid sleeping in rooms; without their first having been thoroughly reno1 
vated, where too many persons have slept, for the thoughts of persons im
pregnate the very walls, and their mental and physical conditions control 
the room in which they have lived. 

Again, where you have lived for a long time in a room or h<>use, it is 
necessal'y to make frequent changes in the arrangement of the furniture ; 
and the floors, and all the furniture ought to he washed with water at least 
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once each week. When the carpets are tacked down, and upholstered furni. 
ture is used, then a clean towel, wet enough to take up the magnetism, ought 
to be used to wipe them all over. It has often been said, "Cleanliness is 
next to Godliness," and you will find that it is absolutely necessary to at
tainment. Nothing is more conducivA to maintaining the mincl in oltl condi
tions than to hold old conditions in the room, such for example, as always 
arranging the room the same, and not frequently washing it, etc., etc. 
Notice the habits of aged persons who have started down th~ decline of 
life, and avoid them all. 

Mind is ever active. Let it always have some new lines of action: avoi<.l 
repeating anything you have ever done or said ; the past is dead, you do not 
want to live in death, but in life; therefore "Let the dead past bury its 
dead," while you go 011 to new fields of thought and action. Life, even though 
it be millions of years long, is too short to dwell on the past. Learn from 
the past, and treasure the knowledge gained as you would pure gold, bnt 
be not like the miser always recounting it ; keep it for use, not to show ot• 
to occupy valuable time. Avoid as far as possible, the customs of those 
whose lives are all absorbed in this age and order of life, for you 
cannot open your sympathies to any conditions or persons without hking on 
their conditions. Sympathy is the door by which all unwholesome condi
tion" enter into and possess us. We know how strong is the tide of 
human thought, and how hard it is for us to rise into new and unexplored 
thought-realms while in this raging sea of pass.ion, miaery, and death ; 
yet we are unfit for higher spheres of usefulness until we can so far con
quer those conditions, as to rise above them. Were it not that even Divine 
Law recognizes the right of all life to its own place and conditions, our ef
forts would be futile, but so absolute is the law, that if one who was a. 
great and powerful master shoul<l enter unbidden the place of one compara
tively weak, he would, while he was there, be powerless to affect the other. 
because usurping the rightful place of another. If the archangel 
Gabriel shoultl come into your room, he would have to become subject while 
there, to your law, viz., the law of your hfe, unless you first surren
det·ell without reserve, your life and its control to God, and earnestly 
desired the Spirit of the Highest to take and govern it. This is also 
largely true of evil influences. If you have a room entirely your own which 
no one else has a right to enter without your consent, no one can visit you 
there unless you have, in your own nature, evils that answer his. If so, 
then because of those evils, he can come and take control of, and strengthen 
them, until they are sufficiently strong to control you ; thus evil souls may 
get control of us even in our own rooms. While it seems hard that such 
is so, yet it is very good for us, for there would be many lurking evils in 
~nr nature of which we would not be aware, did not the evil ones come and 
lay hold of them, bring them to the front, and make of them threat
ening obstacles that must be removed, yes, entirely eradicated from om· 
system, before we cau advance. We can never feel or be secure, until 
the last germ of evil is eradicated from onr natures. Then, howev\or, we will 
realize the force of Jesus' words when he said, .. The prince of this world 
com~th, but bath nothing in me;'' therefore the heir ·of this world, "the 
prince of the power of the air," could not touch him, neither can it touch 
us when we have expunged all that belongs •to him. Persons wish
iug to make attainments should have a room into which no one else has a 
1ight to enter, where they can establish their own conditions and maintain 
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them. The most difficult thing in this upward course is the maintenance 
of our own conditions and mental states. 

When preparing for this higher life, I had a room in a public 
building full of business offices, thus freeing myself from the do
me!>tic conditions of the world. I furnished it with my own furniture, took 
entire care of it myself, and no one's mental conditions had any right in 
it. Then, when I had occasion to go out among people, I could always return 
to my own conditions, and though I lived alone, so far as physical compan
ionship was concerned, yet I was not alone ; I made a place for heavenly 
visitants, and when I sometimes returned, tired in body and mind, and 
opened the door, I was consciously met with the Spirit of Love, and the 
breath of heaven, although my room was in the most active business part -
of the city. 

'V e know there are but few of our people who are so situated as to 
have such a place, but we are now actively engaged in lookingfortheproper 
site for the Esoteric College and Colony, where all wishing to live this 
spirit life in the body can come and do so; where there will be every provis
ion made for self-maintenance of the physical, and all the necessary con
ditions for the spiritual, unfol£lment. All that is necessary to make a 
new world will be at our service. There are now only twenty-six laws known 
to the scientific world from which civilization has obtained all its nresent 
facilities. The Esoteric College will, at the start, have access to t\~o hun-' 
dred additional laws as certainly known and as demonstrable, as the twenty
six are now. From this one can form a little idea of what can be done in the 
new civilization. The people much need this advance, and it is a law of 
God's great nature that where there is a. need there shall also be a supply. 
The present disturbance among the working classes has its rise in the 
over development of the intellectual, and.a lack in the physical. I called 
attention to this fact in the first number of THE EsoTERIC. Go into a meet
ing room where working men are assembled; take a side seat where you 
can see the profiles of those present, and you will see the majority of 
those men have two-thirds of their brain front of the ears, thus showing 
that two-thirds of their powers are intellectual, and only one-third 
physical ; therefore they are not satisfied to labor so hard, and so many 
hours, nor can they ever be. Something must come to change this state 
of things. How can it be done? If these newly-discovered laws were 
given to the world so as to obviate the neC'essity for so many hours of labor, 
these men, not having proper moral culture, would use their leisure time in 
inventing evils, destructive means of getting power, etc. The moral must 
come with the physical advantageb. Men must have conquered the evils be
fore they can utilize the good which the Esoteric College is going to do, a 1 

soon as the location is decided and the new industries well begun. The 
culture will be first moral, then educational and scientific. All will be eli
gible who have the ability to make the attainments, and none others. 
Th~ new laws and methods wUl be given to the world, as fast as it can 
and will utilize them for its good, and no faster. The world must have 
this new and higher order, or Chaos is inevitable. We must have men and 
women who are incapable of using these things for selfish ends, and, for 
that reason has THE EsOTERIC been sent out to the world with thesP. prac
tical instructions. Those who are thoroughly interested in the line of 
thought taught through these columns, indicate thereby that they would be 
interested with us in this most important of all work. The envy an<15wllousy 
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of which some are capable have been fully shown by the recent activity in 
inventing false and slanderous reports about this movement; but this only 
evidences the unfitness of such people for this noble work. It does not injure 
us, neither does it you·or the work; fur all who have read. TIIE EsoTERIC are 
as capable of judging of the real va.lue of its teachings as are our enemies.
but this is only worthy of notice here so far as it shows the two 
classes of minds. Now you who are going to enter the new order, must 
be capable of judging the value of everything by its usifulness. The good 
and true, "the pure in heart.," will remain so under all circumstances, and 
they alone are capable of using all that is useful, and of resisting everything 
contrary to their highest inclination. We must walk through this world like 
the sons of God, as monarchs and not as servants. While our aim iii to serve 
humanity, yet we know that to do so we must rise above them; and draw 
them up to us. We can never help people by remaining on their plane of 
action: we must be wiser than they, so we can teach them; we must b~ strong
er than they-intellectually-so we may lead them. We must also be more 
self-centred than others, that we may ever maintain the right, and thus show 
them an example; we must have dh·ine peace in ourselves that we may 
desire this good, and desiring it, be willing to live the life necessary to ob
tain it;- in short, we must be all that is possible for men and women to be, 
s,:~ that we may say to the world "live as I do and enjoy alJ that I enjoy, 
for it is for you as well as for me." To do this, and yet avoid all appear
ance of self-esteem. - to be superior simply because you are so, not being 
haughty or proud even in appearance, but maintaining humility in all things, 

. is the problem to be solved by you. This can only be obtained hy con-
. stant meditation on those vast subjects that control the world and all cre
ation,- the laws that affect human life and happiness, and by beholding 
with distaste all the folly of show and strife among men and women, by 
looking ever for the real, and carefully weighing everything, being able to · 
discriminate between the real and apparent, and also by carefully question
ing everything to find its cause. 'V e must ever be looking for causes; in that 
alone is our npward course. The quiet, passi\·e mind can commence with some 
of the lower phenomena, and trace up the line from cause to cause nntil 
something is realized of the Universal Cause. This will make you feel small 
and humble enough, until yon compare yourself with the people, when the 
great difference will become apparent, an<l you shall realize that they are 
bnt children of a larger growth. · 
. Bnt this con~ciousness of power and superiority is wholly dependent on 

hfe-power. When one has conserved the potency of life. the body, 
filled with its energy, arise!'! to a consciousness of superiority. But if, 
by any means, that life is disposed of, there comes n. consdousness of 
weakness; and if such disposition be unnatural, there comes also a con
sciousness of inferiority. The nobility or degradation of the peopln is 
almost entirely dependent upon their chastity. But to reach the hi,..,.hest 
goal there can be no half-way living of this life. The highest attain~ent 
means the absolute conservation of bodily energy, while, at the same 
time, the mind must be fully occupied, in order to utilize the other\•rise 
surplus lite, and the old stagnant conditions and surroundin!!S, become 
more dangerous to health, if one lives this life, than otherwi~e. It was 
said at the start that life and mind are inseparably united. Mind is only life 
in form, and, as it is under the control ofSpirit, it never rests. The great
er the fountain of life, the greater the activity of mind: and that activity 
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continues both while sleeping and waking; and the more perfectly the life is 
retained, the more conscious will be the sleeping state. This consciousness 
of the sleeping hours is very largely affected by the mental and magnetic 
conditions with which yon are sut·rounded, therefore there is great need of 
care in that direction. The five senses will all rebel against this course of 
life. You may expect many aches and pains, many restless and disturbed 
nights, and difficulties unthought of, while you are making these attain
ments; but when you have accomplished your purpose you will find rest 
in the consciousness of your assoCiation with higher and nobler souls than 
earth now possesses. 

May Divine Peace be with you. H. E . BUTLF..n. 

NAKED EYE ASTRONOMY. 

BY CHARLES JrlA.CKA Y. 

NUMBER THREE. 

JUST coming to view in the north-east, the observer will notice a very 
beautiful first-ma~itude star. This is Vega, the brilliant member of the 
constellation Lyra, the Harp. It can easily be found at 9 P. M., slightly 
above the horizon, for it stands alone in point of brightness and beauty, 
being the onlv first-magnitude star in this section of the heavt>ns. Between 
Vega and the horizon there may be seen a small ~;tar which good eye-sight 
resolves into a "double." An opera gla.'>s will bring this star out very 
distinctly as a double, while under the searching gaze of the telescope, it is 
clearly seeu as four distinct stars. 
. The constellation of Lyra occupies a very slight area of the heavens 
compared to the dimensions of other groups, and is only noticeable to 
the unaided eye from having the brilliant Vega as a member of its other
wise commonplace family. The telescope, however, shows beauties and 
~onders in those seemingly insignificant points of brightness of which a 
naked eye observer would never dream. Vega, with all her wealth of 
brilliancy, might be the dullest of the collection, could she be seen under 
the same conditions, anll at equal distance with those in her apparent 
neighborhood. 

The faint star alluded to is known to consist of at least four separate 
and distinct suns. These suns are with good reason supposed to be en
gaged in the process of performing their periodic circles around each other, 
and a common centre of gravity. The grandeur of the spectacle, were it 
within plain view, of a quadruple sun, each member with its quota of 
worlds revolving about their several centres,- each world attended by its 
own secondary planets, and all traversing space with inconceivable \'elocity, 
conld not fail to awaken within the spectator emotions of the deepest inten
sity. This of course, is but the veriest speck when compared to the won
ders of the visible universe, and yet, were the phenomena of this little point 
of light !mown and comprehended, the question of the divine, intelligent 
authorship of creation would never ag!l-iu be discussed, although the bouud
less expanse of the universe was no farther explored or understood. 

About May 1, (at the hour above mentioned) the constellation of Cyguus, 
the Swan, will be seen above the north-eastern horizon. It is very ncar 
Lyra, and directly in the path of the Milky Way. It is noticeable from 
having four of its stars in the form of a cross. the lar!!"est part of which 
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is parallel with the Milky Way, and points toward the constellation of 
Cassiopeia, although the Swan is prt'llumed to be flying in the opposite 
direction. Near the central portion of Cygnus will be noticed a small 
area completely devoid of stars, or brightness of any description. Not only 
is this spot a blank to the naketl eye, but it is said that even the most pow
erful telescopes fail to reveal an occupant of its depths of blackness. 

From the central star of Cygnus draw a line to Vega, and as far be
yond, and the square in the constellation of Hercules will be seen. Three 
stars in a triangular position near the eastern horizon, indicate the head 
and shoulders of this mighty giant, while the small star near the Dragon's 
head (des.:ribed in the last paper), and another ten degrees to the south, 
indicate the feet and lower limbs. 

The ancient mind recognized in Hercules a divine instrument perpet
ually laboring in the performance of miracles for the furtherance of 
human ends. He was pictured with an immense club in his right hand, 
with which he was doubtless invincible in dealing out justice, although 
from a disinterested stand-point, the "justice" was too often one-sided and 
savored strongly of revenge, if ancient mythological accounts can be re
lied upon. 

An idea of the size of Hercules cannot be given by comparing him to 
anything earthly. Those who, in imagination, placed him in the starry 
vault of heaven, little suspected, the immensity of their champion, else 
their ideas of his influence and greatness would have been even more ex
alted than they were. To say that the diameter of his brawny right 
arm might be given by using for a unit of measurement the earth's or
bital diameter of one hundred and ninety millions of miles, would give 
little more real information than to keep altogether silent, and give the 
imagination full sway to ricture his boundless proportions. 

Toward that section o Hercules containing the squart-, the Solar Sys
tem is traveling. This fact has been demonstrawd to the satisfaction of 
the first astronomers of the age, by careful observations extending through 
many years. The proportions of Hercules are known to be slowly, yet 
B:Irely increasing, while those constellations in the opposite quarter of the 
heavens are as surely contracting, a most natural sequence of the motion 
in question. . 

For a great period of years this motion will continue, antil the limit of 
the immeasurable orbit is reached, when the counter influence will a.<~sert 
its power, and the sun, obeying, will commence its flight in the opposite 
direction. Then Hercules will shrink away to his ancient proportions until 
another great cycle of ages shall have passed, and the same conditions 
again approach. 

Corona Borealis, the Not-thern Crown, is a beautiful group a few de
grees south of Hercules. As its name suggests it is shaped like a crown, 
with the curve and brightest stars toward the south. One of its mem
bers is a star of second magnitude. The diameter of the constellation is 
about five degrees. 

A new star suddenly appeared in this group in May, 1866, attaininoo to 
the second magnitude, and then suddenly decreasing in brightness, rem;in
ing visible but a few weeks. All the advantages incident to modern im
provement in astronomical instruments were applied in the observation of 
this erratic member, and many valuable additions to stellar knowled.,.e were 
recorded. A little farther south, and in a direct line with Hercules and 
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Corona Borealis, may be seen a bright, red star of first magnitude. This 
is Arcturus, the most conspicuous member of Bootes, the Herdsman. About 
fifteen degrees from Arcturus, and toward two stars in the handle of the 
Dipper, a smaller star will be observed. This star shows the position of 
the left shoulder of Bootes. The head and right shoulder are indicated 
by two stars five to eight degrees apart q.nd further East, while one more, 
half-way between the right shoulder and Arcturus, completes the brighter 
members of this group. Together these stars form a figure strikingly like the 
frame of a kite, with Arcturus at the apex of the longer angle. 

Although, to the ordinary observer, Arcturus appears at rest, its rate of 
motion is very great. It is approaching the earth at a speed of about sixty 
miles per second, and, during a period of a dozen years, it can he demon
strated by ordinary telescopic observations, that appreciable changes in 
its position have taken place. 

Experiments with the spectroscope prove conclusively the direction and 
rate of its motion. This valuable instrument is also capable of telling us 
the exact amount of heat which this remote sun imparts to Earth. When 
we reflect upon the great velocity attained by Arcturus, and that a life
time of closest observation with the naked eye, detects in it no change 
of place, we are hopelessly lost in contemplation of distances so vast. Al
though it is approaching our system so rapidly,and will doubtless continue 
in this direction for hundreds of years, yet its orbit has its limits well 
defined, and the point will sometime be reached when the same law which 
turns our own Solar System upon its return path, will seize Arcturus in its 
irresistible grasp; and the brilliant star, with its attendant system of worlds, 
will swing upon its return course into space. 

West of Cadsiopeia, in the line of the Milky Way, the constellation of 
Perseus is located. Four of its stars form an irregular quadrilateral figure, 
the others being less noticeable from their smallness, and also from the fact 
that the brilliancy of the Milky Way obscures their brightness. Algol is a 
member of this group, and indicates the head of Medusa. It will usually 
be seen shining with a reddish light just at the edge of the Milky Way. 
Owing to its variability, it is of great interest to astronomers, and bas been 
closely studied. In a period of three days it passes from the second 
to the fourth magnitude, and the changes are quite apparent to the naked 
eye. 

Like Hercules, Perseus was a very important character in ancient tradi
tion. He was represented as executing all manner of improbable 
feats, and as being at last immortalized, and placed in the prominent posi
tion now occupied by the constellation bearing his name. 

In a former article the fact was mentioned that the planet Venus is fre
quently visible in daylight. During the past few weeks she has been a 
particularly brilliant object, from the time of her appearance in the East 
(three or fours hour8 after sunrise) till 9 o'clock at night. Shining with 
a most intense, white and steady light, this planet has been found even at 
noon by the writer, as well as by thousands of other interested observers. 
March 2fl, Venus was less than 30,000,000 of miles from the Earth, which 
acconnts for the distinctness with which she may be seen. Her usual dis
tance is much greater, and, at one section of her orbital course, she is 
160,000,000 miles away from the terrestrial observer. Her comparitive 
nearness, and the ease with which she can be seen, bas given rise to 
much query as to her size, movement, possibility of being inhabited, etc. 
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In size Venus very nearly resembles the Earth, her diameter being 
only a few hundred miles less than that of the Earth. Her year is a 
little more than one-half the length of ours, while her daya and nights 
are, in duration, nearly the same as our own. Her rate of motion along her 
orbit around the Sun h1 twenty-one and two-thirds miles per second, while 
that of the Earth is eighteen and one-third miles per second. As to her habi
tability, we can ·only conjecture. Doubtless her true surface has been but 
little observed, for she is supposed to be perpetually enveloped in an at
mosphere too dense for us to penetrate with any of our thus-far-discovered 
aids to the human eye. 

We can only stand aloof and wonder at her beauty. We cannot k-now, 
from actual observation, that upon her surface, or within her atmosphere, 
intelligent life holds sway. When even so near a neighbor baffies our 
powers of comprehension in this respect, we are compelled to own on:· 
smallness and insufficiency, e.,·en in the matter of understanding the ap
parent simplicities of the system of which we form so insignificant a part. 
When we attempt a comprehensible explanatio.n of thewondera,the beauty 
and perfection of mechanism, and withal the sublimity of the Universe 
in which our Earth and Solar System is an atom, our efforts meet only the 
most signal failure. We can indulge in reverie, comparison and specu
lation ; can receive new thoughts which may please or startle, according 
to the degrees of originality with which the author vests them, but after 
the entire volume of knowledge and theory has been exhausted, the mind. 
still falls back upon itself for that real information which only actual 
knowledge of the interior truthfulness of things insures. 

Possibly it is best for us that anjthing approaching thoroughness in the 
understanding of matters not appertaining to Earth is withheld. Perhaps 
were we conversant with the advantages and beauties of certain arel.S, 
even within the boundaries of our own Solar System, the remainder of 
our Earth existence might be wasted in vain longings for tbe unattainable. 
Ever since the heavenly bodies have been objects of notice and interest to 
the dwellers of Earth, the question of their habitability has presented itself 
over and over again. Always producing the same intense interest, yet 
ever remaining as far from solution as when first propounded, it still for
ces itself upon each succeeding generation of thinking humanity with in
creasing weight and earnestness. It is surprising to what an extent the gen
eral public may be imposed upon in this connection. The most extrav~o-ant 
statements in newspapers concerning the inhabitants of the Moon, their 
customs, occupations, and other things. of equal absurdity, are often be
lieved by those who consider the matter only from superficial stand-points. 

There have been periods in astronomical history when, even with profes
sors of the science, the Moon's habitability has been accepted as among 
the probabilities. To-day no one familiar with the subject supposes for 
an instant that life, in even its lowest forms. is possible upon the surface 
of this secondary planet. The best of evidence exists proving the Moon 
totally devoid both of water and atmosphere. 

When occultation of a star takes place,-that is, when the lfoon pailses 
before it, the star disappears at once, while, if there was an atmos
phere surrounding the Moon, the star would not be hidden so <JUickly, but 
would fade from view gradually, attended by a twilight in mimature. It is 
also known that the shadows cast by the Sun upon the broken Lunar sur
face are of the most intense blackness. These shadows would be scarcely 
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noticeable did the Moon, like the Earth, possess an atmosphere of suffi
cient density to act as a medium for the diffusion of the Solar rays, thus 
making a well-d~fined, black shadow an utter impossibility. The Moon 
always presents the same hemisphere to us. She revolves around the 
Earth in the same time that she performs her axial revolution, thus pre
senting the same side to the terrestrial observer from month to month, and 
from year to year. We know, therefore, absolutely nothing concerning the 
half upon which man has never yet gazed. From analogy however, we can 
reason that the bidden hemisphere is not materially different from the sur
face known to us. Upon the same line of reasoning we may suppose that life 
in all forms, is an impossibility there, and that it can no more exist upon 
the hidden surface, than upon the side always turned Earthward. Thus 
we may argue and reason, and succeed even in convincing ourselves, while 
remaining very far from the truth. Scarcely a doubt exists that the Moon in 
all her parts is incapable of supporting animal or vegetable life, still the ab
solute surety of the absence of all sentient life is far from an established 
fact. I would not say that sentient beings, with material environments or 
bodies like our own could exist independent of an atmosphere containing 
its due proportions of hydrogen aml oxygen. Neither do I care to assert 
the contrary opinion, as I fully believe that the Author of the Universe, 
and all its unfathomable wonders of mechanism and mystery, is as capable 
of produ!}ing beings of intelligence who may exist by means different 
from those which give us life, as I believe that our physical organisms 
are created and adapted solely with the end in view that they commence 
and end here. Notwithstanding, therefore, the extreme improbability that 
any portion of the Lunar surface can suppor:,t life, still one would scarcely 
wish to attempt to produce anything in proof of the point, or to assert that 
a medium answering to our atmosphere does not exist there, although of 
so subtle a nature as to completely elude detection through any of the 
numerous iustntments thus far invented. 

The ~loon is composed of the same substances as the Earth, and, from 
the be~nning, both bodies have been controlled by the same in.B.uences. 
Once the surface of the Moon was surrounded by an atmosphere as dense 
as that which now encircles the earth. At that time she might have 
supported a race of beings not differing materially from ourselves, 
but, being so much smaller in comp:1.rison to the Earth, she passed 
through her period of habitability in a much shorter time than is re
quired by a body as large as our planet. 

The time is not far distant (speaking in reference to planet periods) 
when the Earth must be brought to the same plane of existence that i!l 
now so apparent in the Moon. When that time comes, our atmosphere, 
as well as water and even vegetation in all forms, will have been ab;ot·ued, 
diffused, or otherwise refined, in such a manner that·it woultl bec.)m·~ :u 
intangible, invisible force to beings endowed with only our limite.! nwn; 
of observing the wore subtle agents in nature. 

The history of the Earth, speaking in a geological sense, reveals the 
fact that distinct races and species of men, animals and vegeta.ble3, have 
appeared, arrived at their culmination of usefulness and power, and then 
become extinct, to be followed by life in other forms, and of higher use, 
adapted specially to the new environment. Each period shows an advance in 
point of refiue.nent and intelligence. All is progress ; and although tho 
longest life, and even a thousand years, may show little apparent change, 
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yet remember that years and centuries are but pulse beats in the history 
of planets, and that what may seem to us retrogression, or lack of advance
ment, is really an ever onward movement. 

The Moon is popularly known as a dead planet, and as far as we can de
termine, the name is an appropriate one. To ns it can matter but little 
as to the true state of affairs npon the surface of our faithful neighbor 
and helper. It is extremely difficult, however, for the thoughtful mind to 
settle the question summarily by denying the existence of life upon tba.t 
orb. By doing so we must also maintain tba.t millions of bodies of infi
nitely larger proportions, scattered through space, are in the same state of 
uselessness. 

A much more ennobling thou~ht, it seems to me, is that a possibility re
mains that life and intelligence, m forms corresponding to the environments 
of the planet, cover its surface and subserve appropriate ends in the grand 
economy of the Universe. 

Boston, April 15, '89. 

HIDDEN. 
BY BELLE BREliER. 

WHEN all the busy world is bushed 
By Nature's low, sweet even-song, 
And all the hills are sunset flushed, 
I seem to gently drift along 
Upon & waveless sea of calm, 
Where no disturbing tempest blows,
Whose every breath is filled with balm 
That lulls me to a soft repose. 
Sometimes across the tide there sweeps 
A wondrous sweet, alluring strain, 
Sung by no mortal lips, that steeps 
My soul in bliss akin to pain. 
And strange perfumes my senses greet, 
From some fair i.:~land, d1m, mist bung, 
And far away, yet strangely sweet 
As incense from a censer swung. 
And then ~ome tender, half-remembered tone; 
Some word, perhaps a laughter peal, 
Comes to me when I'm thus alone, 
As sweet as voice of Israfeel : 
Or some dear voice I oft have heard 
Calls me across the mist-hung wall, 
And all my senses, stran~ely stJ.rred 
Respond to that low, spint call. 
I clasp my pale bands o'er and o'er 
And stretch my ever-longing arms 
To that strange, dim-remembered shore, 
That lures m" with its mystic charms. 
A changeling here, my soul still turns 
To native land forevermore; 
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Homesick and strange, it ever yearns 
For haunts of spirit known of yore. 
Spirits of air I feel you near ! 
Touch my dimmed eyes that I may see ; 
My earth-dulled ears that I may hear; 
And loose my bonds, and make me free 
To tread with you the viewless wind : -
Come nearer still, and take my hand J 
L~ me, 0 spirit ! let me find 
Again that memory-haunted land. 

GESTURE. 
BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

" TOGM'Dll let us beat this ample field, 
Tt-y what the open, what the ooTert yield ; 
The latent tract8, the giddy heil[hta explore 
Of all who bliD~ls~p, or Iightle. 10ar; 
Eye Nature's w shoot folly u it fiiee, 
ADd catch the mallll!lr& living u they rille ; 
Laugh where we most, be C&Ddid where we ean; 
But Tindieate the ways of God to man." 

466 

Worcester defines gesture as an " Action or posture expressive of sen
timent; movement of the body." 

To the first I agree, but to the latter I take radical exception. 
Art defines gesture as a spontaneous, uncalculated radiation from the 

soul, in the form of bearing, attitude and inflection, whether facial or 
bodily, expressive of an inward state. This perhaps is the most latitude 
that should be given it. 

Gesture is the king of expression; indeed, in its lar·gest sense, inclusive 
of voice, it is expression; but it will here be dealt with in its ordinary 
sense exclusive of sound. . 

Gesture is the moral attribute of the trinity of Voice, Gesture, and 
Articulation. 

The trinity of Gesture,- again subdividing- is Atttiude, .&aring and 
InBection. Of these Attitude is vital, Bearing moral, and Inflection mental. 

Oesture being moral, its moral attribute best expresses it, and hence it 
is that a man's bearinf shows (if one is capable of reading it) his habit
ual moral stamina. say, if capable of reading, for this requires much 
skill in view of the fact that while one's bearing cannot be above his char
acter, it may, on the other hand, be so clogged and clouded in its expression, 
as to seem not to do his moral worth full justice. 

That which expresses an attribute of the orator, impresses the same at
tribute in the auditor, thus mind expressed, impresses mind; soul expressed, 
impresses soul; and so on. Thus we see that while the orator's bearing 
expresses his moral nature (and by reflex action again impresses him) it im
presses the same nature in his auditor. Gesture, being a moral attribute, 
has its grand radiatory centre in the highest moral agent, - the chest. 

Attitude expresses and impresses the vital nature. It is, as it w:ere, 
an instantaneous photograph of our state of inflection, or, if you will allow 
the term, Inflection quieted. Regulated and determined mostly by the 
vital nature, it naturally has its home, to a considerable extent, in the 
vital agents, - the limbs. 
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Inflection in gesture is the act of transition from one attitude to another. 
Thus we see how agreeably to the law of the trinity these three attributes 
interplay, for one may say ; bearing is habitual attitude, and attitude if 
continued long enough, begets bearing. Attitude is '"fixed" inflection, for 
it may be seen that only inflection produces attitude; it is, as it were, mo
m~ntary bearing; and inflection is moving attitude, or the transition from 
one attitude to another. 

Inflection begets attitude, and attitude begets bearing. 
Let us draw a. sharp and clear line between yesture and movement, so 

often confused, yet so broadly different. Below are enumerated some of 
their diversities. 

1. Movement has no essential, fixed point of departure ; Gesture 
must have radiation from the chest. 

2. In Movement any part of an agent may lead ; in Geature the moral 
attribute must lead. 

3. Movements may be on strai~ht, a.ngular, or other lines ; Gesture, 
when at its best, must suggest the etrcle or spiral. 

4. Movement may be calculated; Gesture must be spontaneous and 
unconscious. 

5. Movement may attract attention to itself; Gesture must not. 
6. Movement may express nothing more than the voluntary or invol

untary contraction of a muscle; Gesture expresses soul, and is the out
growih of an inner state. 

7. Movement may be spasmodic ; Gesture is rhythmical and undula
tory. 

8. Movement may only affect the moving agent; Gesture affects the 
whole body, demanding from every atom molecular change for sympathy's 
sake; and herein lies the power of dramatic attitudes in changing charac
ter, by changing function through form. 

9. Movement need not contain unity; Gesture must. 
10. Movement tolerates parallelism; Gesture demands either opposition 

or succession. 
11. Movement need not contain either opposition, precision or consis

tency ; Gesture, if artistic, contains them all. 
12. Movement may or may not have purpose; Gesture must. 
13. Movement, by reflex action, may only stimulate the muscular system ; 

Gesture, by reflex action, stimulate3 the inner states creating it. 
14. Movement does not necessarily contain "length of line ; " Gesture 

does. 
15. Movement may be prodigal of force; Gesture must have that which 

is as the corner-stone upon which rests all grace and beauty- Economy. 
16. Movement may be in direct and self-destroying opposition to 

gravitation, and the rest of nature's laws; Gesture comes, has Its existence, 
and ceases by virtue of the '\'ery power of nature's laws. 

17. Movememt may or may not have "weight;" Gesture should. 
18. Movement does not require an accent ; Gestur~ does. 
19. Movement does not require separation of parts; Gesture does. 
In fine, Gesture is the outward expression of an inward state, through 

Bearing, Attitude and Inflection, whae Movement is the act of changin.,. 
from one position to another. 0 

This is the strongest analogy that can be claimed for them. 
It has been said that the moral member of a gesturing agent must le:1d 
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for, as gesture is moral, it is so by predominance of the moral element, and it 
will be clearly seen that if, at any time, this member fails to lead, this pre
dominance necessary to gesture, ceases, and the otherwise gesture becomes 
a movement. 

The value of gesture in most cases is far beyond that of speecl1. The 
languages of various nations differ ; thtl Frenchman, cannot be under
stood by most Americans, the German by the Turk. or the Russian by the 
Italian. What prevents a stranger from starving in a foreign country? 
Gesture. Gesture is the prime universal language among all men; while 
verbal categories belong to single classes or nations. 

But suppose in time an universal language is adopted, will gesture then 
have any superior claim to utility? Yes. Gesture sweeps the gamut of 
conscious being. Gesture speaks when words have lost their tongue. , 

Compare for a moment the gamut of an idea in words, to that of an 
idea in gesture. 

An idea in words is intelligible only to that limited class of persons 
conversant with the language, and educated to the height of the expressing 
vehicle. 

Here then, is a further objection and restriction to the gamut; if the 
expressive vehicle of the thought be common enough for tbe lowest, it will be 
disgusting to the educated; ard, on the other baud, if it be such as the 
educated sanction, it will be unintelligible to the lower class. Thus it is 
seen how narrow is the fielcl of language. 

Gesture has no nationality, being common to all nations. That gesture 
which pleases the refined, appeals quite as loudly to the same sense in the 
uneducated. Nor is this all ; added to this widened range among men, 
gesture has a gamut extending downward through the animal kingdom. 

It may well be said that the gamut of gesture is the widest of all . 
. " Mark how it mounts to man's imperial race, 
From the green myriads in the peopled grass." 

" The hound sagacious on the tainted green " "charges" and "heels" obe
dient to that common chord. 

"That which warbles through the vernal wood " feels also its power and 
unreasoning influence ; ancl the spider which "feels at each thread, and 
lives along the line," he too detects the upraised foot, the menacing ges
ture, and rushes to refuge if it be nigh, or if not, with what consummate 
cunning he seizes the very capital of art, the dramatic element, and of 
this the most potent factor, gestul.'e,-falls over, curls up- and surely he 
is dead. Who after this can deny the right of the dramatic in man, or 
who, admitting it, can exclude gesture? 

Our prejudices hate the spider, but we cannot but respect his subtlety. 
Gesture reaches its highest excellence only in the highest art, namely 

the dramatic art. Here onlv does gesture attain its full gamut of Bearing. 
Attitude and Inflection. • 

By gesture, through the dramatic attitudes, character may be chan{Jed, 
and fear converted into bravery, bashfulness into self-poise, hatred into love. 

Does it not behoove us. then, to look to our gestures when we realize that 
it is impossible for the thief to steal so long as he gestures aright ; i. e., so 
long as his bearing, attitude and inflection, are good. 

The blush, or pallor of the face may come naturally under the head of 
expressive gesture. 
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Consider for a moment the power of gesture in delivery. The impressions 
of oratory are received through two agents, the ear and the eye of the 
audience. Let us compare them. 

The "Ear is not controlled by the will ; is narrow and uncertain in 
its gamut, and is often unable to locate the source from which it d~ 
rives its impressions; its concentration is limited, hearing. alike both what 
it would, and what it would not. 

The Eye is "the window of the soul." It is under perfect control, its 
gamut of rapidity and distance being fifty times that of the ear; and sub
tle and generally unfailing in its location of the object from whit~h the 
impression proceeds. 

'fo the eye the dumb speak. The eye is the highest mental agent of 
gesture, and also, the only means of interpreting the gesture of another. 

This places Gesture far above expressive or articulate sound. 
The ord~r of delivery is first the eye, then the gesturing member, and 

lastly the tongue. Gesture should precede the verbal utterance of the 
thought it expresses. Thus, 

" Bear welcome ill yoar eye, yoar haad, yoar tongue." 
To perfect in gesture, those principles should be practised which tend 

to free and separate the parts ; this accomplished, the will should be placed 
in the moral part of the gesturing agent, and all the parts of the body be 
allowed to sympathize freely, yet economically. 

The final end, then, of this grand ancl universal language, is to 
" Draw to one poiDt aod to ooe centre bring 
B-.t, man, or BDgel, aervant, lord, or king." 

A WORD TO THE A ·wAKENED. 

THE Esoteric Movement is now rapidly nearing its ultimate goal. Its 
Leaders are busily engaged in the West in establishing the Esoteric College, 
and putting the valuable processes and industries so generously donated 
by the Represent.-1.tive of the G. N. K. R, upon a solid commercial basis. 
It has been necessary in these matters to proceed with some degree of 
secrecy, for the Esoteric Movement bas of necessity entered the field against 
Babylon, and accordingly must expect every opposition which besotted 
enemies lost in sensual pursuits, and societies ancl creeds in the secret 
heart of whose moral codes neither continence nor chastity finds a place.
are able of place in our path. ~ncb has been our experience up to 
date, and we know of no way of judging the future, but by the past; at 
all events, we have laid our plans upon the assumption that our enemies 
will continue to leave no stone unturned, no libel unwritten, no calumny 
unspoken, which, by augmenting the malefaction already committed agamst 
us, may seem to redound to the advantage of their own order. 

Some of the most valuable portions of our mail still fail to 1·each us, aml 
in this connection, we · would add that those valuable serial articles on 
"Some Occult Phenomena and Forces from the Scientific Stand-Point" have 
not been permanently discontinued, but have been omitted 11imply because, 
though mailed to us weeks ago, we have not yet received them. Advict.>s in
form us that one of the articles of this series, containing the most important 
occult matter that hns ever been published, was sent us from the \Vest 
prior to March 6. To all appearances it has gone the way of much of 
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our other mail We would, however, inform our Readers that this series 
of articles will be resumed as soon as we receive the fruits of a new method 
now in nee to obviate postal interception. 

We would suggest to our patrons and friends the necessity of register
ing all letters containing cash; or of procuring post-office money orders, 
checks, or express ord~rs, where such are obtainable. If these precautions 
are observed, the interference of our enemies will in the future, be of ilo 
avail, and our mail matter will be deliverec.l us with promptness and in 
safety. 

Further ad vices inform us that the industries donatec.l to the Esotel"ic 
College are a :1ober reality, their incalculable value having already been 
fully demonstrated beyond the possibility of a doubt. From. this it will 
be seen that the success of the Esotel'ic College is assured. 

And now a word to the Awakened regarding affairs at this end o£ the 
Movement. 

When the Esoteric College and Colony are ready for members, it is 
our desire that we may be in communication with a goodly number of 
those having the deepest interest in this work. We have at present many 
hundred applicants for Colony and College membership, but wish to con
siderably increase this number. This end we hope to accomplish through 
THE EsoTERIC, and for that purpose ask you to coOperate with us in en
larging its field. Any aid which you may give us in the good work will 
be most gratefully received, nnd religiously applied to the dissemination 
of truth. Our enemies are working unitedly against our Movement; . 
should not our friends work unitedly for it'! 

There is no one who cannot do something for this work, ·even if 
it be nothing more than sending us the names and addresses of friends who 
might be interested in the Movement. 

There are hundreds of our Readers who might in a pecuniary way aid us 
in £-nlarging our field of usefulness, by the purchase of shares in the Eso
teric Publishing Company. This stock paid last January, under the Trust 
Company, a dividend of six per cent., and there seems to be no reason why 
it should not pay a higher dividend under the present Corporation. 

The price of the shares is fixed at ten dollars. 
Those who do n:>t feel that they can spare even ten dollars, will find a 

smaller sum, in the way of a donation, gladly received, and gratefully 
recorded. 

We would have it understood that this appeal is made only to those 
who have sufficient knowledge of the good our Movement is accomplishing 
to feel it a religious duty to aid us in every way in their power. There 
are hundreds of philanthropists in this country who, could they have the 
noble work this Movement is accomplishing brought to their notice, would 
end01o the cause with some of the capital they could so easily spare. The 
time, however, is fast approaching when, with the College and Colony 
fully established, the world at large shall know our Movement by its fruit 
of better, nobler, purer men and women. In the meantime we ask all the 
cooperation which your highest guidance prompts you to render, whether in 
the way of investments, do11ation8, or names of friends interested in Eso
teric thought. In another part of this magazine will be found extracts 
from a few letters received from those who have voluntarily, and in a tangi-
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ble way, put themselves on record as soldiers in tlze cause of Truth and 
Justice, God and the Right. 

The good that mea do lin. after them. 

May peace rest upon you. 
EsOTERic PuBLISHING Co., 

478 Shawmut Ave., Boston, May 15, 1889. 

LAW IN NATURE. 

BY A. 1-'. MELCHERS • 

. LAW is the coalition of a positive and negative element, or principle of 
the universe, acting harmoniously. The laws or forces which gov
ern heavenly bodies are of like conditions- only that they become ne-ga
tive or inactive in force or motion, according to the intimacy of their con
nection with matter, elootricity being the hi,!thest force generated in con
junction with matter, but the lowest in the scale of spiritual forces, or of 
those belonging to the universe as a whole. 

Man, as an individualized being, contains a variety of these forces or 
inherent laws. He is virtually a composition of them; and they give a 
form to the material to which they are connected, specifically depending 
on the degree of activity attained in their passage through, or their connec
tion with, matter generally. In its original state this variety of forces 
constitutes intelligence simply, -a coalition of the positive and negative 
elements, principles and conditions of the universe. In its individualized 
state it assumes the form of law, or motion individualized. This increaseR 
in activity as it reaches perfection in this respect. In man it becomes anal
ogous to its original state of activity, and, therefore, becomes intelligent 
again- intelligence being force or motion in its highest state of activity, 
or life in action. Life is motion, and motion is life. In its formative state, 
or in that condition in which it first assumes a material form, it is dormant 
or inactive. This is due to the amalgamation of intelligence with space, or 
the material elements of the universe in a chaotic state- superinduced by 
the attraction ofthe positive condition of intelligence, to the negative con
dition of space or matter. The latter contains a soul, or germ-principle, 
which is ripened in the course of time, and which, as it ripens, exerts the 
same influence upon the entity of intelligence which is to be attracted 
to its centre- this centre being its nucleus for the creation of life-as the 
male elements of material or planetary life exert upon the female elements 
of the same, when the germ or life-principle becomes ripened in them. It 
shows a coalition of the two. No life or motion is created in the negative 
or female element or principle; but when the coalition is effectuated, whether 
in universal or planetary conditions, a chaotic state of existence is the first 
which is manifested. But the central life-germ having been brought into 
a state of activity, motion, or growth by the infusion of the positive ele
ment, intelligence or sensation, an indivtdualized life-condition must follow. 
lntelli~nce in the universe is sensation in its highest condition of activity, 
of motion, force, sensibility of feeling, or consciousness of existence ; and 
in planetary life it becomes sensible or conscious, according to its state of 
development or unfoldment through matter ; it being known as law, force, 
and gravity in connection with planets ; as se-nsation, in connection with 
the lowest forms of animal life; as volition or impulse, iu the higher grades ; 
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&s emotion or instinct in the highest ; and finally as intelligence in man. 
Even here it is susceptible of gradations, and may be known as intellec
tuality, spiritual perception and discernment, or the penetration of causes, 
-forms which are compatible with the laws and forces in their primitive 
~tate, and prove that one is an evolution of the other, although both owing 
their origin to intelligence in its pure~t, or most active state,- absolute 
li.fe or motion. Motion is law; the first manifestation of life in space or 
matter; and is due to the coalition of a positive and negative life-principle 
acting in harmony wi.th each other. From this period on, it assumes an in
dividuality eithe\' of existenee, or of expression, every effect manif~sted 
being an ex.pression of the universe of God, i.e. of intelligence. Intelli
gence being consciousness of existence, it constitutes the univt'rse of God, 
or the God of the universe- the creation of all effects- causation. Man 
being the highest expression of this intelligence, is truly the son, or child 
of God, and, as such, takes rank with his Father in his consciousness of 
existence. All life though, is conscious of existence, but man has reached 
this consciousness in its highest form, being conscious of a selfhood, or an 
individuality; and as such, we leave him for the pr~sent to return to law in 
its infancy. 

The first form of law is that known as polarity in space. It ig the first 
manifestation of sensation in the same, and may be, if viewed from a strictly 
materialistic stand-point, truly termed life in gestation, for it is at 
this peribd that material life begins, or that life cognizable by the mate
rial senses. Polarity is the force or law which causes the material elements, 
already endowed with life, to seek each other, or to form a coalition one 
with another. It is the same force, or the mother of that force, which con
stitutes the law of gravity in heavenly bodies; therefore, as the law which 
governs the material elements of space, it is the cause of the same con
deming themselves in the form of gaseous, nebulous and opaque matter. 
At this period the evolutionary theory of material science begins, and 
beyond this it is impossible to penetrate without the exercise of the spir
itual faculties or senses- psychometry, inspiration, or clair:voyancc. 
Through the first, man becomes conscious of nature's operations by a keen 
sensibility of perception, -a condition of .human inrelligence or unfold
ment of reason which is extremely active in perceiving effects, or in 
s~nsing that which is beyond the comprehension of the ordinary physi
cal senses, or even menta:l faculties. The imagination cannot invent a fic
tion so wonderful as the psychometrist is enahled to sense as absolutely 
existing beyond the realms of the material, or the investigations of science, 
psychometry 'being a form of intelligence manifested through man in an ad
vanced state of spirituality. Reason to man is what instinct is to the 
animal, an accordant vibration of sensation, volition and emotion -
these forms of intelligence or sensation acting positively, and polarity mani
festing itself intelligently, while law assumes its highest state of activity or 
motion ; and psychometry to man, is what intelligence is to the soul freed 
from matter- intelligence in its pure condition being spiritual nature, or 
God ; and the consciousness manifested in man being but an attribute of 
spiritual nature,- but a spark of the divinity. Man gives proofs of this 
innate divinity by the higher qualifications manifested through him in 
the course of his unfoldment as a spiritual being. Spiritual or divine nat
ure is universal nature. That condition surrounding the planets is but a 
material counterpart of the original, - an expression of the same, and, like 
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man, contains a variety of laws or forces, princiP.les or elements, as well as 
other analogous conditions found in man as a life-entity. The principal 
laws or forces found in material nature, or nature in connection with mat
ter, are sensation, electricity, and the so-called law of gravity. Sensation 
is produced by the now vitalized soul-germs of space ; electricity by the 
polarized condition of the same ; gravitation by the natural cohesion 
of matter in a vitalized or polarized state. From these are 
evolved other principles or elements, as heat, magnetism, and tissue, condi
tions necessary for the growth, development and perfection, or individual
h,:ation of vegetable, animal and human life, materially speaking; but in 
connection with the divine spark in man, they lead to the uufoldment of 
higher conditions than the mere animal forces anJ functions, and they be
come part of man's spiritual nature, assuming the form of laws, forces, 
principles, or other conditions not cognizable by the material or physical 
senses. These laws, forces and principles are all counterparts of those 
found in nature, only they have a more intelligent or individualized action, 
having attained a greater degree of activity than those in proximity to 
matter in its gross or unrefined state; and having become like unto the orig
inal, that is, conscious of existence in comparison to its harmonious vibra
tion with the same, which depends on the degrees of velocity attained, 
intelligence itself being absolute force in its supreme condition of activity, 
that is, law in its absolute state, or God. Man, therefore, com
prehends the latter as he increasea in soul or spiritual activity ; for the 
more powerful or active are his mental faculties, the nearer to the Absolute 
he approaches, a perfeet harmony or accordant vibration with the same 
constituting the so-called positive oondition in man. This is attained by 
overcoming all that which belongs to the animal nature of his being, a 
complete control of the same proving the superiority of mind over matter; 
and when in addition to this, he has attained moral purification, he has 
become ripe for transition whenever Nature calls. 

In this state man constitutes a law within himself, or a variety of laws, 
acting in concert with each other for an intelligent or positive effect. This 
at the same time constitutes his individuality, he being in character, de
meanor, bearing, force or tendency of feeling, thought, action, motive, 
jntlgment, etc., what he, in conjunction with these laws, has made himself ; 
for the real man is the divine spark, which, in its combat to spiritualize 
or conquer the material impulses of its surrounding matter, undergoes 
many peculiar experiences. The forces take form in man according to 
the manipulation of the universal law, and the experiences undergone 
are characteristic or individual, according to the impetus the forces 
have in themselves. If in discord 'vith nature, man undergoes suffering 
until the discords are neutralized ; if in harmony with nature, his ro!l.d 
through life is easy. But as there is much suffering in life, there must also 
be at present much discord in the human family; and man must 
individually strive to overcome it. Parents cannot be blamed entirely, 
although a purified body and soul, always attract higher spiritual sur
roundings, and lay the foundation for purer and better life-conditions and 
life-unfoldments than can be enjoyed by children who are born with the un
holy passions possessed by their parents in their youth. Their childish nat
ures often betray a moral retrogression or a temporarily impure state of 
mind on the part of the parents at the time of their children's primitive 
entrance into life -like attracting like. 
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Purity, morality and love, lay the foundations for temperate, steadfast, 
and amiable souls, while immorality, worldliness and selfishness bring 
forth lustful, wayward, and irritable ones, often betraying the nature of 
their parents, provided they have not reformetl in the meantime. But it 
is never too late : abnegation may be practised at any time, even 
after the taste for the carnal or worldly has waned, and no other reform 
measures are left in which the repenta.nt soul may indulge. Abnegation 
means self-denial, or a consideration for others, - a thought for others, 
instead of for self. 

Many having enjoyed all that it is possible for them to enjoy, now feel 
the pangs of a stricken conscience, and groan from the effects of soul-pain, 
or the feeling of oppression that rests heavily upon them. One is the 
result of misdeeds against others, and the other of injury done to them
selves by over-indulgence, worldliness, or self-love. And as both wrongs may 
be beyond the reach of undoing, there is nothing left for such, but self
denial, taking, in practice, the form of charity, benevolence, Rympatby, 
moderation, temperance, and abnegation of that which still affords pleas
ure. Abnegation being the highest form of purely spiritual action in 
conjunction with the human body, it adds the necessary impetus to the 
soul to make it positive toward the material, or toward matter so-called, 
even if the individual forces cannot in themselves be neutralized. 

Whatever man makes of himself, then, constitutes his individual charac
ter. If a discordant force, or a so-called evil, can be neutralized by a reverse 
action, it conveys into it a force having a different effect, different at least 
from its former sensual, vain, or selfish action, although it never becomes a 
purely spiritual force. When a balance of spiritual forces, or soul-activity 
exists in f~~ovor of the positive side of nature, or intelligence so-called, man 
has reached the positive condition of existence, and is thus freed from the 
influences of matter, from its laws, forces, principles, elements, etc. Jn this 
condition of mental existence, man feels bright, animated, and content ; 
whereas, so long as he is below it, he will always be more or less puzzled in 
regard to the absolute truth of things ; will feel more or less the effects of at
mospheric conditions, and, when in discord therewith, will also be discon
tented. Spiritual nature is ever bright, animated and buoyant, and when 
in rapport with this, man likewise feels spiritually animated. This latter 
conditioll may, therefore, be regarded as the approaching sign, and hailed 
with joy when its first manifestations are experienced, for they indicate the 
dawn of a new era to those who have been delving heretofore in ma~rial 
pleasures. In this condition instead of feeling dull, one begins to feel 
bright ; instead of feeling languid, begins to feel animated, ancl instead of 
feeling discontented, becomes bouyant. This indicates that the interior 
forces, or the laws constituting the being, are in accord with the spiritual 
nature or intelligence, which constitutes individualization, or perfection, 
so-called,- save only where the reaction of passion still holds the soul in 
abeyance, or interferes with its vibration according with intelligence. 
Under such circumstances, it requires a little more than the ordinary posi
tiveness, and the incarnate soul has to undergo a. little more abnegation for 
the development of more physical purity. But as this becomes sufficient 
in positive force, the effects of the positive influences of nature will begin to 
be experienced, in comparsion to the spiritual activity, or interior soul-mo
tion. This takes the form of one force or law in its absolute state, and 
act:! as intelligence, freed from all impediments and incumbrances, 
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being virtually intelligence individualized. Through its spirit-body, how
ever, it is protected from being engulfed in the entity of intelligence as a. 
whole, this spirit-body being composed of the material essences of the phy
sical body, and thns constituting a. medium through which the soul is en
abled to operate on spirit, the same as a physical body is required for such 
action in earth-life. The spirit-body also constitues the negative condition 
of the bein~ as a life-entity - a law in itself. and in harmony with its pos
itive condit10n, the soul; man is a perfect, individualized law, and analo
gous to universalla.w, in that he is the coalition of a positive and negative 
condition of existence acting in harmony with each other. 

Such is law, motion, activity, force absolute and indestructible; and 
man in his individualized or perfected state i~J the counterpart thereof, be
ing motion. activity, force absolute and immortal. One is God. the other 
is man in God; one is intelligence, the other is the same individualized ; 
one is infinite ; the other is eternal. 

A PRAYER FOR KNOWLEDGE. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

RESPONSE. 

(Col!ITD!UED FllOK APRIL 1fVJIBJIB). 

Y E are as atoms of a cosmic whole, 
As shadows of an Infinite Mind ; 
And all ye are, life, body, soul, 
Is by a higher power assigned. 
Ye have to learn the lesson well, 
Through pangs of misery oft life-long, 
That flesh is but the earthly shell 
Striving in vain the infinite song 
To catch, as sea-shells on the shore, 
Drinking through pearly lips bedewed, 
The Titan draught of Ocean's roar, 
The voice of boumUess solitude. 

Y e too, quintessence of a sacred clay, 
Like to that pulseless Nature insensate, 
Are prenticed to the toil that finds the way 
Up to the Univer11al Throne of State, 
Where rests the compass that doth each star guide, 
The tiller to whose movement worlds comply, 
Ploughing the billows of an unseen tide, -
And all within a single palm doth lie ! 

0 then be humble! Learn the lesson set thee,
Thou atom of an immeasurable whole, 
Thou straw upon an unfathomable sea. -
A power beyond the scope of thy control 
Ceaselessly wafts thee to thy destiny; · 
And, though the thought be powerless to console, 
" Cnefara sara,"- what will be, will be
Thon art a pilgrim toward a destined goal. 
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Whether thou goest as the galley-slave, 
In irksome fetters dragging ball and chain, 
Or as a 8eraph hurrying to save . 
Some grief-bound heart its keenest throb of pain, 
Thyself alone the arbiter must be ; 
And by thyself alone must thou decide 
'Vhether thou'lt buffet Nature's stubborn sea, 
Or, grasping wisdom, move on with her tide, 
Obedient to its law of ebb and flow, 
Observant of its eddies and its deeps,-
A sage whom knowledge carefully doth sow, 
And peace and happiness as surely reaps. 
0 seek ye the truth, the light, and the life 
That only the noblest mortals attain, 
Who have risen above this desert of strife, 
And anchorage found in the Infinite Main. 

All has its use.- the evil ancl the good ; 
And all a part forms of the cosmic scheme ; 
Thfl gentle takes its softness from the rude, 
And pleasure without pain were but a dream: . 
Fqr, as thfl purple cushion of the heavens 
Doth make Night's sparkling jewels far more bright,
As the giant mountains to the valleys 
Do lend a breadth, a grandeur, and a height, 
So labor unto pleasure gives full rein, 
As gold its strength doth take from base alloy ; 
And by the rack of woe we learn 'tis pain 
That addeth the last ecstasy to joy. 

0 then seek ye the truth with all your might! 
And if with roses, thornl4 fall to your share, 
Take them as gifts from Him \vho's always right, 
And trace the beauty in the line of care. 
Life is a crucible. Who early burns, 
Sooner from sin and misery hasteneth, -
Sooner the crust and scum of matter spurns, 
Sith whom God loveth, him He chasteneth. 

(To be continued.) 

GROWING WHEAT MENTALLY. 

.465 

IT has long been known that certain persons seem to have a peculiar 
and inexplicable success in floriculture, while others, giving to their flowers 
far more labor and attention, and, having in many instances far better nat
ural facilities, seem to be met in almost every case with the most signal fail
ure. The poets, who are really the seers of their age, have time and again 
accounted for this phenomenon by asserting that one person suc
ceeded in the cultivation of flowers and another failed. simply because of 
the sympathy or love existing between the gardener and his plants, on the 
one hand, and the lack thereof, on the other. Shelley, whose nimble senses 
transcended earthly reason, says; 
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" There was a power in this sweet place, 
An Eve in this Eden ; a ruling Grace 
Which to the flowers, did they waken or dream, 
Was as God is to the starry scheme. 
"A Lady, the wonder of her kind, 
Whose form was upborne by a lovely mind, 
Which, dilating, had moulded her mien and motion 
Like "' seaflower unfolded beqeath the ocean, 
"Tended the garden from morn to even : 
And the meteors of that sublunar heaven. 
Like the lamps of the air when Night walks forth, 
Laughed round her footsteps up from the earth • 

• 
" This fairest. Creature from earliest spring 
Thus moved through the garden ministering 
All the sweet season of summertide ; 
And, ere the first leaf looked brown, she died . 

• • 
"The garden, once fair, became cold and foul, 
Like the corpse of her who had bt!en its soul : 
Which at first was lovely as if in sleep, 
Then slowly changed, till it grew a heap 
To make men tremble who never weep." 

[May. 

Whether or not the personality of the gardner · affects, in any direct 
manner, the growth of his vegetation, will be a warmly contested point so 
long as any one planet holds both materialists and persons of higbll' devel
oped spiritual faculties. The following is a report sent us from 0. P. Rice, 
M:. D., Ph. D., Atchison, Kansas, with every external evidence of its 
being the record of a bona _fide test. The greater portion of all knowl
edge has to be taken, like ttie miracles in the Bible, upon testimony; and 
in giving anything its due amount of credence little more can generally 
be done than to carefully weigh the motives, the veracity, the opportu
nities for accurate knowledge, and the possible incentives to falsehood, of 
persons promulgating any startling discoveries. Such, however, is not the 
case regarding the matter in hand. Everyone sufficiently interested may 
carry the subject of controversy up to the highest possible tribuna 1 for 
final adjudication. That tribunal is the laboratory of actual experiment 
whose ultimate verdict is eternal and all-quitting. We would call our 
Readers' attention to the fact that the power of mind over matter is a 
verity which is rapidly assuming visible proportions in the beliefs of 
the ablest nineteenth-century thinkers. If the following experiment could 
be attested beyond the reach of doubt or cavil, a service of incalculttble 
value would thereby be rendered contemporary materialistic skeptics, as well 
as to Science herself. "Seeing is believing." We recommend our Readers 
to try this for themselves, observing carefully the conditions mentioned, and 
would especially request all to report to us their degree of success or 
failure. 

The following is the communication referred to : 
About the the middle of December last, Miss E. E. Newman, a grad

nate of the Dlinois Metaphysical College, and myself, conceived the idea 
of experimenting with some wheat mentallv. Two boxes of equal size 
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were filled with like earth, and an equal amount of wheat put in each. 
One box was marked "best," the other "poor." Each received by measure the . 
same amount of water, and equal sunlight. The best box received our men
tal impressions to increase the growth, the poor box the same to retard the 
growth. The wheat in the best box came up several days ahead of the other, 
and showed increased growth and size over the poor box, until February 1st, 
when it was removed from the boxes, for another trial. January 1st, three 
boxes were filled with like soil, and marked, "best," "natural" and "poor," 
and received the same care throughout the trial. An equal amount of wheat 
was put in each box. The be!!t box received our mental impression to 
increase the growth, the poor to retard the growth, and the natural box was 
allowed to grow without mental influence. January 5th, the best box 
showed several seeds up. 

January 6, 20 seeds up in best box, 3 in poor. 
Jannary 7, 41 in best box, 30 in natural, 24 in poor. 
January 7, best box was higher and more vigorous. 
January 8, 81 up in best box, 42 in natural, 45 in poor. 
The best box shows the tallest to be double in height of that of either 

of the other boxes. 
Januarv 9, best box 110 seeds up, natural 55, poor 56. Best box still in 

advance as to height. The next five days were cloudy, and the natural 
and poor boxes made more growth than the best, which comparative growth 
wa." generally true during following cloudy weather. 

January 17, snnny day, and best hox increased rapidly reaching 
above the others. January 23; all boxes had sun three days, growth 
increased fastest in best box, average height over poor box one and one
half inches ; over natural, three-fourths of an inch. 

February 1, best box, still in the ascenclency regarding height and gen
eral appearance. 

February 1, two boxes, equal in size, were marked, "best" and "poor," 
and filled with like soil. 100 oats were put in each box, best treated men
tally to increase growth, poor to retard growth. Same water and care each 
<lay. 

February 7, Best box had 3 seeds up. 
February 8, 13 seeds up in best box, 3 in poor box. 

, 9, 59 , , " , " 22 , , " 
" 10, 70 , " , , " 55" , , 
, 11; 91 " " " , , 65 " " " 
., 12, 95 " , " " " 75-" " " 
, 13, 96 ,, , " " , 78 " , " 
" 14, 98 " " " " " 83 " " " 
" 15, 100 " " " " , 88 " , " 

February 16; at this writing average height of best box over the poor box 
it~ one inch. It is hoped these experiments will be improved upon by others. 
We shall continue other experiments of a similar natnrc. 

0 . P. RICE, M. D. Ph., D. ATCHISON, KANSAS. 

Truth is absolute. However evil the soUrce from which it springs, its own white 
wings remain immaculate. Falsehood, on the other ha.nd, though it "Steal the liv
ery of heaven to serve the devil in,'' cannot actually don Sincerity's garb.-A truth 
told by Satan to lure to destruction, is as true M one tol<l by Jehovah to save. 

(Ed.) 
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PURITY. 

A Sonnet. 
HY. MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

All that is fair art thou, a.ml chaster 
Than the dew-drop on the lily's lip; 
Than the grass-hid violet more modest, or 
Ermine jealous of it:s fm·. The pale pearl 
In its satin cradle rJcked by the Sea's 
Rough hand, or the trembling tear on an angel's cheek
Nothing, 0 heart of Yestal fire ! that thou 
E'er said'st, but lips of golden altar-urns 
Hidden in Easter's lilies might re3ound. 
Nymph who explainest poets' ideal dreams, 
"When they on spirit wings have left the flesh, 
Ordained prophe~ of the coming life, 
Reach out across the years with 'Memory's hand, 
Bringing me fruit that ripens, yet ne'et· falls. 

THE TRUE "WAY. 

[.May. 

"IF they have persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have 
kept my saying they will keep yours also, but all these things will they 
do unto you for my name's sake, because they know not him that sent 
me. If I had not come and spoken unto them they had not had sin: but 
now they have no cloak for their sin. (John, xv., 20, to 22.) 

Christ thus spoke to the twelve, because he desired to prepare them 
for persecutions yet to come ; he well knew there would be many times 
when their hearts would sink under the weight of the persecution they 
must suffer; and, in the tenderness of his nature he sought to prepare 
them for the dark days coming, and thus to lighten their burden. 

The disciples felt that, without the comforting presence of their Teacher, 
it would be no small thing to take up his cross, and follow in his footsteps, 
emulating his example without the incentive of his approving smile and 
encouraging word. Jesus, observing their sorrow at parting from him, 
spoke most comfortingly to them, of which we have record in the 15th. and 
16th. chapters of John. These gentle, comforting words were to serve a 
double purpose : from them the disciples were to gain ·consolation ; and 
they were also destined to show to the world that a truthful following of· 
th"' path which he had trod while on earth, is man's mission while here; 
and an earnest emulation of his divine example is the goal toward which 
humanity must strive for the rounding out and completeness of life. 

"If I had not come and spoken unto them they. had not had sin: but now 
they havtl no cloak for their sin." Before the coming of the Christ the 
Jews were sinles;;, inasmuch as they knew not of the plan for redemption; 
thus their sin was as nothing compared with what it was after they had 
been shou;n the way, and would not accept it, but mocked the Savior. 

It is man's knowledge of the divine laws which creates his responsibil
ity, and, as this knowledge comes to him, iu the same proportion does his 
responsibility to his God, his brother and himself, increase. Having knowl
~ge tht.>re is no cloak, or excuse, for acts in opposition to the teachings 
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of that knowledge. There is no hidin~-place for the careless man, no ref
uge for him who sits idly down, and With folded hands looks on, while his 
brother toils or suffers. 

Man's responsibility to his Creator, and the laws of his making, is great; 
and his possibilities through a consciou~tness of that responsibility are as 
vast as the powers beyond. 

With a clear conception of the powers of the Good, man is fitted for 
any work towat·d which the Spirit may lead him. . A trusting faith in the 
powers of the Good, ancl a patient waiting of the soul for the "there is," 
which comes in sure response to the "let there be," and man is ready for 
the execution of works as mighty as the wisdom of the beyond may plan : 
for it is that wisdom which directs the man whose environments are the peace 
and soul-ha.rmouy of which we speak. Man is but an empty vessel through 
which the wisdom of the Good works. 

Had not the Son come to the earth to bring the "glad tidings of great 
joy," man would have been in ignorance of his possibilities, save as an 
occasional one might have caught an inspiration from the opening heavens, 
as did Peter when he exclaimed," Thou art the Son of the living God," 
and lost again the influence of that inspiration, as Peter did when he was 
questioned by the servants and soldiers as to whom Jesus was, and of what 
he taught. · 

Most apparent is the Father's wisdom in sending his Son to tell man of 
the laws governing this beautiful roadway to immortality, thus enabling him 
to hold fast to his inspirations, and to plant them in the garden of his soul, 
where, nourished by the pure, sparkling waters of the river of life, they 
might grow, bringing forth sweet blossoms of promise, whose rare fra
grance might rise as an incense, surrounding the life of the possessor, 
sweetening it, and rendering it a pt~;fcct type of m:1.nhood, which might 
serve as a proof to his fellow man that God reigns supreme, and is the 
source from whence cometh every good and perfect gift. 

Possessed of an understanding of the laws of the Good, see ye not how 
the soul of man may grow 11nd expand, throwing out its beautiful tendrils 
of thought, enmeshing those with whom they come in contact, ancl drawing 
them into the kingdom of God, where the richest blessings await them ? 

The very presence of man on earth is a command to work in the vineyard 
of the Father. Does the blade of grass cease to grow after it has reared 
its tiny head above the surface of the earth which holds its roots? No, it 
drinks in the Spirit of the Creator through the channels of light, heat, 
aud moisture, an~ looking heavenward, it grows and ex.pands, each nay 
showing some degree of progress, until it has reached a perfect state, and 
gives off its seed to the earth which bore it, that other blades may grow. 
Thus the soul of man must grow and expand, giving out seed-thoug-hts, 
that other minds may also grow, aided by these little seed-thoughts as they 
flit by on their way to the formativn of the atmosphere of the heyoml. 
which await.i the 1wojector of the thoughts. Those most impressible 
cateh the tiny thought-images as they pass by, using them as aids to their 
own development, and sending them out again to go on, on through all 
eternity, ever ministering to the wants of those in need, or giving strength 
and· health to the weak and the suffering. 

The force of the Savior's words "and now they have no cloak for their 
sin," may be readily seen when we take into consideration the vastne::~s of 
the human mind, and its works for the Good. 
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Man once having had the laws, which make such blessed privilege pos
sible, placed before him, where can a cloak, or excuse be found if he neO'
lects to improve these laws? "I am the light of the world: he that followt~th 
me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life," saith the 
Lord. 

Man's duty is simple; it is but the exercise of a passive trtist in the 
Good, while following where the Spirit leads. The Father makes the way 
easy, and the burdens light, for those who follow His guidance, in this spirit. 
Know ye not that such a. condition of passivity is man's most natural state? 
All other conditions are brought about through error and sin. 

The true way once discovered, man comes nearer to the Creator; his mind 
is attuned in sweet accord with the Divine Mind, and it gives forth harmo
nious strains, as the fingers of thought sweep across it. He is himself hap
pier for having reached such accordant conditions, and he is constantly 
throwing out little rays of happiness whose cheering influences ar3 felt 
by all with whom they come in contact, even as the warming influence of 
the sun kisses into blossom the flowerets, wooing them to unfold their sweet 
petals to the light of day. 

With all these privileges and blessings, this living nearer the Source of 
all Good, this communion of understanding with the Father, who can wish 
to live elsewhere than near to him? Who can hope to find a "cloak" 
for his neglect to be a true follower of the '·Lamb of God who t!lketh 
away the sins of the world?" 

Look well into the laws of the Good: ask the Father for wisdom : fol
low the promptings of the "still, small voice " when it speaks to you of this 
wisdom : ask for more!, and more : ask, or " pray without ceasing, and the 
growth has begun within yo..ll' soul. Do not turn back. or grow discour
aged because you may not be able to mark the progress of this soul-ex
pansion; but keep on in the work with your faith anchored in God's 
promises,. trusting that he will do by you exactly as He says, and 
your reward will come ; ere long you will be made conscious of the deli
cate fragrance which is exhaled from the flower of your being-your soul 
-as its petals unfold one by one under the warming, glowing influences of 
the Spirit. Then will come to you the full consciousness that you 
are indeed a child of the Father, a joint heir with the Son; then will 
your kingdom of heaven be at hand, because .it dwells within you, illumi
nating your life, and making it a part of the life of God. "Fear not, 
I will come unto you, and in that day you shall know that I dwell in the 
Father, He in me, and I in you." • D. B. 

THE PESSIMIST. 
NoTHING is created in vain. Each tiling has its use. The pessimist is 

the lemon of society. As a flavor he is oftt>n delicious; but as a separate 
dish his acerbity pleases only congenial' palates, being too pungent for a. 
cultivated taste. The pessimist, as a sort of tassel on the social whip, often 
subserves the noblest of purposes. He is "nothing if not critical," and 
seldom is contented to quietly put his tongue in his heart, and chi<le with 
thinking. He is a.s candid as the face o£ a clock, and ofttln as good an in
dicator of the time. The optimist Jouks for good that he may raise and 
support it; the pessimist search~s for evil that he may crush it. Each 
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has the same end in view,-the betterment of life. It not infrequently 
happens that beneath the bitterness of the pessimist there still lurks the 
blade of personal pain, giving a keener edge to every cynicism. When 
the youth starts in life with the expectation that humanity will prove t6 
him Swift's assertion that man is " a forked, straddling animal with bandy 
legs," he is very apt, a little later, to view man as a spirit of unutterable 
mystery, " the beauty of the world ! the paragon of animals ! '' and to 
let fall the petals of his soul till he is fully flowered in optimism. If, on 
the other hand, however, the youth starts in life with the belief that every 
man is a rose in a divine garden, the chances are ten to one that, after a 
few severe rebuffs have completely shattered his idol, he will turn misan
thropist, and look upon men as poor compounds of ill-assorted frailties,
as" turkeys driven with a stick and red clout to market," or as beings 
whose little hour of bluster is too tardily checked by an over-tolerant nature. 
It is in some such wise as this that pessimists are made. They are seldom 
born, for Nature owes herself no such spite. Their sharp excresences are 
each the record of some bitter, incisive circumstance, from which, unlike 
the optimist, they could not sip the honey of adversity, and to which their 
stubborn natures could not bend. The optimist sometimes swings the 
scourge, and a kind heaven will not allowthe pessimist to be always hypo
chondriacal. 

These two antipodal natures frequently interplay ; and the kentlest of 
optimists occasionally finds it necesary to vivisect with the scalpel of piti
less criticism. Even the Savior found use for the scourge. 

It is to be hoped that the time will soon come when goO<lness, truth and 
beauty perceived, will themselves work out the divine plan without the in-
tervention of caustic urgency. · 

When this occurs man will be well on toward his ultimate fruitage, and 
the poinard-like Carlyles of a past pessimism will be recast into Ewer
sons of optimism, - the fructifying ploughshares of a new and higher 
dispensation. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 

THE GENIUS OF ~ (TAURUS). 

ALL persons born between April 19th and .May 21st are tmder the in
fluence of this sign. It is the 'neck of the" Grand Man." The constel
lation in the heavens representing the sign of Taurus was pictured by the 
ancient students of Astronomy as the head, neck and shoulders of a mad, 
or rushing bull. This figure faithfully depicts the pure Taurus nature. 
Once started on a path of duty, be it pain or pleasure, no obstacle is too · 
great to be overcome, no mountain too high, no valley too deep for them to 
cross. Too often this nature will seek to attain an end reg~rdless of rights 
br privileges of other people, thinking only of the ultimate, and when that 
nltimate is gained, then, for the first time will they realize that the road they 
have been traversing was fraught with unpleasantness to their friends, 
and little profit to themselves. 

Their recuperative powers are phenomenal, and the vital life-elements 
seem inexhaustible. Being governed largely by what they can demonstrate, 
or be affected by through the sensations, they have little of the purely 
~'>piritual, except in those cases where the polarization or planetary infiu
P.nces counterbalance the inherent Taunts nature. 
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Persons with these characteristics should constantlv bear in mind that 
their genius is a headstrong, unrelenting master when allowed to rule 
without meeting resistance; but when understood and conquered, he be
comes a most useful, docile, and obedient servant. 

The Taurus nature, when intelligently studied and brought under control 
of the more spiritual powers of the mind, is always an acceptable adjunct 
to the highest and purest classes of society, and will ever he found 
occupying leading places therein. 

·when polarized in Aries, or if the planetary positions are largely cen. 
tered in Aries, the marked peculiarities of this sign will bo still more dif
ficult to overcome, and every inherent weakness must be unceasing-ly 
watched. 

By carefully following the highest guidance, and by frequt-nt meditation 
upon the mysteries of our being, the most obstinate proclivities to err, 
and the strongest influences toward evil or unpleasantness, 'viii soon he over
come. In seeking to be master not only of this, but of the whole twelve 
Genii, always remember that the longer the battle, the fiercer the war
fare with self, the more signal and complete will be the ultimate \'ictory. 

. · May peace be yours ; H. E. B. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENII. 
THE GENIUS OF )€ (PISCES). 

THis sign begins February 19th and extends to March 21st of every year. 
Owing to circumstances beyond control, we could not'give our Readers the 
Genius of Pisces in its proper place, but submit it herewith, and trust that 
it may be found acceptable, though !lomewhat late. 

I wish most sincerely that every person with this restless, dissatisfied 
nature could learn by heart these simple lines, and repeat them so often 
that they would become indelibly stamped upon the mind and hea.rt. 

"I check my speed, I make delays, 
For what avails this eager pace; 
I stand amidst the Eternal ways, 
.And what is mine shall know my face.'' 

The author I know not, out with my mind's eye I feel that only one who 
had suffered by sacrificing all on earth most precious, could give utterance · 
to such lofty, inspiring sentiments. 

The true JE nature is inherently one of struggle and restlessness. If, 
before the soul has come to its consciousness, the wealth of an El Dorado 
were laid at the feet of a person born in this sign there would immediately 
spring up within, a desire for ownership of the Indies also! 

Nothing can satisfy. nothing bring peace or contentment in the way of 
earthly possessions, or of earthly power. Only from long, patient watchful
ness of self, and constant desire for a higher and more sublime state of ex
istence can anything approaching peace be· given the person born in 
Pisces. 

"Forewarned is forearmed," thereft>re the first duty in these Genii arti
cles is to show, as fully as possible, the foes within which are ever seeking 
to drag the natural man down, down and back to former, an<l unconscious 
states. " Know Thyself," a}l<l the battle is won, but if kept in ignorance 
of the influences which are aver seeking to drag you down, or if, after 
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knowing these influences, they are studiously ignored, all is lost, and the 
work of eenturies perhaps is wasted. So many arrive at the point where 
just another step would open up such gorgeous splendors of life and use
fulness, but alas, the all important step, the act which was necessary as a 
culminating incident to crown the struggles and experiences of years, \Vas 
withheld through heedlessness or discouragement, and all was lost. 

Let me especially urge upon you the vital importance of unwearied 
watchfulness. The dwellers under this Genius must carefully guard every 
in. patient motive, and every desire for that which is not absolutely neces
sary for mental, spiritual or physical growth and improvement. 

" Guard well thy thoughts, 
Thy thoughts are heard in heaven." 

I am your Servant, H. E. B. 

TO THE LOYAL. 

To all those interested in the cause of Truth, Justice, and the Pursuit 
of the Noblest Ends ; and to all desirous of showing their loyalty in the hour 
of adversity we would say; the recent unjust, persistent and infamous perse
cutions of which we have been the unoffending victim compel us to ask 
temporary aid from our friends, in order that we may be enabled not only 
to hoM our own against the cowardly attack of unscrupulous foes, but to 
continue the enlargement of our field of usefulness. Remember Reader, 
if you seek truth, and follow your highest ideal, your cause is ours, and 
ours God's. ·whatever you do for the rio-ht, that do you also for the 
Father. 1Vill you fold your hands while IDs enemies are afield? If not 
render loyal assistance to our common cause. 

Tho ;e who, by a pecuniary sacrifice, however slight, are willing to invest 
in God's Cause will please use the following form. 

----------------188. 
To PRESID&VT EsoTERIC PUBLISHING Co., 

4 78 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass. 
Dear Sir;-

I herewith remit-------- dollars as a. donation 
to be used by you, to the best of your ability, in the furtherance of the 
cause of human upliftment. 

Yours etc. 
Those who do not feel able to make a. gift, but are willing to make a 

safe and paying investment will please use the following form. 
------------------188 . 

To PRESIDENT EsoTERIC PuBLISHING Co., 
478 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass. 

DearSir;-
Enclosed find -dollars, for which please 

send me ----shares of stock in the Esoteric Publishing Company at 
ten dollars per share. 

Yours etc., 
(Gi:ve full name and address.) 

In closing this appeal to The Loyal. we would add that we do not call 
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for aid without reluctance, but when we find it necessary so to. do, we speak 
our needs with the utmost plainness and cando'l", knowing that our words 
will affect none save those who are entered in God's cause,--,. who are 
soldiers in the battle for the right. 

EsoTERic PuBLISHING CoMPA:sY. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
FROM the following letters, selected at random from scores containing senti· 

ments of like import, our Readers may judge as to the spirit in which the recent 
sensational press scandals have been read by those who a1·e really interested in our 
noble work. W c cannot give separate and personal attention to each one, but our 
heartfelt appreciation of our tried Friends, for this spontaneous testimony of their 
continued trust in Esoteric teaching, must be felt intuitively by all those who know 
our unselfish objects. There was a time, during the days when the most pressure was 
put upon us, when it seemed as if eve-rything combined to crush our cause, when 
some of our dearest friends seemed frighter.:ed or lukewarm. and little of brightness 
could be detected, yet through and above it all, tee knew that we were right ; our 
motives were pure and unchanged, and, though our fnith was put to the severest test, 
it did not for a moment desert us, and we have now to be most deeply thankful that 
we were as true to ourselves. as our Brothers and Sisters all over the land were lov
aland true to the great cause in which we take pride in being their humble c~
workers. 

Our Friends who read these lines can little realize the extent to which our foes 
have gone in their attempt to work us injury. And their efforts even now are by 
no means suspended. They are yet on the alert, prepared, at a moment's notice, 
to hurl their vindictiveness and hate at the cause,-and the leaders of that cause,
which, thus far, has waxed stronger under their efforts at scandal, libel, black
mail and petty meanness. 

In the words of Prof. Butler, "we cannot turn aside from our work to fight with 
wolves, especially when they show only snarling and growling p1·oclivities." They 
cannot turn us from our path of clearly-perceived duty, and, while we could fill our 
magazine with the vilest stories of the petty vices and short-comings of our enemies, 
we yet refrain; for TilE EsOTERIC has higher objects in view than the defilement of 
its pure pages by recitals fit only for a carnal, sensational press. 

We can say "Thy will be done;" and, while the infinite, all-seeing God is by divers 
means bringing about the grand ultimation of the race, while perhaps even this strag
gle is a natural necessity for the continued success of the movement, we are glad 
that in our hearts we can truly utter the above beautiful sentiment, and desire, 
alike for ourselves and for those who would ruin us,- only inexorable JUSTICE. 

HARDIN, CoLO., MARcH 9, 1889. 
EsOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY. 

Dear Friends:-
" Your circular re

ceived. I am most heartily in sympathy with your •labor of love.' I herewith 
renew my subscription, and wonder how I could have felt any hesitation about it. 
While I fear I am an undeserving recipient of favors, I must plead the excuse of 
most unfavorable conditions and circumstances, and continue to do the best I can 
according to my disadvantages, andthe light afforded me. 

Please excuse the liberty I take in addressing you in this manner, but it seema 
like writing to an old and particular friend. 

Truly Yours, J. D. P. 
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.. BRECXE!OUDGE, COLO., FEB. 27' 1889. 
1 read your circular 'A Word in Self-Defense.' I was not altogether sur

prised. For some months I have at times listened to expreBBions which I have 
no doubt had something to do with the issuing of the circular. Enclosed find 
price of my renewal f'?r this year, and know that there are true, warm, pure thoughts 
starting from our mountain town on the Pacifia slope, which never rest until they 
have settled over you, as a sweet, true benediction. ' Truth crushed to earth 
ahall riae again.' I am thy Brother, W. C. G.'' 

Dear Esoteric :-
"DECATUR, ILL., FEB. 21, I889. 

'God rulu, and HiB work will not come to grief! ' 
Your circular has just come to our table, and for my wife, who iB one of your sub
scriben. and ardent admirers, but who is now absent from the city, I will say, you 
shall lot1e nothing here by the vile tongue or pen of scandal. We have a class of 
about sixteen ladies who meet every Wednesday evening at our rooms, for reading 

·your, and similar publications, and for general diacassion of the subject matter. 
The ladies are deeply interested and benefited, - I believe I may say more than 
from any other source. We highly prize THE 'l<:sOTEKIO, and you may depend 
upon us for friendship and appreciation. We know what it is to be 'persecuted 
for righteousness' sake.' Yours for Progression, Rev. S. G." 

" w A.SHINGTON, D. c., FEB. 21, I889. 
EsOTERIC PuBLISHING CoxPA.NY. 

Gentlemen :-
Your circular entitled 

'A Word in Self-Defense ' came duly to hand. You need not be diacouraged by 
the assaults made on you by the followers of 'the Madam,' nor surrender at 
discretion, when she bids you ' hold up your hands , like unto .•••• mooern 
highwaymen. The fact is she has been repudiated by her teachers long since. 
You can apply to yourselves the beatitude, 'Blessed are ye when men shall re
vile you, and say all manner of evil of you falsely for my sake, for so perse
cuted they the prophets which were before you.' It is a consolation to all of us to 
know that if this thing is of God, all the powers of darkness cannot prevail against it, 
and if it is not, we want to find it out as soon as we can. It is manifest that the 
field is daily widening; that the Scriptures are being fulfilled, that there should be 
'running to and fro in the earth,' and knowledge should increase. We, who are 
looking for ~e day, see the dawn of the MeBSianic age, when the knowledge of 
the Lord shall fill the earth as the waters do the sea. We are on the very threshold 
of it now, and the powers of darkness feel it, hence their terrible cries and efforts 
to block the way of Truth. Finally; I have no doubt, the persecution you are 
undergoing, will redound to your great good in the end, and will totally fail to 
benefit the authors of it. 

Yours for the Truth and Right, L. H." 

"LAWRENCE, FEB. 19, 1889. 
Dear Sirs ; - . 

I wiah to extend my Juarty sympatlty to Prof. and Mrs. But
ler in the trouble and foul slander that they, and our Society, are experiencing at 
the pre~~ent time. I have been a student of THE EsoTERic's principles for over a 
year's time, and a member of the Society nearly five months under Prof. Butler's 
lectures and teachings. and can say with the utmost sincerity that I never heard one 
word, or saw any action, tending to evil or immorality in the slightest degree; on 
the contrary, I have received great pleasure, and lasting benefit from listening to the 
pure and noble teachings of mental and spiritual development in the Profeasor's 
lectnret1, and stUtlyi~tg them in the columns of THE EsoTERIC, and other literaturl' 
of the Society. 
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All persons, unbiased by old dogmatic theolobries, acceptiag Jesus as their ex
ample, striving intelligently for th~ attainments that He made, and that He 
said should be ours also, if we diligently sought them,-will concur with me in say
ing that the lecture!! and teachings of the Esoteric Society and Magazint>, are in 
harmony and loving sympathy with our greatly beloved Master, Jesus.; provided 
they take the pains to honestly hear and study those lectures and teachings. 

The world knows but very little of the beautiful truths and harmonic~ of life 
possible, o.nd even Yery near to humanity, if they will only cast off miserable 
hatred, envy, selfiskness, ancl SUPERSTITIOY ; and strive for the attainments of the 
Master. 

With fraternal sympathy with those that ignorance and superstition are trying 
to injure, I remain Truly Yours, E. F. C." 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 

WE would again call the attention of our Readers to the fact that Mr. Mackav 
has extended an invitation to all those interested in the study of astronomy, t-;, 
question him upon o.ny points which may not be clear to them. The answers to such 
queries will be published from time to time in the columns of this magazine. 

WE would acknowledge the 1·eceipt of several books sent us for review among 
which are the following ; " Truths That I Have Treasured," by Susan Wood 
Burnham ; "The Illustrated Practical Mesmerist," by William Davey ; .. Cooper
ation;' by Dr. J. W. McSlarrow; "Sketches of The Scientific Dispensation of a 
New Religion," by Singleton N. Davis; and "The Morning Star," a magazine 
published by The Plough Publishing Co., Glasgow. Want of space compels us 
to postpone the plea11ure of giving proper attention to these courtesies until an
other issue. 

WE would call the attention of our Readers to ilie fact that the third edition of 
"Solar Biology" by Prof. Hiram E. Butler, is now in press o.nd will be ready for 
sale by the first proximo. This edition will contain additional tables not in for
mer issues and will ue furnished with the same elaborate plates which ha\·e adornt>d 
the previous editions. 

We wish it were possible for us to present to every subscriber, nnd to eYery 
person interested in Esoteric thought, a copy of this valuable work. In thousand~ 
of cases, years of struggle and pain might be avoided by a perusal of its page:,~. 
By it one is enabled to obey the Greek injunetion '' Know thyself.'' To all those 
striving to lead a better life, and to make attainments, as well as to all those en
deavoring to regain physical health, w~ would say. "Solar Biology" is a work which 
you shoulJ lose no time in carefully studying. The price of this work being fi;e 
dollars, we are perfectly well aware that all our Readers will not feel that they 
can, at the moment, afford to purchase it. Let those so circumstanced procure 
one in connection with several acquaintances, ot·, wh"'rc it is possible so to do, bor
row the volume from some friend, and study it carefully. Such a course will gh·e 
them an insight into their own life, character, motives, tendencies, and dangers, ns 
well as those of theit• friends and acquaintances. which, apart from giving them ~ 
\Vonderful power and acumen in society, will enable them to steer their 0101' dutiny 
clear of reefs and shoals. To " Know thyself" is to know all men, to understand 
the methods of Nature as applied to the human family. The study of "Solar Bio
logy" is one whid1 anyone endowed with ordinary intellectual faculties can compre
hend, and which all, seeking the higher knowledge, should master. We wish that 
the book might find a place in every household, but as this cannot be, we would 
ask those who are fortunate enough to possess copies, to loan tllem freely to their 
lesa favored neighbors, in order that as many as possible may derive the blessings 
coming from wisdom. 
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IN THE ASTRAL. 

BY MAURICE ST. CLAIRE. 

CHAPTER I. 

The Captain. 

l 
) 

[No. 12 

I FIRST saw him at St. Auburn, that beautiful spot to which, each sum
mer, so many of our worn business men, together with their wives and 
daughters, hie themselves for the recreation which these romantic hills and 
lakes never fail to impart. Every one knew him familiarly as "CaJ>ta.in," 
and within ten minutes after my friend Hodge had introduced us, I found 
myself calling him by that handy appellation, as naturally as though I 
had known him for years. Captain Edward Faunce possessed more qual
ities of an interesting yet indefinable character, than any other persou whom 
I ever met, and my acquaintance with mankind has by no means been 
very limited. Only a few simple words, leaving no impression as to their 
import,- for the indescribably fascinating tone in which they were uttered 
caused me to forget all else, -a quick glance of the kin<lest of blue eyes, 
and Captain Faunce seemed fully ingratiated into my very soul, as a friend 
from that Jnomeut throughout all Eternity. 

As previously described by my friend Hodge, the Captain was in stature 
six feet, with light hair, and eyes vying with the vault of heaven in the 
purity and clearness of their color. Ah, those eyes I To-day, in the quiet 
and gloom of these chilly country scenes, I. can see those honest, ex
pressive " windows of the soul," and feel the sweet influence of their own
er's power. Yes; though "dead," as the world puts it, yet my beloved Captain 
is often here, and proves his continued interest and unchanging friendship 
by a thousand and one acts, which, if told the world at large, would prodUl!e 
only laughter and scoffing:- but I am anticipating my object in giving this 
little narrative to the public. Somehow the simple allusions made above 
to this friend,-the dearest I ever knew-have so vividly carried my memory 
back to those days when heaven seemed really mine, that I am prone to 
give my Readers thoRe secrets and facti which woulcl at once cause them to 
lose interest in the more commonplace, but necessary incidents of my story. 

Captain· Faunce had for years heen Jdaithful student of Occultism; and 
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his profound knowledge of all the branches of this study had won for him 
the greatest respect among all with whom he became acquainted. Hodge's 
statements regarding the marvelous phenomena which the Captain was 
able to produce at will, augmented not a little my llUriosity and desire to 
become intimately acquainted with this remarkable rnan. In so many words, 
I made this desire known to my friend, who promptly dampened my ardor, 
by declaring the Captain to be the hardest man to become acquainted with 
whom he had evtlr met; and, but for the undeviating hand of Fate, which 
afterwards molded our experiences and friendships to suit her own sweet will 
-but for this kindly interference, I say, I should then and there have bet-n 
denied the fulfillment of my dearest wish. I too, was a student of Nature's 
hidden resources. ~hortly before seeing the Captain, I bad met with a loss 
such as few men are capable of sustaining unharmed; for few men are capa
ble of nurturing a pure, unselfish love for one woman in whom everytMng 
is centred. 

I was young, and I saw only the surface of things. I absolutely 't.oorsltiped 
her who, but a f~:w yE'.ars previous, had taken my name. Every hope, e\'ery 
ambition, every effort, had, as its uppermost thought, .. It is all for her 
sake." I often said to myself and to her, ••If all the world were snatched 
from me, and l could still have my wife, I would not murmur." 

But the blow I most feared was dealt me with an unsparing hand. A wee 
bit of humanity' was given the world in place of. the noblest woman on 
God's earth~-and I was alone. Alone I I wonder if my Readers know what 
that word means? Have you, who may now chance to read these lines, been 
alone at any period of your life? If not, when 'the ordeal comes. may 
heaven pity you, and endow you with hope and strength. 

My life seemed ruined, and my heart withered till it was hut a barren 
receptacle, fit only for the surroundings of sackcloth and ashes in which it 
was stifled. In my extremity a friend suggested the possibility of a future 
meeting with my dear one. At first the suggestion fell on mv ears with un
meaning sound. ~o many \~ould-be friends were ready with &ympathv and 
condolence, that I got but httle comfort from any quarter whatever. Frota 
quiet and seclusion only could I find anything approaching peace. But 
somehow, from the novelty of my friend's suggestion. the thought kept de
manding my attention. .. Was the thing possible?" "Does the soul
the person-triumph over death ; and can there possibly be a means of com
merctl between the •• dead" and thtl "living?" I could not combat the 
f'orce of the suggestion, in spite of the fact that all my reasoning powers 
were called into play to prove it fallacious and fantastic dreaming. 

I soon launched deeply into the study of Spiritualism, Theosophy, and 
everything of an occult nature which I thought might possibly be of ser
vice to me in my mad search for the seemingly impossible. 

At last, after years of investigation, I felt but slightly repaid for all my 
effort, and while in this condition, was brought in contact with Captain 
Faunce. Perhaps the Reader can appreciate my satisfaction in meeting a 
man who was reputed to be in constant communication with the invisible 
side of nature. My first words to him revealed my anxiety for initiation 
into the secrets with which he was so familiar. I can ne\•er forget his 
reply. •• Dear friend, you are at the bottom of a long, up-hill route. All 
your so-called study of occult subjects has been futile, for it has been 
too thoroughly impregnated with anxiety. What you seek will be yours, 
hnt, you must relinquish your former methods of procedure: and give 
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yourself completely into my guidance for twelve months. In that time I 
may be able to rid your mind of the errors and misconceptions which well
nigh have preclude<! the possibility of truth ever finding entrance. When 
this is accomplished, you will then be in position to commence the journey at 
the end of which you will again know your loved one." I was silent for 
a long time. Twelve months to undo what had been done I Antl then to 
commence a task the length of which I knew not. My heart sank like 
lead within my bosom, and my head fell in discouragement on my hand. 
A gentle hand touched me on my shoulder, an<l the subdued voice of Cap
tain Faunce broke the silence which fast was becoming unendurable. 

•• An Eternity is before you, dear friend. Be not dishearteMd, but 
rather rejoice that so '"'arly in life this grand opportunity is held out to 
you. Some men go on and on through life with days of sunshine ever suc
ceeding each other, and in unconsciousness dream away their three score 
ye~rs and ten : others like yourself are guided and governed for higher pur
poses and nobler ends. To such suffering comes, but never without a pur
po3e. The birth of the soul can only come through the severest triah and 
the keeue3t pain. The knowledge of that pain is positive proof that the birth 
is being accomplished. I am drawn to you by ties stronger than you suspect. 
My suffering hl.!l been of a nature similar to yours, but in my case . the 
battles were fought alone. No one to suggest; no one to guide. Ah I could 
you but know what I have borne, your troubles would dwindle and 
pale into forgetfulness." He had risen and was pacing back and forth at 
the water's edge, crunching the damp sand with his quick, firm step. 
Pausing suddenly, and again placing his hand upon my shoulder, he said; 
"' Do not think me unsympathetic and crueL I am not forgetful of the fact 
that the intensity of our sorrows is always governed by those which we have 
previously ~x.perienced. Our sufferings are always guaged ac
cording to what we have previously endured. If your mother should die 
to-day, you would scarcely miss her, so intense is your longing for your 
wife, whereas, years ago, before this relationship was known, you would have 
experienced the keenest grief at such a separation from the dearest friend 
a boy can have. I pray you, therefore, to exert yourself first of all to be calm. 
•• Remember that suffering is only relative. It is yet possible for you to 
experience a grief so deep that your present one would be forgotten. But 
no more. You have the pledge of my advice and assistance, though I tell 
you frankly that I can only make suggestions and indicrzte the path which 
you are to follow. All the real work must be accomplished by yourself. 
Now what say you? " Mechanically my hand sought his, and in that long, 
brotherly clasp, a mute C()mpact was solemnized, which, in all these eventful 
years, has in no way been violated. I succeeded then and there in quite fully 
shaking off the discouragement which had previously taken possession of 
me, and, with a heart lighter than I had known for months, I left my 
newly-found friend and sought Hodge, with whom I had made an en"':tO'e. 
ment for a trip to the adjoining town. ~ ,., 

CH.\Pl'ER II. 

A Secret. 
~!Y friend Hodge seemed strangely preoccupied. His mood, however, 

was thoroughly in harmony with mine, and 1 was only too glad of 
an opportunity to give my mind full rein for meditation on my brief, 
yet impressive conversation with Captain Faunce. A new hope wa..1 
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created, and with hope alive, no man despairs of happiness and ultimate 
peace. Ah, shall I ever forget that ride to B-? A thousand thoughts, 
and countless impressions coursed in rapid flight through my mind. I 
wondered if Captain Faunce would usher me at once into a few of the 
numerous mysteries of which he posseBBed knowledge. I wondered also, if his 
plan of procedure would be similar to that of the mediums in spiritualistic 
circles where a great portion of my time had lately been spent. I thought 
on the long time which I must devote to the preliminary initiation into the 
unknown, on the very borders of which, I now seemed resting; and lastly, 
I recalled biB earnestness when he said ; "Could yon but know what 
I have borne, your troubles would dwind1e and pale into forgetfulness." 
What could have entered his life of deeper import than my own grief ? I 
found myself cogitating upon this point when the village of B-wasreached. 
and, in the diversion of shopping and conversation, a temporary relaxation 
was experienced, although frequently thEl passive face and tender eyes of the 
Captain would come before me with almost startling intensity driving 
all other thoughts from my mind. 

During the drive from St. Auburn, and until the return trip was com
menced , not a word had been exchanged between Hodge and myself. 
Th::ough the influence of the mellow twilight, the increased liveliness of 
old Charlie who seemed anxious to get home- where he doubtless antici
pated his evening repast of oats, -or possibly the association of our excel
lent cigars, or from all these causes together, we immedia~ly engaged in 
conversation. At first we spoke of the commonplace and ever convenient 
weather topic, and then, after a silence of some minutes, Hodge inquired 
as to my opinion of the Captain. I replied that I considered him a most 
remarkable person. "Your opinion in that regard," he said, "will iJtrengthen, 
as you get more thorou~hly acquainted with him; but let me advise you not 
to get your hopes too htgh with regard to knowing him familiarly. I have 
been with him a great deal for two years, and to-day I know him little bet
ter than the first day I met him. It may, howtwer, be otherwise with you, 
your mind is so different from mine, and requires such different food for 
ats nourishment ; and then he added, after a moment's meditation, "I know 
I can tell you a secret which I could trust with no one else." He bent 
bis frank grey eyes upon me, and doubtless saw in mine expressions of 
surprise, for without verbal assurance he went on, seemingly satisfied with 
my manner; "Ever since my twentieth year I have been more or less deeply 
in love,-and not with the same woman, more's the pity. Perhaps during 
this brief eight years, I have seriously loved as many fair ladies. I ca11 it 
love, but since the experience of the past few weeks, I believe it all to ha. ve 
been mere boyish foolishness. At last it seems as if I had met my fate, 
and I am inexpressibly puzzled to understand why so potent an effect is 
produced by a woman who, by the world, would be called simply an ordi
nary specimen of her sex. I am unable to eat, sleep, or work,-in fact I 
frequently find myself with heart and mind much in the state of a veri
tably love-sick swain. I am completely at sea in the matter. My in
tuitions at one time direct me to avoid her, and again, my every impulse 
will be to seek her society. What am I to do? Do you think the Captain's 
advice would be of any avail?" "Have I seen her?" I asked. "No, 
you keep so closely to yourself that you see no one but your 
most intimate friends. If you care to come out to the "Court " upon any 
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pleasant afternoon, you will find her, and I will be pleased to introduce 
you." I replied that I did not wish for an introduction, but would be glad 
to see the lady who had created such an impression upon my too suscepti
ble friend. 

This little thrust was lightly received, and the old silence was again re
sumed for some moments. At last Hodge asked, "But would yon advise 
laying the matter before the Captain? " " How foolish ; " I replied. " In 
what manner could that possibly benefit you ? All such affairs should be 
strictly personal, I believe. Why should you seek anyone's advice ? If the 
feeling is mutual,- if she is 'fancy free,' and you can manage to love her 
for six consecutive weeks, there will then be ample time to call for 
your friend's advice or opinion; but now, at this early stage, the thing is 
simply ludicrous,- preposterous." · 

" Yes, I understand,'' he said, lightly passing my sarcasm, "You ela.ss 
this affair on a plane with all the others. No one can fathom my nature 
so thoroughly as yourself, but this time I believe you have very widely 
missed the mark. I can see the difference, and realize in my heart 
of hearts that I have met my fate at last, and yet there is something so 
indescribably puzzling about the whole matter that I have still half a mind 
to take it to the Captain, in spite of all your advice to the coatra.ry. 
· "That I trnly love Miss Darcet, is only too manifest, but as to the wis

dom of that love, I have grave doubts, for I have been repeatedly warned 
to avoid her, and were it not for an irresistible force which I feel her exert
ing upon me, (perhaps unconsciously) I would a week since have ceased 
paying her the slightest attention." 
"But I cannot conquer the influence of her hidden, yet all-powerful charms, 

and I feel just here that I must be advised,· before it is too late, by a 
person who can give me reliable counsel. Captain Faunce, above all others, 
can assist me, and show me the path of duty to follow, if I am no~ 
already in it." 

"Act your own pleasure,'' I replied, •' but I would run a risk of going 
wrong much greater than thus far you have, before I would unbosom to 
another the inmost secrets of my soul, and seek advice upon a subject which 
is peculiarly and sacredly my own. Are not the higher impulses of your 
nature a guide, which, if followed, will lead you aright ? The very fact 
that you have los.t confidence in the reliability of this, the true guide of 
every whole-souled man, weakens your personality, and drops you back 
upon that ladder of attainment on which you were getting a sure footing. 
I too, believe that there is something wrong about the influence of Miss 
Darcet. This influence may not be consciously exerted ; she may be an 
uns~ting instrument in another's hand, used to bring discontent or 
possible ruin to yon. The battle, however, is yours, and yon must fight it 
out alone. Accept it as a necessary phase of your experience, and know 
that it is all for some good purpose. The less struggle and anxiety, there
fore, in which you indulge, the more easily will the matter aBpear to you 
in its true light." 

"So very easy to advise,'' he said gloomily," but could you have accepted 
such advise in the time of your trouble? Could you have been convinced 
that it was ' all for the best,' and that it was only an incident of your 
life,- a necessary phase of your experience ? Ah, Frank, my trouble is 
of a different kind from yours I know, and you ma7 think it i.Jlsignifi
cant in compa.risoD therewitll, but a mind disturbed IS an pnhappy state 
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?f e~istenoe, at be;st, and who can say, 'my grief alone is real, all othen 
1magmary? I wtll do a.s you suggest, however, and say nothing to the 
Captain at present." We were nearing St. Auburn, and, when about to turn 
into the drive-way leading to the grounds of the palatial hotel in which 
we had been domiciled for the past few days, we were agreeably surprised 
to discover the graceful form of C~ptain Faunce pacing to and fro on the 
other side of the wall. He failed to notice our approach, but continued 
to walk thoughtfully with bowed head, and hands clasped behind his back. 
We pulled old Charlie down to a slow walk, intending to su-rprise the Cap
tain by our noiseless approach. When nearly opposite him, and just a.s he 
turned again to go from us, Hodge suddenly shouted, •• halt ! " I could 
not see in the dim twilight that the Captain experienced the slightest dis
turbance. He walked to the end of his beat, turned toward the fence, 
and, resting his elbows upon it, said simply, " Are you not back early? " 
" That's what I call being collected," said Hodge. " We expected to startle 
you at least, if not to cause you to jump into the air in absolute fright." 

" But why should I be even startled? I knew of your approach,-in fact 
I saw you some distance down the turnpike; so you see I could not consist. 
ently appear very distracted:" then addressing me he quietly asked; 
"Are you passing a pleasant season, Mr. Lang ? " Somehow this adroit 
change of subject suggested to me the thought that the Captain wished to 
draw me into conversation for some object, and I hastened to reply that, thus 
far I had thought little of my surroundings, but rather of my own condi
tion, and as for pleasure, I avoided rather than sought it. ••That is all 
wrong; Mr. Lang, -I would not counsel you to seek pleasure, but do not 
repel it, for when it comes unsought, it contributes as truly to your soul
development as suffering and sorrow-but I am keeping Charlie from his 
supper. Cannot Mr. Hodge drive on and leave yon with me? The evening 
is delightful, and a few moments promenade at the shore will refresh yon.'' 
I felt ravenously hungry, and wondered that the Captain did not consider 
that I was supperless, but finally concluded that he took it for granted 
our suppers had been obtained in B --,and, quickly scaling the wall, I 
stood at his side while Hodge proceeded to the stables. 

Lighting a fresh cigar, and offering my case to the Captain, we turned 
toward the lake. "Thanks, Mr. Lang, but I never indulge in that little 
weakness." This was accompanied by one of his pleasant smiles. I stepped 
back in amazement, and looked intently into his face to see if he was in 
earnest, for Hodge had told me that the Captain was the most inveterate 
smoker he had ever kno\m, carrying the habit to absolu~ intemperance. 
My surprise seemed unnoticed, for the Captain had resumed his meditative 
pacing, and, without further remark, I put away my cigar-case and con
tinued alone my enjoyment of the " weed." Once, during our walk, I no
ticed that the smoke from my cigar seemed offensive to C_a_ptain Faunce, 
and, wondering greatly thereat, and inwardly condemning Hodge for tell
ing me a falsehood, I at once parted company with the newly-1i~hted cigar, 
and received therefore a deeply grateful look from my oompan1on. 

We had strolled along the shore, and only the indistinct melody from 
the band on the hotel veranda and the ceaseless swashing of the waves at our 
feet broke the stillness. The Captain was strangely silent, and I wondered 
why he invited me to accompany him when in such a mood. At last he 
aaid, without looking up or in t~e least changing his manner; " I have the 
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keenest interest in you, Mr. Lang, and I cannot see you hoodwinked by 
a pretty girl, without offering my protest and assistance. Don't tr<Juhle 
yourself to attempt an explanation please, I know all, yes, more than even 
you know yourself, and I tell you frankly that your interest in Miss Dar
cet is misplaced and abused. She is a ~ pure girl, I honor and respect 
her as much as you possibly can, but for God's sake avoid her, or the suf
fering which thus far you have known will seem puerile and insignificant 
when this greater calamity befalls you. I cannot explain my full meaning 
now, but will:Jometime, if it is absolutely necessary, but never otherwise. 
Will you promise me to avoid her during the remainder of your stay at 
St. Auburn?" Had a thunderbolt descended from a sunlit sky, my conster
nation would not have been more complete. In heaven's name what could 
the Captain mean? Since my dear one's decease I had not harbored 
even a thought of another, and yet I was being accused of loving 
a woman whom I had never even seen, and for whom but an hour before, 
my friend Hodge had confessed an attachment. I could not speak. The 
most indescribably disagreeable sensations filled me. Glancing sidewise 
at Captain Faunce, I found him with the same preoccupied look, the same 
meditative poise of the head, and the same passive, expressionless face. 
With what manner of man had I become acquatnted? Surely Hodge's words 
4 ' I know less of him than during the first week's association," bade fair to 
apply with even greater force to my own case. Just as I was making an at
tempt to re:ply to my companion's strange conversation, an expressman 
met us, and mvited us to ride back to the hotel. This I was loth to do, as 
I wished for an explanation of the mysterious statements to which I had 
just listened. Captain Faunce, however, overruled my objections, and gently 
nved me to a seat beside the driver; then, quietly saying that he would 
walk on a short distance to the cottage of a friend, he bade me good-night 
and turned away. 

I was too dazed to make a decided objection to anything that was 
transpiring, and remained as one in a dream till aroused by the driver's 
"Here we are," as we approached the hotel. Hodge had been to supper, 
and was sitting on the veranda awaitin~ our return. I reflected " bad I 
better tell him of what had transpired, 'and immediately conclu<led that I 
would not. "Where's the Captam ?" he asked at once. "He bethought 
him of a friend some distance down the beach whom he wished to see ; 
and perhaps remembering that I might not have had my supper, sent me 
back, while he went on alone." At this moment Mr. Greene, the hotel pro· 
prietor, joined us with the remark;" Your friend Faunce just telegraphed 
from .Boston that he will not return till day after to-morrow, and wished 
me to explain his sudden absence to his acquaintances here." 

Hodge and myself looked at each other, and then at Mr. Greene in un
concealed wonder. Captain Faunce in Boston, while half an hour since I 
had been en~ in conversation with him I what did it mean? " When 
did he leave?' asked Hodge. " Within an hour after lour departure 
this afternoon," was the reply. We were soon alone, an no longer at
tempted to hide our astonishment. " What does it all mean?" I asked 
Hodge; " Has the Captain a twin brother who resembles him in every
thing- except his habits ? " -for I suddenly remembered the episode of 
the cigar. 

To be ooatiaaed. 
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SONNET. 
SINCE I have turned me to the better things, 
It hath been heard full often by mine ear 
How God doth will that, in his simple fear, 
I say to all that which my breathing sings 
To my own heart, whose motive hath snch stings 
Of music as to all undo my cheer; 
And no surcease of longing wild and dear 
Tl!le melody's aye-waxing motion brings. • 

Therefore I put my hand forth to releaae 
If so it may, the meaning of my heart 

(Jane 

In things of beautiful aud thoughtful sound ; 
Praying to aim who doth all good increase, 
Whose fire in me perfecteth such a smart, 
That in my words his beauty may abound. 

Raoul Ra.vrolene. 

GREEK AND GOTillC. 
,TWO TYPES OF HENTA.L STBUCTUBE 

THE unprejudiced student in any department of knowledge, is 
characterized by his eager demand for fresh lights upon the sub~ect he 
has made peculiarly his own ; and no matter how novel or unfamilia.r the 
medium of its transmission may be, it is received gratefully, and analyzed 
carefully, by the honest seeker of truth. 

If the field of research chosen by such an investigator be that of meta
physical phenomena, he will find that a significant p~rallel exists between 
the two dominant powers in mental life, and the two supreme orders of 
architecture. The dividing line in brain t!}>OS is rbflected with singular 
exactness in the division into Greek and Gothic, which forms the major 
classification of that great outgrowth of intellectual and spiritual virility, 
technically called architecture, but to which Madam de Stael gave the 
essentially true name of "frozen music." 

The divergent spirit of these two structural symbols runs through all 
literature, all art, all philosophy ; permeates the results of every depart
ment of thought; directs tha currents of endeavor; defines the civilizing 
activities of nations; and, according to which of them is regnant, 
shape11 their destinies. Greek and Gothic ; Pagan and Christian ; fot-mal 
and soulful ; body and spirit ; the exaltation of the human, the revela
tioo of the divine ; -such are these contrasted types. 

This grou~ing admits of countless subdivisions, as Doric, Ionic and Co
rinthian in Ureek architecture ; actual, as well as intellectual ; and of a vast 
number of variations from the purely Gothic building, and the strictly 
Gothic mind. The examination of these minor modifications, however, is 
unnecessary. Careful scrutiny of the major building forms of either 
type, will reveal the analogy between them, and the brain-structures of the 
corresponding class. 

Look for a moment at the Greek temple. Scan its outlines, inspect 
its ornamentation, listen to its message, an<l meditate upon its meani~. Its 
basic idea is belief in the cune as the sole "line of beauty." To the 
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Greek eonception, heretical art is chariWterized by deviations from this 
line, and it tolerates nothing which is iniWCordant with its smooth per
fection. From the human body- so enthroned and worshiped in Greek 
art, and creed -it has borrowed its fair roundness ; and it is also ~hysi
cal, external loveliness which is celebrated within the walls of the Greek 
er Pagan temple. Its exterior displays exquisite detail and fineness of 
finish. Through the medium of gleaming marbles- wrought into mira
cles of majestic lovelines:J ; into perfectly proportioned harmonies in stone
is evolved a rtopresentation of the sumptuousness of nature; but it is a rep
resentation which stops at that, and cannot claim ,to be a revelation. Its 
embellishing statues proclaim the potential and ultimate grande~r of the 
form of .flesh. They neither incarnate nor foretell th~ glories of the ~Jpirit. 
It is matchless in form, dazzling in texture, superb in design ; yet it appeals 
only to those inferior judges who sit in the outer courts of man's mind. 
It fails to affect those who dwell in the inner temple of the svul. Its in
terior is admirably adapted to the ceremonies of a religion whose highest 
ideal of wonilip is self-interested adjuration; whose votive wreaths are of
fered, not as emblems of immortal life, and messengers of divine tender
ness, but as bribes to gain the favor of some offended deity. The odes 
and songs and siWrifices that there arise, are the appropriate vehicles of an 
adoration devoid of spiritual reality ; of a ritual that makes obeisance to 
the god of externality. 

And now institute a comparison between this calm, fair, stately, impres
sive building, and the mental structure whose laws of growth reflect iden
tical forces. Study the Greek mind through its results in letters, in the 
P.lastic arts, in music ; -and examine Homer first, as a rarely valuable 
lllustration of this method. For convenience' sake let the old name stand, 
though the personality has disintegrated under the searching analysis of 
modern criticism. 

The Iliad is stern and regal, but its progress is that of a pageant. J t 
is an emotional luxury to watch its magnificent onward sweep, and to 
listen to the gracious measure to which its movement pulsates. It can be 
.enjoyed witlh thrilla of Epicurean, cultured appreciation ; for the manner 
in which it is described proves its describer only a witness of the specta
cle of life, and not one who has struggled fiercely in its arena, wresting 
from its gladiatorial contests strength and skill, and- scars, deep graven, 
livid, and eloquent, which beat and burn again when the combat is recalled. 

Homer tells his tale of mighty men and deeds in the true Greek spirit. 
The gigantic depth and force of the pas~ions which he celebrates, must not 
vibrate too strongly through the metric beauty of his lines, lest their har
mQDious adjustment be deranged. No phrase must be overweigltted by too 
heavy a sob: sympathy might mar the music in its flow. As in the tem
ple- where each pediment and eiWh capital, expresses beauty only, and 
aever snffering, aspiration, truth, or any of the myriad demands of the 
soul- so in the Ihad are found joy and griWe and majesty, elemental pas
sions and strife, but trans!}gured in their treatment; transformed into min
istering hand-maidens of the great goddess- Beauty. They are repre
sented, not fathomed ; glorified, not interpreted; witnessed, not experienced. 

In the IWtual temple the portico and facade are emphasized and adorned. 
In its external aspect •he entrance receives enthusiastic and devoted work. 
In the Iliad the in~llectual temple,- the porticoes of nature and of lifP.- -
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are also magnificently wrought, but when admission is gained, and a solu
tion sought that will make plain the dual mystery of the universe, and of 
the !!Oul, an answer is given that answers not. ~the Greek can do is 
to point yet once again to the goddess of externality ; to clasp yet closer 
her glittering, jewel-sown robe. And from her calm, impassive lips, "the 
cry of the human" meet.~ no response. She is blind and dumb to the 
mortal pain of man. 

Turn now to the Gothic sanctuary, each upspringing line breathing a 
prayer; each convolution symbolizing a mystery; each spire, pinnacle 
and tiny-pointed arch suggesting endeavor, hope, evolution. Its most 
minute adornments are pregnant with spiritual truth; its most exalted, 
proclaim eternal love. Its general shape incarnates the gospel of suffer
ing; recalls the central truth that pain permeates life, yet is the way to 
peace : that from sorrow comes strength, and from self-renunciation the 
truest self-_possession ; that the. 11torm-throes die into the blue serenity of 
summer sktes,- for death gives birth to life. 

The story of the emotions is told in the graduated harmonies of the 
color-gamut, which beat in rays of tinted light through the windows of 
the Gothic minster, and form a chant of human life in all its moods of 
hope and fear, of purity and peace and adoration. 

Where shall search be made for the archetypal mental structure of 
this order, whose creation conforms most closely to the Gothic idea of 
development, which, technicalities apart, is simply this: to use those meth
ods which best express the truth, whether strictly beautiful or uot ; to dis
dain conventions when they become a bar to growth ; to render form sub
servient to force ; to rank the body of an art as the throne, and the soul 
of the art as the sovereign who uses it? Who so carries out this theory 
of creative work as Shake$peare? 

The subtle emanations of his genius, the infinite variety of his moods, 
the transfiguring force of his passionate utterance, and the majestic sweep 
of his imaginative flights, well translate the almost bewildering complex
ity of Gothic art, and he also reflects its absolute fidelity to all the skades 
of spiritual truth which it represents. His heart has lain closest to Nature• .. · 
heart, and attuned its own pulsations to the mighty throbbing of hers. 
Therefore he does not shrink from pleading the causa of even her mal
formed children ; does not hesitate to explore even her dark caverns, nor 
to reecho the cries of her night birds. He knows these things exist, and 
he believes that art springs from the womb of life. He knows that utter
ance is relief, and comprehension, benediction ; "aDd for that .reason be 
renders articulate the needs of misery, the despair of sin, and that longing 
for light which is the germ of better things. Upon the vast cathedral 
structure of his mind may be found uncouth and grotesque character-carv
ings : the sometimes hideous gargoyle is seen there, yet of what import 
is the ugliness of its carven lips, when from them dash the watars of re
generation ? 

Shakespeare is as Gothic as the sea, proclaiming by its tides, and by 
each sky-aspiring wave, its bond of union with the eternal heavens. 
He is as grandly Gothic as the Night, only drawing her sombre drapery 
that millions of worlds mav be revealed. 

The generic, radical divergence tr&ctld in the two examples already given, 
is observable in the ll!en. of genius of all races ~d .~' but the race-

. ..pame does not always mdicate that the person beanug tt ts an exponent of 
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its spirit. The ehildren of Hellas number among them many a uothic 
nature. Preeminently such are .lEschylus, Sophocles, and the mighty band 
of dramatists at whose head they stand. The Gothic, or northern people.'!, 
produce also many a Greek artist, - Keats being in the front rank ; and 
the same nation sees the evolution of both orders of intellect. Innumerable 
illustrations of this might be given. Remember Corneille, whose works 
are like the actors' masks in the ancient Greek dramas ; bow down before 
Hugo, who alternately conducts his disciples through the underground 
workings of social sin and suffering, and carries them toward the " pavil
ion of the Sun ; " who makes the mighty pinions of his song lift up the 
souls of men from dungeon life to Freedom's "palace on th., heights." 
Compare Racine, with his rounded periods; Richter, with his blazin~ 
thoughts; Macaulay, dazzling with brilliant rhetoric and fine-spun utili
tarianism ; Carlyle, displaying a vast store-house of psychologic treasures. 
Tasso, fashioning strophes of exquisite grace ; Dante, seeking the solu
tion of mysteries. Cicero, manifesting the perfection of trained oratori
cal ability; Plato, showing the growth of soul-knowledge into the attain
ment of soul-power. 

When the attention is directed to the great masters in painting and 
sculpture, the same opposing types are found. On the one side are ranged 
Reubens and Titian and Correggio and V eronese, all reveling in the 
glory of light and color, portraying the bloom of lip and cheek, the sheen 
of satin, and the gloss of hair ; all reproducing the blaze of beauty in the 
world without, and in the world of a woman's face; yet all ignorant of the 
meaning of either, and all alike blind to the subtle, hidden essence in each 
which is its imperishable part. . 

On the other side stand Michael Angelo, Raphael, Fra Angelico, 
Domenichino, Leonardo da Vinci, Tintoretto, and a host of others, 
all as interior, as inspirational, as spiritual, as devout in the practice and 
principles of their art as those of the other group are external, un-

• spiritual, secular and Pagan in theirs. 
In music, however, two great geniuses may be named whose ~haracteristic 

traits are even more pronounced and antagonistic than are those of the 
painters just referred to. The works of Mozart and Wagner, placed as 
they are at the opposite poles of thought in musical science, throw much 
light on this law of mental life, and. are well-defined examples of the 
Greek and Gothic types. 

Mozart's exquisite phrasing, so rounded, so dexterous; infused with no 
more passion or purpose than is allowed by the canons of classical art ; 
-and Wagner's soul-searching, yet balm-bringing chords are as distinctly 
Greek and Gothic as the temple of Diana and the Cathedral of Cologne. 
The dainty, musical adornments of the one are as purely lovely as the flower
wreathed capitals of the temple. The mighty crescendos and harmonic 
storms of the other are as Gothic as the prayers in stone that ascend from 
the cathedral spires. 

The Greek and Gothic arts : the Greek and Gothic minds. One has 
for ita ideal of attainment the observance of the letter, the keeping of the 
law. The radical idea of the other is that "the letter killeth, but the spirit 
giveth life." One is a building for whose decorations the sunny fields 
have been rifled of their loveliness; the other has an altar amidst whose 
brighter blOSBOms may be found the em purpled, mystic beauty of the pas
arion flower. 
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Greek art has mind and body ; it has Mt soul. Greek art is the apoth-. 
eosis of the human. Gothic art is the incarnation of the divine. ODe is. 
a calming influence; the other is a regenerating force. One is a measur
able, ponderable, known quantity ; the other is a vast, elemental, impon
derable essence. One is serene, proportioned, gracious ; the other is im
passioned, vibrating, exultant. One is the beauty of rest ; the other is 
the mystery of growth. One compasses the earth: the other weighs the 
stars. One is a stately, measured march that shakes the world; the other 
is the flight of wings through space seeking the throne of God. 

MARY c. c. BRADFORD. 

UNWRITTEN POEMS. 

"THERE are poems unwritten, and songs unsung, 
Sweeter than any that ever were heard, 
Poems that wait for an angel tongue, 
Songs that but long for a paradise bird. 
"Poems that ripple through lowliest lives, 
Poems unnotcd and hidden away 
Down in the souls, where the Beautiful thrives 
Sweetly as flowers in genial May. 

"Poems that only the angels above us 
Looking deep down in our lives cau behold, 
Felt, though unseen, by the beings who love us, 
'V ritten on lives as in letters of gold. 
"Sing to my soul that sweet song that thou livest ; 
Read me the poem that never was penned, 
The wontlerful idyl of Life that thou givest, 
Fresh from thy spirit, Beautiful :Friend." 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST' 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

THE spirit of devotion is the prime factor in spiritual growth. The root 
of devotion is love. If we love a person or thing we are apt to be devoted 
thereto. Love has its origin in desire ; desire arises in need, and a con
sciousness of need producea desire. Love is magnetic, and draws to. 
itself the conditions loved. It is a most potent factor in spiritual growth, 
being the active power in all life. Even the grass loves, and draws to it the 
elements by which it grows ; but that kind of love is selfish because it 
is liwited to itself. Such is the nature of all love devoid of knowl
edge. 

The religious zeal of all ages has been the cause of more crime, 
bloodshed, and misery, than any other one feature of man's nature. That 
zeal arose in man's loving an ideal without knowledge. The chief attribate 
of God is knowledge, and its counterpart, love ; these two, properly bal
anced and blended, give the image of God. Either of these alone is as a 
bird trying to fly with but one wing; it may struggle to 11oar, but it can 
only make disagreeable contortions. So has the religious devotee through
out the past, and in their struggles they have looked for the cause of their. 
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-difficulty in eve~hing but themselves, and they, being out of divine or-
-der, saw everything unlike themselves as evil, and were ever ready to de-
:atory it. 

Love with knowledge is a powerful factor, for then the love draws to it
.self all that is useful, and the knowledge uses it. The maxim that we have 
tried to keep before you is, " Use determines all qualities, whether good 
or evil," and is, unless knowledge ~ides it, capable of all kinds of distor
tions." It is similar to the Roman Catholic maxim, "The end justifies the 
means ; " therefore, no matter how much suffering, loss of life, or property 
it occasions, if it but strengthens and builds up its own organized body, 
the Church, and extends its power. The long list of martyrs caused by 
this motto is a good illustration of this love of an ideal without knowledge. 
Therefore, love knowledge for its use to humanity, and be most devout in 
its attainment. 

The Earth is, in al1 the ancient writings, called feminine, and spirit ma&· 
culine; therefore, the ancient symbol Osiris meant spirit-father, and Isis, 
the mother, or former of the body. The body formed was the son produced 
by the love and knowledge of the two united; for without that unity there 
can be no offspring. The sequel of this symbol is found in our own triune 
nature. We are spirit, body, and soul. The spirit is God, and i!J universal 
and unchangeable ; the body is of the earth, and its material is earth. 
We are constantly throwing off the old and taking on that which, to us, 
ia new, yet it is material that has occupied many other forms,- it is a part 
of the body of Mother Isis. 'Vein our individuality, however, are soul, the 
son, Horus,-the product of the love and knowledge of Isis aml Osiris, and 
our work on earth is to perfect ourselves, that is, our souls. To do so is 
to be like the " Father-Mother.'' The Mother binds us in the earth-form 
until we obtain knowledge enough to control her nature, when she will re
linquish us to be with the everlasting Father, to b~come one with Him, 
(Spirit). And then will she cease to bind, and render loving obedience 
to our will, as she now does to the Father. 

Now the accomplishment of this is the task before us. We have said that 
even the grass grows by love of the elements which increase its stature; so 
we must love devoutly that which will increase our stature unto that of a 
son of God. Says a recent writer, "Man grows like that he feeds upon.'' 
Most perfectly true is this of the soul. The soul is the thinking, intelli
gent part of man's nature. The body, or "animal soul" is the seat of the 
sensations, appetites, etc. 

Is it the animal soul we wish to increase? If so, then gratify its demands ; 
but if it is the human or spiritual soul, then its demands must be gratified 
in order for its growth. Paul called these two principles in man's nature 
•• The carnal mind, and the spiritual mind," and said that the carnal mind 
is at enmity with the spiritual. This is emphatically true; for while the ani
mal desires and passions control, we are like a babe in the womb of all 
nature, and must remain subject to the laws that bind all things to earth, 
for there is then no individualization of the soul or entity, but we must re
main as a coherent part of all. If, however, we subordinate these desires 
and passions to the intellect, or, more properly, to the spirit ot knowledge, 
called by Jesus "The spirit of truth," all will be well with us. ·we neoo 
a knowledge of facts and things that ARE, and the ability to distinguish 
knowledge from a mere ideal. 

Then to obtain this God1ikeness is to HATE the evil arising out of 
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blindly following an ideal, and to LOVE knowledge above all things. Let 
1our devotion to the God or spirit of truth, be perfect and without 
mtermissiou. That does not mean devotion to all kinds of knowl
edge at once, because you cannot utilize it, and, such being the case, it would 
become an evil to you, for your organism and circumstances would not 
allow you to use it. Under such circumstances your love would be unreal, 
and you would be deceiving yourself, as thousands a~ to-day; for, as we 
have 1:1aid, love arises from need for its use, and such love is always recip
rocated by the Father; prayer therefore, that is, devotion -is always 
effectual in the development of SOUL. 

How may all direct this love into the right channel, for all possess it? 
It must be directed by an intelligflnt will, or it will be controlled by the 
animal passions and senses. 

We read, " God so loved the world that he gave His only begotten son,'' 
who said, "I am the light of the world." Godlikeness then, is a love of 
humankind, a 1\)ve that is like that of a father for his (<hild, that would 
benefit and elevate its darkened and suffering condition. Then make that 
knowledge the one desire of your heart. That will make you a benefac
tor to the world, not to your family or your nation merely, but to all liv
ing, and if that does not find a response in you, then let it be the desire of 
every breath, "0, but to know the mind of God concerning me ! " Then, 
when channels of thought open within you, holcl them and follow them 
out in all their ramifications, keeping in mind the use of knowledge to oth
ers, but do not be too hasty to give it to others. Scan first the whole situa
tion in every direction, and study the habits of human society in all its 
phases. You do not know but that the ideas that you have, and which you 
think are new, are only those that are alrea<ly known to many others. 
Remember there are four things necessary to justify you in calling the peo
ple's attention to what you have for them, viz. : something new, something 
true, something important, and something that can be made plain and 
acceptable to them. 

Wisdom in all you door say, will prevent your good work being maligned, 
save by those powers of darkness having an ev-il an-imus. Wisdom means 
careful consideration from every stand-point. 

Another feature of this devotion to knowledge is this : it has been ob
served by many that certain abstemious habits are necessary to them in 
order to accomplish the desired results. 

It would be well for us all to remember Faul's admonition on this sub
ject "let not him that eateth despise him that eateth," etc., but let each per
son experiment for himself with regard to all gratification of his appetites, 
so that each one may know for himself the better way. 

We remarked, some time b~.>fore the conspiracy of a certain organized 
clique of money lovers to crush THE EsoTERIC, and to force the .aepre
sentati ve of Vidya-Nyaika to assign to them the valuable inventions in his 
possession, the efforts of which Mammonites, have inspire(\ many of the 
scurrilous newspaper articles that ha\'e appeared,- that "enough had al
ready been said by me to lea<l the ~tudent into 4 the path' if no more were 
said now. We are very busy in preparing for the accomplishment of all 
that has been promised, and, if we delay writing for a time until we get 
the foundation laid, all will be as well, for instructions will continue to be 
given by wise and able pens through THE EsoTERIC, until we are ready 
to resume our conrse of tell.(}hings. 
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We know that nothing that has been, or can be said by the enemies of 
truth, to hurt or hinder.this work in the estimation of those who have been 
following the truths. will prove of avail; for they have not been following 
them because of me, but because of their TRUTH : and they will continue so 
to follow them ; and as soon as they are ready, a place will be provided for 
the good and pure, where will be fulfilled the words of Jesus "Hereafter ye 
shall see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending and descending 
upon the son of man." That time is near ; even at the door,- " be 
ye also ready." . 

We wish our friends to remember that nothing that our enemies have 
done has in the least changed our course. You will see that it was all an
ticipated in the columns of THE EsoTERIC, therefore there is n:>thing for 
anyone to do, save to continue to read THE EsoTERIC, and he will l:Je kept 
informed as the work moves on, and notified when he is needed. 

I am as ever your fellow servant, · H. E. BUTLER. 
Peace be unto you. 

AWAKE! AWAKE! 

AWAKE, awake, ye souls awake! 
The hour has come at last; 
The morning hour, when light doth break, 
Through ages overcast. 
Arise and cast aside the chains, 
The burdens that ye bear ; 
Remember that Jehovah reigns, 
And worship without fear. 

Come, lay aside the priest and church, 
And worship God alone. 
Think not the fires of hell will scorch 
Thee, for this to atone. 
Arise, go forth on mountain peak 
Away from church and spire, 
There ye shall. find the God ye seek, 
The truth that ye desire. 

Come, train thy thoughts in purity ; 
And cultivate thy will, 
Oh I cast aside these bonds of clay, 
Bid carnal thought be still. 
Seek God alone, and ye ~>hall find 
Truths that to few are given, 
Teach them with care and love combined, 
And make this earth as Heaven. 

J NO. M'CARDELL, 
Frisco, Utall .. 

ANY religion which either forbids or restricts free exercise of reason is not only 
false and worthless, but exceedingly harmful. There can be nothing higher th:ln 
Truth, and if God is not Truth, then He is inferior to it. (Ed.) 
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IS THERE ONE GOD? 

THE new Testament contains, even for those who deny.its inspiratior 
a wealth of illustration, argument and apothegm profoundly in harmon> 
with the spirit of the nineteenth century. Its morality is our morality, 
its religious spirit is our religious spirit, and it vexes us with no scientific 
views. Those who give something mol'e than a passing glance to the events 
recorded day by day in the pages of the press, and who in retirement and 
solitude reflect upon tha atrocious want of moral sense exhibited all over 
the world, must feel that, to use an illustration of Jesus Christ," the salt 
has lost its savor." The realms of civilization have become unsalted, and 
Christianity is powerless in the matter. 

It is of more importance to discover the cause of this than to find the 
North Pole, or to lay down an exact standard of proportion between 
gold and silver . . No doubt many abl&-minded men have perceived 
that the Christian religion no longer preserves its old influence over the 
minds of men, but, being clerics, their only remedy bas been to increase 
the practice of these formul~e whose inefficacy they acknowledge and de
plore. If the salt has lost its savor, the brine made from it will not corn 
beef, no matter how much salt is ground into it. If prayer-meetings are 
no longer potent upon the habits and practic& of mankind, increasing 
their number will surely be of no benefit. The s!Llt has lost its savor and 
cannot corn the beef. The earnestness of Christian ministration bas 
been notorious throughout the past decade; and the past tlecade has been 
conspicuous not only for its scandals, but for the utter indifference of the 
world to this ministration. 

I might draw here a picture of the utter rottenness of society, and 
describe with unction the dangerous and demoralizing condition of things. 
I might show the strained and unhappy relations between the sexes, the 
dislike of the men for marriage, the repugnance of the girls for maternity. 
I might touch upon the abominable character of our financial system, and 
the manner in which our giant country is being chained with debts called 
sophistically " securities," and the villainous and fraudulent abuse of 
authority by which these "securities" are issued. I mip-ht enlarge upon 
the armed masses of wronged and outraged labor. I mtght cite in detail 
the disadvantages which the current system of transportation brings upon 
agriculture. I might dilate upon the thraldom in which manufacturing 
interests are held by politicians. But I do not deem it necessary. Those 
who have the courage to read anything beyond a novel, or a daily news
paper, do not need to be convinced that the tintes are out of joint. 

Hut why? Because the salt has lost its savor. 
The men of the present day do :n.ot believe in Christianity, and do not 

believe any one of the statements made in the creed; -even in the Apostles' 
creed, and far less in the Nicene, or that unchristian and savage document, 
the Athanasian creed. The "Christian verity " is for us all a senseless false
hood; and the majority of us regard with contempt and righteous anger 
the pettifogging spirit which St. Athanasius displayed when he drew it 
up. Our minds have been sharpened to a keen edge by nearly a hundred 
years of true, scientific investigation. We are so accustomed to the per
fect exposition of facts and ideas which present science gives in answer 
to our imperative demand, that we reject with loathing the dod~g behind 
words of St. Athanasius. We scout the Athanasian creed. VV e will not 
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have it, because it is a juggle of words confusing, not exposjng, the all-im
portant truths behind its phrases. No man, however excellent his intellect, 
or however unbiased in intention, can comprehend its paradoxes. 

Nevertheless, the Athanasian creed is the only scientific exposition of the 
faith which Christians claim to entertain,- expressed dogmatically. no 
doubt, and with a certain hatred between its lines for those who hold other 
ideas, but still, expressed by a man who comprehended the science of lan
guage. St. Athanuius, when he compiled it, was not aware that he was 
trying to hide a confusion of thought by perfect lucidity of expression. 
The spirit of paganism was still abroad when Athanasius was the leader 
of the Catholics of Alexandria ; and the great opponent of Arius could 
not clear his mind utterly of the impressions of the age of Constantine. 
To men living in the midst of confusion pro~uced by the absurdities into 
which official paganism bad fallen, the one potent fact of a Divine 
Teacher and Redeemer was so touching, so delightful, so restorative of all 
the good impulses of human nature, that the paradoxes that surrounded 
that fact were unnoticed. Converts to Christianity wondered at tlie acri
monious controversies between Arius and Eusebius on the one hand, and 
Athanasius, Eustathius of Antioch, and Paul of Constantinople on the 
othtlr. Constantine was the first Christian emperor, and could never compre
hend the reason for their jarrings. He reproached thA casuists gently; he 
wrote to them with a certain dignity of condemnation ; he banished the 
beads of both sides in turn, but never did he learn why the! disputed. 
His ethical nature responded warmly to the morality taught by Christ. His 
intellectual nature was unequal to the metaphysics developed by certain 
statements with regard to the origin and nature of the Teacher. 

We, in our days, have undone the Gordian knot in a peculiar fashion. 
First our forefathers believed without enquiry, and went like sheep into 
the fo1d prepared by those who had enquired. Then our fathers enquired, 
and were thoroughly mystified, finding themselves in a labyrinth from 
which there was no possible exit. They resolved, under these trying cir
cumstances, to believe without reasoning, or, in other words, to .accept with
out discussion statements with regard to their religion which had the author
ity of ancient days, but which were incomprehensible. Young men who 
wanted to understand the truths of Christianity were advised to read safe 
men, and dissuaded from the perusal of such works as Spinoza and Berkeley 
wrote. This was the death-knell of Christianity. It was the elimination 
of intellect from the world of religion, and its fruits were plainly visible 
in succeeding generations. The weak of spirit, the poor of heart, the 
feeble of mind, remained about the altar ; the strong, the original, the 
creative, came to it only when they were asked to eome, and bad an un
pleasant way of smiling with genial pity at professing Christians. Society 
tolerated infidelity, and did more, for it listened with at least tacit approv
al, when men of science hinted broadly that, between the Monotheism 
of the Jew, and the Trinity of th" Christian, it was even possible that there 
was in fact no God. Those who were most tolerant of the weaknesses of 
reli(J'ious minds were willing, in a spirit of liberality, to concede that some
whe~e in space there might be a monad of pure Intelligence ; but beyond 
this, even they did not care to go. 

The monad of pure Intelligence, however, has not done for frail human
ity what it needs. A conviction that somewhere in space there is a factor, 
a mathematical power that knows everything, will not restrain the bad from 
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accomplishing everything for which their hearts lust, even at the cost of 
misery to thousands. With the departure of religious conviction, there 
is a necessary death of public morality which depends entirely upon it. 
No reasoning man dare say that public morality exists to-day. Men who 
are religious profeasionally will denr., until they are black in the face, that 
either of them has really gone, but 1t is the fashion of these gentry to a.&

sert what is not, and to deny what is. They are so accustomed to substi
tute phraseology for thinking, and reading for reflection, that their brains 
oontain only words, not ideas, and they never will believe that Christianity 
is dead, so long as a. congregation remains to pay them a salary for preach
ing about Christ. But the dreadful state of things all over the world must 
convince those open to conviction, that no man acts according to the relig
ious creed which be professes to believe. It is not to statistics that we are to 
look, but to conduct; and we must be blind if we do not see that men have 
ceased to believe. There is an absolute a.by::JS between men's actions and 
their religious profes11ions. The most religious men will say, " Business is 
business, and religion is religion," if you ask them how they can reconcile 
it with their consciences to pay girls fifty cents a day for fourteen 
hours hard work. It is a matter of "business," a matter of " wpply and 
demand." lf fifty thousand girls want to be employed in making 
gentlemen's furnishing goods, the immense preponderance of the supply 
over the demand must lower the value of the girls' labor to themselves. 
That is an axiom of economic law. But how about "Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself?" Ah, that is another thing I That is something for 
Sunday consideration ; and all men must then unite in wishing that there 
might be some way in which the hard lot of these poor working girls 
might be alleviated. 

The salt has lost its savor, obviously because the spirit of the age de
mands truth without any admizture of falsehood. Where, then, ia the 
falsehood in the Athanasian creed, or in the belief of the professing Chris
tian of to-day? Is the Trinity in Unity false? Is there no Holy Ghost? Or 
was Jesus only a man? To many it has seemed that to be an Unitarian, 
a.nd to accept Christ as only a man chosen by God for a great work, and 
~pecially inspired, was the solution of the problem. But this means a sur
render of more than either Unitarians, or anv other sect of those who ob
ject to the Trinity in Unity, have hitherto been willing to give up. It is 
the surrender of both Testaments, it is the abrogation of the Lord's sup
per, and the virtual abandonment of any proof that the. God we worship 
has ever specially cared for us. For the special inspiration of a man is 
very different from the incarnate birth of a God-Man. Who could distin
!ruish between the degree of special inspiration of Christ preaching at 
thirty, and the young Mozart playing the violin at th1•ee? Special inspira
tion is a thing easily claimed, and easily denied ; and it is hard to draw the 
line between It and special aptitude. Like the distinction between reason 
a.nd instinct, it depends entirely upon the application. The same act done 
by a cat or a man, would oo instinct in pussy. and reason in the Professor, 
pussy's master. So Mozart's musical powers would be special aptitude, 
a.nd Christ's teachings speci&.l inspiration, because the one was Mozart's, 
a.nd the other Christ's. 

Put the case boldlv, and examine the condition of those who believe in 
~thont Christ.· and who are strict adorers of one God. Wh~t are 
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the Jews'? They are the worst example in the world of business conducted 
upon business principles, and without any regard to humanity. They are 
eternal speculators in human misery, going, to use their l)Wn story, into the 
market for labor, and getting it at the cheapest rates. With cowardly 
cruelty and avarice combined, have they fastened themselves upon those 
businesses where they can make money out of their inhumanity. The whole 
of the furnishing good.s business is in their hands, because, having no 
business scruples, or business sh'lma, they h:\Ve beaten down the wages of 
their work-women to such a point that they cau undersell every Christian in 
tue trade. They have forced women by the wholesale to that line where 
self-respect ceases, and where animal gratification is the one thing seeming 
desirable, and to be comprehended. Put the question of humanitarianism to 
a Jew, in a tangible business way, and he will meet you heartily. Do you 
want money for schools, for hospitals, for asylums, for orphans' homes, to re
deem young girls from prostitution? His purse flies open in a moment. 
He will contribute with a liberality and a heartiness that will make you 
stare, and perhaps make you blush for your fellow Christians. But say 
to him "Cannot you change your business system which degrades mankind, 
sends men to the prisons of criminals, and makes girls forgetful of the 
charm of purity, and he wont understand you. He cannot understand 
you. He will say that you have no business-sense, and you will feel that 
he has no soul-sense. Monotheism with the Jew means the power of sul
len intellect applied to money getting. • 

But a Jew is a Jew. Perhaps monotheism in the hands of other races 
might be a different thinf. That woul.i depend upon the idea of God. 
The professional notion o a monad of pure Intelligence existing in space, 
not for any tangible or intelligible purpose, but simply as a first cause, a 
Deus e:~:: machina to help the Professor out of a tight place in argument, 
is not of much service to stanch the wounds of a bleeding world. Old 
Anglo-Sax who has devoted his intellect to solving the problem of the 
migration of Maximus, the British Tyrant, into Aremorica has lived all his 
life in a little eddy along shore, and does not know how it is in the middle 
of the current, where the brazen pots. in pure gaiety of disposition, smash 

•WBILB we by no means take radical exception to what is here stated, we cannot but feel that 
10mething less than justice is done when this acquisitiven818 is made a rae~ peculiarity. It does 
not belong to the Jews 88 Jewa, but to the Jews 88 bu.inu~ 111era, and the sell-came lrl'98d may be 
laid w the door of the ~utile, the Mohammedan, the infidel, iD fact, to that of ail btuinu. men 
as a clau, -the few exceptions serving only to prove the rnle. Nor should it be forgotten that 
the typical baainea mao considers that this '' grioding" of his help is the only method by which 
he may hope to keep his finapcial head above water. Supposing A. and B. are competing dry
goods merchants; A. reaaons that if he can lower the wages of his salesgirls half a dollar per 
week, he will be able to place his goods upon the market at a price sufficiently below B. to mo
oopolize the trade. B. in his turn duly appreciates this fact, and cuts the wages of his sales
girls seventy-five cente per week in an attempt to undersell A., and so it goes; cut, cut, cut, with 
the poor working girl, or workingman, ever between the commercial shears. Political economy, 
that monstrous sophism which attempts to convince the public that it& busio-schemes are mor
ally right becau.se kgaJly sound and gt~aJly prevakrat, has as one of its axioma "competition 
is the life of trade." It is by virtue of this very competition that the Gentile, as well as the Jew, 
feels obliged, under the existing commercial conditions, to hire his help at the lowe!lt obtainable 
price, in order to prevent his competitor who rigorously follows this course, from entering the open 
market with 8Dch an undue advantage in point of price 88 wonld enable him to monopolize the 
trade. All nationalities, creeds, or sects apart, business has no soul, or, 88 the saying is; '' There 
is no frieodshiJ? in trade." It is 1- than justice to assert this88applicableoulytothe Jew, itis 
true of the bUBlD088 mao of all nationalities. The business man buys goods where he oan get them 
ch~ and that he ooDSiders the life's blood of his help 88 so much "good•" is proved by 
his frequent expneion ; ''going into the market to buy labor." -Our whole oommereialstruotu:re . 
ia built OD rotten piles I (Ed.) 
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the earthen pots relentlessly. His wife tells him that shirts are eighteen 
dollars a dozen, and he replies, " Ah, indeed ; " and when she remarks that 
this must be hard upon the shirt mabrs, he says cheerfully, "Why, cer
tainly." 

Young Trilolite, on the contrary, thinks that the millennium will arrive 
when everything will be done by electricity, and only bankers and profes
sors will survive, the rest of the world having disappeared by starvation; 
- 44 survival of the fittest," don't 1.ou see? If you remark that Christ 
said, "The poor you have always With you," he smiles indulgently as one 
who lit5tens to the argument of a child. 

What is God? Under what aspect does God show himself to the total
ity of mankind? Notice' primarily, if you please, that according to both the 
Jew and the Scientist, God does not concern himself with t.he world which he 
has created and peopled. Practically, in spite of the Old Testament, the Jew 
is an atheist, like the Darwinian. The Turk, also a monotheist, refers every
thing to Him. "Good and evil come alike from the hand of Allah." This 
is the Arab notion also, and pervades the book of Job, which is profoundly 
Arabic in its ideas and expressions. "I have received good at the hand 
of the Lord, and shall also receive evil. The Lord gave and the Lord 
bath taken away. Blessed be the name of the Lord!" But in Persia, 
where the wits are much keener than among the Turks and the Arabs, this 
doctrine has been laughed to scorn. This God who gives and who takes 
away, says the Persian scoffer, is too much like a Tartar Khan to be adored 
br, a reasonable being. Even a Khan who should distribute his good 
gtfts irrespective of merit, and devotion; and should shower down, in the 
same indiscriminate fashion, bastinados, bowstrings, imprisonments and 
impalings, would receive the i~cense only of the greedy and the cowardly. 
Those courtiers who wanted no gift, and feared no punishment would be 
~ilent. Omar Khayam, whose poem was so beautifully illustrated by Elihu 
Vedder, very seriously tells Allah that in spite of His power, he believes Him 
neither good nor just. But ·does Omar Khayam criticiza God, or the 
Mohammedan conception of God? 

Do we all of us, save the atheists, believe that everything which is good, 
and everything which is bad, is the result of Divine Agency? Dear 
Shelley, the most exquisite poet that ever lived, appears to have believed 
~hat everything bad came from Jehovah, whom he accordingly execrated, 
and that everything good came from Nature, whom he accordingly adored. 
Without stopping to point ont the laughable error here, it may be stated 
that the majority of mankind are disposed loyally io accept the doctrine 
that all good things come from God, and that all bad things are the re
sult of a working out of Divine Laws too high for our comprehension. 
This is a gentle optimism which suits good times, but which is most unftt 
for such stormy days as we now endure. Milton makes his lost angels 
gather together and discuss free-will, free-knowledge, and other topics 
belonging to the metaphysics that have sprung out of ill-conceived ideas with 
regard to the relations between God and Man. The origin of evil is one 
of these, and the optimistic view just cited is an attempt to show that evil 
is a transitory thing. But we all know only too well that evil is as cer
tain as good. The barbarous and savage attempt to explain it by the fall 
of Adam ; and man's first disobedience lies at the root of much current in-

/ -~~;. Old Omar Khayam cannot endure it, and reproaches Allah that 
/ ~n in Paradise, devised the snake. 
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It is plain that when a reasoning man ascribes to God all the evil, and 
all the good of this world, he ceases, not indeed to believe in Him, but to 
love Him. Obviously, the love of God conveys the greatest happiness that 
man can know, for history and e~rience alike teach this. That old 
bishop of Pavia, Epiphanes, whom his contemporaries called "the man of 
God," and whose entreaties for peace neither the patrician Ricimer, nor 
the emperor Anthemus dared to disregard, wouJd be a sufficient proof, 
were proof needed that men liave loved God. But proof is not needed, 
for every man in his ~eneration comes across one man at least who canied 
the love of God in hts vary heart. Such men, by some special faculty 
of the soul, are able to see and to realize the good that God does to us 
mortals, and to shut their eyes to the bad, or perhaps, in their secret souls, 
they.fathom the mystery,butwill not disturb men's minds by its utterance. 

What if God be not one, but two? What if the good comes from the 
Good Principle, and the evil from the Evil Principle?- But this is a return 
to the old Aryan Faith. 

EDW .A.BD RUDOLF G.A.BCZYNSKI. 

ART CULTURE AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE CON
DU~'T OF LIFE. 

BY MELVIN L. SEVERY. 

BEING EXCBBPTB FROM LECTURES GIVEN BY HDl BEFORE THE BOSTON 

SOCIETY ESOTERIC. 

(Number Three.) 
AJ eaoh one of the art articles published in TBII F..ecmouo mut repeat, in a Tery limited 

8})&08, the auhltuoe df four extemporaaeoua lecturea, it ia ezpeoted that the Reader will 
pardon the abeenoe of that elegance of diction, aa well aa the lacJl of that continual expre.ion 
of strong, Iatrical coherenoe which oould ouly be obtaiued through the employment of more·~ 
than we oau oommand, and -pt in their stead, the somewhat 011J'80ry aud detached Btstemeut 
here preeentecl. 

•• P AOOING," says Ruskin,'" or art generally, as such, with all its tech
nicalities, difficulties, and particular ends, is nothing but a noble and ex
pressive language, invaluable as the vehicle of thought, bus by itself notll,. 
ing. He who has learned what is commonly coru.idered the whole art of 
painting, that is the art of representin~ any natural object faithfully, has 
as yet only learned the language by which his thoughts are to be expressed. 
He has done just as much to\vard being that which we ought to respect as 
a great painter, as a man who has learned how to express himself gram
matically and melodiously has towards being a great poet. The language 
is, indeed, more difficult of acquirement in the one case than in the other, 
and possesses more power of delighting the sense, while it speaks to the in
tellect, but it is, nevertheless, nothing more than language, and all those 
excellences which are peculiar to the painter as such, are merely what 
rhythm, melody, precision and force are in the words of the orator and 
the poet, necceuary to their greatness, but not the te&t8 of their greatness. 
It is not by the mode of representing and saying, but by what is repre
sented and said, thllt the respective greatness either of the painter or the 
writer is to be finally determined." 

What Ruskin has here so clearly stated of painting may, with equal 
propriety, be said of each and every art. From this it may be aeen how 
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widely different .technique is from conception. Now, while the study of 
art seemingly addresses itself to perfection of technique or execution, it 
has, nevertheless, a vast field of usefulness in the enlargement of concep
tion ; for it should never be foTgotten that the channel of expression and 
impression are pTactically identical, an<l the freeing and expanding of the 
vadous expTessive channels invariably produces new and higher concep
tions. Only according to your ability to use or express it, shall good be 
given you. Let it be ever borne in mind then, that primarily the real 
value of every work of art lies above and beyond the realm of technique. 
The imbecility and frivolity of modern al't,- the constant tendency on 
the part of most pseudo-al'tists to make execution their final end and aim, 
induces me to once more quote Ruskin : " The highest thoughts are those 
which are least dependent on language, and the dignity of any composi
tion, and the praise to which it is entitled are in exact proportion to its in
dependency of language or expression. A composition is, indeed, usually 
most perfect, when to such intrinsic dignity is added all that expresJion 
ean do to attract and adorn ; but in every case of supreme excellence this 
all becomes as nothing. We are moTe gratified by the simplest lines or 
words which can suqgest the idea in its own naked beauty, than by the 
robe or the gem whtch conceal while they decorate; we are better pleased 
to feel by their absence how little they could bestow, than by their presence 
how much they can destroy." 

If the al'tistic aspirant perseveringly struggles to express, in the ablest 
manner possible to him, the most commendable part of his personality, we 
need have no fear but what he will steadily grow, not only as an artisan, or 
master of technique, but as an artist or creator. One of the highest func
tions of artistic culture is to enable the student to scrutinize himself, to see 
himself as others see him. This end accomplished, and he has always by 
him an intelligence that criticizes, molds and reforms, and knows, moreover, 
whereof it speaks. You are bound to respect no criticism which does not 
dearly define its reasons for the exceptions it takes to any production. 
Never place any dependence upon that critic who says ; " It is not ar
tistic; I don't know why, but I am sure it is not." Every legitimate effect 
producible by art is made through obedience to some well-known law, and 
every artistic short-eomiDJ has its rise in the non-observance of some 
clearly-defined and tabulated requisite of art: therefore, every com
plaining critique should, before you give it ~redence, point you specifically 
to certain artistic laws which you violate. This rule is rarely followed 
among critics of to-day, who generally content themselves by asserting 
(always on their own authority) that such and such a production was 
mediocre, or thoroughly bad, or, on the other hand, drowning it with fulsome 
praise. This sort of critique, particularly in the case of the drama, (and 
here I exclude those by no means rar~ cases where the critic does not take 
the trouble to witness the performance he criticizes) is generally drawn 
out into lengthy condemnation, where the prominence of the artist warrants 
it, or spun into tedious and meaningless laudation. The critic asserts that the 
leading lady's voice is faulty ; bnt does not trouble himself to say in what 
respect : that her reading is bad ; but does not inform her whether it is 
bizarre, or sombre and colorless : that her action is awkward and weak; 
but does not inform either the public, or the lady he is vivi*ting, whether 
she is awkward through parallelism or angularity of movement ; or 
whether her acting is weak through lack of force per ae, or lack of ease 
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in its ~ession. In short, the modern critic-though he be " Wiser in his 
own conceit than ten men that can give a reason," (assuming always that 
he has not been bribed in a pecuniary, bibulous, or culinary manner, that 
he is equally" fancy free" in other respects, and has taken the trouble to 
see what he pretends to criticize,) gives simply his opinion. In order for 
good to be derived either by the artist or the public, from such a critique, 
it would be necessary that it should be known whether or not the critic 
was a person of taste. Modern criticism is, after all, little more than a 
balancing of the taste of the artist against that of the critic, with the weight 
of msthetic cultivation almost inva,riably in favor of the artist. 

When it is fully realized that art is governed by laws as absolute as 
those of mathematics, the absurdity of depending upon mere taste, and 
that too of persons of almost always doubtful, and generally of insuffi. 
cient cultivation, will be apparent. 

The practice of constituting taste the final critical arbiter is as danger· 
ous and unjust. as it is absurd and inexcusable. What would you think, 
if a person calling himself · a mathematician were, with two columns of 
figures before him, to coolly assert it as his opinion,-without making any 
appli£l&tion whatever of the quantitative laws of which he professes mS.S: 
tery, -that the tot&\ of one column \vas twice as large as that of the other? 
Yon would certainly be warranted in considering his claims to mathemat. 
ical acumen as arrogation utterly baseless : yet this is but the analogue 
of the charlatanry which the modern critic is continually perpetrating. 

AB more or less has been said above regarding " taste," it will perhaps 
be well to call attention here to the · absoluteness of this attribute. To 
illustrate more fully what is meant by the "absoluteness of taste," it may be 
well to consider, for a moment, •' taste" upon the physical plane, in which 
fi.~ld, while it is perhaps not perfectly analogous to taste upon the higher 
planes, it is yet very similar thereto. H an orange be handed to two persons, 
and one after tasting it, avers that it is sour, and the other asserts with 
equal positiveness that it is sweet, one thing would certainly be apparent 
to the most obtuse intellect, viz. ; that, as the orange could not be both 
sweet and sour, one or both of the persons pronouncing these irreconcila
ble judgments must be in error. or, in other words, must lack taste. I say. 
"one or both," because it is possible the orange may be neither sweet nor 
sour, but simply bitter, in which case both judgments would be totally in
valid. In this case it will readily be seen that the sweetness or sourness 
of the fruit is an absolute quality resident in the orange, and that no 
amount of conflict in opinions or tastes can alter it in the slightest degree. 
Taste in art is merely the ability to properly appreciate that which is ex
cellent in any artistic production. It will be readily seen that every art 
production either has, or bas r10t, some points of excellence; and is, as a 
whole, good, mediocre or bad. No diversity of opinion can alter one jot 
the qual-ity of any production, and so, if one person praises it while another 
condemns, one at least is deficient in taste. It would not be strictly proper 
to say that taste resides in the production considered, yet, since that merit 
or demerit which should absolutely goveNl taste, does so reside, such an 
assertion, so far as practical results are concerned, could not lead one far 
astray. 

lt is quite a common ooourrence to hear a person, criticizing some art 
productton, say ; " So you thought it good art? I considered it very inar
tistic, but then we may both be right; it is only, after all, a question of dif-
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ference of taste." This is entirely fallacious, and is tantamount to saying~ 
in the case of the orange, " So you thought it sweet? I considered it very 

· sour, but then we may both be right, for it may be both sweet and flOur ; 
after all it is only a matter of different tastes." 

Thus far, it will have been noticed, attention bas been given almost en
tirely to art in a general sense. It will shortly be necessary, however, to 
take up those particular arts from which culture is to be most readily de. 
rived, in a specific manner, giving the most careful attention to all the 
minuti~ of their detail. Before taking this step, however, I wish to call 
particular attention to a few points not.as yet dealt with. 

The dramatic &rt, when :performing its proper function, is the noblest art 
there is, -in fact it contams all of the other arts, and addtt to them an 
expressive attribute greater than the sum of all their vehicles of 
expression. The student should ever bear in mind that the function of 
art is the expression of conception. Let us compare the dramatic with some
of its sister arts, considering them in their proper chronological order •. 
First we have Statuary, which makes its impressions through the medium 
of Form : ~ond, Architecture, which impresses the observer through the 
media of Space in Form: third, Painting, which adds Color to the expres
sive media of Space and Form : fourth, Music (instrumental) which adds 
Rhythm to Color, Space and Form: fifth, Oratory, which adds that im
portant expressive agent, Articulate Speech, to Space, Form, Color and 
Rhythm : and sixth, the Dramatic Art, which contains all the expressive
media of all of the other arts, and adds to their sum the grandest and 
most effectual agent of expression, viz., Pantomimic Movement. From 
this it should be seen that all those who stigmatize the dramatic &rt, do so. 
either through ignorance, or unwarrantable prejudice. Not long ago, and 
witain the memory of many of my Readers, it was fashionable for theo
logians en masse to level their sacred blunderbusses at the dramatic art. 

The time for this wholesale denunciation has now past, although some 
. stiff-necked and illiberal preachers still consider themselves paid to de

nounce the drama, but this class of clergymen is, with gratitude be it 
said, growing yearly smaller. There is no art which has such capabilitiu 
of fostering and developing all that is good in humankind, as the dramatic 
art well applied. It is the greatest of educators, &nd as such, be it said 
in the face of all dogmatists, is quite as commendable as preaching. The 
days of creed as such, may now safely be considered as numbered. 

The religion of the twentieth century must be one of deeds, not creeds; 
for the mass of mankind is at last awaking to the realization of the salu
tary fact that they cannot fly to heaven with the wings of any creed, how
ever loudly they may espouse it. The final question will not be, " What 
have you believed 1 " but " What have you done 1" and one of the most 
hopeful signs of the times is that the general public is awaking, after 
centuries of slumbrous sermonizing. to the full realization of this fact. It 
is owing to this change in public sentiment and belief, that Truth is com
ing to be considered as itself an excuse amply sufficient for its being har
bored ; and anything capable of teaching this Truth, whether it be the pulpit 
or the stage, as worthy a foremost place in the estimation of mankind. The 
theatre has as much right to exist as the church, for it is capable of strik
ing its foundations as deeply into the souls of men. I say, "is n<J"K::'!:e," 
for I would not assume that the theatre even approaches the ent.. ."' ' 
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of its noblest function. It certainly does not, and it certainly cannot 
while its instructive potentialities are so sadly overlooked and neglected. 
The theatre to-day is on its rung of tawdry extravaganza, disgusting repre
sentations of puerile dramatic effusions, and weak adaptations of novels 
cloyed with blood-curdling impossibilities; and Shakespeare, save m the 
hands of artists whose mighty genius attracts regardle~s of their roles, 
certainly does, as has been lamented by many a manager, " spell failure." 
Is the theatre wholly to blame for this? Answer the question with another. 
Were the theologians wholly to blame for the arrant Cahinistic nonsense 
they uttered a few decades &Jr>• aud a few syllables of which have even been 
known to creep into their dtscourses in even more modern times ? As a 
rule, the minister preaches according to the tastes of the congregation that 
pays him his salary, and the theatrical manager no less surely caters to the 
taste of his public. In either case the deficiency 8ut marks the low ebb 
of human evolution. 

To-day, things are beginning to assume a better look in both the church 
and the theatre, and this arises from the fact that numerous men in each have 
caught the idea that Truth, Goodness and .Beauty are holy ends by virtue 
of their power in l.uman upl~ftment, even though they are considered as ab
stract principles having no visible relation to any dogma at present in. 
vented. In the dark ages the church was glad of its ability to assist itself 
out of the quagmire of a perverted age through the aid of the 
theatre ; and the theatre was equally glad to receive the holy recognition 
which only th., church could then be:1tow. Each one assisted the other 
out of the quicksands on to firmer ground ; and in the twentieth century 
they shall ~ooain work hand in hand for the common end of that education 
which, nailing men's thoughts to the Good, the Beautiful and the True, 
shows them God, not as a distant possibility, but as a benevolent and omni
pre'Jent verity. There is nothing the typical minister 80 needs, in order 
to increase his power, as a year or 80 of active stage experience. 

Another point which cannot be too strongly emphasized, is the value of 
pantomimic movement, or expressive gesture, from a purely physical stand
point. Function, in the human organism, is according to form, and form 
is according to use. From this it will be seen that gesture is a most im
portant hygienic agent. Through gesture one may acquire a habit of more 
healthful bodily position ; and from this habit, encouraged and persisted in, 
a fixed bearing,or form ; and this form will, by virtue of the fact that 
Function is according to Form, tend toward a more efficient discharge of 
the duties belonging to the bodily organs whose form has thus been changed. 
This point is of such vital import, that I think it wise, even at the risk of 
being considered somewhat prolix, to give further illustration of a mean
ing which to many will already be perfectly apparent. 

Suppose, by an abnormal break in the spine at the small of the back, 
one had, through the pressure thus brought upon the vital organs in that 
vicinity, prevented them from properly discharging their duties; it would 
be obvious that by taking pains to straighten th~ spine in the region of 
these organs, this abnormal pressure could be removed, and the form of the 
organs changed, thus allowing them to resume the proper discharge of 
their functions. Suppose, on the other hand, that the disease did not have 
its inception in the assumption of an improper form. Take, for exam
ple, the case of a consumptive. It may be stated as an almost infallible 
truth in the case of organic diseases, that the affected organ undergoes 
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prolaption from its proper normal condition. In consumption, when the 
lungs become noticeably affected, the chest sinks in upon them, thus decreas
ing the thoracic cavity. Now if t)le patient has sufficient strength and 
perseverance to elevate the chest and enlarge its cavity until this gestnre 
becomes an attitude, the. attitude a habit. and the habit a~ bearing, 
the lungs will, through this change of form, undergo a radical change of 
function, and be enabled more efficiently to discharge their duties. The 
never-failing truth of this assertion will be even more appa.rt-nt, when the 
Reader remembers that the lungs are entirely devoid of individual mus
cular exertion, being simply a spongy mass of matter, and, in the fullest 
sense of the term, the victims of circumstance. The lungs 8X}J&nd when 
the thoracic cavity is ·enlarged simply because, if they did not do so, a 
partial vacuum would be created between them and the internal walls of 
the chest; when thus·expanding, the air, if allowed, rushes in through 
the trachea and bronchial tabes, to prevent a vacuum in the interior of the 
lungs. It often occurs that, when one organ is diseased, another organ 

. will come to ita rescue, and discharge, as well as it can, the offices of the 
depraved organ. From this, and numerous other proofs tending towa.rd 
the same conclusion, one may consider himself warranted in the belief that 
a single diseased organ alters the functions of every organ in the 
body. Inasmuch as function has the same power to change form, as form 
has to modify function, it will be seen that, upon this hypothesis, a 
single depraved organ will change, though possibly in an imperceptible 
degree, the form of the entire body, and. convel'flely, that the improve
ment of the form of any portion of the body will beneficially modifv the 
functions of every organ. · • 

If, iu the above, I have been able to show the Reader the rea.,on why 
beauty is health, I shall not regret the spae.e occupied with a matter ap
parently so simple. 

It has been stated in former articles that the source of artistic pleasure 
lay in the exercise of the imagination. It will now be pertinent to the 
subject in hand to state what clas&es of idea& are capable of bringing 
about this pleasurable exercise of the imagination. 

The tabulation as giyen by Mr. Ruskin calls for no improvement, and is 
as follows: 

" I. Ideas of Power. - The perception or conception of the mental 
or bodily powers by which the work has been produced. 

"II. Ideas of Imitation. -The perception that the thing resembles 
~omething else. 

" III. Ideas of Truth. - The perception of faithfulness in a statement 
of facts by the thing produced. 

" IV. Ideas of Beauty.- The perception of Beauty, either in the thiog 
produced, or in what it suggests or resembles. 

"V. Ideas of Relation.- The perception of intellectual relations, in 
the thing produced, or in what it suggests or resembles." 

So pertment, and so full of ethical llign#kance are the words of Mr. 
Ruskin on the subject of Ideas of Power, that I have decided to postpone 
whatever I may find necessary to say upon this point, and to end these 
remarks by the following quotation from that author: 

~·Ideas of Power.- These are the simple perception of the mental or 
bodily powers exerted in the production of any work of art. Acoording 
to the dignity and degree of the power perceived is the dignity of the idea; 
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but the whole class of ideas is .received by the intellect, and they excite 
the best of the moral feelings, veneration, and the desire of exertion. As 
a species, therefore, they are one of the noblest connected with art ; but 
the differences in degree of dignity among themselves are in6.nite, being 
correspondeqt with every order of power,- from that of the fingers to 
that of the most exalted .intellect. 

•• Thus, when we see an Indian's paddle carved from the handle to the 
blade, we have a conception of prolonged manual labor, aud are gratified 
in proportion to the supposed expenditure of time and exertion. These 
are, indeed, powers of a low order, yet the pleasure arising from the con
ception of them enters very largely indeed into our admiration of ail 
elaborate ornament, architectural decoration, etc. The delight with which 
we look on the fretted front of Ronen Cathedral depends in no small 
degree on the simple perception of time employed and labor expended in 
its production. But it is a right, that is, an ennobling pleasure even in 
this, its lowest phase; and even the pleasure felt by those persons who 
praise a drawing for its • 6.nish,' or its • work,' which is one precisely of 
the same kind, would be right, if it did not imply a want of perception 
of the higher powers which render work unnecessary. If to the evidence 
of labor. be added that of strength or dexterity, the sensation of power is 
yet increased ; if to strength and dexterity be added that of ingenuity 
and judgment, it is multiplied tenfold, and so on, through all the subjects 
of action of body or mind, we receive the more exalted pleasure from the 
more exalted power. 

•• So far the nature and effects of power cannot but be admitted by all. 
But the circumstance which I wish especially to insist upon, with respect 
to them, is one which may not, perhaps, be so readily allowed, namely ; 
that they are independent of the nature or worthiness of the object from 
which they are received, and that whatever has been the subject of a great 
power, whether there be intrinsic and apparent worthiness in itself or not, 
bears with it the evidence of having been so, and is capable of giving the 
idea.<J of power, and the consequent pleasures in their full degree. For 
observe, that a thing is not properly said to have been the result of a great 
power, on which only some part of that power has been expended. A nut 
may be cracked by a steam-engine, but it has not, in being so, been the 
subject of the power of the engine. And thus it is falsely said of great 
men, that they waste their lofty powers on unworthy objects: the object 
may be dangerous or useless, but, as far as the phrase has reference to dif
ficulty of performance, it cannot be unworthy of the power which it 
brings into e:urtion, because nothing can become a subject of action to 
a greater power which can be accomplished by a less, any more than 
bodily strength can be exerted . where there is nothing to resist it. 

•• So then, men may let their great powers lie dormant, while they em
ploy their mean and petty powers on mean and petty objects ; but it iB 
'Ehysically impossible to employ a great power except on a great object. 
Consequently, wherever power of any kind or degree has been exerted, the 
marks and evidence of it are stamped upon the results: it is impossible 
that it should be lost or wasted, or without record, even in the • estimation 
of a hair: ' and therefore, whatever has been the subject of a. great power 
bears about with it the image of that which created it, and is what is com
m.only called • excellent.' And this is the true meaning of the word ex
cellent as distinguished from the terms, ' beautiful,' •useful,' •good,' ~t.c. 
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" The faculty of perceiving what powers are required for the production 
of a thing, is the faculty of perceiving excellence. It is this faculty in 
which men, even of the most cultivated taste, must always be wanting, un
less they have added practice to rejlection; because none can estimate the 
power manifested in victory, unless they have f!61'8onally meaaured the 
strength to be overcome. Though, therefore,. it IS possible, by the culti
vation of sensibility and judgment, to become ~pable of distinguishing. 
what is beautiful, it is totally impo88ible, without practice and knotcledge, 
to distinguish or feel what is excellent. The beauty or the truth of Titian's 
flesh-tint may be appreciated by all; but it is only to the artist, whose 
multiplied hours of toil have not reached the slightest resemblance of one 
of its tones, that its e:x:cellence is manifest . . • • . • . . Whenever the visi
ble victory over difficulties is found painful, or in false taste, it is owin~ 
to the performan<'.e of an inferior to a great difficulty, or to the false esti
mate of what is difficult and what is not. It is far more d~fficult to be 
8im.ple than to be complicated ; far more difficult to sacrifice sk.1'11 a.nd cease 
exertion in the proper place, than to expend both indiscriminately. We 
shall find, in the course of our investigation, that beauty and difficulty go 
together; and that they are only mean and paltry difficulties which It is 
wron~ or contemptible to wrestle with. Be it remembered then - POtOer · 
i8 MtJer wasted. Whatever power has been employed, produces excellence 
in proportion to its own dignity and exertion ; and the faculty of per
ceiving this exertion, is the faculty of perceiving excellence." 

I cannot forbear to emphasize by repetition a few of the grand trutha 
quoted above. " It is ;rhysically impossible to employ a great power ex
cept on a great object.' Here is a lesson of the highest practical ethical 
significance. Its meaning is as clear as noonday : if you would attain 
greatness you most do so through the conquering of difficulties calling into 
exertion great powers ; and if you would grow morally, mentally, or phy
sically, it must be through combat with difficulties worthy the attention 
of your greatest p<>wers. 

"It is this faculty (of perceiving power or excellence) in which men, 
even of the most cultivated taste, must always be wanting, unless they 
have added practice to rtjlection; because none can estimate the power 
manifested 10 victory, unless tht~y have per8onally mea8ured the strength 
to be overcome." From this it will be seen t;hat the ideal critic, must be . 
also the ideal artist,- that is to say, he must be able to reproduce the art 
production her assumes to criticize ; for without this ability he can form 
no reliable and adequate conception of the power expressed, or of the ex
cellence of the result. It is in view of this fact that the puerile critiques 
leveled by our newspaper tyros at our great artists :Jhould, in most cases 
be properly estimated as only evidencing astounding \lOnceit. 

"It is far more difficult to be simple than to be complicated." 
One has not to go very far in the practice of any art before this great 

truth is brought home to him in a way to command attention. The same 
great truth apJ?lies to the conduct oflife, but, &las, how few comparatively, 
ever awake to its realization. The most common violation of simplicity 
is that wherein the expressive vehicle is made of more prominence than 
the thought, feeling, or emotion to which utterance is given. A very homely 
illustration may serve to more clearly impress this definition of p<twer. A 
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mediocre cook requires a full larder in order to furnish a good repast, 
while a French cook is able to prepare a most tempting meal from a lar
der which his less skilled brother would consider practically empty. 

Power, in art, be it remembered, is the apparent inadequacy of the 
means .employed to the end accomplished, or, in other words,- Ease in 
Force. 

NAKED EYE ASTRONOMY. 

BY CHAS. H. HACJU.. Y. 

Number Four. 

Anour Mar 25th at 9 p. m., the constellation of Cassiopeia may be 
found nearly north, and well down. toward the horizon. In this _position it has 
a most striking resemblance to the letter W. West of Casstopeia, Auriga 
is just disappearing below the horizon. This constellation may be eMily 
identified by the first magnitude star Capella, situated at the edge of the 
Milky Way. 

From Auriga, in a straight line toward the socta-west to the distance 
of about twenty degrees, the constellation of Gemir>i is seen. The princi
pal members of this group aru placed in the form of a rectangle, Castor 
an<l Pollux being the most brilliant, the latter being a first magnitude star. 

Leo is thirty degrees from Gemini in a southerly direction, and a line drawn 
through the centre of Gemini to the star Regulus in Leo, will show a por
tion of the ecliptic, or path which the Sun seems to travel from month to 
month. Regulus is the only first magnitude star belonging to the constel
lation of Leo, although,rjust at present, the planet Saturn is in that vicin
ity, and to the casual observer, seems of· as much importance as its com
panion. wbtle in t·eality it is as the veriest mite in comparsion. 

Close exrunination will 11how the observer that Regulus shines with a 
power all its own. The twinkling and flashing of this star plainly shows 
this; but Saturn's light is borrowed. He shines only from light received 
from 'the Sun and reflected Earthward. Including Regulus, there are six 
stars of Leo whose form is strikingly like a sickle. Regulus forms the 
handle, and the .remaining five extend in the direction of Gemini as the 
blade. 

The other members of this group (Leo) are eastward to the dis
tance of fifteen degrees, Denebola being in the extremity of the constella
tion. 

Half way from Leo to Gemini the constellation of Cancer is situated. 
There are no prominent stars in this group, but the few faint stars com
posing it may be easily found from the fact that they are midway between 
Leo and Cancer. 

The constellations of Bootes, Corona Borealis, Hercules and Cygnus, 
are now in more favorable positions for observation than they were when 
previously described. Bootes, with brilliant Arcturus, will be seen occupy
ing the zenith, while the other groups may be found by following a liue 
straight toward the north-east. 

Well above the eastern horizon the constellation of Aquilla, the ea~le, 
is now plainly visible. This group is readily distingnh!lted from havmg 
in its midst the star Altair, which is of first magnitude, shining with a. 
brilliant white light. 
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The number of first magnitude stars is very limited. The entire list 
will not exceed twenty, and of this number there are but ten or twelve visi
ble to the observer in this latitude. Not one can be found within forty 
degrees of Polaris, Vega and Capella being a few degrees outside this 
limit. There are other sections equally extensive within the bounds of 
which not one star of first magnitude can be seen. 

Second magnitude stars are more numerous; and the stars increase greatly 
in number as the brilliancy decreases, so that at sixth magnitude the 
number is about four thousand. The total number of a.ll magnitudes 
visible to the naked eye is only six thousand, and less than one-half this 
number is visible at one time . 

. These figures seem very inadeqaate to express the apparent number of 
stars, as the casual o.bserver is accustomed to view them, but the best au
thority has established their correctness. Along that section of the 
heavens occupied by the Milky Way, the most indifferent obser-ver may see 
tl1at the stars are most thickly strewn, while at the points farthest from 
this path comparitively few stars are found. The knowledge of this fact 
has given rise to much speculation as to the _probable form of the Uni
verse. It is supposed that in the line of the Solar System and the Milky 
Way the Universe is vastly more extensive than in other directions. 

With regard to form, the arrangement of the Universe has been likened 
to a grindstone, the edge of which is split to the extent of one-third its 
circumference. This split is very conspicuous in the Milky 'Vay. It is 
there seen as an opening of irregular form, and nearly destitute of stars, 
extending from the constellation Cygnus to Scorpio. 

·what this vast extent of seeming waste signifies in the construction 
of the Universe cannot be known. Why the stars of the Milky W a.y 
should appear of nearly uniform distribution throughout the greater por
tion of its extent, and then divide, leaving vast areas of starless space; 
again uniting and continuing its course as before the division- what the 
true meaning of this occurrence may be, and in what important partic
ulars our present estimate of the form of the universe would be modified, 
or completely changed, could we comprehend the phenomena, are problems 
extremely interesting, ·although perhaps of little practical account to man 
in his present !ltate of existence. 

\V e have seen that the stars of the Milky 'Vay appear nearer each oth~r,
in clusters as it were,~nly because in that particular direction they extend 
to an infinitely greater distance. There are some twenty million stars, -
down to, and irwluding, the fourteenth magnitude, which can be seen by 
the aid of the telescope Of this vast number eighteen millions are placed 
in the Milky Way. 

It is not to be supposed that actual count has been made of them, but 
from careful estimate of the number of stars which can be seen in one 
field of view in the telescope, and by repeating the observation in numer
ous sections, a tolerably true result may be obtained. 

\V e will suppose an observer with a fin(> instrument actually count.i 
all the stars visible in the particular field which his telescope commands. 
He may find one thousand or ten thousand, but his task can be pursued 
at leisure, for the accurate adjustment of the clock-work machinery con
nected with the telescope will keep the instrument always pointed at the 
same spot until the horizon hides it from view. The number of stars de
termined in one fieltl of view, another is taken; and so on until sufficient 
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observation establishes a reliable average. This secured, it remains only 
to ascertain how much greater the whole extent of the Milky Way is than 
that portion which may be seen in one field of view, to arrive at a satisfac
tory conclusion regarding the number of stars in that great galaxy, 

Eighteen million suns I How inadequate and weak are a.ll human at
tempts to comprehend such a gorgeous display of divine ~sdom and power. 
There are men who put a life-time of study and experiment in the exam
ination of our Sun, and yet are free to confess that its wonderful exhibitions 
of power are as far above their comprehension as the intricacy ancl power 
of the locomotive is beyond the understanding of a babe. 

Possibly our Sun surpasses a very few of the members of the Milky 
Way, but in volume, power. a:nd brilliancy, he is far outdone by others 
which may be counted by mtlhons. In the presence of such magnificence 
we experience truly a feeling of sincerest insignificance, both as planet 
and system. If the phenomena of our Sun are beyond the conception of 
minds which for years have given it deepest consideration, what feelings 
of infinitely deeper import must fill him who realizes that he is looking 
upon a system, within the bounds of which are eighteen million of suns, 
with an average individual power and brilliancy far exceeding ours. 
Truly the emotions in depth and intensity can be limited only by the 
feeble power within us to comprehend the unknow-dble. 

Boston, May 15, 1889. 

SOME OCCULT PHENOMENA AND FORCES FROM 
THE SCIENTIFIC STAND....; POINT. 

BY VIDY A-NY AIKA. 

THJ! BELATION OF TONES TO EMOTIONS. 

Observable Emotional Difference of Tones. 

WE are a.ll experimentally acquainted with the fact that different vocal 
or instrumental tones excite different emotions. We can readilv distin
guish whether the vocal sounds emanating from an animal are· tones of 
love, fear, or pain ; and it is well known that to make this discrimination, 
it is unnecessary to have the creature before our eyes while it is giving ut
terance to these sounds. 

Among animals incapable of articulate speech, there bas developed the 
capacity of producing a series of tones, wails, croonings, cooings, barks, 
growls, pipings, whinings, and cries, all corrP.sponding to a series of emo
tions as well understood by the animals themselves, as by their more intelli
gent observer - man. Among all the various genera a.nd species of ani-· 
mals it is easy to recognize the soft, mellow tones of love, and of parental, 
or filial affection ; and it is equally easy to distinguish them from the harsh, 
discordant, grating noises of anger ; and also to clearly discern how 
widely these differ in their turn from the tones of fear,or the tones of pain, 
made by these same creatures. And all these differ from the sounds of 
gladness uttered under the influence of freedom, light, and air, and the con
sequent exhilaration produced by health and joy. As animals ascend in 
the scale of evolution through the multifarious physical embodiments; and 
as their mental and emotional life becomes more complex an<l varied by 
multitudinous inherited and acquired experiences, these tones also become 
more and more varied and complex ; capable of numerous modifications, 
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modulation~, accentuations and cadences ; and this P.rocess of increased 
heterogeneity and functional adaptation continues, unttl in Man it blossoms 
into intelligent, consecutive, logical speech, capable of preserving and trans
muting knowledge ; or of ren~ring the grateful air tremulous with the 
melodious thrill of song, or with the pulses of melody and harmony that 
resurrect in memory the emotional experiences of the days and the lives 
gone and forgotten, and create within us new sentiments and aspirations 
that otherwise would have slumbered in oblivion. How easy it is for us 
to distinguish betwaen the tones of the soothing lullaby of love, sung by 
a fond mother over her dozing child, and the sad refrain of a dirge-like 
song whose words and melody recall a bitter past from which she reluc. 
tautly lifts the veil; and we find ourselves able to recognize the emotional 
difference even when we are unable to hear a single articulate word. 

Such marked contrasts as those between the grating groan of agony, 
the melancholy moan of anguish, and the cringing cry of pain ; and 
those existing between the sigh of disappointed hope, the sob that comes 
from recollection of woful heart-histories, and the shrill shriek of hor
ror and despair, need not herein be commented upon. It is to the subtler, 
more delicate, and more complex shadings and modulations of the human 
voice, and of instrumental tones, that we desire to call the attention of our 
Readers. How is it that, although they are keyed or turned to the same 
pitch, and are sounding the same note, we can distinguish between a 
violin, fife, piccolo, clarionet and harp '! Why are the tones of a flute 
more pleasing than the same pitches produced by a reed ? Why is the 
reolian harp more pathetic and contemplative in its effect than the piano? 
How is it that, although they speak the same words in the same pitch, 
the tones of a Desdemona are more pleasing than those of an Iago ? What 
is there about the gradually dying away echoes of a sounding ~re that 
throws us into a reverie filled with vague longings and sublime imaginings? 
What, in short, constitutes the physical difference between a tone that 
produces a feeling of sadness and melancholy, and one that fills us with 
ennobling aspirations, and makes us joyous? 

These questions have been partially answered by the remarkable series 
of experimental researches conducted by that celebrated mathematician, 
philosopher, and physicist of Germany, Prof. Helmholtz. He has at 
least answered in a most satisfactory manner, the fundamental cause of these 
differences of emotional effect produced by different instruments, and has, 
furthermore, shown us in what direction to look for a complete explanation 
of the how, - the modus operandi -of the production of emotion by 
tones in a systematic manner. He demonstrated that these differences are 
caused, in some manner, by the harmonics or overtones of the fundamental 
notes of the melody, harmony, or voice. 

He has not, however, ventured to tell us in what way these harmonics 
a 1·e related to definite emotions ; in what manner they affect the mental 
c1mtlition ; or in what way they produce physiological effects. He and 
P1·ofessor Young have shown us that, when certain harmonics are present 
in a marked degree, certain other harmonics cannot simultaneously ex
ist in the same sounding body. These differences between tones have been 
called "tone--quality,"" timbre,"" K!ang:farbe'' (sound-color or clang-tint), 
and are known to constitute the difference between pleasing and less pleas
ing musical tones ; but as to what change in these harmonics CI>DStltutes 
a definite emotional change, they have not told us. It is in that section of 
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the Laws of ENs, MovENS and OM contributed by the one who is called 
VIDY 4.-NY AIKA, that we must look for light. Before quoting from that sec. 
tion we must make it clear to our Readers what is meant by the tel'D18 em
ployed. 

ARRANGEMENT OF HARMONICS WrTH REFERENCE TO EMOTIONS. 

Whenever a wire is oscillating at some given pitch, say, with a period
frequency of 2QO per seoon?, there is also. produced, in ~dition to the 
said fundamental tone, a series of tones havmg a greater period-frequency, 
and these higher notes are called harmonic-overtones, or simply, overtones. 
They have a whole-number numerical ratio to the pitch of the fundament
al tone. The trained ear can generally detect-in the sounding wire or 
reed, the presence of a tone an octave higher in pitch than that of the 
fundg,mental or heavier tone, and this superimposed note is called the 

• first harmonic, .(400 per second in period-frequency). It can be readily 
measured by means of a vibratometre, or easily detected by means of one 
of Helmholtz' resonators of corresponding pitch. During the oscilla
tion of the above-mentioned wire there can be heard, in addition to the 
fundamental tone,and in addition tothe first harmonic, other overtones or 
harmonics having yet higher pitches. If the fundamental tone be 200 
in pitch, the consecutive order of the possible harmonics will be as 
follows. 

1st, 200 ; ~nd, 400 ; 8rd, 600 ; 4th, 800 ; 5th, 1000 ; 6th, 1200 ; 
etc. If it be a musical tone without harshness, - that is, without har
monics discordant to other of its harmonics, then, in the production of a 
pleasing tone the order of its harmonics may be as follows: 

1st, 200; 2nd, 400 ; ( 8rd, absent) 4th, 800; etc. The presence of the second 
harmonic prevents the formation of the third, because, in producing the 
second, the wire oscillates in two segments with a relatively neutral-point 
midway uf its length ; and this prevents the formation of two neutral-points 
au,! three segments as necessitated by the third harmonic. The third harmon
ic may be present, by virtue or the fact that the transverse section of the wire. 
mav execute excursions other than those to-and-fro in a linear direction ; 
it may describe circles, loops, or complicated combinations of circles and 
loops, and the frequency of these may be such as to form the third har
monic, under the above-mentioned conditions, -if it does so, the third 
harmonic will be discordant to the others, and the tone .will he painful to 
hear. Referring again to the last mentioned case, and supposing the 
absence of the third harmonic, those capable of forming beyond the 4th, 
(800), are either of the two following series. 7th, 1600; 16th, 3200; 
or, 12th, 2400. 

These harmonic& higher in pitch, produce, with those lower in pitch, 
"difference notes" which may, or may not, be concordant with the combina
tion ; and it is this which constitutes the essential distinction between the 
major and minor in music, about which we will learn in subsequent 
articles. The presence of the third harmonic (600) would necessitate the 
following ratios of the harmonics. 

1st, 200 ; (absent); 3rd, 600 ; (4th, !lth, 6th, 7th, 8th, absent) ; 9th, 1800; 
etc. ; or 1st, 200 ; (absent) ; 8rd, 600 ; (4th. 5th, absent) ; 6th, 1200 ; (7th, 
8th, 9th, lOth, 11th, absent); 12th, 2400. There are of course, other combina
tions, for instance ; in the latter series, the 6th harmonic, whose frequency 
is 1200, may be caused by three segments in that aliquot part of the string, 
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instead of two segments, and, in that ca~~e, the number above 1200 would be 
3600. It is obvious that no mmical tone can have all the harmonics of a 
fundamental tone present ; it is possible to so weight, twist, and hamper 
:~ wir" that all the harmonics will be produced, but definite musical ton~ 
:md specific emotional effects cannot thns be produced. Discords do indeed 
produce emotional, mental, and physiological phenomena- so do diseases 
3nd poisons- but they are not of the kind about which we are seeking to 
learn at the present stage of our studies. Harmonics are always present in 
every " simple " tone. They are produced, as once before stated, by the 
oscillation of symmetrical, submultiple portions of the sounding body; or 
by secondary recurrent motions of the body in a different plane from that 
of the fundamental oscillations. The definite relation of these harmonics 
to emotions, to mental and bodily phenomena, is indeed a complex and ex
teosi ve subject, -more elaborate than can be fully dealt with 10 the limits 
of this series of articles with:mt trespassing upon the reserved sec
tions of the contributions of VIDYA-NYAIKA to the Mahopanisbada; but, as 
his Representative, we are at liberty to popularize as much of the G ..•.. R 
liection as may be necessary for the comprehension of some of the occult 
phenomena. which we have essayed to discuss. We shall avail ourselves 
of the privilege of quoting some of these laws taken from the secret sec
tion of the donation to the G .. . .. R Department. Under the subject of 
Sound, the 92nd Law reads as follows, when translated into a popularized 
language, divested of mathematical terms, and the peculiar nomenclature 
.of its author. 

• NYAilU.'S 92ND LAW OF SOUND • 

•• Each one of the harmonics of a fundamental tone,- at least of the 
iirst twelve harmonics,--corresponds to, and is capable of producing, 
;1. definite and particular kind of emotional effect, a definite class of 
mental effects and conditions, and to· a distinct kind of physiological 
:1henomena: and one of these harmonics is necessarily dominant, relative 
::o the other associated harmonics, in every vocal or other musical sound ; 
and this augmented harmonic is the 'base ' or dominant harmonic giv. 
ing emotional character to the tone." 

COROLLARY. "Therefore the relative loudness of the h&.rmonics of a 
fundamental tone is one of the essential physical conditions of tone-qual
ity.'' 

COROLLARY. (Referring also to 80th Law.) "Every pure, musical tone, 
capable of exciting definite results. must contain some one harmonic of 
amplitude and volume greater than the other harmonics, and to which 
they must bear concordant ratios.'' 

(To BB OOlC'iLNOJtD,) 

THE USES OF SOLAR BIOLOGY. 
THE first question tha.t arises in the practical mind on hearing anything 

new presented to the public for their consideration is, What are its uses? 
And na.tuarlly enough the question has been asked in regard to this new 
science. of life that is now attracting so much attention in thinking circles. 
As I listen to the question, faithful memury brings before my mental 
·tis ion a. book, read when quite a child, relating to the ad ventureB of a certain 
person in a chance-UJOrld. Like the man in the " Arithmetical Country" d~ 
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scribed in the April number of TnE EsoTERIC, how he came there is 
of little moment to us, but he found himself in a world where chance 
governed everything. There was no law or order in the entire rea.l:n ; ~nd 
I have a vivid recollection now of the frontispiece of the book which repre
l!ented a man with his head occupying the place of his chest, and his arms 
hanging limply from his shoulders, gazing at the perfect man who appe::.red 
before him with as much curiosity as if he had been some importation 
from the Cannibal Is:U.Uds. 

In the great body of humanity does not the same disorder and confu
sion exist? We re:&d in our Bibles that" God bath set the members every 

one of them in the body, as it hath pleased Him, so that there should be no 
schism in the body, but that the members should have the same care one 
for another." But is that the rule of the body as found to-<lay? Is it 
not true t!lat a struggle is continually being c~rried on in which the strong
est triumphs, and the result h, as scientists tell us, a "survival of the 
fittest." 

Once astronomy considered space as empty as Shakespeare's " empty, 
vast, and wandering air : " now it knows that every cubic inch of It 
i!i governin[ with greater intensity of force than that which is visible at 
Niagara. ~very i11ch of surface that can be concei vcd of between the 
suns, is more wave-tossed than the ocean in a storm. .All is qpiverin , 
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moving, iutelligent life. Taking the Sun as the centre of this ocean of 
life, -for "Solar Biology" confines itself wholly to the Solar System, 
(see diagram p. 511,) merely hinting at the systems and systems of worlds 
of which our Sun is only an atom, -the an(•ient sages and philosophers 
understood and defined this Solar fluid as being identical with the life-forces 
of a Grand Man, and had found the various functions arranged in a circle, 
forming the twelve departments or signs of the zodiac, ami had so mapped 
them out in divisions of thirty degrees each. 

Thus there comes down to us from those early ages the idea that the 
zodiac around which the Earth and other planets revolve, embraced in or
derly arrangement the function of a Grand Man bent into a circle, with his 
feet at)( (Pisces),-and head at 'Y' (Aries: see diagram p. 512.) These 
divi11ions are not imaginary, but have well-defined limits clearlydistiugnish
ing them from each other. These twelve divisions of this solar fluid, 
ether ocean, or sea of atmosphere,- whichever it may be called, rep
resent twelve distinct qualities of life; and, as the Earth in its revolutions 
around the Sun enters one of these divisions, it is, for the time being, im
mersed in a specific vital fluid, or sea of life, and all persons born while 
the Earth remains in that particular sign are characterized by the peculiar 
quality of that life, and so around the entire zodiac. That this is trn~ 
has been demonstrated beyond a doubt, as the numbers who have listened 
to the accurate delineationa given of absent friends can testify. 

The position of the Earth at birth gives the foundation quality to the 
nature. The position of the Moon shows the plane or sphere of activity, 
wlule the several planets, each possessing a quality of its own, impart 
that quality to whatever sign they may be in, and all must he considered 
in their bearings on the nature under consideration. 

If then, "God hath set the members in order" we know that must be His 
law, and 11in according to accepted theology "is any want of conformity to, 
or transgression of, the law of God." Therefore, any deviation from that 
established order results in confusion and disorder. The special mission 
of " Solar Biology" is to sound in the ears of every man and woman com
posing the great body of humanity, the words inscribed on the temple 
porch at Delphi-" know thyself;" because, to quote the words of Anna 
Kingsford, the author of "The Perfect Way,"" man cannot know God with
out knowing himself, and cannot know himself without knowing God. and 
only through the knowledge of the one, can the knowledge of the other 
be obtained." · 

It is admitted that we are each a thought of God, and have each our 
special sphere of use in the world. That fact being universally recognized 
would lead each to seek his own especial place in the grand body, and 
that cannot he done without the aid of" Solar Biolo~y," unless the inherent 
tendencies are so strong as to lead the nature entirely in one certain diroo. 
tion, and then, very often, opposing circumstances prevent the entr.ance to 
that special sphere. 

By reference to this old-new science it will be seen that some persons 
belong by nature to the intellectual re8lm, and deal entirely with things 
on an external plane. Others live in the interior, and seek to penetrate 
the cause-world, and learn from Mother Nature her secrets. Some are 
fitted for general business, and large enterprises ; others for transactions on 
a smaller and more varied scale. Some are born to rule, some to serve. 
Some for domestic, some for social, some for public uses, etc. Until this 
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is understood, and the body of humanity has come into its proper order, 
we shall be in the same condition as the people in the chance.'I.Corld. The 
feet will be striving to take the place of the head; the lungs,ofthe heart; 
the muscles, of the lungs; the head. of the stomach ; and so throughout 
the entire system, each thinking the other has the be"t place ; and the one 
who could remove the other by will or guile, and himself take the vacated 
poaition, would complacently do so, and feel that he had achieved a Ruccess. 

" How reason reels " at such a picture I And yet will any candid, thought
ful person say such is not the case with the world to-day. 

Then again, think of the "family jars " which might be avoided, and the 
sweet love and sympathy which might take their place if each understood the 
other scientifically, and could say when any misunderstanding arises; "He or 
she has the senRitive, yet independent nature of ~ (Cancer) ; or the love 
and impulse of .Q (Leo); the criticism and will of 11lt (Virgo) ; the vascil
lating, demonstrative nature of ~ (Libra); the pride and dignity of!'\ 
(Scorpio), or whichever sign the other represented ; then it would be easier 
to be, 

" To their Tirtuea very kiDd, 
And to their faulta a little bliDd." 

To physicians, and those interested in every school of healing, this science, 
is especially valuable since the sign in which the Earth is at time of births 
indicates the special activity of that particular iunction or system to which 
it corresponds. Thus t:y" (Aries) corresponds to the brain, and the sys
tem of nerves of which it is the centre ; and remedial agents can reach 
persons born in that sign more directly by treating the brain and nerves 
than in any other way. Usually quiet and rest are the best medicines, as 
thereby, both brain and nerves are restored to their normal condition ; and 
these being normal the rest of the body follows, since the brain is leader. 
II (Gemini) corresponds to the system of nerves having for its centre 
the inferior cervical ganglion; $ (Cancer), to the respiratory system, and 
the lacteals ; .Q (Leo), to the circulatory system, and the solar plexus ; ~ 
(Libra) governs the kidneys, the lower part of the spinal column, the optic 
lobe, and is the conserver of the reproductive fluids of the body ; lll (Scor
pio) is the source of life, the altar on which the fires of life burn, transmut
mg the grosser elements of the body into the finer and higher ; t (Sagitta
rius) corresponds to the muscular system; Vj (Carpricorn) to the joints of 
the body; ::: (Aquarius) to the nerves of sensation and osseous system;* 
(Pisces) corresponds to. the feet, and can be treated more successfully 
bv quieting the restless tendencies of those members, as persons born in 
that sign are anxious and restless, and, like t:y" (Aries), are liable to brain 
trouble. 

Thus it will be seen that, by having a key to the physical nature of each, 
the physician is enabled to treat more suooeBBfully and intelligently than 
if he undertook a case blindly. 

·Beside the key to the physical, he has also the key to the mental, and 
by knowing the dominant characteristics of each, can more readily adapt 
himself to individual minds, which., in itself, is a decided advantage. 

As use is the supreme law of God, and the object for which we were 
·placed in the world. let us not go stumbling and jostling about in one 
another's way, but find our place, and then help others to find the&rs. 

A. GENEVIEVE PAYSON. 
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TO THE AWAKENED. 

IK the May number of THE EsoTERIC we called upon those interested 
in the accomplishment of our grand ultimates to lend us all po88ible assist
ance, in order that our field of usefulness might not be narrowed by the 
nefarious machinations of our foes. The battle has been wholly defensitJe 
on our side, and many of the unjust and cowardly blows aimed at us have 
been exceedingly bani to bear. It was under these circumstance'S that we 
called for assistance, and exhorted our friends to rise en masse and meet 
unitedly the thoroughly unscrupulous and thoroughly organized foe who 
has sworn to estop our eftorts toward human upliftment. We asked those 
who did not feel that they could afford to donate anything, to invest in the 
stock of the Esoteric Publishing Company.· We felt warranted, since this 
stock is placed at the low price of ten dollars per shal'e, and paid last J anu
ary an annual dividend of six per cent., in expecting a hearty response 
from our friends. We would say to all who have their hearts in this 
movement ; " Our battle is for your sake. Will you, in the hour of our 
greatest need, leave 114 to fight it out alone, or will you, loyal to vour 
highest ideal of right, join hands with us in plan~g the seed of reforma
tion even amid the weeds and tares of a selfish and carnal age ? Will you 
not invt-st, or donate, according to your ability, joiningyour means with 
ours, and raising yo'llr voice in our war-cry ; " God's tDork must and shall 

goThont." · • ded · th ...... _ E · f 'b · h e lDVItatton exten m e .uu.y soter10 or contri utioqs to t e 
cause of human upliftment, has been answered in a very satisfactory man
ner by several stanch friends of the movement. We take this opportunity 
to again aver that the highest interests of our work depend at present 
almost completely upon the amount of financial assistance which our friends 
will render at this crisis. Our peculiar and unprecedented principles are 
embraced only by the few, who, tired of the superficial and useless baubles 
of popular social life, seek that moral, physical and mental purity which 
we hope ultimately to bring into saving and beneficent prevalence. Those 
who have been with ns from the first know, beyond peradventure, the sin
cerity of our purpose. We ask no reward for ourselves, we crave no ac
cumulation of lucre fvr gratification of personal ends or ambitions. We 
desire money only for the grand use which we feel it can, in our hands, be 
made to subserve in our work of issuing and distributing that class of 
literature which, at present, lacks a sufficiently strong popular support 
to be self-maintaining. Those who thus far have sent us their tangible 
earnest of inte~t in the cause of human betterment, we wish again to as
sure that every dollar will be used with the uttermost faithfulness for the 
purposes for which it was placed in our hands. The management of the 
movement in Boston is in care of those whose ambitions, loves, and even 
life itself, is thoroughly entwined and interblended with the great cause 
of man's upliftment. Realizing this, there can be no cause for our friends 
withholding their further aid- either as kindly expressed sympathy, or as 
financial su_P.port. We would refer to .the May Esoteric for the form in 
which tlontributions may be made. 

In closing we wish once more most heartily to express our gratitude to 
all those who have responded to our call for united resistance to the pow. 
ers of evil, and for pecuniary aid in disseminating God's ennobling truths 
broadcast over the land. 
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There comes at last a day when nothing is forgotten. On that day the 
blows struck in God's callBe, the sacrifices made in the establishment of 
TRUTH, shall shine as jewels be.aled in the common affairs of a humdrnm 
life. Right and Justice must triumph since 

"Gon KNows ms OWN.' 

May divine light be on your path, 
Esoterio Publishing Company. 

TWELVE MANNER OF GENIL 

THE GENIUS OF II (GEHINI). 

THIS governs all persons born between May 20th and June 21st of any 
year. 

In Genesis XLIX. is found, "And Jacob called unto his sons, and 
said, gather yourselves together, that I may tell you that which shall be
fall you in the last days." Then Jacob made the prophecies concerning all 
the twelve sons and representatives of the twelve signs of the zodiac. And 
of lssaohar (II) he sa1d; "Issachar is a strong ass couching down between 
two burdens : and he saw that rest was good, and the land that it was 
pleasant ; and bowed his shoulder to bear, and became a servant 
unto tribute." Moses only mentions Gemini in these' words,- Dent. 
XXXIII, 18; " And of Zebulon he said, rejoice, Zebulon, in thy going out; 
and, Issachar, in thy tents." 

These persons are restless, anxious and expectant, therefore the words, 
" Rejoice in thy tents," or house, or home, i.e. cease to be restless, and be 
satisfied with your portion, is the advise of the Prophet Moses, for they are 
the servers of the intellectual trinity, cy> (Aries), ~ (Taurus), and II (Gem
ini). To conquer self, to subdue all the passions, and to bring th~ mind 
into a complete calm is the one work of II. They are called the twins, because 
there are two natures in them, expressed in the ancient myth by the tw() 
warriors, Castor and Pollux, who were said to have been brothers ; and 
when Castor was slain iu battle, Pollux besought Jupiter to restore him 
to life, or to deprive himself of immortality, wherefore Jupiter permitted 
Castor who had been slain, to share the immortality of Pollux ; and con
sequently, as long as the one was upon the earth, so long was the other de
tained in the infernal regions; and they alternately lived and died every 
day. 

"Cutor md Poilu, first in martial foroe, 
One bold on foot, &Dei one renowned for hone 
Fair Leda'a twins in time to 11tara recede 
One fought on foot, one ourbed the fiery lteed. 

To harmonize and pacify these two natures is the work of their life, be
fore their Genii will join them, and when they do, then their nature will 
be as calm as the placid waters, and, as such, they will reflect the words 
and knowledge of the heavens, and remain in the house prepared of God 
to care for the uses of the body. It was said of John the Baptist "The 
VOICE.of one crying in the wilderness," etc. II is the voice, and may be. 
the voice of God to man. 

H. E. B. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 
'' Co-oPBJU.TION, Social and Industrial, the Solution of the Labor Problem," by 

Dr. J .. W. McSlarrow is a forty-page pamphlet dealing with one of the most im
portant topics of the day. The Author takes the ground that the present conflict 
is not between capital and labor, nor yet between certain industrial interests and 
elaases, but between just and unjust systems of commerce and trade, and that, conse
quently cooperation both p1·oductive and distributive, is the only solution of the labor 
problem. He puts the blame of the labor trouble upon the false principlu 
and defective methods by which society is governed- soeially, politically and 
commercially, and looks forward to the education of the 01&88ea as the only panacea 
for these ills. He asseverates that cooperation is the normal condition of society, 
and sternly stigmatizes those commercial engines of greed which make " love to 
the neighbor" a chureh-o-' Sunday expression, rather than a sober, worky-day verity. 
The pamphlet has some incisive reasoning which the public would do well to pe-

. ruse. Published by the Author, Alvis, Arkansas. 
"Tim MoaNING STAB, a Theo-Philosophical.Magazine" published by The Plough 

Publishing Co., Glasgow, Scotland, is a neatly printed little pamphlet now in its 
first volume. . 

The aim of the magazine may perhaps be most clearly understood by simply 
quoting its motto ; " The highest revelation is, that God is in every man." Price 
of magazine, 2 d. monthly. 

"SKETCHES of the Scientific Dispensation of a New Religion, by Singleton W. 
Davis, is a sixty-four page pamphlet full of scholarly thrusts at popular fallacies. 
The work contains chapters on Relation of Reason and Science to Religion : In
troductory Sketch: Psychology, and the Problem of Immortality: Nature of the 
Religious Elements: .Morality, and Relation of Ethics to RE:ligion; Evolution of 
Religion : Agencies Effecting the Religious Revolution ; and a Concluding Skt~tch 
and Summary. We confidently believe that this work, if carefully perused, can
not fail to prove both interesting and instructive, and to throw light upon the path 
of many a benighted wanderer toward the unknown. It may not be amiss to here 
quote a few passages from the pamplet under consideration. 

" Some, in their exceeding anxiety to harmonize the Bible with science, have 
' harmonized ' out of it much that its friends claimed for it, as a supernatural 
literary work, and valuable history. Science and the Bible have been harmonized 
so often, that many are led to wonder why and whence all this smoke, and all this 
noise, if there is no battle I If' the lion and the lamb have actually laid down 
together ' in peace, why be continually ' stirring up the animals 1 ' 

" Righteousness is the key that unlocks the gates of heaven, that is happi:r~a&, 
in this world or any other. Gold cannot purchase it ; blood cannot redeem it when 
it has been lost." 

" Death is not the portal of either heaven or hell. The mystic river flows 
through the midst of both. 

"Each soul, whether for time or eternity, must work out its own salvatien, and 
the m~rits of one cannot extenuate the demerits of another. 

" The best preparation for death is life well lived. 
" The relationship of Goodness and Reward on the one hand, and that of Bad

ness and Penalty, on the other hand, is that of cause and effect, under immutable 
natural law ; and the object and ultimate effect of the combined action of natural 
rewards and penalties is the evolution of humanity. 

" While I profess to be a Rationalist, I confess to the insufficiency of reason 
alone. It is the guide, but not the motor of conveyance- the engineer but not the 
conductor- the pilot, but not the Captain; or, to vary the metaphor, it is the en
gine, but not the steam -the helm, but not the sail. 

" A hut built on a rock is safer than a castle built on sand. 
~Religion, then, whatever it may be conceived to be. is a legitimate field for 
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reuon to occupy, and reason in the field of reUgioD is rationalism, and that is the 
prophet, priest and revelator of a BCientitic dispensation of religion, which in the 
following chapters I will try to portray, to a limited extent, to the beat of my 
ability. prompted by an unsullied motive of. the love of truth and desire of the 
welfare of humanity." 

In this manner quotations might be multiplied page upon page, for this work is 
ene eminently " full of meat." We cannot too warmly urge all lovers of truth to 
earefully peruse this little pamphlet so full of.brilliant thought moat ably expressed. 
Copies may be procured through Esoteric Publishing Company. Price 25 eta. 

•· Mental Healing," by Dr. Georie F. Foote, is a 32-page pwnphlet containing a 
history of the BCience and a mode of treatment. For ita solid pJaetieal aeuae, and 
ita firm grasp of the subject in hand, the little book is justly entitled to be consid
ered a gem among the literature of Mental and Christian Science. The history of 
the origin of these modes of treatment is of the utmost value to all interested in 
either of the BCiences. Many of the seeming inconsistences of Chriatim Science, 
aa often taught, are moat ably explained away. We forbear to quote from Dr. 
Foote's work, becauae to reprint what should have the the public's attention would 
be to repeat the whole pamphlet. Ita coat is but twenty-five cents. .All interested 
should purchase a peruse for themselves. 

"Truths That I Have Treasured, or Studies of Health on a Psychic Baaia," 
by Susan Wood Burnham, is an 88-page pamphlet neatly printed, and fall of beao
tiful thoughts and sentiments ably expressed. As indicated by the following quo
tation upon ita title page, " The least flower with .a brimming cup, may stand and 
ahare ita dewdrop with another near," a generous helpfulne811 seems to be the mis
sion of the pamphlet. 

We cannot forbear to repeat a few of the quotations contained in the little book, 
aince we believe our Readers may get good from even a few beads cut from this 
string of gems. 

" The more we study we ahall be convinced that all the doors that lead inward 
to the secret place of the Moat High, are doors outward out of ~If, out of l'mall
neaa, out of wrong. 

"Feelings are like stars, which may lead tht~ mariner when the sky is clear ; but 
Reason, under the control of ReYelation, will prove itself the magnetic needle, which 
will safely guide the ahip when stare cease to shine. 

" For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he. 
"He will keep thee in a pavilion from the strife of tongues. 
"Such is the nature of Divine Order, that any deviation from it eauaea pain and 

diBComfort. 
" We C«JM to .u evil in others when we ~ that to which it oorrupor.U in 

our~vu." Price of pamphlet fifty centa. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 
A FEW copies of TBE EsoT.EBIC Vol. I. are offered to our subeen"bers at $1.25 

per Yolume. This reduction is 111ade from the fact that the co\"era are damaged 
to a very alight degree, otherwise the book is perfect. 

LAcK of space compels ua to withhold from this number of Tm: EsoTn1c the 
June installment of" .A Prayer For Knowledge," as well aa some other matter in
tended for the current iaaue. This aerial poem will be resumed in the next number. 

Wz take pleasure in calling the attention of our Readers to the fact that "!e 
have at last, in spite of the eftorta of our 1UI8Cl'Upuloua adveraariee, succeeded m 
securing more of those valuable articles on " Some Occult Phesaomena from the 
Scientific Stand-Point," which hitherto have in..-ariably been intercepted, ud would 
moat warmly commend them to all persona intereeted. in mattera eccalt or ~en
tific. The articles are resumed in this iuue and will be eontinued, we trait, With
out further interruption. 
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